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FOREWORD

A lot of courage was needed to undertake, within an extremely tight timetable, the “impossible mis
sion” of coping with such a comprehensive task as displayed in this book, which covers practically all 
aspects of chess composition.

Behind this there stood a special situation, where the general manager of “Chess Informant” has 
found it in his interest to invest in such a project, provided that the chief editor is GM Milan 
Velimirovic. And indeed, one could not ask for a better qualified man for the job. In a lucky coinci
dence, Kari Valtonen who happened to gather a lot of material suitable for the book joined forces with 
Milan and these two with the help of several enthusiastic friends managed to present us with this 
mammoth enterprise -  the encyclopedia before you.

Every fan of chess composition can find in this book something of interest. The undersigned finds ap
peal in most aspects of the book, but being biased by his personal composing activity, particularly so 
in the core parts referring to themes and terms. For the undersigned, browsing through these exten
sive parts has been a fascinating “journey among the stars”.

Nowadays it seems that the time of basic themes is over. The time of the more complex themes has 
come, but these must preserve a number of basic characteristics: internal coherence and logic, a high 
prospective for inspiring composing and a strong survival capability which can only be verified over 
time.

The themes should expose the potentials hidden in the contingent rules of chess -  their power to cre
ate things of beauty, which in the case of chess compositions are dependent entities, as they are 
man-made. Beauty in chess composition is not constant but a dynamic concept. Taste will change 
over time, and like the stars in the skies, themes have their periods of flourishing and decline, depend
ing on the amount of life or energy they possess, and how long it will take for each to bum its entire 
vitality before turning into a white dwarf.

This book seems to have taken these or similar criteria into consideration. Hopefully the number of 
counter-examples is negligible and can easily be adjusted in a future edition.

This comprehensive encyclopedia is special in our field of chess composition and will be enjoyed by 
chess players as well. It is a must in the library of all lovers of chess problems and studies.

Uri Avner
GM of Chess Composition 
Honorary President of the WFCC 
Ramat Gan, July 12th 2012
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PREFACE

The origin of this work dates back in the late 1960s, when the authors took their first steps as 
problemists. In time, there arose a need to familiarize with the theory and terminology of chess prob
lems, because our engagements as writers and editors called for deepening our knowledge of various 
aspects of chess compositions.

Lack of reference works was not a problem, certainly not if you acquired even superficial command 
of major languages: there were general chess encyclopedias, more problem-oriented guides, and a 
great number of annotated problem collections etc. And of course, the “language of chess” is interna
tional: chess problems speak for themselves, even without commentaries.

However, we feel that there was and still is need and demand for another work of reference, where not 
only problemists and endgame study enthusiasts, but all chess-oriented persons, who come across 
with special vocabulary pertinent to chess compositions, can find “first aid” for their terminological 
needs. In particular, we have over-the-board players in mind.

For this purpose, our primary goal has been to gather in one volume as much as possible of what 
could be obtained from other books dealing with chess problem and endgame study terms and 
themes. If we had to list the books that have served as examples, the following ones stand out: Simple 
Two-Move Themes (published in 1924) by Alain C. White And Frederic Bonner Feast, Antiform 
(1929) by Franz Palatz and Alfred W. Mondgredien, Thema-boek (1948) by Albert M. Koldijk & 
Frederik W. Nanning, Sahovski Problem (1949) by Nenad Petrovic, Chess Problems: Introduction to 
an Art (1963) by Michael Lipton, Robin C. O. Matthews and John M. Rice, Problemschach (1968) 
by Werner Sidler, A Guide to Fairy Chess (1963) by Anthony S. M. Dickins, Dizionario 
Enciclopedico degli Scacchi (1971) by Adriano Chicco and & Giorgio Porreca, Test Tube Chess 
(1972) by John Roycroft, Matematika na sakhmatnoy doske (1976) by Yevgeny Ya. Gik, Prontuario 
del problemista (1977) by Gino Mentasti, Slovar’ sakhmatnoy kompozitsii (1982) by Nikolay 
Zelepukin, Chess Problems: Tasks and Records (1995,2001) by Jeremy Morse, Chess Wizardry: The 
New ABC o f Chess Problems (1996) by John Rice, and the most recent Slovar ’terminov sakhmatnoy 
kompozitsii (2004), edited by Mark Bassisty and written by a number of foremost Russian and Ukrai
nian experts. It would be impossible to draw up the list of additional sources exploited, books and 
magazines, paper as well electronic sources.

To include as much terms and themes as possible, we have made efforts to condense the definitions to 
a few words or sentences, yet without excluding anything essential. Furthermore, since the verbal 
definitions tend to be liable to ambiguity, the text is often supported with examples.

Many examples we have chosen are conspicuously old, even ancient. In selecting them, our second
ary goal has been to illustrate the origin of certain ideas with their first occurrences, when possible to 
trace down, and sensible. In this respect the work Beispiele zur Ideengeschichte des Schachproblems 
(1982) by Josef Breuer has been of indispensable help.
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The authors of this book are the first ones to acknowledge the shortcomings of this work. For such a 
spesialized field, the realm of chess composition is surprisingly vast. Some of the available material 
had to be excluded, examples as well as entries. Especially the domains of fairy chess and studies 
would deserve a more thorough treatment. However, it was our conscious decision to lay emphasis on 
direct mates and help- and selfmates, and to include also as much endgame study terminology as pos
sible. Our sincere hope is that everything we have included is correct, although we are well aware of 
the fact that there are differences of opinion among problemists as to what is “correct”.

To some extent, we also had to give up the idea of merging some entries into one and discuss them as a 
whole, thus we have arranged much of the material almost exclusively in alphabetical order. To com
pensate for the inconvenience, there are plenty of references in the text to lead readers to the desired 
item. Furthermore, we hope that the General Index in the end of the book may prove very helpful.

As the works of reference imply, one of our goals was to bring together different traditions of compo
sition, which in some degree still exist, not least on account of language barriers. The practice 
adopted in FIDE Albums to give many definitions and indices in three major languages is in line with 
our endeavour, although those who use Cyrillic writing may still feel excluded.

Fortunately, English is one of the lingua francos within the problemists’ community. It does not 
mean, however, that there is an established English expression for every problem or study term used, 
for instance in German, Russian or French, just to name these three. Occasionally, this posed a genu
ine dilemma. We made efforts to avoid coining artificial translation equivalents and, instead, to build 
upon the existing English terminology.

Although on opening pages there are instructions for readers to help make full use of the book, there 
is no user’s guide as to how you should read the text and study the examples given. You may browse 
the book for your benefit and pleasure, extend your horizons as a problemist, or just enjoy good prob
lems and studies of various kinds.

We acknowledge our gratitude, firstly to a great number of people, some of them deceased long ago, 
who have enriched our lives with their writings and compositions and who have unknowingly con
tributed to our work. Secondly, we extend our gratitude to the people who have consciously spent 
their time to help us in this effort. Since English is not the native language of either author, we were 
particularly pleased that Messrs Uri Avner (Israel), Newman Guttm an (USA), Hannu Harkola 
(Finland) and Neal Turner (Finland) (in alphabetical order!) volunteered to proof-read the portions 
of the text before the lay-out was finished. Needless to say, the authors are responsible for the flaws 
you may still find.

K ari Valtonen 
Milan Velimirovic
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Encyclopedia of Chess Problems Introduction

INTRODUCTION

The huge number of chess games played so far exhausts just a small part of all the possibilities of
fered by the game. The factor of struggle dramatically reduces the number of positions which can ac
tually appear on a chessboard. So a virtually infinite amount of possible positions can never be 
reached in real game. It is exactly these positions that are the subject of the chess problem composers' 
explorations.

What Is A Chess Problem?

A chess problem is a position on the chessboard accompanied by a certain stipulation. The position 
must obey certain formal criteria: legality, soundness and originality. Besides, the composer should 
not neglect the important and closely related principles of economy and aesthetics.

Legality. The position must be possible (legal), which means that there must be a fictitious game that 
leads to it (a proof game). Legality is usually obvious and there is no need to prove it. There are two 
types of illegality: absolutely illegal positions which could never appear on the board, and relatively 
illegal positions where Black could not have played the last move (the most obvious example: with 
black King in check the last move must have been made by White). An additional convention is that 
the diagram should not contain more units of the same kind than is available in the initial set (e.g., 
three Knights, two Bishops on white squares). There are two other conventions concerning the way 
the position has arisen. It is considered that castling is possible unless there is a proof that King and/or 
Rook must have been moved previously. En passant capture on the first move is allowed only if it can 
be proved that the last move was a double advance of the pawn.

Soundness. The stipulation is usually mate in a given number of moves: “mate in n moves”, or “mate 
in n”, or symbolically “#n”. This means: white moves and after each black answer can mate on the 
n-th move at the latest. The fulfillment of the stipulation is called the solution. The solution must be 
unique. If there is another first move that solves the problem the problem is cooked. If in some varia
tion there is an alternative way for White the problem is dualled. A dual in a main variation is called a 
serious dual, while a dual in a by-play variation is called a harmless dual. If Black can avoid the mate 
in the stipulated number of moves the problem has no solution. Cooks, serious duals or no solution 
make the problem unsound, while harmless duals are tolerated, although they are still a flaw.

Originality. If there exists an older problem that shows the same idea in the same manner the later 
problem is anticipated, while if the position is the same (or reflected) the problem is totally antici
pated. In both cases the later problem is disqualified from competition.

The position can be considered as a chess problem in the real sense only if it differs from natural 
over-the-board game combinations. The essential characteristics of the chess problem are the content 
and the form (aesthetics), from initial to the final position, not only in certain portions of the solution 
but also in the composition as a whole. The content and the form interact with each other, and certain 
interesting moves should be evaluated both by the harmony between them, and in respect of the 
economy of material used.
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The content and the aesthetics are visible already in the smallest element -  a single move. Generally, 
everything that is not obvious is beautiful. Since, conventionally, White always fulfils the stipulation, 
moves like checks to the black King, taking the black King's flights, captures or pins of black pieces, 
or any material or strategic strengthening of White, can never be considered beautiful. Beautiful 
moves are “quiet” or hidden: giving flights to the black King, exposing the white King to check, un
pinning of a black piece, also sacrifice, self-pin of White or withdrawal of a white piece from the tar
get. O f course, during the solution all white moves cannot be unexpected, and therefore the criteria 
mentioned above relates chiefly to the first, key, move of the solution. The tactical motives of the 
moves can be more or less hidden. Thus, exceptionally interesting are indirect effects (e.g. line open
ings and closings), where the move of one man changes the mobility of one or more other men.

Economy has several aspects: economy of force -  there should not be superfluous pieces in the posi
tion, and the ones used should be used as much as possible; economy of time -  the minimum number 
of moves necessary for the realization of idea should be used; economy of variety -  in principle, 
by-variations should be avoided unless they improve the quality or the beauty of the composition; 
economy of space -  a very subjective criterion that recommends that the play should be spread over 
the board as much as possible. According to the number of pieces there are the following categories: 
up to 7 pieces (Miniature), up to 12 pieces (Meredith), up to 18 pieces (light positions) and more than 
18 pieces (heavy positions).

The majority of other aesthetic criteria depend more or less on personal taste. However, most au
thors consider that the position should be as natural as possible -  for instance, separated white and 
black pieces look much better than those grouped in “clusters” or “chains”. Similarly, the general im
pression is that positions with no pawns look more dynamic and beautiful. In addition, although com
posers try to build analogy between the variations both in respect of content and appearance, total 
symmetry of the play is usually considered to be a flaw.

A Short History

The first problems, the so-called “mansubat”, are found in Arab manuscripts from period between 
7th and 9th century, the oldest documents written about chess. After the game arrived in Europe, the 
two oldest preserved collections of chess problems were completed in Italy; “Bonus Socius ” (around 
the year 1300) and “Civis Bononiae” (between 1400 and 1450). Problems of that time were con
structed to resemble practical game positions, and had evident threats for both sides so that the solu
tion was forced with checks, while the most appreciated elements of their content were successive 
sacrifices of white pieces.

The introduction of new (up to date, valid) rules around the year 1500 did not essentially change the 
content of the problems, since authors spent a long time on the inclusion of the new pieces -  Queen 
and Bishop -  in the old combinations known from mansubat. That is how the “mansubat of new 
chess” were created, with Phillip Stamma as the best known composer (middle of the 18th century).

The accelerated development and geographical spreading of the chess problem began around the 
middle of 19th century, when the foundation of the first chess magazines enabled the international ex
change of opinions and a critical approach to chess problem principles and aesthetic criteria. Firstly, 
all superfluous black pieces, used only to resemble an over-the-board game, were removed from the 
board. That enabled the use of “quiet” moves in the course of the solution instead of well known 
forced mating combinations.
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The rapid evolution of the chess problem coincides with the activity of Samuel Loyd (1841-1911), 
undoubtedly the biggest and the most important name in chess composition. Already as a teenager 
Loyd discovered a huge number of perfectly original combinations and possible directions for the de
velopment. His versatile and prolific output inspired all subsequent chess composition schools.

Almost at the same time, around the 50's and 60's of the 19th century, two chess problems directions, 
later known as “Bohemian” and “Old-German” school, were developed.

The essence of “Bohemian School” was form of mates. There was a pure mate where each square ad
jacent to the black King is only once guarded by white or blocked by black. Then there was the eco
nomical mate where all the white pieces (except King and Pawns) take part and the mirror mate 
where none of the squares adjacent to the black King are occupied. Subsequently however, the canon 
of the school became a model mate, with fields adjacent to the black King attacked or blocked only 
once and with all white pieces (except King and Pawns) taking part -  which is in fact a pure and eco
nomical mate. This school was exhausted in a relatively short time, but nevertheless, model mates re
main a significant aesthetic detail up to the present day.

The “Old German School” propagated three- and more-movers with difficult solution and one main 
variation which usually ends with a model mate.

Near the end of 19th century was developed the so-called “Logical” or The “New German School”. 
The essence of this school is the “logical combination”, consisting of a “mainplan” (thematic try) and 
a “foreplan”, this latter providing the conditions for the realization of the former. German authors de
veloped a detailed systematization of this area, with the stress being put on a new aspect of economy, 
the principle of purity of aim, according to which a thematic try (the unprepared mainplan) is de
feated by a unique black defence or an unique defensive motive.

Concerning two-move problems, the end of 19th and the beginning of the 20th century is character
ized by the so-called “English school” propagating variation- and strategy-packed compositions with 
pure play where even a harmless dual was considered a serious flaw. The rapid development of the 
two-mover began around the year 1913 with the foundation of a society of chess composers that, in
spired by the “Bonus Socius ” collection, was called "The Good Companion Chess Problem Club ”. 
The style recognized as “Good Companion” is in fact the continuation of the “English school”. The 
interest of the composers was mostly concentrated around black move strategy. Around 1930 there 
appeared a group of extremely talented Soviet composers who opened up a wide area of line themes 
(known as Barulin's complex of themes) and dual avoidance ideas, as well as try-play (“white combi
nation”) problems breaking the single-phase barrier and entering into the virtual sphere. After World 
War II the play was spread over two or more (equally significant) phases (set play, thematic tries), 
while recent decades are characterized by the development of hyper-modem, though rather formal 
reversal and paradoxical themes. Set play consists of the mates provided for certain black moves in 
the diagram position. A try is a move that almost solves the problem, but just fails because of a unique 
black defence that is called the refutation.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Names. The sizes of entries in this book vary 
from very brief definitions to, where we felt it is 
necessary, sometimes even short articles. Each 
entry has its title which again vary from a short 
and sharp name (usually with appended word 
“theme”) to phrases consisting 3 to 4 words on 
average. In case of phrases, sometimes it seemed 
more practical to choose for the English lan
guage slightly unnatural word order, which usu
ally, but not always, begins with the most proper 
noun or subject, followed by a more specific de
termination. The idea was to provide the reader 
(or better: user) with the most intuitive way of 
finding the subject he is looking for. Neverthe
less, many of such titles rephrased in different 
word order can be found in the corresponding 
positions in the General Index (from page 477).

Alternate names. It should be stressed that there 
is no official general registry of themes and terms 
and therefore in practice many themes are associ
ated with two or more names, or “Aliases” (or 
synonyms), which are indicated below the defi
nitions, and also listed in the General Index. Al
though the language used in this book is English, 
the fact is that for some themes and terms, espe
cially those introduced by the adherents of the 
“New German School”, it is impossible to find a 
suitable translation into English. Therefore, here 
and there you will find the original German terms 
in the text, and even as titles of many entries. 
However, for all of these we tried to find an ap
proximate English translation equivalent.

Theme or term ? Sometimes it is not easy to tell 
whether certain title denotes a theme or a term. 
Therefore they have not been split into two sepa
rate sections, but rather lined up together in a sin
gle alphabetical order.

Layout. The attempt has been made to provide 
for every theme the following information: defi
nition, pattern table where desirable, at least one 
example with the solution, reference to other ex
ample^) if any, historical note(s), and alias(es) if 
any. Many definitions contain references to other 
themes or terms, and those which we found most 
important are given in underlined italic font. The 
solutions are compressed to a single line, often in 
a “parallel” notation format (see table 3).

TITLE (with possible right-aligned genre 
indicator -  see below)

Definition with occasional references to re
lated entries. Definition can vary in size from a 
single sentence to almost a short article.

Pattern table(s), if any.

Example diagram(s) and author/source infor
mation.

Stipulation (see below) and possible additional 
information (like number of solutions, condi
tions, twinning directive, fairy pieces legend or 
similar).

Solution with possible comments.
-> References to other examples, i f  any.
S History note, if  any.

-> References to related themes and/or terms.
= Alias(es) -  other names for theme/term.

Sometimes this order is slightly altered for typo
graphical reasons, usually to get better column or 
page breaks. However, the attempt was made to 
keep the diagrams and solutions together on the 
same page, or at least on the facing pages, in or
der to spare, as much as possible, the reader the 
necessity to turn the leaves back and forth.
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Genres. It is not surprising that historically the 
majority of themes originates from (or are other
wise implementable in) direct mate problems. 
Yet, quite a few are confined to, or most natural 
for, other genres. These titles are accompanied 
with the bracketed indication in the right margin, 
namely: [E] for endgames, [S] for selfmates, [H] 
for helpmates, [F] for fairy chess and [R] for 
retro genre.

Examples. The examples are presented so that 
the diagram comes first, and the information (ex
ample number, author's name and source) is 
given on right to it. Below the diagram are given 
the stipulation (see table 1) and possible addi
tional directives like twinning instructions (see 
table 2), fairy conditions and fairy piece legends.

Table 1: Most frequent stipulations

Stipulation Meaning

#n Direct mate: White mates in n moves
Endgame: White wins

= Endgame: White draws
s#n Selfmate: White forces Black to mate him 

(White) in n moves
h#n Helpmate: Black helps White to mate him 

(Black) in n moves

=n Stalemate: White stalemates in n moves

h=n Helpstalemate: Black helps White to 
stalemate him (Black) in n moves

r#n Reflexmate: White forces Black to mate 
him (White) in n moves; both sides must 
deliver checkmate in one when possible

-m&X Retractor: White (and Black) retract m 
moves to reach the position where the 
stipulation X can be fulfilled

hs#n Helpselfmate: Help-play leading to a 
position where a selfmate in 1 can be forced

PGn Proofgame: Construct a game leading from 
the initial game array to the diagrammed 
position in n moves

ser-X n . Series mover: A side (White or Black, 
depending on stipulation) plays a series of n 
moves until the condition A" is fulfilled, or 
can be fulfilled by the other side in one 
move

Table 2: Typical twinning instructions

Example Meaning
'S'dl—>h5 Move the white Queen from dl to h5
ftd3 Replace the piece on d3 with the black 

Knight
+4d3 Add the black Rook on d3 (plus sign can 

be omitted)
-Sd3 Remove the white Rook from d3
Де4<-> 1  сб Swap the white Bishop on e4 and the 

black Pawn on c6
al=h8 Rotate the position 180°
al=a8 Rotate the position 90° counterclockwise
al=hl Rotate the position 90° clockwise
al=bl Shift the position one rank to the right
bl=al Shift the position one rank to the left

Solutions. Written in a short algebraic notation 
with figurines in place of piece symbols. The 
standard punctuation (see table 3) is used. The 
variations are separated by commas, and phases 
by a bullet character (“♦”).

Table 3: Notation punctuation

Symbol Description
# mate suffix
= stalemate suffix
+ check suffix
- any move or random move suffix
~h any move along the (e.g.) h-file
-3 any move along the (e.g.) 3rd rank
—(el) any move along the diagonal common for a 

departure square and el
(~) block (zugzwang)
X capture
I typically a key or refutation move suffix; in 

endgames: good move
? try move suffix; in endgames: bad move 

(error)
и correction move suffix; in endgames: brilliant 

move
?? suffix meaning: “doesn’t work” or 

“impossible”
!? correction try move suffix

- ’parallel’ variations delimiter (e.g. “l...a,b 
2.A,B” =  “l...a 2.A, l...b 2.B”)

/ means “or”: alternate moves delimiter (e.g.: 
dual or two defences followed by the same 
continuation)

* indicates set play
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Patterns. Themes based on changed positions 
(functions) of moves in the different lines or 
phases o f the play are sometimes (if not always) 
better illustrated with pattern tables which typi
cally consist of a caption, heading row and one 
row for each thematic phase. The leftmost col
umn is allocated for the first white moves, the 
next one for threats and the remaining columns 
for thematic black defences. White moves are 
represented with uppercase and black with low
ercase letters. Let's demonstrate it with an excel
lent recent twomover (diagram 0). It shows an 
original and consequently still nameless pattern, 
which therefore has not been recorded as a theme 
in this book. The first three columns in the pat
tern table show actually a Dombrovskis Paradox. 
but the content extends to two more variations. 
Thus the definition if this theme could be: 
“Mates to three (or more) defences from the first 

phase (preferably a set play) are in the solution 
changed so that the first mate becomes a threat, 
the remaining mates are shifted to the preceding 
variation, while the last variation is padded with 
a new mate”. The name for this new theme

could be “Papack Paradox” (or “Papack Shift”, 
or maybe “Papack Chain”).

Pattern:
Papack Paradox

1 a b c

X * A В C

Y A В C D

1 :* 1 ...ф х е4 а 2. ^ c 6 # A, 1... g x e 4 b 2. £>xc3#B, 1... 
fxe4c 2. ^ е б # 0 ♦ I. £>d4! ~ 2. © c6#A, 1... ® xe4a 
2. £>xc3#B, 1... g x e 4 b 2. # e 6 # c  1... fxe4c 2. 
Д е6#°, (1... cxd4 2. gxd4#).

—> See also: Dombrovskis Paradox.
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THEMES AND TERMS

100 DOLLAR THEME [H]
White and a black Excelsior theme with promo
tion to Knights in a helpmate in 5. So far it has 
not been achieved without promoted force on the 
board -  there are four (note ±  e7 and ±  g7!) pro
moted Bishops in 1.

h#5
1s 1. g5 c4 2. g4 c5 3. gxh3 c6 4. h2 cxb7 5. hl<£i 

bxa8£}#.

2-MOVE RATIONS [F]
Fairy condition. Every chess man is allowed to 
move only twice, after which they become mo
tionless units without checking power.

50 MOVE RULE
In chess competitions, any side is allowed to 
claim a draw when the game saw fifty consecu
tive moves (i.e. 100 single moves) occur without 
any capture or any Pawn move. That is, without 
any irrevocable progress towards a conclusion. 
(There are some additional conditions having to 
do with the organization of chess tournaments.) 
Article 17 of Codex says: “Unless expressly stip
ulated, the 50 moves-rule does not apply to the 
solution of chess compositions except for retro- 
problems”. However, this could be accepted only 
as a recommendation. If the rule had been men
tioned by the author of 2 the main point of the 
idea would have been dispelled.
In retro-problems, a position is a draw when
ever it can be proven that necessarily (i.e. in any

proof game) fifty consecutive moves have oc
curred with no capture, no Pawn move, and no 
castling. See 3.

#52 b) after the first move: #59!

2s a) 1. # e7 + ! фЬ6 2. # d 8 +  g c 7  3. g b 8  фев 4. 
^ d 5 +  фЬ6 5. ^ d 6 +  g c 6  6. ^ d 8 +  g c 7  7. <g>al 
ф с б  8. # d 5+ ... 11. Д а2  ... 15. ф Ы  ... 43. ф£$ 
... 47. ф^4 фев 48. ^ d 5 +  ф Ь б  49. ^ d 6 +  g c 6  
50. ^gfd8+ g c 7  51. ф е5! (since the first capture 
cannot occur before this move, a 50-move draw 
rule is not applicable here, so White does not have 
to make a capture!) 51... фев 52. ^grd6# ♦ b) 1. 
^ d 8 + ! g c 7  (2-45 = 3-46 in a) 46. ф f4 фев 47. 
^ d 5 +  фЬ6 48. ^ d 6 +  g c 6  49. ^ d 8 +  g c 7  50. 
фхеЗ! (this time a capture is possible on 50th 
move so it must be m ade!)... 54. ф{4 ... 58. ф е5  
фсб 59. # d 6 # .

3

PLAKSIN, Nikita M.
Source?

3: It looks like Black cannot do anything against 
^h6 -f8  on next White’s move, but the truth is that
1. Д Ь 2 ^ 1  gives a draw!! How come? ♦ The last 
Pawn move on each side was a capture on g-file 
because all other Pawns that are not on their initial 
squares had to move earlier to let the captured

Black to play and draws

13
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pieces (the w ^ c l  and the >ir) out. Note that all 
Bishops and cornered Knights had to take their 
diagram positions before the captures took place. 
Only then two black Rooks could have started their 
journey toward b l and b2. This was quite a 
complicated permutation o f white and black 
pieces which took, believe it or not, 50 white and 49 
black moves! The next move of Black will satisfy 
the 50-move rule, and it is automatically a draw!

A POSTERIORI CONVENTION [R]
Solution is based on assumptions made about 
earlier play which must be justified in the course 
of the solution. Typically it is used for legaliza
tion of the en passant key by the subsequent cas
tling. The legalization is mandatory and it must 
be done even if there is a possibility to fulfill the 
stipulation without i t  In 4 a short mate 2.d7 or
2.£}d7 violates the AP convention: White is 
obliged to make a castle at some moment before 
he ends the game!
The Codex (Article 14.4) requires an explicit 
“AP” stipulation of this condition.

4: 1. dxc6(ep)! d3 2. 0-0-0! d2+ 3. g x d 2  (4. d7/ 
£d7#), 1... b5 2. 0-0-0! Д Ьб 3. £}d7+ ф а 7  4. 
b 8 # # .

s  Aliases: A Posteriori Logic; AP.

A PRIORI LOGIC [R]
One of the two approaches used in the partial 
retroanalvsis. According to the ad libitum logic« 
before taking a move in the position where the 
White’s choice depends on which of the alterna
tives was possible in a retro-play, White allows 
Black to choose his retro-variation, and then acts 
depending on that choice. This kind of retro com
position, known also as “Offner type”. unlike 
when ad libitum logic is applied, without clarify
ing the Black’s choice, does not have any solu
tion. According to the Codex the annotation

below the diagram must contain the indication 
“RV” (or “PRA”). (A. N. Frolkin)

ABDURAHMANOVlC I THEME [H]
In a helpmate twomover: One and the same black 
piece is unpinned on four different ways, with 
white and black initiative.
Ж Fadil Abdurahmanovic (1939).

h#2 4111
5s 1. <3?c4 <£,c62. gxd3  £}b6# ♦ 1, £ е З  фЬЗ 2. g e 4  

g d 5 #  ♦ 1. Д хЬ4 g e 3  2. g d 5  g c3 #  ♦ I. <£|f6 
A g3 2. g c 4  Д ёб#.

ABDURAHMANOVIC 2 THEME [H]
A two-move helpmate theme. In the initial posi
tion white piece A pins black piece jc. In each so
lution white piece A pins another black piece у  
after the black King moves thus changing the 
pin-line. The unpinned black piece x  plays in 
next move.

6

ABDURAHMANOVIC, 
Fadil
l.pr The Problemist 1990

в: 1. ф ё б  g d l  2. Д £2  ДЬ4# ♦ 1. ф !5  # a 5  2. £ g 4
^d3#.

ABDURAHMANOVIC 3 THEME [H]
In the initial position of a two-move helpmate 
black piece X  is pinned by white piece A on line 
Ы . In the mate position black piece X  is pinned 
by another white piece В  on line L2y while white 
piece A pins a different black piece Y on line L3 
(LI, L2 and L3 are three different lines). The 
mate takes advantage of the new double-pin.

h#2 2111
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7

ABDURAHMANOVlC,
Fadil
feenschach 1990/ (v)

7s 1. ф Ь З gb 7 +  2. ^ Ь 4  Д Ш  ♦ 1. ® d l  ^ h 5 +  2. 
Д е2  S g l# .

ABDURAHMANOVICH 4 THEME [H]
In a helpmate twomover black half-pin and white 
half-battery mask each other.

8

ABDURAHMAN О V i t ,  
Fadil
4.pr Phenix 1989

8: 1. Дсб £}e2 2. ф с4 Деб# ♦ 1. g d 6  A d l+  2. 
фЬ4 £}d5#.

ACQUISITION OF FLIGHT
To make one or several flight squares available to 
the King. One of Black’s defensive strategies that 
may even constitute a large part of the problem’s 
thematic content. Black has four ways of making 
a flight available to his King:
(1) to interpose between the enemy man and the 

square it guards;
(2) to vacate a square by removal of an own man 

(unblock);
(3) to capture the man that guards any of the 

flights;
(4) to move the King on a flight possibly avail

able, thus creating new escape routes.
★  Other examples: 450, 601, 806, 814, 1614, 1718.
-> See also: Interposition; Unblock.

9:1. ^grg3! ~2. fxe5#, 1... £}xf5 2. ^rg6#, 1... ^rxf8 2. 
exfS^r/^#, 1... ^гхсб 2. е8^г/Д#, 1... ĝrxc8 2. 
e8£>#, 1... gxa6 2. схЬ8#/Д#, 1... c4 2. #a3#,
1... £}xe4 2. ^d3#, 1... exf4 2. ^xf4# ♦ Acquisition 
of each of the 8 flights in turn.

9

BECKER, Sidney D.
The Problemist 1976

ACTIVATION [E]
In initial position the mobility of certain white 
piece or Pawn is limited, but in course of play 
White clears the way for its activation.
★  See example 687.

ACTUAL PLAY
In direct mates, the variations that occur after 
White has made the key. In helpmates. the move 
sequence of the normal solution, as opposed to 
any set play.

ACTUATED REVOLVING BOARD [F]
Fairy condition. After every half-move, the board 
rotates 90° clockwise. Thus, after 4 half-moves, 
the initial orientation of the board is restored.

AD LIBITUM LOGIC [R]
One of the two approaches used in the partial 
retroanalvsis. In retro compositions where the ad 
libitum logic is applied, White seemingly has two 
(or more) ways to fulfill the task, but the retro
analvsis shows that they are mutually exclusive. 
Therefore White consistently sorts out available 
retro-variations and in each case shows that the 
selected variation was possible in the history of 
the position. This kind of composition is called 
“Kevm type”. According to the Codex the annota
tion below the diagram must contain the indica
tion “RV” (or “PRA”). (A. N. Frolkin)
—> See also: A Priori Logic.

10s 1. bxc6(ep)+(!) <3?xb8. If the last black move was 
c7-c5 then one of the castlings is legal, according to 
the convention on castlings, but it is not clear 
which one. White must castle to legalize the en 
passant capture, so if the Queenside castling is 
legal White continues 2. 0-0-0! ДхЬ2+ 3. ф хЬ2 
etc., and if the Kingside castling is legal then 2. 
0-0! g h l+ 3 .  ® x h l etc.

15
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AD-DECOY
A forced move whose disadvantage lies in the oc
cupation of the new square.

#5
11: 1. ftg5+ ф Ь 6 2. gh8+! (ad-decoy...) £xhS  3. 

<£>g8 f td 6  4. фхЬ8 f t -  5. f tf7 #  (... o f black 
Bishop to h8 allows W to bring about a Zugzwang).

★  Other examples: 178,335,345,446,532,631,774,796, 
1222, 1331, 1351, 1429, 1565, 1572, 1589.

—> See also: Ad-Deploy; Ex-Decoy; Ex-Deploy:

AD-DEPLOY
A voluntary move whose advantage lies in the 
occupation o f the new square.

12: 1. #xh6+? фхЬб 2. ? ♦ 1. g b 8 ! (2. #xg8#) 
# g l +  2. g b l  # a 7  3. # x h 6 +  фхЬб 4. g h i#  ♦ 
White ad-deployed (Hinfurung) his Rook to bl 
without having decoyed black pieces to unfavorable 
positions.

—► See also: Ad-Decoy; Ex-Decoy; Ex-Deploy.
=  Aliases: Hinfuhrung (Ger.); Hinzug (Ger.).

ADDED MATE
In a complete block (Block Complete) or mutate 
problem: the post-key variation which didn’t ex
ist before the key.

ADDED MATE BLOCK
A Mutate without changed mates. but with varia
tions added by the key.

13

WURZBURG, Otto
White to Play 1913

13: *l... b 5 ,ft~  2. # a 7 ,f te 6 #  ♦ 1. фЬ2! (~), 1... 
g a 3  2. фхаЗ#, 1... g b 3 +  2. фхЬЗ#, 1... g e l  2. 
фхс1#, 1... g c2 +  2. фхс2#, 1... g x c4  2. # d l# ,
1... g d 3  2. ftc2# , 1... g e 3  2. ЬсеЗ#, 1... g x O  2. 
ftgxf3# ♦ 8 added variations.

★  Other examples: 724, 857.

ADDED SQUARES
Such a relationship between two or more squares 
that if a Dummy is placed on any of them the same 
mate would follow. For instance, a dummy piece 
ond6orc5in  14 would allow 2. ga4#; likewise, 
a Dummy on e3 or f4 would allow 2.gd2#.

14

TUMP, Raymond
l.pr Chess Correspondent 
TT1946

14:l.#xc6!~2 . #xd5# , l...ftg ~ 2 . f4#, l. ..f te 3 !2 . 
gd2# , l... ftf4!! 2. f3# (gd2?), I... g ~ 2 .  # c4 # ,
l... gd6! 2. ga4# , l... g c 5 ! ! 2. # e 4 #  (ga4?), 
(I... f tc3  2. #xc3#).

-> See also: Arrival Effect.
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AFTER
Composed “after NN” above the diagram or in a 
source indicates that the composer of the prob
lem or study acknowledges his debt to previous 
work.
—> See also: Version.

AHUES MECHANISM 1
A pair of black defences with changed mates and 
alternate simple and masked (Anti-Levman de
fence) line openings.

15s 1. £>e3? -  2. ^ f5 # , 1... Ag4,f5 2. £ ig 2 ^ g 5 # , 
1... d2! ♦ 1. £}e7! -  2. ^ f5 # , 1... Ag4,f5 2. 
ae4,£ig6#.

AHUES MECHANISM 2
A pair of black defences with changed mates and 
alternation between Theme В and Anti-Levman 
defence.

16

AHUES, Herbert
Lpr L 'Lchiquier Beige 
1979

16: 1. £tf6? ~ 2. £>xg4#, 1... gxg2,gxh5 2. £ b c4 , 
<£,fd7#, к -  Деб! ♦ 1. £ е З !  ~ 2. £>xg4#, 1... 
gxg2,gxh5 2. £}ec4,£}bd7#.

AHUES MECHANISM 3 
A pair of black defences with changed mates and 
alternation between direct mates and mates from 
the indirect battery (battery, indirect). In the ini
tial position both white thematic lines are open. 
They are alternatively closed by a try or key 
move, which leads to reciprocal change o f func
tions between white mating pieces.

17

AHUES, Herbert
l.hm Neue Ziircher Zeitung
1980

17: 1. £e4? ~ 2. ^xd6#, 1... £}f7,Ag3 2. £ef6, 
£}e3#, (1... £c5  2. <£}xc3#), 1... ^h2! ♦ L £c4!~
2. ^xd6#, 1... £>f7,^g3 2. <af6,£ce3#, (1... £>c5
2. 4^b6#).

AHUES THEME
Multiple tries of a white piece (usually a Queen) 
with the same threat that fail because of the white 
self-interference on mating move. 18 combines 
theme with critical tries. while 19 does it with 
peri-critical tries.

18

AHUES, Herbert; 
VOLKMANN, Albert
Lpr Tidskriftjor Schack 
1949

18s 1. Д аЗ ?  <£,e5! 2. gb4? ♦ 1. Д а7 ?  Ag5! 2. 
<£,b6? ♦ 1. Д«2? Д С! 2. e3? ♦ 1. Д18? gg5! 2. 
£d6? ♦ 1. Ad4! ~2. gc5#, 1... £e5  2. gb4#, 1... 
Ag5 2. £}b6#, 1 ... Д С  2. e3#, 1 ... gg5 2. £}d6#.

19: 1. #a8? Ag4! 2. £c6? ♦ 1. ^ b l?  £fg4! 2. 
£d3? ♦ 1. # h l?  £}hg4! 2. ^f3? ♦ 1. ^ e l !  -  2. 
Af4#, 1... Д ё4 2. £сб#, 1... £fg4 2. £d3#, 1... 
£hg4 2. £ 0 # .

#2
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AHUES 2 THEME
White’s tries fail due to the fact that they open 
black line of defence. In general, black line-piece 
does not move, but opens the line further or 
makes use of the line-opening in some other way. 
E Herbert Ahues (1922) introduced and composed 

many examples of this theme in 1964.

20

AHUES, Herbert
2.hm Die Schwalbe J964/11

17s 1. d4? £>c4! (2. ^c42) ♦ 1. f4? £>xd3! (£}e4?) ♦
1. gc5? Д£7! (gd8?) ♦ 1. £jc6! ~ 2. Де5#, 1... 
£>c4 2. £xc4#, 1... £xd3 2. £e4#, 1... ^g7 2. 
gfd8#,(l... bxc6 2. gxc6#).

AJEC THEME
Half-pin where there are at least three squares be
tween the black King and black halfpinned unit, 
and one of the halfpinned pieces is the black 
Queen.

21

DE JONG, A .; 
VISSCHER, G
Lhm Association Beige des 
joueurs d 'Echecs par 
correspondence TT1939

21s 1. <£,c5! (2. £e6 # ), l... ^ e2 2. Дхе2#, 1... g e 3
2. Д О # , 1... # b 8 +  2. Д с8#, 1... ^ b 5 +  2. Д ё7#,
1... ^ b 6  2. Деб#.

ALAIN W HITE THEME
The key pins, selfpins, unpins or selfunpins at 
least 3 pieces. A defence repins the unpinned 
pieces and reunpins the pinned pieces.
22s 1. £>ce4! -  2. gd3# , 1... ^ x e 4  2. £f5#, (1... 

^rxd6+2. gxd6#).
23s 1. £d5! -  2. £>ef6#, 1... # x d 5  2. ^ e 5 # , (1... 

®xd5 2. ДхЬЗ, 1... gxd5  2. £}c5#, 1... ^ b 2  2. 
<£}d2#, 1... ^ x c3 +  2. £}exc3# etc.).

#2

22

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornelis
De Probleemvriend 1943

#2

23

BOROS, S&ndor
3.hm= Magyar Sakkelet 
1932

ALBAIN THEME
Same as Sacbnann combination; the name 
“Albain” is used in the Romanic language area.
—> See also: Status Quo Theme Group.
= Aliases: Albain-Sackmann; Albanian; Roman Sackman.

ALBINO MATE
In a problem White has four mating moves by 
same Pawn (see Albino theme). They are often 
battery mates, but direct mates are possible too, 
especially in helpmates (such as 24) or direct 
three- or moremovers. In a twomover theme can
not be realized without a checking key, as in 
probably the oldest presentation of theme 25.

24

PAROS, Gyorgy
l.pr В. T S. B. 1954

24s 1. фс4 <&d8 2. Д ё5  cxb3# ♦ 1. Д е5  # c 6 +  2. 
® d4 c3# ♦ 1. gae4 # c 7  2. Д ё 4  c4# ♦ 1. фе4 
# d 6  2. ДС5 cxd3#.

25s 1. gb5+!, 1... # c6  2. exO#, 1... £b7 2. exd3#,
I... фР5 2. e4#, 1... <g>d4 2. e3#.

h#2 4111
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Y/M
#2

25

WHITE, Alain C.
Tour de Force sur 
l ’Echiquier 1906

ALFIL [F]
1. In Persian (meaning “elephant”) and Arab 
chess, a piece that in a game-array stood on the 
place of today’s Bishop, but moved only two 
steps at a time diagonally, being allowed to jump 
over other men. Around 1475, the piece got its 
present mode of movement.
2, In modem fairy chess, (22)-leapen a piece 
that moves like the ancient Alfil.
★  See examples: 392,468, 1002,1278,1603.

ALBINO THEME
A problem in which, at some point in the solu
tion, a white Pawn on its starting square makes 
each of its four possible moves (forward one 
square, forward two squares, capture to the left, 
capture to the right). In 26  the white Pawn gives 
four battery mates. 27  is a task problem showing 
two complete sets of Albino tries, of which one 
solves the problem.

#2
26: 1. iLh6! (~), I -  A ~ ,A < B ,A B ,ttxh6 /tfg5  2.

e4,ed3,ef3,e3#, (1... 4 > ,# e 3  2. itx f4 J |x e 3 # ).

27

f  4  1 Я  BARTOLOVlt, Hrvoje ;
PETROVlC, Nenad
l.pr Problemas 1963

■  Ш Ш ....'

27: 1. fxg3? (2. ^ c 4 # )  ^xg3+ ! ♦ 1. f3? (2. ^ c 4 # )  
exd5! ♦ 1. f4? (2. ^ c 4 # )  £6e5! ♦ 1. fxe3? (2. 
# c4 # ) £>4e5! ♦ 1. dxc3? (2. ^x g 4 # ) b3! ♦ 1. d3? 
(2. #xg4#) ga6+! ♦ 1. dxe3? (2. #xg4#) £4~! ♦ 
1. d4! ~ 2. #xg4# , 1... £>4~ 2. #xe3# , 1... £>f4/ 
£)6e5 2£)(x)f4#, 1... g a6 +  2. ^xa6# .

* Other example 694.
—> See also: Pickaninny Theme.

ALFIL RIDER [F]
Fairy piece. An Alfil transformed to line-piece 
that moves diagonally.

ALICE CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. There are two boards but only 
32 pieces. After every move, the piece has to be 
moved on the corresponding empty square on the 
other board, where the move has to be legal. 
Piece can give check only on the square where 
the King is, but King’s flights are “taken” on the 
other board. The mating position in Alice Chess 
is a fairy mate.

Ш Invented by V. R. Paton (no other information about 
the inventor are known to us).

28 NIXON, Dennison
Fairy Chess Review 1954

A В

h#2 Alice Chess

28: *1... £>Be4 2. # -B e5  g-A d6# ♦ L ®-Be5 
g-A f4  2. A-Ad5 £>-Bc4#.

ALL-IN-CHESS [F]
A variant of chess. Both players are allowed to 
move a man of either colour, provided that a po
sition one move earlier is not repeated. Pawns re
tain their direction of advance, and it is forbidden 
to capture a man of the same colour.

19
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ALLEN THEME
The key indirectly unpins black piece which in 
defence indirectly pins white threat piece, but un
pins another white piece which gives a mate.
E Edgar William Allen (1884-1950), a good solver who 

published with White & Marshall *A Sketchbook of 
American Chess Problemists” (Stamford 1942), Hassberg 
& Allen: “To Alain White" (Stamford 1945).

29: 1. £ d 4 !  ~ 2. # Ш ,  1... £ b 2 ! 2. f3# (=Allen 
theme), (l...£}c~,<£e5! 2. Ad3#,£>g5#).

ALLENTSCHLAG THEME [R]
A retro problem where in the course of the solu
tion all five kinds of men are being uncaptured.

-2 & #1
Defensive Retractor, Proca Type

30: -1 . <£>g2 £ g 4 x # f3  2. #h3-f3+ & L # g 3 #  ♦ 
1 -  £g4xgf3  2. ge3-f3+ Sc 1. ge4# ♦ 1... 
£g4x,fif3 2. Д е4-0  & 1. £}g6# ♦ 1... £g4x£f3
2. £}e5-f3 & 1. £>5g6#.

ALLHOPPER [F]
Fairy piece. A rider that can, like a Grasshopper 
leap over a piece, moving along a line of any con
ceivable line-piece.
1 Invented in 1979 by Helmut Mertes (1936). 
s  Allas: Allhupfer (Ger.).

ALLUMWANDLUNG
A German term meaning “All Promotions”, usu
ally used in its abbreviated form “AUW”. A 
problem in which the solution includes Pawn 
promotions to all possible pieces (in orthodox 
chess to Bishop, Knight, Rook and Queen; in 
fairy chess possibly to fairy pieces). One of the 
most popular chess problem themes, implement- 
able in virtually any genre and in various forms 
which can generally be divided to linear and 
parallel, as well as to monochrome and bicolor 
presentations.

Linear. All promotions occur in succession in a 
single thematic variation. Selfmate 31 shows 
four white promotions in minimal number of 
moves.

Parallel. Promotions occur in different varia
tions, ideally four, which altogether give a the
matic quartet. In four variations of 32 the same 
white Pawn promotes on the same square each 
time to different piece.

Monochrome. All thematic promotions are of 
the same colour. Both 31 and 32 show mono
chrome (white) promotions. Four parallel black 
promotions are shown in four variations of 33.

Bicolor. Some promotions are black and some 
white. A linear-form helpmate 34 shows three 
black and one white promotion.

The division can also be made in linear form ac
cording to the order of promotions, and in bicolor 
form by types of black and white promotions.

s#4

31: 1. h8^+ <g>g6 2. g 8 g +  ® xf7 3. е8Д +  ф е б  4. 
d 8 £ +  gxd8#.

32:1. f7! (2. f8 ^ ) , 1... ® d6 2. f8 ^ +  ф сб  3. ^ c 5 # , 
1... exf4 2. f8 g  ® d6 3. g f6# , 1... exd4 2. Й Д  
<®>f6 3. ga6# , 1... <®>f6 2. f8£} exd4 3. g f7#.

20
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33s 1. £}f7! (~), 1... a l £  2. gxd5+  gxd5#, 1... а1 Д  
2. <£,h6 ДхЬ2#, 1... a l g  2. Д аЗ+  gxa3#, 1... 
a l^ r  2. # a 5 +  # x a 5#, (1... h6 2. Да1 g~#).

34: L f l f i  ф Ы  2 .£>g3 hxg3 3 .d lД  g44. el g  g5 5. 
g e 7  g6 6. ^ g 4  g7 7. ^ d 7  g 8 # #  ♦ An early 
bicolor AUW in one-liner helpmate.

★  Other examples: 143,144, 781,1403,1404, 1714.
—> See also: Babson Task.
=  Allas: All Promotions.

ALLUMWANDLUNG, FAIRY [F]
Four (or more) promotions to different fairy 
pieces. Only promotion to fairy pieces that exist 
in the diagram are allowed. In 35 these pieces 
are Zebra. CameL Nightrider and Grasshopper:

#2
35s 1. g7! H ,  1... ^ d 8  2. cxd8= ^#, 1... ^ a 8  2. 

g8-^5#, 1... # c 6  2. c8=4p#, 1... 2. cxb8=|f!?#.

ALPHABETIC CHESS [ F]
A variant of chess. In absence o f check both sides 
are obliged to move a piece which occupies the 
square with the smallest coordinate in ascending 
alphanumeric sequence (al, a2, ..., a8, b l, b 2 ,..., 
h7, h8). If two or more pieces can рапу a check, the 
one with the smallest square coordinate must play.

ALTERNATE ATTACK [E]
Endgame theme, a kind o f positional draw. 
White pursues black piece that is either retreating 
or forced to be defended by another piece. Then 
White transfers the attack from the first to the 
second piece. Black un-protects the first piece 
and protects the attacked one, allowing White to 
restore the prosecution o f the first piece, etc. 36  
shows alternate attack to the King and the 
Bishop.

36:1. £}b7+ <3?d7! (1... фс8 2. £}d6+ <£>d7 3. £}e4 
Ad8 4. 4}с5+ фс8 5. £}e6) 2. £}c5+ фс8 3. ^ e4  
Ad8 4. £>d6+ ф<|7 5. £Ь 7 ДГ6 (5... Ag5 6. 
4}c5+ фс8 7. 4^e6) 6. £}c5+ =.

ALLUMWANDLUNG, SUPER- [F]
Promotions to Queen, Rook, Bishop, Knight and 
at least to one fairy piece. Only promotion to 
fairy pieces that exist in the diagram are allowed.

ALTSCHUL THEME
The key from the white half-pin selfpins the 
other piece from the same halfpin and indirectly 
unpins one black piece. Black unpinned piece
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moves and pins the threatening white piece, but 
unpins the white piece which was selfpinned on 
the first move.
I  Frank Altschul (1887-1981).

37

GAMAGE, Frederick
l.pr Chess Correspondent 
1Т 1946-1947

3 7 :1 . £}e4! ~ 2. f4#, ( l...£ ie~ 2 . J /4 # ) ,  1... £>g2! 2. 
# f6 # , 1... £g4 !! 2. # f5 # , (1... £}е6 2. £}c6#).

AMAZON [F]
Fairy piece. Combination of Rook, Bishop and 
Knight (i.e. Queen and Knight).
= Aliases: Omnipotent Queen; Terror.

AMAZON THEME
The white Queen is making every move for her 
side.

#5
3 8 :1 . # f8 +  ф е1 2. # d 6  ф О  3. # f4 +  ф е1 4. # d 4  

Ф П  5. # g l# .

AMBIVALENCE OF MOVE
The particularity of chess move to have an ad
vantageous and a disadvantageous effect.
= Alias: Duality of Move.

AMBUSH
A line-moving piece is placed behind another 
piece. When that second piece plays away the 
first one will show up its power. 39  shows a 
double ambush of the white Rook behind two 
white Bishops.
★  Other examples: 59, 407, 699, 786, 1294,1470, 1568.
= Alias: Hinterstellung (Ger.).

#2

#3
39: L g h 2 ! ф ха4  2. Д с6+  фхаЗ 3. Дс5#, (2... 

ф а5  3. gh5#).

AMEN CORNER THEME
A sub-variation of Grimshaw interference. Black 
mutual interferences between one Rook and two 
Bishops are followed by three mates, instead of 
four.

4 0 : l .^ d 5 ! ( ~ ) ,  1... g b 7 2 . £>c6#, 1... g b 6 2 .^ c 5 # ,
I... Д Ь7,Д Ь6 2. ^ Ь 5 # , (I... A xd5,<£r 2. <£ixd5, 
^gr(x)c4#).

- »  See also: Cross Patch Theme.

AMERICAN-INDIAN THEME
The key withdraws a guarding piece to a remote 
square, so as to attack a Black man which in turn 
threatens a white piece previously guarded by the 
piece but now open to capture by the black King. 
If the black man captures the piece initially 
guarded, the key piece passes through the square 
vacated by the black man and captures a second 
black man giving mate. (Sam Loyd in Alain C. 
White’s “Sam Loyd and his Chess Problems p. 
339.)
41 shows the theme in orthogonal and 4 2  in 
diagonal form.
S Samuel Loyd (1830-1914).

41 : 1. g a 6 !  -  2. ^ f l # ,  1... gx f5  2. gxa4#, 1... 
®xf5 2. g f6 #  ♦ etc.
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42

JANET, Frank
British Chess Magazine 
1918 /  after Samuel Loyd

#2
42s 1. ДГВ! ~ 2. ^ a l# ,  1... ДхЬ2 2. ДхЬб#, 1... 

фхЬ2 2. ^ аЗ # .

AMI [F]
Fairy piece. It is immobile except when observed 
by a friendly piece(s), in which case it adopts 
its(their) movement features. In 43 either white 
Ami can initially move only like King does, but 
in the final positions they are both observed by 
the white Queen and consequently both give a 
(double) check to the black King.

43s 1. £}g7 AMIf2 2. ® f7 ^ e 2 #  ♦ 1. <£|f6 AMIb4 2. 
ф е7  ^Ь З#.

ANALOGY
Similarity between moves, strategies, mate pic
tures and the like from one phase, solution or 
variation to another. If the main characteristics of 
analogy are perfect, we talk about echo. On the

other hand, there may be analogy between pieces 
of different kind, or between orthogonal and 
diagonal lines, but not echo. Typical cases of 
analogy are orthogonal/diagonal analogy and 
analogy in defence.
—» See also: Orthogonal-Diagonal Transformation.

ANALYTICAL RETRACTOR [R]
In retrograde analysis it is necessary to deduce a 
retrograde structure of the position and to find 
the correct retromoves. There doesn’t exist a 
fight between White and Black, but instead both 
sides are allied in the fight against the higher 
power -  the difficulties imposed by the position 
and (usually) the lack of tempo.
“In an analytical retractor the question is not the 
position on diagram as much as the position from 
the past, after retraction of moves which are 
absolutely determined by analytical arguments” 
(Nenad Petrovic: “Sahovski problem ”, Zagreb 
1949)

44:-1. gh7-a7 & 1. £}f3# ♦ Retro: -1 . gh7-a7 f7-f6 
-2. £>f6-h5 g7-g6 -3 . £}e7-f5 d7-d6 -4. gh5-h7 
c7-c6 -5 . gb5-h5 a7-a6 -6. gb3-b5 f5-f4 -7. 
gb4x<£>b3 £}cl-b3+ and so on. ♦ Retro-tries: 
-1 . <£}h6-f5? b7-b6 -2. £}f7-h6 c7-c6 -3 . £h8-f7  
e7-e6 -4. h7-h8£} g5xPf4 -5. h6-h7 h 7x^g6  and 
-6. ^ f7 -g 8  happens one move too late to play b3 
or, in this variation, -4... g6-g5 -5. h6-h7 h7x^g6  
“ 6* iLf7-g6 retro-stalemate, or -6 . Jte8-g6 f7-f6 
-7. Да4-е8 f6-f5 -8. ДЬЗ-а4 retro-stalemate.

ANALYTICAL STUDY [E ]
One of the three categories the studied are di
vided into. It requires and is based on thorough 
analysis for its correctness. It does not necessar
ily lack pointed and beautiful play, but due to its 
difficulty it is usually less accessible to a wider 
audience. Still an artistic study, it differs from di
dactic end-game positions which have a practical 
purpose.
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Composer of analytical study takes usually inter
est in theoretically challenging positions and ma
terial combinations, and in the last couple of 
decades a special field of interest have been, of
ten computer-generated, positions with mutual 
Zugzwang (Zugzwang, Reciprocal).
From the practical point o f view, composers of 
artistic and composers of analytical studies may 
sometimes start their work from the opposite 
ends of the line. Artistic composer finding an in
triguing position and working his way back
wards to find an interesting introduction, while 
the analyst finds a gem among the hundred of po
sitions he has studied. Both ways of creation call 
for hard work and analysis, because the sound
ness of all compositions has to be verified by the 
composer, preferably prior to publication.

+
45s 1. A g7 ® b l (1... ф а2  2. £}f6; now Black 

threatens 2... b4 2. фхЬ4 £d 5 + ) 2. (2. g a3 ?
£}c2 and 3... ДхЬ7; 2. ®xb5? £>dl 3. g a 3  c3+ 4. 
ф Ь4 ДхЬ7=) Ь4 3. ф хЬ 4 ф Ь 2  4. ДИ8!! (the 
only waiting move available; 4. gxd3? cxd3 5. 
£>g4+ ф с1 6. £}xe3 [or 6. ДЬ6] d2=) £}c2+ 5. 
ф а 4  ф хсЗ 6. 4>4#! ♦ The composer was not 
satisfied with the Rook standing initially 
imprisoned on c3, but he could not find a way to 
make the Rook move onto c3 without capture. He 
mentioned about the problem to Vladimir 
Korolkov who, with Lev Loshinsky, analyzed the 
following position:

46

KOROLKOV,
Vladimir A .; 
LOSHINSKY, Lev I .; 
ROYCROFT, John
334. Test Tube Chess 1972

46: The Sovyet duo spent some weeks during which 
they either concluded that in this position White 
wins only by playing 1. gc3+, and that Black’s 
best reply is 1... фЬ2, or that the author had to 
content with his initial setting. ♦ In order to do that 
they had to analyze the following lines (only a 
couple o f first moves are given): 1. g h 2 ?  b4 with 
the next six alternatives 2. (S >b5,(S>d4,(2 ih6, g h 3 , 
£}f6 and A g7; 1. g e l ?  b4 with the lines 2. ДЬб,
2. g a l+  Ф Ь 2 3. A g7+ o r3. g h l ;  1 .ф хЬ 5?ф Ь З 
with lines 2. g h 2  and g e l ,  and finally 1. <3?d4+?. 
Eventually, 1. g c3 +  ф Ь2 proved to be the best 
continuation for White and Black, and none of 
White’s alternatives seemed to give more than 
draw. ♦ Now, the author’s solution begins 1. gc3+ 
фЬ2 and the rest as above.

ANCHOR RING [F]
Fairy condition. Combination of vertical and
horizontal Cylinder board.
—> See also: Cylinder Board.
=  Alias: Torus.

ANCHOR SQUARES THEME
White and black pieces arrive to the same
squares in the set play, tries and the solution.

47 : (set play = actual play) ♦ 1. £}g2?A £}f3!B ♦ 1. 
£}f3?B £}d3!c  ♦ 1. £}d3?c &g2!A ♦ L £ c 2 !  ~ 2. 
g e l# ,  1... £ g 2  2. g3xg2#, 1... £>f3 2. g3g2#,
1... £>d3 2. ^xd3#.

ANDERNACH CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. On making a capture a unit (ex
cept a King) changes colour (more exactly: it 
takes the colour of the opposite side; a neutral 
piece moved by White becomes black). A “new” 
white Rook appearing on al or h i, or a black 
Rook on a8 or h8, can castle.
1 Promoted during the “Andernach 1993” meeting of 

fairy chess composers.
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48: * 1... * fd 4 a 2. <£,d6#A, 1... * х еЗ ь(=£}) 2. Д£5#»
1.. . Дхс5с(=Д) 2. gf4#c ♦ 1. Д<14! ~ 2. Д<15#,
1.. . *fxd4*(=£d 2. A f5#» 1... * e3 b  2. g f4#c ,
1.. . Д хс5«(=Д )2. S d 6 # A ,( l .„ ^ f -2 .  ge3# , 1... 
4 b 4 /^ c e 7  2. ge5#) ♦ LaCny theme ♦ Note that 
moves like 2... >J|rxf5(=^r) after 2. Д£5#, or 2... 
Hxe3(= g ) after 2. g  e3# are illegal because of the 
self-check ♦  Problem was dedicated to the 
participants of “Andernach 1995 ” meeting of fairy 
chess composers.

—> See also: Anti-Andernach Chess.

ANDERSSEN FOCAL THEME
Two mates to be guarded against lie on the same 
line. A white unit moves to one of the mating 
squares to shut off the black piece from the other 
and when the black piece captures it, it is recap
tured with mate.

49: 1. gg6? ghl+! ♦ 1. ®bl! ДЬ5 2. gg6! (3. 
£f7#) Axg6 3. £}xg6#.

ANDERSSEN INTERFERENCE
White makes the interference to avoid a stale
mate by allowing a flight to the black King, 
which is met by a discovered mate by the same 
white piece.

1 Adolf Anderssen (1818-1879).
= Alias: Anderssen Mate.

50:1. Д Ь 5  <g>xh5 2. <g>g7 h6 3. <®>f6 <®>h4 4. <®>g6#.

ANGLO-AMERICAN SCHOOL
Style from the beginning of the 20th century, es
pecially from the foundation of the Good Com
panion Chess Problem Club. The movement was 
a synthesis o f The New American and the tradi
tional English School Especially in two-movers, 
characteristic for both styles was rich variation of 
play without any duals.
The “Old” American School shaped back in 
the late 1850s by Samuel Loyd, later William 
Shinkman, Wiliam Meredith and others. Typical 
of their and many other American composers’ 
work was a sharply expressed interesting idea, 
introduced by a subtle key, set in a light and at
tractive manner. Although Loyd and Shinkman 
composed mostly three- and move-movers, their 
style influenced two-mover composition too (see 
Nationalist Period, The).
“The Good Companion Two-Mover” combined 
the best elements of the two traditions. Compos
ers began to blend the more simple strategic 
ideas into elaborate structures. Half-pin, re-in
vented almost simultaneously by the American 
Murray Marble and the British Comins 
Mansfield, was one of the main re-discoveries of 
this period. Some Americans, notably Charles 
Promislo, devoted themselves to the traditional 
English Block Problem type.
Prior to the Second World War, the An
glo-American style very much dominated the 
two-move composition in Britain and the US, 
whereas in the Continental Europe perhaps a 
more varied development within the emerging 
strategic school gained ground.
The examples quoted here are American compo
sitions. English can be found under English 
School, and numerous examples of both will be 
found throughout this book.
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#2

51

PROMISLO, Charles
2.pr Good Companion 
1914

51s *1... A g5 2. ^x g 5 # , 1... 4 >  2. gg4# , 1... h2 2. 
£>g2# ♦ 1. ge6 ! H  1... Ag5/g5 2. ®f3#, 1... £ r
2. ge4# , 1... g6 2. g f6 #  ♦ Mutate with one added 
and two changed mates.

52

SHEPPARD, Charles W.
Good Companion 1921

5 2 :l .f4 !~ 2 . # e3 # , l...exf3(ep)2. £ d 4 # , l...exf42. 
^ f3 # , (1... ^ x f4  2. ^ a 6 # )  ♦ An unusual vertical 
half-pin with black Pawns as thematic men.

53s L £g 3 ! -  2. #e3 # , 1... Д с2+ 2. d3#, 1... Д с5 2. 
d4#, 1... g c3  2 .dxc3#,(l... ®g5 2. ^h6# , l... Д хО  
2. £)h3#, 1... Д е5 2. #g4# , 1... £y~5 2#(x)f5#).

54s 1. Д18! ~ 2. £}е7+ ® e5 3. ^Ь 8 # , 1... g f5  2. c4+ 
£ x c 4  3. £>c3# (2... ф еб  3. £xc5#), 1... f5 2. 
£>f6+ A xf6 3. c4#, (1... # b 4  2. £>xb4+) ♦ White 
vs black half-pin.

ANGULAR MOVE
A move of riders and leapers which is not made 
along straight orthogonal or diagonal lines. The 
only orthodox piece with angular moves is 
Knight, in fairy chess there is a host of such 
pieces, for instance Nightriden Camel (rider), 
Zebra etc.

ANNAN CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Pieces move normally except 
when standing in front of another friendly piece, 
when they move only as that piece. The phrase 
“in front o f ’ means immediately above for White 
and immediately below for Black.
1 Theme of Japanese Sake Tourney, Eretria 2005.

55s 1. gd2! (2. ДЬЗ+ g6xh4#), 1... £ x f6  2. # a 6 +  
gxa7#, 1... £}h6 2. £}c3+ £xd2# , 1... £>f8 2. 
£}e3+ <g?f3#.

= Allas: Southern Chess.

ANNIHILATION
A curious form of line clearance by capture of the 
enemy piece followed by the vacation of the cap
turing square with opening of the opponent’s 
line.
Annihilation is normally a three-move affair 
which starts with a sacrifice of the piece to be an
nihilated, but the principle can be shown in two 
moves as in 56 where the key 1. g h 8  is entirely 
successful, because Black’s defence l ...^ x h 8  
disposes the obstacle and allows White to give 
mate as desired.
There are four typical thematic forms:
Active Elson-Annihilation. The piece which 
would be destroyed arrives to its square of de
struction (i.e. sacrifices itself). See 57.
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Passive Elson-A nnihilation or Annihilation 
Capture. The piece which is to be destroyed is 
already on its square of destruction. See 58.
Active Loyd-A nnihilation. One speaks of 
“Loyd” when the capturing side (party) only has 
interest on (or beyond) the square where the cap
ture takes place. See 59.
Passive Loyd-Annihilation. The piece stands 
already on die square where it will be (is) cap
tured, and the capturing side has interest in that 
square. See 60.
2 Samuel Loyd (1830-1914), Jacob Elson (1839-1909).

56:1. gh8! H ,  1... # x h 8  2. # x h 8 #  ♦ etc.

57: L gf4 ! A xf4 2. f 8 ^ + ДЬ8 3. ^ f3 # , (1... ф с7  2. 
f8 # +  ф с 7  3. gf7#).

#3
58: 1. еЗ! (~), 1... ДхсЗ 2. # c 4  3. Д с2#

(passive), 1... ^ x e 5  2. сб 3. © h5# (passive),

1... Д хс5 2. еб 3. ^ h 5 #  (passive), 1... ДхеЗ
2. ^rd3 3. ^ f3 #  (active).

#3

59

LOYD, Samuel
132. Wilke s Spirit o f the 
Times 4.1.1868

59: L A c5! (~), 1... £}xc5 2. ^ a 7  3. ^ g l# ,  (1...
4У- 2. # d 7 ~ 3 .  ^ d l# ) .

60

KARLSTROM, Alfred
5.cm British Chess 
Federation 1938-1939

#4
60: 1. ®h8! 2. # а З  Д хс2 3. ^ c l +  Д Ы  4.

^rxc3#.
★  Other examples: 240,687.
= Alias: Destruction Clearance.

ANNOUNCEMENT, TOURNEY 
Informal composing tourneys are usually run
ning on a regular basis. Their announcement 
should include the sections, the address[es] 
where the compositions should be sent, the dura
tion of the competitions (normally 6 months -  2 
years) and the judges.
As for formal tourneys, the announcement 
should include: the organizer, the name and type 
of competition (jubilee tourney, theme tourney, 
match), the genre (and theme) of the composi
tions, the participants (open, restricted), if the 
number of entries per author is limited, by which 
date, to what address and in how many copies the 
entries should be sent, the judge(s), (the value of) 
prizes, other distinctions, and possibly the publi
cation of the award, if that can be anticipated. 
Formal tourney usually has a controller nomi
nated to the post, who receives the entries and is a 
contact person between composers and judge(s).
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ANTELOPE [F]
Fairy piece. A (43)-leaper. For instance: Ante
lope from al can play to d5 or e4.

ANTI EN-PASSANT THEME
In a three- or more-mover Black in defence 
moves his Pawn only one step in order to avoid 
White’s en-passant capture later.
E The name was given by the authors of the example 

problem.

61

RUDENKO, Valentin F.; 
CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
3766. Die Schwalbe 1982

61:1. £}b5? (2. £,d4#) <&e6! ♦ 1. ®xh4? (2. gg3#) 
£g6+! ♦ 1. gg4! (2. f5 e5/g5 3. fxe6/fxg6(ep)#),
I... g6 2. ®xh4 g5+ 3. fxg5#(2. £5? g5!), 1... e6 2. 
£b5 e5 3. fxe5# (2. f5?e5!).

moved by White becomes black...) but on 
capturing it keeps its colour. A “new” white 
Rook appearing on al or h i, or a black Rook on 
a8 or h8, can castle.

Note in 63 that after the key the promoted (now 
black) Knight cannot play to d7 or g6 because of 
Self-Check.

#2 Anti-Andemach

63: (*1... ®xf5 2. #xh5#) ♦ 1 .18Д (=Д )? H  ♦ 1... 
А Ь6(=Д ) 2. ^x f4 # , 1... JLg7(=A) 2. #x f6# , 1... 
®xf5 2. ^xh5# , 1... Дхе7! ♦ 1. 18£>(=*)! H ,
1.. . <fth7(=£) 2. ^x f6 # , 1... 4 e 6 ( = ^ )  2. ^x f4 # ,
1.. . ®xf5 2. #xh5# .

ANTI-ALBINO THEME [R]
A retro genre idea. All the possible moves of a 
white Pawn to reach a square of its fourth rank.

-1 &h#l
b) Jkg3—»£2; c) Jkg3-»b4; d) Ag3->e8 

62: a) -1. e3 x g f4  g g 4 x ^ f4  & 1. <®>h4 # h 6 #  ♦ b) 
-1. g 3 x ^ f4  ^ f 3 x ^ f 4  & 1. # g 2  ^ h 4 #  ♦ с) - I .  
f3-f4 A d 6 x # b 4  & 1. ДН2 ^ g 4 #  ♦ d) - I .  £2-f4 
Д с 6 х # е 8  & L A g2 ^ h 5 # .

ANTI-ANNIHILATION, WHITE THEME
Black offers White a man for capture in order to 
use the opened line in his defence. White rejects 
the offer or accepts it in a favorable moment.

64:1. £g8? Д й ! 2. £xf6 a l ^  3. £d5 #h8+ ♦ 1. 
£>15! Ad4 2. £,e7! c4 3. £,d5 ~/ДЬ6 4. £с7 / 
gxb6#., 1... ДА5 2. £e3! -  3. £d5.

ANTI-ANDERNACH CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. On moving, a unit (except a 
King) changes colour (more exactly, it takes the 
colour of the opposite side; a neutral piece

ANTI-BALBO THEME
At least 3 tries made by pieces of different type 
are defeated by moves of pieces of the same type 
as the piece which made a try move.
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65s 1. bxa4? (~), 1... g b 2  2. ^ d 4 # , 1... £}b3 2. 
ДхЬЗ#, 1... ЬЗТ ♦ 1. g d 4 ? H ,  1... £}xb3 2. gc4# ,
1.. . ф Ь 2/ф сЗ 2. gd2# , 1... gb2! ♦ 1. ® d 4 ? ~ 2 . 
gd2#, 1... £}xb3+2. gxb3#, 1... ®b2! ♦ 1. g d 6 ! 
(~), 1... g b 2  2. ®d4#, 1... £xb3/axb3 2. <®>d5#,
1.. .£}f~2. gd2#.

ANTI-BREDE CROSS-CHECK THEME
Black unpins a white piece that moves off the 
pin-line. Black uses his chance to give check, but 
by doing it he at the same time gives White op
portunity to mate with a cross-check.

68

LARSEN, Karl A. K.
2-4.pr DSK3. TT1933, 
Skakbladet 1933

#3
ANTI-BATTERY [F]
Fairy effect. Arrival of the front piece to the line 
allows the hopper of the same colour to attack the 
adversary King (or the enemy unit).

66:1.<3?f7! ~2. J^g8#, l. . .# h 5 + 2 . Af;5#, l...Jgld7+ 
2. £}f5#.

ANTI-BATTERY, RECIPROCAL [F]
The two pieces exchange their ffont/rear role in 
the anti-batteries they form.

67:1. <S>al! (~) ♦ 1». ^ e 3  2. ^ D #, 1„. e5 2. ^d5#, 
(L ..^ f4 ,e 6  2. g f3 ,g d 5 # ).

—> See also: Anti-Battery:

68: 1. ^ g 4 !  (2. ^h 5 # ), 1... e5 2. £>e8! (3. ^ h 5 # ) e4+
3. 4^d6#, 1 - £ d 6 +  2. £ b 5 +  £ db7+  3. £>d6#, 
(1... g d 4  2. gx f4+  g x f4  3. ^ h 5 # )  ♦ The first 
variation shows anti-Brede cross-check, the 2nd 
the proto-form.

★  Other example 624.
—> See also: Brede Cross-Check.

ANTI-BRISTOL
A piece moves along the line toward another 
piece closing its line of action.

In other words: Holzhausen interference by a 
meto-critical move.

69: *1... e5 2. ^ d 5 /£ d 5 # , 1... £ g 6  2. ^ b 7 #  ♦ L 
Д е4! (~), 1... e5 2. £ d 5 # , 1...Д*~ 2. ^ g 8 # , 1... 
j&g6 2. ^x g 6 # , 1...ДЬ~ 2. gb7# , 1... f5 2. <^e5# 
♦ Simplest kind of white Anti-Bristol, in which 
^ ’s lost control o f b7 is compensated by gained 
control of g6.

70: 1. Д х й ?  h l ^  2. A d3 ^ e l+ !  ♦ 1. ДН7! (2. 
Ag8+) g g l  2. Дх£5 h l ^  3. A d3 ~ 4. Д с4# ♦ 
Forced black anti-Bristol.
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#4

70

SCHADE VAN 
WESTRUM, Louis Ceril
Thema-Boek 1948/ 
(Scheme)

★  Other example 1371.

—► See also: Anti-Cristoffanini Theme; Costachel Theme.

ANTI-CRISTOFFANINI THEME
In defence against a Pelle move threat Black un
pins a threat piece, which then plays off the pin 
line and mates.
—>■ See also: Anti-Costachel Theme; Cristojfanini Theme.

ANTI-CRITICAL MOVE
Anti-critical move is the reversal or un-doing of 
the critical move. Its (sole) purpose is to “invali
date” the cutting-point.

ANTI-CHENEY-LOYD THEME
A “critically” standing piece is forced or tempted 
to make an anti-critical move.

71

ECKHARDT, Carl
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 1927

71s 1. ДД2! (1... -Vb6 2. e3 ® c5 3. g~xc7+) 1... 
£}b6(!) (anti-critical decoy, which reverses 
White’s foreplan) 2. ДхЬб cxb6 3. еЗ ф с5  4. 
g c7 #  ♦ “This historically significant problem 
is the first rendering o f an Anti-Cheney-Loyd!” 
(Sidler).

—>• See also: Cheney-Loyd Theme.

ANTI-COSTACHEL THEME
In defence against a Pelle move threat Black 
opens his line, but at the same time unpins a 
threat piece, which then plays off the pin line and 
mates.

72

VELIMIROVlC Milan
Original example

72: (*1... £}b4/£ixf6 2. ^ e 6 # )  ♦ 1. ^ x d 4 !  -  2. 
^ e 4 # , 1... £>b4 2. # d 7 # , I... & f4 2. # e5 # , (1... 
<£ixf6,<£ie7,gh5 2. gxf6,fxe7,^xg4#).

#4

73

KOLLMANN, FrantiSek
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1887

73s 1. g h l !  (2. Д е4  Д хеб 3. gh4#), 1... ®f:5 2. 
£}h4+ <g>g4 3. Д Ш  (2... ® хеб/фе5 3. g e l# ) ,
1... Д хеб 2. g h4+  ф б  3. Де4#.

★  Other examples: 98, 355,481.
—» See also: Critical Play.
= Alias: Antikritikus (Ger.).

ANTI-DEFLECTION
Black can parry a two-move threat which arises 
after the second white move, but this parade is in
sufficient. Therefore Black plays so that after the 
second white move, if the threat persisted, he has 
a good defence to substitute the weak one.

74s 1. Да5? gxh3! ♦ 1. <®>d6! -  2. Д х й  -  3. 
Дхе5#, 2... g x e4  3. £)e6# (weak defence), 1... 
g f4  2. Д а5  g f3  3. £}e2# ♦ 2. A xf6? gxf5!
(good defence).

—> See also: Beugung.
= Alias: Anti-Beugung (Ger.).
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ANTI-DOMINATION [ E ]
An endgame idea. Black does not possess a mate
rial advantage sufficient to win itself, and white 
defeats his attempts to dominate the white men 
and capture (one of) them. (Definition from 
FIDE Album.)

75s 1. £|h5 gh4! (1... g e 7  2. exd4 gxd7+  3. ф е8  
=) 2. £}xg7 (2. exd4 gxh5  3. ф е8  g g 5  -+) 
£e6+!! 3. Дхеб! (3. £ x e6 ?  g h 8 +  4. Д е8  ф хеб 
5. g7 g g 8  6. e4 фйв 7. e5+ ф еб  -+) gh8+ 4. 
Ag8! (4. £ e8 + ?  ф хеб 5. e4 gg8! 6. e5 g h 8  7. 
g7 g g 8  -+) gxg8 5. <^e8+ феб 6. e4 gh8 7. g7 
gg8 8. e5 zz. фП  9. ф 6 7  gxe8 10. еб+ =.

★  Other example 306.
-» See also: Domination Theme.

ANTI-FOCAL THEME
Having a piece on focal position, Black is trying 
to maintain its contact with two or three foci the 
piece guards (= direct combination). White’s aim 
is to decoy black piece(s) so that the piece on fo
cal position is losing control of one of these 
points (= indirect combination).

76s 1. # g 3 !  (2. #xe5#), 1... # x g 3  2. £ed6! (3. 
£>c7#) Д xd6 3. £xd4# , 1... hxg3 2. £>bd6 (3. 
£jc7#) Д xd6 3. £ g 7 # , (1... ф х й  2. gxf7+  ф е б  
3. # b 3 # ) ♦ The focal points (and treff-points) d4 
and g7 are doubly guarded (they can also be called 
junction-points, since neither black piece is 
decoyed on them = Massmann TrefF-Point).

ANTI-GAMAGE THEME 
A threat is a Gamage mate, i.e. White can di
rectly unpin a black piece because it is interfered. 
Black removes this interference by:
(a) removal of the interfering piece (Anti- 

Gamage 1);
(b) move of the interfered pinned piece (Anti- 

Gamage 2).
77 shows both thematic forms.

77s 1. a3! ~ 2. ^ra2#, 1... e3 2. ^ x f3 #  = Anti-Gamage 
+ Gamage, 1...Дс~2. g  c7# = Anti-Gamage 1,1... 
^ f 6  2. ^rxf6# = Anti-Gamage 2 ♦ etc.

★  Other examples: 660, 832.
-> See also: Gamage Theme; Kagan Theme.

ANTI-GOETHART THEME
A threat is a G oethart mate, i.e. White can indi
rectly unpin a black piece because it is interfered. 
Black removes this interference by:
(a) removal o f the interfering piece (Anti- 

G oethart 1);
(b) move of the interfered pinned piece (Anti- 

G oethart 2).
78 shows both thematic forms.

78s 1. £>f6! ~ 2. Д сЗ#, 1... d2 2. £ d 3 #  = Anti- 
Goethart 1, 1... © c4 2. ^ 2 e4 #  = Anti-Goethart 2, 
etc.

★  Other example 1407.
—» See also: Goethart Theme.
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ANTI-GOETHART, SECONDARY 
White does not threaten to unpin black piece un
til Black defends, and then White must choose a 
non-unpinning mating move.

79s 1. Д17! ~2. # f 6#, 1... £}d5 2. £>f6#(£}f8?), I... 
£}e4 2. £>f8# ( £ « ? ) ,  (1... £ e 8 2. # g 8#, 1... 
g x f7  2. £}xf7#).

—► See also: Anti-Goethart Theme.

ANTI-GRIMSHAW THEME
Avoidance o f a Grimshaw interference by an 
anti-critical move.

80

MASSMANN, Wilhelm
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1919 /(v)

80: 1. # e 3 ?  (thr. 2. £}c7+ <3?d6 3. ©c5 = Ф А - 
Grimshaw) ДЬ4! (anticritical move) ♦ 1. a7! g a 4  
(critical move) 2. т^еЗ Д Ь 4 (anticritical- critical 
move) 3. £}c7+ <g?d6 4. ДЬ2#. ♦ Critical 
Grimshaw on b4.

★  Other examples: 877, 1133.
—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

ANTI-GRIMSHAW, WHITE
A voluntary combination: White plays a critical 
move. which Black exploits on his move. Then 
White moves his piece, crossing a critical square 
again in the opposite direction.
81s 1. Де2! (critical move) Д е1 2. сЗ+ Д хсЗ 3. 

Даб! (anti-critical move) Д ~  4. gd3#.

81

PALATZ, Franz F.
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 1922 /  (v)

#4

ANTI-HAMBURG THEME
Black counters White’s plan by moving his 
piece, which would be interfered with, on a more 
favourable square. White forces Black to retract 
his combination.

82: 1. g f 2? exf2! ♦ 1. gg6 /7? Дс4!,НЬЗ! ^an ti- 
Hamburg, anti-Roman 2. g f6 /7  g b5 !, gc3!) ♦ 1. 
g g 8! (2. g f 8) Д с4  2. g d 8! ДЬ5(аб) 3. g f 8 
gc4(b5) 4. Дх<13# = anti-Hamburg; 1... g b 3  2. 
g d 8! g b 4  3. g f 8 g c 4  4. Дхс13# = anti-Roman. 

—>• See also: Hamburg Theme.

ANTI-HASSBERG THEME
Key unpins white piece and simultaneously pins 
black piece. Black in defence unpins pinned 
black piece and pins unpinned white pieces.

83:1.0-0-0! -  2. #e5#, 1... £cd5! 2. e5# ♦ etc.
—> See also: Hassberg 1 Theme; Status Quo Theme Group.
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ANTI-HOCHBERGER THEME
The key move selfpins one white piece which 
threatens mate by Pelle move (move along the 
pin-line). Black in defence unpins, directly or in
directly, this pinned white piece which takes ad
vantage o f it to mate.

84s 1. £>f4! ~2. ^ е б # , 1... # c 5  2. ^xd4# , 1... ^ x c 7  
2. # x b 4 #  ♦ etc.

—» See also: Hochberger Theme.

ANTI-HOLZHAUSEN THEME
Avoidance of a Holzhausen interference by an 
anti-critical move.

85

SACKMANN, Franz
Deutsche Schachblatter 
19.7.1910/ (v)

85:1. £ e 4 !  (2. £ x g 5  g c f 6 3. £g f7+) gffi 2. <&xg5 
g c f 6 3. Деб! and Black is in Zugwang. ♦ Duals 
on the 4th move.

ANTI-HOLZHAUSEN, WHITE
With an anti-critical move White avoids 
Holzhausen interference. The interference oc
curs in the try-play only.

86: 1. ^ d 5 ? ?  ♦ 1. Да8! -  2. #d5 (+ ) ~ ,ф а4  3. 
ДЬ7,£}Ь6#.

ANTI-IANOVCIC THEME
White piece threatens mate along the pin-line. In 
one variation Black defends by unpin of his pin
ning piece, and in the other he opens a line for di
rect guard of a threat square.

87

M1RAND, Georges; 
MICHEL, Francois
2.pr The Problemist TT 
1976

87:1. <£jd7! ~ 2. ge5# , 1... g g 6 2. # c 4 # , 1... c2 2. 
^&g2#, etc.

—> See also: Ianovcic Theme.

ANTI-INDIAN THEME
Black’s direct defensive combination: In antici
pation to White’s plan to play the Indian maneu
ver Black plays so that the Indian maneuver fails 
or comes too late. White has an alternative plan, 
and anti-Indian is seen in virtual play only.

88

PAULY, Wolfgang
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1905

#4
88: 1. g  18! ф е 4  2. ф е2  g6 3. й Л  4. A d5# = 

Indian, 1... g6(!) = anti-Indian 2. g f l ! ф е 4  3. <g?f2 
ф£5 4. ф еЗ#  ♦ White defeated Black’s anti-Indian 
attempt with another Indian combination, 

s  Alias: Anti-Loveday.

ANTI-KINGS [F]
Fairy pieces. Kings are exposed to check when 
they are not threatened by an enemy piece.
89:1. Д й 8! ~ 2. ф Ь 6#, 1... g ~  2. Д Ь 6#, 1... a5 2. 

фЬ4#, 1... аб 2. фЬ5#.
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#2 Anti-Kings

ANTI-KLING THEME
White forces Black’s anti-critical move in order 
to obviate Black’s idea to block his piece after its 
critical move with a stalemate.

90

KRAEMER, Ado
Wiener Schachzeitung 1931 
/  dedicated to 
W. von Holzhausen

90s 1. ДЬ6? ДЬ1! 2. Д сЗ  g2! 3. Д е 1 stalemate! (= 
Kling) ♦ 1. Да5! -  2. Д сЗ  -  3. £ f4 +  ® h4 4. 
ДхЯ5# (2... g2 3. Д е1), 1.» ДЬ1 2. Д е1! Д а 8 (= 
Anti-Kling) 3. Д сЗ  -  4. £>f4+ ф Ь 4 5. Д х й # , 3... 
g2 4. Д е1 ~ 5. &f4#.

- >  See also: Kling.

#5

★  Other examples: 18, 19, 1092,1536.
= Allas: Anti-Levman Theme.

ANTI-LOSHINSKY THEME
A black and white piece of like motion stand dis
tantly on the same line. The defences by black 
piece along that line are answered by moves of 
white piece to the adjacent square on the same 
line.

#3
92s *1... Axg6+2. gbxg6b53. gc6#* l .$ h 8 !~ 2 .  

Дс2/Д<13/Де4/Дй, 1... Д е4 2. Д й  ~ 3. gb5#,
1... Д ёЗ 2. Д е4 ~ 3. gb5#, 1... Дс2 2. Д ёЗ -  3. 
gb5#,(l... Д Е  2. £>gf6etc.).

—> See also: Loshinsky Theme.

ANTI-LOYD CLEARENCE
One side forces the other to retract a critical 
move (which may have been made before the po
sition on diagram) and instead of a useful 
line-vacation cause a harmful line-occupation.
In short: A Holzhausen interference initiated by a 
meta-critical move.

ANTI-LEVMAN DEFENCE 
Black opens the white line masked by a white 
piece. On mating move White unmasks it and 
closes another white line. This is in fact a masked 
form of Theme B.
1 Semen S. Levman (1896-1942).

91

LEVMAN, Semen S.
Skakbladet 1932

9 1 :1. gb4! ~2. £cd4#, 1... £d5 2. £ed4#, 1... d52. 
<£je7# ♦ etc.

93 shows white anti-Loyd clearance after an 
anti-critical key. In 94 the black Rook has al
ready moved anti-critically to hi and White 
forces its traversal over the critical square in the 
opposite direction.
Anti-Brunner-Loyd Clearance. A line voidance 
for a piece of the same type.
S Samuel Loyd (1830-1914).

93

HULTBERG, Herbert
Eskilstuna Kuriren 
2.8.1932 /  (v)
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93s 1. g h 8! (~), I... A ~ 2 .g 8 # ~ 3 . ^ c 8#, 1... Д ё 8! 
(= anti-Loyd’s clearance: 2. g8^ ?  ^ c 7 !)  2. g x d 8 
4}c7 3. £}xc7#.

#4
94s 1. Дхе5? g l ^ !  2. Д сЗ? # e l !  ♦ 1. £g7! ~ 2.

A,f8+ £,d6/£,e7 З -Д х ^ # , 1... g f l  2. Д хе5 g l ^
3. Д с З - 4 .  Д М #, 

s  Alias: Anti-Voidance.

ANTI-MAGNET THEME
Two like-moving pieces of different colour stand 
on the same line. In variations Black moves 
along the line away from the opponenent’s piece, 
which in turn moves the same distance in the op
posite direction. The maneuver repeats at least 
once in another variation, in which distance 
grows 1+1 squares.
Compare with Loshinskv theme where one the
matic piece follows the piece of opposite colour, 
and with Anti-Loshinskv theme where two pieces 
are moving toward each other.

95s 1. ^f5! (2. fxe5), 1... ^ d 5  2. ^ g 5 !  (2. ^ x h 5 ?  
#xb3!) ~ 3. f5#, 1... ^ c 5  2. #xh5! (2. # g 5? 
# c2 !) -  3. ^ h 3 # ., (1... £ d 7  2. Дхе5).

—> See also: Magnet Theme.

ANTI-MARI THEME
White closes a white line just opened by Black. 
This requires at least three moves for an orthodox 
realization.

96s 1. £ic3?/£>g5? <g>Xg3! ♦ 1. a7! -  2. gf3+  ®xe4
3. a8##, 1... £ h 4  2. £g5! (2. £сЗ? £Ъ4!), 1... 
£}de5 2. <£}c3! (2. <ag5?c3!).

—» See also: Mari Dual Avoidance.

ANTI-META-CRITICAL MOVE
Avoidance of interference by moving the block
ing piece over the future attacker’s square away 
from the object of attack. See the discussion un
der “Critical Play”.
= Alias: Antimetakritikus (Ger.).

ANTI-METO-CRITICAL MOVE
Avoidance of interference by moving the block
ing piece over the object of attack away from the 
attacking piece. See the discussion under “Criti
cal Play”.
—» See also: Bristol Clearance.
= Alias: Antimetokritikus (Ger.).

ANTI-MONREAL THEME
The white King, which controls at least one 
square in the black Kings field. takes the key 
move making it a flight square. and simulta
neously pins one white piece. Thematic defences 
are a black King flight(s) and unpin(s) of the 
self-pinned white piece which then mates.
Actually, this is only half-opposite to Monreal 
theme: the unpin is replaced by the selfpin but the 
flight square is, commendably, still given.

#2
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97s £xd5+ 2. #xd5#) ♦ 1. ® d7! -  2. £>de3#,
1... ®xd5 2. ^ g 8# , 1... #d4 2. <£,fe3#, (1... Axd5
2. Д<13#).

—> e/so; Monreal Theme.

ANTI-MOUSETRAP THEME
White threatens to trap a black piece. In defence, 
Black maneuvers so that White’s trap fails or has 
no effect. The colours can also be reversed in this 
combination, when trapping White’s piece is 
Black’s voluntary plan, and White tries to avoid 
or prevent it.

98

SAVOURNIN, Jacques
l.pr Europe Echecs 1964

98:1. gd5!~2. ge5~ 3 . £|d4#, 1... ^c3  2. gd 4 ~
3. £>e5#, 1... ^ b 2  2. d4, 1... # a l  2. £d4, (1... 
#c3  2. d4,Ad4?, 1... #b2  2. jLd4,gd4?, 1... 
# a l  2. gd4,d4?).

—> See also: Mousetrap Theme.

ANTI-NOWOTNY THEME
Avoidance of a Nowotnv interference by an 
anti-critical move.

99

KUBBEL, Leonid I.
l.pr Svyezda Minsk 1928

99s 1. Jtg4! (2. Jtf5 ), 1... Д Ы  (Anti-Nowotny) 2. 
Д<12 £}c2 3. <^fd3#, 1... gge5  (Anti-Nowotny) 2. 
£>e6+ g x e 6 3. gd5# , 1... g ee5  2. g d5+  gxd5
3. £}e6#.

—> a&o.* Nowotny Interference.

ANTI-ORTHO-CRITICAL MOVE
Avoidance of interference by moving the attack
ing piece over the critical square towards the ob

#3

ject of attack. See the discussion under “Critical 
P/av”.
★  See examples: 98, 355.

ANTI-PARA-CRITICAL MOVE
Avoidance o f interference by moving the object 
of attack over the critical square towards the at
tacking piece. See the discussion under “Critical 
Play”.
= Alias: Antiparakritikus (Ger.).

ANTI-PERI-CRITICAL MOVE
Can signify at least two maneuvers:
(1) White’s direct Option Combination in which 

he selects his kernel move(s) so as to avoid 
getting on the wrong side of a critical square, 
thus moving around it (see 100,101).

(2) White’s Indirect Combination coercing 
Black to move peri-critically (see for instance 
102) to his disadvantage; or to force him to 
abandon his plan to move his piece 
pericritically, or to force White to move his 
piece pericritically (see 116; Anti-Sackmann 
theme: idea in defence).

100s 1. g f l !  (2. gxf3), 1... ф с 8 2. g b l  ДЬ7 3. 
gb4! (anti-peri-critical move) ф е 8 4. g f4  ~ 5. 
g f 8#, (3. g b 2 ?  ф е 8 4. g f 2 Д О !).

#3
101s 1. g b 5 ?  Д^З! 2. g b 7  Д е5! ♦ 1. gc5 ! (2. 

gc2#), 1... Д ё3 2. g c 6 ! Д ~ 3 . gc2# , l . . .£ g 3  2. 
g e l  ф х О  3. g f l# ,  (1... ф хеЗ 2. g c3 +  ® f4 3.
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ДЬ8#) ♦ White must avoid getting on b2 and, thus, 
move around it on c5 and c2.

102

VETTER, Hans 
l.pr Orlimont M T1967

102: 1. ^b 5 ?  &g6! 2. g b l+  ^ x b l 3. ? ♦ 1. ^e2! 
ДЬ5 2. fi! Дх€3 3. #Ь5 Де4 4. g b l+  ДхЫ 5. 
^b2+ cxb2 6. ДхЬ2# ♦ A simple useful doubling 
will be transformed into a harmful doubling with 
the weaker piece in front.

★  Other example 116.
—> See also: Critical Move; Peri-Critical Move.
= Alias: Antiperikritikus (Cier).

ANTI-PLACHUTTA THEME
White threatens a Plachutta interference and 
Black defends by anti-critical move of one or 
both thematic pieces.

103

PALATZ, Franz F.
Basler Nachrichten 
22.2.1927

103: 1. £>b7! (2. £}c7+) ga6! (anti-Plachutta) 2. 
i^xdS! (3. Дс6+ 4. <£,xd6/<£,c7+) Sc8! 
(anti-Plachutta) 3. ДхО g4 4. ^xg4 -  5. ДЬ5#.

ANTI-PLACHUTTA, WHITE
White avoids Plachutta interference with anti
critical move(s) o f his thematic piece(s). A real 
white anti-Plachutta is seen in virtual play only.

104: 1. gf3? £)f7! 2. gfxf7 £>g7 3. gxg7 ®f8 = 
white Plachutta ♦ 1. gh7! white anti-Plachutta 1... 
£sf7 2. gfxf7 £g7  3. ghxg7!, (1... h £ r  2. ф / 
g x £  £ r 3 .  ft/g x ft) .

#5

ANTI-PRONKIN THEME [R]
Often seen theme in a retro genre. In the course 
of a proof game a promoted piece is captured, 
and at its promotion square stands the original 
piece of the same kind and colour.

105

DENKOVSKI, Ivan; 
DENKOVSKI, Gligor
cm G. Donati-50 JT 
StrateGems 2002-3

105:1. <£}c3 d5 2. £}e4 dxe4 3. g4 #d3 4. exd3 e3 5. 
# f3  e2 6. g5 e x flg +  7. фе2 gxcl 8. g6 g f l  9. 
g x f l hxg6 10. <g>dl gxh2 И. фс1 gxf2 12. 
# d l  g x fl.

—> See also: Ceriani-Plaksin-Frolkin Theme.

ANTI-QUADRUPLE THEME
A weakness of black defence seemingly allows 4 
mates but only one works, while other three are 
prevented by useful effect(s) o f black move.
To call it a theme there should be 4 such black 
defences with partial quadruple avoidances of 
same four mates, i.e. each mate is effective only 
once.
After the key in 106 a removal of the black 
Bishop would allow 4 mates, but each possible 
Bishop’s move allows in turn only one of these.
106:1. ДеЗ! H ,  1... ДхсЗ 2. ^d3# (2. # d l/# d 2 / 

Ad3?), 1... ДхеЗ 2. # d l#  (2. #d3 /#d2^d3?),
1... ДхЬб 2. ^d2# (2. # d 3 /# d l^ d 3 ? ) , 1... 
Дс5 2. ДdЗ# (2. ^d3 /#d l/#d2?), (1... e4 2. 
^h2#).
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106

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
The Hindu 1955

—» See also: Anti-Quintuple Theme; Fleck, Secondary; Tri
ple Avoidance.

ANTI-QUINTUPLE THEME
A weakness of black defence seemingly allows 5 
mates but only one works, while other four are 
prevented by useful effect(s) of black move.
To call it a theme there should be 5 such black 
defences with partial quintuple avoidances of 
same 5 mates, i.e. each mate is effective only 
once.
A Dummy selfblock on e4 in 107 introduces 5 
new mates (2.Ь8^г/Ь8^Л§гха2/£}с5Л§га5) 
which are, however, separated by actual 
defences.

#2

107: 1. #a4! -  2. ^d6#, 1... ^xe4 2. h8^#, 1... 
gxe4 2. b8^gr#, 1... Дхе4 2. ^grxal#, 1... £*xe4 2. 
£}c6#, 1... fxe4 2. ^gra5#, (1... фхе4 2. Л>сЗ#).

—> See also: Anti-Quadruple Theme; Fleck, Secondary; Tri
ple Avoidance.

ANTI-REVERSAL
The order of a key and a mate after the same de
fence cannot be reversed between two phases. 
Vladimirov theme is an example. In two tries of 
108 the theme is doubled.
Cyclic Anti-Reversal (or Ceriani cycle). Three 
(or more) white moves appear in three (or more) 
phases in cyclic pairs, as a key and a mate always 
after the same thematic black defence. If phases

are arranged in pairs, each possible couple shows 
the normal Anti-Reversal theme. See 109.
Cyclic Pseudo Anti-Reversal. Three (or more) 
white moves appear in three (or more) phases in 
cyclic pairs, as a key and a mate, not necessarily 
always after the same thematic black defence. 
See 110.

Patterns:
AR

1 a
A В
В A

Cyclic AR
1 a
A В
В C
C A

Cyclic Pseudo AR
1 a b c
A В
В C
C A

108

KOVA£eVI£, Marjan
4.pr Sredba na 
Solidarnosta 1979-81

108: 1. Ad5?A (~), 1... еб» 2. #g7#, 1... e5!b (2. 
#g7??B) ♦ 1. #g7?B (~), 1... e5b 2. Дё5#, 1... 
e6!a (2. ^d5??A) ♦ 1. #h2! (~), 1 ... e5 2. #h3#,
1... e6 2. #xd6# ♦ etc .

109

LACNY, L’udovit
Pravda 27.11.1981 
1. Pr. 1981-2

#2

110

POPOV, Valery
l.pr Sachove umenie 1989
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1 0 9 :1. gd6?A~2. ^d2#, 1... ДёЗ 2. gxd3#B 1... 
Ad5! ♦ 1. gd3+?B 1... Дх<13 2. #Ь6#с 1... 
<S>xd3! ♦ 1. ^rb6!c ~ 2. £d2#, 1... Д<13 2. 
gd6#A

110:1. #g5?A~ 2. ^e3#, 1... ®xd4a 2. ДЬ2#В, 1... 
c5! ♦ 1. ДЬ2?В~2. £}Ь5#, 1... <S>xd6b2. £xf5#e
1... f4! ♦ 1. £}xf5!C -  2. ^e4#, I... <£>xf5* 2. 
^g5#A (1... Дх£5 2. ДЬ2#В).

★  Other example 1700.
= Alias: Anti-Reversal 1.

cxd3#, 1... gxe4! ♦ 1. d3!c  -  2. ^d2#D (2. 
gc3??B), 1... gxd3,gxdl 2. gxd3,#xdl# .

112: a) 1. ^ h 5 !A -  2. Дхй#® (2. Де7?С), (l.„  
f5,fxg5 2. Дхе7С ^xg5#) ♦ b) 1. A xf6!B -  2. 
Де7#с (2. ^h5?A) ♦(!•*• exd4,fxe5 2. # h5A, 
^xe5#) ♦ c) 1. Дхе7!с ~ 2. ^h5#A (2. ^ f6 ?B) ♦ 
(1... fxe3 2. ^e5#).

*  Other example 1661.
= Alias: Anti-Threat-Reversal.

ANTI-REVERSAL 2
The order o f a key and a threat cannot be re
versed between two phases. 111 shows in three 
phases а с/ешя of thematic mates.
Cyclic Anti-Reversal 2. Three (or more) white 
moves appear in three (or more) phases in cyclic 
pairs, as a key and a threat. If phases are arranged 
in pairs, each possible couple shows the normal 
“anti-Reversal 2” theme. Theme is probably un
attainable in conventional orthodox twomover. 
112  shows it with the help o f twins.
Patterns:

111

GVOZDJAK, Peter
3.pr Pravda 1987

112

RICE, John M.
Die Schwalbe 1991

#2 b) Ie7-»e5;c) ±f6->d6
111: 1. c4?A -  2. gc3#B, 1... gd3 2. £xd3#, 1». 

Да4! ♦ 1. gc3?B~2.d3#c (2.c4??A), 1... gd3 2.

Cyclic AR2
1 -
A ве
В CA
C AB

AR2
1 -
A В
В A

ANTI-ROELS THEME
Theme В (Somov) where the defence pins the 
threat-piece.

113:1. ДЬ6! ~ 2. ^d2#, 1... £}d5 2. <£,d4#, 1— £>d7
2. d4#, 1... £e4  2. ge3# ♦ etc.

—► See also: Roels Theme.

ANTI-ROMAN THEME
Black’s idea in defence: Black defeats the threat
ened Roman with an anti-decoy move by revers
ing the virtual decoy. Black’s anti-decoy may 
force a complete change in the attack, or an op
tion move (direct combination. see 114), or that 
White prepares itself for Black’s counter-play in 
advance with a foreplan (indirect combination. 
see Roman. White example 1355 or Anti-Ham- 
burs theme example 82). Succesful anti-Roman 
is seen in the virtual play (as a try play) only, and 
in actual play it has merely a delaying function.
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114s 1. g f 8! 2. g x f2  (2. g b 8? £ d 3 !)  g3 3. 
g f 8! (anti-Roman; analogous 3. g b 2 ?  ф хсЗ 
would have been an interference Roman) g2 4. 
g b 8.

★  Other examples: 82, 1355.
-» See also: Roman Theme.

ANTI-RUPP THEME
The key unpins white piece and pins black piece. 
Black in defence pins the unpinned white piece 
and selfpins the unpinned black piece.

115: 1. e4! ~ 2. ^ d l# ,  1... Д хе4 2. ^ g 2 # , (1...
Д е2 ,Э Ь 1,Д с1 2. ^ x e 2 ,# x d 3 ,g x c l# ) .

—> See also: Status Quo Theme Group.

ANTI-SACKMANN THEME
Black is trying to prevent White’s plan or to slow 
it down. From two or several lines at his disposal, 
white piece chooses the one that decoys Black 
(back) to an unfavorable position and helps 
White to carry out his plan (in time).

116

BERGES, Wilhelm
pr. Die Schwalbe 1938

116: 1. g d 3 ?  gh2! 2. g d 8 g h 8 3. g x h 8 c4 4. ~ 
ф с5  = Black Sackmann ♦ 1. ge3 ! g h 2  2. g e l !  
(=anti-Sackmann) g xd2  3. g e 8 g d 8 4. g x d 8 
~,c4 5. g b 8 ,g d 5 # .

-» See also: Sackmann Combination.

#5

ANTI-SEEBERGER THEME
Black or White is trying to avoid a critical move 
and the following incarceration either by reversal 
or prevention of the anti-critical decoy. 117 com

bines ortho- and anti-form of a Seeberser 
incarceration.
A nti-Seeberger- Black Combination. Black in 

defence avoids immobilization with a volun
tary anti-critical move.

Anti-Seeberger -  White Combination. White 
in attack avoids immobilization with a volun
tary anti-critical move.

Anti-Seeberger combination from both sides is 
shown in 118.

117

PRYTZ, Rud
Die Schwalbe 1935

117: L 4}g2! Да5! (Anti-Seeberger; l... h4?2. £}2f4 
£>c7 3. h3) 2. £>xe3 (2. £>2f4? £>c7 3. h4 Д Ь 6!) 
£>b6 3.h4 £>~4. gc4# .

#6
11 8 :1 . <£}f3? £}c6 2. h4 h5 and WPf2 is immobilized 

♦ 1. f4! (white anti-Seeberger) 1... c5 (black 
anti-Seeberger) 2 .4^f3 4}c6 3. h4 h5 4. f5 cxd4+ 5. 
ф е2  6. £}fe5#.

—> See also: Seeberger Incarceration.

ANTI-SHELTERING THEME
A defensive or attacking maneuver aimed at frus
trating opponent’s attempts to shield his vulnera
ble piece from attack. The maneuvering side can, 
for example, decoy the threatened piece away 
from the (vicinity of the) shelter, or ex-decov the 
shielding piece.
★  See example 1446.
= Alias: Anti-Fluchtschutz (Ger.).
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ANTI-TURTON DOUBLING
Harmful doubling of two pieces of like-motion 
after one makes a meta-critical move. so that it 
will interfere with the other piece.

Three different forms are recognized:

(a) (Ordinary) Anti-Turton Doubling. Two
pieces are of different strength and the weaker 
one first makes a meta-critical move (and subse
quently the stronger one comes behind). 119 
shows white Anti-Turton.

(b) Anti-Loyd-Turton Doubling. Two pieces 
are of different strength and the stronger first one 
makes a meta-critical move (and subsequently 
the weaker one comes behind). 120 shows Black 
Anti-Loyd-Turton.

(c) Anti-Brunner-Tuiton Doubling. Two pieces 
are of the same strength. 121 shows Black 
Anti-Brunner-Turton.

Unlike in Anti-Turton Doubling, in Anti-Zepler 
Doubling the introduction is an ortho-critical 
move.

119

ZEPLER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
15.9.1923

11 9 :1. Д g 8! (2. ^ f 7  = Turton) Деб (anti-Turton) 2. 
Дхеб аЗ 3. #a7. (2... dxc3 3. #xc3).

#5

120: 1. ДЬ7! # c 4  2. g h 4  g b 4  3. Д е4+  # x e 4  4. 
fxe4+ g x e4  5. g4#.

#4

121

BRUNNER, Erich
Tagliche Rundschau 1916

121:1. Да5? gff4! 2. Д сЗ+  g d 4  3. ? ♦ 1. Д е4! (2. 
£x f7+ ) g x e4  2. Д а5  gfF4 3. Д сЗ+  g d 4  4. 
exf4#, (1... gfF4 2. Д Ь7 g f5  3. £>xf7+ ® e4 4. 
43g5#; 1... S f5  2. Д а5  ~ 3. ДсЗ+).

—> See also: Doubling; Doubling, Turton.

ANTI-ZEPLER DOUBLING
Harmful doubling of two pieces of like motion 
after one makes an ortho-critical move. so that it 
will be interfered by the other piece.
Three different forms are recognized:
(a) (Ordinary) Anti-Zepler Doubling. Two
pieces are of different strength and the stronger 
one first makes a critical move (and subsequently 
the weaker one comes in front). 122 shows Black 
Anti-Zepler Doubling.
(b) Anti-Loyd-Zepler Doubling. Two pieces 
are of different strength and the weaker one first 
makes a critical move (and subsequently the 
stronger one comes in front). 123 shows Black 
Anti-Loyd-Zepler Doubling.
(c) Anti-Brunner-Zepler Doubling. Two pieces 
are of the same strength. 124 shows white 
Anti-Brunner-Zepler Doubling (for the Queen 
operating only diagonally can be considered to 
have the same strength as a Bishop).
Unlike in Anti-Zepler Doubling, in Anti-Turton 
Doubling the introduction is a meta-critical 
move.

122

ZEPLER, Erich
Kongressbuch 
Teplitz-Schonau 1923
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122s 1. h8#! ^ x h 8 2. Д сб  A g7 3. g c3 +  Д хсЗ 4. 
d3#.

123

ZEPLER, Erich
Kongressbuch 
Teplitz-Schonau 1922

123: 1. gb4? #f4! 2. c7+ Дхс7 3. bxc7+ ^xc7 4. 
£}c6+? #xc6! ♦ 1. Д^З! ^xg3 2. g M  # f4  3. 
c7+ ^xc7 4. bxc7+ Дхс7 5. £>сб#.

Partial Anticipation. Composition is partially 
anticipated when its idea or scheme coincides 
with an earlier published problem, but differs 
from it in appearance or design. If it is only a 
slight improvement (e.g.: better economy, elimi
nation of formal defects like duals and similar) 
then it should be published under the name of 
original author with remark “version by (new au
thor’s name)”. These problems shouldn’t and 
usually aren’t allowed to take part in a tourney. If 
it is a significant improvement of the old compo
sition, the new author has right to publish it under 
his name, but with a remark “after (old author’s 
name)”. Such positions enjoy same right as 
original problems and can take part in a tourney.
= Alias: Predecessor.

124

TRILLING, Anton
Essener Anzeiger 
19.12.1935 /(v)

124: 1. ^ d 4 ?  g l # !  ♦ 1. Д е5! (2. # d 4 )  ДЬ2! 2. 
ДхЬ2 f l  3. # a l  ~ 4. Axg7#., ( 1... f2 2. ^ x g 2  f3
3. # g 5 )  ♦ Anti-Brunner-Zepler. The pieces can be 
considered like-moving, since on the pin-line they 
have same effect.

-> See also: Doubling, Zepler.

ANTICIPATION
From Codex. Article 24:
“(1) A chess composition is anticipated if there is 
an identical composition which has an earlier pri
ority date. The anticipated chess composition is 
not eligible for any award.

(2) Chess compositions which are partly antici
pated are eligible for awards: their merit is a mat
ter for the judge, who should take account of the 
degree of anticipation.

(3) A second version of a correct chess composi
tion published in an informal tournament, if pub
lished in the same tournament by the same 
author, is not considered to be partially antici
pated by the original version.”

ANTICIPATORY ...
An effect implemented provisionally, in anticipa
tion of a subsequent action or event. Virtually ev
ery element can be shown in a provisional form, 
and only a few popular ones are illustrated 
below.

Anticipatory Interference. A line is closed in 
advance, before it is actually created directly (by 
arrival of a line piece) or indirectly (by opening a 
line). In 125 the black Queen can be decoyed 
from its triple focal position only after the provi
sional closing of three future lines.

Anticipatory (Self-)Pin. The pinning piece 
moves on the pin-line before the actual pin is ac
tive yet. This has been deeply investigated in 
helpmate genre and 126 is one of many attractive 
examples composed so far.

Anticipatory Half-Pin. The black King steps to 
the halfpin line after one of the black pieces has 
vacated the line. 127 nicely combines a prospec
tive halfpin along e-line with anticipatory 
self-pins on d4, which results in two attractive 
double-pin mates.

Anticipatory Obstruction. Obstruction where 
the piece that is (will be) prevented from occupy
ing the thematic square doesn’t “see” it yet. In 
128 the thematic move l...£}gl obstructs Hg5 
who does not “see” the obstruction square yet. 
Incidentally, there are also an anticipatory inter
ference on d5, and an anticipatory (distant, 
remote) self-block on b8!
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125

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
2.pr Probleemblad 1963

125: 1. £,g4! (~), 1... £g3 2. £}xe5+A #xe5 3. 
©c2#“, 1... £,f2 2. # c2+b #xc2 3. gxe3#c, 1... 
e4 2. gxe3+c #xe3 3. £^e5#A (1... #b4  2.
gxb4, l...£b~2. gd2+).

126

KRIKH£LI, Iosif
Schach-Echo 1974

126: 1. £}ЬЗ Д е4 2. феЗ # c l#  ♦ 1. <^d7 ge4+ 2. 
<g>xf5 ga5#.

#3

127:1. ДсЗ!~2. £ixe7+ gxe73. £>f6#, 1... jfl.d42. 
#a2+ фе5 3. gc5#, 1... #d4  2. £}Ь6+ фе5 3. 
g4# ♦ etc.

128

MOLLER, Dieter; 
ZIPF, Volker
3.pr Schach-Aktiv 1987

128: 1. g b 7 ?  (2. g b 6+ ® a7 3. ga5#) gg5! ♦ 1. 
A d5? (2. Д с4#) exd5 2. g b 7  g x c 6! ♦ 1. Д е4? 
(2. Дс13#) gxg3  2. Д ё5  g g l+ !  ♦ 1. Д О ! (2. 
Д е2#), 1... £>gl 2. Д е4  gxg3  3. Д ё5  exd5 4. 
g b 7  g b 8 5. g a7 +  ф ха7  6. ga5# .

★  Other examples: 398,758.

ANTIFORM
The word “antiform” and, consequently, the pre
fix “anti-” are used in two or three senses in or
thodox chess problems:
(la) In direct-mate problems it refers to simple 
reversed effects of moves, and is often 
re-phrased accordingly with “inverted” or “re
versed”: if, for instance, in the proto-form of the 
theme, White’s key pins a black piece and unpins 
a white piece, which black then pins, in the 
anti-form of the theme the key unpins a black 
piece and pins a white, which black then unpins. 
In non-strategic themes “anti-” may refer only 
to some inverted element. See, for instance, 
Anti-ReversaL Anti-Reversal 2.
(lb) In all kinds of compositions, when the tac
tical effects are referred to, anti- can be translated 
“opposite to”: opposite to anti-critical move is 
critical move. opposite to block is anti-block 
(usu. unblockк opposite to obstruction is anti-ob
struction (usu. square vacationК and so on;
(2) In Logical Combinations anti(form) has a 
very specialized meaning. The antiform of any 
chess-move consists of its retraction (un-doing 
or reversal), the aim of the side “willing” the re
traction being directly opposed to that of the side 
“willing” the Move. The antiform of a fore-plan 
then consists of the reversal of fore-plan to own 
advantage or its complete annulment. A simple 
antiform of a preparatory combination consists 
of the reversal of foreplan maneuver; the 
antiform of an indirect foreplan is then a direct 
maneuver, the antiform of a direct foreplan is an 
indirect maneuver. See, for instance, Anti-Ham
burg Theme. Anti-Roman Theme. Anti-Klins 
Theme etc.

ANTIPODEAN CHESS [ F]
Fairy condition. The main rule is that a captured 
man is re-placed in the distance of (4,4) squares, 
provided that the square is available (vacant). 
Apart from that condition, captures are per
formed normally.
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ANTIZIELELEMENT
A German term meaning literally: “the coun
ter-objective element”. A feature (motif) which 
appears contrary to the aim of the problem and, 
consequently, must be removed, either in ad
vance or afterwards. In a direct mate problem, 
White may give black King a flight square which 
he has to take into his control again before (or on) 
the mating move; or he may leave a line which he 
has to re-occupy etc.
★  See example 667.

ANTWERP TEMPO
In a post-key block twomover every black man, 
except for the King, brings about at least one 
variation, and all mates are different. The key 
gives one added mate at the least.
E Inventor: Russian emigrant Vladimir Borodin (Bel

gium) before the WWII.

129

FULPIUS, Jacques
Die Schwalbe 1982

129s *1... fxe4 2. gxe4#  ♦ 1. £>g5! (~), 1... 2.
^ c 5 # , 1... ^ a 5 ,^ c 4  2g(x)c4#, 1... ^ b 4  2. 
^gfxb4#, 1... ^ c 6+ 2. dxc6#, 1... ^ x b 6+ 2. 
ĝfxb6#, 1... ĝrxd5+ 2. ĝrxdS#, 1... ^xe2 2. 

<£}xe2#, 1... a5 2. <£}xb5#, 1... 2<£}(x)e6#, 1...
g62. ^ x f 6#, 1... fxg5 2. ^ e 5 # , 1... f42. ge4# , 1... 
g3 2. £}xf3#, I... g ~ 2 .  ^ f4 # , 1... g x f 2 2 .eQxf2#,
I... g e3  2. fxe3#, 1... g x c 3 2. ДхсЗ# ♦ 17mating 
moves, 7 added, 1 transferred.

#2

130

BOLTON, Horatio
Chess Player's Chronicle 
1850

130: 1. # f3 +  ф а7  2. £}c6+ ф а 8 3. £}d8+ ф а7  4. 
cxb6+ фхЬб 5. ^grc6+ ®a7 6. ^ c 5 +  ® a8 8-13. 
^d5-d4-e4-e3-f3-f2xg2+ ф а 8 14-20. # f2 -0 -e3 - 
e4-d4-d5-c5+ ф а 8 21. # x c 8 f6 22. # x a 6+ g a 7  
23. ^ c 6+ g b 7  24. ^ x b 7 #  (22... Д а7  23. # c 6+ 
® b 8 24. # c 8#).

ARGENTINE THEME
Black unpins two white pieces, one of which is 
front and the other rear battery unit.

131

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
l.pr II Problema 1931

131:1. ® d7!~2. <^e3#, 1... g f5  2. £>g5#, 1... ^ f 5
2. #Ь 4# , (1... ®f5 2. ^xh7#).

★  Other example 549.

ARGUELLES THEME
One black piece makes active and passive inter
ferences with another black piece.
E Antonio Ferrer Argiielles (1901-2000).

#2

ARCHBISHOP [F]
Fairy piece. A Bishop which can rebound, only 
once, like a billiard ball, when it reaches a square 
on the edge of the board. The rebound occurs in 
the middle of the square. Example: ABfl -c8 with 
rebound on a6 or h3.
E Invented by George Leathern (1881-1953) in 1932.

ARCHIMEDES LEVER THEME
Ziz-zaz trip of the white Queen back and forth.
E After problem by Horatio Bolton (1793-1873) dedi

cated to Howard Staunton (1810-1874).
132: I. ^ d 7 !  ~ 2. ^ x d 4 # , l... Д е5  2. # c 6#, l... 

Д с5  2. £>a5#, l... # x d l  2. ^x f7 # , (1... Д сЗ ,
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ДхЬ6#Д<15,^с5/ф<15/фе5 2. ДЬЗ,£>хЬ6, £}cd6, 
Де2#).

★  Other example 557.

a r g Ce l l e s , w h i t e
In a try-play a white piece makes active and pas
sive interferences with another white piece.
133:1. b3? (2. bxc4/dxc4#) cxd3! (2. #a2? -  white 

active interference) ♦ 1. ^a2 ?  (2. ^rxc4/dxc4#) 
gxd3! (2. ^g2?-w hite passive interference) ♦ 1. 
ДЬ6? -  2. d8^#, 1... ^e5  2. £xe7# (black 
passive interference), 1... e5 2. <£}xc3# (black 
active interference), etc. ♦ Both black and white 
Arguelles.

133

FIGUEIREDO, Jose; 
SONNENFELD, Felix A.
4. hm Arguelles JT 1964

ARISTOCRAT
Generally, a problem which has no Pawns in the 
diagram position. A more strict definition re
quires presence o f all black and white officers, 
and absence of all black and white Pawns.
★  See examples: 690, 1276, 1553.

ARNHEM THEME
White has two thematic tries. Two thematic black 
defences alternatively either defeat the try or are 
met in either try with the same mate.
Pattern:

Arnhem
1 - a b
X? A !
Y? ! A

134: 1. #g3? (2. # d 3 # ) fxe4a 2. £ х Ь 5 # \  
gx e4 !b ♦ 1. g h 3 ?  (2. gd3#) gxe4b 2. ^xb5#A 
1... fxe4!a ♦ 1. £>xf6! ~ 2. £>xb5#, 1... g x e4  2. 
^ d 5 # , 1... fxe4 2. gd5# , (1... c4 /gxf6+  2. 
ДЬ6/Дх05#).

ARNSTAM THEME
Passive dual avoidance. Black opens line for 
white line piece which then cannot mate by play
ing away from that line. In other words, Mari 
theme with direct rather than indirect invalida
tion of the opened line.
1 Knut A.O. Arnstam (1924).

135

ARNSTAM, Knut
l.hm Raketa 1941

135: 1. d8^! ~ 2. #xd6#, 1... £4b5, £6b5 2. 
^xb6(^xb4?), ^xb4(^xb6?)# = Arnstam line 
opening, 1... <£}4f5,<£i6f5 2. £d7(£d3?),
^d3(43d7?)# = Mari dual avoidance.

= Aliases: Arnstam Line Opening; Mari 2 Theme.

ARRIVAL EFFECT
The effects induced by the arrival of a certain 
piece to its destination square or line. In other 
words, all the differences between a position 
with this piece on the board (after the move) and 
position without it, just before the move was fin
ished (i.e. the piece was still “in the air”).
—> See also: Removal Effect

ARRIVAL ERROR
The primary error in arrival to a certain square or 
line is a sum of all harmful elements in position 
with occupied compared to the position with va
cant square or line. This set of weaknesses is 
present in arrival of any specific piece to a square 
or line, and the additional errors can arise only 
from effects contained in a departure part of that 
piece’s move.
—>• See also: Removal Error.

45

ARRIVAL FLECK THEME
Special type of the secondary Fleck (Fleck, Sec
ondary). A number of Black men can move to a
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single square, separating duals that would arise if 
the piece arriving there had no for Black useful 
effect, i.e. if it was a Dummy. This is in fact a syn
onym for Stocchi Blocks.
—> See also: Fleck, Secondary.

ARROW BISHOP [F]
Fairy piece. Like a normal Bishop, but on check
ing it has the effect of covering two “arrowhead 
squares”, for instance on giving check on bl to 
black King on g6, the Bishop guards the squares 
f6 and g5, too, and King is not allowed to move 
there.
E Invented by Wilhelm Hagemann (1899-1973).

136

DE BOER, Gerke L.
Sissa 1866 /  (v W. von 
Holzhausen)

136s *l... Д<15(с4),Д£5&4) 2. #h5,#b5# ♦ l. 
^ d l?  Дс8! 2. # f l  Даб! ♦ 1. ^ f l !  (~), 1... Дс4
2. ^ d l  Деб 3. #e2. 

s  Alias: Asymmetric Solution.

#4

ARROW PAWN [F]
Fairy piece. It is allowed to move and capture in 
the direction o f a Pawn either one or two steps at 
any time. It may be captured en passant after any 
double step. Is not allowed to promote.
E Invented by Ragnar Persson.

ARROW ROOK [F]
Fairy piece. In the manner o f Arrow Bishop. pos
sesses on checking the effect of guarding two 
“arrowhead squares”. For instance, when check
ing on h3 to the King on e3, it covers the squares 
f2 and f4, too, and the King is not allowed to 
move there.

ARTISTIC STUDY [E]
One of the three categories the studies are di
vided into. Features usually intensive play in 
terms of spectacular combinations, surprise ele
ments, threats and counter-threats and a finale 
that is supposed to be stamped in solver’s mind. 
Its solution is normally 6 to 12 moves long, even 
longer if there are repeated effects. In principle, a 
good artistic study consists of three parts like any 
piece of art: an appetizing introduction, an inten
sive main play with the climax, and a short 
closure.
-> See also; Analytical Study; Romantic Study

ASYMMETRY
The arrangement of the pieces is symmetric, yet, 
and paradoxically, the play is asymmetric.
Sidler: “Asymmetry is in most cases based on the 
uneven division of space, the (im)possibility of 
castling or an uneven mobility of Pawn(s) (diag
onal asymmetry).”

ATOMIC BOMB [F]
Fairy piece. A Pawn can promote to an Atomic 
Bomb, then leap to any desired square, where it 
destroys all material located in certain perimeter, 
including itself. Hence it can only be played 
once. The radius of an Atomic Bomb must be 
specified in the stipulation. Only those squares 
will be cleared, which are completely covered by 
the Atomic Bomb (e.g., if radius = diagonal two 
fields: third orthogonal array is not cleared). If it 
destroys the opponent’s King, the piece of next 
highest rank then becomes King.
E Invented by Nassouh bey Taher in 1949.

ATOMIC CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Any capture also destroys the 
capturing piece and any piece, but not Pawns, in 
a one square radius. There is no chain reaction. A 
move which would destroy own King is not 
allowed.

ATTACKER [F]
Fairy condition. Black must threaten the last man 
white moved. A black man that already threatens 
something is ignored. Unless a threat is not pos
sible, any other move can be made.
= Alias: Angreifer (Ger.).

AUGSBURG CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. The pieces of same colour, with 
the exception of King, can unite and split their 
force. White Rook can move to b l, where white 
Bishop stands, thus they together become Queen. 
And the other way round: Queen can move, say 
^ral-h8, with the result that a Bishop is bom on 
al and a Rook on h8. In 137 first the black
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Bishop unites with the black Pawn and after posi
tioning itself on d5 it splits back to a Bishop 
which moves to e6 and leaves a Pawn on d5. 
Meanwhile, the white Queen first finds a good 
“focal” position for following split into a Rook 
which moves to c7 and a Bishop which remains 
on cl to give an “orthodox” model mate on the 
next move.

(A further development is so called Kombi- 
Schach, in which also a King can unite forces 
with another piece.)
§ Invented by Erich Bartel in 1965.

h#3 Augsburg chess

137s 1. Д  xa2(—»± ) ^ c l  2. BPd5 Эс7(Дс1) 3. 
^e6(Pd5) Д54#.

AUTHIER THEME [H]
On the first move of a helpmate twomover a 
black piece unpins the white piece which imme
diately plays off the pin-line. Then the same 
black piece discovers a check but at the same 
time unpins another white piece which inter
poses the check and mates. Note that the second 
half of the solution is identical to a two-move 
Guidelli theme.
S Gabriel Authier (1922).

138

AUTHIER, Gabriel
L ’tchiquier de Paris 1954

138:1. Д е 2 g c5  2. ДЬ5+ Д£2#.

AUTHOR
Creator (or group of creators) of a problem or 
endgame study.

AUTHOR’S IDEA
Idea shown in a problem or endgame study.

AUTHOR’S SOLUTION
The solution of a given problem or study as for
mulated by the author(s). Apart from the actual 
line of play, it may involve other moves and in
formation pertinent to the full appreciation of the 
solution: virtual play, refutation(s), analysis etc. 
The term is often used when author’s intention, 
in one way or the other, proves unsound or 
inaccurate.

h#3
139:1. Д О  ф с4(3) 2. ф е 4  g d 8 3. # f5  g d 4 #  ♦ 1. 

<*>f6 g a 8 2. <®>g7 Д Ь 8 3. <g>h8 Д е5#  ♦ The 
author’s solution was 1. Д О  etc. (also incorrect in 
today’s standards), but there is a beautiful cook ( 1. 
Sj>f6 etc.). The author abandoned his first idea, 
removed Jkg2 and published the problem later, 
now with the cook being the author’s solution.

—> See also: Cook; Dual; Vnsolvable Problem; Version. 
s  Aliases: Intended Solution; Intention.

AUTO-PARALYZE [F]
An effect in paralyzing-type conditions like 
Madrasi chess or Eiffel that occurs when one side 
takes a move which paralyzes its own previously 
mobile piece.

AVNER MECHANISM [s]
A selfmate theme described as “the pinned piece 
promenade”. When the white piece moves along 
the line of pin, both direct and masked batteries 
are involved and are interchanged between 
phases.
“A black piece or pieces arriving on a black line, 
where a white piece A is pinned, create either a 
direct black battery (by the capture of A) or a
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masked black battery (by the non-capture o f A). 
By the moving of A  along the pin-line (on the key 
move or during the solution) the situation arises 
where the same black arrivals interchange their 
function as creators of direct or masked black 
batteries. In all thematic variations the relevant 
black battery fires, either as simple black battery 
or as a masked black battery by means of a Den
tist (Dentist theme) maneuver, where the un
pinned white piece A clears itself out of the black 
battery line (usually by sacrificing itself with 
check) while simultaneously forcing its black 
unpinner out of the battery line as well.” (Uri 
Avner)
1 Uri Avner (1941).

140

AVNER, Uri
l.pr Problem 1956

140: *l... £ f 4  2. ^ e 6+ £>xe6#, l... g f 4  2. ^ d 4 +  
gxd4#, l... £}xe3 2. c4+ £}xc4#, l... gxe3  2. 
Д П +  g e 6# ♦ 1. ^ f4 !  ~ 2. g f5 +  ^x f5 # , 1... 
£>xf4 2. £ f7 +  £ e 6#, l... g x f4 2 . c4+ gxc4#, 1... 
£>e3 2. ^ c 4 +  <^xc4#, 1... g e 3  2. # e 5 +  gxe5#. 

—> See also: Dentist Theme.

AVNER THEME [S]
This is basically a three-move selfmate theme.
After the key, there are 3 white pieces - A ,  В  and 
C -  blocking a black line targeted at the white 
King. This line is evacuated with mate in 3 varia
tions as follows:
In variation 1, A is captured by a black piece x, В  
is sacrificed to an “external” black piece and C is 
sacrificed to x.
In variation 2, В  is captured by a black pieces, C 
is sacrificed to an “external” black piece and A is 
sacrificed to y.
In variation 3, C is captured by a black piece z, A 
is sacrificed to an “external” black piece and В  is 
sacrificed to z.
(Definition by Uri Avner)

141

AVNER, Uri
Problemist Ukrainy 2012

141:1. f8£)! ~ 2. # c 5 +  bxc5 3. g d 4 +  cxd4#,
1... Д хеЗ  2. g f5 +  ^ x f5  3. Qf4+  ^ x f4 # , 1... 
<£ixf3 2. £>f4+ A x f4  3. # d 4 +  £}xd4#, 1... ^ x d 3
2 .^ g 5 + ^ x g 5  3. g f5 + ^ x f5 # (2 ...  ДГ5 3. g d 3 +  
gxd3#).

—> See also: Dentist Family.

AVOIDANCE OF OPPOSITION
A logical problem theme: Black’s defence is 
based on the attainment o f opposition with a 
white piece, thus white maneuvers to prevent ei
ther from opposition occurring or to tackle with it 
in some other way. The struggle may occur in a 
logical combination o f choice.

142

KRAEMER, Ado
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1914 /dedicated to 
O. Dehler

142: 1. Д а 8!, 1... g x g 4  2. g e 3  g e 4  3. gxe4 , 1... 
g h 5  2. g d 4  g d 5  3. g x d 5 ,1... g h 6 2 . g c 3  g c 6
3. g x c 6, 1... g xh7  2. g b 3  g b 7  3. g xb7  ♦ White 
does not move critically like in Indian, but to 
protect his Bishop from an unpleasant collision 
(attack from) with black Rook: 1. Де4? g xg4  2. 
g e3  gxe4! 1. Д(15? g h 5  2. g d 3  gxd5! etc. the 
only safe square is a8.

= Alias: Oppositionsvermeidung (Ger.).

AWARD
The result of a problem or study tourney, as pro
duced by a judge who is usually appointed in ad
vance. The award is final after a confirmation 
time, usually three months, has elapsed from its 
publication.

#4
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As a general rule the judge would award a num
ber ofprizes, and then single out further selection 
of entries for honourable mention and for com
mendation. For a team match tourney the judge 
simply places the entries in order of merit. 
According to Hermann Albrecht (1915-1982), a 
distinguished collector, editor and critic, and a 
recognized authority on two-move problems, the 
prize-winning problem ought to display formal 
perfection, and the criteria for granting rewards 
should be:

144:1. a7! -  2. axb8#  -  3. # /g x f 4 # ,  1... a x b l#
2. axb8#  -  3. # x f4 +  # e 4  4. # е З # , 1... axb l£  2. 
axb8£> <£}xd2 3. # c l  £}e44. 4}c6#, l . . . a x b lg
2. axb8 g  g xb2  3. gxb3  ф хс4  4. # a4 # , 1... 
axblД  2. ахЬ8Д  Д е4  3. Д х*4- 4 .  Д еЗ /Д е5#  ♦ 
etc.

BABSON TASK, SHIFTED
Compared to normal Babson, the Allumwand- 
lung promotions are cyclically shifted, for in
stance ^ /H -H /J L  - Д /* - 4 У * .

Prize: originality and convincing form;
Honourable Mention: originality with formal 
weaknesses;
Commendation: attractivness without particular 
originality.

BABSON TASK
A problem in which black promotion defences to 
all possible pieces are answered by white promo
tions to the same piece Black has promoted to. 
An extreme form of A llumwandlung.
Ш Joseph N. Babson (1852-1929).

143: 1. а8Д !  -  2. g /^ x f 2  g x a 6#, 1... f x g l#  2. 
f8#  # x f l  3. Ь5+ #xb5# , 1... fxgl£) 2. f8£  
£>xh3/£>f3 3. g x h 3 /# x f3  g x a 6# , 1... fxgl g  2. 
f8 g  g x f l  3. g x f l  g x a 6#, 1... fx g lA  2. Г8Д  
Дхс5 3. Д хс5 g  хаб#, (Note: only variations 
which explain white promotions are given).

145: 1. £)xb6! -  2. e x f8 # /# x d 2  etc., 1... d l #  2. 
ех!8Д  # d 4 +  3. exd4, 1... d l Д  2. exf8 g  <J?d6 3. 
# d 2 + , 1... d i g  2. exf8£ ,+  ® d6 3. Д е5+, 1... 
dl<£} 2. exf8#  £}xc3+ 3. <g?xa5,etc.

BABUSHKA THEME
At least twice, the same black move appears as 
the first move in one variation, then as the second 
move in another variation.

146: 1. # a 4 !  (~), 1... c x b l#  2. # f4 +  ® x d l 3. 
# d 2 # , 1... cxbl£} 2. # a l  ® x d l 3. # x b l# ,  1... 
c x d l#  2. # a 3 +  ® x b l 3. #Ь 2# , 1... c x d l£  2. 
g c2 +  ® x b l 3. # a2 # , 1... ® x b l 2. Ь4 (~), 2... 
c l #  3. # a 2 # , 2... cl£> 3. gb2# , 2... cx d l-  3. 
# x d l# ,  1... <®>xdl 2. # e 4  (~), 2... c l #  3. # e2 # , 
2... c l £  3. Д с2#, 2... cxbl~3. # x b l# ,  2... фс1 3. 
# x c 2#.

★  Other examples: 451, 976.
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BABY
A problem with up to five pieces on the board.
★  See examples: 38,618,1262, 1360.
—> See also: WenigsteineK 
= Alias: Malyutka (Rus.).

BABY THEME
The black King indirectly selfpins at least three 
pieces. The mate uses all these pinnings. 147  
shows Changed triple-pin mates after the same 
King’s move in three phases!
The name is an acronym for “BAnska BYstrica”.

147: *l... фхе4 2. #b4# ♦ 1. gc6? (2. ^xe5#), 1... 
фхе4 2. gc4#, 1... Деб! ♦ 1. gb6! ~ 2. #xe5#, 
1... фхе4 2. gb4#, etc.

BACK THEME
Combination of active and passive dual avoid
ance.

BAJTAY THEME [H]
On the first move Black self-pins his own piece. 
White then simultaneously unpins black self
-pinned piece and self-pins one white piece. On 
the second move black unpinned piece unpins 
white self-pinned piece which delivers mate.

Ш Jozsef Bajtay (1902-1988). Magyar Sakkvilag TT 
1934-1936.

h#2 2111
149:1. gxe5+ £ f5  2. ge4 <£,g7# ♦ 1. Дхе5+ <£,d5 

2. ,&d4 &№.

BALBO THEME
Mate is given by a piece of the same kind as the 
one which made the defence. There should be at 
least three variations with different kinds o f the
matic pieces.

I  Gaston Balbo (1906-1985).

148: 1. ^f2! -  2. ^xd4#, 1... ДеЗ 2. <^g6# (2. 
£}f3?), 1... &£5 2. £>f3# (2. <ag6?), 1... c5 2. 
£>f7# (2. £}c6?), 1... 4)e6 2. £>xc6# (2. £f7?) ♦ 
Two pairs of passive and active dual avoidance.

#2

150

BALBO, Gaston
cm Union des Problemistes 
de France 1943

150: 1. gd3! ~ 2. £c3#, e5 2. dxe6 e.p.#, 1... 
Дxd5+ 2. Дxd5#, 1... ^xd2/^xd4 2. ^xf3#.

—> See also: Anti-Balbo Theme.

BACKWARD PAWN [E]
A Pawn that is behind the Pawns of the same 
color on the adjacent files and that cannot be ad
vanced without loss of material, usually the 
backward Pawn itself.

BALKEN THEME
In a logical combination White’s plan is refuted 
by the fact he becomes stalemated. In a foreplan 
he acquires a possibility to relieve the stalemate 
position, after which he can carry out his plan.
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151

KUTZBORSKI, Dieter; 
LENTZ, Karl-Heinz
2.pr Deutsche 
Schachblatter TT1983

151s 1. #d4? (2. ^h8#; 2. ®c8) ^e5+? 2. ^xe5,
1... ^rd8+! 2. ^xd8 <g>xd8 stalemate! ♦ 1.
©xh5+! <®>d8 2. # d l+  фе8 3. ^ d 4  ^d8+ 4. 
©xd8+ <g>xd8 5. h5 фе8 6. фс7#.

-> See also: Berlin Theme.

BALTIC THEME
Black plays his defences on the same square and 
White mates on another same square. In 152  
three thematic direct mates by Knights are nicely 
complemented by another Knight-promotion di
rect mate after the Kins 's flight. 153 extends the 
theme with an additional set of white moves to 
the same square: besides thematic mates on e5 all 
second moves are on e4.

#2

152

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
The Hindu 1956

152:1. axb7! ~ 2. bxc8£>#, 1... £}cxd6 2. g8£}#, 1... 
43bxd6 2. £}fg8#, 1... gxd6 2. £}hg8#, (i... (g>xd6
2. bxc8£#).

#3

153: 1. ga4! (2. ga6), 1... g5 2. Де4+ ®g4 3. 
£>xe5#, 1... Ag5 2. #e4+ <®>xf6 3. ^xeS#, 1... 
gg5 2. ge4~ 3 . gxe5#.

- >  See also: Larsen Task.

BANNY THEME
First moves of tries become mates after the key: 
the first try is a mate after the second defence and 
vice versa (see pattern).
S Dmitry Banny (1932-1997).
Pattern:

Banny
1 a b

A? !
B? !
X В A

#2
154: 1. e3?A ~ 2. ^g2#, 1... ^ e6!a ♦ 1. e4?B ~ 2. 

^g2#, 1... ^d6!b ♦ 1. ^ d l!  ~2. ^ g l# , 1... # e 6 a 
2. e4#B, l...# d 6 b 2. e3#A.

★  Other example 930.
—> See also: Vladimirov Theme.

BANNY, COMPLEX FORM
The thematic Black moves are not refutations, 
but in one phase they are defences which are fol
lowed by White’s thematic mates in another 
phase.
Pattern:

Complex Banny
1 a b

A? X
B? Y
X В A

155: 1. a * d 7 ? A (2. £>e6#) £}2xe4a 2. ^x e4 # , 1... 
a e 8! ♦ 1. a d l ? B (2. £}f3#) £ 6 x e4 b 2. #xe4# ,
1... 8xb4! ♦ 1. aa5? -2. a d 5#, 1...
£}6xe4,£|2xe4 2. £>е6,£ Я # ,  1». gbS! ♦ 1. 
^ h 4 !  -  2. # f2 # , 1... £>6xe4b 2. gxd7#B, 1... 
£}2xe4 2. a d l# A
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155

MOCHALKIN, 
Oleksandr V.
4.pr Bulletin Problemistic 
1992-3

#2

BANNY, CYCLIC
Cyclic relation between tries and refutations vs. 
defences and mates as illustrated by a pattern 
below.
Pattern:

A? 
B?
c?
X

Cyclic Banny
b c

В c A

156

PILCHENKO, 
Vyacheslav;
SHAVYRIN, Valery 
2.hm Gazeta Czestochowa 
1978

#2
156: 1. gf5?A dxc3!a ♦ 1. gd3?B dxc5!b ♦ 1. 

#d7?c e4!c ♦ 1. &g6l ~ 2. Де4#, 1... dxc3a 2. 
gd3#B, 1... dxc5b 2. #d7#c 1... e4c 2. gf5#A.

BANNY, DEFERRED
Bannv theme in a threemover, where the thematic 
moves take place on the 3rd move as mates (i.e. 
with inserted second moves of White and Black).

157

KELLER, Michael; 
ZIRKWITZ, Thorsten
Lpr Freie Presse 1992

#3

157:1. Ad3?A(2. £b3#B) S*b6!a ♦ 1. £}bd3?B(2. 
Де5#А) £}f3!b ♦ 1. фа2! (2. ga3), 1... gxb6a 2. 
Де5+Вфс5 3. £}cd3#A 1... <af3b2. £}ЬЗ+Афе4
3. Д<13#\ 1... <^g2 2. <^bd3B ~ 3. Де5#ь, 1... 
gd8 2. Ad3A~3. £>b3#a,(l... £>f5 2. £}ЬЗ+фе4
3.Ag2#).

s  Allas: Delayed Banny.

BANNY, IDEAL
Bannv theme where thematic black moves are 
met by changed mates in tries that they don’t re
fute.
Pattern:

Ideal Banmf
1 - a b

A? ! c
B? D !
X В A

#2

158

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
Lpr Revista Romana de 
§ah 1984

158: 1. c7?A ~ 2. gd4#, 1... £}xc4b 2. gd6#c l.„ 
gxc4!a ♦ 1. Дс7?в -  2. £>d6#, 1... gxc4a 2. 
gb8#*\ I... <£}xc4!b ♦ 1. gb7! -  2. <£,d6#, 1... 
gxc4a 2. Дс7#, 1... <^xc4b 2. c7#a (1... ®xc4 2. 
^d3#).

BANNY, INVERTED
Banny theme with thematic variations already set 
in diagram position. Black’s thematic moves re
fute White’s thematic first moves, and solution is 
independent. 159 shows theme in its normal and 
160 in its cyclic form.
Pattern:

Inverted Banny
1 - a b* В A

A? t
B? I I

159: *l... exf3a 2. g e b ^ ,  1... d2b 2. gc3#B ♦ 1. 
ge6?A (2. gxd3#) d2!b ♦ 1. gc3?B (2. £}c2#) 
exf3!a ♦ 1. £g3! (~), 1... exf3a 2. gxd3#, 1... d2b
2. £}c2#.
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159

AMIROV, Talip H .; 
BOGDANOV, Evgeny
4238. Die Schwalbe 1983

160

MOCHALKIN, 
Oleksandr V.
Hlas l'udu 25.L I979

160: * l ... cxb4a 2. A xb6#A, l ... dxe4b 2. ^ d 7 # B, l ... 
e2c2. ^ g l # c  ♦ 1. Д хЬ6?А(2. £xc5#)dxe4!b ♦ 1. 
#d 7 ?B (2. ^x d 5 # ) e2!c ♦ 1. # g l? c  (2. # d l# )  
cxM!a ♦ 1. ^ h 6! (~), 1... cxb4a 2. # x b 6#, 1... 
dxe4b 2. ^ d 6#, 1... e2c 2. ^d 2 # .

BARNES FOCAL THEME
Two white batteries are controlled by two black 
pieces, which are in a focal position in relation to 
these batteries. The keys of the tries and solution 
are aiming at cutting each one of black thematic 
lines in turn.
§ Barry P. Barnes (1937).

161

BARNES, Barry P.
3.pr Probleemblad 1960

161: 1. £|ff5+? #d5! ♦ 1. £6e4+? ^ xd7! ♦ 1. 
£ifl+? Axdl! ♦ 1. £>f3+? #xd l! ♦ 1. ge6? (2. 
£|6е4#) Д х е 6 ,^ 5  2. £>fl,£tf3#, 1... Axdl! ♦ 1. 
ge4? (2. £f5#) ^xe4,^xd7,e6 2. £}f3,£|fl#, 
1... gh6! ♦ 1. ge2? (2. QfW)  #е1,Дхе2 2. 
£f5,£>6e4#, 1... #xd l! ♦ 1. g e l!~ 2 . 1...

£ x d l,£ e 2  2. £}6e4#, 1... ^ x e l 2. &f5#, (1... 
<g>d4 2. £xb3#).

—> See also: Mackenzie Theme.

BARNES THEME
In one try arise two threats, which are then pos
ited individually in another try and the key. In 
162 theme is presented twice.
Pattern:

Bames
1 -
X AB
Y A
Z В

162

HARING, Jacob; 
BARNES, Barry P.
2.pr Die Schwalbe 1974

162: L £}xf4? ~ 2. # x d 3 /^ e 4 # A/B, 1... Д « ! ♦ 1. 
£}ge5? ~ 2. # x d 3 # A 1... Дхе2! ♦ 1. £}e7? ~ 2. 
^ e 4 # B 1... g x e 2 ! ♦ l£ > d ~ ? ~ 2. ^ a 7 /# d 7 # c/D, 
1... bxc4! ♦ 1. £>c5? ~ 2. ^rd7#c , 1... Д О ! ♦ 1. 
£}de5! ~ 2. ^ a 7 # D, 1... bxc4 2. gxc4#  ,1... £}xh7
2. &f3#, 1 -  <&d7+ 2. #xd7# , etc.

BARRIER CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Both players are allowed to visit 
a square only once.
E Invented by Wolfgang Fichtner (1948-1981).

BARRIER EFFECT [R]
Inability o f the piece, usually a Rook or a King, 
in a retro-play to go by the Pawns’ barrier be
cause of its configuration. (A. N. Frolkin)

BARTHELEMY THEME
Black guards a white battery along two different 
lines. In thematic defences these guards are alter
natively removed by black defences and by 
shut-off mates from white battery. There are two 
forms of Barthelemy theme:
Barthelemy 1. The guarding piece is a single 

black line-mover in a focal position. In 
defences it gives up one or another focal line. 
See 163.
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Barth61emy 2. Thematic lines, either of one or 
two black line-movers, are invalidated by 
black self-interferences. See 164.

1 Edmond Barthelemy (1909-1942).

163s *l... фЫ  2. ДёЗ# ♦ 1. gb8! ~ 2. h8##, I... 
ДхЬ7 2. Дс13#, 1... ДЬ7 2. &g2# ♦ Barthelemy 1.

164

BARTHELEMY,
Edmond
Pat 1936

164:1. gb8!~2. Ь5#, 1... g f4  2. Дё4#, 1... gd4 2. 
♦ Barthelemy 2.

#2

BARTHELEMY TYPE [H]
Helpmate with variations branching from the 
second black move (l.l.n .l...).

165

BARTHELEMY,
Edmond;
SENECA, Camil
Revista Romana de §ah 
1939

h#2 1121
165:1. # a 5  4^d5 2. феб £>xd4#, 2. фе4 £xd6#. 
s  Alias: Barthelemy.

b a r t o l o v ic  t h e m e
In one phase there are two thematic mates after 
two thematic black defences. In next two phases

alternatively one o f these mates is changed while 
the other remains the same.

§ Hrvoje Bartolovic (1932-2005).

Pattern:
Bartolovic

1 - a b
X ft A В
Y C В
Z A D

#2
166:1. gh8?~2. gd8#, 1... £ f62 . Де5#, 1... £>b6

2. Дс5#, 1... e5! ♦ L£>e5?~2. gd7#, 1... £ f62 . 
£xf7#, 1... £Ь6 2. Дс5#, 1... gbxd4! ♦ 1. <&c5! 
-2 . gd7#, l...£tf62. Де5#, 1... £Д>62.£хЬ7#.

—> See also: Changed Play, Brabec Type.

BARULIN DUAL AVOIDANCE
A (un)pin-motivated Dual avoidance. Two types 
can be distinguished:
Barulin 1. Active dual avoidance by pin o f (one 
or another) white piece. 284 shows Barulin 1 
theme with partial dual avoidance.
Barulin 2. Passive dual avoidance where possi
ble duals are prevented by unpin of black 
piece(s). 168 shows Barulin 2 theme with total 
dual avoidance.

167: 1. #e8! (2. #xg8#), 1... £>ed4 2. Дс4# (2. 
c4?), 1... £bd4 2. c4# (2. Дс4?) ♦ etc.
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#2
168:1. Да5! -  2. £a3#, 1 -  d3 2. Д Ш  (2. Де4?), 

1... Д с12. e3# (2. e4?).
★  Other examples: 497, 778.

BARULIN THEME-COMPLEX
Line Combination themes “A” through “E”, first 
mentioned by these names in an article written by 
Mikhail Barulin and Leonid Isayev (.II Problema, 
June-July 1932).
—> See also: Line Themes; Theme A; Theme B; Theme C; 

Theme D; Theme E.

BATTERY
An arrangement of two pieces where one, a front 
piece, screens the activity of a line-mover of the 
same colour, a rear piece, aimed at certain target, 
typically the opponent’s King. Sparsely, for in
stance in endgames, the battery can aim at some 
other enemy piece. There are three main types of 
battery:
Direct Battery. The opponent’s King (or other 
target) is on the battery line. When the front piece 
moves the rear one gives a check. Some exam
ples are: 6 9 2 ,1 3 , 483.

Indirect Battery. The battery aims toward a 
square in the black King £ field. Typically the bat
tery opens with a check by front piece, while the 
rear piece takes over a guard of possible flight 
square. For example: 1234, 451.

Masked Battery. A piece of either colour 
“masks” the battery standing on its line between 
the opponent’s King and the front piece, or be
tween the front and the rear piece. Usually it is an 
enemy piece. For example: 905 ,1448 .
A half-battery can be seen as two mutually 
masked batteries, provided that in the course of 
solution both are unmasked at some point. If only 
one of two batteries comes into play then it is just 
a battery masked by a piece of the same colour.

169: 1. ДЬ2!, 1... g f 7 /g g 6  2. g h 3 /g c 8 +  3. 
g h 8#, 1... g h 6 2. g g 3+ ф Ы  3. g g7+  ® h 8 4. 
ф Ы !+ - ,  1... g f 8 2. gc7+<g>g83. gg7+<g>h84. 
® a2! + -  ♦ If ф  makes the wrong choice, H gives 
a perpetual check.

★  Other examples: 13, 173, 451, 483, 579, 692, 722, 905, 
1154, 1234, 1448, 1541.

BATTERY PLAY
An active battery opens at the enemy King or 
(indirect) its adjacent squares in the course of so
lution. In endgames battery often aims at adver
sary’s some important piece.
★  See examples: 905,976, 1207.

BATTERY, ABANDON OF
In a direct-mate problem White voluntarily aban
dons his battery which is, or seems to be, com
pletely functional. Normally white moves his 
rear piece off the battery-line, abandoning the 
battery completely, or moves another piece on 
the line, thus creating a half-battery.

170: 1. A d 8! ~ 2. ^ f4 # , 1... £ x d 6/# x d 6+ 2.
^ x d 6#, 1... £>xe5 2. ДхЬб#, 1... ®xe5 2. ^ ff6#,
1... gh4/gf3/£}g3 2£>(x)f3#,l... Se3 2. gd5#*
There are good chances that the battery will open 
with double-check (1... <£}e3 2. gd5#), plausible 
tries like 1. ^ e 7 ?  (2. gd5#) <£}xa5! That is why 
the battery-abandoning, flight-giving and check
-provoking key comes as a surprise.
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★  Other examples: 647, 900.
—> See also: Freie Presse Theme; Kuchler Theme.
= Aliases: Abandon of Battery; Batterieverzicht (Ger.).

BATTERY, CHAMELEON
In the course of play, two batteries of the same 
side with similar rear piece and similar front 
piece are created and opened, but they occur on 
squares of opposite colour. They may be same 
pieces, for instance the Queen and Rook in 171, 
or one or both may be different. In 173 two such 
are the white King’s batteries with Д сЗ and 
ДЬЗ.

171

HANNEMANN, Knud
Nationaltidende 1944

171s *1... g e 3  2. <2?h6 g h 3 #  ♦ 1. £>e7 # c 2  2. 
gh3#.

★  Other examples: 173, 1152.

BATTERY, CHANGED
The key destroys one and creates another battery.

172

VOLKMANN, Albert
l.pr L *Italia Scacchistica 
1950

172: I. gxg7? -  2. g f7# , l... g b 7  2. £}g2#, L.. 
^ b 7  2. £ d 5 # , l... gxf4! ♦ L \^c5! ~2. l...
g b 7  2. & Ш , 1... ^ b 7  2. £ c 6#.

★  Other example 1448.

BATTERY, CONSECUTIVE
Two or several batteries open one after another 
with possible transformation and creation of new 
batteries in the single line of play. 173 shows 
consecutive white royal battery in 5 variations 
(though with only three different second moves).

173

GRIN, Alexandr P.
2.pr The Problemist 1981

173: 1. D! ~ 2. ®d5+ ® f7 3. ® d 6#, 1... dxc6 2. 
<g?c4+ <g?f7 3. ®Ь4#, 1... f4 2. ф е4+  ® e7 3. 
®f5#, 1... g b l  2. ® еЗ + ф е7  3. <J>d2#, 1... £}f4 2. 
ф еЗ+  ф е7  3. <§>xf4#, 1... ^ x f3  2. ф еЗ+  ® e7 3. 
®xf3#.

BATTERY, CREATION
In principle, a direct as well as an indirect battery
can be built in one of the following ways:
(1) by arrival of a rear piece behind another man 

of the same colour;
(2) from a half-battery by removal of one of the 

front pieces off the battery line;
(3) by capture of opponent’s man, that stands on 

the battery line, by another man than the rear 
piece:

(4) by cutting (sometimes with check) a bat
tery-line where the opponent’s King plays on 
the next move.

174

BAIER, Roland
2.pl Bayer -  Switzerland 
1985

1 7 4 :1. фсб! (2. £ x g 6+ ® e6 3. £xd4+), i... g xb3
2. # f4 +  3. ®d5+ g b 6#, 1... ДхЬЗ 2. f4+
ф хе4  3. ® b 6+ Ad5#, (1... g x f 8 2. ^ f4 +  ® e 6 3. 
£}xd4+) ♦ White and Black both create 2 batteries. 

★  Other examples: 399, 869, 1008, 1234, 1321, 1405.

BATTERY, DESTRUCTION
I. One side voluntarily destroys its battery by re
moval of rear piece, or by moving another piece 
to the battery line.

s#3
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2. One o f the units forming a battery is captured 
(definition in FIDE Album). Most often imple
mentation of this kind is in helpmates.

175

ABDURAHMANOVICH
Fadil
4.pr The Problemist 1991

175s 1. <£ixa6 ^ c5 2. <g>xd3 ^c4#  ♦ 1. £>xe8 g d 4 2. 
фхеЗ ge4#.

BATTERY, FRONT PIECE
Piece at the head of a battery the removal of 
which opens the line for the rear battery piece.
Batteries are often named after the front piece: 
Royal battery, Pawn battery, etc.

BATTERY, MIGRATING
A battery with the same front piece and rear 
piece moves from one place to another in the 
course of solution.

h#2 2111

176

BOLTON, Horatio
49. Lewis: Problems 1827 /
(v)

176: 1. gc7+! фа5 2. gxb5+ фхЬ5 3. Де2+ фа4
4. gc4+ фЬ5 5. gxcl+  фа4 6. gc4+ фЬ5,фа5
7. gc3+,gc5+ ф а -  8. g a3 ,^ d l#  ♦ A stunning 
battery performance from the time before the old 
school!.

BATTERY, NORWAY
The piece from white half-battery sacrifices it
self onto the square adjacent to the black King, 
simultaneously giving a flight square. Allows 
mates by white battery.

#8

177s 1. <£}xd5?~2. gdl#, 1... <®>d3 2. £>f2#, 1... ®xd5
2. £>c3#, 1... &d6\ ♦ 1. £>xc5! ~ 2. ^Ь4#, 1... фхс5
2. £>d3#, 1... фсЗ 2. £}xd5#, 1... Дхс5 2. ©e5#.

—► See also: Half-Battery, White.

BATTERY, POPANDOPULO TYPE
Consecutive Siers battery. Typically one white 
piece opens the battery with check and after the 
black King’s move the other piece of the same 
kind forces the black King back to the line of bat
tery which subsequently opens again.
S Avenir Popandopulo (1920-1988).

178

POPANDOPULO, Avenir
l.pr DSV Ту 1965

178s 1. ДЬЗ! (2. Ьхаб -  3. £>Ь5+ фе4 4. <ЙасЗ#), 1... 
с5 2. £)dl+ фе4 3. <£}f2+ exf2 4. <£}сЗ+ фс!4 5. 
4}dl+, I... gf7 2. £ b l+  фе4 3. £>d2+ exd2 4. 
£c3+ <g>d4 5. £}bl+, 1... gxh3 2. <^d5+ фе4 3. 
£f6+ gxf6 4. £>сЗ+ фе4 5. £>d5+, l... £ xb4 2. 
£}a4+ фе4 3. Qc5+ Дхс5 4. <£jc3+ фе4 5. Qa4+. 

—» See also: Battery, Siers Type.
^  Alias: Popandopulo Mechanism.

#6

BATTERY, REAR PIECE
The line-moving piece at the tail of a battery. be
hind the front battery piece.

BATTERY, RECIPROCAL
Two batteries are made by the same two pieces, 
which however exchange their front piece vs 
rear piece roles. 179 shows two Indian maneu
vers with reciprocal roles of the white Rook and 
Bishop.
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179

MILOSESKI, Bosko
pr Kotelec 1988

179s 1. g a g6 Дс8 2. ДАб gd7 3. ф£5 gd4# ♦ 1. 
ghb6 gd8 2. c6 ^ d 7  3. <g>d5 Д£5#.

★  Other examples: 174, 741.

BATTERY, REFORMATION
After a battery has fired, a second battery with 
the same (front and rear) pieces is formed, (defi
nition in FIDE Album).
In endgame 180 the white Bishop+Rook battery 
opens three times towards the black Rook.

180:1. g c 7 ( l .  g b l ?  g c 8) 1... g  a6 2. g  c8 ® b7 3. 
g d 8 g a 8 4. Д с7! g a 6 5. g d 7  ® c8 6. g e 7  
g a 7  7. A d 8! (7. A xd6? A xd6 8. g x a7  Дс5+)
7... g a 6 8. ge8<g>d7 9. g f 8 g a 8 1 0 . Д е7! g a 4  
И . Д«б(11. g f7 ?  ф е 8 12. g h 7  g a 7 )  11... g f4
12. £ d 3  g x f 6 13. £>xe5+ ф е7  14. g x f 6 + -  ♦ 
See “Troitsky’s Study on Material SS vs P”.

BATTERY, REHM TYPE
Play by a battery opening twice in succession 
within the same variation, giving a flight square* 
the front piece moving each time to a different 
square. In 181 such openings occur on White’s 
4th and 6th move.
E Hans Peter Rehm (1942).

18 1 :1. ДО! (2. gh3+<g>gl 3. £e4) g e l  2. Де4(3. 
<£,f3+ <£>hl 4. £хе1+) g d l  3. £}0+ <£>hl 4. 
£xe5+ фЬ2 5. £f3+ ® hl 6. £g5+ фЬ2 7. Ag2 
® gl 8. ДЬЗ+ <g>xf2 9. £>e4+ 10. ge3#.

181

MUNZ, Ruppert
2.pr Schach 2001

—> See also: Battery, Popandopulo Type.

BATTERY, SIERS TYPE
The front piece. in moving off the battery-line, 
gives a flight square and, after the enemy King 
moves there, moves again, but not back to its 
starting square, to give a check or mate.
The most popular thematic piece is Knight (182), 
but Rook (183) or Bishop (184) can also do the 
job efficiently. 185 is a task-record with 8 the
matic variations.
1 Theodor Siers (1910-1991). According to Th. Siers 

the first rendering of the theme was composed by 
Adolf Anderssen in 1852.

182:1. Да7! ~ 2. ^d4#, 1... ДеЗ 2. £}c5+ <&xf4 3. 
£>xe6#, 1... £|f3 2. £}b4+ <&xf4 3. £>xd5#, 1... 
4^e5 2. 4^cl+ ®xf4 3. £)xe2# ♦ etc.

183

ZAGORUIKO, Leonid
l-2.pr= Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1940

183: 1. Д12! ~ 2. gg5+ ®d3 3. gg3#, 1... f5 2. 
gxd2+ фе5 3. ge2#, 1... £}f5 2. gd4+ фе5 3. 
ge4#, 1... Д Б  2. gd6+ фе5 3. ДgЗ#, 1... e5 2. 
gd6+<g>f5 3. gxf6#.
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184s 1. <£>g7! (~), 1... b2 2. ДЫ + ®d5 3. Да2#, 1... 
a3 2. &c2+ <£>d5 3. ДхЬЗ#, 1... £ g 8  2. &xh7+ 
®d5 3. jLxg8#, 1... &Г12. &g6+ <gd5 3. &xg6#,
1... f2 2. &g2+ <£>f5 3. ^h3#, 1... Дс8 2. &b7+ 
<g>f5 3. &xc8#, 1... £ d 7  2. Дс6+ ®f5 3. Axd7#, 
(l...jLb~7/£r 2. jLd3+, I... Ad6 2. ^xf3+).

185

VAN DIJK, Nils G G
Lpr The Problemist 1965 /
(v)

185:1. &d2! ~ 2. £a7+ <£>d4 3. £}xb5#, 1 -  #b3
2. £a5+ <£>d4 3. £xb3#, 1... # c4  2. £b4+ ®d4
3. £xc2#, 1... ,flxf5 2. £}e7+ <®>d4 3. <£ixf5#, 1 — 
c4/#bl 2. £}d8+ <&d4 3. £e6#, 1... ДхсЗ 2. 
£}e5+ <&d4,<£xe5 3. £>0,ДхсЗ#, 1... Ad4 2. 
£}Ь8+ фе5 3. £>d7#, 1... ^x f6  2. £d4+ ®xd4, 
фе5 3. ^xf6,£}f3# ♦ Absolute record: 8 openings 
of 4У battery.

★  Other examples: 345,692, 1575,1610.

BATTERY, THIRD
There are three masking units of the same color 
between the line-piece and opponent’s King. 
When all the masking units move off the line, the 
King is exposed to check(mate). In three varia
tions 186 a complete opening of the longest diag
onal, initially occupied by the black King and 
two Knights, is forced by cyclic white moves (Cy
cle, ofMoves).
186:1. a5! H , 1... фс8 2. gxc7+A £>xc7 3. £}d6+B 

£xd6#, l...&d~ 2. £d6+B £}xd6 3. a6+c фс8, 
фЬ6#, 1...£}е~ 2. a6+c фс8 3. gxc7+A £}xc7#.

#3

BATTERY, TRANSFORMATION
During the same line o f solution one firing bat
tery transforms to another. There are three main 
types of transformations:
(1) Front piece A of one battery becomes rear 

piece В  of another battery. In 187 the R-B 
battery transforms first to the B-R, and then 
back to R-B battery. See also Battery, Recip
rocal.

(2) Front piece A of one battery becomes front 
piece of another battery (see 188).

(3) Front piece A of a battery is replaced by an
other front piece C on the same battery line. 
189 is a textbook example for two transfor
mations of the initial black battery.

Other kinds o f Battery can also be transformed 
by changing its character between direct and in
direct or between direct and masked battery.
S One of endgame themes in the 1st WCCT1972-1975.

187: 1. g f3 ! (1. ДхЬ1? cxd3; 1. g d l+ ?  ® xd l 2. 
^ x h l  <J>d2 3. g4 ф хсЗ 4. <&g3 <J>d3!) 1... A g2 
(1... Д х Я  2. Д х В  <gd2 3. g4 ф хсЗ 4. <£>g3) 2. 
gf2 h l^  3. Дх§2 #h 2 4. ® g4 h5+ 5. ®h4 (5. 
® f3? h4) 5... ® bl 6. Де4+ фа1! 7. gg2! (7. 
gxh2?) 7.,. ^ h l 8. ga2+! фха2 9. ^xhl +-.

188: 1. eS&l (2. £}fe6+ <g>xd5 3. £>c7+ ® d4 4. 
£}ge6+ ф е 4  5. ^ e l +  ^ x e l# )  ♦ 1... g x f l^  2. 
g f7 +  <g>xd5 3. g g 7 +  ® d4 4. g c7 +  g e 5  5.
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g c4 +  Д хс4# ♦ i... g x f l^  2. g e 6+ ®xd5 3. 
g e 5+ ® d4 4. g e2 +  g e 5  5. g d2+  £}xd2#.

188

PETKOV, Petko A.
2.pr feenschach 1990/ 
dedicated to B. Ellinghoven

189

PETKOV, Petko A.
hm Europa-Rochade 
1988-9

189:1. £c3! -  2. gd7+ фхе5 3. #h8+ f6 4. #b8+ 
gc7#, 1... £>b6 2. ge8+ фс7 3. <^Ь5+ (^d5?) 
gxb5 4. gc8+ £xc8#, 1... £}d4 2. ge6+ фс7 3. 
£d5+ (£b5?) gxd5 4. gc6+ 4)xc6# ♦ Black 
battery has three different front-pieces.

BATTERY, TWO-STAGE
The rear piece of the battery that opens on the 
second white move becomes the front piece of 
the battery that opens on mating move.
1 Theme proposed by Sergey I. Pugachev (1920-1992).

190

PUGACHEV, Sergey T. 
l.pl lVKomandnoe 
pervenstvo RSFSR 1971

#3

190:1. g c4 ! ~ 2. £>e2+ <g>d3 3. gd4# , 1... fxg4 2. 
£}c6+ ф<13 3. gcxg4#, 1... £}xb4 2. £>e6+ ф<13
3. gxb4#, 1... £pd)3 2. £хЬЗ+фс13 3. g f4 # ,( l... 
f2 2. # h l+ ) ,  (1... ® d3 2. gc5+).

BATTERY, ZABUNOV TYPE
The front piece o f a white battery. that opens on 
White’s 2nd move, becomes the rear piece o f an
other (mating) battery that opens on White’s 3rd 
move.
1 Vladimir N. Zabunov (1928).

191

MATTHEWS,
Robin C. O.
l.pl International Team 
Match 1967

191: *l... g a 8 2. g e2 +  ф е б  3. Дс5#, l... g b 8 2. 
g d2+  ф е б  3. £>c5# ♦ 1. d7! -  2. d8# + ,  1... g a 8
2. g d 2 + ® d 6  3. £>c5#, 1... g b 8 2. g e 2 + ® d 6 3 . 
Дс5#,(1... £ f  12. Axf7+).

= Alias: Zabunov Battery.

BATURIN THEME
In the key White self-pins his thematic piece. It is 
then directly unpinned by a black piece, which at 
the same time pins itself. White thematic piece 
then mates by switchback to its original square. 
Almost identical to Hassberg 2 theme. except 
that the key doesn’t have to unpin a black piece. 
1 Aleksandr A. Baturin (1909-1981).

192: 1. gxe4! -  2. # a3 # , 1... # x c 4  2. ge5# , (1...
£}xc4,^/Pxe4+ 2. ДаЗ,£}хе4#).

-> See also: Hassberg 2 Theme.

BAYERSDORFER 1 THEME
In a threemover two variations end with diagonal 
mates by the white Queen where white Knights 
guard four squares, once with the black King on 
white and once on black square.
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2 Adolf Bayersdorfer (1842-1901).

193

BEHTING, Karl
l.hm Munchener Neueste 
Nachrichten 1889

193:1. Д е4! (1... g a 7  2. ,&xd3 gxb7  3. £>d7#),
1... <3?xe4 2. £}d6+ ® f4 3. # h 2 #  (Model 

2), 1... dxe4 2. &f3+ ®d5 3. # g 8# 
(Model ^ 4 } 4 У * + 1 ).

BAYERSDORFER 2 THEME
In a threemover a model mate by a white Rook 
and both Bishops must be repeated, but in one 
variation the King’s Bishop and in another the 
Queen’s Bishop gives the mate. In both cases the 
same Rook must be used. The black King must 
not be on the edge of the board.

194

MEYER, Heinrich F. L.
II Bayersdorfer TT1893

#3

194:1. ДЬЗ! (2. gd5# , 2. gf4+), 1... dxc5 2. g f4 +  
ф е5 3. Д Ь 8#, 1... e2 2. £}e4+ ф хе4  3. Дс2#.

★  Other example 523.

BERGER INTERSECTION THEME
The white battery is initially attacked by two 
black line pieces. After the key at least one o f 
them is deflected so that white battery can 
mate by simultaneously shutting-off both black 
pieces.
2 English problemist George C. Alvey (1890-1929); 

Johann Berger (1845-1933).
★  Other example 1621.
= Aliases: Berger Interference; Alvey Theme.

#3

195: 1. ^ a 3 !  (2. # x d 6#), 1... Д Ь 6+ 2. ^ d 4 # , 1... 
gxa3  2. Д сЗ#, ( 1... ^ b 4 ,g b 4  2. Д сЗ ,Д ё4 #  = 
Grimshaw), (1... <£>e6, g f 6 2. ^ x d 6, J x d 6#).

195

ALVEY, George C.
Hampshire Telegraph & 
Post 25.5.1913

BERHAUSEN THEME
White Roval battery fires six times after the rear 
piece ambushes itself behind the King. This 
piece has a sole function to guard the square in 
the black Kins s field.
2 Fritz Berhausen (1880-1955).

196

ZICKERMANN, Albert
Die Schwalbe 1932

1 9 6 :1. Ag2! (~), 1... £ g 7  2. ф е2  (3. a7#), 1... £ f 4
2. <g>xf4, 1... £}g3 2. <®>xg3, 1... £>f2 2. ф х О , 1... 
£}b2 2. ф ё4, 1... £}e3 2. ф хеЗ.

BERLIN THEME
A try. fails because Black can mate. A foreplan 
transforms this mate into a simple check.

197

EISERT, Stephan; 
REHM, Hans-Peter
l.pr Deutsche 
Schachblatter TT 1976

197: L <£|C5? £>f4#! ♦ 1. £}f8? £}g5#! ♦ 1. Ag4! -
2. ^e8#, 1... gdxg4 2. <£}g5+ 3. ®xg4

#2
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<£}e4+ 4. i^xg7 £}f2+ 5. £}xf2 etc., 1... ggxg4 2. 
£}c5 £>f4+ 3. ® xg4 £>d3+ 4. A xd4 £ f 2+ 5. 
ДхГ2 etc.

BERNARD TYPE
Black has one (thematic) move for which there is 
no set mate. In a try White prepares a mate A to 
this move, but Black can play differently owing 
to a weakness White created at the same time into 
his own position. After the key White can now 
give mate В  to Black’s thematic move.
S Henry D’Oyly Bernard (1878-1964).

198

BERNARD, H. D’Oyly
Western Morning News <£ 
Mercury 1928

#2

BEUGUNG
An indirect combination: Against White’s main 
plan Black has two defences, a good (sufficient) 
one and a bad (insufficient) one. With a foreplan 
White forces Black to weaken his position so that 
either he is left with the bad defence only, or the 
good defence becomes insufficient. Beugung 
differs from other indirect combinations in that 
there is no defence substitution. but Black has 
both defences at his disposal from the outset.
(a) Decoy Beugung (Lenkbeugung). White de

coys black pieces(s) so that only bad de
fence^) will remain. See 200.

(b) Self-blocking Beugung (Blockbeugung). 
White decoys black piece(s) in order to leave 
Black with the bad defence, which leads to a 
self-block. See 201.

(c) Interference Beugung (Sperrbeugung). 
White decoys black pieces(s) in order that 
only bad defence(s) will remain. The error of 
the bad defence(s) is self-interference. See 
202.

198: *l... ^ f7  2. ?? ♦ 1. Ad5? ^ f7  2. £ed4#, 1... 
# g l ! ♦ 1. ДГ4! ^ f7  2. £icd4#.

—► See also: Block.

BEROLINA PAWN [FI
Fairy piece. Pawn (invented 1926 in Berlin by 
Edmund Nebermann) which travels one step di
agonally forward (or two steps from the initial 
Pawn rank, subject to en-passant capture) and 
captures by one step directly forward.
Berolina Superpawn. Berolina Pawn for which 
walk and capture are extended respectively to all 
the diagonal and to all the file.

199: 1. g3a2! (2. ? c2-a4/b3/e4/d3#), 1... c3 2. 
?c2xc3#, 1... g a5  2. £c2-a4#, 1... g b 5  2. 
£c2-b3#, 1... g e5  2. ?c2-e4#, 1... g d 5  2. 
£c2-d3#.

#3
200: 1. g c2 ?  (2. £}b3#) ^ b 7  2. £}хЬ7#, 1... 

# b 8! ,# b 6! ♦ 1. gg2! (2. gg5#) # e 7  2. g c 2  
^ b 7  3. £хЬ7#, (1... ®d5 2. g e 6+; 1... ^ g 7  2. 
Sxg7).

#3
201: 1. £15? (2. # d 6#) £ e 4  2. f4#, 1... £ b 5 ! ♦ 1. 

b5! (2. £ec4+ ) д хЬ5 2. £ f 5  £ e 4  3. f4#, (1... 
<g>d4 2. £ e c 4  £ d ~  3. #d2#).
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202: 1. f4? ~ 2. ^e5#, (1... # b 6  2. £g7+ <S>d6 3. 
©xb6#), 1... #c7 /#d5 /^xf6  2. #d5# = bad 
defence(s), 1... ^a5! = good defence ♦ 1. ®cl! (2. 
®c5), 1... b6 2. f4! -  3. #e5#, 2... ^c7 /^d5 / 
^rxf6 3. ^d5# (2... ^a5?? -  good defence is 
eliminated), 2... ^ d 6  3. £}g7#, 1... ^a5  2. ^re8+ 
<2?xf5 3. ^e4#.

★  Other examples: 677, 1339,1569,1571. 
г  Aliases: Blockbeugung (Ger.); Deflection; Diffraction; 

Lenkbeugung (Ger.); Sperrbeugung (Ger.).

#2

204

JONSSON, Gustav
Schackvarlden 1938

BICOLOR
Term used in connection of themes or maneuvers 
where the two pieces involved are of different 
colour. If the maneuver X  occurs in successive 
moves, often the order of pieces is indicated, for 
the sake of clarity, by “White-Black X" or 
“Black- White X \  Same applies to cases in which 
White is doing something for a black piece 
(White-Black), or vice versa (Black-White).

BEUGUNG, RECIPROCAL
White has two plans of attack (main plans) A and
B. Black has against both the same two defences 
a and b . Against A the defence a is good and b is 
bad, and against В  vice versa. White’s aim is to 
eliminate both good defences so that A is left 
with the defence b and В  with the defence a.

203

LOSHINSKY, Lev I. 
l.pr= Sovyet Union 50 JT 
1967-8

203: 1. g e 5 ?  Ь2! (1... A d5? 2. gxf5#) ♦ 1. Д е5? 
Ad5! (1... b2? 2. ДА5#) ♦ 1. g e3 ! (2. £ x f 4+), i... 
g  lc42. ge5 ! ,£d5 3. gxf5#, 1... О 2. Д е5! Ь2 3. 
Д й #, (1... Д О /хеЗ 2. Дх£ЗД4+).

BI-VALVE
Amove that simultaneously opens the line of one 
and closes the line of another friendly piece.
★  Other examples: 167,203,205,497,544, 557.
—> See also: Mixed (Bi-) Valve; Valve.
204:1. £18! ~ 2. ^ h 7 # , 1... g5 2. ^ x f 6#, 1... f5 2. 

£>xg6#.

#3

BICOLOR BI-VALVE THEME [H]
Opening the line o f one and closing the line of 
another opponent’s piece.

205: 1. £>e4 d7 2. £fd6 <£>g2# ♦ 1. £d7  e4 2. £>e3 
®g3#.

206

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
Wiener Arbeiterzeitung 
1975

h#2 b) Sb2->a4
206: a) L ge4 £e2+ 2. фхс4 £}g3# ♦ b) 1. Де4 

4}c2+ 2. фхс4 £}el#.
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BICOLOR PAROS THEM E [H]
Reciprocal bicolour bi-valve theme play.

207:1. £>d5 d7+ 2. фхе4 #f4# ♦ I. £>d4 exf5+ 2.
<3?xd6 ge6#.

—> See also: Paros Theme.

BICOLORES [F]
Fairy condition. Kings are in check if they are 
guarded by the friendly or threatened by the en
emy pieces.

BIKOS THEME
Changed mates with reciprocal change of harm
ful effects of black defences: self-block in one 
phase vs unguard with possible exposure of 
black piece to capture in another.
1 Spyros Bikos (1911-1987).

208

BIKOS, Spyros
Probleemblad 1948

208: *1... Axf4 2. ^d5#, 1... Д Я  2. #xf5# ♦ 1. 
Де5! ~ 2. ^xh7#, 1... £xf4! 2. #xf4#, 1... ДЯ!
2. ^d5#, (1... Д6~,Д7~ 2. £ig5,^g6#) ♦ etc.

★  Other example 1144.

Verdonk). Reflecting Men and Archbishop have 
developed from this variant.
Definitions from “A Guide To Fairy Chess” by 
A. S. M. Dickins, Dover Publications, New York 
1971):
1. French Style. All men can rebound from the 
board edge like a ball from the billiard-table 
cushion, with or without capture, and may do so 
several times in succession as one move, captur
ing up to four men in the process on the edge of 
the board and fifth, after the last rebound, in the 
centre. Kings rebound one square as Rook or 
Bishop, and Pawns capturing on the a- or h-files 
rebound one square as Bishop, but do not re
bound from a promotion move. Bishops moving 
into a comer rebound back along the diagonal; 
Knights do not rebound from a comer. Rebound, 
which is not compulsory, may not be perpetual, 
but must come to a definite stop.
2. Dutch Style. The comer squares represent 
“pockets” and the board edges “side-cushions”. 
Bishops and Queens can, subject to interference, 
rebound off the cushions ad libitum. A man 
played to one of the comer squares is “potted” 
and “spotted” (i.e. it returns to its game array 
square).

209: L Дё7! (~), 1... <£}c7 (opens the line e8-h5-f3 
for Д ) 2. ^b4# (pins £|d6 because ^rf8-h6-f4),
1.. . <Eig7 2. ©d4# (again pinning £}d6: a7-b8-f4),
1.. .a2(pins^d6: Aa3-f8-h6-f4)2. gf5#, l...f52. 
^Tg3# (via a5-d8-h4-g3), 1... <2?xf3 2. ĝrxf2 (via 
el-f2).

BILLIARD CHESS [F]
An unorthodox variety of chess wherein the 
King, Bishop and Queen bounce from the edges 
of the board provided that the squares from 
which they bounce and lines are empty. The bil
liard chess is played by the French rules (inv. J. 
Berthoumeau) and the Dutch rules (inv. J. B.

BISHOP
One of the line-pieces which, unlike any other 
unit, never changes the colour of the squares it 
moves along owing to its diagonal movement. In 
the game-array, it stands on the left side o f its 
Queen and on the right side o f its King, as in the 
original game of chaturanga.
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However, originally it was the elephant (Persian 
“pil”, Arab “[al-]fil”) and allowed to move only 
two steps at a time diagonally, hopping over 
other pieces.
The name and character of the piece changed in 
the medieval Europe; Spanish called it “alfil”, 
and there the word has today no other meaning 
than that of a chess piece “Bishop”, for Italians it 
became “alfiere” (“standard-bearer”), for French 
it was “fou” (“jester”), whereas in Germanic area 
it was usually called “Laufer” (“runner”) a kind 
of messenger. In England the piece became a 
high-ranking clergyman, most likely owing to its 
place on the right hand of the King as one of his 
principal advisers. In Russian, the piece is still 
called elephant (’slon’), which may reflect the 
fact that chess came to Russia very early in the 
9th century through an eastern trade route (see 
also Rook).
In terms of the rules of chess, the piece under
went a radical change in the end of the 15th cen
tury, when, at the same time as the Queen 
transformed from one of the weakest pieces into 
the strongest, in a relatively short period of time 
it adopted its present mode of movement, giving 
in return only its right to leap over other men.

BISHOP OF THE WRONG COLOUR [E]
A notorious ending with Bishop + Rook’s Pawn, 
which is draw, because Bishop cannot control the 
queening square and King cannot push the de
fending King further away on account of a result
ing stalemate. Being such an exception, which is 
also exploited frequently in studies, it can be 
considered an endgame theme.

210

GRECO, Giocchino
Tractate 1619

210:1. ga8+ gf8 2. gxf8+ ®xf8 3. ДЬ6! =.

BISHOP’S STAR THEME
Four variations (or solutions in a helpmate) with 
Bishop’s movement by the same length in all 
four possible directions.

211: 1. #b8! (2. dxe7+), 1... exd6 2. Дс6+ ®e5 3. 
^xd6#, 1... e6 2. eQag2+ <J>e5 3. £}xg6#, 1... e5 2. 
Дс2+ exf4 3. ДсЗ#, 1... exf6 2. Jx g 6  фе5 3. 
ge4#,(l... gxd6 2. gxd6+).

★  Other examples: 248,406, 1269.
—> See also: Windmill Task.

BLACK COMBINATIONS
Defending against the mating threat Black with 
one defensive move destroys another defence.

212

SHAVYR1N, Valery
2.pr Uralskiy problemist 
1999

212: *l...<S>d6a2 .^ 5 # *  l... £ie5b2. ДхЬ4#в, 1... 
£}c5c 2. 6#c ♦ 1. ^e5+A? £}xe5!b (2. ДхЬ4??в)
♦ 1. ДхЬ4+в? £}c5!c (2. £c6??c) ♦ 1. £c6+c? 
<®>d6!a (2. #e5??A) ♦ 1. £}g3! -  2. £}f5#, 1.» ®d6a
2. (2... £>xe5?b), 1„. £e5b 2. ДхЬ4#» (2...
£c5?c), l... £>c5c 2. £}c6#c (2... ®d6?a).

BLATHY MANEUVER [S]
White loses a tempo by playing only with a 
Knight reaching again the diagram position, but 
now with Black to move.

213

BLATHY, Ott6 T.
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1913
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213s *1... gxg8# ♦ 1. £}g5! ®g2 2. £f3+ фЪЗ 3. 
<£igl+ фЬ2 4. £}h3 gxg8#, (1... h3 2. £xh3; 2... 
фхП 3. £}xh4).

BLATHY MATRIX
The setting based on a dualistic s#342 published 
by Blathy {Deutsches Wochenschach 1922) and 
used since by himself and others to create long 
(self)mate and stalemate problems.

214:1. c4+! фс1 2. ^g5+  фЫ  3. ^xg6+ фс1
4.-10. #g5-f5-f4-e4-e3-d3-d2+ фЫ  11. # d l+  
Дс1 12. ^Ь3+ДЬ2 13. g d l+  gxdl 14. #xd l+  
Дс1 15. #ЬЗ+ ДЬ2 16. -22. #d3-e3-e4-f4-f5- 
g5-g6+ фс1 23. ДЬ6+ #xh6 24. ^xh6+ фЫ  25. 
-30. ^g6-g5-f5-f4-e4-e3+ фЫ  31. ^ e l+  Дс1 
32. -37. ^e4-e5-f5-f6-g6-g7+ фЫ  38. #xb7+ 
ДЬ2 39. -46. #h7-h6-g6-g5-f5-f4-e4-e3+ фЫ  
47. # g l+  Дс1 48. c5 фЬ2 49. #d4+ фЫ  50. 
#e4+ фЬ2 51. #e5+ фЫ  52. ^f5+  фЬ2 53. 
#f6+ фЫ  54. ^g6+ фЬ2 55. #g7+ фЫ  56. 
#Ь7+ ДЬ2 57. #h7+ фс1 58. ^h6+ фЬ1 59. 
#g6+ фс1 60. #g5+ фЬ1 61. #f5+ фс1 62. 
#f4+ фЬ1 63. #e4+ фс1 64. #еЗ+ фЬ1 65. 
^ g l+  Дс1 66. ф й  ... 84. фе8 ... 102. ®d8 ... 
120. ф с 8 ... 138. фЬ8 ... 156. ф а 7 ... 174. ф а б ... 
192. фха5 фЬ2 193. ^d4+ фЬ1 194. ©Ь4+ 
ДЬ2195.#е4+фс1 196.^еЗ+фЫ  197.#gl+ 
Дс1 198. фЬ6 ... 204. фхсб ... 210. ф65 ... 216. 
сб фЬ2 217. #d4+ фЫ  218. #Ь6+ ДЬ2 219. 
# g l+  Дс1 220. с7 ... 224. с 8 #  фЬ2 225. #h8+ 
фЬ1 226. -227. ®d4-d3+ фЬ1 228. #Ь6+ ДЬ2 
229. #с8  g 1 #  230. #x g  1 + Д с 1 231. #Ь8+ ДЬ7 
232. фе2 фЬ2 233. #d4+ фЬ1 234. ^Ь4+ ДЬ2 
235. ^е1+  Дс1 236. ф£2 фЬ2 237. #ее5+ фЬ1 
238. #f5+ фЬ2 239. #Ь5+ фсЗ 240. #8е5+ 
фй2 241. #Ь4+ ®d3 242. ©еЗ+ ДхеЗ# ♦ The 
longest completely dual-free selfmate.

BLEND
A synthesis of two or more distinctive problem 
themes or tasks.

BLOCK
In general, a situation when the opponent’s last 
move didn’t introduce any threat, but the side 
which is to play has only harmful moves at its 
disposal.
= Alias: Zugzwang (Ger.).

BLOCK PROBLEM
A position after White has played a move (a key) 
that carries no threat but puts Black in zugzwang,
i.e. a situation in which every possible move by 
Black entails a weakness that enables White to 
force mate.
The classical English school divided blocks into 
six categories:
(1) after the key o f the position arises another po

sition which solves by the retraction of the 
previous position

(2) some of the variations introduce changed 
play but the number of mates in the pre-key 
and post-key play is same (Bernard type).

(3) the number o f mates increase, when the vari
ations of the actual play increase compared to 
virtual play (Harley type).

(4) the number o f mates decreases, since the 
number of variations is reduced

(5) the key threatens mate, because White has no 
waiting move at his disposal (block-threat).

(6) the key checks, since White has not a waiting 
or threatening move at his disposal (Padulli 
Ш )-

215: *l... £ e6  2. gd7# ♦ 1. ge8! (~), 1... £e6  2. 
£}e7#, 1... £>c6 2. ДхЬЗ#, 2g(x)a5#,
I... £}d4 2. ge5#, 1... £>c5 2. £c3# ♦ A new 
twomover after the key solves 1. ge7! etc.

—> See also: Block, Apparent; Block, Incomplete.
= Aliases: Block Position; Tempo Problem.
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BLOCK, APPARENT
If he could pass the move, White would reach the 
aim in the stipulated number of moves, without 
change of continuation.
★  See example 224.
- >  See also: Block.

BLOCK, COMPLETE
In the initial position mates are set to every black 
move; the key either maintains the block* threat
ens something or changes some or all mates.
★  See examples: 395,660, 1514.
—>See also: Block; Fata Morgana; Mutate.

BLOCK, INCOMPLETE
A problem where mates are not ready for some 
black moves, but the key puts Black in a block 
position.
★  See examples: 198, 395, 657, 682, 706, 726, 848, 954, 

1707.
-> See also: Block.

BLOCK-THREAT
A complete block (Block, Complete) solved by a 
key which introduces a threat.

216: *l... g4 2. gf4#, l... 2. £}de3#, 1... e6 2.
©h7#, 1... e5 2. <£}d6#, 1... 2. £xe7# ♦ L
£}f4! ~ 2. ^еб#, 1... g4 2. ^g6#, 1... gxf4 2. 
gxf4#, 1... <3?g4 2. #h3#.

BLOCKADE [E]
1. An endgame theme related to domination
theme: prevention of opponent’s piece’s
(pieces’) access to a certain space or from a cer
tain, often limited area by careful, possibly re
peated maneuvering of own men. May occur 
both in win and draw studies.
2. The same term is used in German to denote or
dinary Self-Block.

217

ZEMLYANSKIY, Yuri
l.pr Leninskaya smena 
1964-5

2 1 7 :1. <J>h8 2. (threatens perpetual
check 3. <£f7+ ® g8 4. £>h6+) ^ f 4  (2... ^ d 8 +
3. <|?e2) 3. <£f7+ <$>g8 4. £)h6+! ^ x h 6  5. Д с1 
^ h 8  6, Д Ь2 <$>f8 7. Д аЗ+  ® g8 8, Д Ь2 ^ h6 
9. Д с1 ^rh8 10. Д Ь2. White blockades and at
tacks the black King and Queen, and pins the 
Knight.
★  Other example 1580.

BLOCKING PIECE
A piece that closes or limits the activity of an
other piece.
= Aliases: Blocker; Sperrstein (Ger.).

BLOCKLENKUNG
A combination that forces a piece to block a 
square in its King’s field or obstruct some other 
piece of the same colour.
★  See examples: 1346, 1349.
= Alias: Block-Decoy.

BLUNDER MATE [F]
Black makes one help-move, after which follows 
an orthodox mate in the stipulated number of 
moves.
1 Invented by Frederik H. von Meijenfeldt (1922-2002) 

in 1967.
= Alias: Schnitzermatt (Ger.).

BOARD ROTATION METHOD
A method of twinning by rotating the board 90°, 
180° or 270°. Also a technical device in compos
ing to find the favourable position, especially for 
Pawns.

BOGDANOV THEME
At least two mates of set play or try play become 
keys of a try (or tries) and the solution.
1 Evgeny Bogdanov (1952-2010).
218: *l... gxd4 2. gd3#, l... g e l  2. ge3#, 1... 

gxe5 2. gf5#, 1... gh4 2. g f4#^  1. gd3?~2. 
dxc5#, 1... £ |b2/£}xf2 2. £еЗ#, i„. £>f4 2. 
<£}xf4#, 1... Дхе5 2. dxe5#, 1... cxd4 2. gxd4#,
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1.. . c4! ♦ 1. ge3? -  2. Дхе4#, 1... £}xe3 2. 
£)хеЗ#, 1... <^xg3 2. £}f4#, 1... £xf2! ♦ 1. gf4? ~
2. Дхе4#, 1... £pcf22. £e3#, 1.» £}xf4 2. &xf4#,
1.. . £xg3! ♦ 1. gff5! ~ 2. AxfS#, 1... Дхе5 2.
gxe5#, 1... 3 2. £}xe3#, 1... <£)xg3 2. £}f4#,
1.. . £g7  2. £}«#.

218

KISS, Jdnos
l.pr Hungar. Chess. Fed. 
TT1974

BOGDANOV-MAKARONEZ THEME
The mates of the actual play appear as the first 
moves of the tries.
1 Leonid Makaronez (1948).

219

BOGDANOV, Evgeny
Suomen Shakki 2006 /  (v)

219: *l... fxe4 2. #g3/#g4# ♦ 1. exf6? (2. # g 3 #) 
gg8 2. Дйб#, 1... #g7! ♦ 1. Д<16? (2. #g3#) 
Sg8,#g7 2. exf6,exf5#, 1... #d4! ♦ I. Дс5? 
S g 8 ,#g72. exf5,Axe3#, 1... gd4! ♦ 1.exf5! ~2. 
#g4#, 1... gg8 2. Дс5#, 1... #g7  2. £d6#, (1... 
exd2 2. Дх<12#).

= Alias: Bogdanov 2.

BOGDANOV-RYCHKOV THEME
A threat reduction theme with a paradox. In the 
1st phase White threatens three mates А, В  and 
C, and Black’s move a refutes. In the 2nd phase 
White threatens A and B9 and Blacks’s move b re
futes. In the solution White threatens mate C (or 
A ), and Black’s moves a and b are defences, fol
lowed by A and В  (or В  and C).
1 Vladimir Rychkov (1955-1995).

220: 1. gd4? (2. £h4A £ e 7 B #h3#C) 1... Axf4!a 
♦ 1. # D ?  (2. £*h4A,£}e7#B) 1... gxf4!b ♦ 1.

ge2! ~ 2. #h3#4  1... Axf4* 2. £>h4#\ 1... 
g x f4 b 2. £e7#B, (1... £e3(f2)/ga3 2£(x)e3/ 
£}d4#).

#2

BOGRAD THEME
The key piece unpins white thematic piece which 
threatens mate. Black re-pins it by a Pelle move. 
but also closes a black line allowing the white 
thematic piece to mate also by a Pelle move, i.e. 
by moving along the pin-line.
S Leib Bograd (?).

221: 1. фЬ6! -  2. ^d4#, 1... ^ e6  2. #c6#, (1... 
<ae2,^f5,Ad5 2. £|f2,Af3,#f4#).

BOHEMIAN SCHOOL
One of the oldest schools of composition, the be
ginning of which can be dated back to the early 
1860s. Especially popular in Bohemia, the fore
most advocates in the 19th century were Anton 
Konig, Jan Dobrusky, Josef PospiSil and Jifi 
Chocholous. In 1892, the latter worded the main 
principles of the movement:
• the problems must have variations of equal 

quality and grade of difficulty (beauty over dif
ficulty), including at least three model mates;

• economy and maximal mobility of white force;
• Black King should be given flights in the 

course of the solution; quiet moves are fa
voured, as well as analogy of mates, including 
echos and chameleon echos;
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• change of functions of white pieces in mate pic
tures, in terms of covering squares and deliver
ing mates.

Later, the movement has branched into different 
directions, some of which are more oriented to
wards the logical and strategical schools -  and 
geographically, too. The most favoured fields of 
composition of the school are threemovers, to 
some extent moremovers, too, and apart from di
rect mates, also longer selfmates.

#5
222 : 1. #e7! (2. ^b4+ <®>d5 3. #c5+) <£}d5+ 2. 

ф а7! £}хе7 3. g  b4+ <J>d5 4. g  b5+
фхс6,фхе4,фе6,фс4 5. gc5 ,ge5 ,^d8 ,^d6#  
♦ 3 model mates.

223:1. ® bl! (2. J c l  ~ 3. Ш ), 1... c3 2. ^ h l+  <g>d3 
3. Даб#, 1... ЬхаЗ 2. фс2 ~ 3. # h l# , 1... Дс5 2. 
ДЬ7+ <J>f5 3. ^rd7#. ♦ The threat included, all 
white pieces are active, and the black King is mated 
on three squares.

★  Other examples: 73,926. 
s  Allas: Bohemers (Ger.).

BONUS SOCIUS
The earliest known (European) collection of 
chess problems, written in the 13th century, com
piled and edited by Nicolas de St. Nicolai of 
Lombardy. Its 194 positions are, in general, more 
economical than mansubat (MansubatL and the 
stipulation was usually “mat in n moves”, al
though often some additional conditions were 
given. One of the first selfmates is to be found in 
Bonus Socius.

224

BONUS SOCIUS,
" ca. 1300

224: If Black is to move: 1... фЬ7 2. g6+ and mate on 
the next move. ♦ 1. феб! sS>h7 2. <3?f5 <3?g8 3. фТ6 
<g>h7 4. g6+ <g>g8 5. h7#.

BOROS THEME
White (indirectly) pins a black piece on the mat
ing move.
1 Sandor Boros (1907-1944).

225

BOROS, S&ndor
l.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1933

2 25:1 . £}xe2!~2. ge5#, 1... J c 5 (g e 8 )2. <£,xc3#,
1.. . gc5(Ad6) 2^(x)d6#, 1... 2. £>fxg3#,
1.. . <£jg42. <£jexg3# ♦(!... gxe2+ 2. ^rxe2#, etc.).

BOTTACCHI THEME
Defences by both pieces from the black half-pin. 
apart the indirect selfpin of the stationary 
(half-pinned) piece, make a selfblock. Both ef
fects are used in mates.
1 Antonio Bottacchi (1900-1969).

226

BOTTACCHI, Antonio
5.hm UItalia Scacchistica 
1918

!  m  m
#2
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226s *1... фс5 2. #b5# ♦ 1. £e6! ~ 2. #e4#, 1... 
gc4 2. #xd7#, 1... gxe6 2. #Ь5#, 1... £c5 2. 
<£}6c7#, 1... £>d6 2. £8c7#, 1... фхеб 2. #e4#.

BOUTTIER THEME
The key pins two black pieces and sacrifices 
white key piece, threatening a double pin mate 
using the pins established by the key. Two black 
defences alternatively unpin one or another just 
pinned black piece. A third defence with a cap
ture of the sacrificed key piece is also a thematic 
requirement.
E Pierre Bouttier (1914).

227: 1. gg4! ~ 2. £e6#, 1... &e4 2. £ЬЗ#, 1... 
jLxg4 2. £)c6#, £tg7 2. e3#, 1... e5 2. #c4#, 
(1... c5 2. #xc5#).

BRABEC THEME
Cyclic change of defensive motifs in three or 
more phases.
1 Juraj Brabec (1938).

228:l.d6?~2.£>d5#, 1... gd2 2.jLg3#(guard), 1... 
Ad4 2. gg4# (unpin), 1... c6! ♦ 1. &f5? -  2. 
gxe4#, 1... gd2 2. ^Lg3# (unpin), 1... £ d 4  2. 
gg4# (interference), 1... £}g5! ♦ 1. £>f5! -  2. 
Т^хеЗ#, 1... gd2 2. eQag3# (interference), 1... Ad4 
2. gg4# (guard).

BRASIL THEME [H]

On the two squares where a white Knight could 
check the black King, it would interfere with the 
line of guard of a white Rook or Bishop. There

fore in each of two phases White moves the Rook 
or Bishop anticritically, enabling the Knight to 
mate on critical square(s).
1 Term was introduced by Chris Feather (1947) in his 

article in Ю М ” 6, April 2000.

229

ABDURAHMANOVICH, 
Fadil
Magyar Sakkelet 1979

229s 1. Д а 7 ,fixh62. gd4 £)e3# ♦ 1. g d l  gxh62.
,fld4 £)d6#.

= Alias: Brasil Motif.

BRAUNE GENRE
Symmetric echo model mates, sometimes pre
ceded by a symmetric course o f play, too.

#3
230s 1. gf3! (2. £>f5+), 1... exf3 2. £>c2+ фсЗ 3.

&d4#, 1... dxe2 2. <£,f5+ <S>e5 3. ,Qd4#.
—> See also: Echo Mates, Model.

BREAKTHROUGH [E]
Technical method in an endgame: destruction of 
opponent’s defence, often associated with sacri
fice of pieces.

+
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231:1. e3 dxe3 2. d4! (2. фе2? фЬб 3. фхеЗ фс5 4. 
®d2 ®d4 5. фе2 c5 6. ®d2 stalemate) exd4 3. e5 
фЬб 4. еб фсб 5. c5! d3 6. ф е! +-.

BREDE CLEARANCE
Square clearance (vacation) by a Queen for a 
Knight.
1 Julius Brede (1800-1849).

232

BREDE, Julius
Almanach jur Freunde des 
Schachspiels 1844

232:1. #d6! gxd6 2. £>f4#. 
—> See also: Vacation.
= Alias: Brede Square-Vacation.

BREDE CROSS-CHECK 
Black gives check and White parries it by inter
posing a piece, consequently self-pinning it. 
Black unpins that piece which then gives a mate.
I  Julius Brede (1800-1849).

233

BREDE, Julius
Schachaufgaben 1844

#4

#3

234

HANNEMANN, Knud
l.pr 7.TTDansk 
Skakproblem Klub 1935

23 3 :1. £e2! -  2. £}d4/<£,c3#, 1— ДА&+- 2. # d 4  (3. 
£c3#) £}~d5 3. £c3+ £>xc3 4. #c5# ♦ etc. ♦ A 
prototype problem which, however, doesn’t quite

match the above definition: the white thematic 
piece is actually unpinned by white.

234: 1. £}xd4! ~ 2. ^ c l+  £}c2 3. #xc2#, 1...
#xd4+ 2. #d2  (3. #d3#) #g4+ 3. #e2#, 1... 
#g4+ 2. £>df3 (3. #e2,#c3#) #d4+ 3. £>d2#, 
(1... # f5  2. £>xf5+ <g>d5 3. ^e5#).

★  Other examples: 68,308,976.

BREUER CROSS
Usually on the edge of the board, a cross-shaped 
formation o f pieces in a more-mover, consisting 
o f the white Queen, a pinned black unit, black 
King and two white Knights, one on both sides of 
the pinned black piece.
E Josef Johann Breuer (1903-1981).

235

BREUER, Josef
2.pr Die Schwalbe 1955/11

2 3 5 :1. £f5+! <£*5 2. £g3+ фЬ4 (2... фЬб? 3. £f7+ 
^xf7 4.£|f5+) 3. # f4  (~ 4. <£,3e4 dxe4 5. £>xe4) 
e5! 4. <£,f5+ <®>h5 (4... gxf5? 5. £f3+) 5. £>g7+ 
фЬб 6. # f6  (~ 7.4^xf7+ ̂ xf7 8. &f5+, or 7. £>f5+ 
<g>h5 8. £}xf7) Ad7 7. £xf7+ фЬ7 8. £>h5 gg8 
(8... gxh5 9. £g5+) 9. #g7+ gxg7 10. £}f6#.

BRIDGE [E]
Technical method in an endgame, a safeguard 
which enables a Pawn promotion. First shown in 
a textbook by Alessandro Salvio in the 17th cen
tury.
1 Alessandro Salvio (c.1570-c.1640).

236

SALVIO, Allesandro
II Puttino, altramente detto 
il Cava Hero errante 1634

236:1. gc4  g a l 2. gd4+<£>e7 3. фс7 gcl+4. фЬб 
gbl+5. фсб gcl+  6. фЬ5 gbl+7. g b4+ -

#10
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BRISTOL CLEARANCE 
A line piece moves along the line clearing it for a 
like-motion piece, which follows it in the same 
direction. According to the Purity o f Aim princi
ple the clearing piece should not have any influ
ence on the subsequent play, the sole purpose of 
its move should be only to clear the line for the 
follower.
In other words: The avoidance o f a Holzhausen 
interference by an anti-meto-critical move. 
According to Franz Palatz & Alfred Mongredien 
(.Antiform, Berlin 1929) Bristol is not a critical 
theme. For instance, in 237 the cutting point is 
d l; it is on that square that the Rook cuts off the 
Queen from her square of action gl. The Rook 
therefore vacates d 1, but it does not play over d 1. 
There is thus no critical move!
Be it critical theme or not, the Bristol remains 
one of the most popular chess problem themes. In 
237 it is executed by White, but it can equally be 
applied in the play of Black: in 238 the black 
Rook clears the way for the Black Queen (and 
eventually gets incarcerated by means of 
Seeberzer incarceration). Theme is equally ap
plicable in endgames, which is nicely demon
strated by 239.

237

HEALEY, Frank
l.pr BCA Tourney, Bristol 
1861

237s 1. g h l !  Д е 8  2. # b l  (3. # Ь 4 # ) ДЬ5 3. # g l # .

238

KOCKELKORN, C arl; 
KOHTZ, Johannes
Neue Berliner 
Schachzeitung 1865

2 3 8 :1. d3! ~ 2 . Д е 4  g g 8  3. £ c 4 # ,  1... g h 8  2. Д е 4  
# g 8  3. ДЬ2! H  # f 7 ,# g 7  4. £>xg4,£>c4# ♦ 
Black Bristol followed by black Anti-Bristol.

239

KUBBEL, Leonid I.
l-2.pr~ Shakhmaty 1934

239: 1. g7+ ® g8  2. Д<15! h i #  3. f3 g a l !  4. Д е 4  
# b l  5. JLf5! and Black is in Zugzwang, therefore
5... # x f 5  stalemate.

★  Other examples: 332,492, 1546.
= Alias: Bristol.

BRISTOL HESITATING
One piece clears the line for another in two or 
more stages. 240 combines line clearance with 
the annihilation. 241 is the famous “Walk like a 
pilgrim” problem: two steps forward, one step 
back.

240

HUFNER, Alfred
l.hm Schach 1956

240: 1. g fe 2 !  (~), 1... ^ x g 2  2. g a 2  Д -  3. # b 2 #  
(Hesitating Bristol), 1... Д х е2  2. <£jgh4 3. 
# b 2 #  (Annihilation).

241:1. ДЬ5! -  2. Де2#, 1... c4 2. Дсб e4 3. Да4 -  
4. #Ь5/Дё1#, (1... d3 2. Дсб e4 3. Дхе4).

★  Other example 1047.
—>• See also: Bristol Clearance; Clearance.
= Alias: Stufenbahnung (Ger.).

#3
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BRISTOL, BICOLOR [H]
Bristol clearance between pieces of different 
color.

242: 1. £}c7! -  2. g b 5 + , 1... g x b 8  2. g b 7 !, 1... 
g x b l 2. gb 3 ! ♦ 2x bi-colour Bristol.

★  Other example 1129.

244: 1. ^ Ь 7! (~), 1... d3 2. g b l  ~ 3 . ©Ь2#, 1... e3
2. Д А  ~  3. © e4# , 1... g6 2, g h 7  ~  3. ^ g 7 # .

BRISTOL, PLANAR
Clearance of a 2-dimensional surface. In 245
l .g h 7  clears not only the “d” file, but also “e”, 
“Г  and “g” files.

#3

BRISTOL, CONSECUTIVE
Line clearance for a piece which then performs 
line clearance for the third piece.

243

PURCHAS, Francis E.
Morning Post 1918

243: L g h 8 ! ~ 2 . g c 8 ~ 3 .  £ |d3#, 1 . . .а !Д 2 . g 2 h 7  
® xd2 3. ^ h 6 # , (1... al &  2. £>c3 £ x c 2  3. £>d3#).

= Aliases: Consecutive Bristol; Successive Bristol.

BRISTOL, MULTIPLE
Two or more variations with Bristol clearance.

244

PAULY, Wolfgang
Deutsche Schachblatter 
1912

#3

245:1. g e 7 ?  £ ,e4!/£ |h3! ... 3. g4e8??  ♦ 1. g f7 ?  
£}f4 !/£}c3!... 3. g4 f8??  ♦ 1. g g 7 ?  £g4!/£> d3!  
... 3. g4g8??  ♦ 1. g h 7 !  H ,  1... 4^e4,4^h3 
2 g (x )e 4  ~  3. g e 8 # , 1... £>d3,£ig4 2 g (x )g 4  -  3. 
g g 8 # , 1... £ d 4 ,£ g 3  2 g (x )d 4  -  3. g d 8 # , 1... 
£>c3,£)f4 2 g ( x ) f 4 ~ 3 .  g f8 # .

= Aliases: Extended Bristol; Flachenraumung (Ger.); Planar 
Bristol; Two-Dimensional Voidance.

BRISTOL, RECIPROCAL
Two Bristols (Bristol clearance) with the same 
two pieces which exchange their roles.

246

STOSlt, Miroslav
4.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1973

245: L # h l?  (~), 1... ® f5  2. # e 4 # ,  1... gxf4 2. 
S g l # ( © - g  Bristol), 1... f5 2. gxh 6# , 1... g4! ♦
1. g a l!(~ ) , 1... ® f5  2. # b l # ( g - ^  Bristol), 1... 
gxf4 2. ^ g 4 # , 1... f5 2. g a 6 # .

BROGI THEME
Separation of at least four threats in cyclic pairs.
E Giuseppe Brogi (1900-1976).

HL
#2
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Pattern:

Brogi

1 - a b c d

X ABCD AB BC CD DA

247

BROGI, Giuseppe
II Due Mosse 1962

247: 1. Ad7! ~ 2. ge4A/g f5 B/g f3 c/g g 4 D#, 1... 
Де2 2. А,В#, 1... Ag2 2. B,D#, 1... Дс13 2. C,D#,
1... ДЬЗ 2. A,C#.

BROGI, SECONDARY
Black’s random move with a thematic piece is 
followed by at least four mates. Black’s sec
ondary defences (Defence. secondary) allow the 
mates in pairs in cyclic fashion.

248

HEINONEN, Unto
2.pr Suomen Tehtavaniekat 
TT2005

248:(1.dxe6?c5!) ♦ 1.dxc6!~2. gxd4#, l...,&d~2. 
^d2/^e2/^d6/^xf6#ABc», 1... Де5 2. £d2/ 
#e2#AB, 1... £c3  2. #e2 /^d6#BC, 1... ДеЗ 2. 
4^d6/£jxf6#CD, 1... Дс5 2. ^xf6/^d2#BA, (1... 
Ad3,e5 2. &d2,£xf6#).

BROGI-MALEIKA THEME
White threatens only one mate, and the cycle of 
dualistic mates, characteristic for Brosi theme. 
follows when Black parries the threat. No other 
mates or combinations of mates occur on defences 
against the primary threat.

#2

249

MALEIKA, Gerhard
l.pr The Problemist 1999/1

249: 1. £>e7! ~ 2. gxg3#, 1... £>xe3 2. g3f4, 
Cixd2#AB 1... £ce5 2. ^xd2,^c3#Bc, 1... £tfe5
2. £>c3, #d5#C°, 1... £g5 2. #d5, g5f4#*>E
1... ^ f4  2. g5xf4, ^a8#EF, 1... ^xe3 2. ^a8, 
g3f4#FA.

BRUCH LINE COMBINATION
Black defence closes white line of guard of two 
squares in the black Kings field but opens an
other white line which resumes the guard of one 
o f these squares. Mate is determined by necessity 
to guard the second square.
S Wieland Bruch (1961).

250:1. £>c8! ~ 2. <£|Ь6#, 1** Д<15 2. ^a4#, 1... gd5
2. #a6#.

s  Alias: Bruch.

BRUNNER INTERFERENCE
Grimshaw or Nowotny interference with second
ary utilization. Reciprocal interference o f two 
pieces of unlike motion which is utilized by forc
ing the interfering piece to play. Thus, an ad-de- 
cov followed by an ex-decov. The interference 
move may be forced in two different ways, which 
gives two different themes:
I. Brunner-Plachutta (or Brunner-Nowotny).
The interference is forced by a sacrifice on the 
critical square. See 251.
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2. Brunner-W urzburg-Plachutta (or Brun- 
ner-Grimshaw; or Zipperlin theme). The inter
ference is forced by some outlying threat quite 
unrelated to the critical square. See 252.
Note that Plachutta and Wurzburg-Plachutta, i.e. 
interference between pieces o f like motion, are 
also interferences with secondary utilization, but 
in terminology they are not associated with the 
“Brunner” prefix. However, in some cases even 
pieces with like motion can be regarded as pieces 
which move in different directions. For instance, 
after the key in 253 black Rooks are engaged 
with guard of immediate mates on b6 or d3, thus 
it is clear that the Ha6 cannot move off the 6th 
rank, and the Hd5 off the d-file. With this in 
view it can be assumed that the Ha6 moves only 
horizontally, and the Hd3 only vertically, and 
therefore problem shows a pure 
Brunner-Wurzburg- Plachutta interference.
§ Erich Brunner (1885-1938), Otto Zipperlin (?).

251: 1. £d3! -  2. £)с5Л^ЬЗ/#е2#, !••• gxd3 2. 
©e2+ ge3 3. #c4#, 1... ДхёЗ 2. #ЬЗ+ Дс4 3. 
lgre3#.

252

ZIPPERLIN, Otto
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1916

252:1. # c l+ ?  gc4! ♦ 1. Д18+? Дёб! ♦ 1. g6! (2. 
ДеЗ+), 1... Д«4 2. #с1+Дхс1 3. Д Ш , 1... gf4 
2. ДГС+ gxf8 3. # c i# .

#3

#xa6# (2... gxf6 3. Дх(13#), 1... gad6 2. #xd7 
(3. ^b5#) gc6 3. ^xd5# (2... gxd7 3. <£|b6#), 
(1... d6 2. exd5,1... fxe4 2. ^rxe4+).

—► See also: Grimshaw Interference; Nowotny Interference;
Plachutta interference; Wurzburg-Plachutta interference. 

s  Alias: Zipperlin Theme.

BTM [E]
Abbreviation for “Black to move”. Often used in 
endgame when author cannot find a fitting start 
for White.

BUEI^OS-AIRES THEME
A threat indirectly pins a black piece. In one vari
ation Black unpins this piece in advance, in an
other it cuts White’s future line o f attack, also in 
advance.

254

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
Ajedrez Espahol 1946

254:1. ДЬ6! -  2. Дё4#, 1... Деб 2. £g4#, 1... £e5 
2. £>xd5#, 1... £>ё62. #h8#, (1... фе5 2. £}g4#).

BUKOVINA THEME [H]
In the diagram position a white man controls a 
black Kings flight. Black captures that man and 
and subsequently self-blocks the flight-square 
that white man controlled previously.
E The theme was proposed by Mikola Nagnibida (1939

2005).

253: 1. Д<12! (2. #xc5+ £>xc5,gxc5 3. <&b2, 
ДхёЗ#), 1... gdd6 2. # f6  (3. #c3#) gd4 3.

255: L ДхсЗ gc2 2. Д ё7 gc8# ♦ 1. £>xd5 gd2 2. 
£>e7 gd8#.
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255

NAGNIBIDA, Mikola
Probleemblad 1989

BUKOVINSZKY THEM E [H]
There are three mates. The first one occurs in the 
full-length set play. In the solution, after the first 
two halfmoves, White “threatens” another 
(second) mate which Black, lacking a tempo, is 
forced to prevent by capturing the active white 
piece. However, this allows a completely new 
(third) mate.
1 Lajos Bukovinszky (1914-1977).

256

BUKOVINSZKY, Lajos
Probleemblad 1964

256s *1... Де5 2. £}c4 Ad4# ♦ 1. <^c4 £>b6 (2... 
£}d7#)2. <£|xd6 £gl#-

BUKOVINSZKY-GARAI THEME [H]
A variation of Bukovinszky theme: before each 
black move White threatens an immediate mate 
which Black, lacking a tempo, is forced to pre
vent. This means that there must exist a short

257

ZALOKOTSKY, Roman ; 
SOROKIN, Evgeniy
Schach-Echo 1971

257: *1... 4}e3# ♦ l. g Xg2 £|d3 (2... gel#) 2. g g l
g o # .

(one-move) set play.

h#2*

h#2*

BULGARIA THEME
In a twomover Black has two or more unprovided 
checks (Check Unprovided) at his disposal. 
White could parry them with cross-checks if he 
had a battery, which he has to build up in at least 
one try and a solution. White’s try (tries) must 
not be refuted by a check.

258

POPOV, Georgy
l.pr Themes-64 1959

2 5 8 :1. Ag2? -  2. g~#, 1... #a3+2. gxa3#, 1... 
#d2+ 2. gd3#, 1... # f4+  2. gxf4#, 1... Дгё+ 
2. gxf8#, 1... gxf2! ♦ 1. #a8? ~ 2£|С~#, 1.» 
^аЗ+2. £}Ь4#, 1... #d2+2. £^cd4#, 1... #f4+2. 
£e5#, 1... j0Lf8+ 2. £e7#, l„. dxe6! ♦ 1. ^e8! ~ 
2<£,e~#, 1... #a3+ 2. £с5#, 1... ^d2+ 2. £ed4#,
1... ^f4+ 2. £xf4#, 1... Af8+ 2. Qxf8#5 (1... 
dxc6,dxe6 2. ^гхсб, ^xe6#).

BURMISTROV COMBINATION
Variation of Le Grand theme. In one phase White 
threatens two mates and a thematic black defence 
is met by a third mate. In next two phases this 
third mate is a threat, and Black’s thematic de
fence is once met by one and once by the other 
mate, which were threats in the first phase.
Pattern:

Burmistrov
1 - a
X AB C
Y C A
Z C В
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259:1. £b7? -  2. gxd4#c , 1... dxe5 2. #xf7#A, 1... 
e3! ♦ 1. ^xe4? -  2. gxd4#C 1 ... dxe5 2. ^b7#B,
1... Деб! ♦ 1. f6! -  2. ygxfi/'&bl#*™, 1... dxe5 2. 
gxd4#c .

-> Л г  д/so; Z,e Grand Theme.

BUST [E]
In a study a black defence that defeats the stipula
tion, rendering the study unsound. Used as a verb 
4o demolish*.
—► See also: Cook.

BY-PLAY
Additional (subsidiary) variations (or by-varia
tions) that are not part of a problem’s (main) the
matic play. It is desired that the by-play arises 
naturally out of the main idea, without the use of 
extra force.
= Aliases: Additional Play; By-Variations.

C+
Abbreviation attached to the problem indicating 
that it has been computer-tested and correct. Ab
breviations “C -” or “C?” are used to indicate the 
opposite.

CADET [F]
An unorthodox Pawn which has historical im
portance. According to old rules of chess the 
Pawn was allowed to promote only to a piece that 
had already been captured. Cadet, however, 
stands on the promotion line as long as a piece of 
its colour is captured, and then promotes to that 
piece, if possible.
§ Invented by Peter Pratt in 1825.

CAISSA
Caissa is the “Patron Goddess” of chess players.
She was created in a poem called Caissa writ
ten in 1763 by English poet and philologist Sir 
William Jones (1746-1794). Peter Pratt included 
Jones’ poem in his “Studies in Chess'* (London 
1803), and George Walker ("Chess and Chess 
Players ”, London 1850) finally attributed Caissa 
the title of “patron goddess of chess players”.
Jones’ work was inspired by the poem Scacchia 
ludus (“The game of Chess”), written by Italian 
poet Marco Girolamo Vida around 1510, pub
lished in Latin in 1527, and later translated into 
several languages.

CAISSA THEME
Two black pieces open lines of a white piece. In 
addition one of the black pieces opens a line for 
another black piece to counter the threat.

260: l . I O !~ 2 .  £ c6 #, 1... Д -2 . £|g6#, 1... £|5~2. 
Af4#, 1... £>5d3! 2. ©d4#, (1... £e6! 2. £d7#), 
(1... f42. g  4h5#).

CAMEL [F]
Fairy piece. A ( \ AY leaver. For instance: Camel 
from al can play to b4 or d2.

CAMOUFLAGE
Hiding the basic idea in problem or endgame.
In the old days composers sometimes added un
necessary pieces to lead solvers astray, but nowa
days that is rejected as a violation against the 
principle of economy of force.

CAMOUFLAGE PIECE
1. In a modem and positive sense a major or mi
nor piece that in the solution has a role of a Pawn 
(e.g. guards a black King 's flight), but is themati
cally necessary either in the set or in virtual play 
or in both.
2. Camouflage units (even Pawns), which are 
used only to mislead the solver and to make prob
lem more difficult, are nowadays banned.

CANNIBAL CHESS [F]
A form of fairy chess in which only capturing of 
the men of own colour is allowed. Apart from 
that condition, check and mate are orthodox.
§ The earliest known cannibal problems are from the 

end of 1920s.

261: 1. fxe8<£! (~), 2. £d6#, l...£>f~ 2.
£tf6#, 1... c4 2. £c5#, l... d l ^  2. £d2#, 1... Д -  
2. Д Ш , 1... f l ^  2. 1... g2 2. ag3#.
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261

LEATHEM, George
Chess Amateur 1928

#2 Cannibal Chess 

CANON
Canon can be interpreted as an established prin
ciple, a basis for judgment, a standard or crite
rion.
In chess composition it can be explained as a col
lection of artistic and formal requirements the 
chess problem or endgame should satisfy.

CAPRICE THEME
A try is refuted by a defence that causes a certain 
effect. The key creates the same effect with a 
new threat. A threat from the try reappears in a 
variation.

262: l£}d~? e6 ! ♦ 1. £>c6? ~ 2. £}fxe7#, 1... e6 2. 
gd4# , 1... £>ce6! ♦ 1. £ f3 !? ~ 2 . £>xe7#, 1... e62. 
gd4# , 1... ф еб  2. £>xe3#, 1... £ c e 6 2. # a 8#, 1... 
£}ge6! ♦ 1. ~ 2. £}f4/£ixc7#, 1... £}gxe6 2.
Д О # , 1... £}схеб 2. ^ ra8#, 1... ^ х е б  2. £}хе7#, 
1... dxe6 2. # d 8#, 1... ф хеб  2. £>xe3# ♦ etc.

CAPTURE
Elimination of opponent’s Pawn or officer by
moving own piece to the square occupied by the
opponent’s piece.
Exceptions:
(1 )  Pawn capture only by diagonal movement 

forward.
(2) For en passant capture the destination square 

is not occupied.
★  See example 687.

CAPTURE, RECIPROCAL
This term is used ambiguously. It can mean:
1. Mutual capture of two enemy pieces, which 
exchange their active (capturing) and passive 
(captured) role between variations or phases. 
See 263.
2. In two variations or phases the same two pieces 
of the same colour alternatively capture one or an
other (but both time the same) enemy piece.
3. The order o f captures of two pieces of the same 
colour is reversed in two variations or phases.

h#2 2111
263: 1. gxe4 Дхс4+ 2. феЗ ^h6# ♦ 1. ДхЬ5 

gxe3+ 2. фс4 gc8# ♦ ^  pins and mates, ge8 
mates and pins.

CAPTURE, REFUSAL OF [E]
Theme from endgames and moremovers. In the 
course of solution arises the position where one 
side can capture the adversary’s piece, but the 
right option in the given position is another 
move.

264

GURGENIDZE, David
l.plWCCT 1998-2000

264: 1. d7 g c l+  2. ®d2 (2. фхс1?) 2... g d l+  3. 
феЗ (3. ®xdl?) 3... gxd3+ 4. фхП gf3+ (4... 
Дсб 5. £)g6+ <S>g5 6. £e5+ <£f6 7. £}xd3) 5. 
®gl! (5. ®xg2? gxf8) 5... g f l+  6. фЬ2! (6. 
<£>xg2?) 6... gxf8 7. <£>xg2! фЬ5 8. <®g3 фЬ6 9. 
ge7 gd8  10. фГ4-к-.

★  Other example 1518.
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CAPTURE-INDIAN THEME
An Indian theme where White’s move upon the 
critical square is a capture of a piece that is trying 
to sacrifice itself for some reason, usually a stale
mate.

265:1. Да7! (~), 1... Sxh3,gh4,Sh5,gh62. ge8, 
gd8 ,gc8,gb8 (3. g~l#) ge3,gd4,gc5, gb6
3. g x g  ®gl 4. g~ l# , (1... gxg7,gh8 2. #d5+ 
<S>xh2 3. gxg7,gxh8^/A).

★  Other example 1450.

CAPTURELESS CHESS [ F]
Fairy condition which forbids captures. All other 
rules are orthodox.

CAPTURING PIECES [F]
Fairy pieces which move only to capture: 
Atlantosaurus: capturing King.
Dinosaurus: capturing Queen.
Polyp: capturing Queen, on the move may de

stroy every enemy man that could capture it, 
but does not move and has no power to check. 

Mammoth: capturing Rook.
Brontosaurus: capturing Bishop. 
Hippopotamus (Nilpferd): capturing Knight.
1 Invented byjozsef Almay (1901-?).
= Aliases: Capturing Man; Schlagender Stein (Ger.).

CAPTURING ZIG-ZAG [F]
Fairy condition. Black must capture if  he can, 
and if he has an option, he is allowed to choose. 
White may neither give check nor capture. There 
are two variants:
(1) Blackcap-Zig-Zag, when Black on the move 

is allowed to make only one capture, and
(2) Madcap Zig-Zag, when Black on the move 

has to make as many captures as he can, un
less he cannot capture anything with the piece 
he moved.

1 Invented by William A. Shinkman in the 1870s, term 
coined by Tolosa у Carreras in ca 1890.

= Alias: Schlag-Zickzag (Ger.).

CAROUSEL THEME
A three-phase pattern of defences and mates as 
shown in the tables below. The mechanism usu
ally involves neutralization of three reasons why 
thematic mates don’t work. These are most often 
lines of guard and possible (or prospective) 
flights. One reason is removed by the first white 
move, one by black defence and the third one is 
handled on mating move. In prototype problem 
266 all three reasons are black lines o f guard. For 
several decades, this has been one of the most 
useful and consequently most often used two- 
move mechanisms, and it can easily be upgraded 
to a 3x3 Zasoruiko theme, as shown in 267  
where, by the way, all three possible weaknesses 
are possible flights on d-file. Note that this very 
mechanism was a basis for Lacnv, complete ren
dering in a threemover 903.

Counter-Carousel. This is certainly much better 
term than often used but terribly wrong phrase 
“Pseudo Carousel”, since there is just a small 
deviation which exchanges the order of black 
mates. In 268 one thematic mate incidentally 
takes place on intersection of two thematic black 
lines and therefore it occurs in “wrong” phases.

2 6 6 :1. Де5? ~ 2. d6#, 1... £>f6a 2. #f4#A 1... £}e3b 
2. 43xg3#B, 1... £>xe5! ♦ 1. Af6? -  2. d6/#f5#, 
1... <ae3b 2. ^f3#c, 1... £ e 5 c 2. #f4#A, 1... 
£xf6! ♦ (1. Ae3?~2.d6#, 1... £ x e3!) ♦ l. 
ДсЗ! ~ 2. d6#, 1... <£|f6a 2. ^ f3#c , 1... <ae5c 2.

Patterns:
Carousel

1 - a b c
X * A В
Y C A
Z В C

Counter Carousel
1 - a b c
X A В
Y C В
Z C A
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£xg3#B, 1... £e3  2. d3# ♦ (1... ild6  2. £>xd6#,
1... gf5 2. #xf5#, 1... gc8 2. #f3,#f5#).

267

HERMANSON, Halvar
l.pr FIDE Tourney 1959

267: *1... £d3« 2. # h l# A, 1... # d 5 b 2. #e2#c ,
1.. . g d 4 c 2. #xd4#n» ♦ 1. 4}xe7? (2. £>xd6#),
1.. . ДДЗ» 2. #xg4#B, 1... # d 5 b 2. #xd5#(E>,
1.. . gd4c2. #e2#c, 1... Дхс1! ♦ 1. £>cxe5!~2.
£>c4#, 1... ,&d3a 2. ^xdS#^), l... ^ d 5 b 2.
#xg4#B, 1... gd4c 2. #hl#A, etc.

268

BRABEC, Juraj
4.hm Probleemblad 1973

268: *1... ge4« 2. #d3#* 1... Де4Ь 2. <£,e3#« ♦ L 
ge5? -  2. ^d5#, 1... iLe4b 2. ^xe4#c, 1... dxc6* 
2. £еЗ#в, 1... gd6! ♦ 1. gfS! -  2. ^d5#, I... 
ge4a 2. #xe4#c , 1... dxc6c 2. #d3#A (1... gd6 
2. £>e5#).

CARRA THEM E [H]
In a helpmate o f Onitiu type (1.4.1.L) 
Allumwandlunz with single Pawn in White’s 
variations.
S Arturo Carra (1882-1978).

269

CARRA, Arturo
VItalia Scacchistica 1952

h#3 1411...

#2

269:1. <®d5 ♦ 1... c 8 #  2. фе4 #c5  3. <£d3 #d4# ♦
1... c8g 2. фе4 gc4+ 3. <£>d3 gd4# ♦ 1... С8Д2. 
фс4 фхе2 3. ДЬ5 Деб# ♦ 1... с8£> 2. фс4 
фхе2 3. £)ЬЗ £}Ь6#.

—► See also: Onitiu Type.

CARRIAGE AND HORSES [E]
MANEUVER
A winning or drawing maneuver in an endgame 
study: continuous series of checks given by two 
Knights on an enemy King, all pieces moving on 
a circular route.

S The combination is known from a 9th century 
36-move long Arabian mansuba nicknamed “Wa
ter-Wheel”.

270: 1. £d3+ <g>f5 2. £>еЗ+ феб 3. £>f4+ ®d6 4. 
£)f5+ фс5 5. £*еб+ фс4 6. £)d6+ ®d3 7. £)c5+ 
феЗ 8. £)c4+ ®f4 9. £)d3+ ф Я  10. £)e3+ etc. = 
♦ The King escapes the pair of horses along the 
circus ring, while the clowns (white Bishops) are 
watching the show.

See also: Merry-Go-Round Theme.
= Alias: Carica di cavalleria (It.).

CASTELLARI THEME 
The key indirectly selfpins one and indirectly un
pins another white piece. Black in defence di
rectly re-pins the unpinned and directly unpins 
the selfpinned piece.
Difference from Castellari-Mari theme and 
Castellari-Schor theme is in the method (direct 
or indirect) of (un)pinning by White and Black.

S Umberto Castellan (1912-1976).
-> See also: Status Quo Theme Group.
= Aliases: Castellari 1 Theme; Castellari-Chicco.

271: 1. £ c 5! _ 2. #a3#, 1... # c4  2. ga2#, (1...
#Ь4,ДЬЗ,Дхс5 2. #xb4,#a5,£}xc5#).
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CASTELLARI 2 THEME
Same as progressive separation. but Black’s the
matic defences, although they have something in 
common, are made with different units.

272s 1. ^xd6! ~ 2. ^xd4#, I... gxe3 2. ^ d 5 A/ 
^ g 6 B/#d5c/^g5D#, 1... dxe3 2. B/C/D#, 1... 
fxe3 2. C/D#, 1... £dxe3 2. D#, 1... £>gxe3 2. 
^e7#, 1... ®xe3 2. ^xf4#.

CASTELLARI-MARI THEME
The key directly selfpins one and directly unpins 
another white piece. Black in defence indirectly 
re-pins the unpinned and indirectly unpins the 
selfpinned piece.
Difference from Castellan theme and Castellari- 
Schor theme is the method (direct or indirect) of 
(un)pinning by White and Black.

273

MARI, Alberto
l.pr Magyar Sakkvilag 
1929

#2

273: 1. фЬ7! ~ 2. £>e8#, 1... d5 2. ge6#, (1... d6, 
^rg8, ^rd5+, Дхе4+ 2. ^rxe7, ДхсЗ, <£jxd5, 
4}xe4#).

= Alias; Castellan 1, Mari Type.

c a s t e l l a r i -s c h 6 r  t h e m e
The key directly selfpins one and directly unpins 
another white piece. Black in defence directly 
re-pins the unpinned and directly unpins the 
selfpinned piece.
Difference from Castellari theme and 
Castellari-Mari theme is the method (direct or 
indirect) o f (un)pinning by White and Black.

274:1. <3?g5! ~ 2. £>g3#, 1... ^ d 5  2. # e l # ,  1... # a 5  
2. ^rd3#, (1... ^gfxe3+,^fxf2 2. £jxe3,^xf2#).

—>• See also: Status Quo Theme Group.
= Alias: Castellari 1, Schor Type.

CASTLE
Simultaneous move of King and Rook, both of 
which had to be stationary on their home squares 
up to that point in the game. The King is moved 
two squares left or right toward the (Queen’s or 
King’s) Rook, which is then placed on the square 
the King passed over.
In addition to promotion and capture, one of the 
moves in which it is allowed to move two pieces 
on same move.
Castling is a move of the King and Rook, reck
oned as a single move of the King. The King is 
transferred from its original square to either one 
of the nearest square of the same colour in the 
same rank; then that Rook towards which the 
King has moved is transferred over the King to 
the square which the King has just crossed. If the 
King or Rook has already been moved, castling 
is permanently impossible. It is temporarily im
possible, if there is a piece of either colour be
tween the King and Rook, or the square on or 
over which the King is to move is attacked by en-
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emy. The King is not allowed to parry a check by 
castling. {Laws o f Chess, Article 6).
Castling developed in Europe in the 16th century. 
The much improved mobility o f Queen and 
Bishop exposed King to attack much earlier than 
before, increasing the need to find a safe place 
for it, especially in the beginning of a game. A 
castling took King from its vulnerable mid-posi
tion and moved it behind the protective shield of 
own infantry. By the start of the 17 th century the 
rules about castling were fairly consistent, al
though in Southern Europe were still found 
traces of the so-called “free castling”. Spain and 
Portugal were last to abandon it in 1750.
Convention: In chess problems it is assumed 
that castling is possible unless it can be proved 
that either King or respective Rook must have 
moved in the earlier stage of the game.

#5
275s 1 .0-0! h5 2. фИ2 h4 3. £ g l  h3 4. g f2  <£>d4 5. 

gd4# . ♦ Old (Indian) and new (first castling 
problem). The key is, again, poor.

★  Other example 883.
—> See also: Castling, Prevention of.

CASTLE, ILLEGAL [R]
In orthodox chess composition a castling of 
either side is allowed unless it can be proved that 
either the Rook in question or the King has 
moved in the hypothetical game leading to the 
initial position of composition. (Codex. Article 
16.1).
Problems in which the legality or illegality of 
castling is the main focus belong to the field of 
retrograde analysis. See: A Posteriori Conven
tion. Partial Retroanalvsis. Petrovic Theme and 
Proof Game.
Sometimes the solution of an otherwise ordinary 
problem may also involve such analysis (e.g. 276  
and 277).

See also problems 278 (Castles. Mutually Exclu
sive) and 574 (Than theme).

276

BARNES, Barry P.
2.pr Problem TT1964

276s a) 1. фе2? #xg2! (2. £}e2??) ♦ l. ДаЗ! (2. 
ф е 2#), 1... g b 4 2 .0-0-0#!, 1... g x d 2 2. <J>xd2# ♦
b) 1. ДаЗ? gb4! (2 .0-0-0??) ♦ 1. фе2! (2. Д~#),
1... g b 4 2 . Д Ь 2#, 1... g x d 2+ 2. Д ж Ш , 1... # a 8 
2. ДаЗ#. ♦ Can ф  and H h i have reached their 
problem-array positions without going via f  1, thus 
making white castling illegal? In (a) H h l is a 
promoted Pawn, and bK has come via h2, therefore 
castling is legal; in (b) H h l is an original game
-array Rook, which has come through fl, thus 
White’s castling is not permitted.

277

KNOPPEL, Jan
Tidskrift for Schack 1939

277: *1... 0-0-0 2. £>d4 g e l  3. # b 4  g e3 #  ♦ L  g c5  
® d l 2. ® c4 ф с 2  3. # d 5  g a 4 #  ♦ In the actual 
play white castling is illegal, because on his previous 
move White has moved either King or Rook.

CASTLE, IMPOSSIBILITY OF [R]
Retro-analytical proof that a castle is not possible 
because either King or Rook had to move in pre
ceding play.
= Alias: Illegal Castle.

CASTLES, MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE [R]
A retro-analytical proof that if one castle is legal 
the other is not or vice versa. The castles in ques
tion may be either of same or of opposite colours. 
In 278 either White or Black castling is possible 
if the opponent has just made a capture with

#2 b) + ±g7
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King or Rook. However, it is impossible to know 
which side did it, so:
-  if it was White, then: 1.0-0 a4 2.<|?h8 g a3
3 .g g 8  g h 3 #
-  if it was Black, then: l .g x h 2  0-0-0 2 .gxe2  
g h l  3 .g e7  gh8#.

278

CERIANI, Luigi
2.cm The Problemist Fairy 
Chess Supplement 1931

CASTLING, ARTIFICIAL
A sequence of moves which brings the King and 
Rook from their initial position to the squares 
which they would occupy after a natural castling.

279

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
feenschach 1962

279: *1... ф£2 2. e lg  g f l  3. ge5 <£>gl# ♦ 1. 
exdl Д  £e4  2. Ag4 <£g3 3. ®f3 0-0#.

CASTLING, CONSECUTIVE
In the same problem both sides castle in succes
sive moves and parallel variations on the King’s 
side and on the Queen’s side.

h#3

h#3
278: see text.

280:1. ^d5! (2. ^xf7+,^xd7+), 1... 0-0-0 2. 0-0-0 
~ 3. £xd7 gxd7 4. ^xd7# 2... Ьхаб 3. Де5 ~ 4. 
#a8#, 1... 0-0 2. 0-0 ~ 3. gxf7+ gxf7,<®>h7 4. 
#xf7,^h5#.

CASTLING, CONVENTION
Castle is permitted unless it can be proved that it 
is not permissible. (Codex)

CASTLING, PREVENTION OF
A logical combination: White’s immediate attack 
is refuted by Black’s castling. In his foreplan 
White forces either King or Rook to move.

281

PAULY, Wolfgang
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1910 /  dedicated to 
A. C White

281:1. #e5? 0-0! ♦ 1. ^b5+! ®>f8 2. #f5+ фе8 3.
#e5  ®d8/^g3 4. #b8/#xh8#.

'A Other examples: 884, 1447.

CEARA THEME
Double advance of a white Pawn as the threat, 
and different defensive motives by Black.
In CearA 1, the motives are: pin, capture, ob
structions, direct guard (of the mating square), 
rear-guard and enabling of en passant capture 
(but not a check!).
CearA 2: Black parries the threat indirectly, too.
Reduced Cear&: defensive motives are capture, 
obstructions and direct guard.
% Proposed by Emanuel Costa, who lived in Ceara, a 

province in north-eastern Brazil.

282

KISS, J&nos
Lpr DCE-2 Ту 1985

#4
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282: 1. fxe4! ~ 2. d4#, 1... exd2 2. Дё4#, 1... c5 2. 
ахЬ8#/Д#, 1... £}c6 2. ^хеб#, 1... gxe4 2. 
£>f3#, 1... Дха7 2. ^xc7#, 1... £}f5 2. glxf5#,
1... £ d 3  2. £xd3#, 1... d4 2. ^c5# , l...dxe4
2. ^c5#, 1... gxh2 2. ДхЬ2# ♦ 5 direct guars, 
2 obstructions, 1 en passant, 1 pin, 1 capture; 9 
distinct mates.

CEDER INTERFERENCE
In two variations Black closes lines of two differ
ent black pieces allowing different mates. In a 
third variation Black closes both lines, but pre
vents both mates from previous variations and al
lows a new mate which exploits at least one of 
the closures. In 283 Ceder interference is com
bined with Pickabish theme.
According to some sources it is required that all 
three defences are made by one and the same 
black piece.

Ceder Interference 2. Ceder Interference where 
last thematic interference (of both pieces) is 
black arrival correction (Correction. Black. Ar
rival). See 284.
E Sven Ceder (1904-1989).

283

FOSCHINI, Ettore
l.pr Magyar Sakkvilag 
1930

2 8 3 :1 . <£>d2! -  2. #xd7#, 1... d6 2. #e4#, I... Ad6 
2. #c4#, I... #d6  2. ДЬЗ#, (1... d5 2. #f6#, 1... 
£e7 2. £}g7#, 1... £xf4+ 2. £}xf4#).

284

CEDER, Sven
hm V&rt Hem 1939

284:1. #h4! ~ 2. ^c4#, 1... £}b2 2. £}f6#, 1... £ f4  
2. #d8#, 1... <ae5 2. <^6c7# ♦ etc.

CEDER SELF-BLOCK
Total dual avoidance: in defence, Black captures 
a white man on his Kins 's field. On his mating 
move White has to guard the black King’s flight 
square. He has two ways to do it, but one of these 
is to capture on the square which Black has just 
blocked. Therefore White has to choose another 
move.

285: 1. ga4! ~ 2. gxd4#, 1... gxe5 2. ^h2# 
(£>xe5?), 1... fxe5 2. <£f2# (4}xe5?), (1... c5, 
gb4(d5) 2. Ab7,^d3#).

CERIANI THEME [S]
(1) In a selfmate sacrifices of the white Queen 

(the more the better!) force mates by the 
black Queen.

(2) Capture o f promoted piece in any kind of 
chess problem. In retro genre known as 
Ceriani-Plaksin-Frolkin theme.

286: 1. £}g4! ~ 2. 6+/#d5+ #xc6/^xd5#, 1...
^ b l /^ d l  2. #xd3+ #xd3#, 1... # c l/^ x h 2  2. 
ĝff4+ ^rxf4#, 1... ^rel 2. ĝre6+ ^xe6#, 1... ^ g l  

2. ^d4+ #xd4#.
-> See also: Onitiu Theme,
= Alias: Ceriani 1.

CERIANI-PLAKSIN-FROLKIN [R]
THEME
Capture of a promoted piece. Retro revival of a 
captured piece that was promoted in a retro play. 
In a narrow interpretation also known as the
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“Frolkin theme”, which requires at least three 
specific retro revivals; in a more broad interpre
tation a single revival is sufficient. This has been 
the most popular retro theme for a few decades.
I  Luigi Ceriani (1894-1969), Nikita Plaksin (1931), 

Andriy Frolkin (1957).

287: Retro : -1... £ g 5 x £ h 7 +  -2. £g8-h7  ... ♦ The 
only possible last move of White was g6xgf7 . It 
was preceded by g7-g3xh2 (with the white Pawn 
still on g2) and the arrival of b ^ g l  and b g h l .  
However, in the preceding play the w j^fi had to be 
captured at his home square by the b g h l .  The 
captured Bishop on h7 was bom by promotion of 
the white a-Pawn at a8. As ЬРсб came from b7, the 
first move of light-squared white Bishop was 
Да8-Ь7 and the last one was Ag8-h7.

-» See also: Prentos Theme. 
a Alias: Ceriani-Frolkin.

CHAIN
1. A string of pieces each guarding its successor. 
Pawn chains often occur in play.
2. Grouping the elements, effects, moves etc. into 
two or more variations and/or phases in such a 
way that they form a non-closed cycle. For in
stance, a 3x2 chain can be represented as 
AB-BC-CD, while elem ents in place of D would 
form a 3x2 cycle. Virtually any cyclic theme can 
have its open-chain counterpart. 288 shows a 
4x2 chain of interferences: te 7 c u ts  Hh6, E h6 
cuts J.b8 , JLb8 cuts Hf7 and Е П  cuts jg.h7.

288

MALEIKA, Gerhard
4.hm Sachsische Zeitung 
2008

#2

288:1. £>c3! ~2. ^d5#, 1... e6 2. £|Ь6#, 1... gd6 2. 
£ie5#, 1... Af4 2. ДП#, 1... gf5 2. gxe4#.

CHAMELEON [F]
A fairy piece that changes its mode of movement 
after every move in the order S ^ B —>R—»Q—»S 
etc.
1 Invented by William E. Lester (1893-1940) in 1925.

CHAMELEON CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Officers change after their 
move, they become another officer, according to 
the cycle: Q-»S-»B-»R-»Q

CHANGE
This term has a broad meaning (and use) in chess 
composition, but generally it indicates expansion 
o f the contents to two or more thematically 
related phases or variations of play, where, in ad
dition to a desirable harmony, particularly signif
icant are the differences between the elements 
that make each individual play. These differences 
can be recognized in:
• changed defences, mates or both;
• changed theme;
• changed plan of play;
• changed defensive or advantageous motifs or 

effects of thematic moves;
• change of thematic squares (e.g. K ins’s cross 

theme vs Kins’s star theme):
• changed functions of moves in different phases 

(e.g. the same physical move can be once a 
key, once a threat and once a mate or continua
tion);

• changed function (and sometimes fate) of 
pieces;

• changed order of moves (e.g. two moves can 
exchange their order between phases);

etc.
The basic form of changes concerning two- 
movers were formulated by Alberto Mari in 
1928. He divided them into four categories:
(1) simple change of mate;
(2) Mate transference (changed defences);
(3) reciprocal change (Chanse. Reciprocal):
(4) free change of White’s and Black’s moves 

(later termed radical change -  see Change. 
Radical1.
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The principles of changed play became popular 
in the middle of the 20th century and spread little 
by little to other genres, too. In the 1960s, the 
themes with changed functions o f moves began 
to gain ground.
—► See also: Multi-Phase Changed Play: 
s  Allas: Simple Change.

CHANGE, FREE
A concept of The English School: also the moves 
of an incomplete block (Block, Incomplete) could 
participate in the changed play pattern. Possibly 
the earliest transferred mate (Mate Transference) 
example 289 in a non-block form breaks the 
rules of the English tradition: the set moves
l...<Qae4 /^g 4  are a part of the changed-play 
mechanism, although there are a lot of free black 
moves, notably a strong threat l...£jxb3.

289: *1... Ag4 2. <^d3#, 1... Де4 2. £}xe6# ♦ 1. 
#g5! ~ 2. #xe7#, 1... <^c4 2. <^d3#, 1... £>e4 2. 
£}xe6#, (1... £|Xb3(7) 2. gc2#.

CHANGE, OF CHECKS
Replacement of set check(s) by a different one(s) 
after the key.

290: *1... e4+2. £d4#, 1... gf3+2. ДеЗ# ♦ 1. ®b4! 
~ 2. £ic3#, i... d5+ 2. Дс5#, 1... gb7+ 2. ДЬ6#, 
(1... £ f3 ,£g2  2. ^f2,Ah2#).

* Alias: Checking Change.

CHANGE, OF DEFENSIVE MOTIFS
Change of theme (or tactical effects) in two or 
more phases where the defensive motifs of the
matic black moves are different in each phase of 
the play. Preferably the problem should be enno
bled with changed mates. 291 shows cyclic shift 
of defensive motifs against the same threat in 
three variations with three changed mates be
tween try and actual play.

291:1. ^h 5 ?  ~ 2. £>g2#, 1... g4a 2. ^f5#, 1... £}g6b 
2. £}g6#, 1... gxd3c2. ^g4#, 1... £}g4! ♦ 1. Ag6! 
~ 2. <£,g2#, 1... g4b 2. #h6#, 1... £xg6* 2. £d3#, 
1... gd3a2. ^grxe5# ♦ a = closing of white line, b = 
unblock, c = capture of a guarding piece.

★  Other examples: 228, 1634, 1636.
= Alias: Motivwechsel (Ger.).

CHANGE, OF WEAKENING EFFECTS
Change of theme (or tactical effects) in two or 
more phases where the weakening motifs of the
matic black moves are different in each phase of 
the play. Preferably the problem should be enno
bled with changed mates. 292 shows cyclic shift 
o f weakening motifs in three variations with 
three changed mates between set and actual play.

292

HOFFMANN, Fritz
cm De Waarheid 1981

292: * l...^ g -a 2. ДеЗ#, 1... gxf5b 2. #xd6#, 1... 
Дхс6с 2. £>xc6# ♦ 1. £>g4! ~ 2. gd5#, l...£>g~b 
2. #xe4#, 1... gxf5c 2. £>xf5#, 1... Дхсба 2. 
ЧЙга7#, (1... £}е6 2. i£xd6#) ♦ a = opening of white 
line, b = unguard, c = exposure to capture.
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CHANGE, RADICAL
The strategy, defences and mates are all changed 
between two phases. Thus, a total change with 
changed strategy.

293: *1... exd5+ 2. £}e6#, 1... e5+ 2. £>d6#, 1... 
ДхеЗ 2. ^xe3# ♦ 1. ^хеб! ~2. <£|Ь5#, 1... ДС62. 
©xe4#, 1... £}d6 2. ^e5#, 1... ДхеЗ 2. £>e5# ♦ 
Self-blocking checks turned into unpins. Possibly a 
pioneer example.

★  Other example 1618.

CHANGE, RECIPROCAL
In two phases mates (or continuations) after the 
same two black defences are exchanged. 294 is 
one of the earliest two-move presentations.
In a threemover (or moremover) mates can be ex
changed between two variations (i.e. two varia
tions can be taken as two phases of play) after the 
same pair of black second moves (see 295).

There is yet another form in which the thematic 
moves are transferred from 1 st and 2nd moves to 
2nd and 3rd moves (see 296).

Pattern:
Reciprocal Chanqe
1 - a b
X * A В
Y В A

#2

294

MARI, Alberto
L 'Echiquier 1928

294:1... Af6«2. £хе7#А l.„ ^ f4 b2. £fxe3#B  ̂1. 
<£ie5! -  2. ^e4#, 1... ^fb* 2. £}xe3#B, 1... Af4b 
2. <£}xe7#A.

295

GOCKEL, Hubert
l.hm Schach-Aktiv 1998

295: L ДхП! - 2. ^grxe4+ fxe4,£pce4 3. gg5,£}f3#,
1... gxd2 2. ДЬЗ ~ 3. ge7#, 2... £d5* 3. 
#xd6#A 2... £>g8b3. ge6#B, 1... gxe3 2. ,&g8~
3. ge7#, 2... Qd5* 3. ge6#B, 2... £>xg8b 3. 
#xd6#A, (1... £}xd2 2. #b2+).

2 9 6 :1 . # ff8! (2. # x g 7 +  ф ё б  3. ДЬ4#), 1... g x e4 a 
2. 4_>f3+A £}xf3 3. ^rxg7#, 1... fxe4b 2. <£>xc4+B 
Д хе4 3. # f4 # , 1... ® d4 2. Д Ь 4 g x e4 a 3. 
£}xc4#B, 2... fxe4b 3. £>0#A.

★  Other examples: 462,688,930, 1686, 1697.
—> 5 ^  e/so; Turn Theme.
= Aliases: Exchanged Mates; Reciprocal Mates; Reflex 

Theme.

CHANGED CORRECTION
Changed mates (Mate. Changed) after a random 
move and corrective moves of one piece in two 
phases. The alias “Tagil Theme” is due to the 
work of composers from Nizhniy Tagil 
(Sverdlovsk region, Russia) and a theme tourney 
of the magazine “Na Smenu! ” from 1962.
297 : I. ^ g 4 ?  ~ 2. ^e6#, l...<£|d~ 2. #xe2#, 1... 

£ic3 2. #d4#, 1... £}e3 2. ^e4#, 1... £>f4 2. 
#f5#, 1... f5! ♦ 1. ^f7 ! ~ 2. ^e6#, l...£d~ 2. 
gxe2#, 1... £>c3 2. iLd4#, 1... £>e3 2. ge4#, 1... 
£>f4 2. ^xf6#.

#3
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297

BEREZHNOI, Yuri; 
LIVSHITS, Edouard
l.pr TTNa Smenu! 1962

= Allas: Tagil Theme.

CHANGED FUNCTIONS OF MOVES
In modem problems, especially in two-movers, 
one of the most frequent ways of organizing the 
thematic content of the problem. As for White, 
there can be, for instance, change of functions 
between the keys of the try play and mates in 
variations, the keys and threats may become 
mates in variations, or threats can become mates 
in variations. As for Black, the choice is more 
limited, but there are many themes where refuta
tions reappear as defences in actual play 
(Dombrovskis theme. Hannelius theme. Bannv 
theme and Vladimirov theme). The possibilities 
are further enhanced in three- and more-mover 
genres.
★  See examples: 218, 219, 220,475, 508, 1036,1597.
—>See also: Le Grand, Pseudo; Reversal 1; Reversal,

Threat; Urania Theme.

CHANGED PLAY, BRABEC TYPE
Changed play in a multi-phase problem is per
formed by spreading (distribution) a two-phase 
mechanism of change to three or more phases. 
According to Bassisty (Slovar terminov shakh- 
matnoi komposiciyi, 2004) the following are four 
typical methods of distribution (see also the pat
tern tables below):
(1) simple change of mates (298),
(2) transferred mates (299),
(3) reciprocal change (300),
(4) complete form of Rukhlis theme (301).
The theme can also be shown in less formal pat
terns, which have the common characteristic of 
Black’s changed defensive errors.

Patterns:

Brabec (1)
1 - a b
X * A В
Y C
Z D

Brabec 3
1 - a b
X * A В
Y A
Z В

Brabec (2)
1 - a b c d
X ift A В
Y A
Z В

Brabec (4)
1 - a b c d
X ft A В
Y C A
Z D В

CHANGED FUNCTIONS OF PIECES
This term has sense only if it refers to reciprocal 
or cyclic change of function of thematic black 
and/or white pieces.
★  See examples: 179,664.

CHANGED MATES
The same black moves are in different phases 
met with different mates.
★  See examples: 246, 579, 706,1075, 1092,1175.

CHANGED PLAY
Variations that are altered in some way from one 
phase to another, e.g. a mating move that occurs 
in the set play is replaced by another mate in the 
actual play. against the same defence.
★  See example 1372.
—► See also: Multi-Phase Changed Play.

298

MAKARONETS, Leonid
l.pr Makeyevskiy rabochiy 
1976

298: *1... Де4 2. Ad4#, 1... gxd6 2. ^d4# ♦ 1. 
£>d4? -  2. £f3#, 1 - Ae4 2. &f7#, (1... фе4 2. 
#el# ), 1... f5! ♦ l .^ c S I -2 .  £d7#, 1... gxd62. 
#c3#, (1... ®xd6 2. ДЬ8#).

299: *1... gc5 2. £d2#, 1... gd4 2. £a5# ♦ 1. 
g  d6? -  2. Дхё5#, 1... #c5  2. <^d2#, (I... #d4  2. 
£а5#), 1... gg5! ♦ 1. ge5! ~ 2. ^xd5#, 1... #d4 
2. £а5#,(1... ^c5  2. ^xfl#).
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#2

300: *1... g d x d 6 2. £>d3#, i . . .  g f xd6 2. £>g6# ♦ 1. 
^c3?~ 2 . ^xd4# , 1... g x d 6 2. £}d3#,(l... g x f4  
2. ДхГ4#), 1... hxg4! ♦ 1. ^ g 7 !  ~ 2. ^ x f 6#, 1... 
g d x d 6 2. £}g6#, 1... gdxf4  2. Axf4#, 1... ® xd6 
2. #c7#.

301

RUDENKO, Valentin F .; 
SHEDEY, Sergey
Lpr Shakhmaty 1975

301: *1... gg5 2. ^d6#, 1... ДхЬ2 2. gd4# ♦ 1. 
<£,xd6?~2.#f5#, 1... gg5 2. &df5#, 1... gxd6+ 
2. Axd6#, (1... Деб 2. £f7#), 1... ДхЬ2! ♦ 1. 
£xd4! -  2. #f5#, 1... ДхЬ2 2. £}df5#, 1... 
Axd4+ 2. gxd4#, (1... £^e3 2. £}e6#).

CHANGED PLAY, COMPLEX
Occurs in multi-phase problems which have dis
tinct change mechanisms for each phase. This 
kind of mechanism is, for instance, Changed play 
in Stocchi form, where there is reciprocal change 
between two phases and, additionally, mate 
transference between two phases; or Chepizny

type of changes, which has transferred and 
changed mates in at least three phases.

CHANGED PLAY, CYCLIC
Three kinds of cyclic changes of play can be dis
tinguished:
(a) Horizontal Type (Lacnv theme. Dombro- 

Lacnv theme, Kiss theme and Burasevic 
theme):

(b) Vertical Type (Rice cycle (Zagoruiko, Cy
clic). Ukrainian theme (Le Grand. Cyclic\ 
Ceriani theme and Reeves cycle):

(c) Complete Type (the number of thematic 
white moves equals to number of changes; 
full forms of Ladny, Shedey, Burasevic and 
Kiss. Cycles of this type have not been com
posed without sometimes very heavy twins or 
other concessions.

CHANGED STRATEGY
The strategy changes between two phases, but 
both defences and mates remain unchanged. In 
302 there are four variations with changed strat
egy. In the set play the black Knights interfere 
with the black Queen at d5, whereas Black’s 
Bishop or Rook self-block the square. After 
the key the moves o f the Rook and Bishop to 
c3 constitute Grimshaw interferences. without 
self-block; and the Knights’ moves to d5 are 
self-blocks, not interferences.
1 The pioneer problem showing changed strategy was 

composed in 1942 by Gustav Jonsson, the highly orig
inal Swede.

302

HANNEMANN, Knud
l.pl Denmark-Norway 
1946

302: *1... £>bd5 2. gc6#, 1... £>cd5 2. Дхаб#
(gc6?), 1... gxc3 2. #e4# (#e2?), 1... ДхсЗ 2. 
^e2#(^e4?) ♦ 1. £>d5! ~2. ^Ь4#, 1... £bxd5 2. 
gc6#, 1... £}cxd5 2. Дхаб# (gc6?), 1... gc3 2. 
#e4#, 1... ДсЗ 2. #e2#.

—> See also: Change, Radical; Changed Play:
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CHARLES XII AT BENDER
The famous story by Samuel Loyd and probably 
the best problem tale ever written is the sketch 
Charles XII at Bender. The story introduces an 
imaginary incident during the siege of Charles 
the Twelfth of Sweden by the Turks at Bender in 
1713.
“Charles beguiled this period by means o f drills 
and chess, and used frequently to play with his 
minister, Christian Albert Grothusen, some o f the 
contests being mentioned by Voltaire. One day 
while so engaged, the game had advanced to this 
stage (see diagram), and Charles (White) had 
just announced mate in three.
Scarcely had he uttered the words, when a Turk
ish bullet, shattering the window, dashed the 
white Knight off the board in fragments. 
Grothusen startled violently, but Charles, with 
utmost coolness, begged him to put back the 
other Knight and work out the mate, observing 
that it was pretty enough. But another glance at 
the board made Charles smile: We do not need 
the Knight. I  can give it to you and still mate in 
four! *
Who would believe it, he had scarcely spoken 
when another bullet flew across the room, and 
the Pawn at h2 shared the fate o f the Knight. 
Grothusen turned pale. ‘You have our good 
friends the Turks with you, *said the King uncon
cerned, ‘it can scarcely be expected that I  should 
contend against such odds; but let me see if  I  can 
dispense with that unlucky Pawn. I  have it! * he 
shouted, with a tremendous laugh, 7  have great 
pleasure in informing you that there is undoubt
edly a mate in five. ’
Nor would Charles permit Grothusen to leave till 
he had solved the problem. It is perhaps not very 
remarkable that the minister, fearful o f a repeti
tion o f such chess battles, left the encampment 
the next day and joined those Swedes who took 
sides with the enemy. "
(Taken from Alain C. White’s “Sam Loyd and 
His Chess Problems ”, 1913)
In the original three-mover, F. Amelung has 
pointed out, in the “Baltische Schachblattery\  
1900, that if the first bullet had destroyed the 
Rook instead of the Knight, Charles would have 
had an equal opportunity of showing his analyti
cal powers by announcing a mate in six!
S Samuel Loyd (1830-1914).

303:a) 1. g xg3! - 2 .  8 h3+ J h 4  3. g4#, 1... Д xg3 2. 
£>f3 Д - 3 .  g4# ♦ b) without £)el, Mate in 4:
1. hxg3! Де1 2. Bg4 ilx g 3  3. Bxg3 ~ 4 . Bh3#,
1... Д с 5  2. S g 4  Д е 7  3. B h 4 + Дх114 4. g4# ♦
c) second position without £  h2, Mate in 5: I. 
Bb7! A g l2 .  В Ы  Д Ь2 3. B e l ® h44. ® g6~ 5 . 
Be4#, 3... A g l 4. B xg l -  5. B h l# , 1... A d4 
(Д с5 ,Д еЗ) 2. B b l ДТ6 3. B h l+  Д Ь4 4. B h2 
gxh2 5. g4# ♦ d) first position without 8g7, 
Mate in 6:1. £13! Де1 2. £>xel <gh4 3. h3 фЬ5
4. фТ6 <3?h4 5. ® g 6 h5 6. £)f3# (but also 4. £ d 3  
<J>h4 5. £>f4 h5 6. £^g6#.

CHASE THEME
A variation of Grab theme where black piece 
moves at least twice before it is captured.

304

PRZEPIORKA, David
l.hm Tidskriftfor Schack 
1922

304:1. #d6! (2. феЗ Д~3. #xd3), 1... ДЬ5 2. #f4
Де2 3. ^ f5  ДВ/Д£4/ДЬ5 4. ^ х Д #  (2....фе2
3. #e5+<®>dl 4. #xh5#), 1... Ag42. ^d5  Де23. 
^ f5  Af3/jflj4/Ah5 4. ^ х Д #  (2... фе2 3. ©e4+ 
<g>dl 4. ^xg4#), 1... Д О  2. #g6  Де2 3. #f5 
ДО/Д£4/ДЬ5 4. # х Д #  (2... фе2 3. ©xd3+ 
<g>dl 4. ^xf3#.

-> See also: Grab Theme.
2  Alias: Abfangidee (Ger.).

CHATRANG
The name which Persians gave to chess when it 
spread to Persia in the early 7th century. The 
game, like its name, was obviously derived from 
chaturansa. as the rules and the nature of the
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pieces remained the same. The term “checkmate” 
is derived from the Persian “shah-mat” -  “King 
is helpless (or defeated)”.

CHATURANGA
Chaturanga (Sanskrit for “four-membered” or 
“four elements”) is an ancient Indian game, de
veloped around 550 in Punjab, and is presumed 
to be the common ancestor o f  the games o f chess, 
shogi, and тактик, and related to xiangqi and 
janggi. A movement o f King, Rook, Knight and 
Pawn in modem chess move is the same as in the 
Chaturanga, except castling and Pawn’s double 
step. The traces o f other Chaturanga pieces can 
be found nowadays in fairy chess composition in 
view o f fairy pieces Fers, Alfil and Elephant. The 
major change in the rules compared with the 
game’s Indian ancestor was the obligation to 
parry a threat to the King.

CHECK, CAPTURE
A direct check is met by a capture o f the checking 
piece.
★  See example 1277.

CHECK, CONSECUTIVE  
One side (Black or White) gives 2 or more con
secutive checks. 305.
In a retro play a series (2 or more) o f consecutive 
checks are retracted.

305

DAWSON, Thomas R.
Chess Amateur 1922

305: 1. ®d6+ <3?f4 2. ф с 6+ ®f3 3. фЬ5+ ф е2  4. 
фа5+ c4#.

★  Other examples: 1479, 1648.

CHECK, COUNTER
Check is answered by a check to the opponent’s 
King.
Alain C. White divides White’s Counter-Checks 
into three types:
(1) Direct Return Capture Check (checking piece 

is captured with a simultaneous check)

h#4

(2) Royal Battery Check (white King gives a dis
covered check)

(3) Cross-Check (a white man plays on the check 
line)

In cases (1) and (3) White’s counter-check can be 
direct (by the man who moves) or indirect (the 
check-parrying unit does not give check), whereas 
in case (2) White’s check is always indirect.

CHECK, DIRECT
Direct attack to the opponent’s King.
★  See examples: 309, 1542.

CHECK, DISCOVERED
Check given by the rear-piece o f a battery after 
the front-piece has left the battery-line.
★  See examples: 305,401, 841,1072.

CHECK, DOUBLE
Simultaneous attack to the opponent’s King by 
two pieces. In orthodox chess it means that the 
battery is opened with check by both (rear and 
front) pieces. In fairy chess there are numerous 
ways to attack simultaneously the enemy King 
by two or even more pieces.
★  See examples: 310, 1008.

CHECK, INTERMEDIATE [E]
Endgame idea: White’s unexcpected checking 
move, necessary for win or draw, and its prepara
tion and motivation form the leading motive o f  a 
study.

306

TAVARIANI, Revaz
2-3.pr= Shakhmatv v SSSR 
1989 '

_____________________________________________CHA-CHE

306: L g g 3 +  фе4! 2. gg4+ <g>f3 (2... ф Е  3. g c4  
g d l+  4. Д ё2! gxd2+ 5. ф с7  ф е5  6. ф сб  g f2  7. 
ф с5  g f 88. фЬ5[6]=)3. g g 3+ (3 . g c 4 ?  g d l+ 4 .  
^ d 2  gxd2+  5. ф е7  ф еЗ-+ ) фТ4 4. g c3 ! g d l+  
5, фс8! c l ^  6. ilg3+! ®g4 7. gxcl gxcl+  8. 
Дс7 = ♦ White’s 3. g g 3 +  and 5. ф с 8! make 
sense only in the light o f the possibility 6. iLg3+ 
before the capture of the promoted Queen.

s  Alias: In-Between Check.
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CHECK, PERPETUAL [E]
1. Endgame drawing theme: One side continu
ally attacks (checks) the opponent’s King which 
the other side cannot avoid.
2. A problem theme: A solution or a variation 
consists o f checks o f both sides.

307

KUZNETSOV,
Anatoliy G ; 
SAKHAROV, Boris A.
l.hm All-Russian KFS Ту 
1957 '

307s 1. a8£}+! (1. a8# ?  # b 4 +  2. ДхЬ2-+)
^xa8  2. ^f2+  фаб 3. ^rf6+ and now: a) 3... ДЬб 
4. ^ f l+  фа7 (4... b5??) 5. # a l+  фЬ8 6. ^h8+  
фа7 7. ^ a l+  =; b) 3... Ьб 4. ^ a l+  фЬ7 (4... 
Да5+??) 5. # h l+  фЬ8 6. ^h8+  фа7 7. ^ a l+  = 
♦ Д /P Grimshaw on b6.

308:1. &d6l (2. £>Ь8#), 1... &c5+ 2. <g>f5+ <^e4+ 3. 
Де5#, 1... £>g5+ 2. феЗ+ £>e4(xf3)+ 3. £f4#, 
(1... ®xd6 2. £e5+, 1... b5 2. фе5+ £xf3+ 3. 
lgrxf3#).

★  Other example 1507.
—> See also: Perpetual Attack.

CHECK, PROTECTION
A piece plays to a certain square in order to shield 
a King from a check. In the retro play this is also 
known as Retro shielding.

CHECK, PROVOCATION
A move allows check by the opposite side (which 
was not possible before that move).

309

KNdPPEL, Jan
2.pr Tidskriftfor Schack 
I960

309: L фхеб! ~ 2. ^e5#, 1... ^h3+ 2. £}xh3#, 1... 
#e2+ 2. £хе2#, i... g e3+ 2. ^хеЗ#, 1... ^ 4 +
2. gxg4#, 1... £f8+ 2. ^xf8#, 1... £>g5+ 2. 
^xg5#, 1... £>c7+2. ^xc7#, 1... £>d4+2. ^xd4# 
♦ From 0 checks to 8!.

#2

★  Other examples: 290,663. 
= Alias: Exposure To Check.

CHECK, TEMPO
A checking tempo move by White or Black.

h#2 b) 4 e2
310s a) 1. ДЫ + gd3 (£}c4?) 2. gc2 gd5# ♦ b) 1. 

ga4+ £}c4 (gd3?) 2. £}d4 £^a3#.
s  Alias: Tempo Check.

CHECK, UNPROVIDED
In the initial position, a check for which White 
has no reply in the number o f moves indicated in 
the stipulation. It is a constructional flaw, usually 
the more serious the shorter the problem is. It 
does not necessarily mar the problem, if the key, 
for instance, has some compensatory element, or 
the composer aims at some task achievement.
★  See examples: 258, 399, 1037,1268, 1623.

CHECK-CREATION THEME
A logical idea: White’s main plan is not effective 
until his kernel move is a check, when Black has 
to parry it.
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311

JOHANDL, Alois
cm Suomen Shakki 1990-1

311:1. £}g3? £>e2! 2. £xe2/gxe2 #xg3/gxg3! ♦
1. £e8! ®f5 2. £g3+! #xg3/gxg3 3. £d6+ 
феб 4. gxe3+/flxg4+ #xe3/gxg4 5. ^xg4/ 
gxe3#.

CHECKERS THEME [E]
Endgame theme: in the course o f  solution arises 
such an arrangement o f  black pieces that White 
can eliminate them one by one using the fork.

312

KUBBEL, Leonid L
Listok Shakhmatnogo 
Kruzhka Petrogubkommuni 
1921

312: 1. #e4+ фЬ8 2. gb6+ ДхЬб (2... фс8 3. 
#Ь7+ фё7 4. £*е5+ фе7 5. i^xcl+ фе8 6. 
^сб+) 3. ф аб gd7  4. #а8+  фха8 5. £хЬб+ 
фЬ8 6. £}xd7+ +—.

= Aliases: Draughts Theme; Shashechnaya tema (Rus.).

CHECKING KEY EXTRAVAGANCE
White has at least three tries and a key that are all 
checks. The ensuing play or the keys o f  each 
phase are thematically related to one another.

313:1. фа6+? феб! (2. ge7?) ♦ 1. фа4+? фе4! (2. 
#c2?) ♦ 1. фс6+? ®g6! (2. £h4?) ♦ 1. фс4+? 
®g4! (2. £>h6?) ♦ 1. фЬ4+!, 1... феб 2. ge7#,
1... фе4 2. #c2#, 1... ®g6 2. £h4#, 1... ®g4 2.
<£ih6#.

—> See also: Key, Checking.

CHECKING ZIG-ZAG [F]
Fairy condition. Black must always give check 
when it can. When having options, it may choose 
which one to take.

S Inventors: see Capturing zig-zag Chicco & Porreca 
assume that the condition may have an old origin and 
refer to a problem nr. 206 in Civis Bononiae with a 
stipulation “Mate with Alfino in 12 moves; White must 
check on every move”. [ “Di^ionario Enciclopedico digit 
Scacchi”. U. Mursia & C: Milano 1971].

= Alias: Schach-Zickzack (Ger.).

CHECKLESS CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Neither side is allowed to check 
until on the mating move.
S Invented in German-speaking part of Europe before 

1850.
= Alias: Prohibition Chess.

CHECKLOCK [F]
Fairy condition. Special case o f  checkmate in 
which the player to move has physically no 
move.

CHECKS, ALTERNATION OF
This term refers to either o f two “nameless” 
themes:
1. Non-checking variations from one phase 
are checking in another, and vice versa, with 
changed mates (Mate. Changed). See 316.
2. All thematic variations should be with checks 
in one and without checks in another phase. See 
315.
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315

MANSFIELD, Comins
2.pr LaSettimana 
Enigmistica 1935

315: *1... ftc7+2. ^xc7#, 1... gxe4+2. Дхе4#^ 1. 
ф«5! -  2. Дхс5#, L.. Дс14+ 2. Де5#, 1... ДеЗ+
2. ftc5#, 1... Дхс16+ 2. ftb5#, 1... g fl+  2. f t  С#, 
(1... ftc7 2. ^хс7#, 1... ftd7 2. ^d5#, 1... gxe4 
2. Дхе4#).

#2
316:1. g d l? ~ 2 . ^ c l# , 1...^ a 5 2. ftd6#, 1... #c5  

2. ^xc5#, 1... ^e5  2. ftb6#, 1... ^c6! ♦ 1. ^g4! 
~ 2. ^e2#, 1... ©a5+ 2. d5#, 1... ^c5+ 2. dxc5#,
1... ^e5+  2. dxe5#, (I... ^g3(h2) 2. ftb6#).

CHENEY THEME
In defence o f a threemover Black pins white 
piece. White unpins pinned white piece on his 
second move.
I  Richard E. Cheney (1908-1967).

317

CHENEY, Richard E.
Cincinnati Enquirer 1936

317:1. ftaxc5!~2. ftb3/ftb7#, 1... Дх£22. # d 4 ~
3. ftb3/ftb7#, 2... £xd4,gxc5,ftxc5 3. ga2, 
#al,# d 8 # .

CHENEY-LOYD THEME
A line-moving piece makes a critical move over 
the square where another piece of the same col
our intercepts it. The active power of intercepted 
piece is suppressed permanently, opposed to the 
temporary suppression in Indian theme.
As a direct voluntary combination, in orthodox 
problems it makes sense only when executed by 
White, in order to avoid the Black’s stalemate. In 
other genres, especially in helpmates, theme can 
be convincingly implemented with black pieces, 
or even as in a bicolor form (i.e. with interference 
by the piece of opposite colour).
1 George N. Cheney (1837-1861).

318

CHENEY, George N.
Brooklyn Standard 1860

318:1. Да8! fxg4 2. фЬ7 ®d5 3. gd3#, (1... f4 2. 
Д е4~3. gd3#).

★  Other example 238.

CHEPIZHNY MECHANISM
A three-phase mechanism involving complete 
Sushkov (Sushkov. Complete) and a mate after 
Black has blocked the new flight that White has 
granted it in each phase.
Ш Viktor I. Chepizhny (1934).

319

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
l-2.pr= Shakhmaty 1981

#2
319: *l... gxc4 2. ftb3#, 1... Дхс4 2. ftc2# ♦ 1. 

ftd2?~2. ftc2#, 1... fte3 2. ftab3#, 1... gxc42. 
ftdb3#, 1... b3! ♦ 1. ftd6! -2 . ftb3#, 1... ftc5 2. 
ftc2#, 1... ДхЬЗ 2. ftxf5#, (1... фс5 2. #a7#).
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CHEPIZHNY THEME
One changed and one transferred mate across 
three or more phases.
Pattern:

Chepizhnv
1 - a b c d
X ft A D
Y В D
Z C D

320

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
I-2.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1965

320: 1... фхе5+ 2. gf6#, 1... Q f5  2. £>xg6# ♦ 1. 
gc6? -  2. gc4#, 1... фе4+ 2. gf6#, 1... £>f5 2. 
gg4#, 1... ДеЗ! ♦ 1. gb6! ~ 2. gb4#, 1... ®e3+ 
2. gf6#, 1... <£,f5 2. <£,g2#, (1». ДеЗ 2. еб#).

CHERNET THEME
A try and the key are made by the same piece 
which sacrifices itself on two different squares. 
The try is not refuted by the capture o f the sacri
ficed piece.

321

CHERNET, R.
L ’Eehiquier Frangais 1957

321:1. #c4! (2. # /Д х ё4#) gxc4 2. £g l# , 1... f5! 
♦ 1. ^d7! ~ 2. ^xg4#, 1... gxd7 2. £>gl#, 1... f5 
2. gh7#.

CHERNOUS THEME [H]
A black thematic line-piece В  gives a check 
which is interposed by white thematic piece W  
with its self-pin. W  is then directly unpinned by 
move o f which eventually makes a self-block. 
W  gives a mate.

#2

322

CHERNOUS, Vladimir; 
MEINKING, Daniel
5Mm harmonic 1998

h#3 211...
322:1. geg6 <£,d2 2. ^ d l+  £}b3 3. ^ g 4  £}d4# ♦ 1. 

ggg6 £}de5 2. ^d4+ c4 3. ^ f6  <£}e3#.

C H tR O N ’S RULE [E]
Simplified method o f calculation in a Pawn end
game.
A French analyst A. Cheron deduced that, in 
order to determine whether two isolated white 
Pawns without the aid o f their King can promote, 
it is necessary to add the number o f the rank the 
Pawns are on to the number which denotes a 
distance between them. If the sum is equal to or 
greater than seven, one o f the Pawns can 
promote.
If the calculation is made for Black then rank 8 
should be taken as 1, rank 7 as 2, etc.
§ Andre Cheron (1895-1980).
= Alias: Rule Seven.

323

CHfcRON, Andre
Lehr-und Handbuch der 
Endspiele/H 2nd ed. S. 
Engelhardi: 
Berlin-Frohnau 1964

ш УяШ Ww, %
Ш  ШЪА__ш __ш __ш _

324

CHfcRON, Andre
Lehr-und Handbuch der 
Endspiele/112nd ed. S. 
Engelhardt: 
Berlin-Frohnau 1964

1 Vladimir Chernous (1933). + B TM
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323: Keeping on these squares, King can hold draw: if
1... d5 then 2. ф е5  h5 3. <3?xd5 h4 4. ф е4  and King 
is inside the quadrant. But not l<8?e[g]6? h[d]5! 2. 
<S>f5 d[h]h5! and Pawns have advanced too far. 3rd 
rank + 3 files between the pawns = 6. 4th rank + 3 
files = 7.

326: 1. £d7? (2. <£,Ь6#) Дха5! ♦ 1. £>g6? (2. 
£>xe7#) Ag5! ♦ 1. £>xe6? (2. £}c7#) ДЬЗ! ♦
1. gc6! (2. #c4+), 1... #xd4 2. £>d7 Дха5 3. 
£e3#, 1... gaxd4 2. £>g6 Ag5 3. <£,b4#, 1... 
ghxd4 2. <£}хеб ДЬЗ 3. Де4# ♦ Thematic 
squares: e3,b4 and e4.

324: 6th rank + 1 file = 7. If the black King has to 
move, Black loses: 1...фа(с)7 2. c(a)7 etc.

325

KL1NG, Jacob (Joseph) 
HORWITZ, Bernhard
Chess Studies 1851

325: 1. фГ4 ф Ь б 2. ф й  ф с 7  3. ф й  ф Ь 6 4. 
феб! ф с7  5. ®d5 h5 6. Ь6+ фхЬб 7. <g>xd6 +-. 
Exception to the rule. White can even win, because 
King can leave f-file owing to a threat.

CHESS, CONSISTENT [F]
Fairy condition. In a series-mover (Series Play) 
problem the legality o f the position is determined 
after every move.
1 Invented by Michel Caillaud (1957) in 1979. 

CHICCO 2 THEME
Logical idea in at least two variations: in the ini
tial position, Black guards thematic squares with 
two pieces. W hite’s attempts are refuted by 
one Black’s thematic piece. After the key, Black 
self-pins the other thematic piece, and White can 
carry out his main plan, since the Black piece’s 
original refutation is followed by a mate that 
takes advantage o f the self-pin.
Ш Adriano Chicco (1907-1990).

326

VLADIMIROV,
Yakov G ;
KOPAYEV, Vyacheslav
l.pl WCCT1981-3

CHICCO-MOSCOW THEME
White threatens with a double-check mate. Black 
simultaneously defends against the attack o f both 
pieces. Such a defence is possible only by clos
ing o f one white line and opening o f one black 
line.

327

GULYAYEV, Aleksandr P.
l.pr Svesoyuzny tourney 
USSR 1931 '

327:1. d4! ~ 2. dxe5#, 1... £ d 5  2. ^ с б # , 1... £}d3 2. 
# еб # , 1... A d5 2. ^ c 7 # , 1... Д<13 2. £Ь 7# , 1... 
gbd2  2. Д Ь4# ♦ etc.

★  Other example 645.
—> See also: Ekstrom Theme. 
= Alias: Chicco Defence.

CHINESE PIECES [F]
A popular group o f fairy pieces adopted from (or
inspired by) Chinese chess Xiangqi:
Pao (or Cannon): Moves like Rook but captures 

an enemy unit by hopping along the Rook
lines over another unit o f either colour. Check 
is given over another unit.

Vao: Moves like Bishop but captures an enemy 
unit by hopping along the Bishop-lines over 
another unit o f either colour. Check is given 
over another unit.

Leo: Combines the powers o f Pao and Vao.
Mao (or Horse): Moves and captures like Knight, 

but its move consists o f one orthogonal and 
one diagonal step. The first (i.e. orthogonal) 
square must be vacant.

Moa: Moves and captures like Knight, but its 
move consists o f one diagonal and one or-
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thogonal step. The first (i.e. diagonal) square 
must be vacant.

Nao: Moves like a Nizhtrider but captures an en
emy unit by hopping along Nightrider-lines 
over another unit o f either colour. Check is 
therefore given over another unit.

§ Introduced to a wider European publicity by P. 
Seyfert-Bitterfeld in the February 1936 issue of Die 
Schwalbe.

CHUMAKOV THEME [H]
In a helpmate problem two pieces captured in 
one phase self-block in another phase.
S Gennadi Chumakov (1942).

328

CHUMAKOV, Gennady
Ideal Mate Review 1990

328: *1... £>d4 2. £>c2 ДЬ5 3. <£,b4 <&e2# ♦ 1. Д еб  
4^xa3 2. фЬЗ £}c2 3. ф а2  Дхеб#.

CIRCE [F]
Fairy condition. When a capture is made, the 
captured unit (except a King) is replaced on its 
rebirth square if  it is empty; otherwise, the cap
tured unit vanishes. 329

There are numerous variations o f Circe genre, 
some o f the most popular being:

Anti-Circe: When a capture is made, the captur
ing unit (including King) must come back to its 
rebirth square: if  this square is occupied, the cap
ture is forbidden. A Pawn capturing on its pro
motion rank promotes before it is reborn. Unless 
otherwise stated, captures on the rebirth square 
are forbidden. 330

Chameleon-Circe: When a capture is made, the 
captured unit (Queen, Rook, Bishop or Knight) is 
transformed
and is then replaced on its rebirth square if  it is 
empty; otherwise, the captured unit vanishes.

h#3*

Contra-Circe: The rebirth square is o f the oppo
site colour to the colour o f the square where the 
capture took place.
Equipollents-Circe: When a capture is made, 
the captured unit (except a King) is immediately 
reborn equipollent (same distance, same direc
tion) to the capturing move. Example: if  
g h lx ^ )h 3 , then the & is reborn on h5 (same 
distance h3-h5 as hl-h3). If the equipollent 
square is not empty, the captured unit vanishes.
Kamikaze Circe: A capturing unit disappears, 
the captured unit is reborn according to Circe 
rules.
Mars-Circe: A piece can capture only such 
pieces as it could capture if  it was standing on its 
normal Circe rebirth square, and it may capture 
any such piece regardless o f where it is in fact 
standing, provided that the rebirth square is not 
occupied by any other piece.
Mirror-Circe: Captures are as in Circe, but the 
captured unit is reborn on the rebirth square o f its 
counterpart o f the opposite colour (for instance, 

is reborn on d8, on white square is reborn 
on g8, etc.)
Parrain-Circe: A piece captured on square X 
will be reborn on a square Y such that the geo
metric relation between X and Y is the same as 
that between the starting and finishing squares o f  
the next move after the capture. If Y is occupied, 
or would be outside the board, the captured piece 
disappears.
Platzwechsel-Circe (PWC) or Interchange 
Circe: When a capture is made, the captured unit 
(except a King) is replaced on the square the cap
turing unit just leaves. A Pawn is immovable on 
its 1 st rank.
Super-Circe: When a capture is made, the cap
tured unit (except a King) can be replaced on any 
empty square. A wP reborn on the 1st rank, or a 
bP on the 8th, cannot be moved.
Anti-Super-Circe: When a capture is made, the 
capturing unit is replaced on any empty square. A 
£; reborn on the 1 st rank, or a ±  on the 8th, can
not be moved. Unless otherwise stated, captures 
on the rebirth square are forbidden.
1 The rules of circe chess were first detailed by Pierre 

Monreal (1916-2002) and Jean-Pierre Boyer (1935
1986) in an article in Probleme, 1968.
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329

BOYER, Jean-Pierre; 
MONRtAL, Pierre
Probleme 1968 /  (v)

329:l.£> b 8~2 . # x c l# ,  1... g x e 4 ( g h l) 2 .  ^ d 2 # ,
1.. . ^ e 3  2. £ x e3 (# d 8 )# , 1... # c 3  2. £>xf2(f7)#,
1.. . ^ d 2  2. ^ x d 2 (^ d 8 )# , I... d2 2. ^ c 2 # , 1... 
£}b3/£>a2 2. g x e l(^ d 8 )# , 1... £>e2 2. £ e3 # .

h#2 2111
Anticirce

330: 1. 4}f5 # x b 3 ( # d l)  2. g b 8  # d 4 #  ♦ 1. A g8 
^ x b l ( ^ d l )  2. <^e5 # f3 # .

★  Other example 834.

#2 Circe

CIVIS BONONIAE
Civis Bononiae (the citizen o f Bologna) is the 
pseudonym o f the compiler o f a large collection 
o f  chess problems from the middle o f 15th cen
tury. It contains 288 positions, o f  which, com
pared to Bonus Socius, 94 were new.

+
331: 1. g h 5 ! gxh5  2. g a6 +  ®c5(d5,e5) 3. g a5 +  

and 4. gxh5.

CLEARANCE
In general, the movement o f one piece so that an
other can move to a particular square. In square 
vacation the first piece moves so that the second 
can occupy the square on which it stood; in line 
vacation the first piece moves so that the second 
can pass over the square on which it stood on the 
way to its destination; line clearance, also 
known as the Bristol clearance. is a particular 
type o f line vacation in which a piece moves 
along a line so that another piece can move be
hind it along the same line in the same direction; 
line voidance is defined as a clearance in oppo
site direction, also known as voidance or Lovds 
clearance.

Another type o f  clearance is the Annihilation 
shaped line opening.

★  See examples: 487, 1294.

CLEARANCE, BENDED
Two (or more) pieces clear a way for other piece 
along two or more lines.

332:1. g h 7 ! d2 2. g a 8  d3 3. # a 7  g ~  4. #g7 # . 

= Aliases: Bended Clearance; Knickbahnung (Ger.).

CLEARANCE, BICOLOR
A piece moves along a line so that a piece o f the 
other colour can move along the same line. The 
clearance may be a voluntary or involuntary one, 
and a Black-White or White-Black clearance, de
pending on the stipulation o f the problem.

333: 1 g a~ 7?  ga7 ! ♦ 1. g h 7 ! (~), 1... g a 4 ,g a 5 , 
g a 6 ,g a 7  2. g c2 +  g d 4 ,g e 5 ,g f 6 ,g g 7  3.£>xd3 
(1... g a 8  2. ^ x a8 +  фхЬ2 3. g c7 ) ♦ White-Black 
(anticipatory) clearance on 7th rank.
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s#3

333

RttBESAMEN, Hermann
Suddeutsche Schachblatter 
1908

CLEARANCE, BLACK  
A maneuver which Black can perform as a defen
sive combination in direct mate problems and 
studies, or as co-operative maneuver in a help
mate.

334: L ДГ4 g h 8  2. Д е5  Д хЫ  3. ДхЬ8 Да8! 4.
Д а  И 5. h 8 #  #b7[g2] 6. # Ь 2 +  =

★  Other example 238.
—> See also: Bristol Clearance.

CLEARANCE, PERI-CRITICAL
Two line-pieces stand on same line. The front 
piece, instead o f moving directly to its destina
tion, clears the line for the rear piece by stepping 
aside on a parallel line, moves along it and finally 
on the original line to its destination. In a normal 
clearance, the maneuver takes only one move, in 
the peri-clearance three moves.

335: L Д а7? g5! 2. Д Ь8 £}g6 3. Д ё б  e4/g4! ♦ 1.
Д(16! £}g6 2. Д Ь8 e4 3. Д а7  g x c l  4. # b 6 #  ♦ 
Complete rendering: the white Bishop starts from 
the thematic line.

-> See also: Bristol Clearance; Herlin.
^ Aliases: Peri-Bristol; Peri-Clearence.

CLEARANCE, SACRIFICIAL  
The front piece o f the two doubled line-pieces 
moves along the line to sacrifice itself, thus mak
ing the sacrifice square or the square beyond it 
available for the rear piece.

336

M0LLER, Jergen
Nationaltidende 15.12.1918

3 3 6 : 1. g ~ 8 ?  A g 8  2. a 8 ^ +  Д а 2  3. ? ♦ L g g 8 !  
Д x g 8  2. a 8 # +  Д а 2  3. # h 8 #  ♦ (1... ® a2 2. g b 8  
~ 3 .a 8 ^ /g # ) .

★  Other example 240.
= Alias: Opferbahnung (Ger.).

CLEARANCE, VACATION
A move o f a unit along or off the line to enable 
another unit, usually o f same colour, to exploit it. 
-> See also: Bristol Clearance; Doubling, Turton.

CO-AUTHOR
A person who has given essential contribution to 
the creation o f a composition, but is not the origi
nator o f its idea and basic matrix.
—> See also: Joint Composition.

CODEX
First drawn up in Piran in 1958 by The Perma
nent Commission o f the FIDE for Chess Compo
sitions (The PCCC), the document discusses the 
general principles o f composition, solving and 
publishing o f chess compositions. It is intended 
to be descriptive rather than restricting, and to of
fer guidelines in the areas where there has not 
previously been central guidance.
The first part o f  The Codex defines chess 
composition in four chapters entitled: I -  Gen
eral Principles, II -  Types o f  Chess Composi-

#3
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tion, III -  Soundness, and IV -  Miscellaneous 
Conventions.
The second part entitled “The Chess Composi
tion and the Public” is divided into three chap
ters: V -  Publication, VI -  Priority, and VII -  
Tournaments.
Finally there are annexes, the first one discussing 
Public Lectures and Solving Tournaments, and 
the second one offering Guidelines for the Orga
nization of Tournaments.
Each part is accompanied by extensive footnotes, 
which can be found in the end o f the document.
The Codex has been revised and amended a few 
times after its first release.

COHERENT SYNTHESIS [E]
Implementation o f two ideas in an endgame. 
During the first combination (idea) White pre
pares the ground for the next one. There should 
be established an organic link between two com
binations (ideas).

ШЩ, p

Ж  Ш  '
ш

х ф  щ * ,, и ц р  BRON, Vladimir А.
Ш . Ш Ж Ш ’. Ш  2.hm КиЬЬеШТ.

Щ'л Ж

m ...я
н

Ж

337

Shakhmaty v SSSR 1946

+
337s 1.c4! Д хс4 2. d7 (2. ^ d 5 ?  ^ x d 5  3. d7 gg2+  4. 

®h3 gg3+ )2 ... g d 3 3 . Д В + !* (3 . A d5?  gd2+! 
4. ® g l gxd5! 5. g 8 #  g d l+ )*  3... ® h6 4. ^ d 5 !  
g d 2 +  (4... gxd5? 5. g 8 #  g d2+  6. ^ g 2 !)  5. 
® g l!  (5. <J?h3? Axd5! 6. d 8 ^  Д е6+) 5... g x d 5  
6. g 8 ^+ ! <g>g5 7. Д с !+  ®>f5! 8. £>e7+ ® e6 9. 
£}xd5 ® xd7 10. £}xb6+ ® c6 11. Qxc4 +-.

COLOURING PROBLEM [F]
Fairy condition. In the initial position or after the 
key each white piece (the King excluded), in 
turn, is changed to black with an unchanged stip
ulation.
§ Invented by Olavi Riihimaa (1920-1987).

338:1. ge8 ! ♦ b f td 5 :1. ^ g 8  ga8# ; Ь Д с 5 :1. ДЮ 
g a 8 # ;b g e 8 :1. g e 4  ДхЬ7# ♦ 1. g I8 ? b ^ c 5 ! ,  1. 
g d 8 ?  bgd8 !.

White moves, after that h#l 
Colouring Problem

COMBINATION
A sequence o f moves with two or more pieces of 
the same colour to fulfill certain plan. Sidler de
fines it as “Coordination o f the effects o f at least 
two moves o f one side ”.
Almost every solution o f a chess problem or 
study can be regarded as constituting a combi
nation or rather series o f combinations. The 
concept has a specific meaning in logical prob
lems which are discussed under Logical combi
nation.

COMBINATIVE SEPARATION
Three (or more) threats come after black 
defences in all possible combinations o f triple 
(quadruple), dual and unique mates. Optionally 
(and preferably) in addition to these there should 
be at least one black defence which prevents all 
threats and introduces a new mate.
Pattern:

Combinative Separation
1 - a b I c d e f Я (h)
X ABC ABC AB I AC BC A В с

339: 1. £>f5! ~ 2. 1 -  g l £  2.
A/B/C#, 1... g lA  2. A/B#, 1... g i g  2. B/C#, 1... 
£>c8 2. A/C#, 1... £ b 5  2. A#, l . . . g l # 2 .  В#, 1... 
Д хс7 2. C#.
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340

MALEIKA, Gerhard
3.hm Deutsche 
Schachzeitung 1982

340s 1. ^g4! (2. # c8 A/^ d 7 B/#xg8c#), I... f6 2. 
ABC#, 1... £h6  2. AB#, 1... ^xb7 2. ВС#, 1... 
фе8 2. CA#, 1... £}f6 2. A#, 1... £>e7 2. В#, 1... f5 
2. C#.

★  Other example 969.
—> a/so; Maleika Blend; Progressive Separation.

COMBINATIVE SEPARATION, 
SECONDARY
Three (or more) threats after a random removal 
of black piece come after correction moves by 
that piece in all possible combinations of triple 
(quadruple), dual and unique mates. Optionally 
(and preferably) in addition to these there should 
be at least one correction which prevents all sec
ondary threats and introduces a new mate.

A.

#2
341s 1. £ g l!  -  2. #xd4#, 1... £>b5 2. £>b4A, £>f4B, 

#g2C#, 1... &f3 2. A,B#, 1... £c6  2. B,C#, 1... 
£}e6 2. A,C#, 1... £>e2 2. A#, 1... £>c2 2. В#, 1... 
£>f5 2. C#, 1... £>xb3 2. #xb3#D.

—> л/лч?: Combinative Separation; Progressive Separa
tion, Secondary.

#2

Strong King: King + Knight.
Princess: Bishop + Knight.
Fort: Rook + Pawn.
Dragon: Knight + Pawn, no promotion right; on 

1st and 8th rank Knight; inv. T.R. Dawson.
Pawn-Knight: with promotion right (invented 

by Elof Wikstrom).
Griffin: Bishop + Pawn; no promotion right; on 

1 st and 8th rank Bishop.
Two orthodox pieces with split motion vs cap
ture powers:
Queen-Rook: moves like Queen, captures like 

Rook.
Rook-Queen: moves like Rook, captures like 

Queen.
Queen-Bishop: moves like Queen, captures like 

Bishop.
Bishop-Queen: moves like Bishop, captures like 

Queen.
Rook-Bishop: moves like Rook, captures like 

Bishop.
Bishop-Rook: moves like Bishop, captures like 

Rook.
Queen-Knight: moves like Queen, captures like 

Knight.
Knight-Queen: moves like Knight, captures like 

Queen.
Rook-Knight: moves like Rook, captures like 

Knight.
Knight-Rook: moves like Knight, captures like 

Rook.
Bishop-Knight: moves like Bishop, captures 

like Knight.
Knight-Bishop: moves like Knight, captures 

like Bishop.
Rook/Bishop-Hunter/Falcon: forward Rook, 

backwards Bishop.
Bishop/Rook-Hunter/Falcon: forward Bishop, 

backwards Rook.
Demiqueen: Rook + Demibishop.
Demibishop: half of the Bishop.

COMBINED PIECES [F]
Fairy pieces which are combinations of (1) two 
orthodox pieces, (2) an orthodox and a fairy 
piece or of (3) two fairy pieces and third any.
Two orthodox pieces:
Amazon or Terror: Queen + Knight.
Empress: Rook + Knight (proposed by Carrera 

in 1617 for his 10x8 board).

An orthodox and a fairy piece:
Grazer-Bauer: Berolina-Pawn + Pawn.
Ark: Rook + Alfil.
Lama: Camel + Pawn; no right to promote. 
Gnu: Camel + Knight.
Aurochs: Knight + Giraffe.
Okapi: Knight + Zebra.
Monitor or Hippogriff: Knight + Grasshopper.
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Elephant: Queen + Nightrider.
Crowned pieces (Pieces combined with King): 
Crowned Bishop: K+B = W+B (occurs as pro

moted Bishop in Shogi).
Crowned Rook: K+R = F+R (was a piece in the 

Duke of Rutland’s Game, also promoted 
Rook Ferfil (1,1) + (2,2) Leaper in Shogi). 

Centaur: King + Nightrider.
Scorpion: King + Grasshopper.
Two fairy pieces:
Alibaba: Alfil + Dabbaba.
Squirrel: Alfil + Dabbaba + Knight.
Bison: Camel + Zebra.
Dolphin: Grasshopper + Kangaroo.
Zebu: Camel + Giraffe.
Pegasus: Grasshopper + Nightrider.
Marine Pieces:
Poseidon: moves without capturing like a King 

and captures adjacent pieces like a Locust 
Siren: moves like a Queen and captures like a 

Locust
Triton: moves like a Rook and captures like a 

Rook-Locust
Nereid: moves like a Bishop and captures like a 

Bishop-Locust
Squid: moves like a Knight and captures like a 

Knight-Locust
Prawn: moves like a Pawn and captures diago

nally like a Pawn-Locust.
Many other combinations have been invented, 
the list could go on literally forever...

COMMENDATION
In a classified award. the category that follows 
the prizes and honourable mentions, and is often 
grouped together without ranking.

COMPENSATION [E]
In endgame: getting certain benefits in return for 
material or positional concessions.

COMPLETE ANTIFORM
Logical Combination can appear in different 
forms: a) Protoform (Orthoform, Grundform); b) 
Antiform (Gegenform); c) Meta form: d)
Peri form: e) Para form: f) Hold-Form. and g) 
Complete Antiform.
“The Antiform o f a move consists o f its reversal 
or nullification, where the direction o f the will o f 
the reversing side is opposed to the direction o f

the will o f the moving side” (Palatz, Deutsche 
Schachzeitung 1927). For example, a simple 
antiform of a preparatory combination consists 
of the reversal of the foreplan: the antiform of an 
indirect foreplan results in a direct maneuver, the 
antiform of a direct foreplan results in an indirect 
maneuver. The (infrequent) complete antiform of 
an intersection combination will be found when 
an anti-interference move (of a piece leaving the 
intersection point) precedes a simple antiform. 
(Sidler: Problemschach. Alphabetisch geordnete 
Be griffs fibers i ch t, Luzern 1968)
The antiform of a foreplan then consists of the re
versal of foreplan to own advantage or its com
plete annulment.
The realization of an antiform requires reversal 
of only one foreplan, the simplest one being a 
critical move. A complete antiform, however, re
quires reversal of all foreplans. For instance, in 
interference combinations two kinds of elements 
are possible: a critical move, and an interference 
move. Combination of antiforms of both ele
ments, i.e. an anti-critical move and an anti-inter
ference move gives a complete antiform. 342 is a 
complete anti-Turton doubling. Black has dou
bled his Queen and Bishop prior to the key -  an 
ordinary Turton doubling in defence. White pro
ceeds to force the reversal of the entire theme, i.e. 
first an anti-Doubling (l...^fxa4) and then an 
anti-critical move (2...Д/5).

342

FUCHS, Georges M.
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 1927

342s 1. £}b8! (2. #d3/^f2), 1... #xa4 2. ^d3  Д15
3. ^ d 4  Деб 4. ^xg7 -  5. ^f8#, (3... bxa3 4. 
^xa4+ ^ d 7  5. #xd7#).

COMPLEX
A sum of:
1. all tactical elements in a variation;
2. two or more mechanisms combined together 
as a whole.
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COMPLIANCE, SQUARES OF [E]
Such squares on the board, maneuvering on 
which has importance in the fight for the key 
squares.

343

FARGETTE, Francis
l.pr Themes-64 1965

343: 1. £>еЗ? ДО! 1. £}Ь6? Дсб! ♦ 1. £}d6! Дсб 2. 
<3?e6! Дё7+ 3. ®f6 Д Й  4. <£,c4 Дс8... h3 5. £>e3 
(6. £}d5(f5)) Деб 6. ®e7! Д -  7. <£,d5 or QfS. ♦ 
Bishop has to retain the focal position in relation to 
two shifting squares, but White has a tempo losing 
maneuver (triangulation) at his disposal.

344

LOCOCK, Charles D.
Thousand EG 1910

344: 1. ® bl ®h8 2. фЬ2 ®g8 3. фЬЗ (distant 
opposition) ®f7 4. <g?c4 <3?g6 (4... <|?g7 5. <g?c3 
ф П  6. <£>d2 ®f6 7. фе2 ®g6 8. <£>d3 etc.) 5. 
Sj>d3 <S>f6 6. <S>d4 sS>g6 (6... <S>g5 7. феЗ and then 
<£>f4) 7. e5 +-, 1... ®g7 2. фс1 <g>g6 3. <J>dl ®g5
4. фс2 <J>h6 5. ф(12 фЬ5 6. фсЗ ®g5 7. фс4 
®g6 8. ®d3 +- ♦ White is aiming at the square 
d4 with black К on f6 and on the move. In this 
position, the squares of compliance are: dl(3)-g6, 
el(3)-g5, c2-h7, cl(3)-g7, d2-h6, e2-h5, c4-f7, 
d4-f6 (Chicco & Porreca).

-» See also: Opposition.
= Aliases: Corresponding Squares; Squares of Compliance.

COMPOSER
The person who creates chess compositions.

#8

position is the result o f an individual creative act 
o f one or more authors [3].
[ 1 ] In some cases, it may not be necessary to give a po

sition, for example in case of certain mathematical 
chess compositions or of reconstructional prob
lems.

[2] In some cases, a chess composition may have more 
than one position or stipulation (twins).

[3] The use of a computer does not result in an author
ship of the computer. Nor does the compilation or 
publication of a computer generated database con
stitute the publication of one or more chess com
positions.

(Extract from Codex)
Chess Compositions can be grouped in various 
ways. A possible grouping:
(1) puzzles, including chess mathematical prob

lems;
(2) didactic positions;
(3) endgame studies;
(4) problems:

(a) direct problems;
(b) self- and reflexmateproblems;
(c) help[stale]mate problems;
(d) fairy chess problems;

(5) construction tasks;
(6) retroanalytical problems.

Still, the compositions may be divided into cate
gories which partly overlap one another. They 
may be o f  particular help in classifying non-or
thodox compositions. These are based on:
(1) Aim (mate, win, helpstalemate etc.);
(2) Time (direct play, seriesmover, retractor);
(3) Space (boards o f different size and shape);
(4) Condition (maximummer, checkless chess 

etc.).

COMPOUND MOVE
An alteration o f the position in one turn o f play 
that affects more than one piece. The compound 
moves in orthodox chess are castling, capture 
and promotion.

COMPOSITION
A chess composition consists usually o f a posi
tion on the chess board [1], a stipulation in the 
form o f words [2], and the solution. A chess com

COMPUTER-TESTING
The development o f problem-solving programs 
started in the 1960s and 1970s, at the time when 
both programs and microcomputers were
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scarcely available. Situation improved steadily in 
the 1980s, and nowadays there are very special
ized programs, both in commercial and free dis
tribution, which are remarkably fast owing to the 
overall development of computers.

Longer problems and studies may still remain 
partially untested, studies despite the fact that 
there are also very strong chess-playing pro
grams that help analyzing positions.

The programs facilitate composers’ work signifi
cantly by giving a guarantee of the formal sound
ness of their compositions, but the evaluation of 
the thematic and artistic merits is still left to the 
composers, as before.

CONCURRENT MODELS
One model mate is said to be concurrent with an
other, when the mating force is similarly dis
posed, except that a white unit, which controls 
exactly the same squares in the black Kind’s field* 
performs that operation from different squares; 
or again: in mate by discovered check, when the 
rear unit is on the same square, and the moving 
unit arrives to different squares, without effect on 
the black King’s field.

CONFIGURATION
The arrangement of the officers and Pawns in the 
position.

CONFIRMATION TIME
The period, usually three months, after publica
tion of the provisional award until it is con
firmed. Within that time all information about 
possible anticipations and flaws should be sub
mitted to the judge or tourney director.
—► See also: Award.

CONNECTED PAWNS [E]
“Two or more Pawns of the same color on adja
cent files, as distinct from isolated Pawns. These 
Pawns are instrumental in creating Pawn struc
ture because, when diagonally adjacent, they 
form a Pawn chain, a chain where the one behind 
protects the one in front. When attacking these 
chains, the weak spot is the backmost Pawn, be
cause it is not protected” (Seirawan).

CONSECUTIVE FOREPLANS 
There are two or more successive foreplans coor
dinated to remove one obstacle at a time. Usually 
if any one of the foreplans were left out, the main 
plan would be stranded by one remaining obsta
cle (see 345). New German theorists call this 
foreplan type I (Vorplan Тур I). 346 is there to 
illustrate the straightforwardness of this foreplan 
type, as well as to give an illustration of a task 
achievement.
This type can occur as a combination of choice, 
when the right choice of the kernel move re
moves all (both) obstacles, while wrong choices 
leave one or several o f them effective (see 347).

345s 1. <£}cl+? <g?xf4 2. <£}e2+ <3?g5,£ixe2! = two 
obstacles: flight g5 and the black Knight ♦ 1. i^gS! 
(2. J|xg5 (1st obstacle removed) 2. g f l
<£}xfl (2nd obstacle removed) 3. <£}cl+ <3?f4 4. 
£e2#, (1... ®f5 2. ga5+ Де5 3. gxe5+ <g>g6 4. 
<£if4#; 2... феб 3. ge5+ Дхе5 4. £>c5#).

346s 1. c3+? <3?xd3 2. ДхЯ+ ^xf5,g6xf5, g3xf5, 
4}ех£5,ДхГ5! -  5 obstacles and as many refutations! 
♦ 1. ДН4! (2. Д хШ ) #xg7 2. ^g3  (3. Де5#) 
gxg3 3. bxa6 (4. £}Ь5#) Дхаб 4. c6+ <£}xc6 5.
gxd6+ gxd6 6. c3+ <2?xd3 7. J|xf5#.

347s The basic plan: L -  2. ДР4 is refuted by 
two moves: 1... Ь4!,фЬ8! ♦ I. T^dl? фЬ8 2. Д/4+ 
фс8! and 1. ^e2? b4 2. &f4 b3! fail. ♦ 1. # e l!  
Ь4/фЬ8 2. &Щ+) Ь3/фс8 3. ^ a l/^e8 # .
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#3
★  Other examples: 532, 770, 884, 1304.
= Aliases: Foreplanes, Consecutive; Koordinierter Vorplan 

(Ger.).

CONSEQUENT HELPMATE [F]
Fairy condition. This is a usual helpmate with the 
only distinction that all intermediary positions 
are evaluated independently of the earlier 
moves (similarly to consequent series-helpmate 
(ser-hc# or she#), where the legality of the posi
tion is reconsidered after each move). In other 
words, helpmate in “memory-less (score-sheet
less)” chess. This feature influences the legality 
of the post-key solutions with respect to castlings 
and e.p. captures, hc-problems can contain no 
retro-elements, in which case they form a kind of 
fairy helpmate, where even if a Rook or a King 
moved during the solution, they can castle. 
(Valery Liskovets, StrateGems 50, 2010)
—> See also: Chess, Consistent. 
s  Alias: Consistent Helpmate.

CONSTANT CHESS [F]
A fairy condition according to which a mate is le
gal only if the number of moves available to the 
pieces or a given group of pieces is same as in the 
initial problem position. Apart from that condi
tion, the mates are orthodox.

348: The number of moves available to white Pawns is
5. ♦ 1. gf6! ~2. ^e4#, l...£jd~2. £ig3#, 1... £c5
2. ^xf5#, 1... £ f2  2. #e5#, 1... Axd4+ 2. ^xd4#.

CONSTRUCTION
Consists of the set-up of chessmen on the board 
as a static element, and the solution with a possi
ble virtual play as a dynamic one.
A central constructional element is the principle 
of economy which has a number of aspects: 
economy of force, space, (stale)mating positions, 
time, tactical means, play and motivation of 
moves, not necessarily in this particular order. 
Within these elements and alongside with them 
comes most importantly the thematic unity and, 
somewhat paradoxically, variety. Some would 
like to add to the list the difficulty of solution. 
Different schools of composition and individuals 
stress certain aspects of economy and content 
more than others, but to all of them apply the uni
versal principle of getting the most thematic con
tent out of the least of means in terms of 
economy.
It is difficult to discuss the above-mentioned 
principles without a great number of concrete ex
amples or reference to what does not represent 
good construction. The characteristics of good as 
well as bad construction is discussed under vari
ous titles, such as By-Play, Defensive Motif 
Economy, Economy o f Aim, Disqualification, 
Dual, Force, Superfluous, Formal Criteria, 
Fringe Variation, Heavy, Ideal Form, Idle Piece, 
Light, Main Variation, Motif Night Watchman, 
Obscurity o f Aim, Piece, Technical, Pin, Artifi
cial, Pin, Technical, Play, Quiet, Prolonged Play, 
Promoted Force, Purity o f Aim, Repetition, 
Method o f Setting, Task Problem, Theme us Idea 
and Unity o f Variations.

1 Invented by Tapani Tikkanen (1935-1985). CONSTRUCTION TASK [F]
A form of non-orthodox problem in which the 
composer aims to achieve a setting showing the 
maximum possible moves of a single type, such 
as checks, mates, stalemates, stalemate releases 
etc. The record is published not as a problem to 
be solved but as a challenge to other composers 
to improve on it. If two composers achieve the 
same maximum record, the more economical set
ting is deemed to hold that record. The first con
struction task dates from 1848 (see 349) with the 
stipulation: “Maximum moves for eight white
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pieces only; black King on board, not in check”. 
( “The Encyclopedia o f Chess ”, ed. Harry 
Golombek, Batsford, London 1977.)

Interestingly, in 350, which is solved by all 117 
possible white moves, the wPg7 is superfluous: 
without it the white Rook and Bishop gain four 
additional moves to substitute four Pawn 
promotions.

349

BEZZEL, Max F. W.
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1848

Maximum moves for eight white pieces only,
Black King on board, not in check

349s 100 moves. Has been shown to be the maximum 
possible on normal board.

350s All White’s 117 moves. ♦ Compare Bezzel’s 
problem for similarities!

—► See also: Domination Problem; Independence Problems.

CONTINUATION
In three- and more-movers and in selfmates a se
quence of moves leading to a (self-) mate in the 
stipulated number of moves. Often synonymous 
to “variation”.

CONTINUATION, QUIET
A sequence of moves in a problem or study in 
which White neither captures nor checks. Quiet 
continuations are usually considered valuable 
owing to their non-aggressive nature and 
difficulty.

CONTINUOUS PROBLEM
A peculiar kind of twinning: a key move leads to
a new position with the same stipulation but dif
ferent solution. A twinning can be
(1) irreversible, when it is not possible to solve 

by retracting the key;
(2) reversible, when the new position is solved 

by a retraction of the key and restoration of 
the diagram position (Perpetuum Mobile!)

Three particular forms have been defined as
themes:
(a) Pauly Theme. In a tempo-threemover after a 

key move arises another threemover the set 
play of which is equal to the solution of the 
first position and vice versa (see 351).

(b) Pittler Theme. A pseudo block threemover 
with a two-move set play. In the solution, af
ter black defence, arises the position of a 
complete block twomover (see 352).

(c) Kraem er Theme. A complete block problem 
where after the key arises another complete 
block problem which cannot be solved by re
traction of the key move. Instead there is an
other key (see 353).

E Wolfgang Pauly (1876-1934); Wolfgang von Pittler 
(1900-1934); Adolf (Ado) Kraemer (1898-1972).

351

PAULY, Wolfgang
Chemnitzer Tageblatt 1927

351: a) *1... e22. <£}e4exdl1̂  3. <£}g3# ♦ 1* gal!e2  
2. £ b l  O r  3* £id2# ♦ b) 1. g d l!  etc.

352

VON PITTLER, 
Wolfgang
L ’Alfiere di Re 1924

#3 b) after the key: #2

#3 b) after the key
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352: *1... g~,£>6~,£}7~,^g7 2. £xd4,^g4,^g5, 
£xg7# ♦ 1. h5! ~2. ^g6#, 1... £g5 2. ®d7! gb3
3. £xd4#, 2... g ~  3. £ixd4#, 2...£,g~ 3. ^g6#,
2...£h~ 3. ^g4#, 2... Ag7 3. £>xg7# ♦ (Alas, 
cooked by L £}g7+! JJxg7 2. ^xg7 etc.).

353

BERHAUSEN, Fritz
l.pr Essener Anzeiger 
1927

353: a) *1... d2,£}g2 2. gxd2,£ixf3# ♦ 1. g2xO! 
(~), I...d2 ,£g2,£x0 2.4)e2,gxd3,£}xf3#etc. ♦ 
b) 1 .  £}еЗ! (~), 1 . . .  d2,£}h~2. <ac2,<£ixf5# etc.

★  Other examples: 215, 516, 1599,1691. 

CONTROLLER
In formal tourneys a neutral person who receives 
the compositions and forwards them to the judge. 
Usually he also contributes to the publication of 
the award and receives the claims made against it.
= Aliases: Director; Tourney Director.

COOK
A second key move, unintended by the com
poser. A cook is a serious flaw, and invalidates a 
problem. The publication of cooked problems 
was once common, but in the modern era 
computers can be used to check for cooks, and 
cooked problems are rarely published, (defini
tion from FIDE Album).
★  See example 139.

COOK-TRY
A term coined by Brian Harley to refer to keys 
that, at a quick look, are tempting moves (checks, 
captures of conspicuous units etc.) but have so 
little artistic value that if they solved the problem 
they were certainly cooks.
§ Brian Harley (1883-1955).

CORDES’ DOMINATION [E]
Bishop, assisted by King and two Pawns, takes a 
focal position and forces black Queen and King 
to submit under a mating threat. After Cordes, 
the theme has been applied by Kaminer, Rinck, 
Troitzky and Cortlever.

#2 b) after the key

S Heinrich Cordes (1852-1917).

354:1. Дс7! # e l+  2. <®>h2 #xf2 3. ^d6!, (3. Де5? 
g4!) ^f4+  4. g3+ ^xg3+ 5. Axg3#.

CORNER TO CORNER THEME
L The longest horizontal, vertical, or diagonal 
move o f a line-piece from one comer of the board 
to another. The key in 355 is the longest possible 
anticritical move. In 356 the white Queen makes 
three successive comer-to-comer moves: a verti
cal, horizontal and diagonal respectively.
2. The march of a piece, White or Black, from 
one comer of the board to another. In 357 the 
white King travels along the longest diagonal 
from h i all the way up to a8.

355: 1. ^h8! (~), 1... ®f7 2. £е5#, 1... <£>d5 2. 
^c6#, l...£f~  2. Дс4#, 1... £>d5 2. £>e5#, 1... 
Qh~ 2. ^g8#, 1... £)f7 2. £}b6# ♦ The key avoids 
a self-interference (e.g. L ДЬ2? <g?f7! 2. £}e5?).

356

BARBE, Albert
Leipziger Illustrierte 
Familien-Journal 1861

h#3
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356: 1. ^ h l  # a l  2. фЬ7 ^x h l+  3. фаб ^a8#  ♦ 
Three successive comer-to-corner moves of 
The first vertical, the 2nd horizontal, and the 3rd 
diagonal.

357:1. <J>g2! h3+ 2. ф О  g4+ 3. фе4 ^f5+  4. ®d5 
Де6+ 5. фсб ^d7+ 6. фЬ7 Дс8+ 7. фа8 ДЬ7+
8. gxb7^xg3 9. g h l+ A e l 10. gxel#.

★  Other examples: 759,863, 1104,1357, 1430. 

CORRECTION
Any move which carries an erroneous effect but 
also an advantageous effect which prevents the 
utilization of that error can be called “a correc
tion” or “corrective move”. This concept is the 
basis of many groups of chess problem themes. 
For instance, in a total dual avoidance such 
move corrects itself (whereas the utilization of 
the error may never happen). In a pair of partial 
dual avoidance two black defences alternatively 
correct each other. In black correction (Correc
tion. Black) a corrective move compensates the 
removal error of thematic piece. Opposite, in ar
rival correction (Correction. Black Arrival) a 
move of specific piece to thematic square or line 
corrects arrival of another, usually impersonal 
(or dummy) piece.
The correction may show itself in Black defen
sive as well as in White attacking strategy.
*  See example 1S24.

CORRECTION PLAY
In their Thema-Boek (Eindhoven 1948) F. W. 
Nanning and A. M. Koldijk recognized the fol
lowing forms of correction play:
Ordinary Correction: The weakening is a re
moval, the strengthening an arrival. In 358:
1.. .g e ~  2.£}h4# (removal) is corrected by
1.. .ge2 ! (arrival).

Pre-Correction: The weakening is an arrival, 
the strengthening a removal. In 359: !...<£>de3 
2 .^ e5 #  (the weakening is an interference, thus 
arrival) but not 2 .g f6?? (strengthening is an 
indirecte pinning, thus removal).

Neutralization: The weakening is a removal, the 
strengthening also, or: weakening and strength
ening are both arrivals. For instance, in 360:
l...<£)c~ 2 .^ f4 #  (weakening is the opened line 
a4-d7, so removal) but not 2.J^d5? (strengthen
ing is the opened line a8-d5, also removal).

358

DRESE, Gerardus H.
Tijdschrift v. d  NSB 1929

358: l .^ h 8 !~ 2 . ^f8#, l...ge~2. £>h4#, g e2 
2. ^xg4U, (1... ^xd6,^d8 2. £jxd6,#xe5#).

359

FERREAU, Wilhelm
Dortmunder 
General-Anzeiger 1932

359: 1. £}h6! ~ 2. <^f5#, 1... <^ge3 2. gf6#, 1... 
<£}de3 2. Де5#, etc.

360

BANYAI, Jozsef
hm Magyar Sakkvilag TT 
1941

360: 1. Дхе4! ~ 2. A f5#, 1...£}с~,£}схе5 2. 
£ihf4,£}df4#, l...<£|f~ £>fxe5 2. ^d5,<£ic5#.
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CORRECTION, BLACK
A random move of black piece, a primary de
fence, carries a harmful effect, called primary 
error (or general error) which White can utilize 
(to mate) with the secondary threat (or a con
tingent threat). However, the same black piece 
can play so to compensate the primary error and 
prevent the secondary threat, but this corrective 
move (or simply correction) has a new disad
vantageous effect, a secondary error which 
White can utilize.

In 361 a general error of the black Bishop’s ran
dom move is opened e l-g l line. A correction 
l —ilg2! still opens the same line, but closes the 
line for the white Queen thus preventing the sec
ondary threat 2 .^rgl. However, there is a sec
ondary error, a selfblock on g2, which allows 
Queen to mate from h4. Miniature 362 is one of 
the first examples with two corrections of the 
black Knight.

Tertiary Black C orrection. As all possible 
moves of one piece carry the same removal effect 
as its random move, raising the play to higher de
grees is possible only by gradual accumulation of 
(line-)arrival weaknesses in its corrective moves. 
The only one arrival weakness can be repeated 
by the same piece in two parallel variations, and 
that is the interference on the same line. In a clas
sic 363 the secondary error -  unpin of the white 
Bishop -  is materialized after the secondary cor
rection l...£}d3!. The next correction l...£)d7!! 
repeats the same error but prevents its utilization. 
However, it carries a third error, a selfblock on 
d7, which allows new mate.

If taken out of context and observed without the 
primary defense landings of the Knight to d-line 
form the arrival correction ( Correction, Black, 
Arrival). It can be concluded that a black correc
tion of higher degree consists of the random 
move and the one degree lower arrival 
correction.

Quaternary Black Correction. The chess ge
ometry does not allow one piece to close the line 
of another in a narrow space of a twomover. 
However, in one move longer problems it is pos
sible to extend the action of a line-piece along the 
bent line, thus providing more spots for arrival of 
another piece to it. In a surprisingly economical

364 the black Bishop gradually deprives the 
black Rook of access to b6, then d6 and finally 
e6.

#2

361s 1. g e l!  (~), 1... 2. # g l# , 1... Ag2 2.
^h4#, 1... <J>xel 2. ^d2#.

#2

362: 1. £g6 ! H , 1... 2. e3#, 1... £>e3 2. ^f6#,
1... £>e5!2. ^b6#.

363:1. ^e2! -  2. #xe7#, 1... 2. #Ь5#, 1... <^d3
2. Дсб#, 1... <£|d7 2. £f7#, (1... e~ 2. gxd8#).

364:1. ga5!~2. gxa4+ £>b4 3. gxb4#, 1... Д -2 . 
^c2+  ®b4/®xd4 3. gxa4/£>f5#, 1... Дсб! 2. 
<£ic8 (^c2+?) g b l 3. Де2#, 1... Деб!! 2. £>xe8 
<£ic5 3. gxc5#, 1... Де4!!! 2. Деб+ (^c2+?/ 
£>c8?/£>xe8?) Ad5 3. ^xd5#.
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★  Other examples: 26,29,69,208,215,355,385,401,437, 
449,460,614,704, 754,816,898,954,1045,1100,1109, 
1148, 1175, 1288, 1422,1587, 1646.

= Aliases: Fortgesetzte Verteidigung (Ger.); fV (Ger.).

CORRECTION, BLACK, ARRIVAL
To defeat the threat Black must play one of his 
pieces to thematic square (or line). A primary 
defence is a dummy arrival on this square. It 
makes a primary error which allows White to 
realize the secondary threat (Threat. Secondary). 
The arrival of another black piece to thematic 
square (or line) makes the same primary error, 
but corrects it by some provision against the sec
ondary threat. However, this move carries a sec
ondary error which allows White another mate 
(or continuation). After the key in 365 the black 
Bishop’s move to d4 is a pure dummy arrival, 
while moves by each of other four black pieces 
prevent the secondary threat but introduce addi
tional errors which are utilized by White. Thus, 
here we see four arrival corrections on d4. 
Tertiary Arrival Correction. As the dummy ar
rival contains all possible arrival errors, raising 
the play to higher degrees is possible only by 
gradual accumulation of remoyal errors of cor
rective moves. In that respect 366 is not a pure 
arrival correction since a dummy piece on d5 
would allow two mates ( ^ f 4  and ^re6). On the 
other hand, in 367 the primary defence l .. .g c 5  
has exactly the same effect as if a powerless 
black stone was there; the secondary defence
l...£}dc5! prevents 2. ^rh7 but unguards g5; the 
tertiary defence 1 ...£jec5!! avoids both errors by 
giving a potential flight on e6, but carries the 
third weakness by opening e-file. There is only a 
handful existing problems showing a clear 
tertiary arrival correction.
Quaternary Arrival Correction. This involves 
one more defence and accumulation of another 
error. The same parallel as above can be made be

tween 368 where “something” on d5 would give 
two mates ( ^ c 8  and gxc4) and the ugly keyed 
but thematically unambiguous 369 with clear 
gradual weakening on the black King's field.

365s 1. ^ff2! (2. ^xa7#), 1... &d4 2. ^xe2#, 1... 
£}ed4 2. ^a2#, 1... <&fd4 2. ga3#, 1... ghd4 2. 
gh6#, 1... d4 2. Дс4#.

#2
366s 1. £>e2! ~ 2. #d4#, 1... Дё5 2. #f4#, 1... 

£}bd5! 2. ^e6#(2. ^f4?), 1... d5!! 2. ^e5#(2.
^f4?,^e6?), (1... феЗ 2. ^xd3#).

367s 1. gb5! -  2. £>e3#, 1 - gcc5 2. #h7#, 1... 
£}dc5! 2. ^g5# (#h7?), 1... £>ec5!! 2. ^xe5# 
(^h7?/#g5?).

368s L #f8 ! ~2. £>e7#, 1... &d5 2. ^c8#, 1... £>cd5 
2. gxc4# (#c8?), 1... Qbd5 2. £>b8# (#c8?/ 
gxc4?}, 1... d5 2. ^c5# (#c8?/gxc4?/ £}b8?), 
(l...<S>d5 2. £>e7#).
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#2

368

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
l.hm Probleemblad 1943

#2

370

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
l.pr NBvP 59. TT1945

#2

369

VELIMIROVlt, Milan
The Problemist 1976

369: 1. f8^ ! -  2. ^d6#, 1... cxd5 2. ^xg7#, 1... 
iLxd5 2. ^xc3# (^xg7?), 1... £fxd5 2. Ad6# 
(^xg7?/^xc3?), 1... £}bxd5 2. £}xc6# (^xg7?/ 
#xc3?/Ad6?), 1... <®>xd5 2. #d6#.

= Alias: Arrival Correction.

CORRECTION, BLACK, ARRIVAL, 
CYCLIC
1. In regard o f changed mates. Three (or more) 
arrival correction (Correction. Black. Arrival) 
pairs on three different squares cyclically met by 
as many thematic mates so that each mate is once 
a contingent threat (Threat Secondary). i.e. 
meets a dummy arrival, and once is answer to the 
corrective move. 370 is a single phase presenta
tion of theme, while editors don’t have the 
knowledge of any multiphase example.
2. In regard of changed nature. Three tries fea
turing three black defences on the same square so 
that each of them is once a primary defence (i.e. 
is equal to a dummy arrival), once a correction, 
and once a refutation. In 371 mates are changed 
in all thematic variations, which with all three 
defences (involving two additional changes) in 
actual play make the Cyclic Refutations theme 
(though one mate short of a perfect set of 9).
370:1. e4! ~ 2. £}0#, 1... fxe4 2. £|f5#A, 1... Дхе4!

2. #Ь6#В, 1... fxe5 2. ^Ь6#в, 1... £>xe5! 2.
ДЬ6#с, 1... ДхсЗ 2. ДЬ6#с, 1... gxc3! 2.
£ х£5#а .

371

VELIMIROVlC, Milan
l.pr Mat Plus 1994

371: (*1... ex£5/Axf5 2. #d6#) ♦ 1. £}сЗ? Дх£5, 
exf5!?,£>xf5! 2. #c7,^d5,? # ♦ L £>xc5? exf5, 
4}xf5!?,£xf5! 2. d4,#xe6,? # ♦ 1. £}f2? £xf5, 
^xf5!?,exf5! 2. £ xg4,g4,? # ♦ 1. £g5! ~/<®>xf5 2. 
^e4#, 1... ДхО 2. <axf3#, 1... exf5 2. £}f7#, 1... 
£}xf5 2. ^xe6#.

CORRECTION, CONSECUTIVE
The same black piece carries out corrections in 
successive moves.

372

SAMMELIUS, Carel J. R.
l.pr Nanning M T1959

372:1. <&g2!~2. £>хс6+фе43. gxd4#, 1... £ g l  2. 
ДхсЗ+ ®e4,Ad4 3. © b l.ge l# , 1... ДЬ6! 2. 
Д О  (3. £>хсб#), 2... g~,gc5! 3. Дxd6,ДxcЗ#,
1... g ~  2. g e l+  ДеЗ 3. ДхсЗ#, 1... gxc4! 2. 
# 0  (3. #xf4#), 2... Д~,Дс5! 3. Дxd6,£}c6#, 
(1... фе4 2. Дxd6 -  3. #xc6#).

= Alias: Correction, Successive.
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CORRECTION, NORMAL
A piece’s random move is refuted by opponent, 
owing to a general error. The piece corrects the 
general error by playing to a particular square. 
According to Nanning and Koldijk ( “Thema- 
Boek”, 1948) one of three types of Correction 
Play.
—> See also: Correction, Black: Correction, White.

CORRECTION, THREAT
A random removal of white thematic piece intro
duces the initial threat, but also introduces a gen
eral error which Black can use to defeat. No other 
move by white thematic piece can prevent that 
defence by providing a mate in reply to it. So in
stead of correcting the general error it corrects 
the actual threat. For the sake of completeness, 
the initial threat should recur after some other de
fence. 373 is an early example with four threat 
corrections and reccurence of the initial threat 
after the key.
Tertiary Threat Correction. A white piece in
troduces a threat by its random move, which is 
defeated by a black defence. Correction move by 
this same white piece prevents the initial threat 
and substitutes it with a new threat, which is de
feated by another black defence. There is a de
fence that permits initial threat. The key by this 
same white piece prevents both, initial and 
secondary threats and substitutes them with a 
new threat. Both, initial and secondary, threat is 
brought in by mate transference after an adequate 
defence. 374 is one o f rare thematically complete 
examples that correctly accumulates harmful and 
advantageous effects in primary, secondary and 
tertiary attack of the white Knight, though with 
the absence of a primary white error.

373

HANNELIUS, Jan
l.pr Suomen Shakki 1950

#2
373: (*1... Де1 2. ^xd4#) ♦ 1. £>a3?~2. #a5#, 1... 

Д е1! (2. ^xd4?) ♦ 1. £>bc3?~2. £>a4#, 1... £>c7! 
♦ I. £ixd6? -  2. £Ь7#, 1... d3! ♦ 1. £>c7? -  2.

£xa6# , l... £>xc4! ♦ 1. £>xd4! ~ 2. <&xb3#, 1... 
£Lxd4 2. ^ra5# (the initial threat recurs!), (1... 
£}xc4 2. gxc6#).

374

RICE, John M.
l.hm Phenix 2004

374: l£>d~? -  2. gd7#, 1 ... ДГС! ♦  1 .  £}xe5!? ~  2. 
#d3# (gd7?), 1... fxe5 2. gd7#, (1... gc3 2. 
ДхсЗ#), 1... g d l! ♦ l.ftxc5!!~2. £>b3#(gd7?, 
#d3?), 1...bxc5 2. gd7#, 1... gxc5 2. #d3#,(l... 
фхс5 2. ДхЬб#, 1... g b l 2. #xf2#, 1... gb4 2. 
^c3#).

★  Other examples: 1019, 1548.

CORRECTION, TOTAL
A black correction where the secondary threat 
exists, but there’s not physical move by the the
matic black piece after which White can play it. 
375 is a peculiar problem showing 9 different 
mates after the moves by a single Knight. How 
come? O f course, the ninth mate is the one that 
could meet the “Knight in the air” move if there 
was any.

375: 1. # e l !  -  2. #xe5# , 1... 2. # x h 4 #  (but
there’s no Knight move which would allow this 
mate!), 1... £pcc4 2. £>ЬЗ#, 1... £>d3 2. c3#, 1... 
£>xf3 2. £>xf3#, 1... £>g4 2. ^ e 4 # , 1... £ c 6 +  2. 
dxc6#, 1... £>xd7 2. gxd7#, 1... £ f7 + 2 . ggxf7#, 
1... £}xg6 2. Bxg6#.

CORRECTION, WHITE
A random move, a primary try (or primary at
tack), by white thematic piece is refuted by black
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thematic defence. However, white piece can play 
so that it prevents that defence or provides with a 
mate for it. There should be at least two or more 
options for such secondary attacks, each of 
which carrying the secondary erro r used by 
Black to defend himself, so only one move solves 
the problem.

A prototype problem 376 shows theme in a 
more complete form, known as Pedersen 
Theme, which requires that the primary try car
ries the error, a prim ary weakness, usually the 
abandonment of the mate set for Black’s thematic 
defence.

The original definition by the inventor Eigil 
Pedersen was: “White correction: In the initial 
position White has set mate to Blacks’s thematic 
move. White abandons it with the random move 
of his thematic piece and Black takes advantage 
of it in his primary defence. White has at least 
two correction moves, after which Black would 
cut his own lines harmfully with his primary de
fence, but he refutes White secondary attacks. Fi
nally, Black has to interfere with his line piece. 
There are at least two changed mates after 
Blacks primary defence. ”
Tertiary White Correction. Raising the White 
correction to higher degrees consists of gradual 
introduction of provisions for previous errors 
and accumulation of new errors. As in the black 
correction (Correction, Black) while the primary 
weakness, if any, lies in a removal effect of the 
move by thematic white piece, all subsequent er
rors are introduced by arrival effect. The only ef
fect that can be repeated is the closure of white 
line. Thus a tertiary attack consists in repeating 
the secondary error and providing the means to 
cope with it. The complete chain of corrections in 
377 starts with a random removal of £}d5 with 
unguard of f6 as a primary error and the mate 
set for l...£}f6! is not possible any more. The 
correction l.£}c3!? provides new response 
(2-iLg4#) but closes the line a3-e3 which Black 
utilizes with 1...Дхс4!. White continues with
l.£}e3!! which, besides another provision for 
thematic black move (2 .^xg3#) again closes the 
same line a3-e3, but also provides response for
l...^xc4  2.£}xc4#. A similar relation to the key 
move has another secondary correction l.£}f4!? 
with g5-e3 as thematic line. Thus, the key is 
effectively a double tertiary correction!

Q uaternary White Correction. Unlike Black, 
in a twomover White has two moves at his dis
posal and it gives enough time for a white piece 
to close the bent line of another white piece more 
than twice. Following the same logic as for a ter
tiary correction, White’s attacks in 378 gradually 
shorten the white Queen’s bent line g4-d2 by 
Knight moves to c3, d4 and f4.

376: *1... £>f3 2. hxg4# ♦ 1. £>~? £f3! ♦ 1. £d7? 
£f3? 2. Де4#, 1... e5! ♦ 1. £d5? £ 0  2. #f4#,
1... Де2! ♦ 1. <&e4? £}f3? 2. £>g3#, 1... фе5! ♦ 1. 
<&xg4! -  2. #g5#, 1... £|f3 2. Де4#, (1... e5 2. 
ild7#).

377

KOVaCEVI ,̂ Marjan
l.pr M. Stosic M T1995-96

377: *1... £}f6 2. ^x f6 # , 1... gxf5 2. ©e3#, 1... 
Д хс4  2. g e3 #  ♦ 1. £>d~? £tf6! ♦ 1. £>c3!?
2. A g4#, 1... Дхс4! (2. ge3?) ♦ 1. £ f4 !?  £ f 6  2. 
Д х ё6#, 1... gxf5! (2. ^ e 3 ? )  ♦ 1. £еЗ !! ~ 2. 
gd5# , 1... 2. #xg3# , 1... Д хс4 2. £xc4 #  (2.
g e3 ? )f 1... gxf5 2. ^ x f5 #  (2. #e37), (1... £}f4 2. 
^ f6 # , 1... fxe6 2. Axg6#, 1... dxe6 2. ga5#).

378: *1... ДЬ5 2. ©xb4#, 1... g e8  2. # d 4 #  ♦ 1. 
£>cl? £)f3! ♦ 1. £ c 3 !?  £ f 3  2. £|3e4#, 1... ДЬ5! 
(2. # x b4?) ♦ 1. £>d4!!? ~ 2. ^ e 2 # , 1... £ f 3  2. 
£>xf3#, 1... ДЬ5 2. £>dxb3#, 1... ge8! (2. #xb4?, 
# d 4 ?) ♦ 1. £ f4 !!! -  2. ^ e 2 # , 1... £ f 3  2. £e4# ,
1... ДЬ5 2. £}xb3# (2. #xb4?), 1... g e 8  2. # d 7 #
(2. ^x b 4 ? ,# d 4 ?).
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378

BARTOLOVlt, Hrvoje
hm Die Schwalbe 1955

★  Other examples: 426, 427, 669, 936, 1080, 1082, 1175, 
1279, 1306, 1411, 1495, 1533, 1536, 1537.

= Aliases: fA (Ger.); Fortgesetzte Angriff (Ger.); White 
Correction.

CORRECTION, WHITE, ARRIVAL
Here, opposed to “normal” White correction 
(Correction. White)* instead of a single white 
piece creating a general error and then correcting 
it in subsequent variations, different pieces arriv
ing at the same square create a comparable effect 
of general error and correction. In 379 a dummy 
arrival to d4 creates a prim ary erro r in view of 
the white self-obstruction. Corrections with the 
Pawn and the Knight repeat exactly the same er
ror, but compensate with provision of new mates 
for thematic black defence 1 ...^fb8. Note that the 
Rook’s move to d4 is not a pure dummy arrival 
since it preserves the guard o f d3.
Tertiary White Arrival Correction. Arrival of 
a dummy white piece creates a prim ary error 
which is corrected by arrival of another piece. 
However this adds a secondary error which is 
further corrected by arrival of a third piece. As
suming that the primary error in 379 is only an 
obstruction, then 1 .d4!? repeats the same error pro
viding a new mate to compensate, but also adds a 
secondary erro r by means of self-interference. 
Finally, !.<£}d4!! repeats these two errors but 
compensates both by provision of new mates.

379s *1... #b8 2. iLd4#, 1... ^xc2 2. Д£4# ♦ 1. 
gd4? ^b8! ♦ 1. d4? ^b8 2. ^c3#, 1... ^xc2! ♦
1. <£|d4! -  2. ^f4#, 1... #b8  2. #xe2#, 1... #xc2
2. £>xc2#, (1... Дх<15 2. £>xf5#, 1... ^xd4 2. 
$xd4#).

CORRIDOR
This term is sometimes used to designate a line 
between the pinned and the pinning piece, some
times for a line between the pinned piece and the 
piece it hides, and sometimes for both.

COSTACHEL THEME
Black pins a white piece and closes a black line. 
The pinned white piece mates by moving along 
the pin-line (Pelle move).
Note: This is actually a Cristoffanini Theme 
where the closing of a black line is mandatory.
Ш Octav Costachel (1911-1987).

380: 1. £>b4! -  2. ^xd3#, 1... ^d4 2. ^d5#, 1...
ДА6 2. #xf5# ♦ etc.

—> See also: Cristoffanini Theme.

COUNTER EXCHANGE
An English equivalent to German’s “Kontra- 
wechsel”, which is one form of Option combina
tion. one o f the basic forms being: l.A? a! 
(l...b? 2.B), l.B? b! (l...a? 2.A); l.X! a/b
2.B/A . This is in fact a little extended form of 
what in two- movers is known as Bannv Theme, 
but logical renderings like 381 tend to be three- 
or more-movers. In 382 the pattern is different:
1. X? b! (l...a 2.A), l.Y? a! (l...b 2.B), l.Z! b/a
2. B/A#, because White’s 1st and 2nd moves are 
made by different pieces, ombination can also 
find a cyclic rendering, for instance: 1 .X? a! 1 .Y? 
b! l.Z? c! l.W! a/b/c 2.Y/Z/X.
It should be noted that the combination cannot al
ways be easily translated into the patterns above,
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because in essence the letters signify plans, not 
just particular moves.
C ounter Exchange W ith A C hanged Key 
Piece. Like a “Counter exchange”, but White 
makes his key with another piece, because the 
key piece(s) of the try-play must not compromise 
itself/themselves too early. The tiy-play is built 
on the false order o f selection o f these two 
pieces. 383.

381: 1. ^c4?A (L- Д О ?ь 2. ^ e6 B) ♦ 1.
#е6?в ДО!Ь (I... 2. ^ c 4 A) ♦ 1. ^c6! (~),
1... <af2a 2. ^ e6 B, 1... A f2b 2. ^ c4 A

382:1. фс7? <ac2!b 2. ^d2+ <^b4 3. ?, 1... £>b3?a 
2. ^ a 3 A 3. #c3# ♦ 1. фЬ7? £}ЬЗ!Я 2. ^аЗ+ 
4^c5+!, 1... £>c2b 2. ^d2+B <^b4 3. ^c7# ♦ 1. 
фа7! H ,  1... £ c2 b 2. #d2+B £Ь4 3. ^c7#, 1... 
£}ЬЗЯ 2. # a3 A 3. ^c3#, (1... Д -  2. ^a3+).

383

SPECKMANN, Werner
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1942

383:1. eQad7? Д е8! 2. g f 6  Д П ! 3. gx f3  ^ x d 5 +  ♦
I. Д еб ? A f7! 2. g f6  Д е8! 3. gx f3  ДЬ5+ ♦ 1. 
g f6 ! Д е8  2. Д еб  3. gx f3  -  4. g g 3 #  1... 
Д П 2 . Д Д 7Д е8  3. g x f3 ~ 4 . Sg3#.,(2...,& h5 3. 
g f4  й г  4. gg4# ; 1... A g4 2. g f7 ,8  Д -  3. 
Sg7,8+).

★  Other examples: 528, 1409, 1466.

COUNTER LINE-CLEARANCE
This is very imperfect two-move equivalent of 
the so-called Turton theme of longer problems. 
Only the Pawn can show such a key in a 
twomover, and the line influenced must be a mat
ing line, down which is to travel the influence of 
the mating piece. The variation in 384 l...£*b3
2.^rxb3, shows the purpose and method of this 
idea (Alain C. White).

384: 1. b4! (~), l...£>b~ 2. £>a3# ♦ 1.» £>b3 2. 
#xb3#, 1... £xc2 2. ДаЗ#, 1... фхс2 2. #d3#.

COUNTERATTACKER [F]
Fairy condition. A black man, when attacked by a 
white one, must move to attack that white man.

COURIER CHESS [F]
One of the European versions of chess, known 
since 1200. There were pieces like courier (=the 
modem Bishop), man (moved like King), snake, 
alfil and fers, among others. Furthermore, the 
board might have been larger than normally, for 
instance 12x8 squares.
= Alias: Kurierschach (Ger.).

CRISTOFFANINI THEME
Black pins indirectly a threatening white piece 
that mates by moving along the pin-line (Pelle 
move).
1 Guido Cristoffamni (1908-1980).
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385

CRISTOFFANINI, Guido
Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 1927

385:1. <£}c7! ~2. ^c5#, 1... Дс6 2. ^e5#, 1... Ag6 
2. ^e6#,(l... Д -2 . £e8#).

—> See also: Costachel Theme

CRITICAL MOVE
A critical move occurs when a piece traverses 
the cutting-point with the object of bringing the 
latter into right relationship with the squares of 
occupation and action.
The piece executing the critical move is the criti
cal piece: and after execution of critical move, 
the cutting-point becomes ipso facto the critical 
square. The piece that plays to the critical square 
shutting off the critical piece from its square of 
action is the interference-piece.
Johannes Kohtz added that the sole purpose of a 
critical move must be the validation (or “making 
utilizable”) of the cutting-point.
See more under Critical Play.
★  See examples: 49, 98,179,372,481, 513, 514, 772, 877, 

878, 1049, 1138,1214, 1685.
= Alias: Kritikus (Ger).

CRITICAL PIECE
A piece which makes Critical Move.

interference affair we will denote with letters a, 
b and o, f4 = a, b4 = b and a4 = o. These three 
fields are called the critical squares.

It is possible to define different kinds of interfer
ences. For instance, in Holzhausen interference 
the Attacker and Blocker are like-motion pieces.

The definition of a critical move reads: Prepara
tion for an interference which can be done in one 
of the following ways:

(a) Ortho-Critical Move (or shorter “Critical 
move”): the Attacker crosses b. In 388 there 
are two objects, square d8 and the white King 
(by means of the pinned Pawn) and Black 
line-movers exchange their attacking and 
blocking roles depending on which object is 
concerned.

(b) M eta-Critical Move: the Blocker crosses a
(387) .

(c) Meto-Critical Move: the Blocker crosses о
(388) -  actually an Anti-Bristol.

(d) Para-Critical Move: the Object crosses b
(389) .

Each o f the moves mentioned above has a 
Periform move which is made along the line par
allel to the thematic line.

The Anti-Critical move is avoidance or elimina
tion o f interference by crossing the critical 
square. Correspondingly, there are four ways to 
do it:

(e) A nti-O rtho-C ritica l Move (or shorter 
“Anti-Critical move”): the Attacker crosses b.

CRITICAL PLAY
The play involving any form of critical move(s).
A closer look at the concept of interference can 
help us in explaining the nature of this move. A 
piece which we’ll call a “Blocker” (B) closes the 
line of another piece, an “Attacker” (A), toward 
certain square or a piece -  an “Object” (O).
For instance in 1033 in variation l...b4 2.Да4# 
the Pawn cuts the Rook from the square a4. The 
Pawn is the “Blocker” the Rook “Attacker” and 
the square a4 is the “Object”. The squares where 
the Attacker, Blocker and Object are during the

(f) A nti-M eta-C ritical Move: the Blocker
crosses a (390).

(g) A nti-M eto-C ritical Move: the Blocker 
crosses о (which is nothing but a Bristol 
clearance0.

(h) A nti-P ara-C ritica l Move: the Object 
crosses * (391).

Again, each of these has its Periform. For in
stance, Herlin is a Peri-Ortho-Critical move and 
pericritical clearance is an Anti-Peri-Meto-Criti- 
cal move.
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The eight forms (a-h) given above are perhaps 
better explained by the following illustration:

(a) Ortho-Critical:
a b о
<----------------------A

(b) Meta-Critical:
a b о

В ------------------->

(c) Meto-Critical:
a b о

<----------------------В

(d) Para-Critical:
a b о

О ------------------>

(e) Anti-Ortho-Critical:
a b о
A -------------------►

(f) Anti-Meta-Critical:
a b о

<-------------------- В

(g) Anti-Meto-Critical:
a b о

В ------------------->

(h) Anti-Para-Critical:
a b о

<-------------------О

386: I, gd7! ^ g 5  (ortho-critical move) 2. b5 gh6 
(also ortho-critical move) 3. f6 and now if 3. gxf6
4. gd8# the Rook is a Blocker and the Bishop an 
Attacker, while after 3... ДхИб 4. b7# it’s the other 
way round.

387:1. ^grxc6? Д 116+! 2. ^xh6 stalemate ♦ 1. ^e6! 
h5 2. ^хсб ДЬ6+ 3. ^xh6 hxg3 4. ^xh5#. ♦ 
Involuntary meta-critical move 1... h5.

387

ZEPLER, Erich
Die Schwalbe 1938

#4

#3

388

HANNEMANN, Knud
l.pr Skakbladet 1919-20

388:1. gh5! (2. Дс5#), 1... &d5 2. £c6+ Дхсб 3. 
Дс5#, 1... gd3 2. £>b3+ gxb3 3. Дс5#, 1... 
gf5 2. #g7+ gf6  3. Дс5#, 1... ^d5+ 2. ge4+ 
#xe4 3. Дс5#, 1... #d3  2. #e3+ ^xe3 3. 
Дс5#, 1... ^ f5  2. #f4+^rxf4 3. Дс5#, (1... 
Axd2 2. ^ x d 2+, l...g(xh)5 2. #d6+)-

389

m o n g r Ed ie n ,
Alfred W.
Chess Amateur 1924

#4
389:1. ДГС! e4 2. ge7 Дхе7 3. Дхе7 еЗ 4. £>сЗ#,

2... Д~/еЗЗ. gxe4+/ge4,(l... Де1 2. gc7etc.).

#4
390:1. фЬ2! h3 2. <g>h 1 h2 3. Д  f7 фхЬ7 4. #xh2#.
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391:1. Axg5? (2. Axel) 1... e3! 2. ДхеЗ Ag6! ♦ 1. 
£}C8! (2. £b6#) (1... ®xd5 2. gb5+ феб 3. 
ge5+ ф й  4. Ag7+), 1... ДаЗ+ 2. d6 (= anti- 
paracritical maneuver) A xd6+ (2... <3?d5 3. <£}e3+ 
ф~б 4. d5+) 3. £e7! (4. £}e3#) Af4 4. Axg5 
~,Axg5 5. Axf4,hxg5, (3... Дхе7+ 4. фхе7 
<£>xd5 5. gb5+).

★  Other examples: 741, 1140, 1142, 1160, 1371.

CRITICAL SHUT-OFF
Closing the line of the enemy piece after its Criti
cal Move. Most often combined with the battery 
play, but very handy device in other scenarios -  
such as the incarceration in the ancient endgame 
study 392.

+ Y  = Alfil 
ffjs = Fers

392: 1. gxf8 фхГ8 2. фГ6 (3. g7#) g f l+  3. (Ê fS 
g g l  4. g7+! gxg7 5. <$g6 winning. Hg7 is 
incarcerated, and White wins by “bare King”-rule 
(after 5... gg8 6. fxg8{$ ®xg8), or for instance 
after 5... gxf7+ 6. <$xf7 with a stalemate, also 
considered win. The first critical sacrifice, the 
critical square being g6.

★  Other examples: 659, 1448.
—> See also: Shut-Off.

CRITICAL SQUARE
The key concept in a number o f line combina
tions: a cutting point or an intersection square 
that a critical piece traverses to avoid or allow 
subsequent closure of its line.

Critical square in 393 is g6, which Black first 
crosses for his benefit (anti-critical move
1... A h7, stopping 3.^ff5#), then crosses (critical 
move 2 ...Д Ы ) or interferes (2...£}g6) for his 
disadvantage, allowing 4 .^ f5 #  again.

393

CHERON, Andre
Journal de Geneve 1933

393: 1. ®f6! (2. еЗ+ фе4 3. ^f5#), 1... Ah7 2. 
<£>g5! H  ДЬ1(с2) 3. еЗ+ фе4 4. ^f5#  (2... <£,f7+
3. <£>f4), 2... <£,g6 3. еЗ+ фе4 4. ^f5#, 1... Ag6 2. 
феб Af7+ 3. ®d6.

CRITICAL TRIES
Black gains advantage of White’s crossing of the 
critical squared).

#4

394: 1. ga4? gg7! 2. £}c4? ♦ 1. gh4? ^g7! 2. 
Af4? ♦ L gxd6? e5! 2. £d5? ♦ 1. g d l!  -  2. 
^d4#, 1... gg7 2. £>c4#, 1... #g7  2. Af4#, 1... e5 
2. £jd5#, etc.

★  Other example 15.

CROSS PATCH THEME
A sub-variation of Grimshaw interference. Black 
interferences between two Rooks and one 
Bishop are followed by three mates, instead of 
four.
395: L фГ6! (~), 1... ДЬЗ 2. £c3#, i... д с4 2. 

gd4#, 1... gb3/gc4 2. d6#, (1... Axd5,AbI, 
gxd3,<£,~2. Axd5,d6,cxd3, <^(x)f2#).
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395

MORTEN SEN, Jan 
Stella Polaris 1970

—> See also: Amen Corner Theme.

CROSS THEME
A piece moves on its 4 orthogonal adjacent 
squares. Extended crosses (2 or 3 squares) are 
possible, too.

See also: Cross, Rook; King's Cross Theme.

CROSS VALVE THEME 
Black opens the line for both Black and White, so 
that White on mating move can close another 
white line (theme B). Correction by the same 
black piece closes one white and one black line.
Also known as Larsen-theme, but there is also 
another Larsen theme...
§ K.A.K. Larsen dissussed the theme in “Skakbladet" in 

1937.

397s 1. f7! (2. fxe8#/g#), l...gc~ 2. £>g6#, 1... 
gc5! 2. d4#, 1... gc4! 2. £>d3#, (1... ge7,ge6, 
£}xd5 2. #xe7,gxe6,ge4#).

—► See also: Correction, Black.
= Alias: Krydsvalve (Dan.).

CROSS, ROOK
1. Movement o f the Rook on the four equivalent 
opposite squares, lateral from initial position. 
Each branch may be one, two, or three moves 
long, as long as they are o f equal length. See 398.
2. A task rendering, signifying Rook’s movement 
to all available 14 squares. See 399.
3. In endgame: Domination where the subject is a 
Rook which has all 14 accessible squares. See 
400.

398

NANNING, Frederik W.
Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 1936

396

EKSTR6M, Sven
ndskrift for Schack 1942

396:1. e3! -  2. #d4#, 1... 2. £)f2#, 1*- £)f6! 2.
iLg6#, 1... <£)f4! 2. ^e5#.

397

LARSEN, Karl A. K.
l.pr Skakbladet 1937

398: 1. ga6! (2. gal#), 1... gg4+ 2. <®>d7, 1... 
gf3+ 2. фсб, 1... ge4+ 2. фЬ7, 1... gf5+ 2. 
®c8.

399

GRdNROOS, Mikael
Mat 1980

399:1. ge3! ~ 2gd~#, l...£)h~2. gh4#, I... # g l /  
#g2/<&g42. gg4#, 1... # fl+ /# f3+ 2 . gf4#, 1... 
# e4  2. gdxe4#, 1... £>c4 2. gxc4#, 1... b4 2. 
gxb4#, 1... £)a4 2. gxa4#, 1... £ d l  2. gxdl#,
1.. . ^ x e l 2. gd2#, 1... £)d3 2. gdxd3#, 1... ^ d 5 
2. gxd5#, 1... ^ c6  2. gd6#, 1... #b7  2. gd7#,
1.. . #a8+ 2. gd8# ♦ Economy record.

400: I. £d3+ <J>d4 (1... <g>d6 2. £)f5+ фсб 3. 
£>b4+; 2... ®d5 3. £}b4+; 2... ®d7 3. £)c5+; 2... 
феб 3. £c5+) 2. ЙЬ4 ge6  (2... gd6 3. £}f‘5+) 3.
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<3?f7! (Rook is trapped!) 3... фе5 4. <£}d3+ ®d6 5. 
4}«5+ <®>d5 (5... ®d7 6. £c5+) 6. £}f4+ +-.

★  Other examples: 5, 13.

CROSS-CHECK
Check is parried by interposition (placing a 
piece) on the check line with simultaneous direct 
or indirect (battery, discovered) check to the op
ponent’s King.

401

RINDOIEN, Ragnar
I.pr Arbejdermagasinet 
1935 /  after G Guidelli

401: 1. £}d6! ~ 2. &f7#, 1... £y~+ 2. £}ce4#, 1... 
£pcd6+ 2. £jd3#, 1... exd6+ 2. £}d7#, l... exf6+ 2. 
£}cb7#, (1... ®xd6 2. ^f4#).

★  Other examples: 258,315,436,663,670,672,693,767, 
910, 960, 1167, 1543, 1633.

#2

CROSS-CHECK, FLIGHT
White responses with battery (check)mates to 
Black’s royal battery checks.

402: 1. gd3! -  2. ge7#, 1... фе6+ 2. g7d5#, 1... 
<g>e4+2. g3d5#,(l... &f4 2. ge3#).

CROSSING THE DANUBE
A permutation puzzle by Samuel Loyd. Four 
black and three white Knights are placed on the 
fifth rank. It is required to change the Knights 
from the King’s to the Queen’s side of the board, 
without moving backwards or ever getting two 
Knights on the same file.
1 Samuel Loyd (1830-1914).

See text
403: Irrespective of the colour, play to the vacant file: 

f, d, c, e, g, h, f, d, b, a, c, e, g, f, d, b, c, e, d.

CRUSADER THEME
The mating side makes all his moves by a single 
Knight.

404: L <£}cl! 2-10. <ae2-gl-h3-f2-dl-b2-xa4-b2-dl- 
f2-h3-gl-e2 15. £ c l  a4 16. 4}e2-gl-h3-f2-dl- 
b2-xa4-b2-dl-f2- h3-gl-e2-cl й г  30. £}cb3#.

CULMINATION
The most sparkling or attractive move in a 
moremover or endgame.
= Aliases: Climax; Finesse; Peak.

CUMULATION, METHOD OF
One of the means to achieve a greater expressive
ness: the main idea of the problem is repeated 
two or more times in a single variation.
-> See also: Repetition, Method of,
= Aliases: Method of Cumulation; Principle of Cumulation.
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CUTTING OFF THE SQUARE [E]

Interception on the way of the black King to the 
comer square where he can find a refuge.

+
405: L  Д Ь4! ф П  2. a4 фе8 3. a5 ®d8 4. & d 6  <£>c8 

5. аб +- ♦ or 2... феб 3. a5 ®d5 4. аб фсб 5. 
Да5! +-.

CUTTING-POINT
The square where the two lines of action meet. In 
critical play it is also called a critical square.
= Alias: Intersection.

CYCLE
Three or more effects or elements which repeat in 
cyclic fashion over multiple solutions, lines of 
play or variations.

Elements may be moves, pieces, squares, func
tions o f pieces, tactical devices, errors and mo
tives of moves etc. Cycles may be open* (AB- 
BC-CD-DE; ABC-BCD-CDE) or closed (ABC- 
BCD-CDA\ AB-BC-CA), complete (ABC-BCA- 
CAB) or incomplete (ABC-BCA). Cycles of var
ious elements have been a source of inspiration 
for composers after the WW II, and reciprocal 
(AB-BA) and cyclic elements have very much 
characterized modem composing in all genres 
and schools.

* An open cycle is also called a Chain.

CYCLE, OF DOUBLE/MULTIPLE 
THREATS
Actually a combination of a subset (i.e. 2 out of 
3, or 3 out of 4) of thematic threats. Wrongly 
termed “cycle” since the order of threatened 
mates is almost inevitably ambiguous and exists 
only if conveniently written in the solution.

Patterns:
Cyclic Double Threats

1 -
X AB
Y BC

Z NA

Cyclic Multiple Threats
1 -
X ABC
Y BCD

Z NAB

406: 1. Axe3? (2. £>c5A/£)xg5B/#f3#C) g4!* ♦ 
I. Д хе5 ? (2. £>xg5B/^ f3 c /# g 4 # D) ^ f6 !a ♦  
1. A x g 5 ?  (2. ^ f3 C /^ g 4 D/£|c5#A) 0 П !Ь  ♦  
1. Д 83? (2. # g 4 D/£>c5A/£>xg5#B) £>xe6!€ ♦ 
1. ^h2! (2. A,B,C,D#), 1... #f6* 2. £>c5#A 1... 
gf7b 2. £>xg5#B, 1... £>xe6‘ 2. ^f3#c 1... g4<* 2. 
^xg4#D .

CYCLE, OF MATES
Three or more mates appear in cyclic pairs (trip
lets,...) within a single phase (e.g. Feldmann 1, 
CyclicК or are changed in two or more phases 
(e.g. Lacnv Theme, Zagoruiko, Cyclic).
The attribute “cycle” is wrongly associated with 
some patterns of mates which are in fact not real 
cycles but rather combinations o f thematic 
mates. For instance there is no reason why 
(parenthesized) threats in 406 or avoided duals 
in 407 must appear in that order. On the other 
hand, black defensive motifs in 500 clearly de
fine the position of avoided duals in column 
“pin” or “guard”, thus defining an explicit cycle.
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407s *1... £}d5 2. ^b2#(^b4?, ^xd6?), 1... £ a 4 2. 
^xd6# (#Ь2?, #Ь4?), 1... £,c4 2. #b4# 
(#xd6?, ^b2?) ♦ 1. ^a7! -2 . ^a5#, 1... &d5 2. 
Зха2#(ДсЗ?, ^еЗ?), 1... £>a42. ^e3#(gxa2?, 
ДсЗ?), 1... £>c4 2. ДсЗ# (феЗ?, gxa2?).

★  Other example 1693.

CYCLE, OF MOVES
Moves of one side appear in cyclic order, either 
being of the incomplete AB-BC-CA or complete 
ABC-CAB-BCA type, in both cases closed cy
cles (the first and the last member o f the chain are 
same). The moves may be in equal functions 
(mates against changing black defences, moves 
in a helpmate. order of moves in different varia
tions), or in distinct functions (keys, threats, 
mates) etc.
Cycle of White Moves. Three (or more) physi
cally the same white moves appear in cyclically 
ordered pairs in two successive moves.
For instance, in a threemover it is a cycle of 2nd 
and 3rd white moves in three variations. 408 is 
perhaps the earliest cycle of White’s 2nd and 3rd 
moves.
In a helpmate twomover it is a cycle of 1st and 
2nd white moves in three phases. In addition to 
cyclic white moves 409 shows cyclically 
changed functions of white piece.
Complete Cycle of White Moves. Three physi
cally same white moves appear in cyclic order in 
three successive moves.
For instance, in a fourmover it is a cycle of 2nd, 
3rd and 4th white moves in three variations. See 
the outstanding third-pin example 1544.
In a helpmate threemover it is a cycle of 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd white moves in three phases. In simple 
and economical 410 all three solution end with 
model mates.
Cycle of Black Moves. Analogous to the “Cycle 
of White Moves”, except that thematic moves 
occur in a play of Black. 411 is again an econom
ical helpmate with model mates.
Complete Cycle of Black Moves. Analogous to 
the “Complete Cycle of White Moves”, except 
that thematic moves occur in a play of Black. In 
selfmate 412 White forces cyclic opening of the 
black third-battery.

408s 1. ^ d l!  ~ 2. ДЬ4+ axb4 3. # a l# , 1... c4 2. 
#a4+A Ьха4 3. £>хс4#в, 1... b4 2. £c4+B dxc4 3. 
ДхЬ4#с, 1... d4 2. ДЬ4+с cxb4 3. #a4#A

408

MARIN, Valentin
4.pr Good Companion 
1924

409

KORPONAI, J6zsef
l.pr Magyar Sakkszovetseg 
Ту 1967-8

409s 1. # e5  £}f6+A 2. ®f5 ^g4#B ♦ 1. ®e5 Д^4В 
2. ge4 gc5#c ♦ 1. ^ d 4  gc5C 2. #d3  £>f6#A ♦ 
Changing functions of white pieces: a) active 
guard, b) passive guard, c) mate ♦ Knight: a-b-c; 
Rook: b-c-a; Bishop: c-a-b.

410

MINTZ, Jakov
S.pr Probleemblad 1984

410s L <J>h2 Д£2А 2. h4 Де4в 3. h3 £g4#C ♦ 1. f3 
£ig4c 2. f2 Дх£2А 3. Да2 Де4#в ♦ 1. <J>gl Де4в 
2. Дс13 <£ig4C 3. ДА Af2#A

411

GRIN, Alexandr P .; 
SOSEDKIN, Mikhail
l.pr Fritz-Pachman MT 
1986

411 s 1. Де4А Да4 2. ^ c 6 B ДЬЗ# ♦ 1. ^ c 6 B £>g3 2. 
gd4c ДП# ♦ 1. gd4c ДЬ5 2. Де4А <£}f4#.

h#3 311...
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412

TROMMLER, Sven
2.pr Deutsche 
Schachblatter 1993

412s 1. g!2! ~ 2. £xe4+ dxe4A 3. ^f4+  exf4B 4. 
#g4+ fxg4#c , 1... ^ d 6  2. Af4+ exf4B 3. #g4+ 
fxg4c 4. 4^xe4+ dxe4#A, 1... gg7 2. ^rg4+ fxg4c
3. £}xe4+ dxe4A 4. ДГ4+ exf4#B.

★  Other examples: 109, 125, 186, 846, 1190, 1492, 1544, 
1629,1684.

CYCLE, OF PIECES
Usually refers to different functions of pieces of 
one side in different phases of play, the functions 
appearing in cyclic fashion АВ-ВС-СЛ or 
ABC-CAB-BCA.

h#2 b)£hl->b4;c)£}hl->h7
413s a) 1. £ixb5 gd3 2. <®>xd3 £f2# ♦ b) 1. gbxb3 

gd4+ 2. <g>xd4 gc4# ♦ c) 1. Дхс5 gd5 2. ®xd5 
<^f6# ♦ Cycle of pieces involved on the 1st move: 
4 х Д -Д х  g -H x £ .

414

TRIBOWSKI, Marcel
l.pr harmonie 1992

414s 1. a d 3  gg3 2. ^ e5  Ad3+ 3. ®f4 ^e2 #  ♦ 
1. # f4  £ f5  2. ®f3 gh2  3. Де4 Де2# ♦ 1.
феЗ Дхе4 2. g f l  3. gf3 ge2# ♦ White

h#3 311 —

piece-cycle: ABC-CAB-BCA ♦ 4th WCCT theme: 
mates on same square.

CYCLE, OF PINS
There are at least three thematic pieces A , В  and 
C, which are, two in turn, essentially pinned in 
three phases on mating positions (and possibly 
being actively pinned in the course of solution). 
The pinned pieces appear in cycles AB-BC-CA.

415

JANEVSKI, fcivko 
l.pr feenschach 1988

h#2 3111
415s L eQaxd4+ 2. Де5 ^xf2# ♦ 1. ^c3 dxe6 2. 

ахеб ДхсЗ# ♦ 1. a d 6  ^xf4+ 2. Д£5 gxd6# ♦ 
Two of the black pieces (Д Д  ̂ )  are pinned in turn 
on two pin-lines, while one of them is captured on 
the mating move.

CYCLE, OF PROMOTIONS
Cyclic shift o f promotions to at least three differ
ent pieces of one side or both sides combined in 
one or several phases, for instance AB-BC-CA, 
ABCD-BCDA, or ABC-BCA(-CAB) etc.

416s a) 1. e d lg  gf2  2. cl a £>c2# ♦ b) 1. edia 
gf2 2. с1Д ac2# ♦ c) 1. ed lA  gf2  2. c lg  
ad3#  ♦ Cyclic promotions of two black Pawns.

= Alias: Promotions, Cyclic.

CYCLE, OF SQUARES
The key squares of a play in different variations, 
phases or (in helpmates) solutions appear in cy
clic fashion.
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417

SYZONENKO, Viktor
5 Mm Olympic Tourney 
1990

h#2 4111
417: 1. Д17 ®dl 2. ®g6A #g4#B ♦ 1. f3 Дё2 2. 

Sl?g4B ^xe4#c ♦ 1. # f3  # a2  3. ®e4c ^e6#D ♦ 
1. Ш 5  #xh5 2. <&e6D #g6#A ♦ Cycle of King’s 
flights and Queen’s mating squares.

gf4  2. ge8#B, (1... £xd4 2. Дс7#, 1... £d5 2. 
gxd5#) ♦ Cyclic functions of white pieces: A = 
key, mate, threat; В = threat, key, mate; C = mate, 
threat, key.

#2

419

ZAPPAS, Byron
l.hm Goumondy JT 1986

CYCLE, OF UNPINS 
At least three pieces o f one side are cyclically 
unpinned by the other or same side in pairs in 
different phases or variations of a problem: 
AB-BC-CA.

418

PAROS, Gydrgy 
l.pr BTSB 1962

418: 1. ®d4 £>f2 2. £}gf6 e3# ♦ 1. £>f2 e3 2. 
ge5# ♦ 1. £ f4  gd5 2. bxc5 £}xc5# ♦ Cyclic 
unpins of white g,<£} and e2 on first and second 
halfmove.

h#2 3111

h#2 3111

420

PAROS, Gydrgy
4.pr BTSB 1954

420:1. £>b5 axb5 2. Дс7 c6# ♦ 1. Де5 fxe5 2. Дсб 
e6# ♦ 1. Д17 gxf7 2. £ c6  f8£#.

★  Other examples: 409, 1608.

CYCLIC INTERFERENCES
Three or more pieces interfere with each other on 
the same square. In case of three pieces A , В  and 
C: A interferes with В, В  interferes with C and C 
interferes with A .

CYCLIC FUNCTIONS OF PIECES 
At least three pieces of the same side change 
functions in a cyclic manner, either, for instance, 
ABC-BCA-CAB, or AB-BC-CA. Functions may 
be tactical ones or related to functions o f moves 
etc. In three phases o f 419 two white Rooks and 
Sg l have cyclic roles as a key piece, in a threat or 
in a post-key variation. A third-pin in 420  is 
demounted so that each piece is in turn once sac
rificed, once used for a selfblock, and once left 
pinned in a mate.

4 1 9 :1. £e2?A~2. g e8#B, 1... £d6  2. ge7#c, 1... 
gh8! ♦ 1. gf6?B ~ 2.ge7#C, 1... gxe4 2. 
£f3#A, 1... ДхЬб! ♦ L gd4!c ~ 2. &f3#A, 1...

421

HICKS, Geoffrey
l Mm The Problemist 1986

421: 1. gxe6? ~ 2. ДеЗ#, 1... gd4 2. #f8#, 1... 
Дё4 2. ge4#, 1... #d4  2. £}xd3#, 1... Де5! ♦ 1. 
#xd3!~2. ^/Д еЗ#, 1... gd4 2. gf8#, 1... Дё4 
2. #e4#, 1... #d4  2. #d2#.

#2
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422:1. £}d5 £>d7+ 2. ^ Ь 6  Д а4# ♦ 1. £|b5 £>c4+ 2. 
b6 £>a5# ♦ 1. g c 8  £>xc8+ 2. Д Ьб £)xa7#.

CYCLIC INTERFERENCES, COMPLETE
There are at least three thematic pieces A , В  and
C. When A moves to the thematic square, it inter
feres with В  and C, which would have had the 
positive effect that A does not have. Similarly, В 
interferes with C and A, and C interferes with A 
and B.

423

BOGDANOV, Evgeny
l.pl Ukrainian Team 
Championship 1986

423: 1. d6! ~ 2. g g3+  (2. g d 5 ?  с5/Да4!; 2. g c5 ?  
A a4/gxd6!; 2. g b 5 ?  gxd6/c5!), 1... g c 6  2. 
g d5  cxb3 3. gd3# , 1... c6 2. g c 5  cxb3 3. gc3# ,
1... Д сб  2. g b 5  cxb3 3. gxb3#, (1... £,d5 2. 
gxd5, 1... <£>e3 2. gg3+).

CYCLIC MAN [F]
Fairy piece. A piece standing on a normal board 
is allowed to move as if it were on a vertical cyl
inder board. It is not, however, allowed to make a 
full circle, i.e. return on its removal square on the 
same move.
§ Invented by E. W. Bennett.
« Alias: Zyklischer Stein (Ger.).

CYCLIC OVERLOAD THEME
1. Each of several (at least 3) Black men guard 
two junction points. Each junction point is con
trolled by a different pair of men. In defence, 
each Black man in turn leaves one of the junction

#3

points unguarded, after which a White man moves 
to the square that is doubly guarded. See 424.
2. One black man is overloaded by guard of three 
possible mating moves. In three variations these 
moves occur in cyclic order on second move 
which decoys the black defender, and as a mate. 
In 425 this scenario is skillfully doubled.
% Walter J. Jacobs (1914-1982).

424:1. ДН7! (2. Axd6+ <g>xf6 3. gxh6#), 1... g4 2. 
<£)d3+A exd3,£)xd3 3. f4B,£)xg4c#, 1... £}g4 2. 
f4+B gxf4,^xf4 3. £}xg4c ,£}d3A#, 1... Дхс5 2. 
<£)g4+c  £)xg4,fxg4 3. £)d3A,f4B# ♦ 2nd and 3rd 
moves: ABC-BCA-CAB, full and complete cycle.

425: 1. ®e2! (2. Д ё3 -  3. Д е1#), 1... # х а б  2. 
Д е5+А d4 3. £>xe4#B, £ e6 2. £>xe4+B dxe4
3. # c 4 # c , 1... g x f6  2. ^ c 4 + c  dxc4 3. Д е5#А  
1... ДИ7 2. Д е5+ А d4 3. ^ c 4 #c , i... g Xa6 2. 
£)xe4+B dxe4 3. Д е б ^ ,  1... £>сб 2. ^ c 4 + c  dxc4 
3. £,xe4#B (1... d 4 /g e6  2. ^fxa3+).

★  Other example 846.
—> See also: Keller Paradox.
= Alias: Jacobs Theme.

CYCLIC PLAY
In many variations and phases, or even in one 
phase, of a problem a number of elements can oc
cur in cyclic fashion: (mating) moves, order of 
moves, functions of pieces, errors and motives of 
moves etc. Common to these elements is that 
they can be paraphrased with help o f patterns like
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AB-BC-CA, ABC-BCA(-CAB). Various Recip
rocal (AB-BA) and cyclic elements have very 
much characterized modem composing in all 
genres and schools, especially since 1940s. Ex
amples of cyclic play can be found under titles 
starting with Cycle and Cyclic. Furthermore, 
there is a great number of themes which involve 
cyclic play.

CYCLIC REFUTATIONS
Permutation among three black moves: each 
takes part in all thematic tries, in one as a refuta
tion and in others as a defence, preferably always 
met by different mate. All three moves are also 
defences in the actual play, again preferably with 
completely new set of mates, which would make 
the ideal form with 9 different mates. 426 is an 
early example short of the full set o f 9 mates 
(2.£>d6 and 2.^rg8 are repeated). 427 is proba
bly the oldest complete example with 9 different 
thematic mates.
The incomplete form: three thematic defences 
appear in tries in pairs, i.e. each defence does not 
participate in one phase. See 428.
Patterns:

426

GRASEMANN, Herbert 
l.pl Baden -  Berlin 1953

426: l£}e~? £d6!/£xd4!/£d6! ♦ 1. £>f3!? Axd4, 
<£id6 2. gxd4,£c3#, 1... Дёб! ♦ 1. £>g4!? &d6, 
£d6  2. ^g8,£|f6#, 1... Axd4! ♦ 1. £>g6!? jfl.xd4, 
^ d 6  2. £ie7,#g8#, i... £d6! ♦ 1. <£,d3! -  2. 
#e5#, 1... Дёб 2. #ЬЗ#, 1... Дх<И 2. £Ь4#, 1... 
£}d6 2. ^c3#.

427: 1. # ~ ?  Дс5!/£}с4!/^f8! ♦ 1. #a3!? # f8 , 
4}c4 2. gxg4,#d3#, 1... Дс5! ♦ 1. ^xf6!? Дс5, 
^ f8  2. £>c3,^xg6#, 1... £c4! ♦ 1. ^xb6!? £}c4,

#2

Cyclic Refutations - 
Incomplete

1 ~ a b c
X A !
Y ! В
Z » C
К D E F

Cyclic Refutations - 
Complete

1 ~ a b c
X A В !
Y C i D
Z ! E F
К G H 1

Д с5 2. ^b l,£}xc5# , 1... ^ f8 !  ♦ 1. ^ e 6 !  -  2. 
<£id6#, 1... Д с5  2. #xd5# , 1... £ c 4  2. gxd4#, 1... 
^ f 8  2. # x g 4 #  ♦ All possible 9 mates are different

427

BARNES, Barry P.
l.pr Problemnoter 1961

428

SELB, Hans
2-3.pr= Die Schwalbe 
1950/11

428: L £ g6?  ~ 2. <£,ge7#, 1... # c5  2. Ag2#, 1... 
#xg5! (#d4??) ♦ 1. £^d7? -  2. £>f6#, 1... 
^xg5 2. £}xb6#, 1... #d4! (#c5??) ♦ 1. £}f3?~ 
2. c4#, 1... ^ d 4  2. gxd4#, 1... ^c5! (#xg5??) 
♦ 1. £}f7! ~2. £e7#, 1... ^ c5  2. Ag2#, 1... #xg5 
2. 42>xb6#.

★  Other examples: 371,423. 
s  Alias: Virtuelles Paradenzyklus (Ger.).

CYCLIC SACRIFICES
Sacrifice of three (or more) white pieces in at least 
two variations or phases follow in cyclic order.

429

DEDESHIN, Viktor
l.pl Russian 
Championship 1977

429: 1. e3! ~ 2. # e 5 + A £ x e5  3. g d 6 + B £>xd6 4. 
Д е6#с, 1... £>cd4 2. g d 6 + B £}xd6 3. Д е6+С 
£}xe6 4. #e5#A, 1... £ fd 4  2. Д е6+С £>xe6 3. 
# e 5 + A ^ x e 5  4. g d 6 # B.

* Other example 1566.
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CYCLIC SELF-BLOCK [H]
A cyclic shift of three or more self-blocks. 
Self-blocks may be executed by different (at least 
three) pieces on different squares, when one of 
the self-blocks may be a passive one (see 430), 
or by same [at least two] pieces on at least three 
squares, when both pieces must block actively 
(see 431).

430

STOSlC, Miroslav
Problem 1970 /  (v)

430: 1. <g>f6 g g l 2. £ f5  Де5# ♦ 1. ®g5 gh4 2. 
gf5 <&e4# ♦ 1. <®>g4 Q g4 2. Д£5 gh4#.

h#2 3111

431

JANEVSKI, 2ivko
4.hm Israel Ring Tourney 
1981

h#2 b) gd2->a5; с) Дё5->Ь5; d) =c+ gd2-»b5 
431: a) 1. £}g4A gh2 2. ^ g 6 B gh5# ♦ b) 1. £ g6B 

Ag2 2. £}e4c ДИЗ# ♦ c) 1. £}e4c e6 2. £|xe6D 
gd5# ♦ d) 1. £}e6D Де2 2. £}g4A £d3#.

* Other example 411.

CYCLIC SELF-OBSTRUCTIONS
In one variation the piece A occupies a square de
nying access from piece В  of its own colour; in 
the other variation, В  denies access from C, and 
in the third variation C denies access from A  The 
minimum number of pieces and variations is 
three.
432:1. gxe6? Jtxg3! (Дхеб?) ♦ 1. Дхеб? <£}xg3! 

(£}xe6?) ♦ 1. £xe6? gxg3! (gxe6?) ♦ 1. gd8! 
~ 2. Де8, 1 ... Axg3 2. Дхеб ~ 3. ДС5# (2... 
£jg3?), 1... Cixg3 2. ^хеб -  3. <£}xg5# (2... 
gg3?), 1... gxg3 2. gxe6 ~ 3. gxe5# (2... 
^g3?) ♦ Both White and Black cycle of Obstruc
tions (Blockpunkt).

432

BREHMER, Siegfried
Essener Nationalzeitung 
1937

CYCLIC SUCCESSIVE REMOVAL 
OF MATES
In a more-mover, White has potentially three dis
tinct mates at his disposal, but in trying to realize 
one o f them he must give up one of these mates in 
turn in cyclic manner, so that Black can all the 
time prevent the remaining two.

433: 1. Дсб?А gxc6! ♦ 1. Дс4?в gxc4! ♦ 1. gc6! 
(2. £>c7#C) gh7 2. gc4 (3. Дсб#А) gg6 3. gc8 
(4. Дс4#в) g h 4 4. g4! ghxg4 5. gc4 (6. £,c7#C) 
Sg7 6. Дсб#А

CYLINDER BOARD [F]
Fairy condition, a “rolled up” chessboard: 
Vertical Cylinder: Joined a- and h-file. 
Horizontal Cylinder: Joined 1 st and 8th rank.
Anchor Ring or Torus: Combination of vertical 
and horizontal cylinders, i.e. both 1st and 8th 
rank and a- and h-files are joined.
Vertical Mobius Board: It has a shape of a verti
cal cylinder, but twisted 180° so that a8 is con
nected to h i, a7 to h2 etc. In other words, a 
chessboard looks like a Mobius Strip. (Invented 
by Wilfried Pflughaupt in 1953.)
H orizontal M obius Board: Like Vertical 
Mobius Board, only al is connected to h8, b l to 
g8 etc.
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Mobius Cylinder: Double cylinder, changed by 
twisting so that squares a l-d l are connected to 
squares e8-h8 and squares e l-h i to a8-d8. (In
vented by B. R. Mason in 1966.)
Other cylindrical boards:
Oblique Cylinder is imagined to be wrapped 
obliquely round a cylinder so that two diagonals 
adjoin, instead of two ranks or files.
Spherical Board is imagined to be wrapped 
round a sphere, like a “globe” of the world, with 
“squares” formed between lines of latitude and 
longitude. Files a-d form the western hemi
sphere, files e-h the eastern; ranks 1 to 4 lead 
from the South Pole to the equator, and 5 to 8 
from the equator to the North Pole.

Conventions regarding Cylinders
(1) Every move must be a finite one, with a defi

nite stop; the endless circulation of the cylin
der is not legal (as stated in the original 
version of Codex). The composer can, how
ever, legalize the endless circulation by putt
ing it into the stipulation.

(2) A pinned piece may “temporarily” unpin it
self and return at the end of its move to the 
same (or different) pinned positions.

(3) When a long-range piece has two open routes 
to the same square, these are two separate 
moves, and should be counted separately in a 
construction task on a cylinder, but they are 
not regarded as a “dual”.

(4) On the Horizontal Cylinder or Anchor Ring 
the Pawns’ promoting rank should be stated, 
unless it is irrelevant to the problem, or obvi
ous from the setting (Piran Codex). Accord
ing to Nanning and Koldijk (Thema-Boek, 
page 140) a Pawn promotion on such board is 
not allowed. On the other hand, Ebert, Gruber 
and Kiihlman assert that Pawn promotions, 
Pawn’s double-step and Castling remain un
affected ('4000 Vater..A*\ page 274).

The initial array on Vertical cylinder is precisely 
the same as on the orthodox 8x8 board, and a 
game may be played from there using vertical 
cylinder moves throughout. But on a Horizontal 
Cylinder and Anchor-Ring the chessmen cannot 
legally stand in the orthodox initial array.
E First time cylinder boards were mentioned in literature 

was by Teodoro Ciccolini in 1836. It is presumed that 
cylinder chess was known in Arabic chess.

434

MILLMAN, Stephen L.; 
VOLET, Thomas
The Problemist 1980

#1 a) Orthodox; b) Vertical cylinder;
c) Horizontal cylinder; d) Torus; 
e) Vertical Mobius; f) Horizontal Mobius

434s a ) l .# g 7 #  ♦ b ) l .# a 7 #  ♦ c) 1. #h7#  ♦
d) 1. # a 8 #  ♦ e) 1. # a 2 #  ♦ f) 1. #g8# .

CYWINSKI SELF-BLOCK
Two or more successive black self-obstructions 
of the same black piece for its complete block
ade.
1 August von Cywinski de Puchala (1829-1905).

435

VON CYWINSKI DE 
PUCHALA, August
1955. Deutsche 
Schachzeitung 1865

#5

435:1. g h 8? Де4!2. gc8+®c5 3. gc5+<g>d44.? 
-  1st obstacle ♦ 1. #d4? gxd4 2. gh8 JLf3(g2)- 
2nd, new obstacle ♦ 1. ^re4! (1st fore-plan; thr. 2. 
^ b l )  2. ^ d 4  (2nd fore-plan) gxd4 3. gh8 
^ e 4  4. gc8+ sS>d5 5. gc5#.

DABBABA [F]
Fairy piece. A (0.2)-leaper which moves or
thogonally two steps, being allowed to leap over 
another piece.
This piece deserves to be discussed briefly, since 
it has its origin in medieval chess. In 1140, when 
chess had arrived in Europe, Ferz, the predeces
sor of the modem Queen, who normally moved 
only one step diagonally, was given right to leap 
like dabbaba, i.e. two squares orthogonally. That 
right had also a promoted Ferz, but it could use 
its freedom only once in the course of the game.
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Mate in precisely 3 moves 
= Fers

436

CIVIS BONONIAE,
Estenze, Cod. 3 a. R. 9. 
1454

436: 1. g x d 8+ £}g8+ 2. hxg8{0|:+ g x h 6+ 3. <$g6#. 
♦ The newly-bom Fers was allowed to leap once 
like the modem Dabbaba. Note that in the final 
position the Fers is guarding h7. The composer has 
added the condition “precisely”, thus avoiding an 
easy mate in two.

DAD THEME
In a direct twomover there are at least three tries 
by one white piece with distinct threats. In the so
lution, these threats become mates after defences 
of one and same black piece.

4 3 7 :1 . g lg 5 ?  (2. A g2#) 1... £>b4! ♦ 1. g g 3 ?  (2.
1... £b4! ♦ 1. g f l ?  (2. ge5#) 1... £>b4! 

♦ 1. #d 7 ! ~ 2. ^xd5#, 1... d£r~ 2. Ag2#, 1... 
<£,e3 2. £f2#, 1... £xf4  2. ge5#, (1... <&xd4 2. 
^xd5#).

DAISY THEME [H]
Queen, black or white, moves on all eight adja
cent squares.

438

ABDURAHMANOVICH
Fadil
sp.pr Clubde 
Guanabara-20 JT 
1976-1979

h#2 8111 
= Alias: Mayflower.

DALTON THEME
The unpinned black piece proceeds to defend by 
pinning (directly) its unpinner (see 439).

Dalton 2: The unpinned black piece pins its 
unpinner indirectly (see 440).
Ш William R. Dalton (1841-1931); George Plant 

(1881-?).

439

HARTONG, Jan
l.pr Dalton Theme 
Tourney
American Chess Bulletin 
1920-1921

439: 1. £>cd3! (~), 1... # e 2  2. # h 3 # , (1... <&g3, 
#~»#xf2,#c5+,^xd3+,#xe5+ 2. igrh3,£}el, 
£}xf2, <£}xc5,gxd3,£ixe5#).

440

PLANT, George
Birmingham Daily Post 
1920

#2

438:1. igrd5 J|xg5 2. <3?e4 #xd5# ♦ 1. <2?g2 igrb8 2. 
# f3  #h2# ♦ 1. фе2 £xg5 2. # d 3  ^g2# ♦ 1. 
®g4 iLxg5 2. # f5  #g2# ♦ 1. феЗ g f l  2. # d 4  
^f3# ♦ 1. <£>g3 gh2 2. # f4  ^g2# ♦ 1. <£>F2 g g l 
2. ^e3 ^g2# ♦ 1. <®>f4 gh3 2. # e5  #f3#.

440:1. # g 3 !  ~2. # d 3 # , 1... g e 4  2. £ c2 # , 1... g e 3  
2. fxe3#, 1... g d 5  2. <£,c6#, 1» g c 5  2. Д сЗ# ♦ 
etc.

★  Other example 969.
= Alias: Plant Theme.
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DANAAN’S GIFT [E]
A quiet sacrifice in problem or endgame the ac
ceptance of which is very unpleasant
= Alias: Trojan Horse.

£if4+ ф с5  8. ф е4  (9. £>e6,£>xd3#) d5+ 9. фе5 
A f6+ 10. ф еб  (11. £ x d 3#) £ d 8+ 11. ® d7 ~ 12. 
£xd3#.

★  Other example 1324. 
se Alias: Dunkle Taten (Ger.).

DANISH IDEA
The indirect defence of the black move that de
feats the try is in the solution replaced by a direct 
defence of the same black move.

441s 1. ДЬ6? (2. Дхс5 ~ 3. ^Ь4#), 1... d4! 2. Дхс5 
ДЬЗ! ♦ 1. &х&71 (2. #a2#), 1... Axd7 2. &b6 
ДхЬ5 3. ^a2+  фЬ4 4. Да5#, 1... d4 2. ДЬ4 cxb4
3. ^ a l+  фЬЗ/Да2 4. Дхе6/#ха2#. 

s  Alias: DatskayaTema(Rus.).

DARK DOINGS THEME
1. Problems in which White has besides the King 
only a Pawn or Knight against Black’s over
whelming force, which White, however, wins.
2. The essay by Dr. Otto Titus Bl&thy published 
in 1922 in the British magazine “The Chess Am
ateur” that contained many direct and selfmate 
manymovers featuring the white King accompa
nied by only one second white piece against the 
complete (or almost complete) black force.
1 The earliest known problem of this sort dates back to 

1845.

4 4 2 :1. £|f4+! ф с5  2. 42>e6+ <J>d5 3. £}xc7+ ф с5  4. 
<£}xa6+ <3?d5 5. <£}c7+ ф с5  6. £}e6+ <2?d5 7.

DAVAINE THEME [F]
Theme in “Rebirth” conditions, such as the dree 
family. Selfblock by a piece captured on the mat
ing move.

443

LINDGREN, Bo
pr Probleemblad 1979

443s 1. A d 6  ф с 8  2. ф е 8  £>Ь7 3. g e 7  ^ x d b ^ fS )#  
♦ 1. ф !8 +  ф с 8  2. g f 7  ® d8 3. £}e6+ £>xe6 
(£>g8)# ♦ 1. <g>g8+ ф е 8  2. g f 2  £}d7 3. g f6  
£ x f6 (g h 8 )# .

= Alias: Davaine.

DAWSON THEME
Double Grimshaw interference between either 
two Bishops and a Rook, or two Rooks and a 
Bishop.
E Thomas R. Dawson (1889-1951).

444

DAWSON, Thomas R.
Western Daily Mercury 
1921

444: 1. & g6l ~ 2. #xd3# , 1... g d 5  2. # h 3 # , 1... 
Д<15 2. £ f5 # , 1... g e 4  2. gh3# , 1... Д е4  2. 
<£}g4# ♦ etc.

—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

DAWSON TYPE [H]
Helpmate with variations branching on two first 
halfmoves (m.n.1.1...).
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445

HUSSERL, Gideon
3.pr Israel Ring Tourney 
1976

445:1. ® hl h4 2. gl g  #h3#, 1... £ f4  2. gl Д  ^f3# 
♦ 1. <g>fl f4 2. gl a  #f3#, 1... ДеЗ 2. gl Д  #h3#.

DEADLOCK [F]
Special case of stalemate in which all moves are 
physically blocked.
- >  See also: Checklock.

DECOY
An English equivalent to German’s “Lenkung 
White’s maneuver to either drive black unit away 
from guarding a line or square, or lure it to a 
square where it is captured or causes an obstruc
tion. It can also be Black’s defensive maneuver 
on a White piece to distract its attention from 
White’s plan of attack. Decoys can be divided - 
according to their purpose to ad-decoys 
(Hinlenkung) and ex-decoys (Weglenkung). Of
ten used by the adherents of the logical (New 
German) school, the terms have essentially same 
meaning outside that context too.
Decoys are forced moves disadvantageous to 
the side that executes them. The disadvantage 
may result either from the vacation of the initial 
square (the square of departure), or from the oc
cupation of the new square (the square of ar
rival). The former are termed Ex-Decov and the 
latter Ad-Decov.

446:1. ^re7! (~ 2. ^xf8+; ad-decoy of H to the square 
where it will be captured later) gxe7 2. £}xg6! (~ 3.

gh8#; ex-decoy of the Of to leave e7 unguarded) 
^rxg6 3. £}xe7# (1... ^fxe7 2. £}xg6 etc.).

'A Other example 1449.

DECOY, BLACK
Black’s defensive combination, in which he ma
nipulates White’s pieces to unfavourable posi
tions in order to parry or prolong White’s mating 
combination. Examples are found under many 
headings with the prefix “anti-”.

DECOY, TO KEEP THE OPPONENT 
BUSY
An indirect combination, the purpose of which is 
to make the opponent (Black) waste time which 
White needs to carry out his plan. The combina
tion or maneuver does not involve any other im
provement of one’s own (White’s) or 
deterioration of the opponent’s position.

447: White is a move away from carrying out his 
main plan, but he has not got it. Therefore a maneu
ver, which helps him gain that move: L ^e7+! 
®h6! (1... ®g8 2. ^e6+ фЬ8 3. #e5+ ®g8 4. 
#xb8+) 2. ^h4+  <g>g7 3. ^d4+  ®h6! 4. #f4+ 
<3?g7 (now White has gained the move, whereas 
Black’s position has remained the same) 5. ^e5+ 
<g>h6 6. gh5+! gxh5 7. (5... ®g8 6.
©хЬ8+).

★  Other examples: 627, 655, 677, 892. 
s  Alias: Beschaftigungslenkung (Ger.).

DEDICATION
Composition that is dedicated to someone, often 
on the occasion of birthday, some other signifi
cant event, to cherish the memory of a deceased 
composer, or as a token of gratitude or friend
ship. Dedication is normally indicated above the 
diagram, for instance “dedicated to NN'\ Some 
dedication problems tend to be symbolic in some 
way.
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DEDRLE MANEUVER [E]
A black Pawn is a Knight’s distance from a white 
Pawn that is standing on the 2nd rank. Instead of 
attacking the enemy Pawn directly, the white 
King retreats to his 1st file, preventing black 
Pawn from advancing and, consequently, black 
King reaching the opposition.
2 Frantisek Dedrle (1878-1957).

448

DEDRLE, FrantiSek
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1921

448s 1. фМ!! (1. фсЗ? аЗ! 2. Ь4 фе5 3. фЬЗ <£>d~ 4. 
фхаЗ фсб 5. фа4 фЬб =) аЗ (1... феб 2. фа2 фё5
3. фаЗ фс5 4. фха4 фЬб 5. фЬ4! +-) 2. ЬЗ! фе5 3. 
фа2 ф<15 4. фхаЗ фс5 5. фа4 фЬб 6. фЬ4! +-.

DEFENCE
In direct mate problems, a black move that par
ries White’s threat. For the sake of consistency 
this term denotes also black moves in a block 
problem, although there is no threat to be de
fended from.

DEFENCE ON THREAT SQUARE
Black defeats the threat by playing to the threat 
square. In a twomover a threat is naturally mate 
(449). In longer problems thematic white move 
to a threat square doesn’t necessarily need to 
happen on the second move, but the black de
fence does! In 450 it is a second white move, 
while in 319 it occurs later. A Pawn move is not 
counted as thematic threat.

449: (l...£>f~ 2. ^d6#) ♦ 1. #a2! ~ 2. £}d5#, 1... 
£>fd5! 2. #c4#, 1... ^ed5! 2. ДЬ5#, (l...£f~, 

2. ^re6, gc7#) ♦ etc.

450: 1. Де8! ~ 2. £g4! ~ 3. <axh6#; 1... Sg4! 2. 
£>П~,фЬ5 3. £xh6,£}d6#; 1... £g4! 2. <£,c4 Д -
3. £}xe3#; 1... g4! 2. ^d5  ®g5 3. <^xf3#.

451

MARANDYUK, Mikhail; 
BOGDANOV, Evgeny
Themes 1986

451: 1. ge8! ~ 2. ДА5 Дс7 3. <^d3+ gd3A£)xd3 4. 
^e4/^e3#, 1... gd3 2. ©e4+ фхе4 3. Даб+ 
фё4 4. gg4#, 1... ДёЗ 2. ^еЗ+  фхеЗ 3. Дхс5+ 
®f4 4. ДеЗ#.

-> also: Umnov 2 Theme.
= Alias: Umnov Defence.

DEFENCE SUBSTITUTION
Group of ideas in a logical combination where a 
good defence of one piece is prevented and re
placed by a bad defence of either this or another 
piece.
By paying attention only to the black pieces 
which play in the try playщ the Foreplan and the 
Main plan several typical themes can be recog
nized. They involve play of one, two or three 
black pieces which are in the following table 
identified by letters A, В and C.

Theme Try
play

Fore
plan

Main
plan

Roman theme A A A
Hamburg theme A В A
Palitzsch-Dresden (Dresden idea) A A В
Brunner-Dresden A В В
Changed-Form-Dresden A В С

Closely related are: Swiss theme. Munich theme. 
Wiener theme and London theme.
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DEFENCE, INDIRECT
A defence that guards threatened squares or lines 
with concealed ways and motives, not obvious in 
the position.
★  See example 1358.

DEFENCE, PRIMARY
A random move o f the defending unit, which it 
makes either to parry White’s primary threat 
(Threat Primaryк carried by the key, or in a 
zugzwanz position. If the key made by White is 
the solution, the random move (primary de
fence) o f Black piece fails due to general error it 
commits. Black may try to correct the error by 
playing his piece onto a particular square, thus 
making the secondary defence.
-» See also: Correction, Black.

DEFENCE, SECONDARY
Black piece’s correction move which is aimed at 
parrying White’s secondary threat (Threat Sec
ondary). caused by defender’s random move and 
the general error it committed. Correction may 
fail due to a secondary error (Correction, Black\ 
or it may also be a refutation.

452

TIKKANEN, Tapani
l.pr BABY Ту 1960

452: 1. ^ff8! (~), l...£}c~ 2. gxe5#, 1... £>xe4 2. 
£c7#, 1... g ~  2. #d6#, 1... gxe6 2. ^c5#,
1...4^e~ 2. ^a8#, 1... <£>c6 2. £jxc3#, (I —
®с6,фхе6,фхе4 2. Tgrd6,Tgrf7,£>xc3#).

—» See also: Correction, Black.

#2

lowed by different White moves, are played on 
the same square. There are a number of themes 
with this feature.

453

LOSHINSKY, Lev I.
3.pr British Chess 
Federation 1958

453: 1. £}h6! (2. £е6+), l... g f e3 2. Д ё4 ~ 3. 
<£ih3#, 1*.. gee3 2. ДС5 ~3. <&h3#, 1... £>ge3 2. 
£xd7 ~ 3. £>e6#, 1... £ce3 2. Деб ~ 3. £>h3# ♦ 
If a dummy played on e3,all White’s 2nd moves 
would do.

★  Other examples: 152,272,368,503,684,731,755,1100, 
1612.

DEFENSIVE M OTIF
A reason why a defence parries a threat. The 
main tactical motives are: guarding a square or a 
line, closing of an opponent’s line and opening a 
line for an own unit, obstruction of an enemy 
man or vacation of a square for an own piece; un
pin of an own unit or pinning of opponent’s, giv
ing check or parrying one.
★  See example 282.

DEFLECTION
Black has a good and weak defence for White’s 
threat. In the foreplan the good defence is elimi
nated and only the weak one remains.
In the “pure” deflection, Black plays both 
defences with same piece, whereas in “split” 
(getrennt) deflection the defences are performed 
by different pieces.

DEFENCE, TOTAL
In Fleck-type problems (Fleck theme) (and other 
direct problems with separation-based themes) 
any single defence that parries all possible 
threats and is followed by a new mate.
- »  See also: Fleck-Karlstrom Theme.

DEFENCES, ON SAME SQUARE
In the solution o f a direct problem with a threat, a 
kind of task where at least 3 black defences, fol
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454: 1. # b 4 !  (2. g g 6+) .&f6(!) 2. ^ b 5 + ?  <g>a7 3. 
Д сб  g b 8 4. # a5 # , but 3... gh7!, therefore 2. 
Sg7! ^ x g 7  3. # b 5 +  ® a7 4. Д сб  g b 8 5. >^a5# 
♦ Interference deflection, may be first intentional 
of its kind. The key is terrible.

4 5 5 :1. g d 7 ! £ g 6 2. g d 6 Д£5! (2... ДИ7? 3. ^ g 6! 
^ x g 6 4. g x g 6 фЬ1 5. g c 6) 3. g d 5  Д е4  (3... 
^ g 6 4. ^Lf5! etc.) 4. g d 4  ДГ5 (4... ^ x d 3  5. 
gxd3  ® b l 6. g c3 ) 5. Д е4! Д хе4  6. g x e4  ® b l 
7. g  c4. ♦ Deflections follow one after another, but 
logically different from the problem by Breuer (see 
456).

★  Other examples: 61, 677, 1031.
= Alias: Beugung (Ger.).

DEFLECTION, CONSECUTIVE
White’s main plan is refuted by Black’s (good) 
defence. When White tries to shut it out, there 
emerges new choice, when Black (again) takes 
refuge of his good defence. Finally, the correct 
key leaves Black with only ope defence, and with 
help of that White can force Black to run out of 
his good defences one by one until White’s main 
plan can be executed.

456

BREUER, Josef
5016. Die Schwalbe 1937

#6
456: Main plan: L ДсЗ? (2. gxb3#) gh3! ♦ Tries: 

1. Ad4? £>f3? 2. ДсЗ!, 1... f3!; 1. ДГ6? £>g4? 2. 
Д d4!, 1... gh6!; 1. Де5? £>g4,£f3 2. £d4!, 
ДсЗ! 1... d6! ♦ 1. &gll gh7 2. Д е5 d6 3. ДЯб 
gh6 4. ^ d 4  £>f3 5. ДсЗ -  6. gxb3#.

= Alias: FConsekutiv-Beugung (Ger.).

DEFLECTION, WHITE 
White has a good attack and an inferior attack. 
Black tries to eliminate the good attack so that 
White is left with the inferior one.

#4
457:1. Д с4? (2. Дхаб) еЗ ~ 2. Д хаб Д хеб 3. ? ♦ 1. 

ДеЗ! Д Ы  2. Д хеб (2. Д с4? g2 3. Д хаб stale
mate) ~ 3. Д с 8 ~ 4. ДЬ7# ♦ Because White had to 
resort to the inferior attack instead of the better one, 
the solution prolonged to 4 moves.

— Alias: Beugung, Weisse (Ger.).

DEGENER LINE COMBINATION
In defence, Black cuts the line of a white piece 
toward the black King’s flight square and simul
taneously blocks another flight, guarded by the 
same white piece on the same line. In his mating 
move, White exploits the block by cutting the 
line of the piece who guarded the flight that 
Black blocked, simultaneously opening a white 
line to the other flight.
Ш Udo Degener (1959).

458:1. g d l?  (2. £d6#) £}e3! ♦ 1. ©b6? (2. £y!2#) 
Дd5! ♦ 1. ©a6! ~ 2. ©xa8#, 1... £e3 2. £>d2#,
1... Дd5 2. £>d6#, (1... Ab7(c6),gh6(7),£tf6,f4
2. © х Д ,£ ^ 5 ,§ е 2 ,^ 6 # ) .

DEGENERACY
The endgame situation when the Kings are ac
companied by remnants of their forces insuffi
cient for checkmate to be possible. No move by 
either player can win or lose.
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In orthodox chess the degenarate cases are: ф  vs 
Ф; vs ф ;  ф + Д  vs ф ;  Ф + Д  vs ф + Д
(in latter a single Bishop may be replaced by any 
number o f Bishops on the squares of same col
our).

DEGRADATION [F]
Fairy condition. Any piece with the exception of 
King, degrades to a Pawn when moving on the 
2nd (white) or 7th (black) rank. Neutral pieces 
degrade to neutral Pawns.

ser-h#17
Degradation

459:1. e2 2 . e l g  3. g x e4  4. g a 4  5.e4 6. e3 7. e2 8. 
e l g  9. g h l  10. g h 7 - > £  11.h5 12.h4 13.h3 14. 
h2 15. Ы Д  16. ^ d 5  17. Д а2  £>b2->£#.

DEMOLITION
See cook and bust.

DENTIST FAMILY [S]
The “Dentist Family” belongs to the Selfmate 
realm.
1. The True Dentist (or simply “Dentist”) is a 
process by which a white gin arrangement (with 
A as the pinned white piece) turns into a masked 
black battery following the invasion of an exter
nal black piece В  into the pin-line. The masked 
battery is then activated by the unpinned A, aban
doning the battery-line and extracting В  out as 
well, usually by means of a check to the black 
King. See 463.
The other members o f the Dentist Family all 
reach the same end result, i.e. the point where a 
masked black battery is created etc., but differ on 
the way things happen prior to that point.
2. The C apture-D entist starts with a white 
half-pin arrangement where the capture of one of 
the half-pinned pieces leads to a masked battery 
which is activated as in a true Dentist. See 461.
3. The Departure-Dentist starts with:
(a) masked black half-battery arrangement, 

where the departure of one of its black pieces 
leads to a masked battery. See 462.

(b) a masked white half-pin arrangement, where 
the departure of one of its white pieces leads 
to a masked battery. See 141.

DENSMQ^E THEME
Black’s half-pinned pieces move off the pin-line 
interfering with their own units. In mating White 
takes advantage of both the pins and interfer
ences.
§ Darso J. Densmore (1867-1917).

460

BOTTACCHI, Antonio
l.pr Densmore M T1920

460: 1. A d7! -  2. #xg5# , 1... £ f 4  2. gg4# , 1... 
Д Ь 6 2. # h 5 # , l . . .£ f~  2. #xg5# , 1... £}h7 2. 
g h 6#, 1... £}e4 2. # f4 # , (1... g g 4 ,g h 5  2. hxg4, 
£ f5#).

#2

461

VUKtEVlC, Milan
l.pr T. Kardos-60 JT 
1981-82

462

AVNER, Uri
4.pr Magyar Sakkelet 1982
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461s 1. #e5! -  2. #d4+ Дхс14#, 1... Дхе5 2. £d6+ 
,&xd6#, 1... Дхе4 2. ^xd5+ Дхс15#, 1... f6 2. 
^rxc3+ ^хсЗ#, 1... b2 2. £}d2+ cxd2#, I... gxe5 
2. gxc5+ igrxc5#.

462:1. £}g7? H ,  l...£e-* 2. ^Ь2+А фа5 3. ^b5+ 
£}xb5#, 1 ...£}c-b 2. ^а4+в фсЗ 3. ^с4+  £}хс4#,
1... £xd3! ♦ 1. £>d6! (~), 1...£}е-я 2. #а4+в
фсЗ 3. £Д>5+ £хЬ5#, 1...^с-ь2. ^Ь2+Афа5 3. 
4}с4+ £}хс4#.

★  Other example 140.
—► See also: Avner Mechanism.

DENTIST THEME [S]
A pinned white piece x  is unpinned when a black 
piece у  plays on to the pin-line. Piece jcleaves the 
line and forces piece у  (usually by means of a 
check) to leave the line as well, thus giving check 
or mate to the white King. (Definition from FIDE 
Album.)

463:1. ^d2! ~ 2. # g 2 +  Axg2#, 1... g b 7  2. ^ b i +  
g x b l# , 1... g c 6 2. ^ c 4 +  gxc4#, 1... g d 5  2. 
# d 3 +  gxd3#, 1... £ d 5  2. # x f4 +  £xf4# , 1... f3 
2. ^ e 2 +  fxe2# ♦ The most economical setting of 
a 5-fold rendering, repeated by other composers 
five(!) times after Prytz.

-> See also: Dentist Family.

DEPLOY
The English for German’s “Fiihrung which 
can also be paraphrased as “maneuver by a white 
unit”. In a logical problem. a direct combination 
in which White or Black combines with own men 
to improve his own position. It does not involve 
any other deterioration of opponent’s position 
than possibly loss of time. According to their 
purpose, the deploys are divided into ad-deploy 
(Hinfuhrung), deployment to a (better) square, 
and ex-deploy (Wegfuhrung), deployment away 
from a disadvantageous square. In the latter case, 
a white unit may block a line or square for his 
own man etc.
Deploys are voluntary moves advantageous to 
the side that executes them. The advantage may

result either from the vacation o f the initial 
square (the square of departure), or from the oc
cupation of the new square (the square of ar
rival). The former are termed Ex-Deploy and the 
latter Acl-Deplov.

464:1. g x b 6? (2. g c 6) d3! 2. g h 6? gxh6! I. g a 7 ?  
(2. g c7 ) d3! 2. gh7?? ♦ 1. g a 8! (2. g c 8) d3 2. 
g h 8 g5 3. g h l  g4 4. <g>h2#.

DEPLOY TO A SQUARE
The English equivalent to German’s “Hin- 
fiihrung”. See Deploy.
*  See example 464.

DEPLOYMENT OF WHITE KING
A logical combination: White’s main plan is hin
dered by an unfavourable location of his own 
King. As a foreplan White deploys his King to a 
harmless square, after which his main plan is 
effective.

DEPRIVATION OF SPACE
A logical combination: try/tries is/are refuted by 
Black’s having enough space for a waiting move. 
With his foreplan White decoys black piece to a 
square where it can still defend in an analogous 
way, but is running out of space and conse
quently of good waiting moves.

465

BRUNNER, Erich
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 27.8.1933

465: L g f7 ?  (2. Д О  gx f3  3. g x D )  gf5(4)! (1... 
g f 6? 2. g x f 6) ♦ 1. g e 2 ?  g e l  2. g e 7  (3. Д е2)
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ge5(4,3)! ♦ 1. gh2! g h l 2. gh7 (3. ^h5) gh~
3. ДИ5 gxh5 4. gxh5; 2... gh6 3. gxh6gxh64. 
g7 ♦ This is not Roman, because White ex-decoys, 
not ad-decoys (Brunner, Palatz).

—► See also: Win Of Space.

DESPERADO [E]
In a study, a piece of either color that tries to sac
rifice itself at any cost, usually to attain a stale
mate. Problemists may call that kind of play 
“Siegfried strategy” (Siegfried theme).

466:1. ^d3+ ®g2 2. #g3+ (2©h(f)3+? gxh(f)3!-+) 
<S>fl 3. ^ g l+  (3. ^g2+? gxg2!) фе2 4. ^ d l+  
феЗ 5. ^rd3+®xd3 6. gxh8g! -  7. stalemate.

DIACONESCU THEME
Black closes one white and one black line; White 
utilizes it by a mate from the indirect battery. 
opening the guard toward one square in the black 
Kins 's field.
§ Paul Diaconescu (1929-1997).

467:1. £xe2! -  2. gdl# , 1... # f5  2. £f4# ♦ etc.

DIAGONAL-ORTHOGONAL
CORRESPONDENCE
The same idea is shown in both diagonal and or
thogonal form in one problem. (Definition from 
FIDE Album,')

DIAGRAM (POSITION)
A vast majority of compositions are published on 
a diagram. A diagram with pieces (=position) is 
not complete without the name of the composer, 
the source of original publication, possible dis
tinction in a tourney, the stipulation (=, #2, h=3, 
etc), piece count, possible twins and number of 
solutions (if it deviates from the usual one); also 
possible fairy pieces, types, conditions etc. be
low the diagram. Some mathematical and con
structional problems are published in writing, but 
apart from that, publication in notation should be 
avoided.

DIFFICULTY OF SOLUTION
A chess composition is a problem to solve, a task. 
Therefore, it should issue solver an intellectual 
challenge. Composition is also a work of art that 
should be accessible after reasonable efforts. It is 
no wonder, then, that composers and different 
schools of composition emphasize the value of 
difficulty in various ways.

Difficulty is always subordinate to economy, 
therefore composer should not add force or pro
long the solution if there is no other reason for 
that than adding difficulty. In a multi-phase prob
lem composer may have some choice in case he 
can decide what phase will show actual play.
A good chess composition provides a solver with 
intellectual challenge and beauty to enjoy. Both 
things are, to some extent, very subjective things 
to evaluate.
★  See example 1470.

DILARAM’S MATE
Dilaram’s mate is found in a chess book from 
1503 by a Turkish poet Firdewsi at-Tahihal who 
used in a story a famous 10th Century Mansuba 
attributed to As-Suli. The story tells about a 
prince who had wagered and lost his fortune to 
another prince during an intense chess session 
and in desperation offered as stake his favourite 
wife, Dilaram (meaning “heart’s ease”). When 
he seemed lost she called out “O Shah, sacrifice 
both Rooks and save Dilaram; advance your fil  
and Pawn and checkmate with your horse. ”

468:1. gh8+! фхИ8 2. Iff5+ gh2 3. gxh2+ ®g8
4. gh8+ фхИ8 5. g7+ ®g8 6. £|h6#.
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468

AS-SULI, Abu Bakr
10th Century

#6 V  = Alfil 

DIMITROV THEME
A logical theme: In defeats o f two or more tries 
Black uses different pieces to pin the threatening 
white piece. In the solution these black pieces 
selfpin themselves and White can realize his try 
moves.
1 Nikolai Dimitrov (1929).

469

DIMITROV, Nikolai
Shakhmatna misl 1966

469:1. ©xa7? ga3!, 1. #xb7? Де4! ♦ 1. ДН5! (2. 
g7+), 1... gxg6 2. #xa7, 1... Jx g 6  2. ^xb7, (1... 
£}xg6 2. £}c4).

DIPLOMAT [F]
A fairy piece that has no capability o f moving or 
capturing, and it cannot be captured, but it saves 
from capturing all pieces that stand on its adja
cent squares.

DIRECT COMBINATION
Occurs in a logical problem. A maneuver (com
bination, play) where the initiating side con
ceives “willed” useful movements of its own 
pieces.
Direct combination initiated by White is called 
“Idea in attack with white pieces”. Bristol clear- 
ance is an example (see 470). White maneuvers 
with the effects of his own moves. The aim of the 
combination is not to weaken Blacks’s position, 
but to improve White’s own, in order to enable 
White to carry out his main plan.

#3

Direct combination initiated by Black is called 
“Idea in defence with black pieces”. К ling com
bination is an example (see 471). In defence, 
Black maneuvers with the effects of his own 
moves in order to prevent White from executing 
his plan, or to defer its execution.

470

NANNING, Frederik W.
Handelsblad 1918

470: (*1... d4 2. ^xe4#) ♦ 1. &a6! (~), 1... d4 2. 
^b5# ♦ etc.

#2

#4
471: 1. Ah3! ~ 2. ,&f8+ Ae7(ge7) 3. Дхеб -  4. 

4}a2#, 1... ^ d 8  2. Д18+ ge7 3. d4! фс44. ga4# 
♦ etc.

—> See also: Indirect Combination; Logical Combination.
= Alias: Direct Maneuver.

DIRECT MATE
A type of problem where White, moving first, is 
required to checkmate Black in a specified num
ber o f moves against any defence. Such a prob
lem is usually indicated by the stipulation “mate 
in two” (or however many moves is necessary) or 
“checkmate in two”. The term “direct mate” is 
useful to distinguish these kind of problems from 
helpmates. selfmates. reflexmates and others. 
(Definition from FIDE Album.)
= Allas: Directmate.

DIRECT PLAY
Refers to a normal adversarial play found in 
games like chess, in which the course of solution 
corresponds to the logic of the game, i.e. White
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aims at giving mate on a black King, and Black 
aims at preventing it, as contrasted with e.g. help 
play and selfmate or series play. The term is 
applied to stalemate stipulation, too. In 
retroanalytical play direct play refers to the logi
cal retro-play from critical positions or game-ar
ray position to the diagram position.

DIRECT PROBLEM
Any problem with Direct play. i.e. in orthodox 
and fairy chess a problem that follows the logic 
of the game: White aims at mating black King, 
and Black tries to prevent it. Also compositions 
with stalemate stipulation are considered direct 
problems

DIRECT-REFLEXMATE [F]
Fairy condition. White’s aim is to mate Black. 
After first pair of moves, both players must allow 
to be help-mated in one move, if it is possible.
§ Invented by Jean Zeller (1909-2002) in 1978.

DISCOVERED ATTACK [E]
Endgame theme based on a double attack from 
the battery: a check from the front piece and at
tack to the opponent’s piece from the rear piece, 
or vice versa: check from the rear piece and at
tack to another enemy piece from the front piece. 
Bassisty gives the following definition: “A tac
tical idea: winning a piece with help of opening 
of a battery” ( “Slovar terminov shakhmatnoi 
kompoziciyi ”, Kiev, 2004).

4 7 2 :1. ДЬ4! фхЬ4 (I... g l ^  2. Дс5 -  3. ДЬ5#) 2. 
£d2  g l #  3. £>bl! (thr. 4. a3+ ®a4 5. ДЬ5#) 
^xbl 4. сЗ+ фхсЗ 5. ДхЬ1 +-.

★  Other example 483.

DISGUISED KING(S) [ F ]
Fairy condition. One of Black’s pieces (King in
cluded) is a royal piece, which is called “Dis

guised King”. At the start, the whereabouts of the 
Disquised Kings is not known.
Other rules to note are:
(1) The King can be captured if it is not the Dis

guised King.
(2) Pawns cannot promote to King
(3) A Pawn, when it is the Disguised King, can

not double-step when it is attacked and can be 
captured en passant.

(4) Castling is not allowed when either King or 
Rook is Disguised King and the Disguised 
King is attacked or its path is observed by op
ponent’s pieces.

When this condition is applied to White as well, 
it is indicated by stipulation “Disguised Kings”.

DISQUALIFICATION
The rejection of a problem or a,, study due to 
unsoundness or anticipation, usually during the 
confirmation time of an award, or earlier if such 
defects are found.

DOBBS THEME
Black unpins two white pieces in one pair and 
captures these pieces in another pair of varia
tions. The captures are met by battery mates.

1 Gilberts. Dobbs (1867-1941).

473

DA SILVEIRA, M onteiro
l.pr El Ajedrez Americano 
1932

473 : 1. ® b6! (~), l...gb~ 2. £>c5#, 1... gxb3+ 2. 
ДЬ5#, l...gh~2. \gre8#, 1... gxg6+2. Деб#.

DOLGINOVICH THEM E [H]
A helpmate theme. Reversed or half a move 
shifted kinds of pieces that play (aBcD-dCbA or 
aBcD-bCdA, lowercase letters stand for black, 
uppercase for white pieces). In 4 7 4  the order is 
reversed.
1 Nikolay Dolginovich (1928-1997).
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474:1. ga2+“ фс1в 2. c5c £)b5#D ♦ 1. Ь4-к 
2. фЬ2в gb3#A.

d o m b r o -l a C n y
A two-phase cyclic shift o f threat and two or 
more variations. A paradoxical form of Lacnv 
theme.
Pattern:

Dombro-Lalny
1 - a b
X A В C
Y В C A

475

SHEDEY, Sergey
l.pr Problem 1964-6

475: 1. hxg7? -  2. ,fif6#A, 1... ®c5a 2. ДхеЗ#в, 1... 
фе5ь 2. #хсЗ#с 1... d5! ♦ l.£)d5!~2. &хеЗ#в,
1... фс5а 2. #xc3#C 1... фе5ь 2. ^ 6 #а, (1...
Дхб5 2. ^xdS#).

*  Other example 1534.
= Aliases: La6ny-Dombrovskis; Shedey Paradox; Shedey- 

-LaCny.

#2

d o m b r o -l a Cn y , c o m p l e t e
A three-phase cyclic shift of threat and two or 
more variations. A paradoxical form of Lacnv. 
Complete.
Pattern:

Complete
Dombro-Latny

1 - a b
X A В C
Y В C A
Z C A В

#2 b) *Ь5, ±ЬЗ-к13 
с) *Ь5, ±b7->b6

476

LACNY, L’udovit
4.pr Pravda TT1969

476: a) 1. f4! ~ 2. £}е5#\ 1... фс4» 2. #e4#B,
1.. . фхсбь 2. #xe6#c ♦ b) 1.13! ~ 2. ©e4#B,
1.. . фс4» 2. #xe6#c, 1... фхсбь 2. £}e5#A ♦ c) 
1. ф!7! ~ 2. #xe6#c , 1... фс4» 2. ^e5#A, 1... 
фхсбь 2. #e4#B.

= Aliases: Complete Threat LaCny; Ladny-Dombrovskis, 
Complete; Shedey Paradox, Complete.

DOMBRO-ZAGOROUIKO THEME
Zaeoruiko theme including at least one 
Dombrovskis paradox.

4 7 7 :*1... J|xd4a2. £ d 5#* 1...ахЬ4Ь2. £Ь5#В* 1. 
^e7?~ 2 . £ ^ 5 # » 1... ^xd4 2. #xel# , 1... axb4b 
2. ^xb4#, 1... £d6! ♦ 1. #a7! -  2. ^ 5 #а, 1... 
Дхё4а 2. ^rxd4#, 1... axb4 2. ^fal#.

DOMBROVSKIS THEME
Paradoxical idea o f changed functions o f moves 
in no less than two variations. A mate threatened 
in a try appears in another phase. usually the so
lution, after the same black move that defeated 
the try.
Pattern:

Dombrovskis
1 a b

X? A t
Y? В !
Z * A В

% Alfreds Dombrovskis (1923-2000).
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478

DOMBROVSKIS, Alfreds
l.pr Probleemblad 1958

478:1. Д с1? -  2. £>f4#A ^ d2!a ♦ 1. £>g3? ~ 2.
gd4#B, 1... ^e2 !b ♦ 1. £>e3! -  2. ^c2#, 1... 
Д<12а 2. £ f4 # \  1... ^re2b 2. gd4#B, (1... ®e2 2. 
^dl#).

★  Other examples: 930, 1144, 1549, 1657.

#2

DOMBROVSKIS, CROSS-CLOSED
A two-variation rendering of Dombrovskis theme 
in two phases mutually connected by Reversal 1 
and Reversal 2 pattern.
Patterns:

Cross-Closed
Dombrovskis и)
1 ~ a b
X A ! В
У В A !

Cross-Closed
Dombrovskis (2)
1 - a b
X A C в
Y В A D

Pattern:
Defence-Based
Dombrovskis

1 - a b
X A C
Y В D
Z A В

480

SYZONENKO, Viktor
l.pr Sachove umenie 1976

480:1. c3? ~ 2. ^ d 4 # A, 1... Д х с5 а 2. g d 5 # , l...f4  
2. # h 5 # , 1... bxc5! ♦ 1. ^ c 6? -  2. £>d7#B, 1... 
£>xc5b 2. ^ x d 6#, 1... f4 2. ^ e 4 # , 1... gxh7! ♦ 
1. ^ b 5 ?  -  2. ^ e 2 # , 1... Д хс5а 2. ^d4#A , 1... 
£>xc5b 2. £}d7#B, 1... f4! ♦ 1. ^ h 5 !  ~ 2. ^ e 2 # ,
1... Д хс5 2. ДЬ2#, 1... £)xc5 2. £g4 # .

★  Other example 1687.
= Alias: Dombrovskis, Complicated.

479:1. Д с 8? -  2. gg 5 # A, 1... Д хе5 2. £>d4#B, 1... 
g x e 6 2. Дхеб#, 1... gd7! ♦  1. f4? ~ 2. £ d 4 # B,
1.. . Дхе5 2. ^x e5 # , 1... g x e 6 2. g g 5 # A 1... 
g d 6! ♦ l . ^ b 3 ! ~ 2 .  gg 5 # A 1... Д хе5 2. ^ x b l# ,
1.. . g x e 6 2. ^rxe6#.

DOMBROVSKIS, DEFENCE-BASED
Dombrovskis theme where, instead of being refu
tations, Black’s thematic moves are defences in 
respective tries followed by changed mates com
pared to those in unifying phase* which is usually 
the solution, but may also be another try (as in 
480), or even a set play.

DOMBROVSKIS, IDEAL
Dombrovskis theme where in thematic tries, 
the thematic black move, which does not de
feat a try, is a defence met by a changed mate 
(Mate* Changedh
Pattern:

Ideal Dombrovskis
1 a b
X? A i C
Y? В D !
Z * A В

481

KOPNIN, Alexey G
6.pr Shakhmaty 1975

4 8 1 :1. gd4?(^d7#A) £>f6b2. £>ШВ 1... Ad5!a ♦ 
1. ^ f8 ?  (2. £>f3#B) Ad5a 2. 4^d7#A, 1... £>f6!b ♦

#2
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1. ф Ь5!~ 2. ge4#, I„. Дс15«2. £}d7#A, 1... £}f6b
2 . £}f3#B (1... ДЫ(с4),Ьхс6+ 2£}(х)с4,£хсб#). 

->■ See also: Dombrovskis Theme.
= Alias: Complete Dombrovskis.

DOMBROVSKIS PARADOX
Thematic black defence, which was met by a the
matic mate in one phase, is a defence against the 
same mate as a threat in another phase. 482 is an 
early illustration, probably unconscious but nev
ertheless good example.
Pattern:
Dombrovskis

Paradox
1 a
X A B/l
*Y A

482

WEENINK, Henri G  M. 
l.pr Bristol Times and 
Mirror 1931

482: *1... gd4«2. gc3#* ♦ 1. Де5! ~2. g c 3 # \ 1... 
gd4a 2. #h3#B, (1... £ d 4  2. #a6#, 1... d4 2. 
#c4#, 1... gc4 2. gd2#, 1... gxg2 2. #f5#).

★  Other examples: 711,1661.

#2

DOMINATION PROBLEM [F]
In this type of problems it is required to find a 
minimum number of pieces of the given kind and 
place them on a chess board in such a way that:
1. All free squares of the board are attacked by at 
least one piece (the minimum number o f domi
nating Kings is 9, Queens -  5, Rooks -  8, Bish
ops -  8, Knights -  12);
Example positions:
Kings: b l Ь4 Ы  el e4 e7 hi h4 h7;
Queens: ЬЗ c6 d4 e2 f5;
Rooks: place them on one of the main diagonals; 
Bishops: fill the d-file (or e-file) with Bishops; 
Knights: Ь2 ЬЗ Ь6 сЗ c5 сб еб О f4 f6 f7 g3.

2. All the squares of the board, including the oc
cupied ones, are attacked by at least one piece 
(the minimum number of dominating Kings is

12, Queens -  5, Rooks -  8, Bishops -  10, Knights 
-1 4 ) .
Example positions:
Kings: a2 аЗ аб a7 d2 d3 d6 d7 g2 g3 g6 g7; 
Queens: a2 c4 d5 e6 g8;
Rooks: fill one of the files or ranks with Rooks; 
Bishops: ЬЗ b6 d3 d4 d5 d6 f2 f4 f5 f7; 
Knights: ЬЗ сЗ c4 c5 сб c7 еЗ e4 e6 e7 f3 f7 g3 g5.
—> See also: Independence Problems.
= Alias: Covering Problems.

DOMINATION THEME [E]
An endgame theme. A control over a significant 
space of the chessboard the result of which is that 
certain squares are inaccessible or fatal for oppo
nent’s piece(s).
In “win” studies a situation where a (strong) 
black piece has relatively wide freedom of move
ment, but which nevertheless is trapped and 
captured.
In “draw” studies White, though materially infe
rior but with his pieces in ideal positions, domi
nates Black and prevents it from using its 
superior force. See also Positional Draw and 
Domination. Passive. and particularly example 
1238.

483: 1. e5+ ®f7 2. e6+ Дхеб 3. dxe6+ <g>f6 (3... 
<J>e8 4. f6 exf6 5. £ f5  +-) 4. £>e5! ^b8+ 5. фЬ7 
#xe5 6. Да1! 7. £ e2,f3,b5,c6,c2,b3+; 6... 
^d5  7. £>c2+ <®>xf5 8. £e3+; 6... # e4  7. £>e2+ 
®xf5 8. 43g3+.

= Alias: Trapping.

DOMINATION, PASSIVE [E]
In an endgame a weaker side limits the mobility 
of the opponent’s pieces in the certain part of the 
board without attacking them, which results in a 
drawn position.
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484

KASPARYAN, 
Genrikh M .; 
DOLUKHANOV, A.
I.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1938/11

484: 1. ®g5 <®>f7 2. фИб ®g8 3. c6! gc8 4. ДЬб! 
(4.g5? gc7!)4.„ gxc6 5.g5! gc86. Дс7! ga8  
(6... ge8 7. Дё8) 7. ДЬ8! ga6  8. Да7! gc6 9. 
ДЬб! gc810. Дс7 =

DONKEYBLOCK THEME
Four selfblocks by two Bishops in the same 
phase of a problem, usually in a two-mover.

#2
485s *1... A g6 2. A xg6# ♦ 1. <&g6! H ,  1... A xg6 2. 

Дхеб#, 1... A xg4 2. ^re5#, 1... ^ g 5  2. ^gfxe6#, 
1... ДА5 2. £}h6#. ♦ (1... 2. #f4#, 1... ®xg4 2.
Дхеб#).

->See also: Horseblock; Horseblock Theme; Mule;
Muleblock Theme.

DOUBLE ATTACK [E]
Tactical instrument in endgame like:
* simultaneous attack of two opponent’s pieces 

(like fork),
* simultaneous attack o f opponent’s piece by 

two pieces (like double check),
* simultaneous attack from two pieces on two 

opponent’s pieces,
etc.

move must always be away from the departure 
square, but the double-Knight is not allowed to 
end up in a square where a Nightrider could 
move, if it had same departure square.
1 Invented by Karl Kaiser (1867-1934). 
s  Alias: Doppelspringer (Ger.).

DOUBLE STALEMATE THEME [E]
Endgame theme: A weaker side in order to pro
tect itself stalemates itself twice.

DOUBLE STRIKE [E]
In endgames: Universal method of struggle like: 
double attack; combined attack and threat; com
bined two threats in different order; etc.
In problems: Dual,

DOUBLE WEAKENING THEME
A three-move theme: In defence Black induces 
two weaknesses which are utilized by White in 
succession: one on the second and another on the 
mating move. In two thematic variations of 486 
White first utilizes the interference and then 
selfpin (from a halfpin).

486: L ^h5! -  2. ^ h l+  ge4 ,^e4  3. фс2,феЗ#,
1... ge4 2. фс2+ gd4+ 3. e4#, 1... Де4 2. феЗ+ 
^d3+ 3. Де4#, (1... фе4 2. ^xg4+ , 1... Дс1+/ 
Дс5 2. ф(х)с1+, 1... g3 2. #f3+, 1... gxe2+ 2. 
фхе2+, 1... ДЫ /ДёЗ 2. е4+).

DOUBLED PAWNS [Е]
An endgame motif. Two Pawns o f the same color 
residing on the same file. Pawns can become 
doubled only when one Pawn captures onto a file 
on which another friendly Pawn resides.

DOUBLE KNIGHT [F]
A fairy piece, which on every move makes two 
Knight’s steps in succession, but it may move 
only one step, too. The direction of the other

DOUBLING
The play of two friendly pieces of like motion 
along a line so that the rear-piece supports the 
front-piece. Doubling is often preceded by a pre-
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DOUBLINGS -  COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW

Turton Anti-Turton Zepler Anti-Zepler

a r i r
_illl__

■ p f p

m f w f
l.gal 2.^a2 3.^a4! l.ga3 2.^a2 3.#a4?? l.^a3 2.ga2 3.#a4! l.#al 2.ga2 3.^a4??

Loyd-Turton Anti-Loyd-Turton Loyd-Zepler Anti-Loyd-Zepler

9 Ш
■  I t m f w f

9 Л 9 ^

m m
l.^al 2.ga2 3.ga4! I.#a3 2.ga2 3.ga4?? l.ga3 2.^a2 3.ga4! l.gal 2.^a2 3.ga4??

Brunner-Thrton Anti-Brunner-Turton Brunner-Zepler Anti-Brunner-Zepler

P i'_!

I P ^ I P ^

IP  IP  ^
l.gal 2.gca2 3.g(2)a4! l.ga3 2.gca2 3.g(2)a4?? l.ga3 2.gca2 3.g(3)a4! l.gal 2.gca2 3.g(l)a4??

Doubling Types

Direct Combination
Orthoform Movement backward
Turton weaker piece
Loyd-Turton stronger piece
Brunner-Turton equal piece
Metaform Movement forward
Zepler stronger piece
Loyd-Zepler weaker piece
Brunner-Zepler equal piece

Indirect Combination (Antiform)
Orthoform Deflection forward
Anti-Turton 
Anti-Loyd-Turton 
Anti-B runner-T urton

weaker piece 
stronger piece 
equal piece

Metaform Deflection backward
Anti-Zepler
Anti-Loyd-Zepler
Anti-Brunner-Zepler

stronger piece 
weaker piece 
equal piece

paratory critical move or peri-critical move, 
since the order of the pieces is crucial. Doubling 
maneuvers should be distinguished from

line-clearances such as Loyd's clearance and 
Bristol clearance, in which the front piece is not 
supported by the rear one.
There are two forms of doubling depending on 
the type of critical move:
(1) Turton Doubling is the ortho-form, since it 

was preceded by an anti-meta-critical move:
(2) Zepler Doubling is the meta-form, since it 

was preceded by an anti-ortho-critical move.
Both have three sub-forms based on the type (or 
strength) of thematic pieces, and each of them 
has its antiform, These are clearly illustrated in 
the “Doubling Types” tables.

See also the comparative overview at the top of 
this page.
★  See examples: 86,121,765,875,1049,1354,1592,1593, 

1594, 1595, 1709, 1710, 1711.
—>• See also: Turton Doubling.

DOUBLING, SIMPLE
One of the doubling pieces is on the line and the 
front or the rear piece moves to the same line to 
support or be supported by the other piece with
out any critical play, i.e. the doubling can also be
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used in a two-mover. If the doubled pieces are al
ready on the line in the initial position, see Bristol 
clearance.

487

VUKCeVIC  Milan
l.pr Mat Plus 1996

487: 1. # c l!  ~ 2. ,fif4+ <J>xf6 3. Де5+, 1... <g>xf6 2. 
J j5 +  <g>g7 3. Af5+, 1... <g>xd6 2. gc6+ <g>d7 3. 
gd6+ ♦ (2... фе5 3. ^c5+).

•  Other example 1155.
= Alias: Simple Doubling.

DRAW [E]
Stipulation of an endgame study: White is to 
reach a drawn position against Black’s best play. 
Some typical draws are:
• reduction of the material to a theoretical draw;
• stalemate;
• perpetual check;
• perpetual pursuit;
• repetition of position for some other reason;
• when 50-move draw rule can be applied; 
etc.

DRAW OR WIN, THEORETICAL [E]
Covers positions and material combinations of 
which endgame theory or databases give a reli
able evidence that they are draw or win. In the 
last couple of decades a lot of new information of 
endings with 6 and 7 pieces has emerged. In the 
coming decades some of the theory has to be 
re-written. The start of this development was 
triggered in the 1980s by computer-generated 
analysis which proved that the ending BB vs S in 
neutral positions was a certain win for Bishops in 
less than 50 moves.
•  See examples: 565,1273,1274,1275,1578,1580,1581.

DRAW, BY REPETITION OF POSITION
According to the laws of chess, if a position is re
peated three times with the same side being on 
the move and having same moves at his disposal,

#4

a player on the move can claim/require draw. In 
endgame studies the rule means that if Black or 
White cannot avoid the repetition of moves with
out getting into a theoretically lost game, the po
sition is automatically drawn, and the solution or 
analysis must not be written further.
Codex: A position is considered as a draw i f  it 
can be proved that an identical position has oc
curred three times in the proof game combined 
with the solution. (Identical position means the 
same kinds o f pieces on the same squares with 
the same move rights.)

488:1. <£>el! (1. фе2? #h5+ 2. фе1 ^e8+) # a 7  2. 
ДЬ6+ ^xb6 3. £>xb6 f4 4. £}d5 f3 5. £ f4 ! 12+ 6.
<g>d2 ® fl (6... fl£}+? 7. фе1; 6... f l^ ? ?  £}h3#) 
7. £}d5! <£>gl (8... g l^ ??  9. £>e3#) 8. £}f4 ф П  9. 
£}d5 draw by repetition.

= Alias: Repetition of Position.

DRESDEN IDEA
A defence substitution idea in logical combina
tion. A good defence of one piece is prevented 
and replaced by a bad defence of another piece. 
Depending on the way in which the “good” de
fence is disabled, there are the following three 
main types of Dresden theme:
(a) Palitzsch-Dresden. The decoy o f a black 

piece that refutes the main plan, activates an
other piece the defence of which is, however, 
not successful. See 489.

(b) Brunner-Dresden. A black piece which par
ries the main plan is obstructed or interfered 
with by another black piece, the defence of 
which is, however, not successful. See 490.

(c) Changed-Form -Dresden. (Wechselform- 
Dresdner, also Hilfstein-Dresdner). A “good” 
piece is disabled and a “bad” piece activated 
by move of third black piece. See 491.

1 Friedrich Palitzsch (1889-1932).
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#3

489

PALITZSCH, Friedrich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1918

#3

492

BRUNNER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1911 /  dedicated to G Ernst

489: 1. gf5? ДЬ4! ♦ 1. ©Ь2! (2.^b8+/^xh2+) 
ДхЬ2 2. gf5 gf3 3. gh5#.

490

ZEPLER, Erich
2,hm Dresdner Anzeiger 
1927

490:1. ^g7? ДсЗ! ♦ 1. ^e7? gc3! ♦ 1. ®g4! ~ 2.
#g5+ ®c4/®d4 3. ^fc5#), 1... gc3 2. ^g7  gc4
3. #e5#, 1... ДсЗ 2. ^e7  ild4 3. #e6#, (1... ®c4 
2. #e7).

491

ZEPLER, Erich
5.pr Dresdner Anzeiger 
1927

491:1. #a2?  ga4! ♦ 1. ^g2? gg4! ♦ 1. # f2 ! ~ 2.
# g l  g g 4  3. ^x a7 # , 1... f4 2. © g2 g g 5  3. 
>^xc6#, 1... b4 2. # a 2  g a5  3. ^ fg8#, (1... g c 5  2. 
#a2, c5 2. ^ g2/^a2).

493

PALITZSCH, Friedrich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
28.4.1918 /dedicated to 
H. Ranneforth

★  Other examples: 988, 1311, 1571, 1589.
= Alias: Dresdner (Ger.).

DRESDEN, CONSECUTIVE
After the first foreplan, which shuts off the piece 
A , White is still unable to execute his main plan. 
because Black has a sufficient defence with 
his piece B. Therefore White needs yet another 
foreplan to decoy piece C to shut off the piece B. 
The piece C may still have a sufficient defence to 
White’s main plan, in which case still another 
foreplan is needed to shut off the piece D.

492: 1. ^ c l?  gbf3! ♦ 1. g a5 ! (2. c8£>) ggc3  2. 
^ c l  ^ d 3 +  3. cxd3#, ( 1... f l©  2. ^ x c5 +  ®xc5 3. 
c8# , g # ;  1... g b 2  2. c8£) ЪЗ 3. ga4#) ♦ Hg3 
(=B) shuts Hb3 (=A) off and allows (=C) to 
come in; Wechselform-Dresdner; idea in Defence: 
black clearance.

493:1. gg3? Ad4! ♦ 1. >^a5! (2. #a8#), 1... Дха5 
2. gg3 gxg3 3. hxg3#.

494:1. ДНЗ? (2. £f3+) c5!; 1. ДЮ? £jb7! (2. ДЬЗ 
©a7!; 2.Дс5+ £,xc5 3.ДЬЗ £e4  4.£f3+ ®hl 5. 
£>e3 £>g5+!; 1.ДН6! g5 2.Дf8 £}Ь7 З.Дс5+ £xc5
4. ДЬЗ £e4  5. £|f3+ ®hl 6. £e3  ~ 7. Дg2#.

DRESDEN, WHITE
Black decoys a “good” white attacker after 
which, however, another white attacker is able to
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come into play and complete the attack. As a de
fensive maneuver, the Dresden combination can 
only defer White’s attack.

495s 1. £}xe3! (2. <£,c4#) gh4 2. £>g4 gxg4 3. 
ДЬ6+ фаб 4. £>c5#.

DRESE THEME
Black self-pins his piece in anticipation that 
White unpins it. White does that, but in another 
way than Black was prepared for.
§ Gerardus H. Drese (1902-1980).

496: 1. ДВ! ~ 2. Дс8 ~ 3. Даб#;, 1... £}2xe4 2. 
ДЬЗ! (2. Дс8? &xc5!) -  3. ДП#, 2... 
^xc3(^g3) 3. ge3#, 2... <£,xd2 3. £с1#;, 1... 
£6xe4 2. Дd7! (2. Дс8? £xc5!) ~ 3. ДЬ5#, 2... 
£pcc3/£*16 3. ge3#, 2... £}xd2 3. £}cl#;, (1... 
4^6g4/4^2g4/etc. 2. exd5+ 4̂ >e4 3. Дхе4#).

-» See also: Schiffmann 1 Defence.

DRESSING THE BOARD
Adding pieces to the position solely to increase 
the difficulty of the problem (see Camouflage 
Piece).

DROHZWANG-SCHACH [F]
Fairy condition. Both sides must check whenever 
they can. The side on check must parry it, in other 
case it is “threat-selfmate”.
1 Invented by Hans Kliiver (1901-1989).

DUAL
In a direct problem dual occurs when in the 
course of solution White can choose a different 
continuation than the intended one. Dual in main 
variation is considered a m ajor dual (or serious 
dual) and completely demolishes the problem. 
Dual in a by-variation is m inor dual (or harm 
less dual) and although it can be and usually is 
tolerated, it is still undesirable. In a helpmate ev
ery dual, either in play of White or Black, is a de
fect equally serious as a cook.
Many themes are based on avoidance of duals. 
However, there are also some dual-based themes 
in which is this otherwise a defect turned into a 
virtue. While in the case o f unintended dual it 
doesn’t matter whether there is one or more 
unwanted continuations, in dual-avoidance or 
“dual-allowance” themes it is relevant, so a spe
cial terminology is developed for this purpose, 
thus dual is a choice between two, triple be
tween three, quadruple between four mates and 
so on.
★  See example 1555.

DUAL ALLOWANCE
A rarely used term for a group of themes based on 
the existence of duals.

DUAL AVOIDANCE
After Black in defence committed a certain error 
White apparently has two mates or continua
tions. However, only one mate works, the other 
fails. In other words, dual is avoided. To make a 
theme of it, dual avoidance should occur in at 
least two variations.
The types of dual avoidance are distinguished ei
ther according to the thematically relevant move 
(defence or mate), or according to the utilization 
of mates (differentiation or exclusion).
The classification o f Dual Avoidance can be 
done by two criteria, each o f which yields two 
distinctive types.
One criteria is based on disposition of mates in 
related variations, i.e. whether the duals are dif
ferentiated or completely excluded:
Partial Dual Avoidance. Generally speaking, 
partially avoided dual is a mate which is pre
vented in one and realized in another variation. 
Usually an apparent pair of mates is present in 
two variations. The mate effective in one varia-
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tion is prevented in another and vice versa. This 
type can with good reason also be termed “Re
ciprocal Dual Avoidance”. However, other sce
narios are possible, such as for instance cyclic 
dual avoidance.
Total Dual Avoidance. The prevented mate ap
pears as a possibility only once and doesn’t be
come effective in any other variation.
Another criteria is the location of thematically 
relevant effects, i.e. whether they are contained 
in a defence or in a mate:
Active Dual Avoidance. Black defence carries a 
positive effect which prevents a dual mate. 497  
is an example o f active and p artia l dual
avoidance.
Passive Dual Avoidance. White second move 
carries a harmful effect which eliminates it as a 
mate. 498 is an example of passive and total 
dual avoidance.

497

GUIDELLI, Giorgio
Good Companion 1917

497s # e6  2. #xe6#) ♦ 1. ge6! (2. ^d7#),
1... £>hf5 2. £>dxf4# (2. £hxf4?), 1... £>gf5 2. 
£,hxf4# (2. £dxf4?), (1... #хе6,ДЬ4,схс13,Дс6 
2. #c5,4^xb4,c4,^xc6#) ♦ Active partial dual 
avoidance.

498

GULYAYEV, Aleksandr P.
l.pr L'Italia Scacchistica 
1930/1

498:1. £>g3! (2. £>h5#), 1... £>xf6 2. £f7# (£e4?),
1... ^ x e l 2. £}df5# (&c4?), (1... £}/^xd6 2. 
^xd6#, 1... £}xg3 2. ^ c l# , 1... <3?xg3 2. £}xe4#) 
♦ Passive total dual avoidance.

★  Other examples: 95,148,167,168,183,189,285,310,453, 
619, 650, 749, 820, 824, 896, 897, 961, 973, 1001, 1207, 
1360,1375,1408,1460,1529,1530,1557,1585,1618.

= Alias: Combination in Tries.

DUAL AVOIDANCE, CYCLIC
Three or more mates occur in as many variations 
in cyclic pairs, so that the mate avoided in one is 
effective in the next variation, while the mate 
avoided in the last variation closes the cycle by 
being effective in the first variation.There are 
four thematic mates in 499.
If three or more defences occur in variations as 
triplets (consisting o f one effective and two 
avoided mates), then the cyclic order of avoided 
mates is not inherent. See the remark under “Cy
cle, ofMates”. In 500 the order of avoided mates 
(parenthesized in the solution) is unambiguously 
defined by black defensive motifs they are pre
vented by in respective variations.

499

LATZEL, Gerhard
Lpr Chess 1948

499: 1. Дсб! -  2. £ Ш , 1... gd5 2. ^b3#A
(gc4?B), 1... £}d5 2. gc4#B (£>xf5?C), 1... ,fld5 
2. £pcf5#c (^g7?B), 1... d5 2. #g7#D (<&b3?A), 
(1... exd2 2. # f2 #).

500: 1. £}xe6! ~ 2. exf4#, 1... gxe6 2. gc5#A 
(gxf5BJ£xd6?C), 1... £>xe6 2. gxf5#B(^xd6C, 
gc5?A), 1... dxe6 2. ^xd6#c (gc5A, gxf5?B), 
(1... ®xe6,fxe3 2. exf4,^xe3#) ♦ First mates in 
the parenthesis are avoided by indirect pins, second 
ones by direct guards.

★  Other example 98.
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DUAL, BLACK
In orthodox compositions duals are W hite’s 
alternative mates or continuations to Black’s 
moves. The term can be used to signify black 
moves followed by same white moves, for in
stance in different phases, without there being a 
genuine changed play (see mate transference, 
pseudo), or in one phase, too. Some experts hold 
the opinion that white continuations that follow 
both thematic and non-thematic black play are 
comparable with duals. In self- and reflex-mates, 
in which the mating side is Black, technically 
there can be duals, but with regard to self-mates 
opinions differ whether they are, in general, 
considered serious or not.

DUAL, LOSS OF TIM E [E]
In a win study a kind of dual in the position in 
which White can, in fact, play a weaker move, 
but because Black cannot improve his position, 
White can return to the main line, when the posi
tion is repeated. Some experts do not consider 
such duals serious.

+
501s 1. ДЬ6 £ Ь 4 (1... £>b82. Дс7 3. J h 2 ~ 4. 

£jf2#; 1... £}c5 2. £f2+ ®gl 3. Дхс5) 2. £f2+ 
Sl?gl 3. <£}e4+ (not 3. £jd3+? (gphl 4. £}xb4 stale
mate, although White can retract his mistake by 
playing 4. £>f2+ -  “loss of time” dual) ® el 4. 
<£}g3+ <8?el 5. Да5 +-.

DUAL, ORGANIC
When a piece is on a focal position or controls 
two or more squares on the same line, a move 
from the focal point or from the line may as a 
consequence give the opponent two or several 
mates or continuations. That kind of unavoidable 
duals, which are usually separated by other 
moves of the piece, are not considered harmful.

DUAL, PROMOTION
In direct mate problems and studies White’s al
ternative promotion to Q/R or Q/B are usually

not considered serious duals, if the possibility 
presents itself in a mating move, and it is some
times tolerated even in helpmate problems. Ear
lier in the solution it may be regarded as serious, 
especially in a thematic variation.

DUAL, VANISHING
Dual(s) found in the set play disappear in the ac
tual play.
★  See examples: 69, 613.

DUD THEME
A white piece that is very useful in set or try play 
becomes idle after the key. The famous 502 has 
been celebrated despite (or perhaps because) a 
“dud” on hi is nothing less than -  the Queen!

502

HARLEY, Brian
Chess Amateur 1917

502: *l...£>h~2<g>(x)f4#, l...£>d~ 2ф(х)еЗ#, 1... c4 
2. ga5#, 1... d~2. фе2# ♦ 1. ge4! H ,  l...<£,h~2. 
£xf6#, l...£}d~2£(x)e3#, l,..c42. gd4#, l...d~ 
2. Дс4#.

DUEL THEME
At least 3 different moves of one and the same 
piece are followed by different moves of one and 
the same enemy piece.

Not to be confused with Tempo Duel\
★  See examples: 116,304,401,437,455,1109,1447,1677.

DUMMY
An imaginary piece of either side that does not 
possess any power apart from blocking up a 
square. A random unit.

503: 1. £e4! ~ 2. gb8#, 1... axb4 2. gc5#, 1... 
gxb4 2. £}c3#, 1... ДхЬ4 2. Дс4#, 1... £}xb4 2. 
<£}d6#, (1... фхЬ4 2. gb8#) ♦ A dummy arrival on 
b4 would allow all four mates.
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503

BEKKELUND, Paul
l.pr Sjakk-Nytt 1947

—► See also: Random Piece.

DUPLEX
Problems where the same stipulation applies to 
both sides. Most often combined with a helpmate 
condition.

504

HASSBERG, Eric M.
Die Schwalbe 1965

504s A) 1. £}d3 <3?c7 2. ®a7 g a l#  ♦ В) 1. фа8 
£>d5 2. gb8 £>c7#.

d u r a Se v iC t h e m e
Cyclically shifted functions of three white moves 
in two phases as key, threat and mate/continua- 
tion to the same defence, or in two parallel varia
tions, the second move standing for a key, while 
thematic threat and mate occur the third move. 
This difficult theme cannot be conceived in an 
orthodox twomover, and even in a threemover it 
needs a help of an “odd” move like castling 505  
or en passant 506.
1 Branislav Durasevic (1957).
Pattern:

OuraSevil
1 - a
A В С
В С A

h#2 duplex

505s 1. Дхе6?А ~ 2. £d7+B £ xd7 3. #d5#, 1... 
£bc4a 2. 0-0B -  3. gf5#, (1... £xc2+ 2. ^xc2 
etc.), 1... £>ac4! ♦ L0-0!C~2. ,fixe6A~3. gf5#,
1... <£}bxc4a 2. £}d7+B ®d5 3. gd l# , (1... £>axc4 
2. gxb5 etc., 1... £}d5 2. ДхЬ5 etc.).

505

DURASEVIC, Branislav
Mat 1988

506

NASTRAN, Janez 
4.pr The Problemist 2003

506: L f4?A -  2. gh3B £}e3 3. gxe3#, 1... e3a 2. 
axb5c £}xb2 3. gxe3#, (1... exO e.p. 2. gbxf3 
etc.), 1... £}c3! ♦ 1. gh3!B -  2. axbS^ -  3. £c3#,
1... e3a 2. f4A £>xb2 3. gxe3#.

= Allas: Djurasevic.

d u r a Se v iC, c o m p l e t e
A complete three-phase (or in longer problem 
three-variation) cyclic Durasevic theme. This ex
tremely difficult scenario is unattainable in a 
conventional orthodox problem. A ‘disparately 
twinned’ 507 is quoted here only for illustrative 
reasons.
Pattern:
Complete OuraSevil

1 - a
A В C
В c A
C A В
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507:a) 1.,fixd6!A~2. ^ c l# B l...cxd4a2. gxb5#c
♦ b) 1. # c l !B ~ 2. gxb5#c, 1... cxd4a 2. ^xd6#A
♦ c)l. gxb5!c ~2. ^xd6#A, l...cxd4a2 .^ c l# B

DURBAR THEME
All the moves of the mating side are made by the 
King, except possibly the mating move.

d u r a Se v iC, p s e u d o
Like Durasevic theme. only black thematic 
moves are different.
Pattern:

Pseudo Burasevil
1 i ^ a b
A В C
В c A

508: 1. # f l? A ~ 2. £ e 4 # B, 1... Д ё6+а 2. fxg6#c 
1 ... d5! ♦ 1. fxg6(ep)!c -  2. ^ f l # A, 1 ... e4b 2. 
£ixe4#B (1... .Qxg6+ 2. #xg6#).

= Aliases: Pseudo Djurasevic; Pseudo BuraSevid.

DURA&EVIC, p s e u d o , c o m p l e t e
Like Durasevic. complete. only black thematic 
moves are different.
Pattern:

1 - a b
A В C
В c A
C A В

509

ASCHWANDEN, Reto
l.pr Pat a Mat 2001

509: 1. g f3 !  ~  2. g x f4 A (3. g g S # 8) g x d 5 a 3. 
# e 8 # c  1... ф е 4  2. g g 5 B (3. #e8#C ) g x d 5 a 3. 
g x f4 # A, 1... ® f5  2. ^ e 8 c  (3. g x f4 # A) d3b 3. 
g g 5 # B, (1... g x d 5 ,g b 6 ,g x b 7  2. # e 8 +  etc.).

#4
510: 1. <2?xc5+! ® xe5  2. ® xb6+ ® d 4  3. ф хс6+  

® c3  4. ® xd7#.

DYNAMO CHESS [F]
A fairy chess variant. The chessmen have “mag
netic” powers of attraction and repulsion operat
ing along their normal lines of movement.
The game is played with a normal set of pieces, 
from the normal starting setup.
Pieces have the same movement as in orthodox 
chess, except that they cannot take other pieces in 
the way of orthodox chess. Additionally, pieces 
can pull or push other pieces. Taking is done by 
pulling or pushing other pieces off the board.
Each turn, a player has the following options.
(1) He may move one of his pieces.
(2) He may move one of his pieces, and pull or 

push another piece with that piece.
(3) He may pull or push a piece with one of his 

pieces.
The rules are too extensive for this type of publi
cation, but those who are interested can easily 
found them on Internet.
Ш Invented by Hans Kliiver and Peter Kahl in 1966.

EAGLE [F]
Fairy piece. A Grasshopper which pivots 90° (to 
either side) at the hurdle.
Bishop-Eagle and Rook-Eagle move on Bishop 
and Rook lines respectively and deflect 90° either 
way on passing over the hurdle.

ECHO
A geometrical repetition of one and the same 
idea, combination, maneuver or final configura
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tion (e.g. mate, stalemate etc.) by means of trans
lation, rotation or reflection on the chessboard.
The number of chess ideas, effects or positions 
that can be echoed is virtually unlimited and 
the quoted diagrams are just a few drops in the 
ocean.
In 512 mating positions in first two variations are 
reflected around the diagonal bl-h7.
A single-phase helpmate 513 shows echo play of 
Black and White in first two moves.
The echo between variations in 514 is obvious 
despite one starts with anti-critical move l... 
g a 6 , and the other with peri-critical move

511:1. £}h5! (2. £d6+ <£>d~3. £xf4(+)), 1... <£,xh5 
2. фсЗ <®>xd5 3. ^c4+  фхе5 4. ^d4#, 1... <g>xd5 
2. £}xf4+ фхе5 3. ^xe6+ ®xf4 4. ^fe3#.

512

MORAVEC, Josef
6. hm Casopis ceskych 
Sachistu 1916

512: 1. gf4! (2. gxf8/.Sxf8/&d6+), 1... ДаЗ 2. 
Ad4+ <g>xf4 3. dxe3#, 1... <®>xf4 2. ДхеЗ+ фе5 3. 
d4#, 1... ^xf4  2. d4+ ^xd4 3. £d6#.

513:1. ga8  ge8 2. Да7 Де7 3. феЗ Ag5#.

514

BRUNNER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1914

514:1. g e l! -2 . ®e2~3. gdl# , I... ga6 2. £>c6+ 
g /# x c6  3. dxc6#, 1... ^ g 8  2. £}e6+ g/#xe63. 
dxe6#.

★  Other example 1678.

ECHO MATES
Echo mates arise when mating force which ends 
a main variation is regrouped, wholly or in part, 
in another main variation, so that the final pic
tures exactly or very closely resemble each other 
in general symmetry.
Echo mating pictures can be translated and/or ro
tated and/or mirrored.
Translation (m,n). Echo mates or stalemates in 
echo where the difference between the positions 
of the King is (m,n). In 517 a typical QBB mate 
repeats translated 4 times.
Rotation. Positions of mate or stalemate identi
cal except for a 90° (515) or 180° (516) rotation. 
Mirror. Positions of mate or stalemate identical 
but mirrored diagonally (518), vertically (519) 
or horizontally (520).
Two types of echo can be distinguished regard
ing the colour of the final black King’s square:
(1) Monochrome Echo. The (mated) King in 

both echo positions stands on squares of the 
same colour. See 527 or 522.

(2) Chameleon Echo. The (mated) King stands 
on squares of different colours, as in 521. 
517 shows two pairs of chameleon echo 
mates.

Exact Echo. A pair of mates in which the pieces 
involved are located on same places in relation to 
each other, except for the possible rotation and 
shift of position. Again, it can be either mono
chrome (see 522) or chameleon (see 523).
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h#2*
515s l... £>f6 2. ®f4 #f2# ♦ 1. феб £}g7+ 2. <£d7 

lgrb7# ♦ A 90° echo.

h#2 b )# e l,  +с)£}аЗ, +d)#e8, 
+e) £b4, +f) #h3

516s a) 1. Д(13 #g5+ 2. ®d3 £}d2# ♦ b) 1. Дd5 
#g3+ 2. фе4 £}d6# ♦ c) 1. ф О  # f l+  2. феЗ 
£c4# ♦ d) 1. ф f5 #f7+ 2. фе5 £}c4# ♦ e) L 
Ad5 #g6  2. фе5 £>d3# ♦ f) 1. ,&d3 #g2  2. феЗ 
£}d5# ♦ Three pairs of 180° echoes.

517

BOTTACCHI, Antonio
Realismo e Romanticismo 
nett'arte problemistica di 
Antonio Bottacchi 2005

518

VON DUBEN,
Gustav Hendrik
Nya Dagligt Allehanda 
1933

#3

#3

517s 1. A gl! -  2. #e3+ ®d5 3. ^еб#, 1... фе5 2. 
#e7+ ®d5 3. ^e6#, 2... ®f4 3. #e3#, 1... ®d5 
2. ^d3+ фсб 3. #d7#, 2... фе5 3. #d4#.

518s 1. gh6! H , 1... фе4 2. ф g6ф f4  3. gh4#, 1... 
®xf5 2. # e l  ®f4 3. gf6#.

519

HAVEL, Miroslav
l.pr Tldskriftfor Schack 
1917

519s 1. # f6 ! (2. ^c3+  ®xfl/®dl 3. ДхЬЗ/ ^ c l ,  
#d2,<&e3#), 1... ^ d 5  2. # a6  (3. #al,#xe2#) 
e x f l^  3. #a5#, 1... фхП  2. # h 4  (3. ДхЮ/ 
^f2 # ) e l# /® g 2  3. #xh3#, (1... fxg4 2. ДЬ4+ 
®di 3. £>e3#).

520

HEYDT, Otto
L Illustration 1873

520sl.£>h6!~2. £}f7etc., 1... gxd5 2. gc7+®d6
3. £|f7#, 1... ^xd7 2. gc5+ ®d6 3. £>f5#.

521

PAULY, Wolfgang
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1907

521s 1. g e l!  H ,  1... ®d4 2. £}сЗ фс4 3. ge4#, 1... 
®d5 2. £ e6  фе5 3. gc5#, (1...фх£5 2.<£,d6+).

522s 1. gf7! (2. Д О  ~ /£d4  3. #e4+/#d5+),
1.. . фдб 2. #d5+ £}xd5 3. ^c4+ фсб 4. Да4#,
1.. . Дd4 2. #d5+ <£}xd5 3. <£|C4+ фе4 4. Дс2#, 
(1... £>d4 2. ^d7+ ®e4/®d6 3. Дс2+/#хс5+) ♦ 
Exact echo.

#3
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#3
523: 1. ДО+!, 1... фхеб 2. ge7+ ®xd6 3. ДЬ4#, 

1... ®xd6 2. gd7+ фхеб 3. Ag4#„ (1... фс5 2. 
gb6! ~/фхЬ6 3. gc6/^d4#) ♦ Exact chameleon 
echo.

★  Other examples: 193, 194, 524, 527, 702, 1103, 1262.

ECHO MATES, IDEAL 
Two identical mating positions, either chameleon 
or monochrome, where each black flight is either 
guarded once or blocked, and every man on the 
board is taking part in them.

h#4 311...
524:1 . £ |h5 £}e2 2. ^ g3+  ф О  3. ^ h 2  <£>g5 4. <^g3 

£f4# ♦ 1. ®g4 феб 2. ^h3  ®f7 3. фЬ4 ®g6 4. 
£g4  £>f5# ♦ 1. £ h 7  £e4  2. £g5  ®f6 3. ф ё4 
®g7 4. ®h5 £/6#.

= Allas: Ideal Echo Mates.

ECHO MATES, MODEL
Echo models arise when model-mating force 
which ends a main variation is regrouped, wholly

or in part, in another main variation, so that the 
final pictures exactly or very closely resemble 
each other in general symmetry: each white unit 
(or its equivalent substitute) bearing upon the 
black King, or its field, with a like effect, and 
controlling the same number o f squares.
★  See examples: 193, 194,527,528, 1647.

ECHO, OF MOTION SEQUENCE 
THEME
A geometrically symmetrical sequence of moves 
is repeated either several times in the same line of 
play (as <2/6-g g 7  and then i lg 6 -g h 7  in 525), 
or in two (or more) variations (as Д е 4 - ^ 6 -  
Д О  vs Д е 6 -^ 4 -Д Г 7  in 526).

525: 1. ДА6! h6 2. gxg7 gc8 3. ^ g 6  ~ 4. gh7+
(®g8 5. gh8#).

526:1. £}c4! ~2. £>xe5 etc., 1... gcxc4 2. Де4~3. 
^g6+ £}xg6 4. ДО#, 1... gaxc4 2. Дхеб ~ 3. 
^g4+ <£}xg4 4. ДП#, etc.

★  Other example 528.

ECHO, VARIATIONS THEME
Same (white) strategy or mating positions and 
course of play repeats itself in two or more varia
tions.
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527

WURZBURG, Otto
I.pr Our Folder 1921

527s 1. #e8! (2. #e5+ фс~ 3. ^ч;7#), 1... gh5 2. 
Де7+ фе5 3. Дс5#, 1... gc8 2. Де5+ фс5 3. 
^хс8#, 1... gc6 2. ^ d 4  (3. е5#) gc8 3. #g6#, 
(1...фо~2. #Ь8).

#3

528: 1. Да8? (2. #е4+ ф с5 3. #еЗ+ фЬ4 4. 
^Ь6#) фс5! 2. #е7+ фЬб 3. #d6+ фа7 4. 
£>Ь5+ фха8! ♦ 1. Д М ? феЗ! 2. #е4+ ф«2 3. 
Tgff4+ ^>gl 4. <£}е2+ фхЫ! ♦ 1. ^dS! (2. ^е4+  
фс5 3. #еЗ+), 1... фс5 2. #е7+ фЬб 3. ^d6+ 
фа7 4. £Ь5#, 1... феЗ 2. #е4+ ф£2 3. #f4+ 
®gl 4. 4^е2#, (1... Д£2 2. Ь4 g e l  3. £}Ь5+ феЗ
4. #е4#).

* Other example 522.

ECHO, WHITE-BLACK THEME
Correspondence (strategic or formal) between 
the white and black play.

529:1. Да7 Да1 2. gb6 gb2 3. ®h8 gg2#.

ECHO-NON-MODELS
Echoing non-model mates are also regarded as a 
theme coming within the Bohemian canon, if the 
mates are sufficiently noteworthy.
—> See also: Echo Mates. Model.

ECHOED MATE (STALEMATE)
The relative position of each active piece of the 
stalemating side is the same in each mate (stale
mate). Echo is chameleon if the squares, where 
the stalemated side’s King is, are of different 
colours.

h=3
530:1. b5 фЬ1 2. фЬЗ gd4 3. d5 ДЬ4= ♦ 1. ДЬ5 

Дс5 2. Даб ДЬб 3. фЬ5 фЬЗ=

ECLIPSE THEME
Black line piece arrives behind a friendly piece 
which consequently cuts its line of activity.

531

ISAYEV, Leonid A.
Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 1927

... # f3  2. #d3#, 1... #e2

ECONOMICAL MATE
Mate is economical, if all pieces of the mating 
side take part in it, i.e. guard at least one flight 
square, with the allowable exception of King and 
Pawns.
Complete Economical Mate. An economical 
mate in which the white King and all white

#2
531:1. феб! ~ 2. £>c6#, 1

2. #e4# ♦ etc.
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Pawns take part. In 532 the square b3 is guarded 
twice, but every white man is needed in the final 
position.

532:1. £}d6+? <£}xd6! and Pb4 is the other obstacle ♦ 
1* gg5+! 4}xg5 2. c4+ bxc3(ep) 3. £}d6+ (g>a5 4. 
b4+! ®xb4 5. £}c6#.

★  Other example 853.
—> See also: Mate, Pure, Economical

ECONOMY
Economy is generally regarded as a good thing in 
chess problem composition, though exactly what 
is meant by it, and exactly what is most important 
to be economical with, is open to debate. Econ
omy of material or force (not using more pieces 
than necessary), economy of space (using the 
chessboard to its fullest, not cramming all the 
pieces into one comer) and economy of motiva
tion (keeping all lines in the solution relevant to 
the theme) are all regarded as important. (Defini
tion from FIDE Album.')
There is also economy of time (no prolonging of 
the play in the end or, in studies, in introduction), 
economy of tactical means (as much quiet or 
otherwise non-aggressive play as possible), etc.

ECONOMY OF AIM
Parallel to the purity o f aim. another important 
concept of the logical (New German) school, in 
German “Zweckokonomie". The term is used, 
for instance, when W hite’s foreplan simulta
neously removes two or more obstacles that pre
vent him from executing his main plan. The 
foreplan may, however, be in itself a combination 
of choice, and the false choices are refuted, be
cause each of them removes only one of the ob
stacles. In these cases, the foreplan retains the 
economy of aim even if it, on surface, is two- or 
multi-purposed.

533

GRASEMANN, Herbert
Schach-Express 1948

533:1. ДЫ ? (2. £b3#) ge3!/ge5! -  two obstacles 
♦ 1. # f2? gxf2 2. ДЫ  gxf3! ♦ 1. #g2? gxg2 
2.ДЫ  g g 7 !M .# h 2 ! gxh22. ДЫ  ~3. <£|b3#.

—> See also: Purity o f Aim.
= Allas: Zweckokonomie (Ger.).

ECSC
Solving competition both for teams and individ
uals has been organized annually since 2005 by 
permission of PCCC (WFCC). It follows the for
mat and rules o f World Championships (WCSCl. 
the sole major exception being that each partici
pating team may have four members, and the re
sults of three best solvers in each round will be 
included in the total score o f the team.
= Alias: European Championships for Solving Chess Prob 

lems.

EDGE CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Only moves played on or from 
the edge of the board are allowed.
1 Invented by George P. Jellis (1940) in 1979.

EDGEHOG [F]
A fairy piece that captures, checks and moves on 
or (starting) from the edge o f the board.

E Invented by John E. Driver (1928-1979) in 1966.
= Alias: Randschwein (Ger.).

EFFECTIVE SQUARES, RULE OF [E]
The squares that a King with a single Pawn vs
King must occupy in view of being able to se
cure Pawn’s promotion and win. The rule com
plements the rule of quadrant square, since it is 
provided that the Pawn will now be supported by 
the King. The rule does not apply to Rook’s 
Pawn.
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534

СНЁМЖ, Andre
Lehr- und Handbuch der Endspiele III, 2nd ed. 
Berlin 1964

White wins without exception

535

CHERON, Апагё
Lehr- und Handbuch der 
Endspiele III, 2nd ed. 
Berlin 1964

In each of the three positions:
White on the move, draw;
Black on the move, White wins.

536

CHARON, Andre
Lehr- und Handbuch der Endspiele III, 2nd ed. 
Berlin 1964

White wins without exception

537

CH£r ON, Andre
Lehr- und Handbuch der 
Endspiele III, 2nd ed. Berlin 
1964

Black on the move, White wins; 
White on the move, draw.

538

CHERON, Апйгё
Lehr- und Handbuch der Endspiele III, 2nd ed. 
Berlin 1964

White wins without exception

539

KOK, Theodorus. C. L.
Deventer Dagblad 1936

+

540

CHERON, Andr£
Lehr- und Handbuch der Endspiele III, 2nd ed. 
Berlin 1964

White wins without exception

534s For instance, the position w<3?a8, Pb2 -  Ьфс7: 
1. фа7 фсб 2. фаб фс5 3. фа5 фс4 4. фа4 
фс5 5. ЬЗ фЬб 6. фЬ4 фаб 7. фс5 фЬ7 8. фЬ5 
фа7 9. фсб фаб 10. Ь4 фа7 11. Ь5 фа8 12. фЬб 
фЬ8 13. фаб фа8 14. Ь6 фЬ8 15. Ь7 +-.

535: For instance, the position on the left: 1. фЬЗ 
фЬ5 2. фсЗ фс5 3. ЬЗ фЬ5 4. Ъ4 фЬб... and 
white King cannot reach any of the effective 
squares without Black being able to reach an oppo
sition. ♦ There are no effective squares behind or 
beside the Pawn until on the 6th rank, when the op
position is decisive.

539: 1. gd8! gxh3+ 2. gd3! gxd3+ (2... gh8 3. 
gc3) 3. фс2 (3. фс4? g d l)  gd6 (3... gd5 4. 
c 8 #  g  c5+ 5. #xc5+ фхс5 6. ф сЗ! фЬ5 7. фЬЗ 
фа(с)5 8фс(а)5!) 4. с8£уИ! (4. с8^? gc6+ 5. 
чЩгхс6+ фхсб 6. фсЗ/фЬЗ фс5/фЬ5!) фс5 5. 
^xd6 ®xd6 6. фЬЗ! (6. фсЗ? фс5) фс5 7. фа4

—> See also: Compliance, Squares of; Opposition.
= Alias: Regel Der Wirksamen Felder (Ger.).

EIFFEL [F]
A variation on Madrasi chess condition: Pawn 
paralyses Knight, Knight paralyses Bishop, 
Bishop paralyses Rook, Rook paralyses Queen 
and Queen paralyses Pawn.

EIGHT-HANDS-ROUND THEME [F]
Four Grimshaws (Grimshaw interference) be
tween the same two pieces. Possible only with 
usage of fairy units.
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EIGHT QUEENS PUZZLE [F]
Placing eight chess Queens on an 8x8 chessboard 
so that no two Queens attack each other.
There are 12 distinct arrangements, 11 of which 
having 8 different mirrored/rotated positions 
and one giving 4 different positions. The solu
tion below shows occupied ranks on files “a” 
through “h”:

24683175 x 8 
17468253 x 8 
17582463 x 8 
41582736 x 8 
51842736 x 8 
31758246 x 8 
51468273 x 8 
71386425 x 8 
51863724 x 8 
57142863 x 8 
63184275 x 8 
53172864 x 4

1 The puzzle was originally proposed in 1848 by the 
chess player Max Bezzel, and over the years, many 
mathematicians, including Gauss, have worked on this 
puzzle and its generalized n-queens problem. The first 
solutions were provided by Franz Nauck in 1850. 
Nauck also extended the puzzle to n-queens problem 
(on an nxn board—a chessboard of arbitrary size). In 
1874, S. Gunther proposed a method of finding solu
tions by using determinants, and J. W L. Glaisher re
fined this approach.
Edsger Dijkstra used this problem in 1972 to illustrate 
the power of what he called structured programming. 
He published a highly detailed description of the de
velopment of a depth-first backtracking algorithm.

= Alias: Eight Queens Problem.

EITHER-OR [E]
One side builds a stalemate position for itself, but 
if  opponent tries to prevent it he will eventually 
be in a stalemate.

541

CHARON, Andr£
Journal de Geneve 1952

541:1. <S>g6! a3 2. h6 a2 3. h7 al^gr 4. h8^gr+! ©xh8
5. f6 h3 6. e5 ^ h 4  = (White is stalemated), 5... e5
6. h3 ^rxf6+ 7. <3?xf6 = (Black is stalemated).

EKSTROM LINE-COMBINATION
Each defence to the threat simultaneously closes 
two white lines of guard and opens one line of 
guard. The correct choice of mate is determined 
by an additional white guard.

#2

542

BRUCH, Wieland
l.pr Israel Ring Tourney 
1990

EINSTEIN CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A unit that moves without 
capturing changes according to the following 
scheme: . If there are
fairy pieces, a Pawn which moves without cap
turing becomes one of these fairy pieces, 
otherwise it remains a Pawn. A unit that captures 
changes according to the following scheme: 
£  Д ->  Й If there are fairy pieces,
a Queen which captures becomes one of these 
fairy pieces, otherwise it remains a Queen. Ex
ceptions to the default rules:
• A Pawn on its 1 st rank can move 1,2 or 3 steps 

forward.
• No promotions (unless otherwise stated).

542: L £>e8? -  2. ge5/£}d6#, 1... gbe2? 2. 4)d6#,
1.. . gge2! ♦ 1. £>ce6? ~ 2. ge5/<£|d4#, 1...
gge2? 2. £>d4#, 1... gbe2! ♦ 1. Qxb5l ~ 2. 
ge5#, 1... gge2 2. £>d4# (£}d6?), 1... gbe2 2. 
£>d6# (4)d4?), (1... ^e2 ,# f4 ,# x e l 2g(x)f4#,
1.. . #xb5+2. g  xb5#).

EKSTROM THEME
Black stops the double-check threat by simulta
neously closing a white line and unpinning a 
black piece.
2 Sven Ekstrom (1907-1978).

543: L ,&h3! ~2. gc4#, 1... Дсб 2. #c7#, 1... Дс5 
2. ^c7#, (1... gc6 2. gg3#, 1... gc5 2. £}d6#,
1.. . Ad7 2. #a8#).
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543

HARING, Jacob
llProblema 1932

-> See also: Chicco-Moscow Theme. 
= Aliases: Ekstrom; Mikulcak.

#4
★  Other example 1365.
= Alias: Eliminate Obstructive Force.

ELBE THEME
A combination of Dresden idea and Hamburg 
theme.

544s 1. #e5?  (2. #f4#) Дс7! ♦ 1. ^d 4 ?  (2. #e3#) 
Ab6,^a7! ♦ 1. ^xc4? (2. ^e2#) ^a6! ♦ 1. Дс1! 
~2. e5+ Де4 3. ^ d l# , 1... gc7 2. ^e5  ^xe4 3. 
©g3# (=Dresden) , 1„. gb6 2. ©d4 ^rxe4 3. 
©f2# (=Dresden + Hamburg), 1... gb5 2. ^xc4 
^xe4 3. ^ f l#  (^Hamburg).

-> See also; Dresden Idea; Hamburg Theme.

ELLERMAN 1 THEME
Same strategy by Black and White in the key, the 
defences, the mates and optionally the threat. In 
546 all the relevant white and black moves are 
closings of black lines.
This theme carries also the name “Uniform strat
egy”
S Arnoldo Ellerman (1893-1969).

546

PRADO, Ary
I.pr Ellerman JT 1943

546: 1. gcd7! ~ 2. <£|d8#, 1.» ДЬ8 2. £>a5#, 1... 
£>b4 2. £}e5#, 1... £e7 2. £d4#.

#2

ELEPHANT [F]
Fairy piece with combined power of Queen and 
Nightrider.

See also: Combined Pieces.

—► See also: Uniform Theme.

ELLERMAN 2 THEME
In defence, Black unpins white piece directly 
with different defensive motives and errors:

ELIMINATION OF OBSTRUCTIVE 
FORCE
Removal of a unit of either colour that cuts a line 
or occupies a square that White would need to 
carry out his plan. In terms of logical school, the 
removal combination may be direct or indirect, 
but the term can be used apart from logical 
context, too.
545: L gb4+ фа5 2. ga4+! фха4 3. £>c5+ фа5 4. 

b4#. ♦ wgb3 was the obstructive mass.

(1) unpin with self-blocks;
(2) unpin with interferences;
(3) unpin with self-pin;
(4) unpin of white and black unit;
(5) unpin with Goethart interference.

547:1. gd8? ^£2! ♦ 1. gd7!~2. #f4#, l...#d42 . 
£d6#, 1... ^e5  2. £}c5#, 1... ^h8+ 2. £>d8#, 1... 
# f2  2. £d8#, (1... Д£2,Д13,^хЬ7+ 2. ^xhl, 
^ d 3 )sfixb7#).
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#2

547

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
l.pr Guidelli M T1925

550

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
Die Schwalbe 1932

#2
= Alias: Ellerman Unpin.

ELLERMAN BLEND THEME
After the key, the half-pinning white piece is 
pinned. The half-pinned black pieces pin them
selves in turn and they both also unpin the pinned 
white piece.

548

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
2.pr~ Good Companion 
1922

548: 1. ,fla7! -  2. Ь8£#, 1... gb3 2. Дё7#, 1... 
£xa6 2. £xg2#, 1... gd3 2. #xc5#, 1... 4)d3 2. 
#xg2#.

ELLERMAN-WEENINK THEME 
A pair of variations combining the Theme A with 
direct unpin o f white pieces.

550: 1. ga4! ~ 2. £bd5#, 1... #g7  2. #f4#, 1... 
gg7 2. £}f5# ♦ (1... gxe3+ 2. £>d3#, 1... 
#xf7+/<£>xe3 2. £bd5#).

s  Aliases: Weenink; Weenink Memorial.

ELMGREN 1 THEME
There are three black pieces which can move. 
White has three tries, each o f which is defeated 
by different black piece. The possible defences 
by other black pieces are met by other mates. If 
there are more than three thematic black pieces, 
then there must be as many tries.

E Bertil Elmgren (1912-?).

#2
E Henri Weenink (1892-1931).

#2
549:1. £a4! -2 . £Ь6#, 1 •• #d3  2. #e6#, 1... &d2 

2. £f7#, (1... #xd7+ 2. cxd7#, 1... .fixd6+ 2. 
gxd6#, 1... £>d2 2. £c3#).

551: 1. # d 5 ?  -  2. # g 8 # , 1... & c 7 ,g f4 ,g g 6  2. 
Ь7 ,#хс6 ,#Ь 7#, 1... gg4! ♦ 1. #f3? ~ 2. #f8#,
1... & c 7 ,g f4 ,g f6  2. Ь7 ,#хс6 ,#Ь 7#, 1... &f4! ♦ 
1. -  2. # d 8 /# d 7 # , 1... & d 6 ,g d 4 ,g c 7  2.
# f 5 ,# a 6 ,# d 8 # , 1... gd6! ♦ 1. £ c 5 !  ~ 2 . #d8/ 
# d 7 # , 1... A d 6 ,g d 4 ,g c 7 ,g d 6  2. #£5 ,#a6 , 
# d 8 . gc7# .

= Alias: Elmgren Theme.

ELMGREN 2 THEME
In tries White always threatens the same mate. 
One of these tries is defeated by several black 
moves, while each of the remaining tries is de
feated by only one o f these black moves.
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552

ELMGREN, Bertil
Lunds Dagblad 1948

552: l£ d ~ ?  ~ 2. #e8#, 1... Ad8!/&e7+!/ £tf6!/ 
ДИ5! ♦ 1. £df5?  £d8! ♦ 1. £>df7? Де7+! ♦ 1. 
c5? £f6! ♦ 1. £hf5? Ah5! ♦ 1. &ЪГП ~ 2. #e8#, 
(b ..A e7 ,^f6  2. #f5,gd8#).

EN PASSANT—ANTI-EN PASSANT 
THEME
In a set play or in a try White mates by capturing 
black Pawn en passant. In the solution against the 
same defence White does not capture en passant 
but advances directly forwards with his Pawn.

553: *1... e5 2. fxe6# (f6?) ♦ 1. £>e2! ~ 2. £c3#, 1... 
e5 2. f6# (fxe6(ep)?), (1... ПЬЗ,ДЬ2,Д<12, £d5, 
dxc2 2. #c4,£}g5,cxd3,^e6,f3#).

EN-PASSANT CAPTURE 
When a Pawn makes a double step from its initial 
square it can be captured by the opponent’s 
square on the adjacent file next to it. The right to 
capture expires if not used immediately.

554

GALITSKY, Aleksandr V.
Tidskrift for Schack 1891

#3

#2

554:1. d3? f2! 2. # d 2  cxd3! ♦ 1. d4! (~), 1... f2,cxd3 
ep. 2. ^d 2  -  3. igrdl# ♦ (about the source: this is a 
Finnish magazine which ceased in early 1891. The 
Swedish Tidskrift for Schack did not start until 
1895!).

★  Other examples: 532,848, 1137, 1151, 1560.

EN-PASSANT CAPTURE,
CONSECUTIVE
Two or more (successive) en-passant captures in 
the same line of play. 555 and 556 are record 
achievements, former with 7 white and latter 
with 6 black en passant captures.

555:1. ga4! a5 2. bxa6 ep b5 3. cxb6 ep c5 4. dxc6 ep 
d5 5. exd6 ep e5 6. fxe6 ep f5 7. gxf5 ep g5 8. hxg6 
ep <ad~3/£d~4 9. gxa4(+) £ r4 /~  10. g x £ #  ♦ 
7 ep captures by White.

556:1. a4! bxa3(ep) 2. b4 cxb3(ep) 3. c4 dxc3(ep) 4. 
d4 exd3(ep) 5. e4 fxe3(ep) 6. f4 gxO(ep) 7. £*xfi ~ 
8. Де5# ♦ 6 ep captures by Black.

EN-PASSANT, CONVENTION
Codex: An en-passant capture on the first move 
is permitted only if it can be proved that the last 
move was the double step o f the Pawn which is to 
be captured.

EN-PASSANT-UMNOV THEME
Black Pawn generates two similar kinds o f
defences, one by capturing en passant, the other
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by moving straight ahead. Both defences open or 
cut either white or black piece’s line(s).

557

UMNOV, Evgeny I.
l.pr Shakhmaty 1929/11

5 57:1 . d4! ~ 2. £}d5#, 1... exd3(ep) 2. Дс4#, 1... e3 
2. Дс2#, 1... ^ f5  2. Ad5#, 1... £>e3 2. Adi#, 1... 
#xb3+ 2. ^xb3#, 1... £c7  2. gb8#.

ENDGAME
1, Often synonymous to “ending”, in practical 
chess the phase which follows the middle-game, 
having strategic characteristics o f its own. Some 
experts define endgame as consisting o f posi
tions in which the players have not more than two 
pieces each besides the Kings and Pawns. The 
theory o f  endings has been systematically 
studied since the mid-18th century by Philidor, 
Ponziani and del Rio, in the latter half o f the 19th 
century by Kling, Horwitz, Guretzky-Comitz, 
Centurini, Durand, Amelung, Salvioli and 
Johann Berger with his important work “Theorie 
und Praxis der Enspiele ” (Leipzig 1890).

2. Endgame study, as distinct from a position 
taken from a game or a didactic position, is a 
composed chess position carrying a stipulation 
“White (sometimes Black) to play and (White) to 
win/draw”. It should have exceptional content, 
its position must be legal, and it must have a 
unique solution against Black’s best defence. 
Lack o f uniqueness in terms o f particular kind o f  
duals does not necessarily disqualfy a study but 
reduces its worth.

ENGLISH SCHOOL
Formed in the last quarter of the 19th century. 
Principles: zugzwang problems with difficult 
key and good variety with total absence o f duals.

Economy o f force was emphasized, e.g. it was 
considered desirable that every piece in the solu
tion not only guarded black King’s flights but 
also gave mate.

Typical were also record achievements o f themes 
and strategic elements. Later a particular atten
tion was paid to Black’s defensive strategies, 
especially interferences, and cross-checks was 
one o f  the favourite themes. In three- and 
moremovers emphasis was on quiet moves, pro
fusion o f variations and model mates. The cre
ators and foremost composers o f the school were 
Benjamin Laws, Charles Planck (writer o f an im
portant essay with 80 pages in the work “Chess 
Problems. A Guide with Illustrations ” in 1887, 
the book edited in collaboration with Andrews, 
Frankenstein and Laws), Godfrey Heathcote, A. 
F. MacKenzie and Percy F. Blake.

The school flourished between 1880 and ca. 
1910, but it has had a strong impact on two-move 
composition in the Anglo-American world long 
time ever since, even until our days. It has given 
us terms like (incomplete) block, block-threat, 
white-to-play, waiter, mutate etc.

558

KIDSON, Henry E.
London News 25.9.1880

558: *1... <2?d6 2. £}e4# ♦ L ge3! (~), 1... £d~  2. 
£}d3#, 1... <£|b4 2. £>e4#, 1... 2. £>e4#, 1...
£}d6 2. £>d3#, 1... <g>d6 2. ^f8#, 1... g~/d6/fxe3 
2. £}d3#, 1... фЬ4/Д~ 2. ^d3# ♦ An early inter
pretation of Feldmann I.

559

LAWS, Benjamin G
hm Jamaica Family 
Journal 1881

559: 1. £}ЬЗ! (~), 1... фхЬЗ 2. Ad5#, 1... фс4 2. 
43d6#, 1... фа4 2. £}bc5#, 1... фЬ5 2. Ad3#.
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560:1. Д 83? фе4! ♦ 1. ДЬ2! (2. £c7+), 1... фе4 2. 
<£}xc3+ ф£5,<£УЛхсЗ 3. ^c8,^d3#, 1... фс4 2. 
^xa4+ ®d5 3. <£}c7#, 1... c4 2. ^§rb7+ фс5,фе6 
3- Ad6,^d4# ♦ 5 model mates.

561

HEATHCOTE,
Godfrey F.
l.pr Falkirk Herald 1908-9

561: 1. ^ a l !  (~ 2. ^xd4+; 2. gd3), 1... g l ^  2. 
^xd4+ <g>xd4 3. gd3+ фе4 4. f3#, 1... gg3 2. 
f3+ gxO  3. ge3+ gxe3,®xe3 4. # a8 ,# e l# ,
1... f4 2. ^ e l+  <3?d5 3. #e5+ фсб 4. ^re4#, 1... 
£}f4 2. ge3+ dxe3 3. ^e5+  ♦ 3 models, one pure 
mate.

* Other example 1369.

ENTRAITMENT
The sacrifice of white piece forces the black 
King into the mating net.

“Hineinziehungsopfer: With one or several 
sarifices is the opponent s King forced to move 
on (drawn to) the mating square ” (Sidler).

#5

562:1. £>h5! h6 2. £>e7 <g>h7 3. £>g6! ®xg6 4. Ag8 
фхЬ5 5. Af7#. ♦ 2 active sacrifices, one of them 
anticipatory.

563

AGAPOV, Igor
l-2.pr “64" 1999

563:1. ДН5! (2. £f3+), 1... Да4(ЬЗ) 2. #f4+ <£>xf4
3. £>e6# (2... ®d3 3. Дхе2), 1... <$>d3 2. #d2+ 
®xd2 3. £>f3# (2... ®хс4,фе4 3. gc5,£f3#), 
l-£>g(e)6 2. #еЗ+ фхеЗ 3. £}c2# (2... ®xd5 3. 
^еб#), 1... ®xd5 2. ^c6+.

★  Other example 1365.
= Allas: Vovlechenie (Rus.).

EPAULETTE INTERFERENCES [H] 
THEME
Two-way interference on lines o f a single piece, 
along a rank, file or diagonal.

564

ABDURAHMANOVICH, 
Fadll;
STOSlC, Miroslav; 
MLADENOVKH,
Slobodan;
HERNITZ, Zvonimir; 
SALETICH, Slobodan
3.pr Sredba na 
Solidarnosta 1972

h#2 2111
564:1. gf3+ ®g2 2. gd5 £c6#  ♦  1. £>e3+ ®e2 2. 

<&e5 e7#.

EQUIGRASSHOPPER [F]
Fairy piece. An Equihopper which moves only 
along files, ranks and diagonals.
1 The term was coined by John E. H. Creed (1904

1974).
= Alias: Gleichgrashupfer.

EQUIHOPPER [F]
Fairy piece that hops in any direction over one 
piece that bisects its move. Moves along any line 
over another unit o f either colour to a square situ
ated such that the hurdle stands at the mid-point
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between the Equihopper’s departure and arrival 
squares. The English Equihopper cannot pass 
over an obstruction other than the hurdle when 
playing along Queen-lines. The non-stop/ 
French Equihopper does not have this restric
tion. Unless otherwise stated, the non-stop 
Equihopper is meant.
E Invented by George Leathern (1881-1953).

EQUILEAPER [F]
Fairy piece. Equihopper that cannot be blocked.

EQUILOCUHOPPER [F]
Fairy piece. (m,n)-Equilocuhopper is a piece 
moving like а (т л)-1еарег until it reaches a 
square occupied by a unit which can be captured: 
the hurdle. Then, from the hurdle, without 
changing direction, it makes a (m,n)-Leaper leap 
on a square which must be unoccupied. The unit 
on the hurdle is captured.

EQUIMOVER [F]
Fairy condition. Black’s move has to be as long 
as White’s preceding one was.
= Alias: Gleichlangziiger.

ERCOLE DEL RIO FORTRESS [E]
A two Knights vs Queen draw position where, 
for instance, two white Knights isolate the black 
King, and the black Queen (in most cases) cannot 
stalemate the white King to make one of the 
Knights move.
8 Ercole del Rio (1718-1802).

crosses the lines of friendly line-movers who 
guard mating squares. White cuts the lines of the 
black Queen, creating a double threat, and when 
the Queen captures the cutting white piece, 
White decoys her away and carries out his origi
nal threat.

566

TRINKS, Otto
Chemnitzer Tageblatt 1927

566: 1. £e7! (2. £>xd5#), 1... ^ a5  2. b5 ^xb5 3. 
g fl+ , 1... ^ d 2  2. £>d3+ #xd3 3. g fl+ , 1... #a2 
2. c4 ^xc4 3. g fl+ , 1... #b3  2. £ c4  #xc4 3. 
g fl+ , 1... ^d7  2. gd6  ̂ xd6/^xe7 3. ДЬ6+, 1... 
^g8(f7) 2. ge6 ^хеб 3. ДИ6+, 1... ^a8(b7) 2. 
gc6 #xc6 3. ДИ6+.

ERNST 2 THEME
Black causes himself the same kind of weaken
ing twice in succession.

567

ERNST, Georg
Munch. Augsb. Abendztg 
1927

567:1. #d3+ ф~+! ♦ 1. фс4! (2. #d3+) axb5+ 2. 
фсЗ (2. ®d3? £}b4+) b4+ (2... <ab5??) 3. <g>d3 
~,<£ic~ (3... £>b4??) 4. ^e4 ,^e5#  (1... £>a5+ 2. 
<3?d3 £}c4 3. bxc4 -,Де4+ 4. ^gfe5,^xe4#) ♦ Two 
successive obstructions.

565: 1. £>e7! d5 2. £}ec6 dxc4 3. фсЗ # f 7 4. g6 
#xg6 5. <J>xc4 =.

ERNST 1 THEME
Because of an immediate threat the black Queen 
has to leave her post. By doing it, she critically

EROKHIN THEME
A paradoxical white-move reversal sequence as 
shown by a pattern.
Double Erokhin. Doubling of the Erokhin re
versal sequence (see pattern).
8 Vladimir Erokhin (1937-2000).
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Patterns:
Erokhin

1 - a
A В
*X В A

Double Erokhin
1 - a b
A В C D
C D В A

568

EROKHIN, Vladimir
Vechemiy Leningrad /986

568: l .# h 8 ?  ~  2. g e 8 # A, 1... £)xe3a 2. ^ h 5 # B,
1... fxg4! ♦ 1. £}h5!B ~  2. g x f5 # , 1... £>xe3» 2. 
Se8#A , (1... fxg4 2. # x e 4 #  ♦ (1. ^ h 6 ?  ~  2. 
g e 8 # , 1... fxg4 # g 5 # ,  1... £>xe3!).

569

GVOZDJAK, Peter
l.pr Pravda 1989

569:1. £>b5?A ~  2. g x b 6 # B, 1... # d 3 a 2. £>xd3#c, 
1... # x b 5 b 2. ^ x f5 # D, 1... ^ e 4 !  ♦ 1. £>d3!c ~2. 
# x f5 # D, 1... # x d 3 “ 2. g x b 6 # B, 1... ^ b 5 b 2. 
£>xb5#A, (1... g g 5 ,£ f 7 ,^ f l  2. ^ d 6 ,g x f7 ,  
gxb6#).

ERROR
A joint term for the harmful effects a move has on 
the position of the side who played it. They can 
be divided into categories according to the tacti
cal elements involved, but in terms of logic the 
most appropriate way is, firstly, to divide them 
into white errors and black errors.
The most frequent errors are:
(a) blocking (interfering with) an own line-piece;
(b) blocking (obstruction) a square from own 

piece, including block of a flight square 
(self-block);

(c) opening an enemy line;

#2

m  ш  m  m  
...т ш ш

Wt% *  ^Ш в  «  ....% Щ. Ш, ..— ...

H _Hi_ш
#2

(d) self-pin;
(e) unpin of an enemy unit;
(f) unguard o f a square or line;
(g) moving critically;
(h) exposing King to check.
There are many sub-variations of these errors, 
and some would join some of the listed ones to
gether. See: Ambivalence o f Move.
= Alias: Weakening.

ERROR, BLACK
A tactical harmful effect a Black’s move has on 
his position. Often the errors that Black has com
mitted help classify problems. The most typical 
black errors are unguard o f a square, self-block
ing of own King’s flight square, obstruction of 
another black man’s (not King’s) access to a 
square, self-interference, which is a special case 
of obstruction, self-pin, opening of an enemy line 
and unpin of an enemy unit. Furthermore, there 
are a number of combinations of errors.

ERROR, CHANGED
In the perfect form of the theme neither defences 
nor mates change from one phase to another, but 
the defensive errors change. In an imperfect form 
some of the mates may change, too.

570: *1... £de4 2. exf6#, 1... £fe4 2. exd6# ♦ 1. 
£>e2? -  2. £>g3#, 1... £de4 2. exf6#, 1... £>fe4 2. 
exf6#, 1... £>h5! ♦ 1. ^e3! ~2. ^xg5#, 1... £}de4 
2. exf6#, 1... £}fe4 2. exd6# ♦ Set: unpins; Try: 
self-blocks; Solution: interferences.

—> See also: Theme, Change of.

ERROR, CYCLIC SHIFT OF
In one phase Black’s defensive errors appear re
ciprocally or cyclically from one move to an
other.
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571

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
Schakend Nederland 1967

571: L # b 6 !  -  2 .^x d 6 # , l...dxc5AB 2 .^ e 6 # , l... 
Д х с5 вс 2. ^ Ь З # , l... ^ a 6 CD 2. £>xe3#, l... 
^ g 6 ° A 2. Д с4# ♦ A = gate opening, В = 
self-block, C = self-pin, D = unguard.

ERROR, WHITE
A harmful effect White’s move has on his own 
position. Since in compositional chess both par
ties must play their best moves, the white errors 
occur in try play, especially in White correction 
(Correction. White) and White combinations. or 
any problem with thematic virtual play. Another 
large group of problems where White’s errors 
play a major role are the compositions o f Logical 
school. in which White’s tries or wrong choice 
between two or many options are parried by 
Black’s sufficient reply. Particular types of white 
errors are found in dual avoidance themes.

EVEN-ODD FEATURE [R]
Knight’s chameleon nature: the colour of 
Knight’s square changes on each move. This fea
ture is often utilized in retro problems to deter
mine which side is to move.
-> See also: Parity Argument.

E.W.W.W. THEME
In the key White unpins two black pieces which 
Black in defence self-pins again.
—> See also: Status Quo Theme Group.

572

VELIMIROVlt, Milan
Original example

#2

572: 1. g f6 ! -  2. #xe5# , 1... ф е 4  2. gxf4#, (1... 
£)xc7 2. c3#, 1... .Qxf6 2. # c5 # , 1... ©xe8 2. 
# c4 # , 1... Д х с 7 / ^ 6  2. gxf4#).

EX-DECOY
A forced move whose disadvantage lies in the va
cation of the initial square.
The English equivalent to German’s "Weg- 
lenkung ” White (or, in defence, Black) decoys 
opponent’s man away from a particular line or 
square where its presence has a harmful effect on 
the attack (or defense).
★  See examples: 76,200,446,493,532,621,809,811,833, 

1031, 1104, 1222, 1355, 1562, 1565, 1572, 1679.
—> See also: Ad-Decoy; Ad-Deploy; Ex-Deploy.

EX-DEPLOY
A voluntary move whose advantage lies in the 
vacation of the initial square.
One o f the English equivalents for “Weg- 
juhrung ". In logical problems a direct combina
tion in which White manipulates with his own 
piece(s) leading it (them) away from a line or a 
square where it (they) p rev en ts) White from 
executing his plan. The combination does not in
volve any other deterioration of opponent’s posi
tion except for his losing time (tempo).

See also: Ad-Decoy; Ad-Deploy; Ex-Decoy.
= Alias: Wegzug.

EXCELSIOR THEME
A problem in which a Pawn on its starting square 
in the initial position moves the length of the 
board to be promoted during the course of the so
lution. Named after problem 573 by Sam Loyd. 
The oldest example is probably 574, composed a 
few years earlier.
Slowed-down Excelsior. An Excelsior which 
starts with a Pawn’s single-step advance, thus 
taking him one move more to reach the promo
tion rank. In baby position 575 the Pawn must 
save a tempo on his first move.
Consecutive Excelsior. It is hard to conceive an 
even remotely attractive orthodox problem with 
two or (God forbid!) more Excelsior marches in a 
single line. On the contrary, a series play opens 
up a host o f possibilities, such as the combination 
with Allumwandlune in 576.

§ Samuel Loyd (1841-1911). The theme named after the 
poem ,fExccelsior” by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
(1807-1882).
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573: 1. b4! (2. gf5/gd5) 1... gc5+ 2. bxc5 (3. 
gbl#) 2... a2 3. c6 (4. gf5/gd5) Дс7 4. cxb7 -  
5. bxa8##.

574

WORMALD, Robert B.
Illustrated London News 
1857

574:1. d4+! ®xd6 2. dxc5+ фсб 3. cxb6+ bxc4 4. 
bxa7 ~ 5. axb8<£}#.

#6
575:1. d4? феб! 2. ?? ♦ 1. d3! феб 2. d4 фе7 3. d5 

®f8 4. d6 ®g8 5. d7 ®f8 6. d8^#, (3... ®d8 4. d6 
фс8 5. d7+ ®d8 6. ДА5#).

ser-s#33

576

ATANASIJEVI^,
Aleksandar
2.hm Mat 1973

576: 5. c8<a 6. £$>6 7. <axa4 8. £>b2 12. axb7 13. 
b 8 #  14. #xe5 15. ^xe4 16. # b l  21. е8Д 22. 
^.xh5 23. ^xg4 24. ДхИЗ 25. Ag2 30. h8g 31. 
gc8 32. gc2 33. 43d3+ £>xd3#.

★  Other example 1151.
—► See also: Staircase, Pawn s.

EXCHANGE IDEA
White forces Black, by exchange of pieces, to 
eliminate superfluous white force, usually to 
avoid stalemate.

577

FABEL, K arl; 
PALATZ, Franz F.
Die Schwalbe 1933

577:1. gd4? gd7 2. Ad5 gxd5 3. gxd5 фха2 4. 
?? ♦ 1. ge4! ge7 2. Деб gxe6 3. gxe6 фха2 4. 
ga6#.

= Alias: Abtauschidee (Ger.).

EXCHANGE OF FUNCTIONS
Two or more pieces of either colour exchange 
functions in different variations or phases, or in a 
single line of play. If the exchange takes place be
tween two pieces, we talk about reciprocal func
tions, if between three or more pieces, we talk 
about cyclic functions o f pieces. The exchange 
may occur even between men of different colour, 
when for instance in one variation black piece 
blocks a square A and white guards B, in the 
other black piece blocks a square B, and white 
guards A, just to give a simple example.
In contemporary problems and studies the ex
change of functions is very frequent, and com
posers pursue to show it whenever they can, even 
if the main emphasis of the composition lies 
elsewhere.
There is a great number of themes including ex
change of functions, typically the line-themes 
Nowotnv interference and Grimshaw interfer
ence. or Plachutta interference and Wurzburg- 
Plachutta interference. just to name some of the 
oldest and most common ones.
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578

CAMPBELL, Joseph G
Illustrated London News 
6.4.1861

578s 1. geh3! (~), 1... ^ a l  2. gb2! Axb2/gxb2 3. 
b4/gc3,(l... Де3 2. g x e 3 , g c 2 + ,  1... 
ДёЗ 2. gxd3, 1... gb2 2. gxb2, 1... gxb3 2. 
gxb3) ♦ Rooks shifted turns in closing of h-file. A 
nice icing on the cake, although Nowotny on b2 
was the main focus.

★  Other example 1359.

EXCLUSION
In Russian terminology: line closing.
—> See also: Inclusion.
= Alias: Viklyuchenie (Rus.).

fluence behaviour of usually all pieces on the 
board. Some of the most popular conditions are 
Circe. Madrasi chess or Andernach chess: let 
alone the classic Maximummer directive.
1 Fairy chess comprises chess problems that differ from 

classical (also called orthodox) chess problems in that 
they are not direct mates. The term was introduced 
before the First World War. While selfmate dates from 
the Middle Age, helpmate was invented by Max Lange 
in the late 19th century. Thomas Dawson (1889
1951), pioneer of fairy chess, invented many fairy 
pieces and new conditions. He was also problem edi
tor of 'The Fairy Chess Review” (1930-1951).
The term “Fairy Chess” was first used by a Melbourne 
inhabitant Henry Tate in his writing in 'Australian”on 
20th June in 1914.

FAIRY MATE [F]
A mating position where one or more fairy condi
tions affect upon.
★  See example 1060.
= Alias: Marchenmatt (Ger.).

FAIRY CHESS
In Fairy chess problems the idea requires the in
evitable deviation from the rules of chess, just as 
today’s chess, because of its own needs, has been 
designed by reconstructing the pieces and rules 
of the old Chatrang.
Fairy problems are characterized by at least one 
of the following deviations from the orthodox 
chess (problem):
1. Different board. Two-dimensional surfaces 
of different size than 8x8; different geometry, 
such as the cylinder board: three-dimensional 
boards; etc.
2. New stipulations. Besides selfmate and help
mate which are practically considered to be or
thodox stipulation, there are other stipulations 
like reflexmate. series helpmate. retractor or 
other “retro” stipulations, stalemate. etc.
3. New pieces. Many different types of pieces, 
some of which are taken from the ancient chess 
like Fers and Alfil: groups of pieces which follow 
the basic chess principles (leapers and riders 
group); some more peculiar groups (hoppers, 
Chinese pieces); and many other, often with a re
ally “weird” behaviour.
4. New conditions. Unlike for new pieces 
where changes are specific for each specific type, 
new conditions usually have global scope and in

FAIRY PIECE [F]
Any unorthodox piece. Any piece that does not 
conform to the FIDE Laws of Chess.
—► See also: Combined Pieces; Hopper; Leaper; Rider.

FASTOSKY THEME
In two set play variations two black pieces 
selfpin themselves and White uses these pins for 
mates. These pins are removed by the key move, 
which in turn pins another black piece and re
places set mates with new answers which utilize 
this new pin. 579
Inverted Fastosky Theme. The above described 
scenario is reversed. See 580
% Pedro Fastosky (1924-1994).

579s *1... gxe4 2. ДсЗ#, 1... Дхе4 2. £>d3# ♦ 1. 
^rg5! ~ 2. ^xf5#, 1... gxe4 2. ^f3#, 1... Дхе42. 
Д£4#, (1... gxg5 2. фП#, 1... фхе4 2. #еЗ#).
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580s *1... #xd5 2. £)g4#, 1 - S*d5 2. gf5# ♦ 1. 

#c5!~2. #xc7#, 1... #xd5 2. £>f3#, I... gxd5 2. 
d4#, 1... £xd5 2. £c6#, 1... Дх<15 2. ge7#.

FATA MORGANA [SJ
If it was not his turn to move White could reach 
the goal in a smaller number o f moves than stipu
lated, but he lacks the waiting move.
§ The term was coined after the book with same title, 

compiled and edited by Dr. Eduard Birgfeld (1887-1939), 
Berlin 1922. The book contains over 900 White- 
To-Play selfmates, of which some 700 were originals.

s#7*
581s *1... exf2# ♦ 1. <£}хеЗ!! фе5 2. #f5+ <g>d4 3.

#e6 fxe6 4. £}c4 e5 5. f7 e4 6. f8 ^  e3 7. #f2.
★  Other example 1667.
-> See also: Pseudo Three-Mover; Pseudo Two-Mover.

FEATHER MECHANISM [H]
In a helpmate twomover the black Queen stands 
on the intersection of two white lines, and must 
move to let one or the other white line moving 
piece through. However, the black King needs 
later to move to a square onto one of these lines. 
Therefore the black Queen must keep the respec
tive square free for her King, and the only way to 
do it is by capturing one o f W hite’s line-pieces. 
= Alias: Feather Maneuver.

583s 1. # x b 6 g e l  2. <&d4 #xd2# ♦ 1. # x c 6 A gi 
2. ®c4 #b3#.

FEATHER THEME [H]
Black pieces move across the square where black 
King stood in the initial position.

584s 1. <£>f5 £}d5 2. gxh6 £xh6# ♦ 1. фе7 £d6  2. 
A,xg8 £xg8#.

FEATHER 2 THEME [H]
White sacrifices a piece in the black Kings field 
and black Pawn captures it self-blocking a flight.
1 Christopher J. Feather (1947).

582

FEATHER, Christopher 
J.
2.pr Castellan M T1978

h#2 2111
582s 1. ga5 g c l+ 2 .d x c lg  ДЬ5#* l.^ h 3  £>el 2. 

dxel g  jLg4#.

FEDOROVICH THEME
In the initial position Black has two (or several) 
thematic moves against which White has no set 
mate. In the tries (which all threaten same mate), 
White attempts to prevent these black moves, but 
one o f them, in turn, refutes White’s try. With the
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correct key White prepares mates to both (all) 
thematic black moves.

585

FEDOROVICH, Roman
Chernovyj prapor 1982

585: *1... c5/d5 2. ? ♦ 1. £}d6? (2. # e4 #) c5! ♦ 1. 
£>c5? d5! ♦ 1. £}g3! -  2. ^e4#, 1... c5 2. Ag7#,
1... d5 2. £>g6#.

FELDMANN 1 THEME
Reciprocal mates (or continuations) after two 
random and correction move pairs in a single 
phase. Thematic pairs of variations may be made 
by two different units (as in 586), or by a single 
line-mover along two different lines (as in 587, 
which doubles the theme).
% Tibor Feldmann (Florian) (1919-1990).

586

FELDMANN, Tibor
l.pr Munkdssakk 1936

586: 1. ^xf6! -  2. <£,xe5#, l...£)e~ 2. gc5#, 1... 
£id3 2. b3#, l...£f~2. ЬЗ#, 1... £xd4 2. gc5# ♦ 
(1... £}d7 2. ^xf7#, 1... gd5 2. gb4#, 1... ^c3+/ 
^ e l  2g(x)c3#).

#2

587

DAWSON, Thomas R.
The Problemist 1929 /  
vers. J. Knoppel

587: 1. £ c 4 !  (~), 1... g ~ 3  2. # Ь 6 # А, 1... ge3! 
2. g h 6 # B, 1... Д~(а5) 2. g lib#8, 1... Д М ! 2. 
^ Ь 6 # с , 1... g ~ b  2. ^ g 2 # c , 1... gb4! 2. ^а5#*>, 
1... Д~(с1) 2. ^ a 5 # ° , 1... ДеЗ! 2. # g 2 # A .

*  Other example 558.
= Aliases: Florian 1; Reciprocal Black Correction; Recipro

cal Correction.

FELDMANN 1, CYCLIC
Cyclic mates (or continuations) after random and 
correction moves of three black units in a single 
phase. Thematic pairs of variations may come 
from three different pieces (as in 588), or some 
can be replaced by corrections of a line-mover 
along two different lines (such as Queen and 
Bishop corrections in a 5-fold task-record 589).

588

JUNGREISZ, Endre
1520. Magyar Sakkvildg 
1939

5 8 8 :1. £>xd6! (~), 1... g ~  2. 1... gxf6! 2.
f4#B ♦ 1... 2. f4#B, 1... £}d5! 2. £d7#c ♦ 1...
Д -  2. ^d7#c , 1... iLxf5! 2. £f7#A.

#2

589

PARTHASARATHY,
Mukkur
l.hm Die Schwalbe 1963

589: l.g7! (~), l .. .^ ~ 2  2. g 8 ^ # A, l...^a2+!2. 
Jxa2#B l...#e~2. Да2#в, 1...^e4! 2. ^d6#c,
1... 2. ^d6#c, 1... £e5! 2. ^d4#B, 1...
^~(h4-d8)2.^d4#B 1... &dS+\ 2. gxd8#E, 1... 
A~(c3-g7) 2. gd8#E, 1... Де5! 2. g8##A.

= Aliases: Cyclic Black Correction; Cyclic Feldmann; 
Cyclic Florian 1.

FELDMANN 1, TERTIARY
Cyclic change of primary, secondary and tertiary 
mate (or continuation) after tertiary corrections
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by two black pieces in a single phase. 590 is a 
good illustration if l...Rxc5 is accepted as the
matically correct primary defence

590: 1. gxc5! -  2. gxd5#, l...£>d~ 2. A gl#A, 
1... £f5! 2. c3#B, 1... £>e4!l 2. £>f3#c, 1... ge5 
(gxc5) 2. £>f3#c 1... gxg5! 2. Д ё 1#А, 1... 
g  f5!! 2. c3#».

= Aliases: Florian 1, Tertiary; Tertiary Feldmann/ Florian 1.

FELDMANN 1, WHITE
Reciprocal refutations after random and correc
tion moves of two white pieces.

591:l£c~?~2. gc5#, 1... g g l!A* L£ice6!? g g l 
2. £}f4#, 1... # h l !B ♦ l£>d~? -  2. gdl# , 1... 
# h l!B ♦ 1. <£}f5!? ^ h l  2. ^xd6#, 1... g g l !A ♦ 1. 
£*b5! ~ 2. gd l# , 1... g g l 2. Дхе4#, 1... ^ h l  2. 
#xd6#.

See also: Feldmann l, White, Cyclic. 
a Alias: Reciprocal White Correction.

FELDMANN 1, WHITE, CYCLIC
Cyclic refutations after random and correction 
moves of three (or more) white pieces.
-> See also: Feldmann 1, White.
= Aliases: Cyclic White Correction; Cyclic White Florian 1.

592: l£>b~? e4!A; 1. ^c5? e4? 2. fxe4#, 1... bxa5!B 
♦ 1. g~? bxa5!B; 1. gc8? bxa5? 2. gc5#, 1... 
ДхП!С ♦ 1. ^ ~ ?  ДхП!с ; 1. ^ f8?  ДхП 2. 
©a8#, 1... e4!A ♦ 1. gc7! (~), 1... e4 2. #xd4#,
1... bxa5 2. gc5#, 1... ДхП 2. ^a8#.

592

DOMBROVSKIS, Alfreds
3.pr Shakhmaty 1971

FELDMANN 2 THEME
Changed mates after a random and corrective 
move of the same piece in two phases. The cor
rection doesn’t have to be the same move -  594. 
To distinguish between the two, thematic form 
where this move is same in both phases, as in 
593, is usually called “Changed Correction” . 
595 shows the Feldmann 1 theme twice, before 
and after the key; joined together set and actual 
play produce a double Feldmann 2 theme with 
four changed mates.

8 ш и ш ® а § 1
ш  ш  ж  ж  . ж

#2

593

BERNARD, Н. D’Oyly
Chess Amateur 1919

593: *1... 2. ^f3#, 1... £g4  2. ^f7# ♦ 1. ^a4!
H , 1... 2. ^ d l# , 1... £}g4 2. ^e8#.

594

MARI, Alberto
L 'Echiquier 1928

594: *1... £,6~+2. ge5#, 1... £>6xh5+2. g g7#* 1. 
J,g4! ~ 2. #f5#, l... £,6~+ 2. gg7#, 1... ^xg4+ 
2. ge5#.

595: *1... g ~  2. £>g6#A, 1... gxe5 2. ©g5#B,
l...£,d~2. #g5#B, 1... £}f3 2. £}g6#A ♦ 1. #d6! 
(~), 1... g ~  2. ^ d 3 ^ ,  1... gxe5 2. #h6#D,
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l...£>d~ 2. ^h6# i\ 1... 2. £d3#c (1... £>e6
2. fxe6#, 1... g3 2. hxg3#, l...£}f~ 2. gxg4#).

= Aliases: Changed Reciprocal Black Correction; Florian 2.

FELDMANN 2, CYCLIC
Mates are transferred cyclically in three phases 
against black correction. but the correction move 
changes from one phase to another.

596: l...£d~ 2. gfe2#A, 1... <^c2 2. ^xc6#B ♦ 1. 
£d7? ~ 2. #e5#, l...£d~ 2. #xf5#B 1... £}f3 2. 
gfe2#c, 1... <®>d5 2. ^еб#, 1... gxf6 2. £}dxf6#,
1.. . gc5! ♦ 1. £c4! ~ 2. #e5#, l...£\d~ 2. 
#xc6#c, 1... £>e6 2. ^xf5#A, 1... <®>d5 2. #xc6#,
1.. . gxf6 2. <£jxf6# .

FELDMANN 2, TERTIARY
Changed mates (or continuations) after primary, 
secondary and tertiary defence of the black piece 
in two phases. Two corrections may either main
tain (as in 597) or exchange (as in 598) their sec
ondary vs tertiary character.
= Alias: Florian 2, Tertiary.

597: 1. © b6? ~ 2. £}xd6#, 1... 2. #xe6#, 1...
£>f7 2. gxf4#, 1... £>f5! 2. £)сЗ#, 1... £>xb5! ♦ 1. 
c3! ~ 2. 43xd6#, 1... 2. ^e5#, 1... £,f7 2.
#xf4#, 1... &f5 2. £}c5#, (1... <g>f5 2. gxf4#).

598: *1... 2. #e3#, 1... £)e4! 2. £}g6#, 1...
£>d3!! 2. ^d4# ♦ 1. &c4! ~ 2. c8##, 1... 2.
#f2#, 1... £>d3! 2. & № , 1... Cie4!! 2. gf3#,(l... 
<S>f5 2. gf8#).

597

PARTHASARATHY,
Mukkur
l.pr The Problemist 1989/1

598

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
2. cm Probleemblad 1946 / 
dedicated to J. J. Seilberger

FENCING
Restricting the mobility of pieces. May be total 
(the piece completely loses mobility) and partial 
(one side puts the opponent into zugzwang or 
wins the fenced piece). Theme is equally applica
ble in moremovers and endgames.

599

KUBBEL, Leonid I.
l.pr II Problema 1933

599:1. gd7!~2. gxb7#, l...# a8  2. gdxe7 gb83. 
gxh7 Дс8 4. gd7 (~) ^xd7 5. £>xd7# ♦ etc.

= Alias: Zamurovannie (Rus.).

FERREAU STYLE
To defend against White’s threat, or being in a 
block position, all Black men move, including 
Pawns and the King. White has a different mate 
to each man’s defence.
1 Wilhelm Ferreau (?).

600: 1. <£}f5! ~ 2. £g3#, 1... £>4xf5 2. ^g2#, 1... 
£6xf5 2. ^g4#, 1... exf5 2. ^d5#, 1... ^xf5 2.
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#a8#, I...^g~ 2. £>xd6#, 1... Дхе5 2. gxe5#,
1... d~ 2. Дс2#, 1... <g>xf5 2. e4#.

600

FERREAU, Wilhelm
Schach-Echo 1934

FERS [F]
1. The medieval name for the Queen, derived 
from the Arabic “firs” or “fierz”, still used in 
Russian in form “ferz” for Queen. Ferz was “a 
wise man” and King’s “adviser”. That explains 
its transformation into a Queen, who in the medi
eval time occupied a throne next to the King’s in 
Europe. Originally one o f the weakest pieces on 
the board, taking one step diagonally, it suddenly 
in the end o f the 15th century, after slight im
provements, adopted the power it has now, at the 
same time as Bishop, Pawn and by the end o f the 
16th century King (castling) adopted their mod
em movements, none o f which have changed 
since. Queen’s movements had also an indirect 
impact on the game in that now the humble Pawn 
had the possibility to promote to the strongest 
piece on the board.
2. In modem fairy chess Fers moves like its me
dieval colleague (1,1).
★  See examples: 392,436, 1278,1603.

FESTIVE THEME
In defeating the tries Black makes always a dif
ferent flight square for his King. The key gives 
these flights, and when the black King moves on 
the flights, the threats recur.

601

SAVOURNIN, Jacques
3.pr Buletin Problemistic 
TT1972

#2

601s 1. ДЬЗ? -  2. £>d7#, 1... Де4! ♦ 1. £}c8? ~ 2. 
^d6#, I... ДС! ♦ 1. gd4! ~2. ^xh8#, 1... £}d5 
2. £}d7#, l... Д й  2. ^d6#, 1... <g>f6 2. £>d7#, 1... 
®xd4 2. ^d6#.

= Allas: Festif.

FIDE
Federation Internationale des Echecs, the World 
Chess Federation.

FIDE ALBUM
The FIDE Albums are publications o f the world 
chess governing body, FIDE, via World Federa
tion for Chess Composition (WFCC), containing 
the best chess problems and studies o f a certain 
period (usually three years in length).

FIDE ALBUMS PUBLISHED SO FAR

Publication Number
Period year of problems
1914-44/1 1972 725
1914-44 II 1972 1278
1914-44 III 1975 806
1945-55 1964 1891
1956-58 1961 661
1959-61 1966 738
1962-64 1968 908
1965-67 1976 800
1968-70 1977 805
1971-73 1978 800
1974-76 1980 800
1977-79 1984 800
1980-82 1988 1083
1983-85 1992 1103
1986-88 1995 1114
1989-91 1997 1056
1992-94 2001 963
1995-97 2004 1153
1998-2000 2007 1267
2001-2003 2011 1349

The Albums covering the earliest periods, 
1914-44 (in three volumes) and 1945-1955, were 
collected retrospectively. From the period 
1956-1958 special album tourneys have been or
ganized by the WFCC (former PCCC). The first 
Album 1956-1958 was published in 1961.

Currently, problems submitted for publication in 
the Album are reviewed by a panel o f three 
judges. Each judge may give from 0 to 4 points
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for a problem; if the judge’s combined scores is 8 
or greater, the problem is included in the Album. 
Sometimes the necessary number of points is 
lowered to 7.5.
The titles Grandmaster, International Master and 
FIDE Master of Chess Composition are awarded 
on the basis of problems published in FIDE Al
bums: each problem included in an Album is 
worth 1 point, and each study is worth 1.66 
points, these scores divided by the number of 
composers in the case of joint compositions. For 
a problemist to be awarded the FIDE Master title, 
12 points must be accumulated; for the Interna
tional Master title 25 points are required; and for 
the Grandmaster title 70 points are needed (in 
each case, these points need not be gained in a 
single Album; usually the points are accumulated 
over a number of Albums).

FIGURATIVE PROBLEM
A problem the important content of which is 
some figurative, often geometrical pattern, 
which one or many pieces show in the course of 
the solution (triangle, square, octagon, wheel, 
cross, etc.).
★  See example 720.

FINAL ERROR
In Black Correction (or Secondary Fleck) a de
fence that stops all secondary mates but lets in a 
new mate (and there are no further correction 
moves).
—> See also: Correction, Black: Fleck, Secondary.

FIVE-KNIGHT MATE THEME [E]
Korolkov’s famous study in which Black threat
ens mate in two, starting with promotion to 
Knight, and White combines to win by mating 
black King with five Knights, three of which pro
mote in the course of solution.

602

KOROLKOV, 
Vladimir Л.
l-2.pr= “64" 1937

602: 1. £>f4+! ® h6 (1... ® h4 2. d 8 # +  <g>g3 3. 
£>e2+ ф Ь2 4. ^ x d 2  ^ f7 +  5. ф а1 +-) 2. g8£+! 
<S>h7 3. ® h6 4. <£}xg4+ Sl?h7 5. Qef6+
®g7 6. 4}e6+ ф П  7. d8£>+! ф е7  8. c8£i# ♦ 
Model mate with five Knights. Altogether four 
Knight promotions, including Black’s immediate 
threat.

FLECK DUAL AVOIDANCE
Partial dual avoidance and different mates after 
primary and secondary defences of two black 
pieces, of which the latter ones are played on the 
same square.

#2

603

FLECK, Ferenc
L ’Italia Scacchistica 1939

603: 1. g d 6 ! -  2. ge6# , l . . .£ f~  2. & f7#, 1... 
£}fxd6 2. £}xc6 (£)d7?), 1...£>|C~ 2. ^x f6# , 1... 
£cxd6  2. <£d7# (£>xc6?), (1... ф хе4 2. ^ e7 # , 1... 
<3?xd6 2. ^xf6#).

FLECK THEME
White threatens three or more mates each of 
which is accurately forced by black thematic 
defences. Black moves, which allow more than 
one mate, are not permitted, while total defences, 
which prevent all threats but allow new mates, 
are allowed (these are called “Karlstrom” 
defences).
1 Fleck, Ferenc (1908-1994).

#2
604: 1. £>e8! -  2. £>с7/Д П /#е4#, 1... £jxh5 2. 

£ic7#, 1... £xe8 2. 1... £ f5  2. #e4#, (1...
®d5 2. # d 6 #  = total defence).
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605

STAMBUK, Sveto; 
BARTOLOVlC, Hrvoje
Mat 1976/ after S. Ekstrom 
& G Rehrt

605s 1. b5! ~ 2. ^d6 /^e5 /#b3 /#d3 /g le5 /g8e5 / 
gdl/gd8#, I... axb5 2. #d6#, 1... gxa3 2. #e5#,
I... ДхЬ22. ^ЬЗ#, 1... gxb22. ^d3#, 1... £ e 6 2. 
gle5#, 1... £ie4 2. g8e5#, 1... 4^f7 2. gdl#, 1... 
4}f3 2. gd8# ♦ Record: the 8-fold Fleck.

★  Other example 1241.
-» See also: Karlstrom-Fleck Theme.
= Alias: Fleck* Total.

FLECK, PARTIAL
Impure Fleck theme where some of black moves 
allow two or more threatened mates.

#2
606:1. £>df4! ~ 2. #b5 /#c5 /#d5 /#e4 /^d3 /#c2 / 

ge4/<£ie5#, 1.» g /^ x f4  2. ^Ь5#, 1... ДхЬ7 2. 
#c5#, 1... ^xe3 2. ^d5#, 1... Axf4 2. ^e4#, 1... 
ДЯ5 2. #d3#, 1... axb4 2. #c2#, 1... £xb7 2. 
ge4#, 1... &xf5 2. £}e5#.

★  Other example 406.
= Aliases: Fleck, Free Form; Pseudo Fleck.

FLECK, SECONDARY
After a random removal of certain black piece 
there are three or more secondary threats 
(Threat. SecondaryК each of which appears at 
least once after a distinct move o f that black 
piece. Also, each distinct move of that piece 
leads to a unique mate, either one of secondary 
threats, or some new mate (in which case it is and 
equivalent to Karlstrom variation in ordinary 
Fleck theme).

607 is probably a record with separation of 6 sec
ondary threats without white battery mates. 608  
shows theme in two phases with three changed 
mates (Mate. Changed).
Relaxed Form. Only those moves by black the
matic piece which defend against the primary 
threat (Threat. Primary) are relevant. After a 
random mate White could, beside the secondary 
threats, deliver the (primary) threat mate.
Total Secondary Fleck. This term is sometimes 
used for Secondary Fleck in block problem.

#2
607:1. #d7! -  2. #f5#, 1... 2. ^h 3 /^ f7 /^d 5 /

^d 3 /^d l/g g 3 # , 1... £}g6 2. ^h3#, 1... £>f7+ 2. 
^xf7#, 1... £>g4 2. ^d5# , 1... £}d3 2. ^xd3#, 1... 
<£ic4 2. ^ d l# , 1... <£ixd7 2. gg3#, (1... <£f4 2. 
^rf7#, 1... £}xc6+ 2. Дхсб#) ♦ Separation of 6 
secondaiy threats without white battery.

608

KOVAeEVl£, Marjan
Mezija 2000

608: 1. £)xf7? ~ 2. ^xd5#, (l...gd~ 2. £>xd6/ 
Й f6/Деб#), 1... ge5 2. 4>d6#, 1... gxd3 2. 
gf6#, 1... gd4 2. Деб#, 1... gxg3! ♦ 1. £}g6!
~ 2. ^xd5#, (l...gd~  2. 4ih4/gh5/|3e7#), 1... 
ge5 2. £)h4#, 1... gxd3 2. gh5#, 1... gd4 2. 
£ie7#„ (1... фе4/фе6 2. #xd5/#c8#.

= Alias: Fleck 2.

#2

FLECK-BURKHARDT THEME
Fleck theme where after the key White threatens 
to open a battery with a random move o f the
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front-piece. Black defences separate these 
threats and force each one to appear at least once.
1 Attributed to Friedrich Burkhardt (1914), who pub

lished a two-mover featuring the theme in ‘Ъетег 
Tagwacht” 1946.

609

STO§lt, Miroslav
Tovaris 1968/ (v)

609:1. фсЗ! ~2. £ -# ,  1... ^ d 6  2. <£,xd6#, !*•* Де7 
2. £>xe7#, 1... ^g7+  2. £}xg7#, 1... ДЬ6 2. 
£>xh6#, 1... g h l 2. £h4#, 1... ggl,® d5 2. 
£ig3#, 1... g e l  2. £e3#, 1.» gxdl 2. ^d4# ♦ 
The economy record.

★  Other example 399.
= Aliases: Burkhardt-Fleck; Fleck-Burkhardt.

FLECK-KARLSTROM THEME
Fleck theme or separation o f three or more 
threats with at least the same number of total 
defences which prevent all threats and yield to 
new mates.
1 Alfred Karlstrom (1907-1967).

l '  i «  "m  
m  ш ш . ш

610

KARLSTR6M, Alfred
l.pr Problemisten 1947

610: 1. f7! ~ 2. fxe8#/f8£y£>f8#, 1... fxg4 2. 
©xg4#, 1... dxe5 2. ^сб#, 1... <3?xd7 2. ĝrc8#, 
(Fleck: 1... ^xg7 2. fxe8^#, 1... Axd7 2. f8<a#,
1... ДхП 2. £}f8#).

—> See also: Fleck Theme; Ojanen Theme.
= Alias: Karlstrom-Fleck.

FLECK-VERMET THEME
Rendering of the Fleck theme in which at least 
once black unit self-pins allowing the mate from 
its departure square.

611

VERMET, J. J.
Probleemblad 1950

611: 1. ^c5! ~ 2. ®хс6/®хБ/Дх£5#, 1... £ r  2. 
^ x c 6#, 1... £>xe3 2. ^f5#, 1... £xe7 2. ДШ, 
(1... £>xd4 2. #xd4#).

FLIGHT SQUARE
A square to which the black King can legally 
move (that is, one not guarded by a white piece, 
and not occupied by a black piece). If black plays 
a piece to one of these squares, thus decreasing 
the King’s mobility, it is a self-block. If he moves 
a piece from one o f these squares, it is square-va
cation. (Definition from FIDE Album.}
Flights can constitute a theme, when the main 
emphasis is on flight-giving (for instance 851) 
and/or on the mates that follow moving on flights 
(for instance 923) or on flight-acquisition as de
fence strategy (for instance 9).
★  Other examples: 452,608,650,923,954, 1063,1635.

FLIGHT SQUARES TASK
In the diagram position the King, which later will
be mated, has all 8 flights available.

612

ZANDER, Heinz
l.pr feenschach 1975

612: 1. ^d7! ДЬ2 2. ©h3! £ g l  3. #xh l ДЪ2 4. 
®a7 Agl 5. #h3 ДЮ 6. gb7 Agl 7. #xg3 ДЬ2 
8. gd2+ фс1 9. #c7+ Дхс7 10. £>xa2+ gxa2#. 

A Other example 1095.

FLIGHT, UNPROVIDED
A Kings flight for which there is no set mate in 
the initial problem position. It is considered a

s#10
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flaw, the seriousness of which must be evaluated 
from case to case.
★  See example 1282.
= Alias: Unprovided Flight

FLIGHT, Y
King has three flight squares of the shape of letter

613

CARPENTER, George E.
Chess Record Sept. 1874

613s *l... e3 2. #f7,^h2#, 1... f2 2. ^xf2,#f7#, 1... 
<*>£5 2. gxf3,#f7# ♦ 1. g h i!  (~), 1... <£>g3 2. 
#h 2 #, 1... феЗ 2. £}d5#, 1... ®f5 2. #f7#, (1... f2 
2. ^xf2#, I... e3 2. # h 2 #).

#2

FLIGHTS ON MATING SQUARES 
THEME
In a single phase o f a twomover White mates on 
the square to which in other variations the black 
King plays. There are three such squares in 614  
(e6, e8 and c8).
—> See also: Mates on Flight Squares.

614s 1. аб! (~), 1... Д -  2. #e6#, 1... Ad6! 2. ^e8#,
1... фе8 2. c8##, 1... феб 2. #c6#, 1... фс8 2. 
#f5#, 1... <®d6 2. ^d5#.

FLIGHTS, CHANGED THEME
Flights from a set (or try) play are replaced by 
different flights in another phase.
615s l... <®d4 2. #f4#, l... фхе5 2. #e3# ♦ 1. £>13! 

~ 2. gcxc3#, 1... ®d3 2. gd6#, 1... фх£3 2. 
gc4#.

= Alias: Changed Flights.

FLIGHTS, EXTENDED 
Flight square(s) that is (are) available to King af
ter it has moved onto an immediate flight. If the 
King does not escape a check, one of its extended 
flights is its square o f departure.

616

MLADENOVI^, Miodrag
8.pl WCCT1986-8

616s *1... igrxg3 2. jtxg3# ♦ L #a5? (2. ^rxd5#),
1.. . фхеб 2. ge7#, 1... ®d4 2. #c3#, 1... #xg3! 
♦ 1. £c5? (2. <£3d7#), i ... <g?d4 2. £}c2#, 1... ®xf6 
2. h8##, 1... ^xg3 2. <£,d3#, 1... #xe3! ♦ 1. 
£d6! (2. £>g4#), 1... ®xf6 2. £>xd5#, 1 -  фхеб 2. 
£}f7#, 1... T^xg3 2. £}xd5#, 1... ©xe3 2. gxe3# ♦ 
In the try 1. ĝra5? bK is offered an immediate 
flight, after which it has squares d3 and e5 on its 
extended field; in the try 1. £}c5? it has only e5 
after 1... <2?xf6 and 1... <3?d4; in the solution after
1.. . фх£6 and 1... фхеб it has two extended flights: 
e6 (f6) and e5.

FLIGHTS, PROGRESSIVE GRANTING OF
In a multi-phase problem black King is given 
progressively more flights from phase to phase. 
Preferably the highest number o f flights is 
granted in the solution.
617s 1. gc6? H ,  1... <g>xd5 2. gd6#, (1... <£,xc7, 

<&xa3 2. gc4,#gl#), 1... £d6! ♦ 1. <&f4? (~), 1... 
фхе5 2. 43e2#, 1... феЗ 2. #f2#, 1... £ H  ♦ 1. 
£g3! (~), 1... фс5 2. # g l# , 1... фхе5 2. #h8#,
1.. . фсЗ 2. £}e2#, (1... 2. £e2#, 1... £c3  2.
£f5#).

#2
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617

LEHEN, L’udovit
Lpr Szachy 1982

FLORENCE MANUSCRIPT
A treatise from the end o f 15th Century where 
the middle-age problems have been harmo
nized with the new (and used up to now) rules 
o f chess.

FLORENCE MATE
A characteristic mate by two Queens with oppo
nent’s King in the centre (i.e. not on the edge 
lines) of the board.

#3
618: L # d 6! (~), l... фе8 2. #e5  <S>d7,<J>f7 

3.e8^r#, (1... ®g7 2. e8̂ gr) ♦ Two Florence Mates.

FOCAL THEME
A line piece standing in a focal position is en
gaged in guarding two or three squares (foci) on 
as many different lines. The adversary’s plan is to 
deflect this piece from simultaneous guard of 
both (all) squares. The lines pointing to these foci 
are called vectors, and the opponent’s aim is to 
carry out an interference (Vektorunterbrechung) 
on one of these lines, or to force the focal piece to 
move so that it cannot retain the guard of both 
(all) foci.
619: *l... ^ a 7  2. ДЬ4 (Ad4? фе7!), I... #e7  2. 

£ d 4  (ДЬ4? ^a7!) ♦ 1. £}d7! (2. £)xc5), 1... ^a7  
2. A d4(ДЬ4? f6!), 1... ^ e7  2. ^ b 4  (Ad4? f6!) ♦ 
In the set the focal interferences are anticipatory, in 
the solution direct.

#3
620:1. £>f5! g l ^  2. ^g2! ^xg2 3. £)d4# ♦ Maybe 

the first focal problem where one of the vectors is 
interfered with. It is also possible, that Stanley 
launched the term “focal” in problem vocabulary.

★  Other examples: 64, 125, 161, 163, 198, 238, 354, 428, 
589, 621, 726, 857, 858, 894, 1450, 1509,1605,1674.

= Alias: Brennpunkt (Ger.).

FOCAL POINTS, SHIFT OF
Apiece controls two focal points. Opponent aims 
at forcing the piece to lose the control of one of 
them. As he fails, he plays so that the one or the 
other (or both) focal points change to another.

#5
621: 1. ge8+,gxa5+? ^ x g !  ♦ Main plan 1. 

gd5? is refuted by 1... ^xh4+ 2. ДЬ2 £>b3! ♦ 
lSg(h)5? #xh4+ 2. ,f ih 2 ^ x g !  ♦ 1. gf5! 
^xa3! 2. gg5 #a2  3. gh5 # a l  4. gd5! 
^d4 ,#e5  5. gxa5,gd8#, (2. gd5? ^d3! 3. 
gxa5+ ^ra6).

★  Other examples: 343, 1509, 1674.
= Alias: Brennpunktverlagerung (Ger.).
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FOKIN THEME
In the checking tries one or the other White’s the
matic mate does not work because Black’s posi
tion has reinforced (or White’s weakened). In 
other phases the thematic mates are carried out. 
i  Yuri Fokin (1925).

622:1. gxf3+? Д х О  (2. £}c2??) ♦ j. <£c2+? Д хс2 
(2. Hxf3??) ♦ 1. ^ e 8 ?  -  2. gxf3#  (£c2?), 1... 
g x f4 2 . £>c2#, l...® xf42 . Д<12#, 1... ®xg2! ♦ 1. 
g e 7 !~ 2 . £ jc2#(gxf3?), 1... £ x d 4 2 . gxf3#, 1... 
®xd4 2. #xb6# . 

s  Alias: Fokin.

FOLDEAK THEME
A random move of black piece parries White’s 
primary threat (Threat Primaryк but allows a 
new mate. Trying to prevent that mate with a cor
rection move, the piece allows White’s primary 
threat.
§ Arpad Foldeak (1917-2004).

623

PAROS, Gy6rgy 
hm OTSB Tourney 1954

#2
623: 1. e4! ~ 2. #xb5#, 1... d~ 2. £g6#, 1...

dxe3(ep)? 2. ^xb5#, l...£b~ 2. £jxe8#, 1... 
£>bd6 2. £d7#, 1... <£bxc7? 2. ^b5#.

FOLLOW MY LEADER [F]
Fairy condition. Both sides must when possible 
move on the square that the other side just left. 
Check is like in normal chess and parrying it 
takes precedence.
= Alias: Folgeschach (Ger.).

FOLLOW MY LEADER THEME [H]
In two or more consecutive moves one and the 
same piece moves to the square just left by one 
and the same opponent’s piece.

624

AVNER, Uri
l.pr J. & M Figueiredo 
MT 2011

624: a) 1. £>a4+ 2. £>d5+ £c3# ♦ b) L £>d6
£}b7+ 2. £>f5+ £d6#.

—> See also: Umnov, Successive.
= Alias: Pursuit Theme.

FONTAINE THEME
At least two variations in which a black piece un
blocks one and the same square in the black 
King's field but blocks another. In one variation 
White guards the flight directly, in the other indi
rectly.
1 Leon Fontaine (1900-1976).

#2
625: L #b7! ~ 2. ^h7#, 1... £>gf6 2. £>xe3#, 1... 

£}е5 2. £)d4#, (l... £ ef6 2. £e7#).

h#2 b) ® cl—

f o n y 6 d  t h e m e
In a threemover after the key Black is in 
Zugzwans. Each black move is followed by a 
quiet move that threatens mate. Black defends 
against threat, and White exploits the weakness 
created by Black. In each line Black must have at 
least one defence on his 2nd move that parries the 
threat.
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#3

626

BATA, Lorinc
hm Magazinet 1953

626: 1. # e2 ! (~), 1... c4 2. Дё4 ~,фхё4 3. igrxe3, 
lgrxc4#, 1... e5 2. ^ f l  ~,e2 3. igrf5,#xe2#, 1... еб 
2. £}d7 ~,фё5 3. £>xf6,^d3#, I... f5 2. &c5 
~,fxg4 3. ^rc4(f3),^rxg4#, 1... gxh4 2. £)xh4 
®f4 3. ^c4,#f3#.

FORCED MOVE
A move which the side of either color is com
pelled to make to parry an immediate and fatal 
threat. The term is often used in endgame studies.

“Beschaftigungslenkung”, in fact, is not a Lenkung 
at all. ♦ Black’s play is just a “Nullserie”.

#5

628

HOLST, Victor
11320. Deutsches 
Wochertschach 16.2.1913

628: Black threatens stalemate 1... a4 2. ? 1. ^ g 8!... 
which White could parry now with (1... a4) 2. gf7 
фха23. g ffl and4. gxbl#. ♦ Therefore l...axb4 
2. ДЬЗ! ЬхаЗ 3. £g8! axb24. gf7 фха2 5. ga7# 
an Indian maneuver after all.

= Alias: Vorplan-Inder (Ger.).

FOREPLAN
In logical combination. White’s preparatory ma
neuver the sole purpose o f which is to remove the 
obstacles that prevent the immediate execution 
o f his main plan.
★  See examples: 121, 1397, 1679.

FOREPLAN-INDIAN
White’s main plan involving a (mating) threat is 
parried by Black’s stalemate defence. As his 
foreplan, White performs a critical maneuver, af
ter which he can carry out his main-plan, because 
Black’s defence does not lead to stalemate any 
more.
1 The term “Vorplan-Inder” was coined by Theodor 

Siers (1910-1991).

#5
627: l.fxg4? (2. <£}e3#) ga6+! 2. фхаб stalemate 

♦ 1. &el! ~ 2. gd2 ~ 3. fxg4 ga6+ 4. фхаб 
фЬ4 5. g d 4 # . ♦ There is hardly any Lenkung, 
but the adherents of the logical school admit that

FORK [E]
Simultaneous attack on two opponent’s pieces. A 
typical endgame theme, but can also be seen in 
direct problems.
Perpetual Fork: Infinitely repeated fork.

629

PRZEPI6RKA, David
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1913 /(v)

629: 1. ^ f 8! (2. £}c7+ ®xf6 3. #g7#)
2. £}d8+! (2. fxe7??) £ x d 8 3. fxe7 (4. exd8£V 
exf8£j#) £>g6,£}c6 4. exd8£},exf8£}#.

630

BELOKON, Stanislav G
l.pr Stella Polaris 1969
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630s 1. £>d2 gd3! (fork) 2. £d8+ фЬ5 (2... <g>d7 3. 
£}xc4 gxd44. a7 gf2  5. £>b2!=) 3. £}bl! gxd4 
4. £ e6  Sd7 5. a7 gxa7 6. £}d4+ (1st w fork) 
фЬ4 7. £}c6+ (2nd) фЬЗ 8. £}d4+ (3rd) фЬ4 9. 
£)c6+ positional draw.

631s I. £e8! (2. £}f5? <®>g4! 3. £>e3+ ф О  4. £ x fl 
gf2) ®g6 2. h5+! (2. £5+ gxf5 3. h5+ фхЬ5 =) 
gxh5 3. f5+ gxf5 4. g4 ge5 5. ^f5+! (5. £g7? 
f5) gxf5 6. £}g7 ~ 7. gxf5/gxh5#.

★  Other examples: 891, 1169, 1249, 1399.

FORK, MOVING [E]
A combination o f two successive forks.

632s 1. £>f7+ фхЬ7 2. Де4! g h l+  (1... ^xf3? 
£}e5+ = first fork) 3. ®g7 g  gl+ 4. фГ8 g  xg8+ 5. 
<£>xg8 фсб! 6. ДГЗ!! c4 (6... #xf3 7. £}е5+ = 
second fork, 7... ®d5 8. £jxf3 фс4 9. ф П  фсЗ 
10. £ e l  ®d2 11. феб фхе1 12. фд5) 7. сЗ фс5 
8. Axd5 ^>xd5 9. <3?g7 фе4 10. £}d6+ <J>d5 11. 
£}Ь5 фс5 12. <^a3 +-.

= Alias: Sliding Fork.

FORMAL CRITERIA
A problem or a study should present an interest
ing idea and obey the artistic principles o f the 
genre in question. However, a composition has to 
meet certain formal criteria before its content and 
artistic merits are evaluated. Firstly, its position

must be legal, i.e. it could have been reached by 
legal moves from the initial game position. Sec
ondly, it has to be sound, in other words it must 
have a unique solution (or a stipulated number of 
unique solutions) and not serious duals, i.e. de
partures from composer’s solution in the most 
important variations. Thirdly, it has to be origi
nal, which means that nothing very similar has 
been composed and published earlier. Further
more, a composition has to have a specified 
stipulation, a task a solver has to accomplish.
The legality o f position is not adhered to in many 
genres o f fairy chess. Different genres of compo
sition have also their own criteria as to the seri
ousness of duals. The obligatory formal criteria 
as well as permitted deviations are formulated in 
the Codex of chess composition.

FORMAL TOURNEY
A tourney organized usually on the occasion of 
someone’s birthday or memorial day, some im
portant event like Chess Olympiad, or a theme 
tourney. The names of authors are usually not 
known to the jury. The awarded participants’ 
names will be published with the award. 
Unplaced entries are still at their composers’ 
disposal, unless they have proved unsound or 
anticipated.

FORSBERG TWINS [H]
Twinning by changing the type of a single piece. 
Theme is termed after one of the all-time most fa
mous helpmates 633, although the idea had been 
known before (for instance 634).
1 Henry Forsberg (1914-1981).

633

FORSBERG, Henry
l.pr W. Pauly MT 
Revista Romana de §ah 
1934-1935

h#2 b) Ea6; c) JLa6; d) Даб; e) ± a6 
633: a) 1. ^ f6  £c5  2. #b2  ga4# ♦ b) 1. gb6  g b l 

2. gb3 g a l#  ♦ c) 1. Д с4 £>el 2. &a2 £}c2# ♦ d) 
1. £>c5 £>cl 2. <£}a4 gb3# ♦ e) 1. a5 gb3+ 2. 
фа4 £>c5#.
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h#2 b )£g4 ;c)H g4
634: L £tf2 2. £>e4 gxc5# ♦ 1. iLdl £>e2 2.

iS.c2gd4# ♦ 1. gg2 £h3 2. gd2 £tf4#.
★  Other example 1257.
= Allas: Forsberg.

FORSBERG-ANDERSSON THEME [H] 
A relationship between the kind of promoted 
piece and the piece o f Forsberg’s change. In 
other words: Forsberg twins with respective pro
motions. 635 is an early example. 636 combines 
Forsberg-Andersson Theme with Forsberg-suite 
twins.
1 Gunnar Andersson (1907-1971).

h#2 b) ДёЗ, b) <£,d3
635: a) 1. <g>hl gxd2 2. g ig  gh2# ♦ b) 1. ® h l 

Дхе4 2. g l £  Д хШ  ♦ с) I. <£>hl <£>g3 2. gl£>

h#2 Ь ) £ £ * = Д Д Д  
с) £ 4 } *  = ВВЖ

636: a) 1. фс1 £>a3 2. dl £b3# ♦ b) 1. фс1 iLd3 
2. dl Д  ДеЗ# ♦ c) 1. ф е! gc2 2. dl g  gxe4#.

FORSBERG-SUITE TWINS [H]
Forsberg twins where two or more pieces of one 
kind are converted to another kind, but retain 
their colour.

637

KLASINC, Marko
3.pr Gavrilovic M T1975

h#2 b) g  g  H H = Д  Д Д А  
c ) g a H H  = a 6 M

637: a) 1. g O  gc2 2. g f l  ge5# ♦ b) 1. Ad4 ДёЗ 
2. Д£2 ДЬ4# ♦ с) 1. &Ы £g3 2. £d2  <£,d3#.

FORTRESS [E]
Endgame motif. The side with a significant mate
rial disadvantage builds the position which the 
opponent despite all his strength cannot 
penetrate.

638

SIMKHOVICH, Froim
l.pr Turkmenskaya Iskra 
1926

638: 1. ДГ6 ®d6 2. Де7+ фе5 3. Дd8 фёб 4. 
Де7+ фсб 5. f6 h2 6. Д18 hi #  7. ДЬ6 and draw 
because Black cannot prevent the white King from 
entering the fortress (e.g. on g7).

★  Other examples: 838, 1664.

FOSCHINI THEME
Two thematic black pieces which attack the 
White battery are alternatively pinned by the 
black King moves. White battery mates by 
shut-off or capture of the other thematic black 
piece.
1 Ettore Foschini (1899-1968).
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6 3 9 :1. £>c8! -  2. gf8#, 1... <®>f7 2. ДеЗ#, 1... <®>f5 
2. Ad4#,(l... gxh4+2. ДхИ4#, 1...е42. Дё4#).

FOSCHINI, INVERTED
Two pinned black pieces are both in turn un
pinned by the black King moves. Then White 
gives battery mates with shut-off or capture of 
the unpinned piece.

640: 1. g e l!  (~), 1... фЬ4 2. £>d6#, 1... фЬЗ 2. 
£xc3#, (1... <2?d3 2. gxc3#, 1... ®d5 2. Дхеб#).

-> See also; Foschini Theme.
= Aliases: Anti-Foschini Theme; Inverted Foschini.

FOUR CORNERS THEME 
In direct problems: A piece visits all four cor
ners in the same line (Merry-Go-Round theme) 
or in variations, in a single or in more phases. See 
641.

641: 1. # h 8! -  2. ^h7#, 1... Axd3 2. #a8#, 1... 
£xd3 2. # h l# , (1... £y4£>g3 2#(x)d4#) ♦ ф  
visits all four comers.

642: -1. Ь7х^а8Д+ ^h8-a8 -2. c5x#/g/<£|d6 
# a l-h 8  -3. c4-c5 # h l-a l  (-4. c3-c4 h2-hl# 
-5. c2-c3 h3-h2 -6. h 2 x # /g /£ g 3  etc.) ♦ Black 
Queen visits all four comer squares.

In retrograde analysis: A related event, signifi
cant for the solution, occurs in all four comers 
during the retro-play. For example promotions 
on a 1, a8, h 1 and h8; or a piece takes a path which 
goes through all four comers. See 642.

FOUR-HANDS-ROUND THEME
Two Grimshaw interferences between one Rook 
and one Bishop.

643: 1 .Д П ! (~) 1... A c6 ,gc6  2. ^a7,£>xb5#,
1... Ae6,ge6 2. Axf6,^f5#, (1... A~,gd~,£g~, 
£if~, gc~  2. £}xb5,^d5,£e2,^e4,£>xc2#).

★  Other example 587.
—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

FOUR-PIN-WAY THEME
Black pins one white and one black piece and un
pins one white and one black piece.
s  Alias: Four-Pin-Way.
644: 1. Дё2! (2. |}d6#), i.„ Д е6 2. #xe5#, (1... 

Дс5 2. cxd3#, 1... gxf6+ 2. £>xf6#, 1... ^d5+ 2. 
Axd5#).
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644

HARLEY, Brian
Good Companion 1919

For example, if  the black Rook captures a white 
Pawn, the Rook becomes a black Pawn. If a King 
captures, he changes his movement but remains a 
royal piece. If a King captures a Pawn, it can pro
mote on the promotion rank into another royal 
piece (except into a King). A royal line piece can 
not move over squares that are attacked by the 
opponent’s pieces, however over those fields the 
King can check and checkmate.
—> See also: Protean Men.

FOUR-WAY-PLAY THEME
Black defence opens one white and one black 
line, but closes another white and another black 
line.

645: 1. Дс18! ~ 2. £>f6#, 1... Qg5 2. ^g4#, (1... 
£}c5,#xh8 2. 4}f4,^f7#).

= Alias: Four-Way-Play.

FRANKFURT CHESS [F]
The capturing piece (including the King) 
overtakes the movement (not the color) o f the 
captured piece. By multiple captures a piece can 
change its movement multiple times.

#2 Frankfurt Chess
646: 1. g e 5 !  (~), 1... ф х е 5 (ф = Е )  2. ® d4#,
l . . .® x g 6 ( * = ± ) 2 .  g g 5 # , l . . .® x g 7 ( # = * ) 2 .
Л № .

FREE CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Pawns are placed on the 2nd and 
7th rank like in normal chess. Then Black selects 
a piece and places it on any square o f  his 
base-rank and White has to imitate. Then it is 
White’s turn to place a piece and Black’s to imi
tate, until all pieces have been placed. Bishops 
must be placed on squares o f different colours. 
Castling is made under normal rules independent 
on what are the initial squares o f Kings and 
Rooks.

FREIE PRESSE THEME
In the set play White mates by opening a battery. 
In the tries White attempts to open the battery 
with the mating moves o f the set. In the solution 
White abandons the battery, but the set mates are 
realized against new black defences (Mate 
Transference).

647

SAVOURNIN, Jacques
l.pr Freie Presse 1966

647: *1... gf4  2. £ig5#, 1... # f5  2. £>c5# ♦ 1. 
£>g5+? <J>f4! ♦ I. £|C5+? ♦ 1. #f8! ~2.
#a8#, 1... gf4 2. #xf4#, 1... ^ f5  2. #xf5#, 1... 
£>e3 2. <£ig5#, 1... Де5 2. £>c5#.

= Alias: Freie Presse.

FRENCH-RUSSIAN THEME
Each o f the thematic tries has a distinct harmful 
effect exploited by black refutations. The key 
collects all these weaknesses.
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6 4 8 : ga5#, 1... g~ 2 . ДЬЗ#♦ 1 .£}f5?~2. 
#a7#, 1 ... gf6 2. ДЬЗ#, 1... Ь4! ♦ 1. £>c4? ~ 2. 
#а7/^Ь2#, 1... gf6  2. <£b2#, i... gf2! ♦ 1. 
£id5! ~ 2. #a7#, 1... gf6  2. £}dc3#, 1... b4 2. 
£)b6#, etc.

s  Alias: French-Letonian.

FRINGE VARIATION
A variation (mate) for which the author has 
added a piece which, apart from giving that mate, 
has no other function in the position.
1 The term coined by Brian Harley (1883-1955).

649: 1. g d 6! (~), 1... 2. gf6#, (1... #b2+ 2.
gf6#), 1... Д -  2. ^xe2#, 1... <®>el 2. Ag3#, 1... 
c3 2. £)d3# ♦ Both <£}c5 and J*c4 could be 
removed.

FROBERG 1 THEME
Black defences make possibility for two white 
mates, but dual avoidance occurs through the 
opening of a black line. White must choose the 
mate that pins the black piece the line o f which 
has been opened.
Ш Hilding Froberg (1918-1999).
= Alias: Froberg 1.

650: 1. £>d6! ~ 2. ^d5#, 1... £}db4 2. £>ec4# 
(£>dc4?), 1... £cb4 2. £>dc4# (£}ec4?), (1... 
©xd6,e6,®xd6 2. £)g4,£}f7,^d5#).

FROBERG 2 THEME
After the key a square adjacent to the black King 
is attacked by two white units capable of giving 
mate on that square. The square is guarded by a 
black piece which, in defence, has to abandon its 
guard, but simultaneously it prepares a masked 
guard so that only one of the white units can give 
mate.

651

FROBERG, Hilding
Problemas 1979

651:1. ДеЗ! ~ 2. £>g4#, 1... ^ d l  2. Ad4#, 1... ^ g l  
2. d4# ♦ (1... Д£5 2. & f7, 1... d4 2. Д й#, 1... 
^xd6 2. £>d7#).

652

FRdBERG, Hilding
The Problemist 1983

652: 1. gbb5! ~ 2. <£Ь2#, 1... #a5 2. gdc5#, 1... 
^ e5  2. gbc5# ♦ (1... ga7 2. gb4#, 1... ga8 2. 
gd4#, 1... gxb5 2. ДхЬ5#, 1... £>d3 2. exd3#).

#2

FUHRER THEME
Black defends against the threat by opening the 
line of the black pinned piece with its simulta
neous unpin.
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653

FtfHRER, Viktor
l.pr La Settimana 
Enigmistica 1935

653: 1. <£|d7! ~ 2. £}e5#, 1... £d3  2. ^хсб#, I... 
£}c2 2. ^f7#, (1... £>xf3,£>xa72. Jxe2,gxc3#).

FUHRER 2 THEME
The combination of the Ftihrer Theme with 
Black correction where the correction move 
defends primary threat (Threat, Primary) with 
Ftihrer (1) effects.

654

BANYAI, J6z$ef
Schackvarlden 1941

#2
654: l.b4! ~2. £xf4#, l...£>f~2. ^e4#, 1... £>fd5 2. 

dxc8^#, (1... £}cd5,d5 2. #g4,gf6#).

FUHRUNG
A White’s move during the foreplan which guar
antees the success of White’s attack. The combi
nation with this move left out makes some sense, 
but is refuted. The effects of the Fiihrung are the 
only reason why after the foreplan the attack is 
decisive.
This is a voluntary move which, according to its 
kind, is called either H in fu ru ng  (voluntary use
fu l occupation o f a square) or W egfuhrung (vol
untary useful departure from a square) (Sidler). 
★  Other example 1434.
= Aliases: Conductor; Ad-Deploy; Ex-Deploy; Guidance.

655: 1. b 8 ^?  ex fl^ l 2. ^ f8+  £>g7+! ♦ 1. d8£>! 
£}d6 2. £|f7+ £)xf7 3. £>e3 £}d6 4. £f5+ Qxf5 5. 
b 8 #  (6. ^f4#) £}d6 6. ^f8#  ♦ “Wegfuhrung” of 
WS from f l ! The 4-move long foreplan starts with 
1. d8£}!

655

KRAEMER, Ado
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1955

FUNDAMENTAL TRY
The term introduced by Hans Peter Rehm to de
nominate a thematic try in a logical problem with 
an indirect combination initiated by Black. In 
such combination the movement of white pieces 
is forced by Black in order to secure Black’s suc
cess, which is in a moremover to prevent White’s 
mating in the stipulated number of moves. Obvi
ously this cannot happen in the correct solution, 
but only in a try called by Rehm the “funda
mental try”.

> See also: Roman, White.

FUSION [E]
White and Black simultaneously conduct differ
ent maneuvering and at some point two maneu
vers overlay with each other -  their fusion 
occurs.

656

GORGIEV, Tigran
4.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1937

656: 1. #a5+! gxa5 2. Дха8 gd5! (Black con
quers the point of fusion!) 3. d8g! (3. d8igr? 
g d l+  4. ^ x d l; 3. ®bl? gxd7 4. ДЬ7 фхЬЗ! 5. 
фс1 gd8) 3... gxd8 4. £d5! (now White con
quers the point of fusion!) 4... gf85.<3?bl gc8<L 
ДЬ7 gf8 7. фс2 gf2+ 8. ®d3 g f8  9. <J>c4 
gf4+ 10. ®b5 g!8  11. Ad5 +-.

GAMAGE PELLE
A Passive Interference of black pinned piece, 
which moves along the pin line Pelle Move and
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arrives behind another piece (black or white), al
lows white pinning piece to directly unpin that 
(active) black piece on mating move.

657

FUCHS, Georges M.
Sports Referee 1919

657s 1. # b l!  H ,  1... # b 4  2. #e4#, I... #b3 2. 
#h7#, (1... a6,^b5...^b2+ 2. # x ^ # ,  1... 
^xbl+ , £}h~ 2. g x b l,g  lh7#).

- >  See also: Goethart Pelle.

#2

GAMAGE THEME
Black closes the line of his pinned piece allowing 
White to unpin it directly on the mating move 
(by white pinning piece).
Unlike the Goethart theme where the unpin is in
direct.

§ Frederick Gamage (1882-1956).

658:1. gh4! (~), 1... d6 2. ^h8#, 1... d5 2. ^h3#, 
(1... ^~,£ia~,£|d2 2. &d5,gb3,£g7#).

★  Other examples: 77, 659, 832.
- »  See also: Goethart Theme.

GAMAGE, BICOLOR
White on his first move cuts the line of a black 
pinned piece so that it can be directly unpinned 
on mating move of the pinning white piece, ei
ther in threat or in variation(s). Alternatively the 
interference may anticipate thematic pin which 
is to be established by a black self-pin in defence.

659 shows Bicolor Gamage in thematic tries 
l .£ d 2 ?  £ b 3  2 .^ b l#  and 1.ДеЗ? сз 2 .^b5#; 
note that in the second try l...<£ie2 2 .^rb l#  is a 
normal Gamage mate.
Similar is a static form of the theme where a 
black pinned pieces is already interfered by a 
white piece. 660 is a complete block where two 
such variations unfold after a simple waiting key, 
while thematic Rook or Bishop tempo-tries actu
ally show an Anti-Bicolor-Gamage.

659

KOVACEVlt, Marjan
l.pr The Problemist 1995/1

659s 1. Дй2? ~ 2. £}d4#, 1... £}b3 2. # b l#  (Bicolor 
Gamage), l...c3! ♦ 1. ДеЗ?~2. £tf4#, l... <^e2 
2. # b l#  (Gamage), 1... c3 2. #b5# (Bicolor 
Gamage), 1... £>b3! ♦ 1. £}g5! ~ 2. gf7#, 1... 
^b2,^a7,#d4 2. Д<12,ДеЗ,£^4#.

660

AHUES, Herbert
Mutabo 1967

660:1. Д -?  g3! ♦ lge~ ? c3! ♦ 1. Дё1! (~), 1... g3 
2. ^xg3#, 1... c3 2. #a6#, l...£}g~ 2. ^xf5#.

★  Other example 669.
—> See also: Goethart, Bicolor.

GAME-ARRAY 
Initial game position.

GARAI THEM E [H]
Before each black move White has a possibility 
of mate, which doesn’t work due to a lack of 
black tempo move.
I  Toma Garai (1935-2012).
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661

GARAI, Toma
1-2.cm Probleemblad 1970

661: *l... £e5# ♦ a) 1. £>еЗ £a5 (*2... £}Ъ4#) 2. 
gc2 £>f4# ♦ b) 1. ge3 <^a5 (*2... £f4#) 2. gce2 
£>b4#.

black piece carries a positive element, which de
fends the threat or maintains Zuezwans* but also 
it usually involves a harmful effect for which rea
son White has a mate on it (Threat Secondary), 
Similarly, in White correction (Correction. 
White\ a random move of white key piece carries 
a positive element of threatening something, or 
maintaining a Zuzzwanz. but due to some intro
duced or already missing element (general error) 
it is refuted by Black.
Both Black and White, in their correction play* 
can improve their defence/attack by moving the 
thematic piece on a particular square.

GATE-OPENING THEME
A piece moves off a line, so enabling the oppo
nent’s line-moving piece to move across the va
cated square.
★  See examples: 365, 1417.
= Alias: Passage.

GATES AJAR THEME
A task rendering: as many black defences as pos
sible are harmful sate-openinss.
§ Brian Harley: “Mate in Two Moves”, p. 58-9.

#2
662:1. Дс8! (~), 1... c~ 2. ge7#, 1... b~5 2. ge6#,

1.. . b3 2. ДсЗ#, 1... £}d8 2. #xc7#, 1... £}d6 2. 
#e7#, 1... gxg4 2. ^f5#, 1... gg5(xf6)2. #e4#,
1.. . Axg42. ^h2#, 1... dxe2 2. d4#, I...fxe22.f4# 
♦ 10 gate openings, a record without unprovided 
check.

GENERAL [F]
A fairy piece that moves like a Queen but only on 
the squares of same colour.
1 Invented by Giuseppe Ciccolini (ca 1770-1833).

GENERAL ERROR
The term can be applied to both white and black 
play. In Black correction. a random move of

GENRE
In problem chess terminology, the term can be 
used at least in two senses:
(1 ) to denote the division of compositions in 

studies, two-movers, three-movers, more- 
movers, helpmates, selfmates, fairy prob
lems, chess mathematical and retro-analyti
cal problems etc.;

(2) to signify the division of, say, two-movers in 
traditional, strategic, multi-phase, modem 
problems, or three-movers in strategic, logi
cal, Bohemian etc.

GEOM ETRIC THEMES/IDEAS
Ideas that are not so much based on the stategic 
impacts of the moves but rather figures the 
moves draw, the length of moves and other visual 
and regular effects. Geometric themes can be cat
egorized as follows:
(1) Movements of one piece in same variation 

like Snake theme, Virage, Round Trip 
(Rundlauf), Merry-Go-Round theme, Stair
case theme, Pendulum, String theme, etc.;

(2) one piece’s movements in variations like 
Windmill task, Star theme, Cross theme, 
Knight Tour; Knight Wheel, Daisy theme, 
Sunflower theme, etc.;

(3) combined movements of several pieces.
★  See examples: 211,398.

GERARD THEME
Black’s half-pinned man gives indirect checks 
and White mates by cross-checks.

663:1. ®f7! -2 . #Ь8#, 1... e5+ 2. £>7d5#, I... ,&-+ 
2. £3f5#, 1... Дхе7+ 2. Axf4#, 1... Де5+ 2. 
£}7f5#, 1... ®e5 2. 4}c4#.
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GHOST CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. When a capture takes place, the 
captured unit is “buried” under the square where 
it was captured; after the departure o f the captur
ing unit it reappears in the form of a ghost piece 
that has all properties of original unit except that 
it cannot be captured any more.
-» See also: Haunted Chess.

GIRAFFE [F]
Fairy piece. A (1.5Yleaper. For instance: Giraffe 
from al can play to b5 or e2.

GLASGOW CHESS [F]
Fairy chess variant. White Pawns promote on 7th 
and black on 2nd rank.

664s 1. Де7! -  2. £>xc5#, 1... £}e5 2. £}f4# (£хс5? 
gxc5+!), l...gc~2. #xf6# (£>xc5??), 1... #xe7 
2. #xe7# (<£}xc5? фёб!), 1... <g>d7 2. £>xf6# 
(<£}xc5? <£}xc5!) ♦ Cyclic shift of direct and indi
rect functions.

GOETHART PELLE
A Passive Interference of black pinned piece, 
which moves along the pin line Pelle Move and 
arrives behind another piece (black or white), al
lows White to indirectly unpin that (active) black 
piece on mating move.

665

ISAYEV, Leonid A.
Western Morning News 
1927

665: 1. £>xe5! -  2. gxd4#, 1... #d2  2. £уШ , 1... 
g  f6 2. £>g6#, (1... c5 2. bxc5#, 1... ^d5  2. £c4#).

-> See also: Gamage Pelle.

GLOBE CHESS [F]
A fairy chess variant. See Cylinder Board.

GOCKEL THEME
In each variation of a twomover there is either a 
reciprocal change or cyclic shift (Lacnv theme) 
between the piece that makes the defensive move 
and the piece that actually parries the threat (i.e. 
between the indirect and direct functions o f the 
pieces). Theme can occur in Black’s refutations 
to tries or in White’s variations in one phase.
Ш Hubert Gockei (1960).

#2

664

GOCKEL, Hubert; 
MALEIKA, Gerhard
Die Schwalbe 2002

GOETHART THEME
Black closes the line of his pinned piece allowing 
White to unpin it indirectly on the mating move 
(it’s always a battery mate).
Unlike the Gamage theme where the unpin is di
rect.
8 Gerhardus H. Goethart (1892-1969).

666: 1. £g5! ~ 2. £е4#, 1... £}c5 2. £|de6#, 1...
£}d2 2. £}df3# etc.

667: a) 1. ^ b 3  ^ b 4  2. <®>xf3 £>5c3# ♦ b) 1. ^ d 6  
4}b4 2. ®xg3 f4# ♦ Goethart in a helpmate.
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★  Other example 1407.
—> See also: Gamage Theme.

GOETHART, BICOLOR
White on his first move cuts the line of a black 
pinned piece so that it can be indirectly unpinned 
on mating move, either in threat or in varia
tion^). 668 shows Bicolor Goethart threats in 
three tries and after the key.
Alternatively, the interference may anticipate 
thematic pin which is to be established by a black 
self-pinning defence. A try 1.Двб? and a key of 
669 are such anticipatory interferences of the 
about-to-be-selfpinned black Queen.

668: 1. ДеЗ? ~ 2. 43h3#, l.„ ^ xf5! ♦ 1. A d4? ~ 2. 
£if3#, 1... <£|h4! ♦ 1. g f4 ? ~ 2 . £>h3#, 1... ga3+! 
♦ 1. g d 4 ! ~ 2. £}f3#, 1... Д х е 2 ,а а 1 ,^ Ь 4  2. 
43xe2, Д хё5 , g  xh4#.

6 6 9 :1Де~? (2. ^h7#) #xc6! ♦ 1. ДГ6? £>e3! ♦ 1. 
Ag5? 43f4! ♦ 1. Дс5! -  2. ^h7#, 1... ^xc6 2. 
d5#, (1... 43e3 2. 43f6#, 1... 43f4 2. 43g5#).

—> See also: Gamage, Bicolor.

GOLDSCHMIEDT THEME
A check, which is in the initial position provided 
for by a capture of the checking piece, splits up in 
the solution in two checking moves which are 
countered by the interposition.
In his judge’s report of the 30th theme tourney of 
“Die Schwalbe” the promoter recognized three 
thematic forms:
(1) The initial check by a single piece splits into 

two cross-checks. See 670.
(2) Checks are opened by the black King’s 

moves, which are in set play answered by the 
same capture-move. 671 was the only such 
example in the award.

(3) Checks are given by two different black 
pieces. The only such example in the theme 
tourney had a terrible capture+check+Q-pro- 
motion key. Instead, here is a beautiful and 
thematically very close example 672.

Ш Ervin Goldschmiedt (1909-1944).

670

GOLDSCMIEDT, Ervin
Die Schwalbe 1937

670: *1... Д -+  2. ^xe7# ♦ 1. ^b2! ~ 2. £}b5#, i„. 
Д -+  2. 43e2#, I... Д£5+ 2. £>e4#, (1... gxb2 2. 
g хеб#, 1... #xd5 2. 43xd5#).
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671s *I... Д /^ х с 4 +  2. <^\xc4# ♦ 1. £}g6! ~ 2. 
g O # , 1... # x c4 +  2. A d5#, 1... Дхс4+ 2. d5#, 
(1... # x b 6  2. Д сб#, 1... Д хе4 2. #xe4#).

#2
672: 1... ®e5+ 2. £ec4# , j... ф е7+ 2. ^ d 5 #  ♦ 1. 

^ x f3 ?  - 2 .  # e4 # , 1... ® e5+2. £ x I7 # f 1... ф е7+  
2.\^xf7#, 1... dxc6! ♦ 1. g c 4 !~ 2 . ge4# , 1 ...ф е5 
2. £g4# , 1... ®e7 2. £ef5# .

GOOD COMPANION CHESS PROBLEM 
CLUB
Good Companion Chess Problem Club, founded 
(in Philadelphia in 1913) and supported by James 
Francis Magee Jr., may be the best known of all 
problem societies. The number of founding 
members was 10, among them one of the sup
porters Alain C. White, but in the 1920s the num
ber exceeded 600, there being members from all 
around the world.
The club organized solving competitions and, by 
special arrangements, made efforts to enable as 
many members as possible to participate. How
ever, in time, the club gained fame especially for 
its composing tourneys, the original purpose of 
which was to produce new material for solving 
competitions. The club organized around 100 
composing tourneys, mostly for two-movers.
The regular “Good Companion Chess Problem 
Club, Our Folder” (10 issues annually) con
tained original problems, and many twomovers 
in the publication have become classics. Many 
ideas present in the work of those days were 
re-discovered decades later. The club carried on 
the mental heritage of the Anglo-American tradi
tion of composition and advanced remarkably 
the development of the emerging strategic school 
in twomovers.
In 1922, George Hume and Alain C. White pub
lished “The Good Companion Two-Mover" 
which contained 912 two-movers published in 
the Folders.

The club suffered economically from the WW I. 
Furthermore, one of the reasons for the fading 
activity was the rise of national chess magazines 
and columns. The club was disbanded in 1924.
= Alias: Good Companion.

GRAB THEME
Achieving the block (zugzwang) position with 
captures of a black piece (or more black pieces) 
which has the opportunity to move freely on the 
board. Often seen in selfmates. With his distinc
tive humour Alain C. White commented the term 
as “An ugly name for an ugly thing! "

673:1. # f3 !  H ,  1... £>d4 2. ^ d 5  3. # x £ ,  1...
£ic5 2. # c 6  4 > 3 .  © x c 5 ,1... £}c7 2. # c 6  3.
# x £ ,  1... £ d 8  2. # d 5  3. # x £ ,  1... £ g 7  2.
# f 7  f t -  3. #x£> , 1... £,g5 2. # f 5  3. # x £ ,
(1... £ f 8  2. # x £  1... £}f4 2. © x £ ) .

674: 1. h8g! (~), 1... £ g8(h7,h5,e8) 2. g h x £ , 1... 
£>d7 2. g x ^ ,  1... £d5 2. g x £ ,  l...£f~4 2. 
fx~4, l...£b~8 2. ghx£i, l...£|b~7 2. gx£ ,, 1... 
£ r5 +  2. g x £ ,  l...£)C~d4 2. ® x £  ... 3. gx£) 
фхЬ2 4. ^c3#.

★  Other examples: 304, 1258, 1491.
-> See also: Grab Theme. Inverted.

GRAB THEME, INVERTED [S]
In the set play of a block problem White captures 
Black piece(s). In the solution he has to change
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his strategy. A self-mate theme, but may be real
ized in a direct-mate problem, too.

675

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
l.hm feenschach 1998

675: *1... £>f4 2. #xf4, 1... £>xe3 2. ^хеЗ, 1... £>el 
2. ^ x e l ♦ 1. £}e4! (~), 1... £}f4 2. ^e2+, 1... £ e l  
2. #B + , 1... £>xe3 2. ^f5+.

—► See also: Mutate.

GRASSHOPPER [F]
Fairy piece, a hopper. Moves along Queen-lines, 
but must hop over another piece o f either colour 
and land on the next square beyond.
Variations:
Rook-Hopper: Moves along the Rook lines. 
Bishop-Hopper: Moves along the Bishop lines.
Variations with some deviations:
Royal G rasshopper: A leaper-hopper some

times called a “King’s Hopper”. Can hop to 
the first square beyond the adjacent piece. 

Knight-Hopper: Makes a (2,4) move provided 
the intermediate cell is occupied; it is the 
most mobile o f the leaper-hoppers.

Double G rasshopper: Makes a Grasshopper 
move without capturing, then a 2nd Grass
hopper move. Similar to Kangaroo.

Also there are variations derived from fairy 
line-movers like Niehtrider-hopper.
2 One of the earliest fairy pieces, invented by Thomas 

R. Dawson in 1912, and the first problem with G was 
published in “Cheltenham Examiner” 3.7.1913.

676

DAWSON, Thomas R.
Cheltenham Examiner 1913

#2 = Grasshopper

s#2

6 7 6 :1. фЬ7! (~), 1... c5 2. Ghl-a8#, 1... Gh3-f3+2. 
Ghl-e4#, 1... h4 2. Ghlxh4#, 1... d5 2. Ghlxc6#,
1.. . Gh6-h4 2. Ghlxh4#, 1... Ge8-el 2. Ghl-dl#,
1.. . Gh8-al 2. Ghlxal#, 1... Gh8-d8 2. Ghl-al#. 

★  Other examples: 67, 1684.

GRAZER STYLE THEME
Combination o f logical motive with a neat model 
finish.

#6

677

B6TTGER, Horst
l.hm DSV-DDR 1980

6 7 7 :1. gh4+? gxh42. ДЬ6 Де5!; 1. ga4? £}c7! ♦ 
1. gd4! Дс7 2. ga4 g a l 3. gh4+ gxh4 4. ДИб 
g g l 5. Дл7+ gxg7+ 6. fxg7#. Model mate. ♦ 
“Split” deflection: 1. ga4+ <£}c7! -  good defence 
by Knight; 1. gd4! Дс7 2. ga4 g a l  -  bad 
defence by Rook.

-> See also: Logical Problem; Model Mate.

GRID BOARD [F]
Fairy condition. A kind o f board used in fairy 
chess which is divided into a grid o f 16 2x2 
squares. For a move to be legal, the moving piece 
must pass over at least one o f these grid-lines. 
Irregular (Special) Grid: The chessboard is di
vided other way(s), but the obligation o f passing 
over at least one o f  the grid-lines is always valid.
§ Ivented by Walter Stead (1898-1976).

678:1. фсЗ <3?e2 2. фЬ4 <g?B 3. фЬ5 <2?g4 4. фсб 
<g>g5 5. <g>d7 <g>f6 6. фе8 фе7 7. d4 d7#.
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GRIFFIN [F]
Fairy piece. Combination o f  Pawn and Bishop.

GRIFFON [F]
Fairy piece. Moves like a Knight, except that 
when it plays to a square o f its own color it may 
immediately take another step to any o f the fur
ther eight Knight-moves available. Black Grif
fon on al can move only onto c2 or b3, whereas 
wGal can move on b3 (and then a l, a5, c5, d4, d2 
and c l)  and c2 (a l, аЗ, b4, d4, e l and e3). Hence, 
Griffon can control many squares to many direc
tions and is able to give double check.
S Invented in 1946 by Adriano Chicco (1907-1990).

679s 1. ®f4! (2. d4#; (double check: ®f4->d3!)), 1... 
gcxd3 2. © c l# # 1... gdxd3 2. ^ e 5 # , 1... Axd3 
2. ^ b 4 # , 1... ^ x d 3  2. ^ f2 #  ♦ With every mating 
move wGR pins the piece on d3! In the key the 
Griffon must move on the dark square, which is the 
Griffon’s “own” colour.

GRIMSHAW INTERFERENCE
In general an interference o f a line-piece by an 
unlike-motion piece o f the same color forced by 
a threat unrelated to the critical (interference) 
square. However, it is usually understood as a 
mutual interference between Rook and Bishop. 
Without the critical move this is a 2-move 
combination.
The New German (logical) school uses Grimshaw 
in the following sense: “A combination that in
volves a decoy o f opponent s line-piece over a 
critical square and a consequent shut-off o f that 
piece (by a man o f either color) ”. It is to be 
noted, though, that in this (New German) sense 
Grimshaw is not (necessarily) a mutual interfer
ence. Such is the case in a prototype prob
lem 680. Probably the first critical Grimshaw is
681 with two such interferences.
682 shows three pairs o f  black mutual R/B 
Grimshaw interferences.

White Grimshaw usually occurs in virtual play.
683 shows three pairs o f white mutual R/B
Grimshaw interferences.
1 Walter Grimshaw (1832-1890). Grimshaw’s prototype 

problem was re-discovered more than half a century 
later, and Kohtz & Kockelkorn refer to the combina
tion as “a nameless intersection combination” ( “Das 
hidische Problem ”, 1903).

#5
680: 1. Д с8! (2. ^ c 5 # )  Д хс8 2. # f 6  (3. c4#) 

g e 6  3. ^ d 4 +  <g>xd4 4. £ f5 +  <£>d5 5. c4# ♦ The 
proto-Grimshaw, but without “purity of aim” in the 
sense of the logical school.

681:1. ^ f2 !  -  2. ^x f4 # , 1... gdxf2  2. £ а З  Д е2 3. 
£ c2 # , 1... g fx f4  2. <£,e7 Д Я  3. £ f5 #  ♦ Perhaps 
the first doubled critical Grimshaw.

682: 1. A g8! (~), 1... g c 6 ,^ c 6  2. <£,b5,^b6#, 
1... g еб,Деб 2. & х£5,Д й#, i... g d 2 ,^ d 2  2. 
c3,gd3#, etc. ♦ Perhaps the first problem ever 
with three pairs o f (mutual) Grimshaws!
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683

TOUW, Hian Bwee
Lpr Schach-Echo 1980-1

684

WEENINK, Henri G M.
Good Companion 1924

683:1. gb6?b3! 2. Да5? ♦ 1. ДЬ6?с5! 2. gd6? ♦ 
1. ge7? gh2! 2. Axg5? ♦ 1. Де7? <^xa6! 2. 
gd7? ♦ 1. gf6? gh6! 2. Jxg5? ♦ L ^f6?g2! 2. 
gf2? ♦ 1. Да5! -  2. ДхЬ4#, 1... £}xa6 2. gd7#,
1... с5 2. gd6#.

★  Other examples: 40, 195, 395, 423, 451, 543, 643, 942, 
1100, 1133, 1181, 1417,1483,1498, 1621, 1646.

—> See also: Grims haw, Anticipatory; G rims haw, Brunner; 
Grims haw, Cyclic; Grimshaw, Masked; Grimshaw, Para
doxical; Grimshaw, Pawn s; Grimshaw, Secondary; 
Grimshaw, Unit; Nowotny Interference; Organ Pipes 
Theme; Pickabish Theme.

GRIMSHAW, AMERICAN
A term coined by Dr. Keidekantz in ‘'The Chess 
Compositions o f E. В. Cook'* (1927). A volun
tary anticritical move by White. (Sidler, p.33.)

685

SAVOURNIN, Jacques
3.pr Europe Echecs 1972

685: 1. #d4?A (2. ^f4#) ga4! (2. ДхсЗ?в) ♦ L 
^d4?B(2. ДеЗ#) £>c4! (2. gxd3?C) ♦ 1. gd4?C 
(2. ^g5#) Ah2! (2. #xf2?A) ♦ 1. Де5! ~ 2. 
Af4#, 1... ga4 2. ДхсЗ#, 1... £>c4 2. gxd3#, 1... 
ДЬ2 2. ^xf2#.

#2

GRIMSHAW, ANTICIPATORY
Grimshaw interferences on thematic lines 
which are yet to emerge. Masked Grimshaw 
(Grimshaw, Masked) is a sub-type o f this antici
patory (Anticipatory...) form.
★  See example 687.

GRIMSHAW, CYCLIC
Three Black line-pieces o f  partially unlike 
motion interfere with one another on the same 
square in a cyclic fashion as follows: A interferes 
with В, В interferes with C, and C interferes with 
A. When executed by Black the third thematic 
piece piece is often a pinned Queen, as in 684. 
The Queen doesn’t have to be pinned when the 
theme is performed by White in virtual play (see 
685).
Cyclic Unit Grimshaw (Grimshaw, Unit). As 
above, only the interferences happen on different 
squares. See 686.

684: L Деб! ~ 2. ^e3#, 1... Дd4A 2. ge4# (2... 
^xe4?B), 1... # d 4 B 2. ^ c l#  (2... gd2?C), 1... 
gd4c 2. ^f8#  (2... Дf6?A) ♦ etc.

686

TERNBLAD, Helmer
Eskilstuna Kuriren 
19.4.1945 /  (v)

686: 1. ge7! ~2. ^e5#, 1... Дd4 2. £>d3#, 1... gd5 
2. <ae6#, I -  Дс4 2. d4#, I... gc5 2. #e3# ♦ 
Probably the first “pure” rendering: black errors 
utilized in mates are only interferences.

—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

GRIMSHAW, MASKED
Grimshaw interferences on masked lines (Line, 
Masked) o f action.
687:1. ДхЬ6+? фхе5 2. Д{4+ фе4 3. £}g5+ gxg5!

♦ 1. Axg3+? фхеЗ 2. ДГ4+ фе4 3. £}f2+ Дх£2!
♦ 1. Да2! ~ 2. ^ 5 +  фхе5 3. ^Т4+ феб 4. с5#}
1.. . Дс5 2. ДхЪ6+ фхе5 3. Дf4+ фе4 4. £}g5#,
1.. . gc5 2. Дхё3+ фхеЗ 3. ДР4+ фе4 4. <£,f2#.
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GRIMSHAW, PARADOXICAL
White does not take advantage o f  black 
Grimshaw interference immediately, but oper
ates first on the black line that is still open, and 
exploits the interference on his mating move.

688: *1... gc3 2. <£|f6+ £>xf6 3. #e6#, 1... ДсЗ 2. 
<£}xe3+ £}xe3 3. ^gre6# (= normal Grimshaw) ♦ 1. 
©fl! (2. <£|b6+/#f5+), 1 - gc3 2. £}xe3+ £xe3
3. £f6#, 1... ДсЗ 2. £f6+ £xf6 3. ^xe3# (= 
paradoxical Grimshaw).

* Other example 1329.

GRIMSHAW, PAWN’S 
A joint term referring to interference between 
game-array Pawn and Bishop (Pickabish themeк 
Pawn and Rook (Nesic theme) and Pawn and 
Queen (Kubbel-Grimshaw theme),
★  See examples: 1005, 1059, 1182.
= Alias: Pawn Grimshaw.

GRIMSHAW, ROYAL
Black King interferes with a piece in one varia
tion and the interfered piece blocks King’s flight 
in the other.

689:*1...ф Ь 42.#b5#,l... gb42. g c6 # M .^ e6 ! 
-  2. ^c4#, 1... фЬ4 2. ^Ь6#, I... gb4 2. #e5#, 
(1... <®ч!4,Дё6 2. ДеЗ,^хё6#).

689

VELIMIROVI^, Milan
l  pi Quick Composing 
Tourney; Beograd 1998

GRIMSHAW, UNIT
Mutual Interference o f two unlike-moving men, 
but on different squares.

690: L ДеЗ ДЬ5 2. gg6 ^ f3#  ♦ 1. gf2  ДсЗ 2. 
Де4 <£}e3# ♦ g /Д  interferences on g6/e4, respec
tively on e3/f2.

★  Other examples: 686, 1484.
—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

GROSSI THEME
In the initial position mates are set for thematic 
black selfblocks. These black moves are then 
checking refutations o f  tries.
S Damien Grossi (1899-1987).

691: l... £d3  2. e3#, 1... #xe5 2. ДО# ♦ 1. c5?-2 . 
^a4#, 1... Д<13+! ♦ 1. <£}Ь4?~2. e3#, 1... #xe5+! 
♦ 1. #a4! ~ 2. c5#, 1... ^ d 3  2. e3#, 1... #xe5 2. 
ДО# ♦ etc.
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GROTESQUE
A problem or endgame beyond the normal scope, 
in which the idea is expressed in an exaggerated, 
unusual form.
Romantic study... not realistic, often tasks, main 
idea presented in an unusual form (Basissty).
—> See also: Romantic Study.

GRUNENWALD THEME
White has a battery the immediate opening o f  
which is o f no avail, since Black is offered two 
flight squares. In two defences Black alterna
tively selfblocks one or the other flight, after 
which White can open the battery.
S Alphonse Griinenwald (1916-2000).

692: 1. <3?f5! (waiting), 1... c4 2. £}c2+ sS>d5 3. 
£>Ь4#, 1... d5 2. £ f l+  ®c4 3. <£|d2#.

—> See also: Battery, Siers Type.

GUARD
The simplest tactic to protect a square or a man is 
to guard it with another man in order to answer to 
a move on that field with a (re-)capture. Distinct 
types o f guard can be distinguished:
(1) direct guard;
(2) indirect guard (e.g. line-opening etc.);
(3) rear guard (guarding from behind);
(4) guard by withdrawal (moving away from en 

prise etc.).
★  See examples: 282,298, 981.
= Aliases: Attack; Control; Observe.

GUARD OF FLIGHT
Any way that prevents King from moving to one 
o f his flight squares: direct guard by a white 
man, or a self-block o f a black unit. Special 
cases are guards that prevent King from cas
tling. In direct mate problems providing guards 
for immediate and future flights o f  black King is 
o f paramount importance in order for White to

mate black King in the stipulated number of 
moves. Giving black King more space is consid
ered such a surprising and paradoxical conces
sion that keys granting black Kings flight(s) are 
regarded as meritorious.

GUIDANCE COMBINATIONS
Common name for various types o f indirect ma
neuvers like Roman theme. Dresden idea. Ham
burg theme. Swiss theme. Treff-point etc.
—> See also: Decoy.

GUIDELLI THEME
A cross-check variation with unpin o f White’s 
mating piece.
8 Giorgio Guidelli (1897-1924).

693: 1. ^c3! -  2. ^ e l# , 1... £>c4(£}d3)+ 2. gb2#,
1... c4+2. ge5#, (1... Д<12,£|С2 2. ^xd2,^xc2#).

★  Other example 1512.
—> See also: Szoghy 1 Theme.

GUIDING W HITE PIECE
English equivalent to German’s “FUhrung”. 
Usually it means white unit’s voluntary guidance 
to a particular square (Hinfuhrung), involving no 
other disimprovement o f opponent’s position 
than his losing time. The opposite case, white 
piece’s voluntary guidance from a square where 
it obstructs white ( Wegfurung), is very rare. 
There are often other means for White to get rid 
o f undesired white force.
= Alias: Fuhrung weiBer Figur (Ger.).

GUSSOPULO TYPE [H]
Helpmate with variations branching on the 
first white and the second black halfmove 
(l.m .n.l...).

2 Demetrio Gussopulo (1900-1980).
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694: 1. gc4 #d4  2. gc3,gxe3 dxc3,dxe3#, 1... 
#xb2 2. gd4,ge4d3,d4#.

GUY-BLANDFORD-ROYCROFT [E] 
CODE
Ccxiing system devised to ease retrieval o f end
game study positions and to classify them accord
ing to material in the initial positions. The system 
may be used to help to locate anticipations in case 
the study material is encoded the same way and 
perhaps thematically, too. The code was devel
oped by the study editors o f  The British Chess 
Magazine Richard Guy and Hugh Blandford. 
John Roy croft’s adaptation o f the Guy-Bland- 
ford code in the 1970s resulted in the Guy-Bland- 
ford-Roycroft (GBR) code, the most efficient 
way to index endgame studies -  or any chess po
sition. Roycroft suggested to count one for a 
white piece and three for a black piece in order to 
make the code easier to memorize.
Firstly, the pieces are presented in the order 
QRBS, and after a decimal are given the number 
of Pawns, White’s first. As already said, the val
ues of pieces are 3 for black and 1 for white. For 
instance the code 1303.12 indicates that White’s 
force consists o f  a Queen and a Pawn, Black’s o f  
a Rook, a Knight and two Pawns.
§ Richard Guy (1916), Hugh Blandford (1917-1981), 

John Roycroft (1929).

HAAN CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Every piece that moves leaves a 
hole on its square o f departure. That square can
not be occupied nor crossed any more.
1 Invented by Heinz Winterberg (1920-1999).

HAANER CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A square left by a piece cannot 
be occupied any more, neither crossed (it be
comes a hole).
-» See also: Haan Chess.

HAGEMANN COMBINATION
A logical combination with foreplan type 1: 
White piece would give mate in three after two 
obstacles had been removed. One is the flight, 
initially guarded by the mating piece, which 
Black blocks, and the other is the black piece 
guarding the mating square, on which White 
decoys it.

#3
695:1. £e7+? фе5!/£}хе7! ♦ 1. £}dl! -  2. £>c3#,

1... Де5 2. <3?b7 3. £>xe7#.

HAGEMANN THEME 
In two thematic variations one o f the halfpinned 
black pieces captures a piece from white 
half-battery. Then the remaining half-battery 
piece mates utilizing pins o f both black pieces.

I  Wilhelm Hagemann (1899-1973).

696

TEN CATE, Pieter
Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 1927

696: 1. £>de6! ~ 2. 1... gxf7 2. £ixf5#, 1...
#xg7 2. f8^#, (1... ®d6 2. ^f8#, 1... ®xf7 2. 
#e8#, 1... gxe6 2. <£,xf5#).

#2

HALBERSTADT THEME [E]
A combination o f White and Black zugzwang 
particularly in endgames ®  + ° r £) with an 
advanced passed Pawn vs ф  + or which
Halberstadt studied intensely in the 1930s

8 Vitalij Halberstadt (1903-1967).
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+
697s 1. фаЗ! (1. фс4? £e5+ 2. ф ~  1. фа4? 

£}c5+ 2. ф ~  £)еб threatening фсб and ®d7 =; 1. 
фсЗ? фс5 2. <£}d6 £}f6 3. £>e4+ £)xe4 with 
check, or 2. ®d2 ®d4 and 3... фе5 =; 1. фЬЗ? 
£)c5+ 2. фс4 ^еб  3. £}f6 £g7! 4. ®d5 фс7 5. 
фе5 фсб or £)e8 =) фсб 2. фа2!! (2. фЬ2? 
£>Ь6[е5] 3. £>d6 £>с4+ 4. £>хс4 ®d7; 3. £)f6 
£}с4+ 4. фсЗ £}d6 5. ®d4 ^е8! 6. фе5 7 =) 
фЬ6 (Zugzwang) 3. £}с7 £)f6 4. £}d5+ (or 3... 
фЬ7[Ь5] 4. £>d6+ or 3... ®d5 4. £c7+). ♦ After
1... фа7 must ф  stay on b8 and a7,and White wins 
as follows 2. фЬ2 фЬ8 3. фс2 фа7 4. фб.2 фЬ8
5. фе2 фа7 6. ф О  фЬ8 7. ®g3 фа7 8. ®f4 
фЬб (8... фЬ8 9. ф£5 фа7 10. £>f6 +-) 9. ф£5 
фсб 10. £f6.

+
698: 1. £}с6! (1. £а6? Да7 2. £>Ь4 ДЬ8 3. £>с6 

Ad6! 4. £}d8 фГС 5. фГ5 фе7 =) Дс7 2. £>d8! 
£Ь8! (2... Д<16 3. ф Я  ®f8 4. феб; 2... ДЬ2 3. 
ф£5 ®f8 4. £)еб+ and 5. £>f4) 3. ф!5 ф!8 4. 
£}сб! (after 4. феб? фе8 5. £}c6 Ac7 white is in 
Zugzwang) Дс7 5. ®f6! фе8 6. феб White wins 
on account of Zugzwang.

HALF-AMBUSH THEME
In a threemover two black pieces are located on 
thematic line. One of them vacates the line on the 
first move, then a white line-mover makes an am
bush behind the remaining black piece and, when 
it vacates the line, on the second move the white

line-mover crosses both vacated squares and 
mates.
S Arkady Yaroslavcev (1924).

699:1. g d l!~ 2 . Дхс4~3. £>fl#, l...b5 2. ^ g7e5
3. #xa7#, 1... f4 2. #xh5 g4 3. #c5# (2... gxh5 3. 
£>f5#), 1... Ad5 2. £>xf5+ gxf5 3. #Ь6#, (1... 
gxh4 2. #xg5+).

-> See also: Ambush.

HALF-BATTERY
(D irect) H alf-B attery  is an arrangement in 
which two pieces of the same colour stand be
tween a friendly line-piece and the enemy King, 
so that moving either of the intermediate pieces 
off the line would produce a battery with die re
maining piece (700).

In d irec t H alf-B attery . A Half-Battery which 
aims at a square adjacent to the opponent’s King 
(701).

M asked H alf-B attery . Somewhere on the 
half-battery line, between the rear-piece and the 
opponent’s King, there is a unit of King’s colour. 
In principle, it can be situated on three points in 
relation to front-pieces and the own King (702).

Folded Half-Battery. The rear piece and the 
half-battery line do not point even to enemy 
King’s adjacent square, but the rear piece is able 
to give check(mate) from its arrival square, once 
the front pieces have moved or been vacated off 
(703).

Black Half-battery is most commonly used in 
selfmates (704).

700:1. ^ x g 4 ! (2. £ e 4 +  ® g2  3. £ е 2 # ;  2. ^ f3  -  3. 
# d 6 # ), 1... g h f l+  2. ^ f 3  g x f3 +  3. £jf7# (2. 
£>f3? ® g2!), 1... g b f l+  2. £ f 3  g x f3 +  3. Af5# 
(2. i lf3 ?  Ь Ы ), 1... ® xg4  2. £ e 6 +  ф О  3. £|d4#, 
(1... ф ё2 2. ДхЬЗ+).
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700

ВОТТАССШ, Antonio
2.pr UItalia Scacchistica 
1926

701

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
I-2.pr= Probleemblad 
1966

701:1. #h4! (2. ^g3+ фс4 3. #d3#), 1... g f l  2. 
ftfxe2+ Дхе2/фс4 3. ftxe2/ftf3#, I... g g l 2. 
ftdxe2+ Дхе2/фс4 3. ftxe2/£)g2#, 1... ge8 2. 
ftxd5+ cxd5/®c4 3. ftb5/fte6#, 1... gg8 2. 
ftb5+ схЬ5/фс4 3. ftxd5/ftg6#.

702

HAV£L, Miroslav
l.pr SVTVS Ту 1954

702:1. g d l!  ~ 2. Дс4+ ®xd4 3. ^Ь2#, 1... ^xd3 
2. gxc7+ ®xd4 3. ftf3#, I -  ®xd4 2. #a7+ 
<3?xd3 3. 4^xf4#.

#3

#3

703

SEIDER, Shlomo
l.pr Die Tat 1964

703:1. gd8? (2. ftc2+ £ Хс2 3. Дс1#) gxg5,gf4 
2. Де6,ДП, 1... #h6! ♦ 1. gd7? #h6 ,g f4  2. 
Д е6,Д ё8 ,1... gxg5! ♦ 1. gd6! ^h6 ,gxg5,gf4  
2. iLf7»iLg8,ga6+~/~/bxa6 3. ^cl,^cl,^ rxa6#  
♦ There is also a “folded ^r/Д -battery” on c-line.

704:1. gb8! (~), 1... f t - 2. #f8+ gf8#, 1... fte8 2. 
^f7+ gxf7# ,l... a - 2. #e8+ftxe8#,l... B®2. 
^xe6+ ftxe6#.

★  Other example 1096.
—► See also: Half-Battery, Masked.

HALF-BATTERY CREATION [ s  ]
In the course o f the play a (new) half-battery is
created by one o f the following ways:
(1) by moving a rear piece. that aims at the en

emy King, behind two own men (710);

(2) by moving an own man on the battery line, 
with or without a capture (705);

(3 ) by moving one o f the front pieces of a 
third-battery off the battery line (third-bat
tery).

705: 1. gh5! (2. fth7+ ®xe4 3. ftg5+ ®xd5 4. 
^grxd3+), 1... el Д  2. ftd5+ фхе4 3. ^еЗ+ ДхеЗ
4. ftc3+, 1... el f t  2. ftd7+ ®xe4 3. ftc5+ Дхс5
4. ĝff3+ ♦ Black creates by promotions two 
half-batteries on the 1 st rank.

★  Other examples: 189, 700,995, 1030.
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HALF-BATTERY DESTRUCTION
The half-battery can be intentionally destroyed 
by enemy by capturing the rear piece. A capture 
of one of the middle pieces creates a masked bat
tery, while a move to the opponent’s half-battery 
line results in a masked half-battery.
★  See example 702.

HALF-BATTERY, ROYAL
The King is one of the front pieces of a half-bat- 
terv.

706: L фЬ7? H , 1... ДЬ2 2. £>cb3#, 1... Дх<12 2. 
£id3#, 1... gf7! ♦ 1. <&b7! H ,  1... ДЬ2 2. фЬ5#, 
1... Дхс12 2. <£>d5#., (l...ga~  2g(x)b3#, 1... 
2g(x)d3#, l...gf~  2. ^xe5#).

★  Other examples: 315, 1030.

HALF-CHECK THEME
White King stands on the black half-battery line 
so that when one piece leaves the line the other 
threatens to give a discovered check.

707

LOSHINSKY, Lev I . ; 
SHIFF, Vladimir 1.
2.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1947-1948

707s 1. £>fd2! ~ 2. ^e3+ etc., l...£>f~ 2. ДЬ6+ 
фхе5 3. £>c4#, 1... £jfe3! 2. # f5 ~ 3 . Д Ь6/£Ш ,
l...£ g ~ 2. Д Й  £g4  3. gc4#, 1... £ge3! 2. ^ g 4  
~ 3. £}f3# ♦ etc.

HALF-PIN
Two pieces of the same colour are placed so that 
when one moves the other is pinned. Famous 708

#3

promoted half-pin as a theme. 710 is a task-re
cord of three complete half-pins in a single phase 
twomover. Immediate use of  focal position of the 
black Rook doesn’t work in 709 because of the 
White Half-Pin.
M asked H alf-P in. There is one man of the 
linemover’s colour on the half-pin line some
where between the linemover, half-pinned pieces 
and the King. When this unit and one of the 
half-pinned pieces move off the half-pin line, the 
other half-pinned piece remains pinned. Loyd's 
Half-Pin is nothing but a masked black half-pin. 
White Masked Half-Pin is used in 711 for two 
Dombrovskis paradoxes.
Ш Promoted to a theme by work of Comins Mansfield 

(1896-1984).

708s 1. Дс7! -  2. ga5#, 1... ДаЗ 2.b3#, 1... Да5 
2. gb6#, 1... ДсЗ/Дс5 2. gb3#, 1... Дс12 2. 
^xc2#, 1... £jxb5 2. bxa8^r#.

709

HARTONG, Jan
Skakbladet 1939

710

SHEPPARD, Charles W.
3.hm Good Companion 
1919
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709:1. Де7! (2. ^xf5+ <g>d43. #/gxe4#), 1... ge3
2. £>c6+ Дхсб 3. <ad3#, 1... gc5 2. £}d3+ ^xd3
3. £>c6#, (1... #c5+ 2. gxc5+).

713: 1. a8^+! фха8 2. h7 g e l+  3. <g>d7 g d l+  4. 
фс7 gcl+ 5 . Дс4! gxc4+6. <®>d7 gd4+7.<g>e7 
ge4+ 8. ® f7 gf4+ 9. ®g7 +-.

710: 1. gf8! H ,  1... c4 2. £}xc4#, 1... d4 2. cxd4#,
1.. . f4 2. exf4#, 1... g4 2. £>xg4#, 1...Д- 2gxf5#,
1.. . £e8(h5) 2g(x)e8#, (1... £e6  2. ДхА5#) ♦ 
Triple half-pin, but symmetrical.

711: *l... dxe3a 2. £}Ь2#А, l... dxc3b 2. £}f2#B ♦ 1. 
£>cxd2?~2. <af2#B, 1... dxe3 2. £x f3# , 1... dxc3b 
2. gxc3# (2. £}f2?B), 1... ф хеЗ 2. £ c4 # , 1... 
h l^ !  ♦ 1. £>exd2! ~ 2. <£|b2#A 1... dxe3* 2. 
gxe3# (2. £>Ь2?А), 1... dxc3 2. £>xf3#, 1... фхсЗ 
2. f ib l# , (1... £>e5 2. £e4 ,£}bl#).

★  Other examples: 21, 486, 622, 644, 650, 757, 760, 777, 
828, 887, 1527.

-> toe л/so: Half-Pin, Incomplete.

HALTING THEME [E]
An endgame study theme: White obstructs a 
black piece’s route to a square, slowing it down, 
or prevents it completely from attaining the desti
nation by means of a sacrifice, block etc.
5 Alias: Tontiozheniye (Rus.).

712: U 7 f l ^ +  2. <J>f2! (2. <g>d3? £}e5+; 2. фе2? 
£d4+ 3. ф ~  £>e6; 2. ф f4? g5+) g3+ 3. фхП g2+ 
4. фе2 £d4+ 5. ф>Г2 £>e6 6. <g>gl! (6. a5? g l^ +
7. <£*gl ДЬ7) £ f8  7. a5 g5 8. a6 g4 9. a7 g3 10. 
а8Д! (10. a8&?... 13. £tf4 £}f8 =) 11. Де4
£>f8 12. Д15-К-.

713

PLATOV, Vassily N.; 
PLATOV, Mikhail N.
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1908

HAMBURG THEME
A defence substitution idea in Logical combina
tion. In the diagram position, if White made a 
certain threat, a black piece A would have an ade
quate defence. White therefore plays in such a 
way that Black eliminates this defence by piece В 
(help-piece), allowing its replacement by a new 
defence by piece A.
1 Theme was named after the birth place of Franz 

Palatz (1896-1945).

714

PALATZ, Franz F.
Magyar Sakkvilag 1934

714:1. £*5? ^ a l ! (Hamburg try) ♦ 1. £>d5? ^g3! 
(Roman try) ♦ 1. ДсЗ! (2. £jd8#), 1... ^xc3 2. 
£>d5 (3. £>xc7,<af4#) ^e5  3. £}d8# (Roman), 1... 
gxc3 2. <£}f5 (3. £xg7#) ^ e5 3. £}d8# 
(Hamburg).

= Aliases: Hamburger; Hilfsstein-Romer (Ger.).

HAMSTER [F]
Fairy piece. Moves like a Grasshopper but de
flects 180° on passing over the hurdle.

HANGING PAWNS [E]
In endgames: two advanced adjacent Pawns on 
the same rank without support of other Pawns on 
neighboring vertical lines.
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HANNELIUS THEME
Threat from one try recurs in a unifying phase as 
a mate after the black move which defeated an
other try and vice versa.
1 Jan Hannelius (1916-2005).
Pattern:

JL
x?
Y?
Z

715

HANNELIUS, Jan
2-3.pr= Die Schwalbe 
1950-2

715:1£}е~?~2. Д с З ^ , l... gxc5!a ♦ 1. £ d 2 ? -2 . 
gd3#B, 1... Дхс5!ь ♦ 1. £)d6! -  2. £jb5#, j... 
gxc5a 2. gd3#B, 1... Дхс5ь 2. ДсЗ#А.

★  Other examples: 155, 157, 159, 458, 542, 930, 1085, 
1495, 1517, 1549.

—> See also: Dombrovskis Theme.

HANNELIUS, CYCLIC
Threat from the first try recurs in a unifying 
phase as mate after the black move which de
feated the second try, threat from the second try 
after the refutation of the third try and threat from 
the third try after refutation of the first.
Pattern:

J_
X?
Y?
Z?
К

716

KOVACEVlC, Marjan
Die Schwalbe 1975

#2

Cyclic Hannelius
b

A
c

В
C

В c A

Hannelius
a b

A
В

В

716: 1. g h 5 ?  -  2. c4#A, 1... c5!a ♦ 1. gxc7? ~2. 
gxb7#B, l...b6!b ♦ 1. Д 1 2 7 -2 . £pcc7#c, l...d4!‘ 
♦ 1. ® h2! H ,  1... c5a 2. gxb7#B, 1... b6b 2. 
^ x c7 # c , 1... d4c 2. c4#A.

—» See also: Hannelius Theme.

HANNELIUS, DEFENCE-BASED
Hannelius theme where, instead of being refuta
tions, black thematic moves are defences in re
spective tries followed by changed mates (which 
may be transferred between two tries) compared 
to those in the unifying phase. which is usually 
the solution, but may also be another try or even a 
set play. (See the pattern below.)

717

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor I.
2.pr Rudenko JT 1998

717: 1. йсЗ? ~ 2. igrd4#A, 1... £>e5a 2. £)c7#, 1... 
g d l! ♦ 1. ©c2? ~ 2. ©e4#B, 1... £)d2b 2. £)c7#,
1... ge7! ♦ 1. #b4! ~ 2. £)c7#, l... £ ,e5» 2. 
#е4#в, 1 ... £}d2b 2. #d4#A, (1... axb4,gxd7, 
Д хё3 2. £xb4,ggl,gd2#).

★  Other example 1687.
= Aliases: Defence-Based Hannelius; Hannelius, Compli

cated.

Patterns:

Defence-Based Hannelius
1 - a b
X A C
Y В D
Z В A

Ideal Hannelius
1 - a b
X A ! C
Y В D !
Z В A

HANNELIUS, IDEAL

Hannelius theme where both thematic black 
moves occur in try phases alternatively as a refu
tation or defence (with non-thematic mates). 
(See the pattern above.)
s  Alias: Complete Hannelius.

718: 1. £c8? (2. ^d6#B), 1... фс5а 2. ©e5#A, 1... 
®d4!b ♦ 1. g el? (2. ^e5#A), 1... ®d4 2. #d6#B,
1... фс5!а ♦ 1. ^g3! H ,  1... фс5а 2. #d6#B, 1... 
®d4b 2. #e5#A
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718

BOGDANOV, Evgeny
Komsomolets Zaporizhya 
1972

HANNELIUS, SECONDARY
The thematic white moves appear after black 
piece’s random moves as secondary threats 
(Threat. Secondary) and are prevented by correc
tion moves (which are refutations in tries). In the 
unifvins phase these mates follow after the same 
correction moves that prevented them in tries. 
The same pattern as for Hannelius theme applies, 
only the second column means: “secondary 
threat”.

719

PILCHENKO,
Vyacheslav
l.pr Nabokov M T1994

719s 1. g«2? (2. ^e5/^xg5#) ^a5! ♦ l.£}g3?~ 
2. £e2#, l...£}f~2. g5?], 1... <£|d4!* ♦
1. £c3? (2. <£,e2#) 2. ^xg5#B[^e5?], 1...
£e5!b ♦ 1. £>c5! ~ 2. <£ie6#, 1— £>d4a 2. ^g5#B,
1... £ e5 b 2. #xe5#A ♦ (1... Ag4 2. gxg4#).

HANNEMANN THEME
Figurative theme: In a twomover pieces form a
letter:

(a) in the initial position,
(b) after the key,
(c) after Black’s defence(s),
(d) in the mating position.

§ Knud Hannemann (1903-1981).

720:1. ^rc2! gxb2 2. ^rxb2# ♦ In the diagram letter 
R, after the key, letter A, after Black’s defence let
ters N and H, and in the final position letter K. ♦ 
Ruben, Andersen, Norman-Hansen and Krause: 
Danish participants in the London Chess Olympiad

#2

in 1927 (the team ended up in the 2nd place after 
Hungary among 16 participating nations).

HARING 1 THEME
In at least two phases. the white move following 
the same black defence is a switchback of the 
key-piece.
Ж Jacobus Haring (1913-1989).

721s 1. £de5? -  2. схЬЗ#, 1... d3 2. <£|d7#, 1.» 
Дха4! ♦ 1. £fe5? ~ 2. схЬЗ#, 1... d3 2. £>f7#, 1... 
Ag6! ♦ 1. gge5? ~ 2. ge3#, l...d3 2. gg5#, 1... 
ДА5! ♦ 1. gceS! ~ 2. ge3#, l...d3+2. gc5#.

HARING 2 THEME
In the try and solution distinct white masked bat
teries deliver mate. While the front piece gives 
the mate, the rear piece has to have a pinning 
function.
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722s l.& gd+?, l...<S>d3 2. Qf4#, 1... gfe5! ♦ 
1. £c4+? , 1... ®d3 2. £b2#, 1... gbe5! ♦ 1. 
£}d7+!, 1... ®d3 2. <£,c5#, (I... Де5 2. £>c5#, l... 
gbe5 2. £}ЬЗ#, 1 ... gfe5 2. #e4#) ♦ Without a 
checking key a 3-fold interpretation of the theme is 
not possible (author).

HARKOV THEME
The try is defeated by at least two black moves 
which become defences in variations after the 
key.
Pattern:

Harkov
1 a b

X? ! !
У A В

723

KRIZHANOVSKIJ, Vasil
5.pi Ukrainian Team 
Championship 1989

723: 1. ^g4? ~ 2. #c8#, 1... ^xd5 2. £>g2#, 1... 
Axd5 2. £}d3#, 1... gxb5!,^d4! ♦ 1. #f8! ~ 2. 
^c5#, 1... gxb5 2. <ЙЬ6#, 1... # d 4  2. <£ie3#.

2  Alias: Rotterdam Theme.

HARLEY TYPE
A type of block problem in which the key in
creases the number of variations compared to the 
set play.
8 Brian Harley (1883-1955).

724

HARLEY, Brian
Pittsburgh Gazette Times 
1914

724: 1. f4! (~), 1... g ~  2. e4#, 1... ge4 2. e3#, 1... 
gf3 2. exf3#, 1... gxe2 2. f5#, 1... ge5+2.fxe5#, 
(1...£Ь~,Д~,4}<*~2. #a5,^c2,£c4#).

—► See also: Block

HARMAN INDEX AND SYSTEM [E] 
OF CLASSIFICATION
Probably the first collection of studies that at
tempted the system of classification designed for 
retrieval o f positions with like ideas was the 
colletion by J.R. Harman of London. Ideas in his 
index are broken down into their features, the 
main ones being: “Mate, threatened or effected”, 
“Fork”, “Opposition”, “Discovered check”, 
“Overloading”, “Pinning”, “Sacrifice or offer'’, 
“Zugzwang”, “Repetition of moves, excluding 
perpetual check”, “Both sides promote”, “Check 
with discovered attack elsewhere”, “Elimination 
of control of a promoting square”, “Immuring 
(synonyms: penning, blocking-in, walling-in)”, 
“Covering a check from a promoted Pawn”, 
“Skewer (synonym: spear) check threatened or 
effected”, “Underpromotion”, “Losing the 
move”, “Perpetual check”, “Stalemate avoid
ance” and “Unclassified”. With sub-categories 
the index is divided into 27 items.
—> See also: Korol ’kov s System o f Classification; Porreca s 

System o f Classification; Troitsky s System o f Classifica
tion.

HARMFUL PAWN [E]
In a Pawn ending this is a Pawn which blocks the 
way for its King.

725

SALVIOLI, Carlo
Trattato Completo dei 
Finali di Partita 1888

725: Without the black Pawn it would be a clear draw! 
♦ 1. g5! (1. <3?d7? g5!=) ф П  2. ®d7 ф!8 3. феб 
®g7 4. фе7 S??g8 (the black Pawn blocks g6 for 
the black King!) 5. <®>f6 ®h7 6. ф П  ®h8 7. 
®xg6 ®g8 8. фЬ6 фЬ8 9. g6 +-.

^ Alias: Vredna peshka (Rus.).

HARMONIUM PIPES THEME
Usually on the edge of the board a configuration 
of black Rook, Queen and Bishop, in which 
Rook and Bishop cut the lines of the Queen (and 
each other’s, too).
—► See also: Organ Pipes Theme.

+
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726: 1. #c7! (~), 1... &g3 2. ДЬЗ#, 1... £L& 2. 
Де4#, 1... gg4 2.#d7#, 1... gf4  2. #xe5#.,(l... 
ДЬ7 2. £)xb6#, 1... gb7 2. #c6#, 1... e4 2. gxd4, 
1... d3 2. ДЬЗ#).

HARTMUT LAUE THEME [S]
Motiv-inversion in a selfmate in 3 or 4 moves: 
Black adapts a defensive motif which White ex
ploits in his attack.
1 Selfmate theme in the 6th WCCT 1996-2000, pro

posed by Hartmut Laue (1951).

727:1. £}gl! (2. #g4+ ®xg4 3. gxe4+, 2... hxg4 3. 
iLxf6+), 1... Дсб 2. #xf6+ ®g4 3. gxe4+, 1... 
gc6 2. #xe4+ £>xe4 3. jjxf6+, (1... fxe5+ 2. 
#f6+ ®g4 3. gxe4+).

HARTONG THEME
A threemover theme: In at least three variations 
White mates with different pieces on the same 
square.
I  Jan Hartong (1902-1987).

728: 1. Д В ! (2. c3+), 1... £g3 2. £ g l+  фе5 3. 
4)c4#, l... ^ Xf5,c6 2. #a4+ ф~5 3. #c4#, 1... 
Дсб 2. #a7+ ®xd5 3. c4#, (I... фс5 2. b4+).

—> See also: Povenets Theme.

HASSBERG 1 THEME
The key unpins black and selfpins white piece. 
Black selfpins his unpinned piece and unpins the 
selfpinned white piece.
8 Eric M. Hassberg (1918-1987).

729: 1. £}f5! ~ 2. gxe5#, 1... #xf5 2. #d3#, 1... 
lgrxe6 2. T^xf3#, (1... фе4,^ге1+,#хсЗ+,^с5 2. 
#d4, g  xe 1, £}xc3 ,^xe5#).

—> See л/ад; Status Quo Theme Group.

HASSBERG 2 THEME
In the key White self-pins his thematic piece and 
unpins black thematic piece. The unpinned black 
piece then directly unpins white thematic piece 
and at the same time pins itself. White thematic 
piece then mates by switchback to its original 
square. Almost identical to Baturin theme. ex
cept that here the key must unpin a black piece.

730:1. ^xd3!~2. gxc4#, 1... #xc3 2. #d4# ♦ etc. 
—> See also: Baturin Theme.

HAUNTED CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. When a capture takes place, the 
captured unit is “buried” under the square where 
it was captured; after the departure of the captur-
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ing unit it reappears. It can move and be captured 
again.
-» See also: Ghost Chess.

HEALEY
Frank Healey (1828-1906) was the author o f the 
famous clearance problem which carries the 
name o f  the tourney it participated -  Bristol 
clearance. In chess composition theory terms 
“Healey” and “Bristol” are synonyms.

HEATHCOTE THEME
The key indirectly selfpins the white piece which 
nevertheless threatens to mate. The defence indi
rectly unpins that piece which then gives another 
mate.
8 Godfrey Heathcote (1870-1952).

731

HEATHCOTE,
Godfrey F.
Eco degli Scacchi 1916

731s 1. £>c7! (2. 5#), 1... £}bc5 2. #a2#, 1...
£>dc5 2. #c4#, 1... Дс5 2. #xd7#, (1...<ЙЬ~ 2. 
gxa5#).

HEAVY
Adjective applied to a problem which has a rela
tively large number o f pieces in the initial posi
tion. Heaviness should be avoided where 
possible in the interests o f economy. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.}

HEAVY-WEIGHT
A problem with 20 men or more. The term is not 
official, every problemist has his own scale in 
classifying the problems according to force.

HEINONEN THEME
ABC/BCA/CAB Pattern o f tries and solution in 
twins.
1 Erkki Heinonen (1922-1993).

732s a) 1. #xb3? d2!, 1. ^xd3? bxa2!, 1. #c3! ~ 2. 
^h8# etc. ♦ b) 1. #xd3? c2!, I. #xc3? d2!, 1. 
^b3! ~ 2. ^b7# etc. ♦ c) 1. ^хсЗ? bxa2!, 1. 
#xb3? c2!, 1. ^d3! ~ 2. ^d8# etc.

HELLEDIE THEME [H]
Helpmate in three or four moves where the mo
tive for the first black move becomes apparent 
only after the second white move has been 
played, or later.
“No more than 2 solutions, no twins. no duplex 
and Black must play first” (Award in “Thema 
Danicum” 114/2004). These restrictions were 
for TT, but it is not clear if  they should -  and to 
what extent -  be applied to the theme (definition) 
itself.
2 Holger Helledie (1951).

733

HEINONEN, Unto
l.pr H. Helledie-50 JT 
Thema Danicum 2001-2004

733s 1. £>g7 e3 2. fxe3 £}g6 3. <g>d3 фЬ7 4. gc3 
£>f4# ♦ 1. gf7  b4 2. axb4 £c6  3. ®c4 ®g8 4. 
J c 3  £>a5#.

734s 1. g c5  £ ef6  2. # d 8  <£,f8 3. # d 6  £>g6#* 
1. Дс4 £}hf6 2. ^ h 2  £d6  3. ^ f4  £)f7#.
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HELLER’S IDEA [E]
The ending vs where black King
and Queen are in the center (i.e. not on the edge) 
of the board. White is chasing black King until he 
establishes a position in which he will win black 
Queen by means oifork  or skewer.
% Carl Heller (? -  ?).

+
735: 1. d7 c l ^  2. d 8 ^  ^xc6 3. £>g6+ фе4 4. 

#h4+ феЗ 5. ^ e l+  <g?d4 6. ^ g l+  +- (6... ®d3/ 
®c4 7. £>e5+; 6... <J>d5 7. £}e7+; 6... ®c3 7. 
#cl+ ; 6... ®e4 7. ’©hi*).

HELP PLAY
Play (found in problems) in which the players co
operate in the required task, though not to the ex
tent o f making illegal moves. The aim o f the play 
can be checkmate, stalemate, double stalemate, 
check, capture, symmetry and so on.

HELPMATE
White and Black play towards the common goal 
of the mate o f the black King. It is normal for 
Black to play first, thus each side has the same 
number o f moves. In the solution the black 
moves are given first, which is the reverse o f the 
usual procedure.
Helpmate is a fairly young genre. The first at
tempt to create it by Max Lange in 1854 did not 
evoke response until 1860-1 when, independ
ently, Samuel Loyd and a German Albert Barbe 
created the first helpmates o f significance. It took 
another ten years until “Dubuque Chess Jour
nal” in the US organized the first tourney for 
helpmates. The first two prizes went to a rising 
star named William A. Shinkman.
Despite occasional attempts to revive the help
mate genre, it was not until the 1920s the help
mate got o ff to a proper start. Chess Amateur 
organized a tourney for helpmates in 1922-3 
(250 entries participated), and a growing number

o f other magazines were favorable to the “new” 
genre.
In the course o f the decades it has become ac
ceptable for White to begin, too, and it was a long 
time practice that helpmates had two solutions, 
the one with the missing black move (set play), 
and the “normal” solution.
In the mid-1920s a Soviet composer Moisey B. 
Neyman (often transcribed as “Neumann”) was 
among the first to use the stipulation “n solu
tions”, and in the 1930s it became common to 
form twins, i.e. problems with usually one 
change for the initial position, with unaltered 
stipulation.

Still, at that time and long after the Second World 
War, helpmates were generally considered “fairy 
chess”, something slightly o f  secondary value. 
Before the war helpmate genre had gained 
popularity especially among the Hungarian 
problemists. In fact the “Chess Amateur” tour
ney was suggested by “Budapest circle”, and 
Hungarians also dominated the competition. In 
the 1950s especially Hungarian problemists like 
Paros, Kardos, Bajtay, Lindner, Molnar, Foldeak, 
Ban and Bebesi with their original work raised 
the helpmate to a “respectable” form o f artistic 
chess composition. At the same time it became 
increasingly popular to compose helpmate with 
variations, partly in order to decrease the gap 
between helpmates and other genres.
Although in the FIDE Album 1980-1982 help- 
and selfmates still feature under “Fairy Chess”, 
they have their own judges, distinct from the 
judges o f “Other Genres”.

Nowadays it is a common practice to separate 
helpmates into three groups like direct-mate 
problems: two-movers, three-movers and 
more-movers, and each group has its own infor
mal and formal tourneys.

The name o f the genre is nowadays “Helpmate” 
in all languages that need such a word, but be
tween the First and Second World Wars there 
was still a lot o f confusion and disagreement on 
the name and on which side was to move first -  
and often these debates were mutually inclusive.
Prior 1969 the type o f the helpmate was given 
with the stipulation: “Neyman 3 solutions”, 
“Gussopulo 2/2 solutions” etc. In the Congress in 
Varna in 1969 the PCCC made a decision that the
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new system based on the numerical code would 
be applied.
Helpmate types depending on the solution 
branching are:

Nevman Type: n. 1.1.1 
Barthelemv Type: l .l .n .l  
Dawson Type: m.n.1.1 
Gussopulo Type: l.m .n.l 
Hernitz Type: m.n.p. 1 
Kardos Type: m. 1 .n. 1

(in practice the dots between the digits are often 
omitted).
E Max Lange (1932-1899); Albert Barbe (?).

736

LOYD, Samuel
Chess Monthly I860 /  
v. 330. Chess Strategy 1878

736: 1. ®f6 ga8 2. <g>g7 ДЬ8 3. фЬ8 Де5# ♦ In 
this problem the black ДЬ2 is -  a superfluous 
piece!.

HELPMATE OF THE FUTURE [H]
A helpmate (twomover) has at least two pairs o f  
solutions, each pair showing a separate theme, 
i.e. any combination o f motifs which occupies at 
least 3 o f the 4 half moves. Each pair should in it
self be a good helpmate, but the pairs should be 
clearly distinct (more diverse than similar), yet 
forming a coherent whole.
E Introduced in 2000 by C. J. Feather (1947).

737

PACHL, Franz
l.pr HOTF Ту 2001-3

h#2 2111 
b) #d 4

737: a) 1. fxe5 gc5 2. exd4 Дс4#, 1. gxd5 A /4 2. 
gxd4 ge3# ♦ b) 1. феЗ Ag6 2. ^ f4  Ad4#, 1. 
фс4 gb8 2. ^ c5  gd4#.

= Alias: Helpmate TF.

HELPMATE, COMPLETE [H]
A four-phased helpmate: in one phase Black has 
no 1st move, in one phase White has no 1st 
move, in one phase Black has no 2nd move, and 
the 4th phase is the solution.
E Invented (defined) by Romeo Bedoni (1927).

738

DARVAS, Robert
l.pr Probleemblad 1954

738:1. ?? A di 2. £}f3 Дс2# (= set play) ♦ 1. f3 ?? 2. 
f4 Ag6# ♦ 1. £ d 3  ф ё2 2. ?? Af3# ♦ L £>d3 Де2 
2. £e5  ^d6#.

HELPMATE, GRAZ TYPE [F]
Fairy condition. Same as an ordinary helpmate 
except that Black must have a possibility to mate 
on his last move.

h#2*

739

BUKOVINSZKY, Lajos
l.pr Tri-Themes Tourney 
1967-69

739:1. £ e5  g d l 2. £>g4 gd3 3. gf5 g3# ♦ 1. gc6 
<S>d5 2. <S>f5 gd4 3. gf6  g4#.

HELPMATE-ANDERSSEN THEME [H]
The Anderssen interference maneuver is exe
cuted to create opponent’s King a flight square. 
but the logic o f the (Anderssen) maneuver is 
quite different from that o f the direct-mate prob
lem, since the parties co-operate (to mate the 
black King).

h#3 211...
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740

CHLUBNA, Friedrich
2.pr Dunaiijvarosi TS1969

740: 1. gc3 gd7 2. ф й  gxe7# ♦ 1. Ь2 Дё2 2. 
®d6 Af4# ♦ 1. £ d 4  gd2 2. <®>f4 ge2#.

HELPMATE-INDIAN THEME [H]
The Indian theme maneuver is executed to create 
opponent’s King a flight square. but the logic of 
the (Indian) maneuver is quite different from that 
of the direct-mate problem, since the parties 
co-operate (to mate the black King).

741

HAVELKA, FrantiSek
Tyden Pozhlasa 1942 /  (v)

741: *1... Да! 2. <£,g5 gb2 3. ф й  gb6# ♦ 1. £ h 6  
Ag3 2. ф й  gg2 3. ф ё7 Де5#.

★  Other examples: 139,984,985, 1285.

HELPSELFMATE [F]
Help-play leading to a position where a selfmate 
in 1 can be forced.

742

ELLINGHOVEN, 
Bernd;
REHM, Hans-Peter
feenschach 1994

742:1. &d6 #a5  2. ge4 # c 7  3. ^ x g 3  # x g 3 #  ♦ 1.
ge6 #c5  2. Д«4 # e7  3. gxe2 #xe2#.

= Alias: Helpcompelmate.

hs#3 211...

HELPSTALEMATE [F]
Play as for helpmate but with stalemate the ob
jective.

h=4*
743: *1... ga6 2. £}c7 gh6 3. £b5 gh2 4. £}c3 

dxc3= ♦ 1. gl£) gxa8 2. el<a+ d3+ 3. £>e2 gh8
4. £g2  gh2=.

HELSINKI THEME [H]
A helpmate theme: black unit sacrifices itself to a 
white Pawn to enable it to vacate a square for a 
black Pawn which, in turn, vacates a square for 
the black King.

744

ZAJIC, Helmut
Schachreport 1995

744: a) 1. ^ c 6  dxc6 2. d5 d4+ 3. ®d6 gxh6# ♦ b) 1. 
gg4 fxg4 2. f3 gg8 3. ®f4 ДЬ2#.

HERLIN
A line piece should come to thematic line beyond 
the critical square. To accomplish this it first 
makes a move along the parallel line and 
by-passes the critical square, i.e. it makes a 
peri-critical move. 745 is the prototype problem. 
Short definition: A peri form of Indian theme. 
Complete Herlin Maneuver. The unit that will 
be interfered with starts its maneuver from the 
thematic line. See 746.
1 Theodore Herlin (1832-1899).

745:1. фсб? фа5 2. ДЬ6+/Дй фаб 3. Дd8 stale
mate; ♦ 1. фс7! фа5 2. ДА6 фаб 3. Дd8 фа5 4. 
фЬ7#.
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#4

746

PRZEPIORKA, David
Miirtchener Neueste 
Nachrichten 1907

746: 1. j|h6? f6! ♦ 1. Дс1? f6! 2. ДЬ6 f5 ♦ 1. ДЬ4! 
(2. Дёб; 1... феЗ 2. gg3+) f5 2. ДГС f4 3. ДИ6 
феЗ 4. gg3# ♦ Complete bicolor Herlin.

★  Other example 1002. 
s  Alias: Pericritical Indian.

HERMANSON THEME 
In the keys of two tries and solution White cuts, 
in turn, the lines of three black pieces which at
tack white battery.
S Halvar Hermanson (1905-1991).

747

HERMANSON, Halvar
l.pr Bergens SK 1952

7 4 7 :1. £)g4? -  2. #d3#, 1... #b5 2. gf7#, 1... ga3 2. 
gfb#, 1... gd2 2. £g3#, 1... #a6! ♦ 1. £}d7? -  2. 
#d3#, 1... ^a62. £>c5#, i... ^b5 2. gg5#, 1... gd2 
2. gf6#, 1... ga3! ♦ 1. £}c6! ~2. ^d3#, 1... ^a6(b5) 
2. #xd4#, 1... ga32. gg5#, 1... gd2(xc2)2. gf7#.

HERNITZ TYPE [H]
Helpmate with variations branching on first three 
halfmoves (m.n.p.l...).

#4

748

HERNITZ, Zvonimir
l.pr Sinfonie Scacchistiche 
1966

h#2 2221
748s I. <g?d5 ^rxbl 2. e6,e5 ^xb5,^a2#, 1... ^xf2 

2. e6,e5 #d4,#xf7# ♦ 1. ®f5 # x h l 2. e6,e5 
^h5,#h3#, 1... ^rcl 2. e6,e5 #g5,^rc8#.

% Zvonimir Hernitz (1937).

HERPAI THEME
“A Dual Avoidance theme incorporating black 
interference.
A black unit, in defending, moves to a square 
where it interferes simultaneously with two of its 
own pieces, thereby appearing to allow White a 
choice between two mates. However, some posi
tive aspect of this black move, some compensat
ing effect, will eliminate one of White’s mates 
and so force him to select the other. Variations of 
this type are normally found in pairs, so that a 
second black move causing the same double in
terference will also carry some compensating el
ement which will force White to choose the mate 
which had to be avoided in the other variation.” 
(John M. Rice)
This “regular” thematic form is shown in 749. 
However, there is a “relaxed” form where, in
stead of by means of dual avoidance, a differenti
ation of mates is based on additional harmful 
effect of black defences. In 750 Knight moves to 
d4 also unguard one or another mating square.

S Ferenc Herpai (1910-1994).

749

HERPAI, Ferenc
Diagrammes 1987
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749: 1. gd6! -  2. ge6#, 1... £>fd4 2. gxd5# (2. 
ge3?), 1... £bd4 2. g  e3# (2. gd5?).

750: 1. £tfi4! ~ 2. ДО#, 1... £}3d4 2. £>xd2#, 1... 
£}5d4 2. £>c3#.

HERPAI, BICOLOR
Complete black and white Herpai theme in the 
solution.

#2
751: 1. g fd 8! ~ 2. ge5#, 1... c4 2. gd4# (black 

Herpai), 1... £}c4 2. cxd3#(blackHerpai), 1... gg5 
2. ДхО# (white Herpai), 1... gxg3 2. ^£5# 
(white Herpai), 1... gxf4 2. ^e6# (white Herpai).

HERPAI, CYCLIC
Black has three thematic lines, a, b and c, and 
three defences of which the first cuts a and b, the 
second b and c, and the third c and a lines. Each 
time White can exploit only one of the interfer
ences, thus duals are avoided.

752

SZdGHY, J6zsef
l.pr Magyar Sakkelet 1952

752: 1. gxf4! ~ 2. gf5#, 1... £>c6 2. £,f3# (2. 
ge4/#e7?), 1... £}d5 2. £}xd7# (2. ge4/£}f3?),
1... £}d6 2. ©e7# (2. ^ x d 7 /^ 0 ? ) ♦ etc.

HERPAI, NORWEGIAN
A sub-variation o f Herpai theme: in both 
defences, Black closes the same black line, 
seemingly allowing two mates. Because o f a pos
itive element in both defences, one of the mates is 
prevented.
§ Fredrik Storm (1914-1991).

753

STORM, Fredrik
British Chess Magazine 
1939

753:1. £>d3! ~ 2. ge5#, 1... £>4f3 2. £>f4# (£}f6?),
1... £2f3 2. £f6# (£f4?) ♦ etc.

—» See also: Herpai Theme.
= Aliases: Herpai (on one line); Storm Theme.

HERPAI, RECIPROCAL
In two variations Black cuts two of his lines and 
opens two White lines. In each variation White 
exploits one of the line-openings.

754

LECOMTE, Roland
Schweizerische Arbeiter 
Schachzeitung 1959 /  (after 
J. Hartong)

754:1. ~ 2. ^xd5#, 1... £y~2. gc4#, 1... £>c3
2. <£}xb3#, 1... £je3 2. <£}xf3#.

HERPAI, THREE-LINE
Herpai theme with triple avoidance. In at least 
three defences Black cuts three of his lines simul
taneously, but White can only exploit one of the 
interferences, and each time a different one.
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755

KN6PPEL, Jan
l.pr Vart Hem 1940

755: 1. ДЫ ! -  2. gc5#, 1... £|Cd5 2. #e4# (2. 
#e5/<£d6?), 1... £>fd5 2. £^d6# (2. ^e5/#e4?),
1... d5 2. ^re5# (2. ^gre4/£)d6?) ♦ etc.

757: 1. Ь8#! -  2£>c~#, 1... gc4 2. ^xd5#, 1... 
£ib5! 2. #g3#, 1... £>e2! 2. #e3# (l...£ic~ 2. 
^xd4#).

1 Sandor Hertmann or Sandor Hun (1906-1944).

HESITATION THEME
At some point of the play a white unit could play 
on a particular square at once, but for some rea
son it does not occupy it immediately but rather 
in some of subsequent moves. This theme occurs 
frequently in logical direct-mate problems and 
studies.
E A (modified) helpmate theme in the 2nd WCCT 

1978-83.

HERPAI, WHITE
In defences Black opens two (or more) white 
lines seemingly allowing two (or more) mates. 
However, mates are separated by means o f Dual 
Avoidance.

756: 1. ДЪЗ! -  2. #xg4#, 1... £)de5 2. gd4# (2. 
gO?), 1... £>dxf2 2. gO # (2. gd4?), I... £xf6 
(&ge5) 2. #f5# (2. # 0 7 ) , 1... <&gxf2(<ae3) 2. 
# 0 #  (2. #f5?) ♦ 2-fold white Herpai.

HERTMANN THEME
In at least 3 variations, the same white piece 
mates after being unpinned by two half-pinned 
black pieces.

ШЖ.
#4

758

CHEPIZHNY, Viktor L
l.pr Bron MT1993

758:1. gf7? g l^ !  2. ga7+ #xa7 3. ?? ♦ 1. £,c7+? 
фа7 2. g f6  ДхАб! ♦ 1. gf4! (2. ga4#), 1... Дё4 
2. g f7 !g l# 3 . ga7+ Д ха74. &c7#,l... £|C32. 
£,с7+фа7 3. g f6 ~ 4 . ga6#.

759: 1. Дё5+ <®>h2 ( 1 ... <£>g3 2. gxf5 =) 2. ДхМ 
gb5 (thr. 3... Де4+) 3. ДО ! ®g3 4. Д а 8! Де4+ 
5. фЬ6 Дха8 6. ga6  gb7  7. g g 6+ фЪ4 8.
S g 8 =.

HESS THEME
Both pieces of a black half-pin indirectly unpin 
some other black piece.
760:1. £f7! ~2. #d6#, 1... gc4 2. #c7#, 1... £>c3 

2. £>e5#, (1... £|b6 2. gxb6#, 1... Д х П ^ 7  2. 
^d7#).
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HIDEAWAY THEME [H]
In helpmate or selfmate problems a piece seeks a 
square on which it does not prevent the mate.

761

PAROS, Gyflrgy
l.pr Kovacs M T1948

761:1. <3?c5 #a8! 2. ®d6 £}b7#.
-» See also: Selfmate Annihilation Theme.

h#2

HINLENKUNG
A German for Ad-Decov. In a logical combina
tion White decoys a black piece to a square or 
line where it would cause harm to Black defence. 
The combination, if it is pure (Zweckrein), does 
not involve any improvement on White’s own 
position.
= Alias: Decoy To A Square.

HIPPOPOTAMUS [F]
Fairy piece. A Knight that moves only for cap
ture.
-> See also: Capturing Pieces.
= Alias: Nilpferd.

HIRLAP THEME
Change of half-pin in two phases of a twomover.

763

CERIANI, Luigi
Die Schwalbe 1939

HOCHBERGER THEME
The key unpins white piece which threatens a 
mate. In defence a black piece captures the key 
piece, selfpins itself, but also pins the white un
pinned piece which gives a mate anyway.
Note: the conclusion is the same as in the 
Ianovcic theme.
E Alfred Hochberger from Hungary, other biographical 

data unknown.

#2

764:1. d4! -  2. #c6#, 1... gxd4 2. #b4# ♦ etc.
—► See also: Bograd Theme; Costachel Theme; Cristoffanini 

Theme; Ianovcic Theme.

762: 1... Axg3 2. Д й# , 1... ДхЬЗ 2. gxf4# ♦ 1. 
# b 4 !~ 2 .# e i# , 1...c32. ge3#, 1...d32.cxd3#.

763: *1... g3 2. £xg3#, 1... fi 2. gxO# ♦ I. #e7!~2. 
^Ь4#, 1 ... gd5 2. £}f6#, 1 ... gd6 2. £>c5#,(l... 
ДеЗ 2. £}xc3#).

HOLD-FORM
A concept of New German (or logical) school, 
launched by Erich Brunner and later developed 
by many. Essentially, the combination with 
hold-form characteristics involves the avoidance
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of losing for White advantageous features in a 
position, or the avoidance of Black’s initiative 
to combine for the improvement of his own po
sition. Often White has to be careful not to 
move his piece too far or too soon. Typical 
hold-form combinations are decoys to keep the 
opponent busy (Beschaftigungslenkung -  con
cept launched by Brunner), keeping a line open, 
keeping a square free, keeping a 2-dimensional 
area open, and so on.

765: 1. ^b7? f l^ !  ♦ 1. Д Ы ? h6! Zugzwamg (2. 
Да8 e5 3. #Ь7 e4) 1. Д О ? Дё2 2. #xd2 gc2 3. 
? ♦ 1. Да8! H  = Turton, 1... h6 2. ДЫ! (= 
Loyd-Zepler in a ‘hold-form’, keeping (holding) 
the line open) e5 3. #b7  -  4. ©xd7# , 2... £d2/ 
g ~  3. ^xd2/#g7, 1... e5 2. #b7  e4 3. #xe4.

★  Other examples: 245, 1428.
* Alias: Schwebeform.

HOLLAND MATE ALTERNATION
Unpin of white piece which gives changed 
mates. This is possible because changing the lo
cation of the key piece results in opening another 
white line from Black. In mate another white line 
is interfered, both in the set play and post-key
Elay-
In short: Changed Somov (Theme B) mate by un
pinned white piece.

766

SWANE, Jan A. W.
Die Schwalbe 1939

766: *1... Да7 2. gf4# ♦ 1. ^d2! (~ ), 1... Да7 2. 
ge6# ♦ etc.

—> See also: Theme В.

HOLLAND THEME
White masked line (Line. Masked) is interfered 
by a white man. The masking black unit leaves 
the line and then White opens the line com
pletely.

767

VON WARDENER, 
Friedrich
Viareggio Tourney 1907

767: I. g d l!  -  2. gxf7#, 1... #a2+ 2. g7d2#, 1... 
^c4+ 2. g7d3# ♦ etc.

768

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
3.pr Themes 1973

768:1. ДеЗ? gg3! (e4?) ♦ 1. ДГ4? £}de6! (£d67) 
♦ 1. Де7? £>ge6! (£e7?) ♦ 1. £f6! -  2. ^g5#,
1... gg3 2. e4#, 1... <&de6 2. £d6#, 1... <&ge6 2. 
£)e7#.

#2

HOLST PROMOTION
Prevention of the enemy’s Pawn’s promotion to a 
particular piece by forcing it to promote to an
other piece. In a broad sense: the impossibility of 
a Pawn to promote to a certain piece since it has 
already promoted to another one.
t, Victor Holst (1844-1924).

769:1. ® c3? (2. £ )g l/^ g 4 # ), 1— a l^ -H  ♦  1. фЬЗ! 
~ 2. £>gl+ <S>d2 3. # f4 # , 1... al&+ 2. ®c3 (3. 
£>gl,#g4#), (1... Д е4  2. #x e4 +  ®d2 3. # e l ,  
ЙеЗ#, 1... ®d2 2. © f4+,^b4+,^a5+).
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HOLST, CONSECUTIVE 
White has two (or more) indirect combinations, 
both (all) of which force black to a false promo
tion.

770

SIERS, Theodor
l.pr Schachspiegel, Die 
Schwalbe Ring Ту 1948

770s l .# c 7 ? b l£ ! /d l£ l! ♦ l .# e 7 ! (2. # b 4 # )b l#
2. #g7! d l #  3. # c7  #~b3 4. #xc3+ #xc3 5. 
ge4#, (1... ga4 2. # d 6  gc4 3. #xb6+; 2... #e3
3. #g4+ # e4  4. #/gxe4+).

HOLST, RECIPROCAL
Black’s error, when he promotes to a Queen is 
that he can no longer promote to a Knight, and 
vice versa.

#5

#3
771:L£}ff4?hI£}!2. gc2 £xf2 ♦ 1. g b 2 ? h l# !  2. 

£|f4/<gd3 <J>dl/<S>fl ♦ 1. gc2! -  2. £>f4 ~ 3. 
gel#, 1... h i #  2. <J>d3! -  3. gel# , 1... hl<a 2. 
gcl+  фхе2 3. £ g l# , (1... фП 2. <£,f4 ®gl 3. 
gel#).

HOLZHAUSEN INTERFERENCE
An interference of a line-piece by a like-motion 
piece of the same color. The complete form as
sumes interference after a critical move of the in
terfered piece. This is shown in 314 -  a prototype 
problem, though it is not the oldest example.
White Holzhausen occurs between white pieces 
o f the same motion. In direct-mate problems it is 
harmful for White and occurs in the try-play only 
(773).
1 Walter Frh. von Holzhausen (1876-1935).

772

VON HOLZHAUSEN, 
Walter Frh.
Rigaer Tageblatt 1908

7 7 2 :1. Де1! ~2. ДхсЗ#, 1... gb3 (critical move!) 2. 
Д12 gcb5 3. Ah4 gb6  4. gd5#.

773s 1. #g4? ga8! 2. gg3?? ♦ 1. #f4? dxc5! 2. 
Де5?? ♦ 1. #e4? ga7! 2. ge3?? ♦ 1. #h4! ~2. 
£>a4#, 1... ga8 2. gg3#, 1... ga7 2. ge3#, 1... 
dxc5 2. Де5#.

★  Other examples: 566, 877, 878, 1052, 1158, 1453.
—► See also: Plachutta Interference; Wurzburg-Plachutta In

terference.
= Alias: Holzhausen.

HOLZHAUSEN, BRUNNER 
Mutual interference of two like-motion pieces on 
the same square. The interfering units are then 
decoyed to unfavourable squares.
774:1. #h7+? gh5! ♦ 1. #e4+? gg4! ♦ 1. #e7+!,

1... Sgg5 2. #h7+ gh5 3. #e4#, 1... gag5 2.

#4
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^e4+ gg4 3. #h7# ♦ Further decoyos of the 
Rooks on h5/g4 are the point of the original 
Holzhausen interference, (normal Holzhausen: 
Hinlenkung+Weglenkung, but here is Hin- 
lenkung+Hinlenkung!).

#3

774

BRUNNER, Erich
Miniatures Strategiques 
1935

HOME SQUARE
The initial game-array square o f a piece.

HOME-BASE [R]
Term used in retro genre. When all pieces o f one 
or both sides in the diagram match their initial 
squares.

HOME-COMING [R]
In the thematic retroplay, i.e. the retroplay that 
must take place before the position unlocks, a 
unit which may be either present on or absent 
(i.e. captured) from diagram returns permanently 
to its home square.

HONOURABLE MENTION
In the Award a category between prizes and com
mendations.

HOPPER [F]
Any piece moving in hops, i.e. a move across a 
cell occupied by another piece, not possible with
out the presence o f the hurdle.
Hops can be classified as follows: a step-hop 
does not pass over any vacant cells on the way to 
or from the hurdle; a fore-hop may pass over va
cant cells before the hurdle but lands on the first 
cell beyond; a contra-hop may pass over vacant 
cells beyond the hurdle but not before; a line-hop 
may pass over vacant cells before and beyond the 
hurdle; we therefore have: step-Hoppers, 
fore-Hoppers, contra-Hoppers and line-Hop
pers.
Hurdles can be o f any colour (a piece hopping 
only over allies would be an auto-Hopper, one

hopping only over enemies would be an 
oppo-Hopper).
Hoppers add an important extra dimension to 
chess: they make it possible to show “antiforms” 
o f Rider effects (such as antipin and anti-bat
tery)-
Some popular Hoppers in fairy chess are: 
Bishop-Hopper: diagonal Hopper; i.e. Grass

hopper restricted to diagonal moves. 
Bishop-Lion: diagonal line-Hopper; i.e. Lion re

stricted to diagonal moves.
Grasshopper: moves queenwise over one piece 

to the first cell beyond, capturing any enemy 
piece on that cell.

Knight-Hopper: a piece making a (2,4) move 
provided the intermediate cell is occupied; it 
is the most mobile o f  the Leaper-Hoppers. 
(“Knight-Rider” = Nightrider). 

Mao-Hopper: Mao that can move only if the in
termediate cell is occupied instead o f vacant. 

Moa-Hopper: Moa that can move only if the in
termediate cell is occupied instead o f vacant. 

Nightrider-Hopper: a piece that hops to the first 
cell beyond the first man in lines o f Knight 
moves. (T. R. Dawson and F. Douglas in 
“Chess Amateur ” 1928, gave the shortest 
closed tour by NRH over R).

Rook-Hopper: Grasshopper restricted to ranks 
and files.

(T. R. Dawson, “Fairy Chess Review ” 1931)

HORIZONTAL PAWN [f ]
Fairy piece. A Pawn that has the additional op
tion to move horizontally.

HORSEBLOCK THEME
Four selfblocks by two Knights in the same 
phase o f  a problem, usually in a two-mover.

#2
775:1. gf6! ~2. &g2#, 1... <£,d42. c4#, 1... £>e52. 

£e7#, 1... £>c5 2. £c7#, i.„ £d6  2. Деб#.
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See also: Donkeyblock Theme; Mule; Muleblock 
Theme.

HOWARD THEME
A Pelle move key unpins a black piece which 
then indirectly unpins the key piece enabling it to 
move off the pin line and mate.

§ Kenneth S. Howard (1882-1972 ).

776

HOWARD, Kenneth S.
Empire Review 1926

776:1. # f 6! ~ 2. еб#, 1... Дсб 2. #f2#, 1... Деб 2. 
#f4#, (1... <£,d3 2. e3#).

= Allas: Howard Inversion Of Unpinning.

#2

HUME THEME
Black halfpinned pieces unpin pinned white 
piece(s). Compare to Tween theme.

I  George Hume (1862-1936).

777

HUME, George;
WHITE, Alain C.
2.pr= 8th American Chess 
Congress 1921

777:1. £>df3! ~2. gc6# , i_  £^42. £>f7#, 1... Де8 
2. ^c7#, (1... 4}d8,^xe5+,gxc8+,£)xc5,#xc4 
2. #т17,Дхе5,Ьхс8£|,Ьхс5,£}хс4#).

-> See also: Tuxen Theme.

HUME, INVERSE
Each of the two half-pinned black pieces pins 
different white piece. (The pinning is used in 
dual avoidance.)

778

DRESE, Gerardus H.
IlProblema 1933

#2
778: 1. £}c8! ~ 2. <£|xe7#, 1 -  £}g6,£}g~ 2. Дхеб,

#b3#.
—► See also: Hume Theme.
= Alias: Anti-Hume.

HUNGARIAN THEM E [H]
Helpmate where one side plays consecutive 
tempo moves with the same piece.

779:1. al^r+ ®e2 2. ^e5+ <3?fl 3. #Ъ5 gxb3# ♦ 
Three black tempo moves.

HYBRID PROBLEM
A problem with different stipulations or many 
types of solutions but without any changes in its 
initial position.

780:1. ^ e l!  exfl£) 2. ^rf2+ gxf2/<S>xf2 stalemate,
1... ехНД 2. ®xg3 stalemate, 1... exflg  2. 
^xg3#, 1... exfl^gr 2. <3?xg3 #xel#.
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781

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
l.pr Osmo KailaJT 1967

a) #2, b) h#2; c) s#2; d) h=2 
781: a) 1. e8£>! e5 2. £}xc7# ♦ b) 1. e5 e 8 ^  2. e4+ 

^xe4# ♦ c) 1. е8Д e5 2. jfl.d7 e4# ♦ d) 1. e5 e8g 
2. e4+ gxe4#.

782: The set play 1....b7? is illegal because Black is
to play: 1. a6 b7+ 2. фа7 b8^#  ♦ Since then 
many new stipulations were discovered for this 
position, well justifying the “Many Father Prob
lem” motto! Here are the first three siblings... ♦ 
Robert J. Darvall, 8106 The Fairy Chess Re
view VI1949: Who wins? -  White has moved last 
so Black is to play and wins with 1... axb6!. ♦ Jul
ius Dohrn-Liittgens & Erich Gleisberg, 1566 
Schachmatt VII 1949: ser-h#8 -  1. a5 5. а1Д 8. 
Да7 Ь7#. ♦ Bror Larsson, 2218Feenschach V-VI 
1954: -1 & #1 -  White retracts фс7х<£}с8! and 
mates with 1. b7#; without a capture the Black 
would be retrostalemated! ♦ ... and so on until the 
‘family’ grew up to the incredible number of 1000 
descendants, and the delivery of new-born children 
continued! All have been gathered together by 
Hilmar Ebert, Hans Gruber & Jorg Kuhlmann in a 
book MI000 Vdter... Г  (Aachen 2002, ISBN 
3-928493-25-6).

★  Other example 1600.
—> See also: Twinning; Twins.
= Alias: Hybrid.

HYDRA [F]
Fairy piece. First moves like a Pawn, then before 
any of its own officers has been captured, when it 
reaches the promotion square, it promotes to a

Hydra, i.e. Knight, who simultaneously makes 
two moves of Knight. There are no specifications 
of the direction where the other step has to be 
taken.
§ Invented by Peter Pratt in 1803.
—» See also: Latent Pawn.

HYPER-VOLAGE, PIECES [F]
Fairy condition. Pieces that change colour every 
time they move on the square of different colour.

HYPERCUBE [F]
A chess board in chess with 3 or more dimen
sions.

HYVINKAA THEME [H]
In a helpmate twomover, all moves are played on 
the same square.

783

TANNER, Henry; 
VALKESALMI, Kimmo
l.pr Hyvinkaa QC TT1979

783:1. d5+ cxd5+ 2. cxd5+ Lxd5# ♦ 1. <£}c5+ dxc5 2. 
ДхсЗ £>xc5#.

IANOVCIC THEME
The key selfpins white thematic piece. In defence 
Black indirectly selfpins his pinning piece so that 
white thematic piece can move along the pin line 
(Pelle move) and give a direct mate.
Note: the conclusion is the same as in the 
Hochberger theme.
S Anatole Ianovcic (1897-1986).

784

IANOVCIC, Anatole
Die Schwalbe 1933
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784: 1. 'grxeS! -  2. £>Ь6#, 1... £>c4 2. #g7#, (1... 
с4,£}с8,Дхе5+ 2. #xd4,bxc8^r,^jxe5#).

-» See o/ao; Anti-Ianovcic Theme; Hochberger Theme.

ICELAND THEME [H]
In a helpmate a line is controlled from opposite 
directions by two black line-pieces of the same 
motion. Black interferes with the line on both di
rections, and consequently White can give mate 
on a square on that line.

h#2 2111

785

PAROS, Gyorgy
Carte de voeux TT 
Die Schwalbe 1949 /  
dedicated to A. C. White

785:1. £>g4 ФП 2. Дс4 f4# ♦ 1. £>c4 <£>dl 2. £ g4  
d4#.

786

BRUNNER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1916

786: 1. # a8? (2. £}Ь5+ фе4 3. gf6#) gf5! ♦ 1. 
^b7! gf5 2. ^ h 7  H  gf4 ,gf3  3. #d3,#e4#, 
(1... Bf7 2. gc7).

★  Other examples: 492, 1140.
= Alias: Idee in der Verteidigung (Ger.).

IDEAL FORM
A position in which all the possibilities of the 
scheme/matrix/mechanism are utilized, and the 
idea itself is rendered with the minimal resources 
and with the most expressive effects.
“Ideal form” is used as a synonym for “Last 
form” (Letztform). although the latter means: 
“the most economical form”.

IDEA IN ATTACK
White’s voluntary combinations to maneuver 
with his own pieces or to disrupt the enemy de
fence in order to carry out his mating attack on 
black King. There are only a few types of combi
nations that are not suited to attack. In draw stud
ies White needs also defensive ideas.
s  Alias: Idee im An griff (Ger).

IDEA IN DEFENCE
Voluntary Black’s combinations to maneuver 
with his own pieces or to disrupt white pieces, in 
order to either protect black King from mating 
attack, or prolong its execution. There are a 
number of ideas that can be exploited both in 
defence and in attack. Defensive problems 
(Verteidigungsprobleme) in the narrow sense are 
compositions in which Black’s defensive strat
egy has such an impact on White’s play that, in 
the threat of delay or failure, he is forced to 
change the plan or carefully select the correct 
plan among the available ones. In those problems 
Black’s defensive ideas are usually manifested in 
the virtual play.

IDEAL MATE
A Model mate in which all the force on the board, 
both Black and W hite, is necessarily used, 
including all Pawns and the white King.

#4
787:1. Д Б !  (~), 1... f6 2. Д е4  f5 (2... ®g5 3. £}e6+)

3. £}f3 fxe4 4. g f7 #  -  ideal mate, 1... <g?g5 2. 
g x f7  ® f4 3. £}f3 ®xf3 4. ^ d 3 #  -  ideal mate + 
mirror mate = perfect mate ♦ (2...<g>h~ 3. £}e6/

★  Other examples: 28, 562, 741, 886, 985, 1233, 1248, 
1520, 1521.

IDLE PIECE
A piece which doesn’t take part in the actual play. 
Idle piece is regarded as a flaw, but sometimes 
should be tolerated, for instance in a multiphase
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theme where without it’s role in virtual play the 
whole conception would fall apart.

IGMAN THEME [H]
Twins are formed by changing the colour of each 
white piece in turn to same kind of black piece.

788

ABDURAHMANOVlt, 
Fadil
l.pr Schach-Echo 1988

h#2 b) Ed2; c) &d3; d) &e5; e) J.f6
788: a) 1. c5 £>f2+ 2. Д13 gxd3# ♦ b) 1. gb3 £>Ъ2 

2. <g>c3 £>ed3# ♦ c) 1. фс5 ДЬ4 2. £}Ь4 ДО# ♦
d) 1. <g>e3 £sc\ 2. gxe2# ♦ e) 1. £}e4 £b4+ 
2. фхе5 gd5#.

IL PROBLEMA THEME
In one defence Black unpins thematic white 
piece, which mates. In another defence Black 
captures this thematic piece with check, but un
pins another white piece, which mates by inter
position.

789:1. #c4! (~), 1... gxc6 2. ge5#, 1... ^xd5+ 2. 
ДДЗ#, etc.

ILLEGAL CLUSTER [F]
Fairy stipulation which usually demands the con
struction of an illegal position (by adding certain 
pieces in an incomplete diagram), which would 
become legal by removing any piece (except the 
Kings).
790: Add the black Rook on g4 and the black Bishop 

on h8, which gives an illegal triple check. If any of 
the 3 checking pieces is removed then the position 
is a legal double check.

790

DAWSON, Thomas R.
The Problemist Fairy Chess 
Supplement 1933

an Illegal Cluster

ILLEGAL POSITION
There are two kinds of illegality.
Absolutely Illegal Position. The initial problem 
position could not have reached with legal moves 
from the game-array position. The problem is 
considered illegal also when the side with the ob
ligation to move cannot be on the move. Also the 
50-move rule applies. Legality and illegality of 
a position is determined through retrograde 
analysis.
Relatively Illegal Position. In the initial prob
lem position there is non-standard material on 
the board: three white Rooks, two light-squared 
Bishops of same colour etc. In orthodox compo
sitions this kind of works are rejected, i.e. as if 
the positions were illegal.
Codex, Article 14:
(1) A position is legal if it can be reached by a se

quence of moves from the initial array [Foot
note: Such a sequence of moves is called a 
proof game]. Otherwise, the position is called 
illegal [Footnote: Retroanalysis does not ap
ply to illegal positions, except for the purpose 
of determining that they are illegal. It also 
does not apply to fairy compositions unless it 
is essential to the content of the composition].

(2) In studies and problems that apply the 
FIDE-rules, illegal positions are not accept
able for composition tournaments unless the 
tournament conditions so stipulate.

★  See example 929.

IMITATING MAN [F]
A fairy piece that imitates the length and direc
tion of the enemy piece which moved last, after 
which it immediately gets back its own mobility, 
which it may use normally on the next move.
S Invented by Anthony S. M. Dickins (1914-1987) in 

1967.

Add one H and one i  for
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IMITATOR [F]
Fairy piece. Moves the same direction and dis
tance as whichever piece is moving. It can’t cross 
an occupied square (except when it imitates a 
hopper the Imitator must also have a hurdle) and 
must arrive on an empty square. A move is illegal 
if it can’t be accompanied by a legal move of an 
Imitator.
A M onochrom e Im ita to r imitates only the 
moves of its side.
1 Invented by Theodorus C. L. Kok (1906-1999), alias 

G. Jansen, in 1939.

IMMOBILIZATION [ E ]
Endgame motif. The opponent’s piece is caught 
by a positional clipping.

791

BIRNOV, Zinovy M.
“64” 1928/
(corr. K. Valtonen)

791:1. фаЗ! h i #  2. £e3  #h3  3. Д О  g44. фЬЗ g5
5. фаЗ +-.

IMMOBILIZATION OF THE [E]
BLACK KING
A theme in a more-mover or an endgame study: 
in the course of play black King, possibly with 
assistance of its own pieces, is immobilized, 
which White takes advantage of.

+

#a8! (8. #e7? ge5) 8... gxg5 (8... ga5 9. 
#c8+ ®xg5 10. #d8+) 9. #e4#.

IMMORTAL PROBLEM
A popular name for a nine-mover by Konrad 
Bayer 793 where White, after having sacrificed 
6 men, mates with the only remaining piece, a 
Pawn. The name is given after a famous chess 
game played by Adolf Anderssen and Lionel 
Kieseritzky in 1851.
According to Friedrich Amelung the problem 
was first published in “Leipziger Illustrierte 
Zeitung” in 1855 without author’s name. 
(Chicco & Porreca).
The record for this “theme” seems to be 794 with 
8 sacrifices.
8 Konrad Bayer (1828-1897).

#9

793

BAYER, Conrad
l.pr The Era Tourney 1856

793: 1. gb7! #xb7 2. Axg6+ ®xg6 3. #g8+ 
®xf5! 4. #g4+ фе5 5. #h5+ g  f5 6. f4+ Axf4 7. 
#xe2+ Дхе2 8. ge4+ dxe4 9. d4#.

794

VAN GOOL,
Johan Christoffel
Le Journal de Geneve 1979

794:1. £3fe6+! dxe6 2. £}xe6+ fxe6 3. Дxf6+ ®xf6
4. g  fxf4+ gxf4 5. #f8+ фе5 6. #xf4+ ®d5 7. 
#g5+ ge5 8. e4+ Дхе4 9. #xd2+ gxd2 10. 
Да2 gxa2 11. gd4 cxd4 12. c4#.

792:1. d6 gf2+ 2. ф ё3! (2. ®h3? gd2 3. d7 фе4
4. ®g3 gd3+ =) 2... gO +  3. ®g2 фе4 (3... феЗ
4. Дd4+ ®xf4 5. d7 gd3 6. d 8 #  gd2+ 7. фЬЗ)
4. Ad5+! ®xf4 5. d7 gd3 6. Дg5+! (6. d 8#  
gd2+ 7. фП  gdl+=) 6... ®g4! 7. d 8 #  gxd5 8.

IMPRISONMENT [E]
A Seeberser incarceration in an endgame study: 
Black, being materially ahead or having the ini
tiative, is decoyed critically to a square, where it
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will be later immobilized by own man, the result 
being stalemate 795 or mate 796.

795:1. g d l!  ^xh8 2. gxfl+  ®xg8 3. ®e8 £>e6 4. 
g g l+  £}g7+ 5. фхе7 stalemate.

+
796:1. Дсб! (black threatened 1... g b l+  and 1... g2; 

1. ^ fl+ ?  g2 2. ^d3+ £g3+) g b l+  2. фе2 
g x h l 3. JLg2+M <J?xg2 4. £*f4+ <J?gl 5. фе1 g2
6. £e2#.

★  Other examples: 49,392,466,1357.

INACCESSIBLE PASSAGE THEME [H]
A frequent idea in a helpmate: two or several 
pieces o f both colours seem each to have more 
than one way o f reaching their destination, but 
they are in each other’s way, lack room or a 
tempo etc., so finally there is only one solution.

797

SANTIAGO, Joao B.
Xeque! 1947

797:1. ДЬ5? й г  2. M l  £c6  3. ? ♦ 1. ДЫ ! ДЬ7! 
2. Д Й  £>c6 3. M l  Ag6# .

h#3

INCARCERATION
Occurs when a black piece is prevented from 
playing away from a particular square.

#3
798: 1. e3! (2. £хсЗ+ ^хсЗ 3. e4#), 1... gxe3 2. 

^xh5, 1... ^xe3 2. ^ b l ,  1... fxe3 2. #xc2, 1... 
£}xe3 2. ^a4.

★  Other examples: 49,453.
= Aliases: Departure-Obstruction; Paralysis.

INCLUSION
In Russian terminology: line opening.
—> See also: Exclusion.
= Alias: Vklyuchenie (Rus.).

INDEPENDENCE PROBLEMS [F]
A construction task. Given a certain chess piece 
(Queen, Rook, Bishop, Knight or King) find the 
maximum number o f such pieces, which can be 
placed on a chess board so that none o f the pieces 
attacks each other. Also it is required to find a 
concrete piece placement for this maximum 
number o f pieces. The most famous problem of 
this type is “Eight Queens Puzzle”. Problems are 
further extended by asking how many possible 
solutions there exist(s). Further generalizations 
are the same problems for NxN boards.
The maximum number o f independent Kings on 
8x8 chessboard is 16, Queens -  8, Rooks -  8, 
Bishops -  14, Knights -  32. Solutions for Kings 
and Bishops are shown below. To get 8 inde
pendent Rooks it is sufficient to place them on 
one o f the main diagonals. Solution for 32 inde
pendent Knights is to place them all on squares of 
the same color (e.g. place all 32 Knights on dark 
squares).

Example positions:
Kings: al a3 a5 a7 c l c3 c5 c7 e l e3 e5 e7 g l g3 
g5g7;
Queens: see Eizht Queens Puzzle:
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Rooks: place them on one of the main diagonals; 
Bishops: al bl b8cl c8dl d8el e8fl f8gl g8hl;
Knights: place them on squares of the same 
color (e.g. place all 32 Knights on dark squares).
—> See also: Domination Problem; Eight Queens Puzzle.
= Alias: Unguard Problems.

INDIAN THEME
This is unquestionably the most popular chess 
composition theme.
White piece makes a critical move to be tempo
rarily interfered by another white piece, usually 
in order to avoid Black’s stalemate. This is a logi
cal combination. a direct combination (maneu
ver) with idea in attack. 799 is version of one 
move longer pioneer problem.
Black Indian. The same combination executed 
by Black, as an idea in defence. After many po
lemics about the possibility of presenting this 
combination in an orthodox problem, it was 
eventually realized in the form of an endgame 
study -  800.
Bicolor Indian. The combination performed by 
pieces of different colour. It can hardly make 
some sense anywhere except in the helpmate -  
801. A stalemate motif is not essential here.
1 Henry Loveday (1815-1848).

799

LOVEDAY, Henry A.
Chess Players Chronicle 
1845 /(v)

799:1. Дс1! b4 2. gd2 ®f4 3. gd4#.
#3

800: 1. d7 gb8 2. d 8 ^  Jx d 8  3. £h6  (3. £>e7? 
Дхе7+ 4. g 8 ^  Д/6#) Д -  + (4... фа7? 5. ®g8!)
4. £g8! =

801

ELLINGHOVEN,
Bernd;
ABDURAHMANOVlt, 
Fadil
2.pr idee & form 2000-01

801: 1. Да2! £}b3 2. ®f8 фхеб 3. e lg  + <®>f6 4.
ge8 £}c5 5. Ag8 £>d7#.

★  Other examples: 88,275,628.
—> See also: Indians, Consecutive.
= Aliases: Indian; Indian Maneuver; Loveday Theme.

INDIANS, CONSECUTIVE
Indian theme occurs at least twice in the same 
variation or line of play. 802 is a masterpiece 
which shows two consecutive Indians in two 
variations, all in all four Indian maneuvers!

802:1. ДЬЗ! (~), 1... d5 2. gxd5 g6 3. Ad4®xd2 4. 
ДхЬ6+ фе1 5. gd4 <£>xf2 6. gdxdl#, 1... g6 2. 
ДхЬб d5 3. gd4 ®xf2 4. gxd5+ <®>el 5. Ad4 
<3?xd2 6. ДО# ♦ Double Indian -  doubled!.

INDIRECT COMBINATION
Occurs in a logical problem. A maneuver (com
bination, play) where the initiating side forces 
(conceives) “un-willed” harmful movements of 
adversary’s pieces.
Indirect combination initiated by White is called 
“Idea in attack with black pieces”. Nowotnv in
terference is an example (see 803). White ma
neuvers with the effects of black moves. The aim 
of the combination is not to improve White’s po
sition, but to weaken Black’s defence in order to
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enable White carry out his main plan. The fa
mous “Eine Schwalbe” problem (1498) shows 
also an indirect maneuver initiated by White. 
Indirect combination initiated by Black is called 
“Idea in defence with white pieces”. White 
Nowotny is an example (see 804). This combi
nation has very abstract character, and emerged 
by supplementing the tabular system of the Logi
cal school. Black maneuvers with the effects of 
white moves in order to prevent White from exe
cuting his plan, or to defer its execution.

803

RUTBERG, Nils
AUgemeine Zeitung 1927

#3

lems compete in these. The problems are seen 
and solved by the magazine’s readers, and all 
those of the same type (e.g. mates in two) pub
lished within a specified period, usually a year, 
are arranged in order of merit by the judge, 
whose name should be made known before the 
beginning of the period in question.” (John M. 
Rice in Chess Wizardry: The New ABC o f Chess 
Problems, Batsford, 1996).

INHIBITION [E]
Tactical idea in endgame study, connected with 
the struggle for space. One of the sides sacrifices 
its piece (or Pawn) in order to prevent the move
ment of enemy Pawn from reaching the promo
tion square, to limit the mobility of adversary’s 
pieces, etc.

INITIAL POSITION
A starting position of a chess problem or end
game. The arrangement of pieces on chess dia
gram before the first move.

803s 1. gb7! ~2. ^g 8 + /£ ~ # L.. gxe2/gh5 2. 
Де5 Дхе5,йхе5~ 3. #g8,gb2#, 1... gf2 /gh6  
2. £ f6  -  3. # g8/gb2#, 1... gg2/gh7 2. Ag7 
etc., 1... gh4 2. £ d 4  etc., 1... gh3 2. ДсЗ etc.,
(1... ф Ы  2. £}аЗ+ <g>a2 3. #g8#).

804: L c8g !  ga4(,gxb5,a6,xa7) 2. gd8(e8,f8,g8) 
gd4(e5,f6,g7) 3. g x g .

★  Other example 151.
—> See also: Direct Combination; Logical Combination.
= Aliases: Indirect Maneuver; Indirect Play.

INFINITE BOARD [F]
Fairy condition. A normal 2-dimensional board, 
but it is conceived to stretch infinitely in every 
direction.

INFORMAL TOURNEY
“Problems published in many chess magazines 
and in magazines devoted exclusively to prob

INITIAL THREAT
Same as Threat Primary: In a direct mate or self- 
and reflexmate problems White’s threat that is 
posed by the key and calls for an immediate re
ply. If one of Black’s defences is a random move 
by a piece, and the move is not a refutation, 
White’s mate to that move is a secondary threat 
(Threat Secondary).

#2
805: L gd6!~2. #xd5#, 1... g~2 . ДЬ2#, 1... gd4 

2. ge6#, 1... gxd6 2. <£,g4#, (I... ®xd6 2. ^c7#, 
1... ^xd6 2. ^g7#) ♦ Initial threat 2. ^d5#, sec
ondary threat 2. ДЬ2#, which calls for secondary 
defences 1... gd4,gxd6.

INTERFERENCE
Interference occurs whenever a piece stands be
tween the squares of occupation and action of a 
second piece. While bi-color interferences were
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simply recognized as line closings and shut-offs, 
theoreticians paid special attention to mono
chrome interferences.

School all interferences which involve a critical 
decoy of the other piece are called (critical) 
Grimshaws.

One can distinguish between:
(1) Active interference
(2) Passive interference (self eclipsing)

And one can also, in another way, distinguish be
tween:

(1) Primary (primitive) interference
(2) Secondary interference 

Neo-German Logical school gives a special 
treatment to critical themes in indirect combina
tions in attack, which show White forcing the 
harmful interference o f the active power o f one 
black piece by means o f the passive power (the 
Mass) o f a second black piece.
The interference move may be forced in two dif
ferent ways, either by a sacrifice on the critical 
square, or by some outlying threat quite unre
lated to the critical square. The two alternatives 
give us four different themes, according as we 
are dealing with pieces o f like or unlike motion, 
viz:

Interference Pieces of 
unlike motion

Pieces of 
like motion

Forced by a Sacrifice 
on the critical square

Nowotny Plachutta

Forced by a Threat unrelated 
to the critical square

Grimshaw Holzhausen

(F. Palatz & A. W. Mongreiden: “Antiform ”, 1929)
There are specifically themes which involve mu
tual interference:
(1) Grimshaw Type, interference between pieces

of unlike motion (Proto-Grimshaw g /Д  and 
Pawn-Grimshaws Д /f t (Pickabish themeк 
g / j£  (Nesic theme) and (Kubbel-
Grimshaw theme):

(2) Wurzburz-Plachutta Type, i.e. interference 
between pieces of like motion;

(3) interferences o f Type Nowotnv and 
Plachutta. with a sacrifice on the intersection 
of the pieces.

The types with one-sided interferences involve 
all interfereces in which only the interference of 
the other piece is exploited, i.e. Holzhausen type 
with an intersection of pieces with like motion 
( g / g , ^ / g  and ^ / Д ,  either direct interference 
or interference preceded by a critical decoy. It is 
to be noted that particularly in New German

806

WURZBURG, Otto
Pittsburgh Leader 1909-10

#2
806:1. i^cll ~ 2. ge5#, 1... £>f3 2. £>xf4#, 1... £>e2 

2. #xc4#, 1... £c2  2. £>xc3#, 1... £tf>3 2. £>b4#,
1... £>b5 2. #Ь7#, 1... £ c6  2. #d7#, 1... £ e6  2. 
gxf5#, (1... exf6 2. >grf7#) ♦ 7 interferences by 
b£d4.

★  Other examples: 114, 203,460,585.

INTERFERENCE, ACTIVE 
The interfering unit is moving onto the point of 
intersection. For example, 1033 shows five ac
tive interferences by black Pawns.
★  Other examples: 133, 1614.
-> See also: Interference, Passive.

INTERFERENCE, COMPLICATED
In defence, Black unpins his piece by interfer
ence, simultaneously causing harmful interfer
ence on the pin-line.

807s 1. g b 8! -  2. Дхс7#, 1... £|C4 2. #d5#, 1... 
£d 5 2. # e 6#, 1... gc4  2. f7#,(l... Д xe7,gxf62. 
Дхе7,£}хА6#).

INTERFERENCE, DOUBLING
A logical combination: White’s main plan fails, 
because black piece can come to rescue. With his 
foreplan White ad-decovs (Hinlenkug) Black for 
doubling with a weaker piece in front. Now
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Black’s stronger piece is obstructed, and the 
weaker piece is unable to defend.

810

ABDURAHMANOVlt,
Fadil
4.pr Graditel TT1976

810s 1. ge6 gec4 2. ®>f5 ga5# ♦ 1. gc4 ge6 2. 
®g4 ge5#.

h#2 2111

808s 1. gh3? #a5! ♦ 1. ghh4! (2. gxa5+), 1... 
ga7 2. gh3 -  3. gxc3#.

INTERFERENCE, MIXED THEME
Interference of the opponent’s line-mover.

INTERFERENCE, SECONDARY
Interference where the opposite side uses the ne
cessity of the interfering piece to move away. 
Zipperlin theme is a good example.

INTERFERENCE, PASSIVE 
A unit is by standing still using its mass to block a 
line-piece’s way beyond the square it occupies.

809s 1. ДЬ6! (2. £хаЗ+ фЬ4 3. gxc4#), 1... 
d5/&.d5 2. #(x)d6 #xd6 3. Ad4#, 1... Де4 2. 
# f4  ^xf4  3. ^d4#, 1... £>e3 2. # f2  #xd2 3. 
Ad4#.

★  Other examples: 133,657, 1417.
—► See also: Arguelles Theme; Eclipse Theme; Interference, 

Active; Seilberger Theme.

INTERFERENCE, PRIMARY
Interference where the opposite side uses the - 
impossibility o f the interfered piece to move 
beyond the interfering piece. Grimshaw interfer
ence is an example.
—> See also: Interference, Secondary.

INTERFERENCE, RECIPROCAL
In two lines of play two pieces (of either colour) 
alternatively interfere with two line-movers (also 
of either colour).

INTERMEDIATE PLAN
An English equivalent to German’s “Zwischen- 
plan ", a concept of the New German (or logical) 
school: A preparatory intermediate maneuver 
that is necessary for White before he is able to 
take advantage of the error of Black’s defence 
and carry out his original plan.

811

SICKINGER, Peter
2.pr National Ту 1976

811 s Thematic try and main plan: l . g  £5+? ®xg4 2. 
£}h6?? I. £f6+? <£>xh6 2. £g8+ <£>h5 3. gf5+, 
but l... ДхАб! ♦ 1. Дсб! (2. Де8#) g e l  2. Де5! 
g  xe5 3. <£}f6+ ®xh6 4. £}g8+ <2?h5 and now the 
intermediate plan: 5. Де8+! gxe8 6. gf5+ ®g4 
7. £h6#.

INTERPOSITION
A special kind of interference in which Black
man moves, in defence, either:
(a) between the threat piece and its mating square 

(812);
(b) on a white pin-line (813);
(c) on a white line o f guard (814).
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(The term and definition: Jeremy Morse, "Tasks 
and Records ", p. 158.)

#2

812

DOUKHAN, Gerard
Sp. cm The Problemist 1974

812:1. ©e2! -  2. ^xe4#, 1... £>fe3 2. Дхе4#, 1... e3 
2. ^ х Ш , 1... #еЗ  2. £g8#, 1... gfe3 2. £>xf4#, 
1... ДеЗ 2. £хсЗ#, 1... ge3 2.^c4#, 1... £>се3 2. 
4}b4# ♦ Interposition type 1.

813:1. £>ха5! -2 . d4#, I... g2g5 2. e4#, 1... g6g5 
2. £>xe6#, 1... ilg5 2. #xd6#, 1... Д С  2. £>b7#, 
1... ^d5  2. £,d7#, 1... # f5  2. axb4#, 1... d5 2. 
#xe7#, 1... £>cd5 2. gb5#, 1... £>bd5 2. gc6#. ♦ 
9 interpositions of type 2 (at the price of 
unprovided flight and check).

814: 1. £>g5! ~ 2. £e6#, 1... £g3  2. e3#, 1... g3 2. 
42)xf3#, 1... £>g3 2. #f6#, 1... f4 2. ge4#, 1... 
ДЬЗ 2. ^xb3#, 1... b3 2. сЗ#, I... gd3 2. gxd3#, 
1... gc6 2. ^хсб#, 1... £>d5 2. #xd5#, 1... d5 2. 
Де5# ♦ 10 interpositions type 3, on three lines.

INTERSECTION
The square where the two lines of action meet. In 
critical play it is also called a critical square.
= Aliases: Cutting-Point; Schnittpunkt (Ger.).

“INTIMIDATED KING” TYPE 
Black King has not more than a Pawn or two to 
support him, and the solution is merely 
King-hunt. Term coined by Sam Loyd describing 
many compositions of the late 19th century, 
when composers had learnt to obey the principles 
of economy and composed technically better 
than their predecessors, but new ideas were in
frequent. At that time, Miniature compositions 
enjoyed great popularity to the extent that von 
Holzhausen later called it “a miniature 
epidemic”.

INTRODUCTORY PLAY [E]
A sequence of initial moves in the solution of an 
endgame (or a moremover) the aim of which is to 
support the author’s idea, or hide it, or to make 
the solution more difficult, etc.
However, an artificial prolongation o f the play 
should be avoided, considering the principle of 
economy of time (see economy).

INTUITIVE COMBINATION
“The combination which may be perceived only 
as a whole, in a flash o f intuitive insight, as it 
were ” (A. C. White).

INVERSE THIRD DEGREE THEME
A combination of two opposite correction types: 
the (secondary) arrival threat (Threat. Arrival) is 
equal to the primary removal threat (Threat. Re
moval). thus the secondary (removal) correction 
can be counted as a tertiary threat in this mixture. 
In 815 the move l...£}c5 carries the general er
ror o f this Knight’s random move, but corrects 
the primary arrival (to f8-a3 line) error of l...c5. 
Technically it is at the same time a primary and a 
secondary defence, and the simple math tells that 
l ...£}d6 is simultaneously a secondary (removal) 
defence, and a tertiary (arrival) defence.

815: L ge3! ~ 2. gxd4#, l... c5 2. #f7#, l... 
£c5!(=43e~) 2. 43c3# (2. ^f7?), I... £d6!! 2. 
^e6# (2. ^f7?, 2. £>c3?).
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815

WHITE, Alain C.
Chess Correspondent 1947

INVERSION [E]
In studies a form of transposition that occurs 
when two white moves may be played in either 
order with no difference in the result. Although a 
flaw, often inversions are not considered serious.

INVERTED DALTON THEME
The key pins one black and selfpins one white 
pieece. In defence black pinned piece unpins 
white selfpinned piece which gives mate.
★  See example 665.

INVERTED ROELS THEME
A two-move theme which, just like its 
proto-form Roels Theme. has two forms, both 
having the common feature that in defence Black 
meets the threat by pin of white piece, but: 
Inverted Roels 1. Black injures himself by open
ing of white line toward a square in the black 
King's Held allowing White to close another 
white line toward that square on mating move 
(which equals to Theme B).
Inverted Roels 2. Black injures by self-block, 
and White can now close another white line to
ward that square on mating move (which equals 
to Theme B2\

816

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo
2402. II Problema 1934

8 1 6 :L # b 4 !~ 2 . ^ e l# , l...£}e~2. g4#, l... £}g6 2. 
£}g4#, l... £>f5 2. gf3#, (l... c3,£>c3 2. 
^d4,^rxb6#).

#2

INVERTED RUPP THEME
The key unpins one white and one black piece. In 
defence black unpinned piece pins unpinned 
white piece, but also re-pins itself.

8 1 7 :1 .^ 0 !  ~2. ^a2#, 1... ДхО 2. gcdl#, 1... Д - 
2. ge5#, (1... b4,£b6 2. Дс4,£>с7#).

INVISIBLE MAN [F]
Fairy chess variant. The player on the move may 
reveal an invisible man on every vacant square 
where it does not give check. The player has to 
make his move with the revealed man. If the 
player has no other legal moves, he has to reveal 
the invisible man. Both players must tell the ex
act number of invisible men at the start of the 
game. Fairy pieces are allowed, if the players 
agree on that.
§ Invented by A. S. M. Dickins in 1966.

ISARDAM [F]
Fairy condition. Any move leading to a Madrasi 
chess paralysis is illegal. If the King is protected 
by a friendly piece then the attack by an enemy 
piece of the same type as the guarding piece is 
not a check. See 818.
Isa rd am  Type B: A move which does not 
threaten to capture the King is illegal if it leaves a 
piece threatening an opposite piece of the same 
kind. See 819.

818

MEYENFELDT, Fritz
The Problemist 1995
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818: 1. # g 8 ?  (^f8?,^e8?) £>ab2! 2. ^a8? ♦ 1.
фЬ6! (2. £c7#), 1... ^ b l 2. ^e8# (2... ^e4?),
1... ^ b 2  2. ^g8# (2... ^g2?), 1... ^b3  2. ^f8#  
(2... ^D ?).

819

MAKKAI, Edmund; 
LORINC, Juraj ; 
CRI§AN, Vlaicu
l2Mm Phenix 1997 /  
dedicated to D. Blondel

819: 1. Де5! (~), 1... gc6 2. gc4#, 1... gd5 2. 
gb5#, 1... ДхЬ4 2. ^xd6#, 1... ДхЬб 2. Ad4#,
1... фхЬ4 2. ДсЗ#, 1... <g>d5 2. gd4#.

ISAYEV COMBINATION
Black defence against an interference threat (i.e. 
mating move with closure of white line) closes 
another white line, but also opens a new white 
line so that another interference mate is possible.
This is actually a combination of Theme A and 
Theme B.
§ Leonid A. Isayev (1899-1932).

820

ISAYEV, Leonid A.
Zadachi i etyudi 1928

#2
820:1. ga5! ~2. ДЬ5#, 1... ^d3  2. gc5#, 1... ^ d 4  

2. <£}d6# ♦ etc.
★  Other examples: 645, 1539.

ISOLATED PAWN [E]
A Pawn which has no friendly Pawn on an adja
cent file. An isolated Queen’s Pawn is often 
called an isolani. Isolated Pawns are usually a 
weakness because they cannot be protected by 
other Pawns.
= Alias: Isolani.

ITALIAN SCHOOLS [E]
The early study schools were the so-called 
Salvio’s school (Polerio also influential) in the 
late 16th and early 17th century, and The New 
Italian School in the latter half of the 18th cen
tury, represented by the Modenese (Lolli, del 
Rio, Ponziani) and Cozio.

821 : BTM: l ... g  a8! 2. <фха8 ф с7! 3. g4 hxg4 4. h5 g3 
5. h6 g2 6. h7 g l ^  7. h 8 ^  ^ g 2 #  ♦ WTM: 1. a 8 #  
g x a 8  2. ф ха8  ф е б  3. ф Ь7... 6... фхИ4 7. ® f3  =.

822

DEL RIO, Ercole
Sopra il Giuoco degli 
Scacchi 1750

822:1. Ag8! h6 2. # e8  ^e5  3. Деб+ фЬ7 4. #g8+ 
Si?g6 5. ДП+ <3?f5 6. igrh7+. ♦ To stop the cook 1. 

the Pb5 should be placed on b6 (Breuer).

IWANOW THEM E [S]
Reciprocal dual avoidance with Black-White 
line opening.
1 Eugeniusz Iwanow (1933).
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823s 1. Д 87! H ,  1... £}xf5 2. g f 6 (g ~ ? ) ,  1.» 43*e6 
2. g f6  (g ~ ? ), 1... £ e 8  2. # x e 8  (Дхе8?), 1... 
£ x h 5  2. (&f8?).

JABBER [F]
Fairy piece. A Jibber that is able to capture on the 
cell before the hurdle.

JAVA THEME
After Black’s defence White has an apparent 
possibility of two mates, each o f which alterna
tively cuts one or another white line-mover 
which controls a square in the black Kins s field. 
Black closes one of these lines so that White can
not close another. This could be understood as an 
(active) dual avoidance form of Theme A . Al
though often quoted as a “prototype” 824 is not 
the oldest presentation of theme.
A special form of the theme is capture-Java 
which occurs when defences are captures rather 
than interferences.
Furthermore, some more specific forms have 
been defined:
(1) Java in full form: with 2 distinct flights. This 

form can be seen in 825, probably the first 
example of the theme.

(2) Super-Java: In primary and secondary play.
(3) Java on three lines (and squares) proposed 

by H. Albrecht.
(4) Anti-Java: Black’s defences, which in turn cut 

one of the two lines of guard to the black King’s 
field, seemingly allowing two continuations, 
but White has to choose the one that cuts also 
the other line of guard. This is obviously a 
three-move scenario, as shown in 826.

2 Defined in 1930 by Harry V Tuxen (1898-1968) who 
at that time lived in Java.

824

TUXEN, Harry V.
Skakbladet 1930

824:1. Ag8! ~2. gxe7#, 1... e6 2. &f6#(2. &d6?),
1... e5 2. £d6# (2. £}f6?) ♦ etc.

825:1. ДН2! -  2. Дс7#, 1... ДсЗ 2. <£,c4# (£d5?), 
1... Ag3 2. £ d 5# (4}c4?), (1... d6 2. gc6#).

826

KELLER, Michael; 
ZIRKWITZ, Thorsten
6.pr 181. TT Die Schwalbe 
2002

826:1. g6! -  2. #Ь5+ фхеб 3. #xe5#, 1... £g4 2. 
£e2! (2. £e4? e2!) фс4 3. #Ь5#, 1... £d3 2. 
£>e4! (2. £>e2? e4!} фс4 3. ^Ь5#, (1... ga5 2. 
^xa5+) ♦ Anti-Java.

-» See also: Dual Avoidance.

JAVA THEME, CYCLIC
Black closes one white line of guard on black
King’s field so that White must not close the
other two that point at same square(s), i.e. dual
avoidance follows the pattern A(B?,C?)- B(C?,
A?)-C(A?,B?).

#2
827:1. gh7!~2. ge7#, 1... £}c5 2. £}d6A# (&flS?®/ 

£g7?c), 1... £ f4  2. £f6B#(£g7?C/£c5?A), 1„. 
£g7  2. £>xg7C# (£c5?A/£,f6?B).

—> See also: Java Theme.
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JERRARD THEME
Indirect check from each half-pinned (half-pin) 
black piece.
§ Ernest Haslam Harvey Jerrard (1890-1978).

#2
828:1. £c7! ~2. #c5#, l...£}g~+2. £xg4#, 1... f4+ 

2. exd3#, (1... g  xg3/Д e4 2. #xd4#, 1... £>f6/ 
<£}xc7 2#(x)f6#, 1... c3 2. £xd3#).

JIBBER [F]
Fairy piece. Moves like a Grasshopper but to the 
cell in front of the hurdle, no null moves.
§ C. D. Locock, Fairy Chess Review 1937.
-» See also: Hamster: Jabber; Jubjub.

JOINT COMPOSITION
A composition that has more than one author. 
The innovator of the basic matrix is usually 
given first, then the contributor(s). There are no 
strict rules as to how great one’s contribution to 
the outcome must be for deserving the co-au
thorship.

JOKE PROBLEM
A problem that has been composed to puzzle, 
lead astray, entertain or amuse the potential solv
ers with means they rarely come across in serious 
compositions.
Germans have a term “Faschingsaufgabe” for 
joke problems, because in “Fasching” (Shrove 
Tuesday, or Mardi gras) they are allowed to do 
everything foolish.

JOKER [F]
Fairy piece that has no move of its own but takes 
the powers of the last enemy piece moved.
S Invented by Otto Georg Dehler (1887-1948), revived 

by D. Pritchard 1942.

JOKER KING [F]
A fairy King that gets the moving potential of the 
enemy piece that moved last.
1 Invented by J. Akenhead and R.J. Darvall.

JONSSON 1 THEME
A cyclic change of harmful and advantageous de
fensive motifs in variations. Reciprocal change 
of opposite effects is known as Kinnunen theme.
1 Nils Gustav Helmer Jonsson (1916-).

829

JONSSON, Gustav
Arbejder Skak 1951

829:1. 4}xd7! ~ 2. £*xe5#, 1... b3 2. ^grc3# (square- 
vacation + unguard), 1... f6 2. ^re4# (guard + 
self-pin), 1... Дс5 2. ^gfxd5# (self-unpin + interfer
ence), 1... d4 2. gc2# (line-opening + self-block).

—> See also: Kinnunen Theme.
г  Aliases: Cyclic Inversion of Effects; Jonsson Theme.

JONSSON 2 THEME
In the initial position, at least two black men are 
pinned. In try (or tries) White unpins one black 
man which, in turn, unpins another. If  there are 
three thematic pieces, the unpinnings take place 
in cyclic fashion -  which is the case in 830.

830

JONSSON, Gustav
Problem I960

830:1. gxe6? (2. ge3#) 2. Де2#, 1... £}d3! ♦
1. #a2? (2. ^/Д е2#) ge5 2. £>xe5#, 1... gf5! ♦ 
1. gb2! (2. £e5#), l... £ е4 2. Де2#.

= Alias: Jonsson 2.

ХШ..
#2

JUBJUB [F]
Fairy piece. Jabber able to make null move 
when next to a hurdle.
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JUDGE
The person (and sometimes a group of persons -  
a Jury) who evaluates and honors problems sub
mitted to a formal or informal tourney.
Every national organization may decide on their 
criteria for the title of national judge. They are al
lowed to submit an application for the title of In
ternational arbiter for chess composition to the 
WFCC on behalf o f their member who has 
judged at least six international tournaments to 
their conclusion.
There are no formal criteria as to who can act as a 
judge, especially in national tourneys, but (s)he 
is expected to have some knowledge of the spe
cific field the tourney concerns.
= Aliases: Arbiter; Jury.

JUNCTION POINT
A square (the meeting-point) is guarded by at 
least two Black men. White decoys one man onto 
the meeting-point (Hinlenkung) and other(s) 
from guarding the square or the mating line 
(Weglenkung1. and eventually White gives mate 
by capturing the piece on the meeting-point. The 
order in which the decoys take place is often the 
point of the problem’s idea.

831

NOWOTNY, Anton
3.pr London Tourney 1862

831:1. gb5! (2. ДхО+ gxfi 3. gxg5), 1... c5 (Weg- 
lenkung) 2. Да8 (waiting) Дха8 (Hinlenkung) 3. 
g  b 1 (4. g  xg 1 #) axb 1 (Weglenkung) 4. ©xa8#.

★  Other examples: 76, 178.
—> See also: Treff-Point.
= Alias: Treffpunkt.

832

NIETVELT, Gustave J.
l.pr Kagans Neueste 
Schachnachrichten 1927

KALININ THEME
The key is selected from a number of moves or 
maneuvers with the similar make up, and Black 
refutes all o f them but one with moves that have 
a same kind o f make up, too. A case of 
White-Black duel and an option combination.
I  Alexandr K. Kalinin (1914-2004).

833: 1. gb3,gc3...f$ gbl...fl! ♦ 1. gh3! (2. 
gh8#) g h l 2. gh2! gxh2 3. £}c4~4. £>b6#.

KAMIKAZE [F]
Fairy piece. Disappears when making a capture, 
along with its captive. The rule cannot be applied 
to Kings.
E Pierre Monreal (1916-2002), Problems 1965.
—► See also: Kamikaze Chess.

KAMIKAZE CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. All units (except Kings) are Ka
mikaze pieces.

KAGAN THEME
The key is a Pelle move along the pin-line. After 
that thematic play is the same as in anti-Gamage 
2 (Anti-Gamage Theme) theme.

KANGAROO [F]
Fairy piece, a hopper; Moves like the Grasshop
per on Queen lines, but needs two hurdles in
stead of one.

832: L Д15! ~ 2. ^Ь2#, 1... ^g5 ,^xg7  2. ДЬЗ# 
(1... ©g4 2. #xg4#, 1... ^g3  2. ^xg3#, 1... f6 2. 
^xb7# = Gamage, 1... Д13 2. £}e3# = Somov 2,
1... Де4+2. Дхе4#).

834: L #b7! ~ 2. #c7+ gd6 3. 0&b2# [3... 
axb2((H£b8) illegal], 1... Д О  2. ^e7 +  ge6 3. 
{0|:e2# [3... Дхе2(ф|:е8) illegal], 1... e2 2.
^rg7+ gf6  3. <£}g3# [3... ДхЬ2({^:Ь8) illegal] ♦
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Illegalization of black captures due to self
checking.

KARDOS TYPE [H]
Helpmate with variations branching on Black’s 
first and second moves (m. 1 .n. 1...).
I  Tivadar Kardos (1921-1998).

835

VELIMIROVlt, Milan
l.pr Mat 1973 /  (v)

835:1. ® a6 axb4 2. £}a5a b5#A, 2. £}c5b ^ C4#B, 
2. \grxa4#c ♦ 1. фсб axb4 2. £)a5a
#xa4#B, 2. £}c5b b5#c , 2. #c4#A.

KARPATI THEME [H]
In a helpmate threemover Black makes a promo
tion and at least one tempo move.
1 Aurel Karpati (1916-2006).

836

k a r p At i , Aura
Die Schwalbe 104. TT195I

836:1. e l £ !  h8£} 2. ДЬ7 £g6  3. <®>xg6 £xe7#.

KARSCH THEME
White conquers two or more “Treffpunkts” 
(Junction Point) in succession.

I  Wilhelm Karsch (1899-1973).

837

KARSCH, Wilhelm
Die Schwalbe 1930 /  
(Scheme)

8 3 7 :1. d3 (2. c4+/e4+), 1... gaxd3 2. e4+ fxe3(ep) 3. 
^xd3 ^xd4 4. ^grxd4#, 1... ghxd3 2. c4+ 
bxc3(ep) 3. ^rxd3 ^xd4 4. ^xd4# ♦ Cooks!.

See also: Junction Point.

KARSTEDT’S POSITION [E]
One of the two types of positions with the mate
rial VS Ф #  in which the side with the
light pieces achieves a draw.

I  Max Karstedt (1868-1945).

838:1. ^ g 5  ®h8 2. ^h5+ <3?g8=; black to play: 1... 
J|h8=. Black has a fortress.

839

SAKHAROV, Boris A .; 
KASTNELSON, L.
sp.pr Shakhmatnaya 
komposizitsiya 1993
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839s I. ф«5! (1. феб?....5. ®f7 ^d5-+) d3 2.
Дха1 d2 3. d l #  4. £>e5+ <®>g3 5. ®g6 
^ h l  6. ®g7 (6. £g7? ^e4+ -+) ^ a 8  7. фЬ7 
^e4+  8. ®g8 ^d5+  9. <®>h7 # e6  10. £ g 7  =.

—> See also: Walker s Position.

KASPARYAN IMPRISONMENT [E]
White sacrifices Queen in order to decoy a black 
major piece on a square where it is left with very 
little space. White is taking advantage of black 
piece’s restricted mobility, forcing either draw or 
mate.
Ш Genrikh Kasparyan (1910-1995).

840:1. £ g 5 (l . gf5? g g l+ 2 . фс2ЬЗ+3. фсЗ b2
4. f7 g c l+  5. <S>d4 gc8) b3 2. gd2+ фа1 3. П 
(3. ДеЗ? Ь2+ 4. gxb2 gxf6 5. ^ d 4  g fl+  6. 
®c2 a3 7. g b l+  ®a2 8. g x fl stalemate) gxg5! 
(3... a3 4. g d l  gd6 5.f8^b2+6. ®c2+ gxdl 7. 
^xa3#)4 .f8^  gg l+ 5 . g d l  gg2 6 .^ a 3 + g a 2  
7. gd2!! gxa3 (7... b2+ 8. ^xb2+ gxb2 9. 
gxb2 a3 10. g b l+  фа2 11. gb8 <®>al 12. фс2 
a2 13. фЬЗ фЫ  14. фаЗ+ фа1 15. g..h8) 8. 
gb2 ga2  9. gb l# .

KASSEL IDEA
White’s main plan carries certain threat which is 
refuted. The foreplan provides White with an
other way to carry out his plan with help of same 
threat, and now Black’s defence proves insuffi
cient.

842

KOZDON, Baldur
l.pr Deutsche 
Schachbldtter TT1990

842: 1. £}e6? (2. #xc6/#c8#) gb3! 2. #c8+, 
#xc6+ gb7,gb6 ♦ 1. £>d3! (2. &M+) gxd3 2. 
ge6! (3. ^xc6+/^c8) gb3 3. ^xc6 gb6 4. 
^c8#.

KEEPING A SQUARE FREE
White keeps a thematic square free for another 
piece. This idea often finds its expression in a 
hold-form combination.

#4

843:1. gh6!! (2. gh4+)c5 2. Д ё6! фЬ5 3. Де8#♦
1... £ f5  2. £>e4~ [фЬЗ] 3. <£,c5# ♦ 1. gg6? c5! 2. 
Д ^ б ? ? -keeping the square free! ♦ 1. gf6?£>e2! 
2. -  <^xc3! ♦ 1. gc6? (2. Даб) g~!.

—> See also: Hold-Form.
= Alias: Feldfreihaltung (Ger.).

8 4 1 :1. c4 f6 2. ^x f6  Д хё8 3. h6 £>d7 4. h7 ДГ2+
(4... <£,xf6 5.h 8 ^ a l # (5... ^d 4  6. ®g3+ <£>gl 7. 
^h2+) 6. <g>g3+ ДЬ7 7. ^a8+) 5. ®g5 (5. фЬЗ?? 
Деб#; 5. <£>g4? £>xf6+) ДН4+ (5... £xf6 6. 
h8^r+ =) 6. ®xh4 7. h 8 #  a l^r 8. <g?g5+ 
£}h7+ 9. фЬ6 ^xh8 10. g7 ^xg7+ 11. <g>xg7 =.

KEI [F]
Fairy piece. (Japanese) Knight restricted to 
moves two ranks forward. Identical to the Knight 
in Shogi.
= Alias: Keima.
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KEIRANS THEME
In four variations o f a threemover White on his 
second move gives each time different diagonal 
flizht square to the black King. Thus, Black’s 
second moves altogether form a Kings star 
theme.
§ Arturs Keirans (1911-1954).

844:1. Д12! (~), 1... gxf4 2. £>f6 ® xf6 3. ,fld4#, 1... 
ДЬ8 2. £)xb6 <2?xd6 3. £)c4#, 1... gxh4 2. ДхЬ4 
® d 4 3. Д Ш , 1... f6 2. £>de7 <g>xf43. £>g6#, (1... 
ЪхаЗ 2. Де1).

—> See also: Star Flight Theme.

KELLER 1 PARADOX
White moves to a square on which an additional 
guard has just been placed by Black. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.)
§ Michael KeUer (1949).

845:1. # f6 !  -  2. g d 4 +  exd4 3. ^xd4# , 1... £>c6 2. 
#xe5+  dxe5,<£>xe5 3. £)c5 ,gd4#, 1... Д Ь6 2. 
£>c5+ dxc5,^xc5 3. ^xe5 ,A d5# , (1... g h7+  2. 
jjxh7).

★  Other example 1657.

KELLER 2 PARADOX
Two squares are guarded by at least two black 
units. Black removes a guard from one guard, 
and White immediately plays to the other. (Defi
nition from FIDE Album.)

846

GOUMONDY, Claude
Sinfonie Scacchistiche 1988

846: *1... £ h 7  2. £>f3+A, 1... £)d7 2. £}d3+B ♦ 1. 
^ c 6 !  (2. gd5+), 1... £,h7 2. £}d3+B exd3/£)xd3 
3. £}f3A/g x e 6 # c ), 1... ^ d 7  2. £,f3+A £}xf3/exf3 
3. gxe6<7£d3#B, 1... e3 2. gxe6+ c £cxe6 / 
£)gxe6 3. £)d3B/£)f3#A

KETTNER THEME
The black King has a star flight (Star Flight 
Theme), Moreover, Black himself makes 
selfblocks on these squares. 847 shows theme with 
6 different mates (maximum so far). So far this task 
with distinct mates has only succeeded with help of 
promoted force or some fairy element.
S Karl Werner Kettner (1908-1942).

847

LUTZE, Horst
Danz. Vorposten 1940

847: 1. ^e4!(~), 1... ф ха4  2. £>c5#, 1... ф с4  2. 
£)e5#, 1... ф с2  2. £>3xb2#, 1... ф ха2  2. £)xb4#,
l...bxa42. £>xcl#, 1... £>c4 2. & xcl#, 1... £)c2 2. 
# d 5 # , 1... g x a2  2. £>3xb2#.

KEY
The first move of a solution. A problem which 
unintentionally has more than one key is said to 
be cooked.

KEY PIECE
The unit that makes the key. move.

KEY, AMBUSH
The key is an ambush move, i.e. the key piece 
hides itself behind another piece of either colour. 
★  See examples: 39,407, 687, 924, 1107.
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KEY, ANTI-CRITICAL
The key piece crosses a square or lines in order to 
avoid a harmful interference later on that square 
or on those lines.
★  See examples: 73, 355.

KEY, CAPTURE
In direct-mate problems a key that captures a 
Pawn is allowed, although composers try to 
avoid it, unless it is thematic or involves a sacri
fice, while capture of an officer is out of the 
question. The sole exceptions to the rule are ex
treme record problems, which to a large part fall 
outside the scope of artistic chess compositions. 
In white-to-play self-mates it is occasionally pos
sible to see a key that paradoxically captures a 
black piece that would be forced to give mate, if 
it were Black’s turn to move.

KEY, CHECK-PROVOKING
A key that exposes the white King to (new) 
checks.
★  See examples: 170, 308, 309, 398, 401, 657, 663, 700, 

1301,1481.
-->  See also: Check, Provocation; Steinitz Gambit Theme.

KEY, CHECKING
The key that gives a check. Checking keys are 
usually less desirable in short problems, because 
they limit opponent’s choices considerably, un
less they give something in return. They are 
fairly common and more easily tolerated in very 
long direct mate and selfmate problems. The 
composer usually resorts to checking key for a 
specific purpose, some kind of task being one of 
the most common.

W2
848: *1... ф~7 2. #xd6#, 1... ф£5 2. #e4#, 1... f5 2. 

#xd6# ♦ 1. #g4+l, 1... фе7 2. £xd6#, 1... ф~5 
2. ^e4#, 1... £5 2. exf6 ep.

849

GROENEVELD, Cornells
cm Probleemblad 1961

849:1. £}xg3+? <S>d4,<S>d6,®f6 2. Д£2,4}£5,£Ь5##
1... <S>f4! ♦ 1. £>xc3+? фч16,фТ6,фТ4 2. ©xd5, 
<^xd5,Axd2#, 1... <®>d4! ♦ 1. £c5+? <S>d4,®d6, 
фТ6,фТ4 2. £>ЬЗ,£>Ь7,^с6,^Ь8#, 1- Де4! ♦ 1. 
£g5+? ®d4,®d6,®f4,®f6,^e4 2. £f3,£ixf7, 
£}h3,£jh7,gxe4# ♦ 4 x 3 Zagoruiko distributed

★  Other examples: 25, 109,523,722,774,850,868,1471, 
1692.

KEY, COMPENSATING
A key that takes something (provides a mate fora 
flight, pins a black piece), but gives something in 
return, thus maintaining the balance of the posi
tion. Give-and-take key (Key, Give-And-Take) is 
an example of a compensating key.

KEY, CRITICAL
The key piece crosses a critical square or line, 
where later occurs an interference. The critical 
key may be harmful, and then it is a try, or useful.
★  See example 799.

KEY, EN PASSANT
It is a convention (upheld by the Codex) that in a 
problem or study the en-passant capture as the 
first move is only allowed if it can be verified 
through retrograde analysis that opponent’s last 
move was the double-step o f the Pawn in 
question.

850

PELIKAN, Viktor
Shakhmatny listok 1862
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850: 1. hxg6+ ep!, 1... ®h5 2. gxh7 <3?h4 3. 
h 8 ^ /g # .

★  Other example 508.
-> See also: Codex.

KEY, FLIGHT GIVING
A key move that grants black King new flight 
squareisk or more flights than it takes, is consid
ered meritorious in a direct mate problem of any 
length for the obvious reason that one should 
eventually get the black King mated. The com
posers of the English school considered the 
flight-gift being equal to a thematic variation. In 
spite of changing trends and tastes, a flight giv
ing key is still valued.

#2

851: 1. £>ce3! (~X 1.» ®xa5 2. Де1#, 1... фаЗ 2. 
£}c2#, 1... фхЬЗ 2. #xb2#, 1... фсЗ 2. £tf5#, 1...
Фхс5 2. га# /д # .

a Alias: Gift Key.

KEY, FLIGHT TAKING
The key that takes more flights than it gives to the 
King that is to be mated. It is usually considered 
bad and composers try to avoid it.
* See examples: 1471, 1481.

KEY, GIVE-AND-TAKE
The key gives the equal number of  flight squares 
as it takes.
★  See examples: 226,319, 1279.

White correction (Correction. White) and Threat 
correction (Correction. Threat).

852: 1. Дс7? (2. #e8#), I... #f4! (2. c7??) ♦ 1. 
Ad6? (2. ^e8,c7#) f4! 2. £d6?? ♦ 1. Де5? (2. 
<ad6,c7#) <&f4! 2. £d6??,ge5?? ♦ 1. ^b7! ~ 2. 
^e7#, 1... ^ f4  2. c7#, 1... f4 2. £d6#, 1... £tf4 2. 
ge5# ♦ White Queen is trying to mate along e-file 
or the long diagonal, but Bishop’s help fails to 
an obstacle White has created in his own position. 
1. ĝfb7! maintains the balance.

= Allas: Auswahlschlussel (Ger.).

#3
853: 1. Ad5! (2. Дсб#) <£ixf8 2. ДО! ®d7/ 

4W &d7 3. ехй^/Д с6/Д Ь5#м (1... £ f6  2. 
Дс6+) ♦ The equal-looking moves 1. Дс4? and 
1. Ad3? with continuation 2. Де2(ДЬ5+) and 
A di (Да4+) make the sole mistake of not guard
ing c6 after 2... ®d7! 3. exf8^+ фсб!.

KEY, OPTION
An English equivalent to German’s “Auswahl- 
schliisseV\ A concept o f the New German 
School, signifying that the correct choice of the 
key move out of other seemingly equal ones is the 
core of the combination. Although the benefit of 
the correct choice may appear a few moves later, 
as well as the drawback of the false one(s), the 
combination can consist of two moves, and there 
are a few logical two-mover themes, notably

854

BARTOLOVlC, Hrvoje
l.pr Problem 1957
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854: 1. ^a8? (2. ^h8#) £xh7! ♦ i. ДхаЗ? (2. 
#b2#) ®d4! ♦ 1. ^ b l ?  (2. ^ a l# )  £}c2! ♦ 1. 
^b3? (2. ^c3#) £c4! ♦ 1. ^c8! ~ 2. ^h8#, 1... 
£e6(£g~) 2. ^(х)еб#, I... &~5,&g4 2^(x)f5# 
♦ White Queen is aiming at the long diagonal 
al-h8, maintaining simultaneously control of the 
light squares adjacent to black King. Only one 
move fulfills both requirements without having any 
negative effects.

KEY, ORDER-RESTORING
A term of the Logical school: a key that improves 
White’s or deteriorates Black’s position to such 
an extent that it cannot be considered being a part 
of a logical combination.
-* See also: Key, Thematic.
= Alias: Zurechtstellender Schliissel (Ger.).

KEY, PARADOXICAL
A key that in some respect seems to weaken 
White’s and strengthen Black’s position beyond 
expectations, or is in conflict with common sense 
by, for instance, giving flight(s) to black King, 
exposing own King to one or several checks, sac
rificing a seemingly important piece, withdraw
ing a piece from the vicinity of the enemy King, 
unpinning of a (strong) enemy piece, sometimes 
making minor promotion, if promotion looks 
necessary etc.
★  See examples: 462,663.
—> See also; Key, Check-Provoking; Key, Sacrificial; Key, 

Withdrawal

KEY, PENDULUM
White swings symmetrically across the black 
King with the key-piece, and introduces symme
try between the old and new mates.

855

J0RGENSEN, Walther
l.pr Arbejder Skak 1950/1

855: *1... фхсб 2. #d7#, 1... фхеб 2. ^f4#, 1... фс4 
2. ^xd4#, 1... фе4 2. ^e5#, 1... Д -  2. ^e5# ♦ 1. 
#f8! (~), 1 ... фхсб 2. #a8#, 1 ... фхеб 2. £>c7#, 1... 
фс4 2. #c5#, 1... фе4 2. #f5#, 1... Д -  2. #f5#.

KEY, PROMOTION
The key is a Pawn promotion. A promotion key in 
direct mate problems is usually not good on ac
count of its attacking nature, increasing the 
power of the side who is supposed to give mate. 
As a surprise element, especially under-promo
tion may be acceptable. Other area is task prob
lems. It is better tolerated in selfmates. because 
Black is the mating party. In studies it may be a 
normal part o f the introductory play.

KEY, PROVISION
A key move that provides for a strong black de
fence for which there is not a set mate. Often 
such keys are considered poor, unless White has 
several alternatives to cope with Black’s defence 
(thematic tries, see 856). Sometimes the key 
itself creates the weakness which it simulta
neously provides for (option key, see 857).

no

#2
856: *1... g -2 . 8xd7#, 1... dxc6 2. #хсб#, 1...

2. #(x)c5#, 1... фе7 2. ?? ♦ 1. Эе4? (1... f t - 2. 
ДаЗ#, 1... £c5 2. ^h2#), 1... ®d5! (2. a^4? 
фе5!) ♦ L 8e3? <£>d5! (2. 8d3? фе4!) ♦ 1. 
ae2? £>c5! (2. ^h2??) ♦ 1. a e l!  (~), 1... ®e72. 
^rc5# ♦ Option Key with 3 tries.

857: *1... Д/Р-2/^ - h  2. ©Ь2#, 1... ДЬЗ/#~2 2.
^h8# ♦ L 8g3! H ,  L.. <S>f6 2. Ad4# etc.

★  Other examples: 922, 1606.
—> See also: Key, Order-Restoring.
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KEY, SACRIFICIAL
The key piece moves under attack o f one or more 
enemy pieces. In old times composers insisted on 
purity of the sacrifice, i.e. the key piece shouldn’t 
have been en prise previously.
A passive sacrifice can also be considered a sac
rificial key, but in this case only the newly intro
duced attacks are counted, i.e. along the opened 
black line, by unpinned black piece, or by the 
black King if the sacrificed piece stands on a 
newly granted flight square.

#2
858: 1. #g4! ~ 2. £>e6#, 1... #xg4 2. £ЬЗ#, 1... 

£}xd4 2. Ь4#, 1... фхй4 2. ДЬ6#, (1... #ЬЗ+ 2. 
£}xb3#, 1... g/£>xg4 2. <£je6#) ♦ Active sacrifice 
of the Queen and passive one of the Knight.

★  Other examples: 59,230,700.

KEY, THEMATIC
The ke% that is (closely) related to the thematic 
content of the problem, makes the thematic play 
possible, or is a part of the theme itself.
★  See examples: 13, 39, 79, 196, 221, 251, 254, 308, 315, 

615, 663, 665, 670, 671, 717, 722, 745, 766, 830, 859, 
905, 1048, 1408.

KEY, WAITING
A waiting move that doesn’t change anything in 
the initial position but passes the opponent the 
obligation to move.

'G=.
#3

859

ZEPLER, Erich
3.hm Dresdner Anzeiger 
TT1930

859: *1... <S>gl 2. £}g4 ®xhl 3. # f l# , 1... фхеЗ 2. 
£}e4 <g>d4 3. £}c2#, (1 ... ф е1 2. £>e4; 1... ®xg3 2. 
^~2) 1. h8D? фхеЗ 2. #h2  <£>d4 3. #d2#, 1... 
<3?gl! 2. <£}g4 stalemate; 1. h8g? <3?gl! 2. <£}g4 
stalemate; ♦ 1. Н8Д? фхеЗ! 2. £}e4 stalemate; 1. 
h8<£>! (waiting).

KEY, WITHDRAWAL
A key piece moves far away from opponent’s 
King.
★  See examples: 657, 1579.
= Aliases: Key, Remote; Key, Retreating; Remote Key.

KEYM TYPE [R]
One approach to partial retroanalysis. See more 
under “Ad Libitum Logic”.
2 Werner Keym (1942).

KIEV COMBINATORIAL CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. White plays one form of fairy 
chess, Black another. Any combination o f two 
fairy conditions is acceptable in a chess problem. 
In 860 White must obey Anti-Circe and Black 
Contra-Circe (Circe) rule.

860

BASISTY, M ark; 
VASILENKO, Andrey ; 
FROLKIN, Andrey
Ukrainskiy ezhegodnik 
2003

#2 White: Anti-Circe 
Black: Contra-Circe

860: 1. £>b3?A -  2. c7#, 1... Axfl!*(wgal) ♦ 1. 
<3?d2?B -  2. c7#, 1... ДхЬЗ!ь(ш^с1) ♦ 1. ДЬ2?с 
~ 2. c7#, 1... fxe2!c(w<agl) ♦ 1. c7! (~), 1... ДхПа 
2. £}ЬЗ#а, 1... ДхЬЗЬ 2. <£>d2#B, 1... fxe2‘ 2. 
ДЬ2#с, (1... fxgl#/S2. ®xdl(=<g>el)#, 1... £}g3 
2. gxdl(=ghl)#) ♦ Vladimirov theme.

KIEV THEME
Synthesis o f White combinations and Black cor
rection. Black defends in one phase with his the
matic piece’s random move. in the other phase 
with a move to a particular square, taking advan
tage of White’s error.
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861:lA f~?~2. #f4#, l... #b8! ♦ 1. Де5!? ftd5! ♦ 
1. ^d6!? £ H  ♦ 1. Дс7! -  2. #f4#, 1... f t -  2. 
gf6#, 1... ftd7 2. Деб#, 1... ftd5 2. ge5#.

KING
The most important o f the chess pieces. Its 
game-array position is on the 1st (Black’s on the 
8th) rank on the right side of the Queen. It is al
lowed to move one step at a time to any adjacent 
square which is not threatened by an enemy unit 
or occupied by its own. The major difference to 
the ancient Indian game is that parrying an attack 
to the King is obligatory. According to the chess 
rules, which in this case date back to the 7th cen
tury, the side with a threatened King loses, if he 
cannot make any legal move to defend his King. 
To checkmate the black King (in self- and 
reflexmates white King) in a precise number of 
moves is the objective of modem orthodox 
problems.
A major change in the King’s movement hap
pened during the 16th century, when castling, as 
we know it today, was gradually introduced. 
However, King is still not allowed to escape a 
check into castling, not even move across (or on) 
the square threatened by an enemy unit.
King has always been monarch: in chaturanga it 
was “rajah”, in Persia it became “shah”, which 
name also the Arabs adopted.
In Europe the piece became known as King ev
erywhere.
-> See also: Castle.

KING GUIDANCE
This is an approximate translation of the German 
term “Hineinziehungslenkung ”, “Decoy to bK” 
and “sacrifice d’attraction”, as FIDE Album puts 
it.

KING, MIRRORED
In the initial problem position all the squares 
around the black or white King are vacant, unoc
cupied by any unit of either colour.
★  See examples: 339,575,718,787,869,1268,1276,1361, 

1433, 1475, 1583.
—> See also: Mate, Mirror; Mirror Stalemate.

KING-HUNT THEME
Nowadays an uncommon problem-type, reminis
cent of the old Arab MansubaU in which Black’s 
defence consists of escaping of checks, which 
White is forced to give recurrently because of the 
delicate position of his own King.

862

VAN GOOL,
Johan Christoffel; 
CITRON, Andr£
Journal de Geneve 1977

862: 1. Дс4+! фс1 2. Д аЗ+  <g>d2 3. ДЬ4+ фс1 4. 
ftd3+  <g>dl 5. ftxf2+! exf2 6. g d5+  ® c l 7. 
Д аЗ+  8. g b 5 +  9. ДЬ2+ 10. Д 14+  11. Д еЗ+  12. 
g d 5 +  13. Д<12+ 14. Axg5+ 15. ^ d 2 +  16. ДЬ4+! 
17. Д аЗ+  18. g b5+  19. ДЬ2+ 20. Д хе5+ 21. 
Д /4+  22. g d5+  23. ^ d 2 +  24. ДЬ4+! 25. ДаЗ+ 
26. g b 5 +  27. ДЬ2+ 28. A xf6+ 29. ^ g 5 +  30. 
g d5+  31. Д 12+  32. ДЬ4+! 33. Д аЗ+  34. gb5+ 
35. ДЬ2+ 36. Д х ё7+ 37. ДхИ6+ 38. g d 5 +  39. 
^ d 2 +  40. A f4+  41. g e5 +  42. Д е2+  43. ^g 4 +  
44. ДИЗ+ 45. g g5+  46. A g2+ 47. Д хс6+ 48. 
ДЬ5+! 49. g e5 +  50. Д е2+  51. ^ g 4 +  52. ДИ3+ 
53. g g 5 +  54. Д ё2+ 55. ДхЬ7+ 56. Д а6+  Ь5 57. 
ДхЬ5+ 58. g e5 +  59. Д е2+  60. Д с4+  61. gd5+ 
62. Д d2+  63. ДЬ4+ 64. Д аЗ+  65. g b5+  66. 
ДЬ2+ 67. Д а2+  ф ха2  68. g a7 +  69. g a l# .

★  Other example 1365.

KING-WALK [H]
In a helpmate in three or more moves, one or both 
side’s play consists essentially or solely of the 
moves o f their King, Black’s on the mating 
square, White’s usually in the neighborhood. 
863:1. ®g7 <g?g4 2. ^h 8  ®f5 3. ®f8 феб 4. фе8 

<g?d6 5. <g?d8 ®xc6 6. <g?c8 фхЬ5 7. ф Ь8 ф сб  8. 
ф а8  фс7#.

#69
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h#8
★  Other example 305.

KINGS&PAWNS
A problem where only Kings and Pawns are on 
the board. Peter Kniest called them jokingly
“Kindergartenprobleme ".

g 8 # ,a# , 1... фЬ4 2. Де7#, 1... ®xf4 2. ^ c l# ,
1... <8?f6 2. Де7#.

★  Other examples: 398, 559, 849,866.
= Aliases: Cross Pattern; Cross-Flight.

KING’S CROSS, EXTENDED 
King makes a move to all four adjacent verti- 
cal/lateral squares and each time proceeds yet an
other move in the same direction.

866

MOCHALKIN, 
Oleksandr V.
l.pr St Petersburg Ту 1994

866:1. # d 6  фЬЗ+ 2. ®d5 фаЗ# ♦ 1. ge7 фс4+ 2. 
феб фс5# ♦ 1. g5 ®d3+ 2. ф£5 фхеЗ# ♦ 1. ДГ4 
фс2+ 2. фе4 фс1#.

KING’S FIELD
The square where a King is and the eight sur
rounding squares.

h#2 4111

864: 1. a8^,a8S ,b8^ ,b8g ,c8^,c8S ,d8# ,d8g , 
e8g g5! ♦ 1. e8^! (~), 1... ®xg4 2. ^e4#, 1... 
hxg4 2. ^h8#, 1... g5 2. ^xh5# ♦ A “concurrent” 
9x2 Zagoruiko.

★  Other examples: 448,1556.

KING’S CROSS THEME
King makes a move to all four adjacent verti- 
cal/lateral squares.

KING’S FLIGHT
A move of the (usually black) King to the flight 
square.

KING’S MARCH THEME
The major part o f the solution consists of either 
King’s (or both Kings’) long march(es) to its 
(their) destination(s).
★  See example 1505.

865

LATZEL, Gerhard 
l.pl Netherlands -  
Germany 1955

865: a) 1. £}g6! H ,  1... ®xg6 2. gd5#, 1... ф h5 2. 
Sg2#, 1... ф£5 2. g g3#, 1... ф ё4 2. ge5#., (1... 
h5 2. gg3#) ♦ b) 1. £xh6! (~), l... ф хЬ6 2.

#2 b) ®e8->h8

KING’S STAIRCASE THEME
Movement of the King in the zigzag path from its 
initial position (and possibly back).
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867s 1. <g>g7 h2 2. ф П  фа2 3. ф{6+ 4. феб 5. 
фе5+ 6. ®d5 7. <S>d4+ 8. фс4 9. фсЗ+ фа1 10. 
Д117 фа2 11. gxb2+ фа1 12. gb8 фа2 13. 
Ag8+®al фс4 14... 19. ф*6+20. ®f7 фа2 21. 
ф ё7+ фа1 22. ^сЗ+  ДЬ2 23. фЬ8 ДхсЗ#.

KING’S STAR THEME
The black King visits all four diagonal flight 
squares.

868

LOYD, Samuel
I.pr Chess Monthly 1857

868: 1. £}g4+!, к - фЬ1 2. ^h2+ gxh2 3. £f2#, 1». 
фЬЗ 2. £>h2 gxh2 3. ^h8#, 1... ф О  2. ^ c2  g2 3. 
^d3#, 1... фП 2. ga8! ~ 3. gal# , (1... ®gl 2. 
gd8,ga8).

★  Other examples: 222,313,417,788, 855, 865,1514.
= Allas: Star Flights.

KING’S STAR, EXTENDED
King makes a move to all four adjacent diagonal 
squares and each time proceeds yet another move 
in the same direction.

change of opposite effects is known as Jonsson 1 
Theme.
Ш Jorma Kinnunen (1910-1937).

#2

870

KINNUNEN, Jorma; 
SOLA, Pentti
l.pr Suomen Tehtdvaniekat 
TT1935 /  (v)

870:1. £>h5! (2. £f4#), 1— Дс13 2. g d 4 ,1... Дс2 
2. c4# square-vacation+interference ♦ 1... c6 2. 
Деб#, 1... c5 2. £)b6 line-opening+self-block.

★  Other example 829.
—> See also: Jonsson 1 Theme; Vice Versa Theme.

KISS THEME
Cyclic shift of the keys and mates in 2 or more 
variations (see the pattern).

Ш Janos Kiss (1909-1999).

Pattern:
Kiss

1 - a b
A В c
В C A

869

MEINKING, Daniel
3.hm U. S. Problem 
Bulletin 1994

869: 1... ge6+ 2. ф£5 ge4 3. ®g6 Д<13 4. ®h7 
ge7#, 1... g  c6 2. ф О  Дхаб 3. ®g2 ДЬ7 4. фЬ1 
gxh6#, 1... ДП 2. ф<15 gf3 3. фсб Ag24. фЬ7 
gb3#, 1... Д17 2. фс13 gf5 3. фс2 Дg6 4. фЬ1 
gfl# .

KINNUNEN THEME
A reciprocal change of harmful and advanta
geous defensive motifs in variations. Cyclic

871: 1. ДГ6?А ~ 2. c4#, 1... ДdЗ 2. gxd3#», 1... 
Дxf6+ 2. £xf6#c I -  ^e4! ♦ 1. gd3!B~2.c4#,
1... ДxdЗ 2. £}f6#c, 1... ДА6+ 2. Д х^6#а .

KISS, COMPLETE
Cyclic changes between key and 2 mates in 3 
phases. This form has so far been achieved only 
in a (very) fairy form.
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Pattern:
Complete Kiss

1 - a b
A В C
В C A
c A В

= Allas: Kiss, 3x3.

KLASINC THEME [H]
Switchback o f the piece which previously 
opened the gate for a friendly or adversary 
line-mover.
1 Recognized as theme by Marko Klasinc (1951) who 

stipulated it for one round of Uga Problenrista 1982.

h#3
872:1. Д е5  <J>d5 2. ^ b l  ф е б  3. ДЬ2 фхГ5#.

KLING COMBINATION
Black defends himself against the white maneu
vers by voluntary incarceration. This black ini
tiative forces a white counter-move.
Theme has been discovered in 1849 (a draw 
study by J. Kling in "Chess Euclid” -  see 873), 
more than half a century before the critical move 
was recognized. Today it is understood that 
Kling combination consists o f a critical move of 
the piece followed by its blocking, most often by 
a Pawn, with the idea of defending by a stale
mate. In this form Kling combination is a special 
kind of Seebereer incarceration. actually a black 
Chenev-Lovd theme.
I  Jacob (Joseph) Kling (1811-1876).

873: 1. ДП+ £>bc4+ 2. фе2+ gxdl 3. ^xc4+ 
фхс4 stalemate.

874:1. ДЬ2? (2-4. Aa3-f8-g7#), 1... Д Ы ! 2. ДаЗ 2. 
g2! 3. iLf8 stalemate! ♦ 1. Де5! ДЫ  2. ,£xg3! 
etc.

875:1. ^a7! (2. ДЬ6 -  3. #xa3) gg4 2. ДЬ6 g5 3. 
Agl Д х^2 4. ДГ2# ♦ White does not prevent 
Kling but takes advantage of it.

★  Other examples: 471, 1470.
—► See also: Cheney-Loyd Theme; Seeberger Interference.

KLING, W HITE THEME
White defends himself against the black maneu
vers by voluntary incarceration. This white ini
tiative forces a black counter-move. In a direct 
mate-problem white Kling is impossible, but it is 
attainable in a study.

876

RINCK, Henry
La Strategic 1915
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876:1. b6 cxb6 2. gh5+ <£>xg4 3. g h l f3+ 4. ®h2 
and White will be stalemated, because Black 
cannot release him without losing the game.

KLCVER 1 THEME
The key forces critical move o f a black 
long-range piece, which is then interfered with 
an anti-critical move of another black piece.
1 Hans Kliiver (1901-1989).

877: 1. Де2! (~ 2. gh7+) gxe2 (critical move) 2. 
£>c6 (~ 3. <£}d8) gce4 (anticritical move over d4) 
3. £}xe7 (3. £}d8? d4!) g xe74. ДхГ4#, (1... Д О  
2. ДхО ~ 3. gh7+).

KLUVER 2 THEME
The White key forces critical move of a black 
long-range piece preparing its Grimshaw inter
ference. In defence Black opens the line o f his 
own piece but at the same time makes a 
Holzhausen interference.

878: 1. ДП! ДхП 2. ДЬ4 (~ 3. Дd8) g2c3 
(Holzhausen onbgb3; 2... g2c4? = Grimshaw on 
ЬДП) 3. Д 83 (3. Дё8? # h 2!) g  xg3 4. £>xc5#.

KLUVER 3 THEME [R]
Anti-critical move in the retrograde analysis in 
the following form: If Black has played last, his 
last move would close a white line-mover, which 
would in further retro play eventually bring

White into a retro-stalemate. Therefore White 
must retract an anti-critical move with that piece. 
The stipulation should be: White retracts last 
move and mates in n moves.

879

KLtlVER, Hans
Teplitz-Schonau Congress 
Book 1922

Analytical Retractor
879: Black has not been able to move last, since g7-g6 

would have shut his King’s Bishop in and c7-c5 
would have shut Дd8 in. Hence, White has to re
tract a move that would leave him a legal retro 
move. Uncapture h3x^g4 is not possible, because 
Pg4 must have uncaptured dark-squared Bishop on 
g3 to allow its move to f8 and Rook’s move to 
h8,followed by g7-g6 and g6x^h7. The only pos
sibility: 1. ДЬб-de (anti-critical), c7-c5 2. 
®d4-d5! e6-e5+ 3. £>а2-Ь4 (фсб-Ь7) or 3. 
Дс5-Ь6 (£>Ь6-а8). After retraction ДЬб-dS can 
White with 1. bxc6 ep.+ dxc6 2. Дхсб give mate.

—► See also: Retractor.

KLUVER 4 THEME
Direct mate with white tempo promotions in two 
or more phases.

880

AUGUST, Hugo
2.pr 4. Klitver-TT 
21. TT of Die Schwalbe 
1933

880: L свД/eSg? gf4+ 2. <J>xf4 stalemate ♦ 1. 
c8g/e8Д? gxf2+ 2. ĝrxf2 stalemate ♦ 1. 
e8|Vc8£j? ge5+ 2. 4^xe5 stalemate. ♦ 1. ^a7! 
(2^xg2), 1... gxf2+ 2. #xf2 фхсб 3. Дхе4#, 
1... ge5+ 2. £>xe5 ®xd6 3. ^d4#, 1... gf4+ 
2.gxf4 фхсб 3^xg2# (1...фхсб 2^xg2).

KLUVER 5 THEME [R]
In an (orthodox) problem White takes his cas
tling back to make an en passant capture possi-
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ble. Retraction of castling must be pure, i.e. 
without any side purposes other than installing a 
proof of a Pawn’s double step advance on the last 
Black’s move.

881

ONIJIU, Valerian
l.pr S.Kliiver TT1934 /  
(23. TT Die Schwalbe)

881: - l .  0-0-0 & 1. h5xg6(ep)#. Retraction of 
castling means that Black’s last move has been 
made only with Pg5. It could not be a capture of the 
missing white Bishop (where did it came from?), 
and in case of g6-g5 White would be in 
retro-stalemate. The only possible move was g7-g5 
and therefore the en passant capture is possible.

KLUVER 6 THEME
A combination of themes Zuszwans and Roman 
theme: Black could parry White’s threat with a 
certain piece; in the foreplan White ad-decoys 
that piece so that it can still defend against threat 
in an analogous way, but compared to the try play 
Black has got into a Zugzwang, which White can 
take advantage of.
—> See also: Roman, Tempo.

KLUVER 7 THEME
A combination o f themes Веияипя (deflection) 
and Roman theme. Black could parry White’s 
threat (main plan) with a certain piece. Therefore 
White decoys Black so that the piece can still re
fute the main plan’s threat in an analogous way, 
but white has a possibility to expose Black to a 
beugung-injury.

882

MASSMANN, Wilhelm
l.pr 7. Kliiver-TT 1961 /  
(131. TT o f Die Schwalbe

-1 &#1

8 8 2 :1. фс8? £}d8??, 1... <£d6+! ♦ 1. ®c7? Де5+ 2. 
фс6,фс8 3. <£,d8+,<£,d6+ * L f8® ! & xfs 2* 
®c7! ^d6+ 3. фс8 £}d8 4. ^a5#.

KLUVER 8 THEME
The key must force a black piece to make a re
mote selfblock. The block square next to the mat
ing square should be as far as possible from the 
initial black King’s position. The remoteness is 
measured in squares, i.e. the diagonal and or
thogonal distances are equal. The maximum dis
tance can be shown only with usage of black 
Queenside castling.

883

ZEPLER, Erich
l.pr 8. Kliiver-TT 1966 /  (7. 
Ту of Welt)

#4
883: 1. # x d 6? 0-0-0! ♦ L ®h4! (2. £>f6+ ®e7 3. 

#xd7+ <g>xf6 4. ^xf7#), I... a  la7 2. ^xd6 0-0-0 
3. <£e7+ ®b7 4. ^f3#.

KLUVER 9 THEME
Two black Rooks and the black King are on 
their initial squares. Both black castlings are 
possible.

884

PETROVI^, Nenad
l.pr Problem 1959

884: 1. #c3? 0-01,0-0-0! ♦ 1. #b7! 8d8 2. #b3 
ga8 3. ^ d 3  ♦ ah l+ 4 . ДЫ  3h8 5 .#c3  8h7 6. 
^ f6  ~,ag7 7. £xh7,#xg7, (3... J f l  4. ДхП 
gf8  5. #сЗ  фе8 6. £>f7+ ахП ,фе8,фс8 7. 
#h8+,#e5+„fixa6+ af8,®xf7,<g>b8 8. #xf8, 
Дс4/^Ь~#).
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KLUVER 10 THEME [H]
In a helpmate more-mover Black plays three am
bush moves in the same line of play, each of 
which is followed by White gate-opening 
(Gate-Opening Theme).

h#6

8 85: 1. Дс12 <£,xe4 2. Д а 5  £}d6 3. g e 6  £}xf5 4. 
g b 6  £>xg7 5. # h 7  £}e6 6. # a 7  £}c5#. ♦ Three 
active ambushes + two passive ones.

= Alias: Kluver 10.

KNIEST 1 THEME [H]
A helpmate with promotion from one side in the 
set and from another side in the actual play.
1 Theme was proposed by Peter Kniest (1914-1993).

886

SOLA, Pentti
Uusi Suomi 1934 /  (v) 
dedicated to P. Kniest

886: *1... ф е 4  2. g2 ® f3  3. g l g  £ f 2 #  ♦ 1. ® g 2  h7 
2. ® f3  h 8 ^  3. g2 # h 5 # .

KNIEST 2 THEME
The key unpins a black piece which in a defence 
indirectly unpins another black piece thus tem
porarily forming a half-pin. Then White decoys 
this second black piece off the halfpin line and 
utilizes a new pin of the first black piece for a 
switchback mate.
1 Albert H. Kniest (1908-1984).

887 : 1. £ g 6 !  (2. Д е4# ), 1... £ d 4  2. e4+ £>xe4 3. 
£ f 7 # ,  1... £>c5 2. £>Ь6+ # x b 6  3. Д П # .

#3

KNIGHT
Knight has retained both its place in the game 
array and extraordinary movement for the last 
1500 years we know about chess and its prede
cessors. Originally the piece was “horse”, as it is 
still for instance in Spain and Russia, but in early 
medieval times it became Knight in England, 
France, Germany and Netherlands. Still, the ex
ternal appearance of the piece is everywhere rec
ognizably that of the mounted head of horse. In 
fairy chess, Knight has a number of successors 
called t%Leaper€ \  many of which are named after 
animals and adopted the non-linear movement of 
their fore-father.

KNIGHT TOUR
1, White Knight, placed near the middle of the 
board, visits each of eight accessible squares in 
the course of the solution. These moves usually 
appear in eight variations as in 888, or in virtual 
play as in a miniature 8 8 9 .
The earliest Knight’s tour in this sense is known 
from around 900 among the Arabians. In 
Germany the problem carries the name 
Rosselsprung.
2, A mathematical problem involving a Knight 
on a chessboard. The Knight is placed on the 
empty board and, moving according to the rules 
of chess, must visit each square exactly once. A 
Knight’s tour is called a closed tour if the Knight 
ends on a square attacking the square from which 
it began (so that it may tour the board again im
mediately with the same path). Otherwise the 
tour is open. The exact number of open tours is 
still unknown.
The tour has been studied by mathematicians and 
chess-enthusiast alike. Also so-called magic 
squares are involved in it: if the tour is performed 
in the right order and each move is given the ap
propriate ordinal number, the numbers of each 
file and rank equal to 260.
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888: 1. gg4! ~ 2. gg8#, 1... ^h2+ 2. £}f2#, 1... 
#g3 2. <£}xg3#, L.. ©g5 2. £}xg5#, 1... ^xf6  2. 
£jxf6#, 1... ^rxd6 2. 4^xd6#, 1... ĝrc5 2. <5 x̂c5#, 
1... ^ c3  2. £>хсЗ#, 1... ^b2+ 2. £>d2# ♦ The 
overall record of mates (8) after Black’s direct 
unpin of a single white man.

890

MARI, Alberto
L ’Alfiere di Re 1921

890: 1. gc5! ~ 2. gxe5#, 1... £c6  2. #d7#, 1... 
4^d7 2. £,g6#, 1... £g6  2. ^f7#, 1... &f7 2. 
£^c6#, 1... <£,c4 2. £>d4#, 1... £}d3 2. bxa4#, 1... 
£>f3 2. bxa4#, 1... 4^g4 2. ^f4# ♦ etc.

★  Other examples: 341, 674, 1258, 1475, 1614.
—> See also: Knight Tour.

#2

#2
889: *1... феб 2. #xd6# ♦ 1. £}c5? dxc5! 1. £}c3? 

®d4! 1. £}d2? феб! 1. £12? gxf2! 1. £ x g 3 ?  
®f4! I.£f6?d5! L £xd6?® e62. ge2#, l...g2! 
♦ 1. £ g 5 !  ~ 2. ^ e 4 # , 1... d5 2. ^f6#.

★  Other examples: 609,970.
—> See also: Knight Wheel 
= Alias: White Knight Wheel.

KNIGHT W HEEL
Black Knight, placed near the middle o f the 
board, visits each of eight accessible squares in 
the course of the solution. These moves usually 
appear in eight variations.
As far as two-movers are concerned it is very 
simple to construct 8 such variations. Therefore 
almost a century ago the question was asked: 
“What is the maximum number of a Knight 
Wheel variations which cut a black line?” It 
turned out that the elusive 8-interferences wheel 
is probably not attainable. The first one who 
reached the number of 7 interferences was 
Alberto Mari in 1921 with 890.

KNIGHTED PIECES [F]
A fairy piece group. Pieces with added power of 
Knight. Names given to the pieces vary widely 
depending on the particular game. In fairy chess 
problems the usual names are K+S = Centaur, 
Q+S = Amazon, R+S = Empress, B+S = Prin
cess, P+S = Dragon.
—> See also: Combined Pieces.

KNIGHT’S GIANT LEAP
Being a short-range piece, Knight is often unable 
to reach a distant square fast enough. The term 
signifies a Knight’s maneuver when it can pro
ceed a long distance without losing time, by giv
ing checks on the enemy King or impend other 
threats on its way to the destination. Essentially a 
study theme (see 891), the idea is applicable in 
longer direct mate and selfmate problems, too 
(see 892).

891

VINICHENKO, Vladimir
2.pr “64" 1989

891: L £c2! фхс2 (l... h3 2. £e3  h2 3. £ d l+  фй4
4. £ f2  фе5 5. £g4+ фГ5 6. £xh2 <S>xg5 7. 
£c6+- (Troitzky)) 2. £>c6 h3 3. £d4+ ® bl 4. 
£e2! (4. £f3? c5 5. g6... 6... h2 7. £xh2 c3 8. 
g 8 ^  c2 9. ^Ь3+ фа1 10. ^сЗ+ фЬ1 11. £ f3
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c l #  12. £>d2+ фа2 13. #xcl= ) h2 5. £}g3 c5 6. 
g6 c4 7. g7 c3 8. g 8 #  c2 9. #h7! h i #  10. 4}xhl 
фа1 11. #g7+ фЬ1 12. # g 6  фа1 13. # g l+  
фЬ2 14. <£}f2 c l #  15. £id3+ +_ Giant leaps of 
both white Knights.

892:1. £>d7! g3 2. £>b6 g2 3. <£|d5+ фс4 4. £>e3+ 
фЬ4 5. £jxg2 фс4 6. £}еЗ+ фЬ4 7. £}xf5 фс4 8. 
^еЗ+ фЬ4 9. f5 ахЬЗ#, 1... фс4 2. <^Ь6+ фЬ4 3. 
4^d5+ фс4 4. £}еЗ+ фЬ4 5. £}xf5 фс4 (5... g3 6. 
4}еЗ g2 7 .£jxg2 фс4 8. £}еЗ+ etc.) 6. £}еЗ+ фЬ4 
7. £jxg4 фс4 8. £}еЗ+ etc.

KOROLKOV’S SYSTEM [Е]
OF CLASSIFICATION
A Leningrad study composer V. Korolkov 
published his classification o f  studies in his his 
collection o f  108 own studies in “Izbrannye 
Etyudy" (Fizkul’tura i sport, Moskva 1958). The 
main categories were:

(1) Struggle for position,
(2) Struggle for material,
(3) Struggle for tempo, and
(4) Miscellaneous themes.

These were further broken down into around 50 
sub-categories.
—> See also: Harman Index and System o f Classification; 

Porreca's System o f Classification; Troitskys System of 
Classification.

KRAKEN [F]
A fairy piece able to move to any other cell, or to 
stay where it is. [G. P. Jelliss Chessics 24,1985] = 
universal Leaper + zero = universal sleeper.

KOKO CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A man is allowed to move only 
when there is an enemy man on one o f  its adja
cent squares o f arrival. The name is an abbrevia
tion o f "Kolner Kontaktschach ”.
Anti-Кбко: A move is possible only if  the piece 
that moved does not arrive on a square next to an
other unit.

KOROLKOV THEME [E]
A study theme which involves a duel between a 
minor piece and Rook, the former moving a me
andering path onto same or parallel line along 
which Rook is trying to attack.
1 Vladimir Alexandrovich Korolkov (1907-1987).

893

KOROLKOV,
Vladimir A.
l-2.pr= Shakhmaty 1934

893: 1. # b 7  e4 2. #xe4 ge8 3. a7 h i #  4. a8#+ 
gxa8 5. # x h l ge8 6. Де2! gd8 7. ^d3  ge8 8. 
Де4 g  d8 9. Ad5 В e8 10. Деб В d8 11. ^ d 7  +-.

KRAEMER 2 THEME
“Eine Figur fur ein Tempo ”. In a white to play 
problem White loses a tempo, but regains it by 
sacrificing, between pendulum moves, one of his 
pieces which was originally shut off.
I  Adolf (Ado) Kraemer (1898-1972).

894:1. gf6! #h7  2. g b l! (2. B~? #e7T) #xb l 3.
В g6 ~ 4. £Ь7/£е4#.

KRIEGSPIEL [F]
A fairy chess variant. Played on two boards, one 
for each player. However, each player can see 
only his own board and his own moves on it. The 
umpire has a third board, where he follows the 
moves both players try to make. He tells the 
player on the move if  his move is possible, and 
the player on the move may ask “Are there any?”, 
denoting captures by Pawns. If the umpire’s an
swer is affirmative, the player must try a capture
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by Pawn. If the move is legal, he has finished his 
turn to move, but if the move is not playable, he 
must either attempt a capture with a Pawn or 
move any piece, until he has made a legal move. 
The umpire notifies about a King being checked 
and what kind of piece is checking. Umpire also 
informs the players of capture and the square 
where it took place.
1 Invented probably in Switzerland (!!) some 200 years 

ago. (Chicco & Porreca, p. 299). A Finnish source tells 
that the game was invented by a journalist Michael 
Henry Temple during the Boer War (1899-1902). ♦ 
Gerald F. Anderson (1898-1983): “Are There Any?” 
(Stroud: 1958).

KR1KHEL1 THEME [H]
In a helpmate twomover with two solutions hav
ing similar mates, there are one or two flights 
which can be covered by either side (self-block 
or guard). In each solution arises dual avoidance, 
motivated by either side’s necessity to play a 
tempo move. In one case the move can be made 
without negative effect, in the other it can not.

1 Iosif Krikheli (1931-1988). The was theme proposed 
by Anders Uddgren in his fairly extensive article (8 
helpmate twomovers composed by Krikheli during 
1967-1980) in “Springaren” 53/1993, p. 64-7.

h#2 2111

896

KRIKHELI, Iosif
l.pr Ryazan Ту 1967

895: 1. Да5 (Даб?) фха7 2. Дd5 c3# ♦ 1. Д П  
(Ag7?) фхЬ7 2. Дd4 c4#.

896: I. £>el ^ c8  (#c2?) 2. hxg5! £}f6#, (1. ^ e l  
#c2? 2. hxg5 ??) ♦ I. £>d2 gxh6! 2. <£e4 £}f4#, 
(l.£}d4? gxh6 2. ??).

897

KRIKHELI, Iosif
Lpl International Team 
Match 1968-70

897:1. ДГЗ! d6+ 2. Дd5 £>f5#, (1. Де2 ?? 2. ДЬ5 
£>c4) ♦ 1. Д dl! # a6  2. #xd5 £c4#, (1... #d3? 
2. #xd5 5??).

KRIM THEME
Combination of themes White combinations and 
Stocchi Blocks (with consequent dual avoid
ance). Each thematic selfblock, in turn, serves as 
a refutation of one thematic try.

898:1. gb3? Дхе4! ♦ 1. gc3? gxe4! ♦ 1. ga3! ~ 
2. ga4#, I... Д -  2. ^ d 5 # , 1... Дхе4! 2. £>b3#, 
l...gd~ 2. #e5#, 1... gxe4! 2. c3#.

★  Other example 1671.

KUBBEL THEME
Two variations in which white and black pieces 
alternatively play to two squares.
This is actually a two-move theme (e.g. first two 
variations in a Low theme theme example 951 
by Hansen).

899:1. ^f2! (~), 1... b2 2. ^ c 5 ,1... c5 2. #b2 ♦ etc.
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KUBBEL-GRIMSHAW THEME
An interference between Queen and Pawn of 
same colour.
E Karl Artur Leonid Ivanovich Kubbel (1891-1942).
★  See example 1683.

KUCHLER THEME
Abandon of battery (Battery. Abandon of) in log
ical form. The battery that functions in set play or 
virtual play is not used in solution. Instead it is 
abandoned by the key.
I  Herbert Kuchler (1908-1964); TT Schach 1962.

900

KCCHLER, Herbert
2.pr Schach 1961

#2

901: 1... c l t a 2. £ g 2 # \  1... c3b 2. ^e4#B 1... 
£h2c 2. #d4#c ♦ 1. £d2! ~ 2. 4)fl#> 1— c l^ a2. 
#e4#«, 1... c3b 2. #d4#c, 1... £>h2< 2. ^g2#A ♦ 
LaCny 2x3 -  a prototype problem!.

902

LACNY, L’udovit
2.pr Magyar Sakkelet 1955

902: *1... ®d5* 2. £)xe3#A, 1 - 4)b3b 2. ДхЬЗ#»,
1... <g>d3‘ 2. 1... £>b5d 2. ДхЬ5#° ♦ 1.
£}e2!~2.^d4#, 1... ®d5a2. ДЬЗ#15, l...£}b3b2. 
<Йе5#с, 1... <®>d3c 2. ДЬ5#В, 1... £ b5d 2. £}xe3#A 
♦ LaCny 2x4.

★  Other examples: 48, 835, 1492. 
s  Allas: Cyclic Shift.

l a C n V, c o m p l e t e

#2

900s *1... gxg5 2. ge4#, 1... Д -  2. ДеЗ#, 1... 
Дхе52. # cl#  ♦  1 .# f7 !  ~2. #xf5#, 1... gxg5 2. 
ge4#, 1... ®xg5 2. gxg4#, 1... Дхе5 2. gxg4#,
1... фхе5 2. ДЬ8#.

s  Allas: КйсМег.

l a C n y  t h e m e
Cyclic shift of 3 or more mates (continuations) in 
2 phases.

Cyclic shift of 3 (or n) mates (continuations) in 3 
(or n) phases. This difficult theme is not attain
able in a twomover.
Pattern:

Complete LaCnv
1 a b c
X * A В C
Y В c A
Z C A В

E L’udovit LaCny (1926).
Patterns:

Lacnv 2x3
1 a b c
X * A В C
Y В C A

Lacnv 2x4
1 - a b c d
X ft A В C D
Y В c D A

903: * 1... Д О я 2. ^rb3+Aфе4,4}с4+,фс5/фхс6 3. 
^xf3,^xc4,^b5#, 1... £}f4b 2. #Ь5+В фе4 3. 
£}f2#, 1... exf5c 2. #xd6+c фе4 3. £}f2# ♦ 1. g4? 
~ 2. ^g2+, 1... ДО* 2. #xd6+c фе4 3*. <£,f2#,
1... £}f4b 2. ^Ь3+А фе4,^с4+,фс5,фхс6 3. 
<£if2,^xc4,^b5#, 1... exf5c 2. #Ь5+В фе4,фе6
3. ^xf5#, 1... hxg4! ♦ 1. g3! ~ 2. ^g2+ Д О  3.
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Д хШ , 1... ДО* 2. #Ь5+в фе4 3. &f2#, 1... 
£}f4b 2. ^grxd6+c фе4 3. ^rxf4#, 1... exf5c 2. 
^Ь3+А фе4,^с4+,фс5,фхс6 3. 4)f2,^xc4, 
#b5# ♦ (1... e5 2. £}b8 (3. a8^) £c4+,e4,gxb8
3. ^rxc4,^rxd6,gxd6#).

s Alias: LaCny, 3x3.

LADY’S THEME
A Rook and a Bishop move to the thematic inter
section square, cutting each other’s lines. In the 
third variation, the Queen moves onto the same 
square.
§ Zuleikha Eyvazova (1950).

904

EYVAZOVA, Zuleikha
cm Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1983

904:1. ДИ1!~2. ge4#, 1... Деб 2. ДЬ6#, 1... ge6 
2. g£5#, 1... ^ e 6  2. £}d3#, (1... £ic3,£}d2 2. 
£d3,4)e2#).

LAHTI THEME
White has a battery which is masked by a black 
unit. In the solution, the black piece leaves the 
line (at least) twice, and in one variation White 
gives a mate by double check, in the other the 
front piece shuts off the masking piece.

905:1. ge4!~2. ^g8#, 1... ^£5 2. gd4#, 1... ^xf6 
2. gf4#, 1... gb8 2. gc5#, 1... gxd7 2. gc7#.

#2

905

VALVE, Leo
2.pr SSL 1943-5 /  (Lahti 
1945)

LAIB THEME
The key pins a white piece. In defence black 
King opens one and closes another black line 
(Bi-Valve)* simultaneously pinning his piece 
which pins the white one. The pinned white piece 
mates by moving along the pin-line (Pelle move). 
% Kurt F. Laib (1919-1989).

906

LAIB, Kurt
Die Schwalbe 1934

#2
9 0 6 :1. ^xf5! ~ 2. ge4#, 1... фс4 2. #d5#. 

LAITINEN THEME
White has a (horizontal) Pawn battery which 
threatens to open onto black Kings flight square. 
In defence, Black blocks the Pawn at least in 
three variations.
1 Gottfried Laitinen (1892-1946).

907

LAITINEN, Gottfried
Schackvarlden VII/1942

907:1. ^xg7! ~2. d5#, 1... gd5 2. ge3#, 1... £}cd5 
2. £}g5#, 1... £ed5 2. ^e5#, 1... gc5 2. dxc5#,

#2
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1... £>f5 2. ДхГЗ#, 1... gxg7(f6) 2£}(x)f6#, 1... 
<g>d5,gb4 2. ^e5#.

= Alias: Laitinen Blocking.

LARS LARSEN THEME 
In the set play Black checks with his random and 
correction moves. In the solution the checks are 
rendered impossible, but now the thematic black 
piece pins a white piece several times. The mates 
change from set to actual play.
1 Lars Larsen (1919).

908: *L..£d~+2. £>bd6#, 1... £}xe3+2.4)fd6# ♦ 1. 
#d6! ~ 2. #e5#, l...£}d~ 2. gxa4#, 1... £>b4 2. 
#d4#, 1... £}xc3 2. 43xc3#, 1... £*xe3 2. £)g3#.

LARSEN TASK
Maximum mates on the same square in a 
twomover.

909: L e8^! -  2. £}dxe4#, 1... ^g5  2. #hxe4, 1... 
exd4 2. ^exe4#, 1... Да4 2. dxe4#, I... cxd6 2. 
£хе4#, 1... ^g5/^xg6 2. fxe4#, I... gf6 2. 
Дхе4#, 1... £}xd6 2. e4# ♦ Eight mat es on e4!.

★  Other example 152.

LARSEN THEME
The key allows Black to give a discovered check 
(Check Discovered). which simultaneously un
pins the white piece, which then mates.
E Karl A. K. Larsen (1896-1963). Theme was promoted 

in a theme tourney of “Die Schwalben 1928.

910

LARSEN, Karl A. K.
Good Companion 1923

910: 1. ^c3! -  2. £с7#, 1... f5+ 2. £}e7#, (1... 
gxf3,<£|c6,£>c5 2. gxe5,#xb3,^xc5#).

LARSSON THEME [H]
A helpmate twomover with identical final posi
tions in set play and actual play with exchanged 
squares (or existence) of two pieces o f the same 
kind and color.
1 Bror Larsson (1907-1966).

#2

h#2*

911

LARSSON, Bror
4.pr Schachmatt 1949

911:*l...£>e3 2 .cxblg  £>c2# ♦ l .c x d lg  £>a3 2. 
g b l £c2#.

h#2*
912: *I... gb6 2. ^xg8 gh6# ♦ 1. ДхЬЗ gg6 2, 

Ag8 gh6#.

LAST MOVE? PROBLEM [R]
Perhaps the easiest-to-approach retrograde prob
lems, in which the last move that has lead to the 
position in question is asked. There can be distin
guished three types o f problems:
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(a) King is not in check and the side on the move 
has not been revealed -  913;

(b) King is not in check but the side on the move 
is made known -  914;

(c) King is in check -  915.
It has been popular to compose this type o f prob
lems with as little material as possible.
% Type a: V. Ropke TT in “Skakbladet” 1924,31. TT “Die 

Schwalben 1937; 16. TT “Problem” 1955.

914s iLg7-h8 ♦ “Last move?” of the type (b).

915

PAVLOVlC, Branko
Sahovski vjesnik 1950

Last Move?

915s g6xgh7+, before that gg7(x)h7 £ x g +  -  
record of the type (c).

LATENT PAWN [F]
A fairy Pawn. When reaching the last file, must 
remain there until a major piece of its colour is 
captured.
-> See also: Cadet; Hydra.

LATZEL THEME
The key pins one and unpins another black piece; 
analogously, the defence pins one and unpins an
other white piece.
I  Gerhard Latzel (1912-1980).

916

LATZEL, Gerhard
Jung-Roland-Rdtsel 1930

916s L ^e7! -  2. gf4#, 1... ^ d l  2. <£ixdl#, L.. 
^rxal 2. £}f5#, (1... g5,^f3,^xe7,#xe3+ 2. 
^h7,£f2,£>f6,gxe3#).

П

LAUE THEME
The key selfpins one and unpins another white 
piece. In defence Black unpins one and selfpins 
another black piece, and at the same time unpins 
the white piece that has just been selfpinned.
2 Kurt Laue (1887-1953).

917s 1. <J>fl! ~ 2. gxe5#, 1... ф в  2. £>d4#, (1...
£xf8,gxf3,d~ 2. ^xf6,^h3,c8##).

-> See also: Castellan 1, Mari type; Castellari Theme.

LE GRAND BATTERY
The white piece gives a discovered check 
(Chech Discovered) and after the black defence 
by interposition gives a mate using the selfpin of 
this black piece.
918s L £xe7! -  2. f3+ £>xf3 3. exf3#, 1... gd6 

2. <£|d5+ Se6 3. £ptf6#, д аб  2. £>f5+ Де7, 
Де5 3. £>g3#, 1... # d 6  2. £>g6+ ^ e7  3. £}c5#.
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918

LE GRAND, Henk;
LE GRAND, Piet
l.pr Arbejder Skak 1956

920

OUELLET, Charles
3.hm The Problemist 1986 
/  dedicated to B. Barnes

#2

LE GRAND THEME
Reciprocal change between threat and mate to 
the same defence in two phases -  919. 
Interesting variations of this theme:
Double le Grand. Le Grand theme with two tries 
and a common third phase, usually the actual 
play -  920.
Double Condensed le Grand. Double Le Grand 
with an additional phase where thematic mates 
are threats and thematic black defence as a refu
tation -  921.
Ш Twin brothers Henk and Piet le Grand (1935).

Patterns:

le Grand

1 - a
X A В
Y В A

Double cond. 
le Grand

1 ~ a
X AB !
Y A В
Z В A

Double 
le Grand

1 ~ a b
X A C
Y В C
Z C A В

919

LE GRAND, Henk; 
LE GRAND, Piet
Jaarboek van de NBvP 
1958

919: L ^ e 4 ?  -  2. g c 4 # A, l... 2. g c 6 # B, (l...
£}b4,^rxe4 2. cxb4,£)xe4#), l... £}e7! ♦ L ^ e 6 !  
-  2. g c 6 # B, l... 2. gc4#A (l... £>e3,
<ЙхЬ6,Дхе6 2. 4}xd3,^xb6,£ixe6#) ♦ Theme le 
Grand prototype problem.

920: l.c7?  (2. ^ e 5 # A) d6 2 .£ e 6 # c  l... g a5 ! ♦ 
L ДГ7? (2. g c 4 # B) d5 2. £ e 6 # c  l... g a4 ! ♦
1. g d 8 !  -  2. £>e6#c l...d 6  2. ^ e 5 # A l...d5
2. g c4 # B, (1... ^e5(xb3) 2^(x )e5 , 1... ^ d 6  2. 
£Ь 5#, 1... A d5 2. Ш ) ♦ Double le Grand.

921

MELNICHENKO, 
Viktor A .;
RUDENKO, Valentin F.
l.pr Probleemblad 1982

921: 1. £c4? -  2. gh4A/^xg3B#, (1... 2.
^rbl#, 1... ^rxd2 2. £)cxd2), 1... ^xe3! ♦ I. 
£>d3? -  2. gh4#A, 1... ^xe3 2. £>xg3#B, (1... 
^ e5  2. £>c5#), 1... £}e5! ♦ 1. ge2! -2 . £>xg3#»,
1... ^xe3 2. g  h4A#, (1... #xe5 2. £d2#) ♦ 
Double condensed le Grand.

★  Other examples: 259, 1496.
—> See also: Le Grand, Cyclic; Le Grand, Pseudo.

LE GRAND, CYCLIC
Closed cyclic chain of threats and mates to the 
same defence in three or more phases.
Patterns:

Cyclic Le Grand - 
n phases

1 - a
X A В
Y В C
.. ;
z j I n !' A

Cyclic Le Grand - 
3 phases

1 a
X A В
Y В C
Z C A

#2

922

MELNICHENKO, 
Viktor A.
3.hm "644968
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922:1. gxe7? ~ 2. & . Ш \  1... фе5 2. £3f5#B 1... 
e2! ♦ 1. <£>xg6? ~ 2. 4^f5#B, 1... фе5 2. _fixe3#c,
1... £)c5! ♦ 1. gf3! ~ 2. _&xe3#c 1... фе5 2. 
ДА5#а, (1... exf3 2. £ixf3#).

923

DEGENER, Udo 
5.pr HtasVudu 1994

923: 1. gh4? ~ 2. ^d3#A, 1... феЗ 2. Дс5#в,
1... fxe2! ♦ 1. axb4? ~ 2. Дс5#в, 1... феЗ 2. 
#сЗ#с, 1... b6! ♦ 1. J x b 4 ? ~ 2. #c3#c, 1... феЗ 
2. #d2#B 1... 43b5! ♦ 1. ge7! ~ 2. #d2#D, 1... 
феЗ 2. #d3#A, (1... (B)e3 2. #Ь2#, 1... Д П  2. 
gxe4#).

* Other example 968.
- »  See also: Le Grand Theme; Le Grand, Cyclic, Pseudo.
& Alias: Ukrainian Theme.

LE GRAND, CYCLIC, PSEUDO
Cyclically changed threat vs. mate functions be
tween three white moves in three phases after, 
opposed to Cyclic le Grand (Le Grand. Cyclic). 
different defences.
Pattern:
Cyclic Pseudo-Le Grand
• - a b c
X A В A A
Y В В C В
Z c e e A

924

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
Helsingin Sanomat 1963

#2
924:1. ^b 3 ?  ~ 2. ^f7#A 1... £d5 2. ^f3#B, 1... e6! 

♦ 1. #d3? ~ 2. #f3#B, 1... ge3 2. ^f5#c , 1... 
e l£ !  ♦ 1. #d7! ~2. ф£5#£ 1... exd6 2. # f7#A. 

—> л/so: Le Grand Theme; Le Grand, Cyclic; Le Grand,
Pseudo.

LE GRAND, PSEUDO
Reciprocally changed threat vs. mate functions 
between two white moves in two phases after, 
opposed to Le Grand Theme, different defences.
Pattern:

Pseudo Le Grand
1 ~ a b
X A В
Y В A

*  See examples: 1085, 1136, 1539.

LE LIONNAIS THEME
A complete block twomover where the key is 
made by the white King. The other seven moves 
by the King are possible and each fails as a key, 
however none because o f a check by Black.

1 Named after Francois le Lionnais (1901-1984), who 
collected problems with this theme.

925

NIEMEIJER, Meindert
2.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1919

925:1. фа2?/фЬ2? gh2! ♦ 1. фаЗ?/фЬ4? ДЙ! ♦ 
1. фсЗ?/фс4? gxc6! ♦ 1. фа4! (~), 1... gh2 2. 
Ag3#, 1... A f82.^g5#, 1... gxc6 2. ^f5# ♦ etc.

#2

LE PALAMEDE
The first chess magazine, established in 1836. It 
published problems o f many foremost compos
ers o f  the old school, among them August 
d’Orville and Theodore Herlin (Peri-Indian in 
1845). The magazine lived a decade (ceased in 
1848, having a break in 1840-1), but played an 
important role in introducing new ideas to its 
readers and preaparing ground for the innova
tions that soon changed the compositional chess 
into an independent art form.

LEADING MOTIF
An English equivalent to German’s “Leitmotiv 
a Black’s error or (and) White’s strategy that re
curs in the main variation(s) o f  a problem.
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92в: 1. £ b 3 ! (2. ^ a4 -  3. £c5# ), 1... Д с2  2. # d 7  
ф ёЗ/Д хЬ З 3. ^c5 /A f5 # , 1... c2 2. # a l  ~,<£>d3 3. 
£>c5#. ♦ (1... £>2~ 2. £ c 5 +  ®xd4 3. £>f3#) ♦ 
Leading motif: wPd4’s protection from three dif
ferent angles (threat included), until its loss can be 
compensated in the last mate. Quiet 2nd moves.

LEAPER [F]
A generic name for pieces which can move from 
one square to another by a given offset regardless 
the pieces which may be placed between these 
two squares. The movement o f a Leaper is repre
sented by coordinates (x,y). For instance, the 
only orthodox Leaper is Knight -  a (1,2) Leaper. 
Some popular Leapers in fairy chess are:
Alfil: (2,2) Leaper; a piece in the earliest forms of 

chess; replaced in chess in Europe by the 
Bishop around 1500.

Alibaba: (0,2) + (2,2) Leaper 
Antelope: (3,4) Leaper
Camel: (1,3) Leaper. This was a piece in Timur’s 

game c.1400
Commuter: (4,4) Leaper.
Dabbaba: (0,2) Leaper.
Dummy: (0,0) Leaper = null Leaper = Zero 
Fers: (1,1) Leaper. A piece with this move oc

curred next to the King in the very earliest 
forms o f chess. In chess in Europe it was re
placed around 1500 by the Queen. 

Fiveleaper: Leaper making moves in length o f 5 
units = (0,5) + (3,4) Leaper.

Fourleaper: (0,4) Leaper.
Giraffe: (1,4) Leaper.
Gnu: (1,2) + (1,3) Leaper.
Knight: (1,2) Leaper.
Null Piece: a piece that, combined with any other 

piece, leaves it unaltered = Dummy = (0,0) 
Leaper. Not the same as —>Zero. 

Root-50-Leaper: (1,7 & 5,5) Leaper. 
Threeleaper (0,3) Leaper.
Tripper: (3,3)-Leaper.

Wazir: (0,1 )-Leaper -  the move o f the general in 
Xiangqi (though confined to the ninecastle), 
and a piece in Timur s chess 

Zebra: (2,3) Leaper.
None o f the Leapers moves along a “line” or path 
that is defined on the surface o f the board, so a 
check from a Leaper can never be removed by in
terposing a man, as there is no “line” o f action on 
which to interpose.
These above-mentioned Leapers are also called 
Circular Leapers because the squares where 
they can arrive surround the departure square in a 
shape o f  circle.

Other types o f Leapers are:
Line Leapers which move like Queen, Rook or 
Bishop, but can go beyond the pieces which are 
on their way.
Conic Leapers which can move to any square on 
a curve with a focus in the departure square of 
given piece.

LEAPER-HOPPER [FJ
A leaper that assumes the character o f hopper 
when a square within its reach is occupied by a 
piece o f either colour.

LEAVE-TAKE THEME
In a twomover: mate on the square just vacated 
by a black piece (927).
In a threemover: Umnov theme. 
Leave-Take-Return (ushel-prishel-vemulsya -  
Rus.): In a threemover on the first move black 
piece vacates the square to which immediately 
comes a white piece; then black piece comes to 
this square with a capture (928). The original 
Russian term is sometimes translated with the 
phrase “come and go” where the necessary verbs 
are there, but in the wrong order.

927

ZELEPUKIN, Nikolay
Magyar Sakkelet 1959

927: 1. # b l!  ~ 2. #e4#, 1... c5 2. £c6#, 1... d5 2. 
£}d7#, l... f5 2. £)f7# ♦ etc.

#2
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928

IVANOV, Nikolay
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1979

928: 1. g3! ~ 2. g f4  -  3. #xe4#, 1... gxf5 2. gg5 
gxg5 3. &xfi5#, 1... gh5 2. gxg4 gh4 3. 
^xe4#, 1... gxe6 2. ge7 gxe7 3. #c3#.

-» See also: Umnov Theme.
= Aliases: Come And Go; Ushel-Prishel (Rus.).

LEGALITY OF POSITION
From Codex for chess composition:
Article 14.1: “A position is legal if it can be 
reached by a sequence o f moves from the initial 
array. Otherwise, the position is called illegal.” 
Article 14.2: “In studies and problems that apply 
the FIDE-rules, illegal positions are not accept
able for composition tournaments unless the 
tournament conditions so stipulate.”
Article 15: “If the first move does not lie with the 
conventional party, this should either be indi
cated in the stipulation or be deducible from 
retro-analysis.”

929

COLLINSON, R.
London Telegraph 1907

929:1. ^a7! (~), 1... <£xg5 2. #g7+ ®h4 3. £>f5#,
l...<g>xg3 2. # g l+  ®h4 3. £>f3#, 1... ®xg4 
2. )gfe3 ®h4 3. ^rf4# ♦ This pretty Bohemian has 
an illegal position, since Black has no last move. 
+bPc3 would have mended the problem.

930: 1. #e3+A?/#c5+B? <£d6!*/®xf4|b (l.
gh4?/gh6?/,flxa7? <£>d6!/<£>xf4!/c5!) ♦ 1. 
^xa7! H ,  1... <£>d6 2. #e3, 1... &>xf4 2. ^ c5  ♦ 
The judge of this regular tourney accepted white 
ДЬ8,although it is obviously, without any retro
grade analysis needed, promoted.

#3

930

GVOZDJAK, Peter
l.pr Israel Ring Tourney 
1984-6 /  (Shahmat)

LEIBOVICI INTERFERENCE
Closure o f  a white and a black line by a pinned
piece which moves along the pin-line (Pelle
Move).
I  Paul Leibovici (1907-1968).

931

LEIBOVICI, Paul
Die Schwalbe 1937

931:1.^e4! ~ 2. #c6#, 1... gfd5 2.d4#, 1... g e 5 2. 
£>e6# ♦ etc.

LENDER COMBINATION
Synthesis o f Reversal 1 and le Grand theme.
2 Baruch Lender (1913-1994).
Pattern:
Lender Combination

1 a b
A В C D
C D A В

932

LENDER, Baruch
3.hm UVCSZTV1979

932: l.d5?A ~ 2. £>e3#B, 1... ДхаЗ* 2. gg4#c,
l...Ad4b 2 .^xa6#B, 1... ge2! ♦ 1. gg4JC~

#2
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2. ^gfxa6#D, 1... ДхаЗа 2.(15#^ 1... Дхё4ь 2. 
£>еЗ#в.

LENDER THEME [S]
A two-move selfmate theme: In the mating move 
Black occupies the square just evacuated by 
White.

933

AVNER, Uri 
l.pr Lender J T 1989

933: 1. gb4! -  2. ДГ4+ 4}h6#, 1... e4 2. Ag7+ £}h6#,
1... ga8 2. <^e4+ <££2#, 1... d4 2. <^d3+ £f2#.

s#2

LENGTH PROBLEM
A problem whose composer has aimed at achiev
ing as high number o f  moves as possible, some
times a record, with certain stipulation and 
material.
—> See also: Length Record.

LENGTH RECORD
One type o f a record problem in which the com
poser aims at achieving as high number o f moves 
of the solution as possible. The records can be 
and are classified according to e.g. stipulation 
and material (for instance minimal problems). 
There are still more subtle categories as to which 
extent duals can be tolerated, whether the pro
moted force is allowed etc.

934s 1. ДН2+ ф В  2. ^e3+ <®>g2 3. ^ g l+  ф В  4. 
# f l+  ®g4 5. #e2+ g B  6. #e6+ gf5 7. £}d7 
ф В  8. #e3+<2?g29. #gl+<3?f3 10. #fl+<2?g4 11. 
^e2+ g f3 12. ^e6+ gf5 13. фЬ2 ф В ... 25. ®dl 
a3 ... 44. фхаЗ ф В  ... 62. <J?dl a4... 69. S??dl a5 ...

76. фч11 a6 83. ®dl a3 ... 102. фхаЗ фВ... 108. 
фЬ2 фВ... 114. фс1 фВ... 120. ®dl а4 ... 127. 
®dl а5 ... 134. ф(11 аЗ ... 153. фхаЗ g B  ... 171. 
®dl с4... 176. ®dl с4... 185. ®dl аЗ ... 192. фЫ 
ф В  ... 195. ^ f l+  фе4 ... 200. фа2 ф В  ... 206. 
фхаЗ ф В ... 224. ®dl £}h~ 225£}(x)f6+ ф В  226. 
^re2#. ♦ Length record in direct-mate problems.

935:1. фхЬ8 фЫ  2. ®g8... 8. фхеб... 12. фхе4... 
15. фхЬЗ фЫ  16.®xb4®gl 17. фхЬ5 фЬ1 18. 
фс4... 23. b l #  фЬ1 24. # f5  ®gl 25. # f7  gxf7 
26. фсЗ fS^r 27. ®d2 ^ c8  28. фе1 ^ c l# . ♦ The 
longest helpmate.

-> See also: Blathy Matrix; Task Problem.

LENNART LARSSON THEME
In at least two tries White captures a black Pawn 
with a consequence that he loses the possibility 
o f capturing on that square with his own Pawn. 
Black takes advantage o f it in his refutation.
1 Theme introduced in 1970 by Lennart Larsson 

(1921-2008).

936

LARSSON, Lennart; 
FROBERG, Hilding
Springaren 1990

#2
936: l£ d ~ ?  £>xd6! ♦ L £}xb3? #xb3,£xd6? 2. 

axb3,£}c5#, 1... ^a4! ♦ 1. £}xe6? £}xe6?,<£jxd6? 
2. dxe6,<£}c5#, 1... £}b5! ♦ 1. £}xf3? £}xd6 2. 
£}fxd6# 1... g d l! ♦ L £}b5! ~2. gc4#, 1... #a4  
2. схЬЗ#, 1... £}b5 2. dxe6#, 1... g d l 2. gxB#, 1... 
4)xd6 2. £}xd6#. (1... bxc2 2. ^xc2#).

LENNON THEME
The key-piece A closes a line o f a black piece В 
and threatens mate by a piece C. In defence,
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black piece В  captures white piece A  in one vari
ation and closes line o f white piece C in the sec
ond variation.
§ Jean Lennon (1918).

937

LENNON, Jean
Le Patriote de Nice 1967

937: 1. ДеЗ! -  2. ^ h 2 # , 1... gxe3  2. ^ c 7 # , 1...
gd2 2. ^xe4#.

LEPUSCHUTZ THEME
A specific Fiihrunz (attack, plan) would be suc
cessful if Black had not time to defend. So White 
allows a check, and the Fiihrung is successful as 
an answer to this check (definition by Hans-Peter 
Rehm).
§ Theme was named after Hans Lepushiitz (1910-1984) 

who was the first who recognized theme and did a se
rious investigation. Possibly the oldest example, how
ever, is a fourmover by Erich Zepler (1898-1980) — see 
939.

#2

938

LEPUSCHOTZ, Hans
l.pr J. Kohtz MT1943

938:1. £>a6? gd7! ♦ 1. gxb4? gxb4! 2. £ а6  gb7 
3. ^e8??, (1. <g>h6? = too slow!) ♦ 1. ®g7! -  2. 
^b7+ <®>d8 3. #Ь8+/£хе6+ etc., 1... gg4+ 2. 
<S>h6! gd43. gxb4 gxb44. £>a6 gb75.^e8#. 

939: 1. ga2+? ^xa2 2. ^b4??, (1. <J>f8/®g7? 
#b2!) ♦ 1. ДхГ5! -  2. ДхЫ etc., 1... ^xf5+ 2. 
®e7! # b l  3. ga2+ ^xa2 4. ^b4# (1... ^b3  2. 
Деб!) etc.

LETTER PROBLEM
The diagrammed position represents a letter.
E It is probably impossible to determine when the first 

problem of this type had been made, but it is well 
known that Anthony J. Taffs (1916-2005) composed 
the complete alphabet (Northwest Chess 1978),

—► See also: Hanneman Theme.

LEVMAN DEFENCE
Black closes a future white line in advance, i.e. 
the line which would be created by threat (like 
c6-c4 in try and c4-c6 after the key in 940).
This is actually Theme A with one prospective 
line.
Sometimes called L ederle them e, after 
threemover 941.

#2
940:1. g4e6? ~ 2. ^сб#, 1... Дс5 2. #xb3#, 1... 

£>bc5 2. #xd4#, I... <£,dc5 2g(6)e5#, 1... c5 2. 
gd6#, 1... £>b4! ♦ 1. £a3! -  2. #c4#, 1...
Дс5 2. ДхЬЗ#, 1... £bc5 2. gxd4#, 1... £}dc5 2. 
g  8e5#, 1... c5 2. ^d7# ♦ Levman-2 with 4 
changed mates!.

#3
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941s 1. b4! ~ 2. #h8  ~,фхЬ4 3. ^Ь2,^сЗ#, 1... 
<g>xb4 2. ^ h 8  c4 3. ^f8#, (1... ДхЬ4,^ё8,с4, 
cxb4 2^(x)a7(+), 1... cxb4 2.^g8, etc.)*

= Alias: Levman 2.

LEVMAN THEME
A square in the black King’s field is guarded by a 
white linemover. A threat closes this line but 
opens the (masked) line o f another white 
linemover which resumes a guard. Black defends 
by closing this masked line.
This is actually Theme A with one masked line, or 
a hidden form of Barulin defence.

LIGHT
Adjective applied to a problem which has a 
relatively small number of pieces in the initial 
position. Lightness is usually desirable in the 
interests o f economy. (Definition from FIDE 
Album,)

LIKEMAN MAXIMUMMER [F]
Fairy condition. Black has to make his longest 
move with the same kind of man that White 
moved last.
1 Invented by Karl Schreinzer in 1925. 
a  Alias: Gleichstein-Langstzuger (Ger.).

1 Semen Levman (1896-1942).

942:1. -2 . £f4#, 1... gc5 2. ^xd4#, 1... Дс5
2. £}xc7#, 1... £dc5 2. #e8#, 1... <£ec5 2. #c6#, 
I... c5 2. ^xd7#, (1...Дх£5 2.ge8#) ♦ 5 Levman 
defences on a single square (c5), including the 
Grimshaw interference between Д  and H*

LINDNER 1 THEME [H]
Waiting move (tempo) by Black in the set and 
White in the actual play.
E Laszlo Lindner (1916-2004).

h#2*

944

LINDNER, L£$zl6
l.pr Sad Paulo 1955-6

944: *1... ^ x g l 2. e l £  fxg3# ♦ I. cxdl£> <g>bl 2. 
£e3 fxg3#.

★  Other examples: 1417, 1533. 
= Alias: Levman l .

LEVMAN UNPIN
Black parries the threat by masked anticipatory 
unpin of a black piece.

#2

943

DRESE, Gerardus H.
4Mm Tijdschrift v. d. NSB 
1930

943:1. ДЬ8!~2. gc4#, 1... gdd4 2. £xe2#, l...d4 
2. £>d5#, 1 ... Д Б  2. #xf5#. ♦ “Thema-boek”: 
Special case of Anticipatory Unpin.

LINDNER 2 THEME [H]
In the initial position White “threatens mate” (set 
play in one move). Black avoids this mate and af
ter his first move White “threatens” the same 
mate again. Black is again obliged to avoid it and 
eventually a different mate occurs.

945

KORPONAI, J6zsef
l.pr Problem 33. 7T 
1960-61

h#2**
945: *1... £de3# ♦ L fxe5 ДЬ6 (*2... £de3#) 2. e4 

£>ce3#.
—> See also; Garai Theme.
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LINE
In chess problem terminology “line” is a joint 
term covering diagonals, ranks and files, unless 
there is a particular reason to separate them.

LINE CLEARANCE
A unit of either colour moves along a line, mak
ing it available for another unit of either colour to 
follow. If the units are of same colour, it is either 
Bristol Clearance or Loyds Clearance. If the 
rear unit supports the front unit, the maneuver is 
called doubling, and is often preceded by critical 
move or anti-critical move.

LINE COMBINATION
A collective term referring to a large number of 
themes, the core of which is made up by the 
so-called capital letter themes. The themes can 
further be divided into three sub-groups:
(1) Defensive themes: Barulin (theme A). Somov 

(theme B \  Isayev combination (combination 
o f themes A and B), Levman defence (the 
masked form of theme A), Anti-Levman de
fence (the masked form of theme B), Deeener 
line combination.

(2) Dual Avoidance themes: theme C  theme D. 
and theme E„ Mari theme (Arnstam), 
anti-Mari theme. [anti-\Java theme. Ekstrom 
theme.

(3) Attempts to defend and refute: theme К 
theme G  theme H  and theme L Zappas theme. 
Ahues Mechanism. Bruch line combination 
and Taraba Line Combination.

= Alias: Line Themes.

Battery and pin are the most common masked 
line devices.
Masked line usually aims at opponent’s King's 
field\ and thematic play is connected with its 
(prospective) opening. Some of the themes de
signed on the basis of masked line are line 
themes Theme C. Theme D. Theme E or Theme 
F; also Levman theme, Seilberger theme. Avner 
mechanism, Ahues Mechanism I and many 
others.
—> See also: Ambush.

LINEMOVER
A piece which can move one or more squares 
along the orthogonal and/or diagonal line. 
Namely: Queen, Rook and Bishop, (also a Pawn 
on its initial square).

LION [F]
Fairy piece. Closely related to the Grasshopper. 
It too moves along Queen-lines and hops over a 
unit of either colour, but it may land on any 
square beyond the hurdle, provided the interven
ing squares are unoccupied.
Variations:
Rook-Lion: As Lion, but moves only along 

Rook-lines.
Bishop-Lion: As Lion, but moves only along 

Bishop-lines.

LOCALIZATION [E]
Method in endgames. Restriction of the activity 
of pieces within the limited space on the board.

LINE VACATION
A piece moves off the line allowing subsequent 
deployment of a friendly line-mover.
★  See examples: 255,495, 885,1281.

LINE VOIDANCE THEME
Generally, a clearance in the opposite direction to 
the (direction of) the line of action. While Bristol 
clearance is a clearance in the same direction, 
Loyd's clearance is a clearance in the opposite 
direction, i.e. voidance.
★  See example 1609.

LINE, MASKED
A line of action of a long-range line-piece toward 
an object, where there are one or more units of ei
ther colour between that piece and the object.

LOCHET THEME
In a try White threatens mate A and after Black 
defence gives mate В . In the solution White real
izes the try so that with the second move he 
threatens В  and after the defence gives mate A.
§ Jean Lochet (1940).

946

BOYER, Jean-Pierre
cm Themes-64 1982 /  
dedicated to J. Lochet
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946: 1. £}c5? -  2. 4}d7#A ^ d5 2. ^d3#B, 1...
£}f5! ♦ 1. £|Xf6?~2. £}d7#A, 1... <£|f5 2. <£ig4#c
1.. . £>d5! ♦ 1. ДЬ2! ~ 2. c4+ ДсЗ 3. ДхсЗ#, 1...
£,d5 2. £|C5 -  3. £d3#B, 2... 3. £,d7A (2...
£>b4+! 3. cxb4#), 1... £ f5  2. £}xf6 ~ 3. £}g4#c
2.. . 3. £d7#A (2... £}d4+! 3. cxd4#).

LOCKING [E]
Endgame theme. One side using a witty maneu
ver which involves a sacrifice of one or more 
pieces constrains the mobility o f opponent’s 
pieces.

947: 1. e4 Дхе4+ 2. фа7 ^ d 3  3. I b l  ДхЫ 4. 
£}e2 c2 5. £>cl фе7 6. фаб! (6. фЬ6 ф<16 7. 
фЬ5 <g>d5 8. фЬ4 ®d4 9. фаЗ фсЗ!) 6... феб 
(6... ф<16 7. фЬ6!) 7. фа5 фе5 8. фа4 фе4 9. 
фаЗ феЗ 10. фЬ2 ®d2 И. фха1 фсЗ 12. £>ЬЗ 
фхЬЗ =

= Alias: Citadel.

LOCUS THEORY
A total ground comprising all spots of a theme. 
Most often, black King’s relative position to 
other units of thematic relevance is considered as 
a spot, and all possible spots, i.e. relative dis
tances of relevant units, diagonally and orthogo
nally, are called the Locus of the theme in 
question.
The system may be helpful in tracing anticipa
tions, or for a composer in avoiding them and 
pursuing originality.

LOCUST [F]
A fairy piece which moves only to capture. It 
lands on to the square behind the first hurdle on 
the Queen-line and captures it. The arrival square 
must be empty.
Variations:
Rook-Locust: Moves along the Rook lines. 
Bishop-Locust: Moves along the Bishop lines. 
Knight-Locust: (\-2)-Equilocuhopper

Paw n-L ocust: (l-l)-Equilocusthopper which 
moves only upwards if it is white, or down
wards if it is black.

LOEWENTON THEME [H]
Reciprocal change of promotions: In a helpmate 
White’s promotions to different pieces with two 
Pawns switching functions from set play to 
solution.
E Leon Loewenton (1888-1963).

948

LOEWENTON, Leon
l.pr Arbejder Skak 1957

948: *1... e8£} 2. Де7 c8## 1. Де5 e8^+ 2. ®d6 
c8£>#.

LOGICAL COMBINATION
There are two kinds o f Combinations: the Intu
itive Combination, which may be perceived only 
as a whole, in a flash o f intuitive insight, as it 
were; and the Logical Combination, which must 
be deduced step by step from its component 
parts, and its rational sequence o f moves. Logi
cal Combinations comprise a Main-plan, and 
one or more Fore-plans. In the process o f solv
ing we generally perceive the Main-plan first; we 
try this at once (the so-called Thematic Try) and 
find that it fails owing to some sharply defined 
defect In order to remedy this defect and render 
the Main-plan subsequently effective, we must 
have recourse to a preparatory maneuver, 
termed Fore-plan. In this way we gradually ar
rive at the complete solution, our final discovery 
being the key-move; and it is precisely the stern 
logic o f such problems that appeals to so many 
solvers. (Alain C. White, 1929).
The most important premise in logical problem is 
that the Main Plan should fail only due to a 
unique defence (or logical reason). This principle 
of abstract intellectual economy is the Purity of 
Aim (Zweckreinheit, Ger.) principle.
In strategic sense logical combinations can be di
vided into direct and indirect maneuvers.

h#2*
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Direct M aneuver consists of useful and willing 
movement of white pieces. It is initiated and exe
cuted by White.
Ind irect M aneuver consists of harmful and 
forced (non-willing) movements o f black pieces. 
It is initiated by White and executed by Black.
In order of better understanding of these maneu
vers it is necessary to explain the quality of 
movements of pieces. These movements consist 
of voluntary (Freizug) and forced or extorted 
(Lenkung) moves. The former are termed de
ploy-moves and the latter decoy-moves.
Depending on whether the idea of these move
ments is arrival to the new or departure from the 
old square these two types of movements are fur
ther sub-divided into two groups, so we have:
• Ex-Deploy. A voluntary move whose advan

tage lies in the vacation of the initial square.
• Ad-Deploy. A voluntary move whose advan

tage lies in the occupation of the new square.
• Ex-Decoy. A forced move whose disadvan

tage lies in the vacation of the initial square.
• Ad-Decoy. A forced move whose disadvan

tage lies in the occupation of the new square.
From White’s point of view, if a combination is 
forced by White it is called Idea in Attack and if 
it is forced by Black Idea in Defence. However, 
Black can also combine either with black or with 
white pieces, so he has the same two possibilities 
as White. Thus, there are four basic systems of 
logical combinations:

Type of 
combination

Initiatiated
by

Executed
by

Description

Direct
maneuver

White White Idea in attack 
with white pieces

Direct
maneuver

Black Black Idea in defence 
with black pieces

Indirect
maneuver

White Black Idea in attack 
with black pieces

Indirect
maneuver

Black White Idea in defence 
with white pieces

These combinations can come in different forms:
(a) Protoform (Orthoform, Grundform, Urform)
(b) Antiform (Gegenform)
(cl Metaform
(d) Periform 
(el Paraform

(f) Complete Antiform
(g) Hold-form (Halteform)
★  See examples: 326,465,687,758, 1239, 1547.

LOGICAL IDEAS
In brief, logical ideas can be divided (according 
to Bassisty) into the following main groups:
(1) ideas that exploit the intersection points and 

the interferences on them;
(2) ideas that aim at decoying o f black pieces, 

their errors and possible defence substitu
tions'.

(3) ideas with obstructions and incarcerations:
(4) ideas based on the weakening element caused 

by the try (Berlin theme. Munich theme1:
(5) ideas based on the loss of control of the mat

ing square {focal and junction point combina
tions);

(6) clearance and doubling ideas (Bristol clear
ance. Turton doubling with its variants);

(7) tempo gaining or losing ideas (tempo sainins 
maneuver, tempo losing maneuver1:

(8) ideas that are based on the correct choice of 
option (option combinations, counter ex
change. other combinations that involve 
deploys1:

(9) combinations in variations that each empha
size try play, and the purity o f aim is main
tained if the key has the same purpose as the 
variations.

LOGICAL PROBLEM
The style that has these principals: Strategic idea, 
shown in perfectly clear-cut form, without extra
neous elements confusing the logic of the play 
(purity o f aim1.
★  See example 1449.

LOGICAL SCHOOL
One o f the five major schools of composition, the 
beginning o f which was marked by Johannes 
Kohtz’ and Carl Kockelkom’s epoch-making 
work “Das indische Problem ” (1903), although 
a few critical voices against the ruling trend of 
composing had been raised before them too. Tak
ing the famous Indian problem from 1845 as 
their starting point, the authors emphasized the 
importance of the clarity and purity of aim of a 
problem’s crucial moves, and maintained that a 
problem should be deprived of everything that 
blurred its main idea. Instead o f a profusion of
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variations with possibly little in common in 
terms of strategy, the problem needed one idea, 
clearly and logically conveyed. The basic con
cepts, such as main plan. try play. foreplan and 
decoy were explicitly formulated in the early 
20th century by Walter Frh. von Holzhausen, 
Friedrich Palitzsch, Franz Palatz, later 
problemists like Herbert Grasemann, Werner 
Speckmann, and more recently Stephan Eisert 
and Hans Peter Rehm, just to name a few.
The core ideas of the school are to be found un
der headings like purity of aim, economy of aim, 
direct and indirect logical combination, op
tion-combination, counter exchange, main plan, 
try play, fore-plans, basic plan, supplementary 
plan, intermediate plan, decoy, deploy etc.
The most popular logical ideas are Roman theme, 
which was theoretically introduced by Kohtz and 
Kockelkom in 1905, Dresden idea and Веияипя 
(Deflection) with their many sub-variations.

LONDON THEME
Logical combination: White has a specific plan 
of attack but it fails for one or more reasons if 
White immediately tries it. Therefore White first 
attracts one or more black pieces away, so the 
plan of attack now becomes effective. Now 
Black has a new defence at his hand, but this is 
insufficient. 949
Another source describes this theme quite differ
ently: White piece mates from the square it occu
pied in the initial position; in Soviet Union it was 
also (wrongly!) called a switchback theme (N. P. 
Zelepukin: “Slovar shakhmatnoi kompozicyi”, 
Kiev 1982) ... with the same example! However, 
M  B. Bassisty (Slovar terminov shakhmatnoi 
kompozicyi, Kiev 2004) maintains that the main 
plan (a logical combination!) fails because it 
does not threaten anything -  and gives the same 
example!!

949

GUTTMAN, Newman
British Chess Magazine 
1936/(v)

#3

949: The plan 1. ^ h 3  and 2. ^c8# is hindered by the 
black Pe6. Therefore: 1. #c3! ~ 2. ^h8/#g7#, 1... 
e5 2. #h3 e6 3. ^a3#.

LONG-RANGE PIECE
A piece (Queen, Rook, Bishop) which can oper
ate along the whole line or diagonal.

LONGMOVER (CONDITION) [F]
Fairy condition. Any black man may move, but it 
has to do its longest move available.
1 Invented by Friedrich von Wardener (1873-1964) in 

1926 (Langstzuger Junior).
= Alias: Langziiger (Ger.).

LONGMOVER (GENRE)
More-mover with a long solution. The line be
tween moremovers and longmovers is incon
stant, varying somewhere between 7 and 10 
moves.
Sidler: “Longmovers in the narrow sense fall into 
two groups:
(a) problems that require several moves because 

of repeated tempo-gaining maneuvers;
(b) problems which require several moves for 

presenting a logical idea.”

LORTAP [F]
Fairy condition, in fact the Anti-Patrol Chess. A 
unit may capture or give check only if it is un
guarded by friendly unit.
U ltra -L o rtap : Only pieces unguarded by 
friendly units may move.

LOSHINSKY THEME
Like-moving black and white pieces stand next 
to each other in direction of their movement. At 
least three times when the former moves away 
along their common line the latter follows it by 
moving to the adjacent square.
2 Lev I. Loshinsky (1913-1976).
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950:1. # b l!  -  2. £>h5+ ®xe4 3. ge3# , 1... g d 7  2. 
gd6!, 1... g d 6  2. gd5!, 1... g d 5  2. gd4!, (1... 
g a 4  2. g a 3 , 1... g b 4  2. g b 3 , 1... g c 4  2. gc3), 
(1... Bxg3 2. fxg3+, 1... g x e4  2. g O + , 1... g /  
£>xd3 2. ^xd3 ).

—► See also: Anti-Loshinsky Theme; Anti-Magnet Theme.

LOSING GAME (CHESS) [F]
A fairy chess variant. Capturing is obligatory 
when it is possible. King (which has not powers 
of a normal King) can be played next to the King 
of opposite side. Pawn can also promote to a 
King, and Kings may be captured. In losing 
game, there is neither check nor mate, but the 
player who first loses all his men or is stalemated 
wins.
г Alias: Schlagschach (Ger.).

LOW THEME
Four interferences of a black Rook by a black 
Bishop in the solution of a twomover.
I  Niels B. Low (1881-1964).

#2 (white King in check!)

951

HANSEN, Wilhelm
l.pr Low Theme Tourney 
1926

951: L gxh8# !  -  2. gxd5#, l... ДЬЗ 2. gc4# , 1... 
Д с4  2. gb3#, 1... Д О  2. £ e2 # , 1... Д сб  
2.£>c8#, (1... Д еб /Д е4  2. # f8 # , etc.).

LOYD’S CLEARANCE 
A piece moves along a line, crossing a critical 
square» so that a like-moving unit o f the same 
color coming later to the line can take advantage 
of it by moving to an opposite direction. The 
line-clearing unit does not support the second 
unit like, for instance, in Turton doubling. See 
952.
Shorter: Avoidance o f doubling interference 
with an anti-meta-critical move.
Brunner-Loyd Clerance. A piece makes a criti
cal move. Another piece of the same colour 
moves on the critical square in order to move to 
an opposite direction. The first piece is not sup

porting the other. The difference to Loyd Clear
ance is that the pieces are of equal strength. See 
953.
2 Samuel Loyd (1830-1914).

952

LOYD, Samuel
Cincinnati Dispatch 
5.9.1858

952:1. Д а 8! g ~ 2. ^ b 7  ® fl 3. # h l# ,  (1... ф П /£ у - 
2. ^xf5+/>grb6, 1... f4 2. # g 6 ).

953

BRUNNER, Erich
В osier Nachrichten 1936

953: 1. g h l !  a2 2. g g g l  a l~  3. g x a l  ® xg4 4. 
ga4#.

e Aliases: Loyd’s Line Clearance; Loyd’s Line Voidance. 

LOYD’S HALF-PIN
Half-pin formation, where one White piece 
stands masking the thematic line and giving 
mate, when either of the half-pinned Black 
pieces move.

954

LOYD, Samuel
Sam Loyd and his Chess 
Problems 1913

954: 1. ^a4! H , L ..£c~ 2. ^ d 6 # , 1... £}e5 2. 
Д<12#, 2. A d 2 ,^d 6 # , 1... QcM & xgS  2.
^ d 6 # , 1... £ c 5  2. Дс12#, 1... ф е5  2. gxf5#.

- »  See also: Half-Pin.
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LUUKKONEN THEME
In the set play several thematic defences are an
swered by one and the same mate. After the key 
of the solution the same mate is a threat, while 
thematic defences are followed by new and dif
ferent mates.
S Emil Luukkonen (1888-1952).
Pattern:

Luukkonen
1 a b
X ft A A

m A В/! C/!

955

HANNELIUS, Jan
Helsingin Sanomat 
4.5.1958 /  (in memory of 
J. Gunst)

don or lose the control and the white battery 
mates by shutting-off or capturing the other 
piece.
% Arthur E Mackenzie (1861-1905).

957

MACKENZIE, Arthur F.
Illustrated London News 
1888

957s 1 .еб!(~), 1... ggl2. gf8#, 1... gd7 2. gh6#* 
etc.

MACKENZIE, CYCLIC 
Not actually a cyclic theme, but rather a blend of 
three systems of Mackenzie theme: each of three 
white batteries is controlled by one of three pos
sible pairs of three black line-movers.

955: *1... gaxd4/ghxd4/#xd4/eQxd4/£}cxd4/ 
£}fxd4 2. £}c7# ♦ 1. ^d3! -  2. £^c7#, 1... gaxd4 
2. c4#, 1... ghxd4 2. £>f4#, 1... #xd4 2. £}c3#,
1... ^xd4 2. £еЗ#, 1... £}fxd4 2. gg4#, 1... 
4}cxd4 2. c6# ♦ Luukkonen with 6 variations, may 
still be a record.

#2
956: *1... #xe6*,gexe6b, gcxe6c 2. ^d4#A, 1... 

gxc5d,^4xc5e,^6xc5f 2. gd4#B ♦ L Д П ? -  
2. #d4#A, I... #xe6a 2. ^хеЗ#, 1... gxe6b 2. 
e4#, 1... gcxe6c2.a8^#, 1... ge4! ♦ l .^ e 7 !
-  2. gd4#B, 1... gxc5d 2. #d7#, 1... ^4xc5e 2. 
£>c3#, 1... £}6xc5f 2. £b4#, (I... ge4,gd6 2. 
^xe4,^xd6#).

MACKENZIE THEME
Two black pieces control a white battery. In two 
variations one or the other of these pieces aban

958

BETTMANN,
Henry Wald; 
BETTMANN, Edgar
hm St-John s Globe 1888

958: 1. Ag6! H ,  1... # g l  2. £}h5#, 1... #h2  2. 
£}b4#, 1... gb5 2. Д ё7#, 1... gc6 2. £>el#, l.« 
gg7 2. £}h3#, 1... gh6 2. Ad6# ♦ etc.

MADRASI CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. I f  opposing pieces o f equal 
value threat one another they are paralyzed, i.e. 
both lose their capability of moving and all their 
forces (including a check to the enemy King) ex
cept that of paralyzing. They remain paralyzed 
until one of them is captured or another man (not 
a King, because it would step into a check) co
mes on the line between them.
M adrasi Rex Incusive. A variant where the con
dition also applies to Kings.
1 Invented by the Indian problemist Jabbar Karwatkar 

(1937), whose native province was/is Madrasi.
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#2 Madrasi
959:1. e4! (~), 1... £}fl 2. £}d4#, 1... £}f3 2. £}g3#,

1... g ~ 2 . gf2#, 1... gxf5!2. exf5#.
-> See also: Isardam.

MAGEE THEME
At least four interferences by at least two black 
Pawns. 960.

MAGIC MAN [F]
Fairy piece. It alters the colour of other men it at
tacks; also if again attacked by the same piece 
from another direction. Not applicable to Kings 
and Pawns, but P. C. Asbury-Smith applied it to 
Magic Pawns and A. H. Kniest to Magic Kings.
1 Invented in 1964 by Brasilian problemists.
= Alias: Magischer Stein (Ger.).

MAGIC SQUARE [F]
Fairy condition. Squares on which men change 
colour at arrival.

M AGN APROM OTER [ F ]
Fairy condition. A piece (not Pawn) at arriving 
on a promotion square “promotes” to any piece at 
will.

Magee J r  Theme: Three interferences of black 
pieces by black Pawns. 961.
1 Proposed for Good Companion theme tourney in 

1919 by Arthur Madsen-Magee (1900-1983).

960

WHITE, Alain C.
Good Companion 1919

960:1. gg8!~2. gxf8#, 1...C5+2. £f4#, I...c6+2. 
£d6#, 1... d5 2. <£,xf8#, 1... d6 2. ^xe6#.

961

DAWSON, Thomas R.
2.pr Good Companion TT 
1919

#2

MAGNET THEME
This term has been used in association with dif
ferent themes:
1. White King, or some other piece, lures black 
King with at least three quiet moves into the mat
ing field, keeping the distance between the two 
fairly constant. 962.
2. Duel in which White counters black piece’s 
move by moving his own piece in analogous way 
next to Black’s, or vice versa.
3. A synonym for Loshinskv theme (which is a 
subset of 2).

962:1. gg6! (1 gg~? iLd3!) <J>h7 2. gg5!(2. gg4? 
jfl.d2!) <g>h6 3. gg4 ®h5/ea.xg2 4. ®g3/<g>xg2#.

—> See also: Anti-Magnet Theme.

961:1. # f l ! ~  2. # c l# , 1... e4 2. gxc5#, 1... d3 2. 
gf5# (£e4?), 1... c2 2. £>e4# (gf5?), (1... £g6 
2. £>h7#).

★  Other example 1033.
= Alias: Madsen Theme.

MAI 1 THEME
The key selfpins one white and unpins one black 
piece; in defence this unpinned (thematic) piece 
unpins just pinned white pinned piece which 
mates by pinning the black thematic piece.
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As a matter of fact this is Sch6r theme with a pin 
on the mating move.
2 Luigi Mai (1903-1970); Guglielmo Mai (1906-1980).

963:1. Д сб ! ~ 2. Дхс5#, 1... £}d7 2. cxd8##, (1... 
<3?e7,gxc7 2. £}х£5,#хс7#).

—> See also: Schor Theme.
2 Alias: May.

MAI 2 THEME
Theme based on duals. In a try White threatens 
one pair o f mates and in thematic variation an
other pair o f mates follows. In the solutions 
variation mates from try become threats, while 
threats from the try become mates. The black 
defence is not necessarily the same move.
Pattern:

Mai 2
1 a b
X AB CD
Y CD AB

964: 1. Д е5? ~ 2. £ g5/<£,d8#, L - A e7 2* 
£>c7,£}xf4#, 1... f3! ♦ 1. Д16! ~ 2. £>c7/43xf4#,
1... Ad6 2. £>g5,£>d8#, (1... £>xf6 2.
ge5,gxf6#).

MAI 2, CYCLIC
Three or more phases. each with a double threat 
and a thematic variation with dual mates. Varia

tions from the first become threats in the second 
phase, mates from the second are threats in the 
third phase, etc.; mates from the last phase are 
threats in the first phase, thus closing the cycle. 
Thematic defences may be different in each 
phase.
Pattern:

Cyclic Mai 2
1 ~ a b n
X AB CD
Y CD EF
Z EF AB

965:1. £}Ь2? ~2. Де4/е4#, 1... ge5  2. gd6/<£ic7#,
1... cxb4! ♦ 1. g e4 ? ~ 2 . gd6/<£|C7#, l...£>a(d)c6 
2. £}4b6/<£,8b6#, 1... gf5! ♦ 1. b5! ~ 2. £4b6/ 
£>8b6#, 1... £ c 4  2. Де4/е4#, 1... e5 2. gd6/ 
£c7#.

MAIN PLAN
The English for German’s “Hauptplan ”. In a 
logical problem the mating plan o f a direct or 
indirect combination ( “Vorbereitungskombina- 
tion " in German). White tries to carry it out first 
in a try play which, however, is refuted by one or 
several obstacles. White has to remove them, 
usually with as many foreplans as there are ob
stacles until he can execute the main plan 
successfully.
—► See also: Logical Combination.

MAIN THREAT
A synonym for Main Plan.

MAJOR PIECE
A piece which, with help of King, is able to give 
checkmate to a lone King. Thus Queen and Rook 
in orthodox chess.

MAKIHOVI THEME
In the set play (or initial try) there are two or 
more mates after thematic defences. In the try
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(tries) and the solution these mates are separated. 
See 966.
Inverted Makihovi Theme. The thematic duals 
appear in the virtual play, whereas the set and ac
tual play are dual-free. See 967.
S Ilmari Makihovi (1927).
Pattern:

Makihovi
1 - a
X

*
AB

Y A
Z В

966

MAKIHOVI, Ilmari; 
MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
l.pr Suomen Shakki 1977

#2
966: *1... ^ d 4  2. Ad5/£|f2/£|g3# ♦ 1. gb3? (2. 

#xe3#) Ad4 2. &d5U, 1... ДсЗ! ♦ 1. g e l?  £ d4  
2. 1... Де5! ♦ 1. Agl! (2. #xe3#) Ad4 2.
£}g3# ♦ Ellerman-Makihovi with triple mate and, 
thus, in four phases.

Pattern:
Cyclic Le Grand - 

3 phases
1 a
X A В
Y В C
Z C A

Cyclic Le Grand - 
n phases

1 a
X A В
Y В C
...
Z N A

968: *1... ®d5 2. ^ x O A/gxe5B/gxd4#c ♦  1.
£>b2? -  2. lf3#A, 1... ®d5 2. gxe5#B, 1... 
gxf5! ♦ 1. ДН6? ~ 2. gxe5#B, 1... ®d5 2.
gxd4#c, 1... Д ё5! ♦ 1. £>c4! ~ 2. gxd4#c 1... 
®d5 2. £ f 3 # \  (1... dxc3 2. £xc3#, 1... gd5 2. 
£>d2#).

MALEIKA BLEND
In the same problem there is some kind of dual 
separation of primary and secondary threats.

967

FARIA, Osvaldo
Lhm Ghirelli MT I960

967: *1... e6 2. £>d6#, 1... £>f4 2. gxd4# ♦ 1. ДН7? 
-  2. Д х Б # . 1... еб 2. £ d 6 ,£ f6 # , 1... £>f4 2. 
gxd4 ,gxf4# , 1... bxc4! ♦ 1. ^ g 6 !  ~ 2. ^x f5# ,
1... e6 2. £>f6#, 1... £>f4 2. gxf4#, (1... gxe5  2. 
£>d2#).

= Alias: Ellerman-Makihovi.

MAKIHOVI-ROBERT THEME 
Combination of Le Grand theme in reciprocal or 
cyclic form and Makihovi theme: dual or triple 
mates of the set against Black’s thematic move 
are separated in the virtual and actual play.

#2
969: 1. ^ x e7 ! (2. ^ x a 7 A/^ e 5 B/# x d 6 c #), 1... 

ДхЬ5 2. A/B/C#, 1... Д х П  2. A/B#, 1... ®c5 2. 
A/C#, 1... ^ d 7  2. B/C#, 1... £}hxf7 2. A#, 1... Д сб  
2. В#, 1... dxc2 2. C#, 1... £>c8 2. g f 4 D/A e5E/ 
c3#F, 1... £}xb5 2. D/E#, 1... £ b 7  2. D/F#, 1... £)f5 2. 
E/F#, 1... <ac42. D#, 1... £)e42. E#, 1... ^dxf7  2. F#. 

—» a/so: Combinative Separation.

MALEIKA THEME
At least eight threats are separated in pairs so that 
one threat and same pair appear only once.
% Gerhard Maleika (1951).
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Pattern:
Maleika

1 - a b c d
X ABCDEFGH AB CD EF GH I

970: I. e6! (2. <ae8A/£g8B/&h7G/£h5D/£}g4E/ 
£ d5F/£}e4G/£}d7H#, 1... ga8 2. A/B#, 1... gxh2 
2. C/D#, 1... gxgl 2. E/F#, 1... gxb7 2. G/H#.

MALTESE CROSS [E]
In endgame: One piece is pinned twice, e.g. once 
toward its own King and once toward a stronger 
piece of its colour.

+
9 7 1 :1.c6b2! 2. c7b l^3 .c8^r+  фа74. ©c7+ фа8 

5. iLg2+ iLe4 6. ĝfh7! (Maltese Cross!) +- (e.g. 
6... ®b8 7. Дхе4).

MAMMOTH
Sometimes used to describe a very heavy posi
tion (24 or more pieces on the board).
★  See examples: 724, 1550, 1657.
—>• See also: Mastodon.
= Alias: Mammut.

MANEUVER, PERI-CRITICAL
An interference on a critical square is preceded 
by a maneuver in which the line-mover, instead 
of crossing the critical square, moves around it 
on its way to the destination.

MANEUVER, WAITING 
A series of moves the purpose of which is to aim 
at same or similar position and simultaneously 
transfer the opponent the obligation to move to 
his disadvantage.

See also: Quadrangulation Maneuver; Triangulation;
Triangulation Maneuver

MANSFIELD COUPLET
White battery is attacked by two black pieces, 
one of which self-pins itself in defense and the 
other is shut-off (or captured) by White on mat
ing move.
% Comins Mansfield (1896-1984).

972

MANSFIELD, Comins
hm Evening Standard 1928

972: 1. Дс5! -  2. £^d6#, 1... ^xd5 2. £>f4#, 1... 
gxd5 2. £ )gl#, (1... фЬ5,£>Ь5 2. £>d4,gd4#).

MANSFIELD-SCHIFFMANN THEME
Passive dual avoidance. In two variations Black 
self-pins the piece by capturing a white unit. In 
his mating move White must not unpin by inter
ference the piece that Black just self-pinned.

973

MANSFIELD, Comins
I.pr Evening Standard 
1930

973: L £ с 6! ~ 2. £>e7#, ^ xd3 2. £>fe5# 
(£>d2?), 1... ^ xf5 2. £fd4#(£>g5?),(l... £>xc62. 
^g8#, 1... gxc62. ^a2#, 1... ДхО 2. ^xO#, 1... 
фхсб 2. Дхе4#).

MANSUBAT
The oldest known chess problems dating way 
back to the 7th Century. The oldest ones pre
served in manuscripts date from the 9th century.
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Many Arab positions were end-games, but a 
typical mansuba (pi. mansubat), “that which 
has been erected, set up or arranged” was a 
King-hunt in which the mating or stalemating 
(stalemate was considered win, as well as “the 
bare King”) side had to take prompt action owing 
to the decisive positional advantage of the oppo
nent. Some mansubat were short, some were 
drawn out over 20 moves. The length record is 
held by an unkown composer from ca 9th cen
tury with a 36 moves long King-hunt.
The mansuba-type play dominated also the Euro
pean direct-mate composing until the early 19th 
century.

974:1. £>h5+! gxh5 2. gxg6+ <gxg6 3. ge6#.

976

BOGDANOV, Evgeny ; 
MARANDYUK, Mikhail
l.pr Goskomsport Ту 1987

976: 1. £>g7! (2. Дс5+ #xc5 3. <££5+ фхё5+ 4. 
£}еЗ+ ф~5. #xc5#), 1... ga5 2. ££5+фхё5+3. 
£e3+ ф ё 4 4. #d5+ Jxd5  5. £>£5#(4... gxd5 5. 
gxc4#), 1... ДЬ7 2. £>е6+ фхе4+ 3. £c5+ фё4
4. ge4+ Дхе4 5. 4^e6# (4... gxe4 5. gxd3#), 
(1... f5 2. £x£5+ фхё5+ 3. £}d4+ фхё4 4. ^c5+;
1... gg2+ 2. <J>xg2 £}xd6 3. #h4; 1... £^xd6 2. 
4}xd6 gg2+ 3. <g>xg2).

E Mikhail Marandyuk (1949).

MARGARIDA THEME
In a twomover Black has as many defences as 
possible to parry the threat. Furthermore, Black 
has one move that does not defend against the 
threat, but allows all mates.

MANY-WAYS THEME [H]
A piece travels from square a to square b using 
different routes in different phases. Squares a 
and b are not the same. The idea should be shown 
in at least three phases.
§ Based on theoretical article by Chris Feather in “Orbit” 

16/2002.

975

FEATHER,
Christopher J.
British Chess Magazine 
1995

h#2 3111

977

VAN GOOL,
Johan Christoffel
l.pr Revista Portuguesa de 
Xadrez TT1979

977:1. £e7!~2. gc4#, 1... gxel 2. £}£5#, 1... £e2  
2. £>xe2#, 1... Де4 2. gxe4#, 1... Дё5 2. gxd5#,
1... Дс6+ 2. £}xc6#, 1... ^e3  2. ^хеЗ#, 1... 
^d3+ 2. ^xd3#, 1... #сЗ  2. ^хсЗ#, I... #ЬЗ 2. 
£>хЬЗ#, 1... <£,£3 2. 4}b3/£e2/ge4/^c3/^d3/ 
^еЗ / g  с4/ g  dS/^ с б /^  £5#.

975:1. ^хсб ge2 2. # с4  <^f4# ♦ 1. #xd5 Да4 2. 
# с4  ge3# ♦ 1. ^хеб £}сЗ 2. ^ с 4  Де4#.

MARANDYUK THEME
Moremovers theme. Switchback in mate by un
pinned white piece.

MARI THEME
Passive dual avoidance. Black opens line for 
white linemover which then cannot be closed on 
mating move.

I  Alberto Mari (1892-1953).
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978: 1. Дс16! ~ 2. #e5#, 1... <^7f5 2. <^e2# (2. 
£}e6?), 1... £3f5 2. <£,e6# (2. £>e2?), (1... ®e4 2. 
#xd5#, 1... gxf4+ 2. #xf4#, 1... £}c4 2. £b5#,
1... £c6  2. c3#>.

★  Other examples: 135, 148.
= Alias: Mari Dual Avoidance.

MARINE PIECES [F]
A group term for fairy pieces:
Poseidon: moves without capturing like a King 

and captures adjacent pieces like a Locust 
Siren: moves like a Queen and captures like a 

Locust
Triton: moves like a Rook and captures like a 

Rook-Locust
Nereid: moves like a Bishop and captures like a 

Bishop-Locust
Squid: moves like a Knight and captures like a 

Knight-Locust
Prawn: moves like a Pawn and captures diago

nally like a Pawn-Locust.
—> See also: Combined Pieces.

MARSEILLES CHESS [F]
A chess variant Both sides make two single 
moves on their turn. Only the latter move can be 
check, and check has to be parried with the first 
move. Exception: King can move into stalemate 
position in one move.

979

LAZARD, Fred
3.pr UEchiquier France 
TT1928

979: l .a 8 g x g a l!  (1. a8#+? ®xa8!) фЬ6хфЬ5 
2. <3?d5xgbl+ фа~хфаЗ(4,5,6,7) 3. фс4(5,6,7) 
gal#.

#3 Marseilles Chess

MARTIN THEME
Correction unpins by two half-pinned black 
pieces 980.
M artin 2 Theme. Like above, but instead of the 
unpin Black uses another strategy in his correc
tion moves 981.
S Godefroy Martin (1910).

980

MARTIN, Godefroy
l.pr Parallele 50 1947

980: 1. gfS! ~ 2. #g8#, l...ge~ 2. gxe5#, 1... 
gd4! 2. ^xd4#, 1... 2. gxe5#, 1... £d2! 2.
£}xe3#, 1... £}d4! 2. c4# ♦ etc.

981

BISCAY, Pierre
Le Probleme 1956

9 8 1 :1. # h l!  ~2. £e4#, l...&e~2. # c l# , 1... < ĉ4 
2. b4# (interference), l.„43d~ 2. ^сб#, 1... 43e7 
2. £)d7# (guard), 1... £}b4 2. ДЬ6# (guard) ♦ 
Martin 2.

MASAND [F]
Fairy condition. Apiece which makes a checking 
move changes the colour o f all pieces (except 
Kings) which it attacks or controls after complet
ing the move.

MASKED FORM OF AN IDEA
A concealed form of an interpretation of an idea; 
the content of an idea may appear after one or 
more moves by the opponent.

MASKED INTERFERENCE
Anticipatory self-interference on the line masked 
by the opponent’s piece, visible only after this 
piece moves away from the line.
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h#5.5 0111....

984

ABDURAHMANOVlt, 
Fadil;
ELLINGHOVEN,
Bernd
З.ст The Problemist 2000

982: l.JLgS! ~2. gxf4#, 1... £>d3 2. gg3#, 1... £e4
2. # d l# , 1... c62. ^ f i# , 1... c5 2. #f5#, 1... e5 2. 
#xd7#,(l... g5a4,g3a4 2. ^f5 ,gg3#  = normal 
Rear Guard Removal).

—> See also: Rear Guard Removal

MASLAR THEME [H]
The maneuver requires cooperation of two sides, 
hence it is typically a helpmate theme. White 
piece plays critical move along thematic line to 
be interfered by black piece and after subsequent 
arrival of the black King to the thematic line cap
tures the interfering piece. See 983.
Bicolor M aslar (sometimes called Black-White 
Maslar). Black makes the critical move and 
White the interfering move, finally Black cap
tures the interfering white unit. See 984.
Peri-Cricitical Maslar. Instead of moving criti
cally, white piece moves around the critical 
square where it captures the black piece. See 
985.
Reciprocal Maslar. Maslar maneuver is exe
cuted by both sides in the problem, either succes
sively (986) or in two solutions (987).
1 Zdravko Maslar (1932).

983:1. ДНЗ ДЫ  2. ^ g 2  ga5+ 3. фсб Axg2# ♦ 1. 
£b4  g a l 2. £>а2 Дс6+ 3. фаб gxa2#.

984:1... Ah4 2. ДЬ2 g3 3. фс7 <g>f4 4. Axg3+ <®>g5
5. <3?d8 <3?f6 6. Дс7 ф!7# ♦ Bicolor Maslar.

985

ABDURAHMANOVICH, 
Fadil;
ELLINGHOVEN,
Bernd
l.pr Orbit 2000

985: 1... ДаЗ 2. £}f6 Дс1 3. gdd8 ^ g 5  4. ®d6 
S??d4 5. фе7+ фе5 6. gd7 ДхАб# ♦ Pericritical 
Maslar.

h#6 0111....

986

REHM, Hans-Peter
cm Die Schwalbe 2000

h#5
986: 1. Дс4 ДЬб 2. <£,g5 d3 3. <g>d2 ф Л  4. феЗ 

фе1 5. Д ^ З  Дxg5# ♦ Reciprocal Maslar.

987

JONES, Christopher
2.pr The Problemist 2000

h#3 2111...
987: 1. фс!3 Дс1 2. gd2 £f2+ 3. феЗ Дxd2# ♦ 

1. g c2  Дd2 2. f2+ фе2 3. gxd2+ £}xd2# ♦ 
Reciprocal Maslar.
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MASS
Refers to a unit possessing no qualities apart 
from occupation of a square or a line. It may be 
defined harmful or useful, depending on whether 
White or Black has an objective to retain or 
remove it.
—► See also: Elimination Of Obstructive Force.

MASS, RETAINMENT OF USEFUL
In direct mate problems W hite’s objective 
against checks or any attack or defensive maneu
ver along or through a line or a square. The mass 
that needs to be retained may be of either colour, 
white as in 988 or black as in 989, as long as it is 
useful for White.

988

SCHMITZ, Hans H.
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1954/ 
dedicated to C. Eckhardt

988: 1. gb3? (2. gb4,£>c3#) £d5! ♦ l. g c3? (2. 
gc4#) ДП! 2. ge3 Дс4! (3. ge4 gxc2!) ♦ 1. 
ge3? Дхсб! 2. gc3 ДхЬ5+/ДЬ7+! ♦ 1. gg3! 
(2. gg4#) ДЬ5 2. ge3 Af3 3. gc3 ^ d 5  4. gb3 
ДхЬЗ 5. cxb3# ♦ One of White’s main aims is to 
preserve wPc6 for the protection of his King.

989

ZUCKER, Manfred
cm Die Schwalbe 1971

989:1. gxh3? J h 7 2. gxh7<g>xh73. <g>xf7<g>h64. 
g 8 ^  ®h5 5. <®>f6 (5. ^g3  £b4! 6. ®f6 £>d5+) 
фЬ4 6. ^g5+ фЬЗ 7. ? ♦ 1. gg4! (2. ga4) e4 2. 
gh4 J h 7  3. gxh7 <g>xh7 4. <g>xf7 ®h6 5. g 8 ^  
<g?h5 6. ®f6 ® h41. ^rg5#. ♦ Retainment of useful 
black mass.

MASTODON
A problem with 24 or more men on the board.

E Coined by Alexandr Grin (1908-1998).
★  See example 814.
—► See also: Mammoth.

MATE
In orthodox compositions, the end o f the game, 
which is characterized by the fact that the King, 
whose side is on the move, faces opponent’s at
tack that cannot be parried by any legal move.
= Alias: Checkmate.

MATE (STALEMATE), IDEAL
Model mate (stalemate) where all the pieces on 
the board take part.
★  See example 562.
—> See also: Mate, Ideal; Stalemate, Ideal

MATE ENDGAME [E]
Endgame with mating finale in the main line(s).

990: 1. <£|tf6+ <S>f4 2. <aed5+ ®f5 3. e4+ £}xe4 4. 
g4+ hxg4 5. £}h5! threatening 6. £}e3#, and mate 
on next move.

★  Other examples: 792, 1648.

MATE IMAGE
This term usually refers to elegant mating posi
tions, typical for instance for Bohemian school 
such as: mirror mates (Mate, Mirror). pure mates 
(Mate, Pureк echo mates. etc.
★  See example 618. 
s  Aliases: Mate Picture; Mate Position.

MATE IN EXACT NUMBER [F]
OF MOVES
Mate should be given (or stipulation should be 
fulfilled) exactly in given number of moves. One 
of possible strategies o f the defending side is to 
force the adversary’s mate earlier(!), i.e. to 
Selfmate itself.
Mate (or selfmate) in an exact number o f moves 
was an old problem type which flourished partic
ularly in medieval time.
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991

BONUS SOCIUS
Nr 91, Nat. Library of 
Florence, 13th Cntury

991: 1. ge6+! фхс7 2. £d5+ фс8/фЬ8 3.
gb6/ga6 4. gb8/ga8#. ♦ Chameleon echo 
edge models g£i£y® +0. Without the “exact” 
condition would 2... фс8 3. ge8# follow.

Mate in exactly 4 moves

992

ALFONSO, Ms.
“Juegos de axedres etc. " 
Nr. 85, Before 1283

King mated in 7 moves on d5 
V  = Alfil

992: 1. £|d7 (or £}d3) ®h8 2. <&e5 ®g8 3. g h l
4. gh8+ фе7 5. <g>f5 <£>d6 6. gh7 ®xd5 7. 

gd7# ♦ Alfil guards c5.

MATE IN ‘N’
A stipulation indicating the problem is a direct 
mate. in which White has to force mate in л 
moves.
In Arabic chess the stipulation “White [or Red] 
to move and win” (or draw) sufficed, because the 
opposing side had such a material or positional 
advantage that achieving the win or draw was 
difficult enough. In the late medieval times the 
European composers adopted the custom to give 
the exact number o f moves in which the win was 
to achieve. Yet, at the same time, all kinds of con
ditional problems cropped up, stipulations like 
“mate in exactly n moves”, or “mate with a P 
without any captures” etc. There were some bril
liant exceptions, especially in the middle of 18th 
century the Modenese composers and to some 
extent Philipp Stamma, but the conditional prob
lems did not really die out until the first third of 
the 19th century. Since then the stipulation “mate 
in n moves” has been exclusive in direct mate 
compositions. During the first half of the 19th 
century the number o f moves in stipulations were 
on the decrease, and in the latter half of the cen
tury composers became more and more aware of 
the principle of economy in terms of time. Hence, 
neither was the prolongation o f solution accepted 
any more. Consequently, two-movers, three- 
movers and more-movers began to develop as 
independent genres.
—» See also: Moremover; Threemover; Twomover.

MATE ON GIVEN SQUARE [F]
An ancient type of problem with additional stipu
lation: a square where the black King must be in 
final position.

MATE ON INITIAL KING’S SQUARE
White gives at least two mates on the square that 
was occupied by black King in the initial prob
lem position.

h#3 211...
993: 1. ®b4 <g>gl 2. £ e l  Даб 3. £>b3 gc4# ♦ 1. 

фЬЗ ®g2 2. <£}e4 g e l 3. £>Ъ4 Дс4#.

MATE POSITION SCHOOL
Classical movement that emphasized the purity 
and beauty of all final mates in a problem. In ad
dition to the ideals which they shared with Bohe
mian School (model mates), they valued mirror 
mates.

994

CORRIAS, Antonio
L ’Italia Scacchistica 1911
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994: 1. #h2!, 1... 2. ^xe5(+ ) ф ~ 6 ,ф ~ 4  3.
g d 6 ,g d 4 #  ♦ 4 model mates, o f which 2 with 
mirrored King.

MATE TRANSFERENCE
A type of changed play seen in direct mates. 
where the same mating move occurs over two 
phases of play, but is induced by different black 
moves. A mate is thus “transferred” from one 
black defence to another.

To form a theme of the problem, at least two 
mates in two or more phases or one mate in 
several phases should occur following different 
black defences.
Pattern:

Mate Transference
1 ~ a b с

■>
d
В*x A В

Y A В A В

995

HERMANSON, Halvar
l.pr UVCSTVI960

995: *1... ф е 4  2. gxc4#, 1... g e 4  2. g c3 #  ♦ 1. 
#g2? -  2. # f3 # , 1... <3?f4 2. gxc4#, 1... g f 4  2. 
gc3# , 1... d l ^ /Д ! ♦ 1. £ d 4 ?  ~ 2. £}f5#, 1... 
®xd4 2. gxc4#, 1... g x d 4  2. gc3# .

★  Other examples: 155, 289, 301, 617, 848, 1127, 1305, 
1694.

—> See also: Rukhlis Theme, 
s  Aliases: Changed Defences; Transferred Mates.

MATE, BY LINE PINNED PIECE
A white piece that is or will become pinned can 
travel along the line in order to give a mate, if it is 
a front battery piece, or if the black pinning piece 
itself is pinned.

A number of themes are based on this idea, many 
o f them are closely related to each other, for 
instance themes Cristoffanini theme. Costachel 
theme. Hochberger theme Bosrad theme. Laib 
theme. Boros theme etc.

MATE, CHANGED
The same black defence is in different phases 
met by different mates. Changed mate is at the 
core of most modem (two-move) themes. 
Pattern:

Changed Mates
1 ~ a b
*X A В
Y C D

996

HEYDON, John K.
l.pr Good Companion 
1921

996: *1... b3 2. c4#, 1... c4 2. Дхс4#, 1... ДЬ7 2. 
^xd7#, 1... £i~2. ^xc5#, 1... e42. £}f4#, 1... g~3 
2. Дс4# ♦ 1. <ae4! H ,  1». b3 2. £>c3#, 1... c4 2. 
#xc4#, 1... ДЬ7 2. ^xb7#, 1... £>~2. £tf6#, 1... 
g~3 2. ĝfd6#, 1... фхе4 2. ^c6#. ♦ 5 changed 
mates, one added.

★  Other examples: 159, 160,172,259,407,421,580,617, 
721, 848, 855, 936, 940, 1054, 1063, 1126, 1375, 1419, 
1514,1549,1588, 1599,1602, 1661.

= Aliases: Change of Mates; Changed Continuations.

MATE, CHANGED CROSS-CHECK 
Black’ checks from set play or virtual play re
main same but White’s mates or continuations 
change.

997

VLADIMIROV, Yakov G
l.pl Sovyet Championship 
I960

997: *1... #b4+2. £>d6+ ®g5 3. £f4#, 1... ^h4+2. 
£}g5+ ®xg5 3. £f4# ♦ 1. # a 8! (2. c8^+), 1... 
#b4+ 2. iLd6+ фе4 3. 43g5#, 1... ^h4+ 2. ДА6+ 
фе4 3. £}d6#, (1... #xe5+ 2. gxe5+).

★  Other example 671.
—> See also: Bulgaria Theme; Goldschmiedt Theme.

#3
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MATE, EPAULETTE
Mating position in which the King is blocked 
symmetrically on both sides on its adjacent 
squares by friendly units.

998

MICU, Nicolae
S.hm SuomenShakki 
1989-90

998: 1. Де7! (1. f7? ДЬ5 2. Qjgl ^d5+ 3. феЗ 
#d3+ 4. #xfl+=) Дхё7 2. f7 ̂ d5+  3. ф с1!
#xf7 4. gxa6+ фхЬЗ 5. £}d2+ фсЗ 6. ga3+! 
(6. Дс5? Деб! 7. ga3+ ДЬЗ) <g>d4 7. £|f3+ 
®d5 8. ga5+ феб (8... фсб 9. £}e5+ ФЬ6 10. 
Дё8-И; 8... ДЬ5 9. gxb5+ <g>~ 10. £~5+) 9. 
Эе5#.

999

SCHROFER, Franz
After 1870

999: 1. £>d6! Дхёб 2. gh5+ gxh5 3. efiag7+ £xg7
4. #g5+! £}xg5 5. gf6# ♦ Mansuba-like series of 
sacrifices, quiet key, though, and one-armed 
Nowotny proves two-armed in the end.

MATE, FAIRY
A final position using only orthodox pieces that 
is not mate under orthodox rules, but is under the 
variant rules in operation.

MATE, MIRROR MODEL
A mirror mate that is also pure and economical 
mate (i.e. model mate).
★  See examples: 787, 1103.
= Alias: Mirror Model Mate.

MATE, PURE, ECONOMICAL
Mate is called pure when every flight of the 
mated King is either guarded by the enemy man 
or blocked by an own man. Double check is al

lowed if the mate could be parried without it. A 
pin-mate is allowed if pinning is needed in mate. 
Mate is economical, if all pieces of the mating 
side take part in it, i.e. guard at least one flight 
square, with the allowable exception of King and 
Pawns.
If mate is both pure and economical, it is called a 
model mate.
= Alias: Model Mate.

MATE, SET
The mate White could give in the initial position 
if Black played a particular move. If the position 
is a complete block. White would have a set mate 
to Black’s every move. In other genres than di
rect two-movers the corresponding term is set 
Slay.
—> See also: Block; Fata Morgana.

MATE, SHORT
Mate which occurs in a variation which is shorter 
than stipulated number of moves.
See for instance under Cheney theme in the prob
lem 317 the non-thematic variation l...<^xc5 
2 .#b6#.
—> See also: Threat, Short; Variation, Short.

MATE, SIDEBOARD MODEL
A model-mated (model mate) King stands on the 
edge of the board, i.e. on a- or h-file, or 1st or 8th 
rank. Especially composers of the Bohemian tra
dition do not rank sideboard models as valuable 
as mid-board model mates, since White has three 
squares (in the comer five) less to control.

1000

CZARNECKI, Tadeusz
Gazeta Czestochowa 1966

1000: L Д16! ~ 2. Дё8 -  3. Дс7#, 1... gc3 2. ^xd4 
~ 3. Да7#, 1... e5 2. ^g2+ фхс8 3. ДхЬЗ#, 1... 
Ag2 2. ^d5+ фхс8 3. Дхеб#, 1... gf3 2. £>e7 
gxf6 3. <£}c6#. ♦ 5 sideboard models.

★  Other examples: 524, 528.
- »  See also: Mate, Model.
= Aliases: Mate, Edge Model; Randmodell (Ger.).
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MATE, SLAUGHTER-MODEL
In direct mate problems the final mate of a varia
tion would not be a model mate unless Black cap
tured a superfluous white piece or removed an 
extra guard from black Kings field. This is con
sidered quite an acceptable practice, a technical 
“tidying-up” o f the solution.

1001

BRON, Vladimir A.
l.pl Sovyet Team Champ. 
1965

1001s 1. ДЙ! ((1... £>xc3) 2. g5+ <g>h5 3. £}g7#- 
model mate!), 1... £}e4 2. Дхе5 (2. g7? £*f6!) 
fxg3 3. Ag7# , 1... £ f3  2. g7 (2. Дхе5 £>xe5!) 
£}xc3 3. g8£}# -  model mate!.

investigates a position or positions with a partic
ular material combination, being often interested 
in exceptions to established rules and trying to 
revise them with his own discoveries. Not infre
quently, the composer of material studies is 
experimenting with a number of positions.
Some of the most famous series of such studies 
were Aleksey Troitsky’s in-depth analyses with 
the material combination vs or
Henry Rinck’s extensive work with vs
Ф + two light pieces, which was considered to be 
generally won for the player with Rooks.

1003

RINCK, Henry
Las Sorpresas de la Teoria 
1947

MATE, WITH GIVEN PIECE [F]
Problem where, besides the stipulation, is or
dered which piece must fulfill it. Together with 
other conditions such as “mate in exactly n 
moves” they became very popular in Europe in 
the medieval times and even later, until the first 
decades o f 19th century.

Mate in exactly 8 moves with Aa3 
V  = Alfil

1002s 1. gb7! c5 2. фсб c4 3. фс7 c3 4. ^ c 5  c2 
5. gb2 cI§D (Fers!) 6. ga2+ §Da3 (the leap of 
the newly promoted Fers; Pawn was allowed to 
promote to Fers only) 7. ^хаЗ  фс5 8. 1fc5# ♦ 
Obviously, the double check-mate was accepted as 
Alfil’s mate. There is an early Herlin maneuver.

MATERIAL STUDY [E]
An endgame composition, made either for practi
cal or artistic purposes, in which the composer

1003s 1. £ d 6  (1. £}d4? ge3+; 1. ДЬ1? gb3 2. 
£>d6 gxd6) ge3+ 2. £>e4+ <J>g6 3. ®d4 gff3 4. 
ДЫ  (4. £}d6? g e l)  <J>h6 5. £}d2 gh3 6. Д Е  
ghg3 7. £>fl (7. £>e4? gd3+ 7. фс4 ggf3 9. 
iLg4 gfe3 & gd8) =.

MATES ON FLIGHT SQUARES THEME 
In one phase White gives mates on squares 
which in the other phase are black King's flight 
squares.
-» See also: Flights on Mating Squares.

1004

MLADENOVlC, 
Slobodan; 
MLADENOVlt, 
Miodrag;
VELIMIROVtf, Milan
l.pl Serbia -  Macedonia 
1983

1004s * 1... g  g~ 2. gd5#, 1... gb~ 2. Ad6#, 1... g3 2. 
f4#, 1... bxc6 2. £}xc6# ♦ 1. £}d4! (~), l...gg~2. 
^c7#, l...gb~2. #f5#, 1... g3 2. £>f3#, 1... bxc6 
2. £|dxc6#, (1... <£>d6 2. £>f3#, 1... ®e4,®f4,<&d5 
2. ^f5,#f5,^re6#) ♦ Four changed mates,three of 
them delivered in the set on post-key flights.
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MATES, CONCURRENT
Mate positions which are exactly equal, or there 
is very little difference between them. For in
stance, mates from the same piece along the same 
line and in the same direction. Such mates are re
garded as less valuable, especially in case of 
changed or model mates.

1005s *1... £d 6  2. ^a2#, 1... d6 2. ♦ 1. ^b8?
~2. £f4#, 1... Ad6 2. #ЬЗ#, 1... d6 2. ^e8#, 1... 
d5! ♦ 1. ^c7! -  2. £>f4#, 1... £d 6  2. #c4#, 1... d6 
2. ^е7#Д1... ДеЗ 2. &№).

★  Other example 1698.
= Alias: Mates, Congruent.

MATES, IDEAL, ECHO, CHAMELEON
Two ideal mate positions in same problem are re
peated except that Kings are on the squares of 
different color.

1006

HEINONEN, Unto
The Problemist 1991

1006s a) 1. f4 £a7  2. ^h5! £}c8 3. ф£5 ®d5 4. 
#g5  £e7# ♦ b) 1. f3 £>c7 2. #h2! фс5 3. <g>f4 
®d4 4. ^g3  £}e6#.

★  Other example 524.

h#4 b) ±f6->f4

MATES, MODEL, ECHO, CHAMELEON
Model mate positions which are identical except 
for King being mated on squares o f different 
colour (and possible rotation o f position etc.). 
See for instance Baversdorfer 1 theme and 
Baversdorfer 2 theme.

1007

WURZBURG, Otto
Atlanta Journal 1936

1007s 1. £e7! (~), i.„ ф~7 2. <£,c8(+) ФЬ8 3. 
Ad6#, 1... фЬ5 2. £}d5 фа4 3. Дсб#.

★  Other example 991.
—» See also: Echo Mates; Model Mate.

MATING NET [E]
An endgame theme: White has not sufficient 
force to win, but manages to entangle Black in a 
mating net. Even if the mate does not follow, 
Black must give up too much material to avoid it.

1008

MICU, Nicolae
2-3.pr- Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1989

1008s I.c4£>a3 2. gd4® c3 3. £}c6! gg7+(3... 
£>xc4 4. gxc4+! фхс4 5. <£je5+) 4. ф?4! (4. 
®f3? £}xc4 5. Д Й  gf7! 6. gxc4+ фхс4 7. 
£>e5+ ®d5 8. <axf7 феб) 4... £xc4 5. Af6! 
gg2! (5... gf7  6. ®g5! фЬЗ 7. gxc4) 6. фО! 
gd2! ( 6 ... ga2 7. gd8+ фЬЗ 8. gb8+® a3
9. Де7+ фа4 10. gb4+ фаЗ 11. gxc4+) 7. 
gd3+!! ®xd3 8. <£}b4# ♦ In trying to avoid the 
loss of force, Black built a cage around his King. To 
avoid the mate in the end would cost Black a 
Knight: 7... фс2 8. gc3+. Before that Rook had to 
be played to d2:6... gc27. gdS+фЬЗ 8. £}d4+.

MATING-NET MODELS
White model-mating force occupies exactly the 
same squares, but the black King is situated on 
different squares.
1009s l. £>c4[ (~), 1... фс2 2. <ЙаЗ+ фс1/фсЗ 3. 

ДхЬ2#, 1... фс1 2. ДхЬ2+ фЬ1/фс2 3. £}аЗ# , 
(1... фха! 2. £аЗ  3. £>с2#).

+
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MATRIX
A kind of embryo setting or skeleton position ex
pressing the central idea of what a composer is 
trying to show.

MAXATTACKER [F]
Fairy condition. Black must make a move that 
threatens as great a number o f white men as pos
sible. A capture is not considered a threat, and 
King does not threaten a man that is guarded. If 
there is no threat move, any move can be made.
= Alias: Meistangreifer (Ger.).

MAXIMUM TASK
A record setting for a certain theme or stipulation 
that theoretically cannot be exceeded. For in
stance, one of such tasks is 14 battery mates by a 
single Rook.

MAXIMUMMER [F]
One side, typically Black, must always play its 
geometrically longest moves, except when the 
constrained side’s King is checked when the lon
gest move out of those which defend the check 
must be selected. A distance between two adja
cent orthogonal squares (e.g. al and a2) is 1, 
while a distance between two adjacent diagonal 
squares (e.g. a l and b2) is square root o f 2 
(1.41...). Thus, the orthogonal distance o f 7 
squares (e.g. f  1 to f8) is shorter than the diagonal 
distance of 5 (e.g. fl to a6), which is approxi
mately 7.07. The Castle’s length is the sum of 
the two movements (therefore 0-0 is 4 and 0-0-0 
is 5).
When there are two or more moves of the same 
length, the choice is free.
The most popular use of this condition is with the 
selfmate stipulation.
1 Invented in 1913 by Thomas R. Dawson (1889-1951).

s#8 Maximummer
1010: 1. c4! ^ f8  2. cxd5 #a3  3. d6 #h3 4. фе2 

^ c8  5. d7 # c l  6. d8g #h6  7. gd2 #a6+ 8. 
ф<П # fl# .

s#5 Maximummer
1011: 1. £b8! g a l 2. ДЬ5 Да2 3. d5 g h l 4. фа8 

g a l  5. &d\ Axd5#.
—► See also: Minimummer.

MAXIMUMMER, CONSISTENT [F] 
A problem in which Black must make the geo
metrically longest moves available to him, as 
measured from square-centre to square-centre. If 
two or more longest moves of equal length are 
available, Black may choose between them. In 
consistent maximummer the condition applies 
also to mating and checking moves, which must 
be the longest possible ones.
E Invented byj. R. Jessurun Lobo (1893-1978).

MAXIMUMMER, DOUBLE [ F]
Both sides must make their longest move. If there 
is a choice between two or several alternatives, 
the one who moves may choose.

MAXIPROMOTION [F]
A (black) Pawn has to promote to a piece, which 
at that moment would have the geometrically 
longest move at its disposal. Sometimes an addi
tional condition in maximummer problems.
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MECHANISM
Logical relationship between the weakening and 
strengthening elements that determine the solu
tion and the variation (single- or multi-phase) 
play.
Mechanism can be understood as an underlying 
structure which provides the means for realiza
tion of an idea.
“The characteristics o f a problem or play which 
is determined by:
(a) special positions of either side (positional 

mechanisms)
(b) analogy in the moves of either side (e.g. bat

tery mechanism, half-pin mechanism)
(c) combinations of strengthened and weakened 

elements in the opponent’s moves
(d) ideas, which combine thematic variations or 

phases into one goal (e.g. changed mates)
Exploitation of mechanisms gives a composition 
vividness and unity, helps reveal the composer’s 
idea, distinguishes it specifically from by-play 
and technical bifurcations. The most popular 
mechanisms are Pawn’s quadruple play from its 
initial position, King’s play to its adjacent diago
nal and orthogonal squares and a piece’s return to 
its starting square after its maneuvers else
where.”
(Source: M. B. Basysty: “Slovar terminov shakh- 
matnoi komposyciyV\ Kiev 2004, p. 189-190).

MEREDITH
A problem with no less than eight and no more 
than twelve pieces on the board in the starting po
sition. A problem with less than eight pieces is a 
miniature. (Definition from FIDE Album.}
E At first the term was for two-mover direct-mates only. 

In 1915, Good Companion Problem Chess Club 
organized a tourney for twomovers with maximum 
12 pieces to honor the American composer William 
Meredith (1835-1903), who composed a number of 
such light-weights.

★  See examples: 125,247,339,341,363,503,559,593,613, 
640, 641, 649, 660, 718, 888, 924, 995, 1050,1155, 1210, 
1268, 1280, 1299,1368, 1419, 1421,1471, 1654, 1698.

MERMAID [F]
A fairy piece. Moves like Queen, but captures by 
leaping over enemy piece on the next square be
hind it.
E Invented by Giuseppe Brogi (1900-1976).

MERRY-GO-ROUND THEME
A geometrical theme. A white Queen or Rook 
leaves a comer square of the board and visits at 
least once all other comers until it comes back on 
its square of departure. In problems the aim is a 
mating attack, in studies the motivation may be 
slightly different.

1012

DOBRUSKY, Jan
l.pr Shakhmatnoye 
obozrenye 1901

1012: 1. #a8! (2. #e8+) £>e6 2. #h8+ £>g7 3.
# h l  (4. #e4#) &xd5 4. # a l# . (1. # h l?  £}f3!). 

★  Other example 1168.
—>• See also: Switchback Theme.

MESSIGNY [F]
Fairy condition. As a move, a side can swap the 
squares of one of his own pieces with a similar 
opposite piece. A swap may not be undone by the 
opponent on the immediate next move.

META CHENEY-LOYD
The interfering man first makes a meta-critical 
move across the critical square onto its place, 
then the piece that is interfered moves onto the 
critical square. The interference is permanent.

1013: 1. h4! £>h3 2. gxh3 £4fl.xg6+ 3. g l l  
£exg6#., (1... £e2,£>f3 2 g x £ ).

META HOLZHAUSEN
White decoys a black line-piece to cross a criti
cal square and, after that, another like-moving 
piece to move onto the critical square. Then fol
lows a Holzhausen interference.

#4
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1014

FABEL, Karl
Schach-Echo 1938/1

1014s 1. £>c5? ДЬ5! 2. £>bd3+ ДхёЗ 3. £>xe6+ 
#xe6 ♦ 1. c4! ^xc4 2. £c5  ДЬ5 3. 4)bd3+ 
^rxd3 4. <£jxe6#.

-> See also: Metaform.

META LOVEDAY
The interfering man moves first onto its place 
over the critical square.

1015

FABEL, Karl
Die Schwalbe 1938

1015:1. a4! g4 2. ĝra3 ДхЬ5 3. axb5#.
—> See also: Indian Theme.
★  Allas: Meta Indian.

META-CRITICAL DECOY
Black piece moves on a line to parry White’s try 
to execute his main plan immediately. With a 
foreplan White decoys another black unit to 
move along same line to cause an anticipatory inter
ference on it, after which White can cany out his 
main plan.
★  See examples: 121, 1160.

META-CRITICAL MOVE 
Preparation of interference by moving the inter
fering piece over the future attacker’s square to
wards the object of attack. See the discussion 
under “Critical Play”.
★  See example 741.
—► See also: Metaform.

METAFORM
The metaform of a (anti)critical or doubling ma
neuver occurs, when the interfering man crosses

#3

#4

the critical square before the other piece moves 
onto its thematic square.
In addition, logical combinations manifest them
selves in Protoform. (Grundform, Orthoform) 
Antiform, Para form. Peri form. Hold-form and 
Complete Anti form. See: Logical Combination.

1016

BRUNNER, Erich
Dresdner Anzeiger 1929

1016: 1. gf3! gf6  (meta-critical move, interferes 
with the piece that will be interfered before the 
latter is on the critical square) 2. gb6 ggg6 3. 
gd6+ gxd6 4. g fl# , 2... ggf7 3. g fl+  gxfl 4. 
gd6#,(l... g h l 2. gf2b3 3. £}a2).

-» See also: Critical Play.

M ETO-CRITICAL MOVE 
Preparation o f interference by moving the inter
fering piece over the object o f attack towards the 
attacking piece. See the discussion under “Criti
cal Play”.
★  See example 1371.
-> See also: Anti-Bristol

METZENAUER THEME
In a threemover White’s quiet second move with 
the thematic piece introduces a threat which 
Black defends so as to open the gate for this piece 
toward another black piece, which is captured by 
white thematic piece on the mating move. This is 
in fact a combination o f ambush and Gate-open
ing theme.
1 Ferdinand Meuenauer (1908-1968).

#3
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1017:1 .# a l?  £>c3! ♦ 1. # g l?  £>e3! ♦ 1. ^ b l ! ~2. 
gxd4+ <g>xd4 3. ^e4#, 1... ^ a8  2. ^ a l  £c3 3. 
#xa8#, 1... #g8  2. ^ g l  £}e3 3. #xg8#, (I... 
£c3 2. gxc3).

—► See also: Ambush; Gate Opening.

MICHEL THEME
In the initial position two black pieces are 
pinned. In the first try White indirectly unpins 
one o f these pieces, and Black refutes by unpin of 
the other. Identical play occurs in the second try 
with inverted unpins of black pieces. The key re
tains pins of both pieces, so black moves which 
defeated the tries can be met with mates.
1 Francois Michel (1903-1977).

1018:l,£}fd4?~2.£|f5#,l... gxc2+2. £xc2#, I... 
£je7! ♦ 1. <£}е5? -  2. £>c4#, 1... Ag22. £}g4#, 1... 
gb6! ♦ 1. £}h4! ~ 2. £>f5#, l...£ e 7  2. #xh6#,
l...g b 6  2. ^d3#.

MIKULCAK THEME
A logical change of threat: the primary threat 
(Threat Primary) o f tries is realized as the sec
ondary threat (Threat Secondary) in the White 
correction (Correction. White). The refutations 
of tries act as secondary correction moves in the 
solution.
1 Josef Mikulcak (1900-1976).

1019

MIKULCAK, Josef
2.pr Schach 1957

1019:1. £c7? (2. gd5#) £>d6! ♦ 1.4)e7? £>f6! ♦ 1. 
£xe3? £ic3! ♦ 1. £db4! -  2. £}d3#, i... 2.

#2

gd5#, 1... Qd6 2. gc7#, 1... £}f6 2. Д€8#, 1... 
£>c3 2. ДхеЗ#, (I... фс4 2. gc7#).

MILL [E]
Combination in endgames or more-movers: Suc
cessive direct and indirect checks from one bat
tery.

1020: l. gd5+! фе4 2. gd7+ фе5 3. ДаЗ! (~4. d3) 
c4 4. j|d6+ ®d4 5. ДГ8+ фе5 6. gd5+ ®e4 7. 
gd8+®e5 8. gxe8+®d49. gd8+®e5 Ю. gd5+ 
ф е4 11. g  d7+ фе5 12. Ad6+ <g>d4 13. ДЬ4+ фе5 
14. d4+ cxd3 e.p. 15. ge7+ <g>d4 16. ge4#.

1021:1. gxc2+!<£>bl 2. gb2+<g>al 3. gxd2+<®>bl
4. gb2+ фа1 5. gxe2+ фЫ  6. gb2+ фа1 7. 
gxf2+ фЫ  8. gb2+ ф а1 9. gxg2+ фЫ  10. 
gb2+ фЬ1 11. gxh2+ фЫ  12. gb2+<g>al 13. 
gh5 £>h2 14. gbxh2+ фЫ  15. gb2+ ф~1 16. 
ghl#; 13... J h 2  14. gbxb5+ фа2 15. gb2+ 
ф а -  16. ga5#.

MINED MAN [F]
Fairy piece which by capture destroys itself and 
the man it captures.
1 Invented by Colin Vaughan (1917-2001) in 1978.

MINED SQUARES [E]
A King or some other piece seemingly has a wide 
range of available fields, but most o f these are 
unsafe -  mined -  for immediately not obvious 
reason.
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1022s 1. h7 (1. hxg7? £xg7 2. £xg7 M; 1. Axg7? 
e5; 1. фе5? £еб  2. h7 £}g5) 1». e5 (1... £ е6  2. 
ф£5) 2. ®d3 {2. фхе5? b4 3. <g>f6 £}e8+ 4. ®g6 
£ f6  5. Д х й  eQag7) 2... b4 3. <g>d2! e4 4. фс2! 
Де7 (4... £еб  5. ^ f6  Д ё7 6. Д хё7 <£f8 7. h8£) 
5. ^xg7 Д18 6. h8£} Axg7 7. £}g6 ^d4 8. exd4 
e3 9. £}f4 e2 10. £d 5  e l f  11. £c7#.

MINIATURE
A problem with up to seven pieces on the board.
S The term was introduced into chess problem vocabu

lary by Oscar Blumenthal (1852-1917), the author of 
“Schachminiaturen*' I and II (I^ipzig 1902 and 1903).

MINIMAL PROBLEM
A problem in which the White or Black force
consists of the King and only one other unit.
★  See examples: 146, 242, 265, 281, 381, 445, 448, 575, 

577, 614, 718, 771, 786, 865, 985, 1161, 1260, 1262, 
1302, 1345, 1395, 1449, 1678.

<£>g5 9. h6 ф й  10. h7 фе5 11. h 8 ^  ®d4 12. ф й  
фсЗ 13. фе5 sS>d3 14. ^rc8 феЗ 15. ^c3+ фе2
16. ®f4 <g>dl 17. #Ь2 фе1 18. феЗ ф П  19. 
^rf2# ♦ Dual-free length record with this material.

MINIMANNER
The English for German’s “W enigste inera 
problem with no more than four men.

1024: *l... a2 2. £>c2# ♦ 1. £}c2+! фа2 2. £}d4 фа1 
3. фс2 фа2 4. £}e2 фа1 5. £}cl a2 6. £b3#.

MINIMAXIMUMMER [F]
A fairy condition: Black’s piece makes a double 
move of which the first is the shortest possible 
and the latter one the longest possible.
1 Known to be in use in the early 1930s.
—> See also: Maximummer; Minimummer.

MINIMAL RECORD
Exhibit some numerical maximum or minimum 
for Minimal problem. i.e. problem where one 
side has only one man with his King. The current 
direct mate records for minimal white vs arbi
trary black force are: ф>+^ 130 moves, ф + g  
69, ф + Д  38, ф +£} 48 and ф + й  72 moves. 
Record for minimal total force (i.e. ф +  £  vs Ф ) 
is 18.5 moves (see 1023).

1023

RITTMEIER, Bernhard ; 
EBERT, Hilmar
Four Men Only 1982

1023: 1... феЗ 2. <3?g3 фе4 3. <2?g4 фе5 4. ®g5 
Феб 5. ®g6 фе7 6. ®g7 феб 7. h4 ф й  8. h5

#18.5 BTM

MINIMUMMER [F]
Like maximummen but the restriction is to short
est moves. There is also the condition Double 
Minimummer, when the restriction applies to 
White, too.

Minimummer

1025

MILLOUR, Ren*; 
OUDOT, Jean
Lpr Europe tehees 1967

1025: l .f5 ? e l^ !  ♦ l .g 4 ? e lg ! ♦ 1. g g l?e lA ! ♦ 
1. a3? el£}! ♦ 1. a4! (tempo move!) ♦ 1... e l^ + 2 . 
фхО! ^e2# ♦ 1... el a  2. axfl! gxfl#  ♦ 1». 
el Д + 2. ф ё 1! f2# ♦ 1... e l£ 2 .  ЭаЗ! d3#.

— ►  See also: Maximummen
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MINOR PIECE
A Pawn or one not a Major Piece (i.e. unable 
with a help from the King to checkmate a lone 
enemy King).

MIRRI 1 THEME
In one try White has a multiple threat, but Black 
parries the try owing to the weakness or defect in 
White’s position. In the second try White pre
pares himself for the refutation, threatens less or 
partly different mates, but Black again has a refu
tation. After the correct key White threatens only 
one mate.
S Giorgio Mirri (1917-2007).

1026

MIRRI, Giorgio
Parallele 50 1951

1026s 1. £}dl?~2. #a4/#b4/#c4/#e3/>^d5#, 1... 
#d2! ♦ 1. £|d5? ~ 2. #а4/#с4/^Ь 4/#еЗ/
£if6/£}g5#, 1... f4! ♦ 1. £}c4! ~2. #e3#, 1... # f2  
2. <£ixd6#, 1... f2/^d2 2.<£i(x)d2#, 1 - # f4  2. 
©xbl#, 1... Дс13 2. ^xd3#.

= Alias: Mirri Theme.

MIRRI 2 THEME
After the key Black’s thematic pieces are 
ha If-pinned. Black has two thematic defences, in 
which one of the half-pinned pieces, each in turn, 
moves off the pin-line, and on the next move is 
forced to move back.
S TT Schach-Echo 1976.

1027

MIRRI, Giorgio
3.pr Olympic Tourney 
1975

1027: I .^ c6 ! (2.#a4+), l... gxc5 2 .^ x h i gd5
3. ^ a l# , 1... £>c4 2. cxb6 £>d6 3. ^сЗ#., (1... 
b5^xc5 2. cxd6/gxd6).

M IRROR MATE
Mate position where all the squares around the 
mated King are vacant (empty).

1028: 1. ®g2! (~), 1... ®e5 2. £}hg4+ ®d6 3. 
ДМ#, 1... фе7 2. A.h4+®d6 3. £>f7#, 1... £>g3
2. Jxg3+ ф е7 3. £}d5#, 1... 2. ДсЗ фе7,£}~
3. £>ef5,£>hf5#.

★  Other examples: 515, 575, 853,1361, 1553.
= Aliases: Rahmenmatt (Ger.); Spiegelmatt (Ger.).

M IRROR STALEMATE
A stalemate where all the squares around the 
stalemated side’s King are vacant (empty).

1029

DURAS, Oldfich
3-4.pr Shakhmatny listok 
1925

1029: 1. g Ь3+ фа4 2. g b 7 ea.xf2 3. gb4+® a5
4. gb3 Дс5 (4... a lg  5. ga3+ gxa3= mirror 
stalemate!) 5. gb8  ®a6 6. фхс5 фа7 7. gb4 
al^gf 8. ga4+ ^rxa4= mirror stalemate!.

MISTESKI THEME
In a more-mover direct mate problem every 
white man capable of moving, makes a move in 
the main variation at least once.

1030: L dxe6! (2. e~,^d4), l... fxe6 2. ^ d 4  £}d5+ 
3. gxd5 exd5 4. <®>f7#., (l...gb~  2. exf7 (2. e7?)
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<£,d5+ 3. gxd5, 1... <^d5+ 2. gxd5 gd3 3. 
exf7).

M ITROFANOV’S SACRIFICE [ E ]
Endgame theme. Black Queen threatens to stop 
White’s attack by perpetual check. White Queen 
sacrifices itself on the checking line, and Black 
must accept the sacrifice, after which he soon 
runs out of checks. A rendering of deflection or 
Roman theme in an endgame study.
I  Leopold Mitrofanov (1932-1992).

1031s 1. Ь6+ фа8 2. g7 h l^ +  3. g8#+ ДЬ8 4. a7 
£}c6+ 5. dxc6 ^xh5+ 6. ^g5!! (6. фаб? ^e2+  7. 
фа5 ^d2+) ^gfxg5+ 7. фаб Дха7 8. c7! ^rd5 9. 
c8#+ ДЬ8 10. b7+.

MIXED (BI-)VALVE
A move that simultaneously opens one and 
closes another opponent’s line. In accordance 
with the monochrome valves there are two the
matic types:
Mixed Valve. Thematic lines are owned by one 

piece.
Mixed Bi-Valve. Thematic lines are owned by 

different pieces.
—> See also: Bi-Valve; Valve.

1032: 1. ^a5! ~ 2. ^h5#, 1... b5 2. ^d8# (mixed 
valve), 1... 2. gh2# (mixed bi-valve), 1... f3
2. ^xa8# (monochrome bi-valve).

1032

LIMBACH, Saturnin
Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 1933

MIXED VARIATION
A mate is possible owing to the arrival effect of a 
black piece and the removal effect o f same black 
piece.

1033

HARTONG, Jan
2.pr Magee TT1919

1033:1. ^a2! (~), 1... b4 2. Да4#, 1... c4 2. £b4#, 
etc. ♦ Move b5-b4 by arrival cuts the line f4-a4 and 
by removal opens the line a4-c6. Similarly, c5-c4 
by arrival cuts f4-b4 and by removal unguards Ы. 

★  Other example 1148.

MKHEDRULI [E]
Systematic interaction of pieces (Knights) which 
creates a perpetual (or partial) attack on the op
ponent’s King and indirect threat o f winning ma
terial or tempo.
The term is introduced by a Georgian composer 
Gia Nadareishvili. The name Mkhedruli comes 
from the Georgian word mkhedari which means 
‘of horseman’.
1 Gia Nadareishvili (1921-1991).

1034

NADAREISHVILI, Gia
3-4.pr Tidskriftfor Schack 
1962/(v)
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1034s 1. Ь7 фаб 2. ££5! #xf5 3. Ь8£-И фа5 4. 
<£}c6+ фа4 5. £jb6+ positional draw.

MLYNKA THEME
Cyclic change of defensive motifs in at least two 
phases without change of mates.
1 Karol Mlynka (1944).

MODEL MATE
Mate image where all the pieces of the mating 
side take part, with the allowable exception of the 
King and the Pawns, and each square of the 
mated side King’s field is either blocked, or 
guarded only once. In other words: a pure eco
nomical mate.

1035:1. #d3? -  2. ^d4#, 1... ДеЗа 2. ^хеЗ#, 1... 
fxg5b 2. £xf5#, i„. d5c 2. Ь8##, 1... £xg5! ♦ 1. 
£>a3! ~2. £>c4#, 1... ДеЗь 2. ^хеЗ#, 1... fxg5c2. 
£}xf5#, 1... d5a 2. b8## ♦ a = guard, b = unpin, c = 
unblock.

★  Other example 1455.

MOCHALKIN COMBINATION
A two -phase mechanism which combines le 
Grand theme and Rudenko theme with a double 
threat.
S Aleksandr Mochalkin (1951-1996).

Pattern:
Mochalkin

1 - a b
X AB C D
Y C A В

Ш The term was launched by Henry D’Oyly Bernard 
(1878-1956) in 1902.

1037

BAYER, Conrad
l.pr London Tourney 1862

#5
1037:1. £}gxf4! (2. £f2+), 1... dxe3 2. #e6! fxe6 3. 

£}c5+ ®d4 4. £>fxe6+ <g>d5 5. Де4#, 1... £}xd3+ 
2. j^xd3+ фхеЗ 3. £d5+ <g>xd3 4. ^h7+ f5 5. 
#xf5#, 1... £>f3+ 2. gxf3+ фхеЗ 3. £}e5! ДхеЗ 4. 
<£}g2+ фхО 5. £>h4#. ♦ It was slightly ironic that 
one of the first problems with the three “Bohe
mian” model mates was composed by an adherent 
of quite another orientation, but of course this prob
lem is not Bohemian in any other respects. Notice 
the game-like setting of the pieces!

★  Other examples: 222, 230,410,411,413,494, 512, 515, 
518, 519, 520, 521, 560, 561, 564, 584, 631, 702, 886, 
926, 987, 992, 998, 1008, 1012,1060, 1103, 1105, 1106, 
1107, 1227, 1248, 1289, 1304, 1361, 1465, 1468, 1487, 
1592, 1607, 1647.

—> See also: Mate, Economical; Mate, Pure.

1036

MOCHALKIN, 
Oleksandr V.
Probleemblad 1990

1036: 1. ^ d 2 ?  -  2. ЬЗА/ДЬ5В#, 1... dxc2a 2. 
Ad5#c, 1*.. £ x b 4 b 2. #c3# , 1... axb4! ♦ 1. 
#e3! ~ 2. Д<15#С 1... dxc2a 2. ЬЗ#* 1... £pd>4b 
2. ДЬ5#В, (1... ^xc6 ,^c3 ,#g8  2. gdxc6,b3, 
#c5 #).

#2

МОЕ
A method developed by the US composer Vaux 
Wilson for mathematical evaluation o f chess 
problems. His intention was to abolish the sub
jective and irrational elements involved in the 
evaluation of chess problems. He defined each 
Black’s and White’s move’s -  they could appear 
at any stage of the problem -  numerical value 
based on the number of chess pieces that created 
a move’s tactical effect. The lowest value was 
yielded by check, the highest value by interfer
ence unpin. The move might include several 
tactical elements, which were all considered. Fi
nally, the figures were counted up, the total sum 
was divided with the number of white men, the
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quotient was added to the previous sum, and the 
final sum was the numerical value of the 
problem. The higher the value, the better was the 
problem.
Wilson organized a few “Key Stipulation Tour
neys” in which he applied his method to the judg
ing of the entries.
The method has been criticized for various rea
sons, but foremost for the fact that it ignores the 
thematic unity of problems, which is one of the 
most crucial aspects o f the artistic criteria of 
compositions. Despite the attention it aroused, 
the method has not been tested since Wilson’s 
tourneys.
1 Vaux Francis Wilson (1899-1982).
= Alias: Method of Evaluation.

MOLLER THEME
In defence, two black men, both pinned in the ini
tial position, are in turn unpinned. In the mating 
move the advantage is taken of the pinned posi
tion of the other man. In modem problems the 
idea is mostly handled with dual avoidance. 
Herbert Moller composed diverse works in 1919 
and 1921 and one of these is 1038. First example 
with dual avoidance dates to 1923 (A. Mari). 
1039 doubles the thematic requirement with dual 
avoidance in all four variations.
8 Herbert Moller (1881-?).

1038

MOLLER, Herbert
Good Companion 1919

1039

LATZEL, Gerhard
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1942

#2

1038:1. ^ra5! ~2. ^xd5#, l...d4 2. ^e5#, l..-iLg6 
2. # e l# , etc.

1039: 1. £>e2! (2. gxd4#), 1... ge6 2. #e3# 
(^f4?), 1... gc4 2. ^f4#  (феЗ?), 1... £}b4 2. 
£>f6# (&c3?), 1... 4)xe7 2. £}c3# (£>f6?) ♦ 
Moller doubled with dual avoidance.

MONDGREDIEN THEME
A three- or more-move theme that requires two 
conflicting oscillations. The task set in the Third 
Composing Tourney o f the “Hamburgischer 
Correspondent" (1925) was to present the oscil
lations of Rook and Bishop so that they might 
have a common "point o f rest”. causing mutual 
square-blocking.
In 1040 the two black theme-pieces (Hb5 and 
^ e3 ) , at one of their “points of rest” (f5), guard a 
threatened mate, while at their other “point of 
rest” (which they occupy in the diagram posi
tion) they shut off an essential white piece.
1 Alfred W. Mondgredien (1877-1954).

#3
1040:1. g e 2 !  (~), 1... £ £ 5  2. g e 6 !  H  , 2... g ~ 3 .  

£>f6# (2... g f5??), 2... £ r  3. £ d 6 # , 1... g f 5  2. 
«fic6! (~), 2... Q r  3. £ ,d6# (2... <&f5??), 2... g ~ 5  
3. <£jf6# ♦ etc.

MONITOR THEME
The key unpins one and pins another black piece, 
using that pin for a threat. In defence Black un
pins the pinned and self-pins the unpinned piece.
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1041:1. ©d8! ~2. gxc4#, 1... фс5 2. <£}xe6# ♦ etc.

S ТГ in “The Christian Science Monitor” in 1943.
—> See also: Status Quo Theme Group,

MONKEY THEME
Black and White carry out identical combina
tions.
The following types of imitations can be distin
guished:
(1) tactical imitations;
(2) geometrical imitations;
(3) complex (complete) imitations in which the 

first and second type are combined.

1042

SYDENHAM, Colin P.
Diagrammes 1980

1042: 1. gg8? ge8!, 1. gg5? ge5!, 1. gg4? 
gxe4! ♦ 1. gxg3! -  2. Дхе7#, 1... gxe4 2. 
£>cxe4#, 1... ge5 2. fxe5#, 1... ge8 2. Ag7# ♦ 
etc.

★  Other examples: 398, 833.
—> See also: Balbo Theme: Kalinin Theme; Opposition Play. 
= Alias: Imitation.

MONOCHROME CHESS [F]
Fairy chess variant. A move is legal only when 
both starting and arrival squares of a piece are of 
the same color. Ringside castle is possible, 
Queenside castle is not. Knights don’t move. En 
passant capture is always legal.

MONREAL t h e m e
The white King, which controls at least one 
square in the black Kings field\ takes the key 
move giving the black King a flight square. and 
simultaneously unpins one white piece which 
then threatens to mate. Thematic defences are a 
black King flights) and pin(s) of the unpinned 
white piece.

S Pierre Monreal (1916-2002).

1043: I. ®f8! ~ 2. £>e4#, l... ®h6 2. £>eg4#, l...
gxf5 2. £>xc2#, 1... #xf5 2. £>xfl#.

= Alias: Monreal-Peugeot.

MONREAL-LONGWY THEME
In two variations, Black unpins the same white 
piece, once directly by the withdrawal of the 
black pinning piece, and once indirectly by 
self-interference. Mates are separated by partial 
dual avoidance.

1044

MONREAL, Pierre
L 'Echiquier Beige 1961

1044: L ©g8! -  2. ^xd5#, l... gxf4 2. £>c6# (2. 
£>f5?), I... £>e6 2. (2. £c6?).

MONREAL-MICHEL THEME
In defence black piece makes a random move and 
simultaneously opens a white line, which enables 
White to mate by opening a battery. Correction 
by that black piece White meets with different 
mates from the same battery.

1045

MONI^AL, Pierre; 
MICHEL, Francois
Probleme 1965
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1045s 1. ДхеТ! -  2. £}xf4#, 1... 2. Jh7#, 1...
£>g6 2. Д ё4#, I... £>xd3+ 2. Д хёЗ#, (I... £}xe2+ 
2. ^grxe2#, 1... exf5 2. ^grxfS#).

MONSTER
A problem with an extraordinarily huge number 
of moves.

See also: Sea Monster.

MONTGOMERY THEME
Dual avoidance after opening white lines by 
Black, where the secondary defences are giving 
the flight square (one or more) to the black King 
by closing white lines.
S Named after Bernard Law 1st Viscount Montgomery 

of Alamein (1887-1976), British field marshal, who 
liberated the Danish from the Nazi occupation.

1 0 4 6 :1. ®e7! ~ /Д ~ 2gg~ # , 1... Д с2  2. gg4# , 1... 
Д ёЗ  2. gg3# , 1... Д е4  2. gg5#.

MOOSE [F]
Fairy piece. Moves like a Grasshopper but de
flects 45° either way on passing over the hurdle. 
The arrival square is adjacent to the hurdle. 
Bishop-M oose and Rook-M oose move on 
Bishop and Rook lines respectively and deflect 
45° either way on passing over the hurdle.

MOREMOVER
A direct mate with the stipulation “White to 
move and checkmate Black in no more than n 
moves against any defence”, where n is greater 
than 3. In composition tourneys, there are often 
separate classes for more-movers, two-movers 
and three-movers (as well as classes for help
mates, selfmates and others). (Definition from 
FIDE Album.)
Along with didactic endgame studies, more
-movers is the oldest known genre of composi
tion, better known under the name “mansubat ”, 
although the stipulation “mate in n moves” be

came common only after the game reached Eu
rope. With a few exceptions, it took a long time 
into the 19th century until the composers became 
more aware of economy of time, i.e. that the core 
substance of the problem was to be shown in the 
least possible number of moves, without unnec
essary prolongation in the beginning or in the end 
of solution. In the 20th century the division to 
two-movers, three-movers and more-movers has 
become more evident, and the ideas expressed in 
a 4-mover may differ radically from ideas of 
three-movers. In German-speaking countries it 
has also been customary to make a further 
division between more-movers (Mehrziiger) 
and long-range problems ( Vielziiger), the line 
between the two going somewhere around 
seven moves. In informal tourneys such division 
is seldom made, but in formal tourneys it is usual. 
—> See also: Mate in ‘n

MOTIF
A recurrent thematic element, a dominant theme 
or central idea. In chess problems often used as a 
synonym for a disadvantageous (positive, defen
sive) and/or advantageous (negative, harmful) 
effect of a move.
At least the following defensive motifs can be 
distinguished:
(a) line-opening for own piece;
(b) square vacation (including unblock) for own 

piece
(c) interference (blocking) of an enemy line- 

mover;
(d) self-unpin;
(e) pin of an enemy unit;
(f) guard of a square or line;
(g) escape being captured;
(h) making anticritical move;
(i) check.
These positive elements have also their harmful 
antiforms (opposites) and many sub-forms. Fur
thermore, these motifs are used by White, too, in 
his attack.
—> See also: Ambivalence o f Move.

MOTIVATION, ECONOMY OF
John M. Rice: “...closely allied to purity of 
aim...why certain white and/or black moves are 
played in preference to others...the reasons 
which the composer has planned really deter-
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mine the thematic moves, so that they are not 
fixed by other factors.” ( “Chess Wizardry: The 
New ABC o f Chess Problems”, p. 94-5.)

MOTTO
A sentence, phrase, or word of appropriate char
acter attached to a chess problem. Especially in 
the 19th century, when composers participated in 
formal tourneys anonymously, they accompa
nied their compositions with mottoes.

MOUNT EVEREST THEME 
White unit clears the way across the critical 
square for another White unit in several steps, ei
ther because its moves are limited by the rules of 
chess (P or K) or for some other reason.

#5
1047: 1. <£>h5! Да2 2. фЬ6 Дс4 3. ®h7 ДЬ5 4. 

<S>h8 Дхсб 5. ^h7#, (2... £>g4+ 3. ®g5!).

MOUSETRAP THEME
Shutting-off the opponent’s piece after its critical 
move. The maneuver may or may not be preceded 
by opening of the thematic line to the “trap”.

1048: 1. £}f4! (1... ~/£}a6 2. £>c8+ фхсб 3. £>a7+ 
фхЬб 4. £d5#) gg8! (1... gg7 2. gxg7) 2. 
£}g6+ g(c)g3 3. <£,e5! (4. £>xc4#) g3g7 4. 
£jg6# ♦ Mouse-trap doubled!.

★  Other examples: 1484, 1519.
-» See also: Anti-Mousetrap Theme.
= Alias: Guillotine.

MOVE RECURRENCE 
A joint term covering all kinds of reappearances 
o f moves of one phase (tiy, threat etc.) in another 
(as a mate, continuation etc.) in problems of all 
length and genre.
E Introduced by Jorg Kuhlmann, The Problemist, Jan 

2008, p. 300.

MOVE, KERNEL
An English equivalent to German’s “Kernzug 
the most central move o f the logical combina
tion. often the move of the foreplan. the move 
that constitutes the essence of a decoy (Lenkung) 
or a deploy (Fiihrung).

MOVE, NULL
Move which does not change the position (of the 
side who is forced to make null moves).

1049

FUCHS, Georges M. 
l.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1927

1049: a) 1. ^ e 6+? dxe6 2. ? ♦ 1. ^ f l !  a3 2. g e l  a2
3. ^ e2  al~ 4. ^e6+ dxe6 5. ge5+ dxe5# ♦ b) 1. 
ge5+? dxe5 2. ? ♦ 1. gf7! a3 2. ^ e8  a2 3. ge7 
al~ 4. ge5+ dxe5 5. ^re6+ dxe6#. ♦ Whole of 
Black’s play consists of Null Moves.

MOVE, QUIET
In a three- and more-mover’s variations as well 
as in studies a move that neither captures nor 
checks.
★  See example 626.

MOVE, TEMPTATION
An alleged key move that fails, preferably upon a 
hidden Black defence.
= Aliases: Betrayal; Seduction; Temptation.

MOVE, TRANSFER OF [E]
Tactical method in endgame study. Using the 
proper maneuver one of the sides transfers a turn 
to move to the other side without changing a po
sition on the board.

s#5 b) ® f4—»f5
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MOVELESS PAWN [F]
A fairy Pawn which cannot move or capture but 
may be captured.
= Alias: Scheinbauer (Ger.).

MOVING MAN [F]
A fairy man that can neither capture nor check. 
Moving Pawns promote to moving pieces.
= Alias: Ziehender Stein (Ger.).

MULEBLOCK THEME
Two self-blocks by Knight and two self-blocks 
by Bishop in the same phase of a problem, usu
ally in a two-mover

1050s 1. ©el! ~ 2. ©еб#, 1... £d4  2. Дс4#, 1... 
£c5 2. £>c3#, 1... ^ d 6  2. Дсб#, 1... ДеЗ 2. 
©xhl#, (1... Д е4 2. ©xe4#).

-» See aiso: Donkeyblock Theme; Horseblock Theme. 
= Alias: Mule.

MULTI-PHASE CHANGED PLAY
Changed play occurring in three or more phases. 
which usually have at least one black defence in 
common. Problems with multiple changed play 
can theoretically be divided into four groups:
(1) mechanisms with homogeneous changes in 

each phase (e.g. Zazoruiko theme):
(2) mechanisms with distinct changes in all 

phases (e.g. Change, Radical):
(3) problems with different change mechanisms 

in all thematic variations (e.g. Rukhlis theme 
plus change of theme);

(4) problems with cyclic change mechanisms.

Multi-phase changed play can be accompanied 
by the changed functions of moves.
★  See example 1584.

MULTI-PHASE PROBLEM
Any problem with three or more phases. A set 
play often constitutes one phase, try play or vir
tual play can constitute as many phases as there 
are try keys. A problem may also have three solu
tions or twins. In modem problems thematic play 
usually embraces all phases, although they may 
not always be of equal importance.

MULTICAPTURES [F]
Fairy condition: A piece can be captured only if it 
is threatened at least twice.

MULTI-MATE THEME
To a Black’s defence White has several mates 
which show the same idea or theme.

MULTIPLE CHECK [F]
Simultaneous check given by more than two 
men. Possible only in fairy chess.

1 Probably introduced by Edgar A. Holladay (1925
2003).

1051

HOLLADAY, Edgar A.
British Chess Magazine 
1947

1051s I. ©g4! (2. фе5#), l... gc5 2. £ge3, £>de3, 
еЗ,феЗ,g2d4,g6d4#, (l... £d7(g6) 2. ©xe6#).

MULTIPLET
Three or more closely related positions with the 
same stipulation.
★  See example 1257.
—> See also: Twins.

MUNICH THEME
A Lozical combination. In a three mover, a black 
defence has a set mate (Mate. Set). On his first 
move Black deprives himself of this defence, so 
that White is able to abandon the set mate on his 
second move.
W hite’s immediate attempts prove therefore 
harmful for White, because they involve obstruc
tion of white pieces, which deprives White of the
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control of Black’s harmful effects, so that the lat
ter ones can appear as positive defences.
On his second move White can obstruct a useful 
white piece, because now he needs not control 
the Black’s harmful effect which has been made 
impossible.
t  Ferdinand Metzenauer (1908-1968) introduced 

“Munchner Idee” in the January issue of “Die 
Schwalbe” 1934.

1052s(*1... g f l ,g g l  2. ga3,ga4#) ♦ 1. c3? g fll ,  
l.c4? g g l! ♦ 1. ^f8! (2. ^a8#), l...gh(e3)2. c3 
~ /gg l 3. £ic2/ga4#, 1... gfg3 2. c4 ~ /gg l 3. 
£)c2/ga3# ♦ The prototype problem.

★  Other example 432.
= Allas: Miinchner (Ger.).

MUST-CAPTURE-CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A normal game except that a 
player must capture if he can.
S Invented in Morocco by the daughters of Ultramar, 

before 1500 A.D.

MUTATE
A type of block problem in which at least one 
mate in the set play is changed following the key. 
(Definition from FIDE Album.) See 1053.
Often regarded as a synonym for White to Play, 
which, however, according to some authorities 
refers to all complete block problems.
Total M utate. A Mutate where all mates change 
from set to actual play. See 1054.
1053s *1... ®d2 2. # d l#  ♦ 1. ge3! (~), 1... ®d2 2. 

#c3#, 1... 2. gc3#, 1... £}d3! 2. gxd3#, 1...
£ixh3+! 2. gxh3#, 1... £}xe2+! 2. gxe2#.

1054s *l... e6 2. £>f6#, 1... exd4 2. gxe7#, 1... d2 2. 
Дс2#, 1... g3 2. ДО#, 1... 2^(h)g3# ♦ 1.
£jf5! (~), 1... e6 2 .£}xd6#, 1... exd4 2. ^xd4#, 1... 
d2 2. ^c2#, 1... g3 2. f3#, 1... 2. <&f(x)g3# ♦
Total Mutate.

#2

1053

COOK, Eugene B.
American Chess Nuts 1868

1054

FLECK, Ferenc
cm Magyar Sakkvilag 1943

★  Other examples: 69,215,470, 502, 558, 675, 855,1258, 
1377, 1383, 1405.

—> See also: Block. Complete; Mutate, Total 
= Alias: Changed Mate Block.

#2

MUTUAL INTERFERENCE
Two or more men interfere with each other on 
same or different square(s) either in parallel vari
ations or consecutively.

MYLLYNIEMI FORM
The main thematic idea may, in principal, be 
shown in one phase, but it has been divided into 
at least two phases.
E Matti Myllyniemi (1930-1987). TT Hyvinkaa Congress 

1979: bl Grimshaw[s] split in two phases; Myllyniemi 
MT 1987-8.

1055

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
Schach-Echo 1979

1055s 1. Дхе2? (2. Ag4#) £ptd6 2. #d5#, I... f3! ♦ 
1. gf5? (2. gg6#) exd6 2. Axd7#, 1... fxe3! ♦ 1.
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£}c2? (2. £}d4#) gxd6 2. gxe7#, 1... £prt>5! ♦ 1. 
<£}g2! (2. £}xf4#) ,£|xd6 2. #g8# ♦ All variations 
exist already in the initial position, but each is 
realised in only one of four phases.

NABOKOV THEME
A black piece opens white line by capturing a 
blocking unit. When this black piece is decoyed 
back to its initial square White can move along 
the cleared line and give mate by capturing the 
black piece. 1056.
In a selfmate Black and White thematic roles may 
be reversed (see 1057).
8 Vladimir Nabokov (1899-1977).

1056

NABOKOV, Vladimir
Sunday Times 1968

1056s 1. фП! (2. феб), 1... gxh4 2. фхА5 gh6+ 3. 
#xh6#, (1... gg6(h5) 2. феб, 1... <g>xf5 2. 
£>xe3+).

#3

1057

HILDEBRAND,
Alexander
5. cm Springaren TT1990

1057:l.^ xa2!(~ ), l...b42. #a5+ gxa5#, 1...фЬ6 
2. ^a7+ gxa7#, (l... фЬ4 2. d4 gxa2#).

= Alias: Nabokov.

NANNING THEME
White threatens to take advantage of a masked 
(by a white piece) black line. Black in defence 
adds another interference on this line which al
lows the white piece to unmask the line and give 
mate.
1 Frederik W. Nanning (1892-1958).

1058

NANNING, Frederik W.
Die Schwalbe 1932

.. gf3 2. gh4# ♦ etc.

NATIONALIST PERIOD, THE
The period of half a century from 1865 until the 
early 20th century. In Europe the major schools 
had their special fields of interest: Old Germans 
excelled in brilliant more-movers, Bohemians 
in beautiful three-movers, English composers 
specialized, above all, in subtle two-movers. 
Schools had their established credos. Typical of 
the period was not so much new innovations but 
rather refinement and development of earlier dis
coveries. The technique of the composers im
proved, the thematic content of the problems 
became more demanding etc.

However, deserving more than a footnote are the 
American composers; Samuel Loyd, William 
Shinkman, Murray Marble, Charles Gilberg and 
Otto Wurzburg, being the foremost names. Per
haps needlessly, they are referred to as The 
American School, to fit the narrative of the “na
tionalist” schools. Samuel Loyd, bursting with 
new ideas, was “primus inter pares”, although 
William Shinkman was more prolific, sometimes 
even more profound. Characteristically of Amer
ican society the composers of “The New World” 
did not represent any particular school, as de
fined in Europe, and were more open to new 
ideas as well as new renderings of the old ideas.

The nationalist period was shaken by two distinct 
phenomena at the beginning o f the 20th century: 
the foundation of the Good Companion Chess 
Club in America and The New German move
ment in Europe. The former symbolizing the start 
of the strategic school, the latter the arrival of the 
logical school.
—» See also; Bohemian School; English School; Old German 

School

#2
1058:l.f4 ! 2 gh3#, 1.
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NEAREST-MAN-MOVER [F]
Fairy condition. Both sides have to move the man 
nearest to the destination square of the enemy 
man which moved last.

NEO PLACHUTTA THEME
Plachutta interference where the interfering 
piece is already on the intersection square.
—> See also: Plachutta Interference; Plachutta, Latvian.

NEREID [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces group. 
Moves like a Bishop and captures like a Bishop
-Locust (Locust).

n e Sic  t h e m e
Mutual interference between Rook and Pawn.
§ Milivoj S. Nesic (1940-2006).

1059:1. £e3 !~ 2 .#xd7 , 1... gd6 2. Д Я  gd4+3. 
cxd4#, 1... d6 2. # c6  £,xc6 3. £>xc6#, 1... gf6 2. 
Ad5 gf4+ 3. exf4#, 1... f6 2. #g6  fxg5+ 3. 
^rxg5# ♦ NeSic Theme doubled.

★  Other example 423.
-> See also: Grimshaw Interference.
5  Alias: R/P Grimshaw.

NEUTRAL PIECE [F]
A fairy piece that can be moved or captured by ei
ther side. Both sides are allowed to move any 
neutral piece, and a neutral piece may capture an
other neutral man. In Circe it is reborn according 
to the capture. Neither side is allowed to leave the 
King in check by a neutral man. White moves 
neutral Pawns towards the 8th rank, Black to
wards the 1st. A neutral man can mate only if the 
other side cannot рапу it immediately (e.g. ^ d 4 , 
JiJi8 checks, and Bishop cannot be moved away 
from the diagonal).
1 Invented by T.R. Dawson in 1912.

h#4 ± = Neutral
1060: 1. а1Д £ х ё8Д 2. ДЬ7 £g8Д  3. ДЬ8 

±g7+4. ®d4 ± gxh8Д#.

NEUTRAL POSITION [E]
In an endgame study a position in which neither 
side has essential tactical threats, and win or 
draw can be evaluated in terms of material.
—> See also: Tactical Position.

NEUTRALIZATION [E]
1. A tactical method in the endgame: one side 
prevents an opponent’s strong piece taking an ac
tive part in the play.
2. According to Nanning and Koldijk (Thema- 
Boek, 1948) one of three types of Correction 
Play.

NEVA THEME
At least two moves of black piece(s), unpinned 
by the key, create variations leading to mates. 
These mates appear as threats in other phases 
(usually tries).

1061

ROSSOMAKHO, Yakov
3.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1981

1061:1. ® b l? - 2 .  ^xb5# , 1... gd7! ♦ 1. ® c l? ~ 2 . 
gb3# , 1... ^ g 8 !  ♦ 1. ДЬ4! ~ 2. Д е1#, 1... £ c 4  2. 
©xb5#, 1... £>e4 2. gb3#.

= Aliases: Neva; Nevskaya tema.

NEW GERMAN SCHOOL
The so-called New German school, or Problem 
Renaissance, led by Johannes Kohtz (1843
1918) found inspiration in the problems of the
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1840’s and 1850’s. Interference. critical play. 
and the other elements o f  these old problems 
were systematically examined and extended. To 
Kohtz and his followers the essential thing in a 
problem was that it should have a strategic idea, 
shown in perfectly clear-cut form, without extra
neous elements confusing the logic o f  the play. 
This principle o f  *purity o f aim’ has remained a 
cardinal principle o f the New German school. (R. 
C. O. Matthews in “Chess Problems: Introduc
tion to an Art ”, p. 148

NEYMAN TYPE [H]
Helpmate with n solutions, i.e. with lines o f  play 
branching from the first black move (n. 1.1.1...).
1 Moysey B. Neyman (1898-1967).

1062:1. ge7  g f4  2. фЬ2 gxh4# ♦ 1. Де7 jJ/4  2. 
<®g4 &d7#.

= Aliases: Neuman; Neumann.

NICE THEME
The key sacrifices a piece on the square adjacent 
to the black King granting him a flight square. In 
at least two variations with dual avoidance Black 
opens white lines toward this square and allows 
changed mates compared to the set play.

1063

MONRfcAL, P ierre; 
OUDOT, Jean ; 
M1LLOUR, Ren*
l.pr Le Patriote de Nice 
1967

1063: *l... £ d 4  2. gd5# (2. Дс5?), I... ДхАб 2. 
ji.c5# (2. gd5?), 1... &f4+ 2. &xf4# (2. .fic5?, 2. 
gd5?) ♦ 1. £)d5! ~2. #xe5#, 1... ^ d 4  2. ^e7#(2. 
b8#?), 1... Дх1б 2. b8^# (2. #e7?), 1... Д14+ 2. 
#xf4# (2. b8#?, 2. #e7?), (1... <£>xd5 2. e7#).

NICHE [E]
Endgame theme: A defensive maneuver in which 
a King imprisons him self amongst his own 
pawns to create a stalemate position.

1064

TROITSKY, Alexey A.
Shakhmatny listok 1931 /  
(v)

1064:1. a5 <3?xh5 2. ®d2 ®xg6 3. фс2 h5 4. фЬ2 
h4 5. фаЗ h3 6. фа4 h2 7. a3 hl^r stalemate.

= Alias: Nisha (Rus.).

NIEMEIJER THEME
Tries by white King are refuted by pinning of 
white pieces.
E Meindert Niemeijer (1902-1987).
—> See also: Le Lionnais Theme.

NIETVELT ATTACK
A white piece pins itself in anticipation o f  Black 
being forced to unpin it directly.

1065

PASLACK, Rainer
Die Schwalbe 1991

1065: 1, #xd5! -  2. #xe4#, 1... 2. #f7#, 1...
#xd5+2. gxd5#, 1... #xe5,#d4 2g(x)d4#. 

a Alias: Nietvelt-Angriff (Ger.).

NIETVELT DEFENCE
In reply to a mating threat Black selfpins a piece 
so that, in carrying out the threat, White will re
move the pinning piece so unpinning the black 
piece allowing it to defend. White utilizes the pin 
in a different way.
I  Gustaaf Nietvelt (1897-1961).
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1066

KOLDIJK, Albert M.
Limburgsch Dagblad 1937

1066s 1. ДЬ5! -  2. ^a7#, 1... ^xd6,gxd6 2. £}f5, 
<£)g2# ♦ etc.

★  Other examples: 155, 580, 1065, 1541.
= Alias: Nietvelt Parade (Ger.).

NIGHT WATCHMAN
An English equivalent to German’s “Nacht- 
wachter ”. A close synonym to superfluous force. 
A white piece (other than Pawn) that is not 
needed in the post-key play, i.e. it would be cor
rect without it. Comparable to night watchmen 
are white pieces that merely block a square or cut 
a line. Night watchmen in the virtual play or in 
set play are not considered serious flaws, 
whereas a superfluous piece in the actual play 
nearly always disqualifies a composition.

NIGHTRIDER [FJ
Fairy piece. A Knight that has become a line
-piece, moving like a Knight along a path until 
the end o f  its line. It can leap over other men like 
Knight, but not over pieces that are on its line, i.e. 
it may capture the obstructing man, if  it is an en
emy man, or stop on the previous square on its 
path. N al can move to c2, e3 or g4, or along the 
other line on b3, c5 or d7. One o f the most popu
lar fairy pieces.

S Invented by T. R. Dawson in 1925. First problem with 
a Nightrider was published in “Dk Schwalbe” on Feb
ruary 1925.

★  See examples: 15, 1684.
= Alias: S-Rider.

NIGHTRIDER-HOPPER [F]
Fairy piece. A hopper that jumps leapfrog over 
another piece. From al N-hopper can move on 
d7 if there is another piece o f either colour on c5.
s  Alias: Nachtreiterhiipfer (Ger.).

#2

NISSL THEME
White sacrifices a piece and subsequently pro
motes a piece o f the same type.
1 Theodor Nissl (1878-1972).

1067: 1. Дс5! dxc5 2. d6 c4 3. d7 c3 4. ё8Д c2 5. 
Ag5 c l ^  6. Дхс1 7. ДЬ2#.

1068

NISSL, Theodor
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1936

1068:1. Де4! d5 2. Д ё6 fxg6 3. f7 g5 4. А8Д g4 5. 
ДаЗ & r  6. ДЬ2#.

#6

NON-PASSANT RULE [F]
The rule that royal pieces may not pass through 
check. This applies to the King’s double step in 
castling in orthodox chess. But in the case of 
royal riders it is usually assumed that they can 
ride through check unless the non-passant rule is 
specified (on the principle that anything not pro
hibited is allowed).

NORWEGIAN CHESS [F]
Fairy condition: Only identical units can capture 
each other. After moving, a Queen becomes 
Knight, a Knight becomes Queen, a Rook be
comes Bishop and a Bishop becomes Rook.
= Alias: NorskSjakk.

NOTATION
A lgebraic N otation. A method o f recording 
moves and positions. Abbreviated algebraic no
tation is nowadays the most popular: first is 
given the quality o f the piece (except for Pawns),
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then the arrival square (the departure square is 
omitted) o f the piece, the coordinates being from 
a-h for files from left to right (opposite for Black) 
and the ranks 1-8 from the bottom to the top (op
posite for Black). In cases o f  ambiguity, the rank 
or file o f  the departure square will be indicated. 
The capture is indicated normally by “x”, the 
Queen-side and King-side castling 0-0-0 and 0-0 
respectively. From January 1st 1981 FIDE has 
recognized the algebraic notation as the only 
notation for its own tournaments and matches.

Descriptive Notation. A method o f recording 
moves and positions. Each piece and Pawn is in
dicated by the first capital letter o f  its name. The 
Queen-side pieces in the initial position are indi
cated by Q, and pieces on the King-side by K. 
Later in the game they are distinguished accord
ing to their prevailing position. The files are 
named after pieces which occupy them in the ini
tial position. Each player counts the ranks from 
his side o f  the board, i.e. both’s bottom rank is 1. 
Each P is indicated by the file on which it stands: 
QRP, QNP etc. A move to a vacant square is indi
cated by the first letter[s] o f  the piece or P in 
question, and the square o f  arrival, joined by a 
hyphen. There are still many ways as how to sort 
out the ambiguities, which are bound to occur. 
Descriptive notation is the oldest system o f nota
tion, but since the late 18th century it was rela
tively soon superseded by the algebraic notation 
everywhere except in the US, Britain and Spain.

Forsyth Notation. A method o f  recording the 
positions in a condensed way, proposed by a 
Scottish player David Forsyth (1857-1909). The 
marking starts from the 8th rank moving to the 
right (from White’s point o f  view), and when the 
rank changes the marking starts from left again, 
until, eventually, the square hi is reached, white 
men are marked with capital letters, black men 
with small letters. Empty squares on each rank 
are marked with numbers that indicate the num
ber o f  successive empty squares. Shift o f  the rank 
is marked with “/”. In case there are eight empty 
squares on a rank, a figure 8 will suffice, three 
successive empty ranks can be marked with 24.

Numeric Notation. Used in correspondence 
chess to avoid ambiguity among players repre
senting many countries, and also to minimize the 
disputes ambiguous writing may cause. The sys
tem gives every square a code consisting o f  two

digits so that ranks are given the numbers they 
have on chess board, and files a=l, b=2 and so 
on. Moves consist o f  four digits, because on ev
ery move the initial and arrival square o f a piece 
is given. Hence, square 11 stands for a l, 44 for 
d4, and 78 for h7. A code 1736 stands for a move 
Sgl-f3, 7776 may stand for g7-g6. In castling, 
only the King’s move is given. Captures and 
checks are not indicated.
Telegraphic Notation. A method o f describing 
and transmitting chess moves via telegraph. Ev
ery square is given a sign that consists o f  two let
ters, a consonant and a vowel, and moves are 
transmitted by help o f these signs, the initial 
square o f  the chessman first, followed by its 
arrival square. The notation carries the name 
“Gringmuth-Udemann” after the foremost intro
ducers and developers o f  the system.

Gringmuth-Udemann Notation
AP EP IP OP PO PI PE PA
AL EL IL OL LO LI LE LA
AK EK IK OK КО Kl KE KA
AH EH IH OH HO HI HE HA
AG EG IG OG GO Gl GE GA
AF EF OF PF FP FO FE FA
AD ED ID OD DO Dl DE DA
AB ED IB OB BO Bl BE BA

It was widely used in the latter half o f  the 19th 
century, when, for instance, telegraphic matches 
between large cities were very popular. The first 
such match was between Baltimore and Wash
ington in 1844.

NOWOTNY INTERFERENCE
In general an interference between line-pieces of 
unlike-motion and o f the same color, forced by a 
sacrifice on the critical (interference) square (see 
the prototype 1069). However, it is usually un
derstood as a mutual interference between Rook 
and Bishop, as shown four times in 1070. With
out the critical move this is a 2-move 
combination.
White Nowotny usually occurs in virtual play. In 
1071 White must choose the correct square for 
his Rook to avoid a harmful Nowotny sacrifice 
by Black. In endgame 1072 Black’s seemingly 
successful Nowotny sacrifice fails because be
fore the capture White guides the King to an un
favourable square.
1 Antonin Novotny (1827-1871).
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1069

NOWOTNY, Anton
Leipziger Illustrierte 
Zeitung 1854

1069:1. g  15! ~ 2. gf4#, 1... gf8  2. ДА5 (3. ge5/ 
gf4/£}d2#) gxf6,Axf6 3. ae5,af4,£>d2#.

1070: 1. <^e5? ~ 2. e4/gf6#, 1... gxf4! ♦ 1. £f6? 
(2. e4/gee5#), 1... gxg5! ♦ 1. gf6? (2. e4/
<Йе5#), 1... #g8! ♦ 1. gee5! ~ 2. e4/<£|f6#, 1... 
#g8  2. gxh5#, 1... gxf4 2. exf4#.

1071: 1. gcl?<ac2! 2. gxc2,^xc2 ®h7,<£g8! ♦ 
1. g d l?  £d3! 2. gxd3,Axd3 <S>h7,<J>g8! ♦ 
1. g e l!  <ad3,<ac2 2. Дх£у

1072

YAKOVYENKO, Viktor
Sozialisticheskiy Donbass 
1966

#3

1072: 1. gf8+ фа7 2. Д15 e2 3. ge8 Де4 4.
ge7+! фаб 5. Дхе4 (5. gxe4? b l^  6. ge6+ 
#b6!) 5... e l^  6. ДЬ7+; 4... фЬб 5. gxe4 ЪЩ
6. ge6+ + -

★  Other examples: 203,311,386,451,803,842,976,1453, 
1601.

—► See also: Grimshaw Interference; Peri-Critical Nowotny. 
s  Allas: Novotny; Nowotny.

NOWOTNY, ANTICIPATORY
When White tries to carry out one o f  two mating 
plans, Black can defend either with his Bishop or 
Rook, one o f which moves onto the thematic 
line. As a foreplan. White moves a piece on the 
future intersection square o f Bishop and Rook 
and, depending on with which piece Black tries 
to take over the square, White can choose the 
correct plan.

1073

KRAEMER, Ado
Schachspiegel 1948

1073: 1. g6? g e l!  ♦ 1. ^ f 6? ДЫ! ♦ 1. £}c2! (2. 
g6/£}f6), 1... g e l  2. £)f6~3. gh7#, 1... ДЫ 2. 
g6~3. gc8#.

#3

NOWOTNY, AZERBAIJAN
Combination o f  Finnish Nowotny (Nowotny, 
Finnish) and Romanian Nowotny (Nowotny, Ro
manian),

1074

ALIOVSADZADE, Rauf 
VAGIDOV, Medzhnun
Shakhmaty 1978

1074: 1. Д -?  d3! ♦ 1. ^.xd4! ~ 2. #e5/^c4#, 1... 
gxd4 2. gg5#, I... ^xd4 2. c4#, (1... ®xd4, 
Se4(g5),£}d6 2. gd3,#c4,#xd6#), (1... b5 2. 
^e5 /^c5#  = dual).

#2
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NOWOTNY, BAKU
Synthesis o f Norwegian Nowotny (Nowotnv. 
Norwegian) (or Latvian Nowotny) and Roma
nian Nowotny (Nowotnv, Romanian). White 
threatens two mates which Black parries by cap
turing with his Rook and Bishop the piece that 
stands ready on the Nowotnv interference inter
section point. The captures lead to new mates 
which take advantage of the interferences.

1075:1. g n ? -2 . afS/fi/7#, 1... Дхе7 2. gxb8#,
1... gxe7 2 .^xb8#, 1... Af5! ♦ 1. ^g7 ! -
2. #f8/#f7#, 1... Дхе7 2. ДП#, 1... gxe7 2.
^g8#.

NOWOTNY, CHAMELEON
Two Nowotnv interferences in the same problem 
or study on intersection points o f different 
colour.

+

1076

SACKMANN, Franz 
Deutsche Schachblatter 
1910

1076:1. e7 ge4 2. b7 &g3 3. ge5 gxe5,_A,xe5 4. 
Ь8#+,е8#+, 1... Да4 2. b7 gb4 3. gb5 gxb5, 
ДхЬ5 4. e8#+,b8#+.

NOWOTNY, CRITICAL
White makes the Nowotnv interference sacrifice 
after having decoyed one or both Black thematic 
pieces on the wrong side of the critical square.

1077:1. gh2!~ £>g6 2. g e l  gxcl 3. £>h4+ £}xh4
4. Sc2 ахс2/Дхс2 5. Де4/Дс8#. ♦ One critical 
decoy

NOWOTNY, CYCLIC 
Interference between three black line-pieces of 
partially unlike motion forced by a sacrifice on 
the intersection square. These pieces interfere 
with one another in a cyclic fashion as follows: A 
interferes with В, В interferes with C, and C in
terferes with A. Two pieces are usually Rook and 
Bishop while the third piece is most often a 
pinned Queen or Rook, but may also be a Pawn 
on its game-array square.

1078: *1... ga82.bxa8£}#, 1... gc82.bxc8##, 1... 
gxe8 2. £}xe8#, 1... #c6+2. gxc6#, 1... jjxb5+ 
2. £}xb5# ♦ 1. £ec4? (2. £>dxf7, b6, #c5#),
1.. . ^xc4 2. £>dxf7#, 1... gxc4 2. Ь6#, 1... &xc4 
2. ^c5#, 1... gxe8! ♦ 1. £}dc4!, 1... ^xc4 2. 
^exf7#, 1... gxc4 2. b6#, l...^xc4 2. gc6#,(l... 
Дхе7 2. т^хе7#).

See also: Nowotny, English.

NOWOTNY, ENGLISH
A Nowotnv interference where one of the the
matic pieces is a pinned black Queen.
S The inventor Michael Lipton (1937) has named the 

theme. See his interpretation under “Nowotny, Cy
clic”

1079: 1. £>cd4? (2. ^ f4 /^ g 7 # ) # c 7 !  ♦ 1. £>ed4? 
#f7! ♦ l .d 4 ? ^ c l !  ♦ 1. e4! -  2. #xf5/#f4#,
1.. . ^xe4 2. ^xf5#, 1... ,flxe4 2. #f4#, (1... 
ф хО ,£*xg3+, Дхе5 2. ^h5,#xg3,£pte5#).
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★  Other examples: 421, 1078.
= Allas: English Nowotny.

NOWOTNY, FINNISH 
In the initial position there is a black piece В on 
the intersection square of black Rook and Bishop 
lines. A thematic try by white piece W introduces 
a double threat which is defeated by removal of 
the black piece В  which opens both black 
(Rook’s and Bishop’s) lines. White piece IFcor
rects by capturing the black piece В , after which 
follows the normal Nowotny interference play. 
For aesthetical reasons the black piece В  is usu
ally a Pawn. 1080 is an early economical exam
ple, while 1081 shows the theme with three 
thematic black pieces.
Anticipatory Finnish Nowotny. A three-move 
variation of the theme where the interference 
capture is made on “bent” black lines, as shown 
in 1082.
White Finnish Nowotny. The roles of White 
and Black are reversed. In 1083 this form is real
ized with the help of stalemate motif.
1 Pentti Sola (1907-1940).

1080: lge~ ? ~2. gc2,ga4#, l...e3! ♦ 1. gexe4! 
~ 2. gc2,ga4#, I... gxe4 2. gc2#, 1... Дхе4 2. 
ga4#, I... #xc4 ,#b l(#b2) 2. £xc4,ga4#.
Probably the proto-form of the theme, composed 
by the inventor.

#2

1081: 1. £5~? d3! ♦ 1. £>xd4! (2. £>d5/^e5/ 
#Ь6#), 1... ea.xd4,gaxd4,^xd4 2. £}d5,^e5, 
^b6# ♦ Finnish Nowotny with three thematic 
black pieces!.

1082:1. Д -?  e3T ♦ 1. Дс6?еЗ?2. £d6, l...d5! ♦ 1. 
Дс4? e3? 2. £>xb6, 1.» a4! ♦ 1. Дхе4! ~ 2. 
£d6/£}xb6, 1... gh4 2. £>d6~3. £Ь7#,1... ^g 2  
2. £>xb6 -  3. £>a4#, 1... d5 2. gxb6 ~ 3. gc6#,
1... a4 2. gxa4 d5,fxe4 3. g c l,g c4 #  ♦ Anticipa
tory Finnish Nowotny, a 3-move theme.

1083: 1. b4? <£}b3! 2. tempo? (2. g /ДхЬЗ stale
mate!) ♦ 1 . g h l!  (~), 1 ... £r(=£}b7) 2. Ь4; 1... 
£>xb3!2. g f l ! (2. g xb3?fl^ !,2 . ДхЬЗ?П#!); 
(1... 43c4 2. bxc4 bxc4 3. Дхсб#).

★  Other example 1411.
—► See also: Schneider Interference.
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NOWOTNY, FINNISH, SECONDARY
Same as Finnish Nowotny (Nowotnv, Finnish) 
except that the key does not introduce thematic 
mates as a double threat, but they occur after the
matic black captures.

1084

SOLA, Pentti
3.pr Suomen Shakkiliitto 
1935

1 0 8 4 :1. ДеЗ? ~ 2. © xf7 ,^ f5# , 1... d5! ♦ 1. Axd6! 
~ 2. gcd8#, 1 ... g x d 6 ^ x d 6  2. ^ x f7 ,^ f5 # , 1 ... 

® xd6 ,gb8  2. ^d3 ,^rc6# .
★  Other example 1550.
= Aliases: Finnish 2 Nowotny; Finnish Nowotny of 2nd 

kind.

NOWOTNY, HALVED
White, after having made the Nowotnv interfer
ence. owing to some weakness in his position 
threatens to exploit only one of the interferences.

1085: 1. £>de3? (2. ^d4#A) ДхеЗ 2. #e2#, 1... 
gxb4!a ♦ 1. £>fe3? (2. <£c3#B) gxe3 2. #b8#,
1... axb4!b ♦ 1. ge3? (2. ^d4#A(^c3?)) gxb4*/ 
gxg4/Д xe3 2. £)c3B/# b 8/# e 2#, i... ^ Xg4! ♦ I. 
ДеЗ! (2. £>сЗ#в (£>d4?)) ахЬ4ьЩхеЗ/Де1 2. 
<£)d4A/^b8/^e2# ♦ 4 x halved Nowotny.

★  Other example 1136.
= Alias: Halved Nowotny.

NOWOTNY, LATVIAN
This term is used for two quite different things:
1. In the initial position there is a white piece on 
the cutting point. The key, made by another white

piece, triggers the double threat and takes advan
tage of both interferences (see 1086).
2. The thematic White unit moves onto the inter
ception point of a black Rook and Bishop, or 
stands there ready in the diagram position. The 
double threat does not become actual until an
other White man moves (see 1087).

1086:1. £}xf5! ~2. 4}d6/£>d4#, 1— gxf4 2. £)d6#,
1... Дxf4 2. £d4#, (1... gd3^d3,c5 2. Дс4, 
£}хсЗ,Де8#).

#4

1087

VLADIMIROV, Yakov G
l.pr The Problemist 1990

1087:1. # f2?  #xd3!, 1. ^e2? ^c4! ♦ 1. Дс7! (2. 
£>g5+ £xg5 3. g  xe5#) ♦ 1... Дхс7 2. # f2  (3. 
£}g5+) dxe4/d4 3. ^fa2+ i£c4 4. #xc4# ♦ 1... 
gxc7 2. #e2  (3. £)g5+) dxe4/d4 3. ^a2+ #c4 4. 
#xc4 #.

—> See also: Nowotny Interference.

NOWOTNY, MOSCOW [S]
In a self-mate a Nowotnv interference threatens 
to exploit only one of the interferences, and the 
other part o f the interference is taken advantage 
of if Black captures on the thematic square. In the 
other phase another white piece plays on the in
tersection point, when the threat and variation 
mate follow in reverse order.
= Alias: Novotniy Moskovskiy (Rus.).

1088: 1. Деб? -  2. ^e5+, 1... gxe6 2. #f5+, 1... 
£>b3+! ♦ 1. ge6? -  2. #f5+, 1... Дхеб 2. ^e5+,
1... g  f8! ♦ 1. gc4! -  2. £xd3+, 1... ge5 2. 
^xe5+, 1... Д£5 2. ^xf5+.
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1088

VLADIMIROV, Yakov G
hm Probleemblad 1980

s#2

NOWOTNY, NORWEGIAN
After the key White threatens two mates. Black 
can only prevent one of them at a time by captur
ing with his Rook and Bishop on the Nowotny in
tersection square where there already stands a 
White man. There may be other defences too 
which deal with both threats.

1089

MATTHEWS,
Robin C. O.
3359. Norsk Sjakkblad 
7/1987

1089: 1. gd6! ~ 2. d4/ge4#, 1... gxe3 2. d4#, 1... 
ДхеЗ 2. ge4#, 1... gxf5 2. £}g4#, I... Д х й  2. 
fif7#, (1... gxd2,£xd6,£>c3/£>f2 2. ge4,gc5, 
d4#).

NOWOTNY, ROMANIAN
A Nowotny interference key threatens two mates 
due to the interference. Captures at the cutting 
point refute both threats but introduce new mates 
that take advantage of the interference.

1090

LEU, Gheorghe
2.pr Flacara Sibiului 1966

1090: 1. Деб! (2. gf5/^c7#), 1... gxe6 2. £g4#,
1... Дхе6 2. <£|Сб#.

#2

NOWOTNY, SECONDARY
1. A Nowotny interference which doesn't use the 
interference in the threat(s), but rather after the 
thematic defences (captures). See 1091.
2, Against a White piece’s random move Black 
has sufficient correction defences. With the key, 
White moves to the cutting point of the black 
pieces, thus preventing their secondary moves. 
See 1092.

1091: 1. A g2! -  2. #h3#, 1... ^ x g 2  2. ДЬ2#, 1... 
gxg2 2. g f3# ,(l...^h42 . ^ f i# ,  I...^g4,®xg2 
2. ^h2#, 1... #xf8 2. ^g5#).

#2
1092: L Ad8? (~), 1... g ~  2. £>g3#, 1... Д -  2. 

£>ef6#, 1... Де7! ♦ l£ e~ ?  ^d2!/gc4! ♦ 1. £>c3! 
H ,  1... g ~  2. Ag4#, 1... й г  2- gg5#.

s  Alias: Vomehmer Nowotny (Ger.).

OBSCURITY OF AIM
An English equivalent of German’s “Zweckt- 
riibung ". In a logical problem, an undesired fea
ture of a foreplan and sometimes of a black 
refutation, when they have more than one reason 
why they are effective. Both moves should either 
improve own position or weaken opponent’s po
sition, not both. Furthermore, the moves should 
have a single strategic element that makes them 
successful. Exceptions are option combinations. 
which may be embedded in foreplan problems, 
when the removal of two or more obstacles can
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take place simultaneously without violation of 
the purity o f aim.

OBSTACLE
An English equivalent of German’s "Hindernis ”. 
A part of the vocabulary of the New German 
School: in attempting to carry out his main plan, 
White faces one or more obstacles that prevent 
him from executing it. With the correct foreplan 
(one or more) or choice of moves the obstacle(s) 
is (are) removed, enabling White to carry out his 
original main plan. The obstacles may be vari
ous: some defect in White’s own or advanta
geous feature in Black’s position, or the fact that 
the “wrong” side is on the move, or lack of time 
etc.

OBSTRUCTION
Although this term has a much broader meaning, 
in chess composition practice it stands for: A 
piece moves to a square so that another friendly 
piece (other than the King) is prevented from 
moving there. (Obstruction of own King is called 
self-block.')
★  See examples: 453, 567, 585, 882.
—> See also: Obstruction, Complete; Obstruction, Cyclic; 

Reciprocal Obstruction.

OBSTRUCTION, COMPLETE
When one of the pieces occupies a square it pre
vents the others arriving onto the square with a 
positive effect. This occurs in cyclic fashion with 
each of the thematic pieces obstructing the others 
in turn.

1093s l.# f7 !  (2 .# /gc4#), l... gd5+ 2.фс3~3. 
gc4#, L ..£d5 2. Де2~,£,хеЗ 3. gc4. ДхеЗ#, 
1... d5 2. g h l -  3. gel# , 1... Д<15 2.е4~,£>Я 
3. ^e3,^xd5# ♦ There are not many complete 
“blockpunkts” with 4 pieces!.

—► See also: Obstruction.

OBSTRUCTION, CYCLIC 
There are at least three thematic pieces А , В 
and C. When A moves to the thematic square, 
it prevents В  from occupying it, which the en
emy exploits. Similarly, В  obstructs C, and C 
obstructs A.

1094s L £e5! (2. £>xd3 -  ,£>xd3 3. £ с5 #Дхс13#), 
l... gf2 2. £g4~3. £>f6#(2... f2?), I... f2 2. gb4 
c5 3. dxc5# (2... Д£2?), 1... Д С  2. Дхе1 ~ 3. 
Axd3# (2... £f2?), 1... £ f2  2. £>c4 -  3. £>d2# 
(2... gf2?).

-> See also: Obstruction.

OBTRUSIVE FORCE
A promoted piece, which, however, does not add 
to the number of pieces of the same type com
pared to the initial game-array position. For in
stance a white dark-squared Bishop on a square 
other than its initial game position could only 
have arisen by promotion if Pb2 and d2 stood on 
their initial squares. Opinions vary as to how se
rious a flaw obtrusive force is, but composers try 
to avoid using it.
★  See example 391.
—> See also: Illegal Position, Relative; Promoted Force.

OCTOPUS THEME
King of either color moves on all its eight adja
cent squares.

#2 8 solutions

1095

FROBERG, Hilding
2.pr Springaren Christmas 
Ту 1984
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1095:1. d3+ феЗ 2. ^a7# ♦ 1. £}d6+ ф<14 2. #a7# 
♦ 1. gg7 фхе5 2. ge7# ♦ 1. <^g5+ <g>f4 2. g3# ♦ 
1. сЗ ф(13 2. £}f2# ♦ 1. c5+ ®d5 2. ^d4# ♦ 1. g5 
®f5 2. £>d6# ♦ 1. g3 ф О  2. £>g5#.

★  Other examples: 865,1361.

ODESSA REVERSAL
Black’s defences are the same from one phase to 
another, but none of the mates are set in the initial 
position.

1096: 1. £f3? ~ 2. ^e5/^g5#, 1... феЗ 2. £d5#, 
1... ®g3 2. £}e2#, 1... £>g4! ♦ 1. Дс4! ~ 2. 
£>d5/<£ie2#, 1.-. ФеЗ 2. #g5#, 1... ®g3 2. #e5#. 

5  Alias: Inverted Odessa Theme.

2. ^ c 5 /^ f4 # * \  1... Де7 2. dxc8£>#A 1... <£,e7 
2. d8^r#B ♦ etc.

1098: 1. Дсб? -  2. #xb5/#c5#A/B 1... ge3 2. 
£ixd2#c 1... Де3 2. gxc3#B, I... £tf2! ♦ 1. ДеЗ! 
-  2. 4}xd2/gxc3#e® f g c6 2. #xb5#A 1... 
Д с б  2. ^ч;5#в .

ODESSA, CYCLIC
Two threats from the first phase appear as mates 
after black defences in the second phase, which 
has two new threats. These new threats are then 
mates in the third phase and so on. Threats from 
the last phase are mates in the first phase.

ODESSA THEME
Two threats from one phase appear as mates after 
black defences in another and vice versa.
1 Theme was defined by Ukrainan composers in 1968, 

but had been presented many years earlier, especially 
in combination with a Nowotny try and key (see 
1098).

Pattern:
Odessa

1 - a b c d
X AB C D
Y CD A В

1097

GORDIAN, Yuri; 
MELNICHENKO, Viktor 
A.
l.hm Stella Polaris 1968

1097: L g g 7 ?  ~ 2. d x c S ^ / d S ^ # ^ ,  l... ^ x b 8  2. 
^ f4 # c  l... # b 7 2 . # c 5 # B, 1... £>b6! ♦ 1. gg6! ~

Pattern:
Cyclic Odessa

1 - a b c d У z
X1 AB C D
Y1 CD E F

Z1 YZ A В

1099

DOMBROVSKIS, Alfreds
sp.pr Vechemaya Odessa 
1974

1099: 1. # c8? -  2. ДЬ6Д^6#А/В, 1... gxa6 2. 
gc4#c , 1... Дха62. gd5#D, 1... Дсб! ♦ l .^ g l ?  
~2. gc4/gd5#c/D, 1... e3 2. £>xd3#E, 1... ^e3  2. 
£ixd7#F, I... ©e6! ♦ 1. #g5!~2. ^xd3/^xd7#E/F,
1... gb6 2. Д хЬ6#а, 1... Axg5 2. Д ёб#в .

—> See also: Odessa Theme.
= Alias: Cyclic Odessa.

#2
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OERAL THEME
At least three black men make their correction 
move on the same square causing self-interfer
ence, which White exploits in the mating move.

1100

HARTONG, Jan
2.pr L Italia Scacchistica 
1951

110 0 s 1. ^Ь6! H ,  1... d~ 2. £>e6#, 1... d5 2. ^xd4#,
1.. . й г  2. #h6#, (1... ДхЬ5 2. #xd4#), 1... Ad5 
2. ^d6#, 1... g ~ 2 . Де5#, 1... gd5(e4)2. g fi# ,
1.. .<£ie~ 2. gf5#, 1... £>d5 2. ^xd4#, (1... £>g3/ 
£}d2 2Д(х)<12#, 1... £e3 2. g3#).

OFFICER
Sometimes used as a subset o f term piece as a 
common name for all pieces except Kings and 
Pawns. These are in orthodox chess Queens, 
Rooks, Bishops and Knights.

OFFNER TYPE [R]
One approach to partial retroanalvsis. See more 
under “A Priori Lome ".
1 August Oeffner (1824-1888).

OHNESCHLAG [F]
Fairy condition. Neither side is allowed to capture 
unless capture is the only means to save the King.
E Invented by J. J. Burbach.

OJANEN THEME
White threatens at least three mates. Each black 
defence prevents all threats and yields to a new 
mate. The number of new mates should be at 
least the same as threat mates.
When introducing his idea in 1944, the inventor 
considered that the theme could be shown in one 
of four distinct variations:
(1) all mates are given by same piece;
(2) mates and actual mates are given by different 

pieces;
(3) the number of threat mates and actual mates 

is equal;
(4) the number of actual mates is higher than 

threat mates.

1101 is a prototype problem, while 1102 is a 
7-fold “Ojanen”, which is the record number up 
to date.
I  Antti G. Ojanen (1916-1988). TT 1966 (Ojanen 50 

JT).

1101

OJANEN, Antti G
Schackvarlden 1944

1101s 1. £12! ~2. #el/#e4/£ixd3/£ig4#, 1... ГЗ 2. 
^h2#, 1... £5 2. ^h8#, 1... c5 2. ^d5#, 1... b4 2. 
<£ic4#.

1102: 1. gxf5! -  2. g  e3/f6/^fd2/^g3/0/^cd2/ 
£}d6#, 1... #xh4 2. gxh4#, 1... #g4  2. gxg4#,
1... Да82. #xa8#, 1... ДЬ72. ^xb7#, 1... Дс62. 
^гхеб#, 1... Дхс4 2. ^xc4#, 1... Дхеб 2. ^гхеб#. 

—> See also: Fleck Theme; Fleck-Karlstrom Theme.

ОКТЕТ THEME
An infrequent term of the Bohemian School In 
the initial position White’s force consists o f eight 
major and minor pieces that, in spite of their great 
mobility, manage to produce the required three 
model mates.

1103

MORAVEC, Josef
Sach 1939
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1103s 1. ^c6! (2. ^d5+), I... gxc6 2. gg3+ <®>xf4 
3. gg4#, 1... ®xf4 2. #е4+ф хе4 3. gxd4#, I... 
£}cxd3 2. ДА&+ ®xf4 3. £e2#.

OLD GERMAN SCHOOL
A school o f composition that dominated the 
three- and more-mover scene almost half a cen
tury from ca 1860 onwards. The movement was 
given its name in the 20th century: one o f its 
foremost composers was a German Philipp 
Klett (1833-1910), and a great part o f the prob
lems and manifestos o f the movement were pub
lished in Deutsche Schachzeitung.
Much o f the school was personified in Johann 
Berger (1845-1933), who in his work “Das 
Schachproblem und dessert kunstgerechte 
Darstellung” in 1884 set out the ideals o f the 
school.
The main variations o f the problem should end in 
model mates* as economical as possible, and the 
play should proceed with quiet moves, hence the 
attack could get more intense and aggressive to
wards the end. Economy o f time (Economy) was 
important, Zuzzwanz was preferred to threat 
and if  threats were necessary, short and checking 
ones should be avoided. The problem should be 
rich with variations, and duals had to be worked 
up into full-length variations o f lesser value. Dif
ficulty o f solution need not be avoided. The last 
point o f Berger’s theses was the peculiar require
ment that the position had to look as game-like as 
possible.
What is striking is the absence o f specific de
mands on the thematic content and the structure 
of solution. The adherents o f the movement cre
ated many masterpieces with beautiful mates and 
with reasonable, sometimes high level o f diffi
culty, but fewer problems with lasting thematic 
value. The foremost composers o f the movement 
were Conrad Bayer, Johannes Kohtz, Carl 
Kockelkom, Klett and Johann Berger himself.

1104s L ^xb7! (2. £}c6#) ga6 2. ©g2 gxel 
(against 3. i|xg3+) 3. ^ra8 (4. £}f7+) gxe2 4. 
<£}c6+ gxa6 5. ^xal# . ♦ Some of the traits of the 
movement are recognizable in this early Old 
German puzzle.

1105s 1. gg7!! (2. #Ь5+ф ё4 3. gxe4+,Jaf5+), 1... 
hxg5 2. gxe4 dxe4 3. <3?d5 4. ^re5+! фхе5
5. gxg5#.

1106s 1. gc8! (2. ^g5+ фе5 3. £>c6+), 1... b4 2. 
gxc4! ^xc4 3. d4 #xd4 4. ^g5+ фе5 5. £|f7# 
(2. d4? cxd3(ep)!), 1... £}h7 2. 2. gc6 £>hf8 3. 
gd6 exd6 4. ^g5+ фе5 5. ^сб#, 1... £>g6 2. 
hxg6 gxd2 3. A.g5+ фе5 4. £>c6+ ®d6 5. 
Дхе7#.

#4

1107

BERGER, Johann
l.pr Westdeutscher 
Schachbund Koln 1877

1107s 1. gg8! (2. еЗ+ фе43. £>f6+,£>c5+) £}xd7 2. 
#g6  (3. ^ g l+ ) фс5 3. ^xc6+ фхсб 4. gc8#.

—► See also: New German School.
= Alias: Altdeutsche Schule (Ger.).
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OLD SCHOOL
The short period from ca 1835 until 1845. It was 
strange that the improved mobility o f the pieces 
almost four centuries earlier had little impact on 
problems and composers who, prior to the 19th 
century, to a large extent repeated the ideas fa
miliar in ancient mansubat (Mansubat). In the 
18th century the Modenese composers Lolli, del 
Rio and Ponziani were brilliant examples, simi
larly with the Syrian Stamma, but then almost a 
century passed with little progress. Around 
1830s composers like August d’ Orville, Julius 
Brede, Adolf Anderssen and Horatio Bolton ap
peared with some new ideas, emphasized the im
portance o f economy, paid attention especially to 
white strategy and the significance o f quiet 
moves. Consequently, at this time composers 
started to abandon strong black threats in the ini
tial position, as well as problems with additional 
conditions.

line. The possibilities are, not surprisingly, very 
limited.

1108

KIPPING, Cyril S.
Chess Amateur 1925

#2

1108: L P4 ®x4 2. gx2#.
= Alias: Line Chess.

ONE-MOVERS
Most one-movers with their record- or task-like 
content belong to construction task problems.
= Alias: Einziiger (Ger.).

A German enthusiast, Rabbi Aaron Alexandre 
( l  7 6 5 -1850) published in 1846 “Praktische 
Sammlung bester und hochst interessanter 
Schachspiel-Probleme durch me hr a is zwei- 
tausend Anschaulich gemacht: aus alteren und 
neueren Schriftstellern zusammengetragen ”, a 
compilation o f well over 2000 problems, almost 
everything that had been composed so far, or 
were still to be found in manuscripts and various 
sources. In the foreword to the book, Alexandre 
maintained that the development o f chess prob
lems had finished. However, his monumental 
work was to become the tombstone o f  the Old 
School.
First newspapers and periodicals had chess col
umns ( “Liverpool Mercury "in 18 13, Bell s Life 
in 1835, Die Berliner Stajfette in 1828, Frank 
Leslies New York Journal in 1825); the first 
chess magazine, Le Palamede had started to ap
pear in 1836 (The Chess Players Chronicle in 
1841), hence some o f the necessary precondi
tions for the spreading o f new ideas were there. 
What was needed were those new ideas.

1 The term “Old School” was coined by Henri G. 
Weenink in 1921.

★  See examples: 50,464, 1199, 1520.

ONE DIMENSIONAL BOARD [F]
A maximal reduction o f  the chess board is 
shrinking it to one dimension, i.e. to only one

ONE-WAY CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A piece is not allowed to move 
in the direction where it came from on its preced
ing move.
1 Invented in 1947 by Gerhard W. Jensch (1920-1990).

ONIJIU THEME [S]
In a selfmate the black Queen has at least 19 
available squares. Whatever square she chooses, 
White can force her to checkmate the white King 
in the stipulated number o f moves.

Ш Valerius Onitiu (1872-1948).

1109

CERIANI, Luigi
Die Schwalbe 1932

1109: 1. Л.еЗ! (~)» 1— 2. ĝre4+ ^rxe4#, 1...
^xe3,^f4,#g6(4)+,^e5 2. #g3+ ^xg3#, 1... 
# e6 ,^ f5  2. ^gfh3+ ^xh3#. ♦ The black Queen 
has 21 non-mating moves without duals.

—> See also: Ceriani Theme.
= Alias: Onitiu.
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ONIJIU TYPE [H]
After Black’s initial move the solution branches 
in two or more variations. A numerical code (see 
Helpmate) is “ l .n .l .1”.

h#2 1211

1110

PETROVlt, Nenad
Lpr Отри M T1972

1110s 1. Д ё З ,1... £a3  2. A gl #c4#, 1... # c8  2. 
Д Я  £c3#.

ф/2 ф</ЗД 2. ®g2 ф<13 3. фЬЗ!! феЗ 4. <&g3 = 
♦ Geometric opposition.

1112

DOBIAS, Josef
Narodni Listy 1926

1112s 1. фс!4! (1. фё5? фЬ4! 2. фё4 фЬЗ 3. f4 
фс2=) 1... фсб (1... фЬ4 2. f4!+-) 2. фе5 фс5 3. 
f4 фс4 4. ®f6 ®d3 5. ®xg6 +-.

★  Other examples: 344,448, 539.
★  Other example 269.

OPPOSITION [E]
In the endgame refers to a distance between two 
Kings when the side which is to move is in 
zugzwang. For instance, if two Kings are on the 
same line or diagonal there should be an odd 
number o f squares between them.
According to the distance the opposition can be 
short (1 square) or distant (3 or 5 squares).
According to the direction it can be orthogonal 
(i.e. vertical), lateral (i.e. horizontal) and diago
nal opposition.
There are other types of opposition, e.g. when the 
distance between Kings equals to a Knight move, 
etc.

1111:1. фЬ1! (1. ф Я ? фё2 2. ф О  фёЗ 3. <£>g3 
феЗ 4. <2?g2 фе2 5. ®g3 ф Я  6. <S>g4 <J>f2; 1. 
фЬ2? фё2! 2. ® g2 (2. <£gl ф е? 3. <®g2 фе2; 
2. <&g3 ф е? 3. ф#2 фе2) 2... фе2 3. ®g3 ф Я ; 
1. ®g3? ф е! 2. ®g2 фе2) 1... фе2 (1... фс1 2. 
ф б1 g4 (2... фс2 3. <&g2) 3. ф ё2! (3Jxg4 е4 4.

OPPOSITION PLAY
A duel between two or more pieces of opposite 
colors in several variations.

1 1 1 3 : 1 . ^ f l!  ~ 2 . ^ b l  g6 3. ^xal# , 1 ... ДИ5/Де5 
2. # f5 , 1... Дё4/ДсЗ 2. #d3, (1... g3 2. £g6+ 
hxg6 3. #h3#).

#3
1114: 1. Дхе5! ~ 2. ^xf4  ~,фЬ7 3. e5,a8##, 1... 

Дс1 2. ДЬ2 ~,фЬ7 3. e5,a8##, 1... Дё2 2. ДсЗ,
1... ДеЗ 2. Дё4, 1... ДЬ6 2. Д ё7, 1... йя$  2. 
ДА6, (1... Дхе5+ 2. ®d7 фЬ7,Д~ 3. а8#,е5#). 

★  Other example 286.
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OPPOSITION THEME
Around 1909 promoted by G. Ernst (P. A. 
Orlimont): white long-range piece interferes 
with a black one with the aim of reaching the 
mate in the stipulated number of moves. 1114 is 
a perfect example!

OPPOSITION TRIES
Refers to Opposition Play. when the play is ac
companied by several tries made by a piece or 
pieces, and which are, usually, all but one, corre
spondingly refuted by one and the same piece of 
the other colour. In endgame studies the concept 
may refer to a particular type of duel between 
kings. See also Duel theme.

1115

SACKMANN, Franz
Deutsche Schachblatter 
1910

1115:1. Sgd4?^d6! ♦ 1. gdg5? ^g7! ♦ 1. gd7? 
#h8! ♦ 1. gg7! # c8  2. gdg5 ~/^xc3+ 3. 
gg8/®xc3, 1... ^ h 8  2. ggd7! (3. gd8+), 1... 
^e8  2. gdg5 (3. gg8) ♦ The point of White’s 
play is to double Rooks, but at the same time to 
avoid Black’s opposition play on the 6th or 7th rank.

OPTION
The key and at least 2 tries refuted differently are 
played by the same piece.
★  See examples: 176, 843, 1468.

OPTION COMBINATION
An English equivalent to German’s “Auswahl- 
kombination”. A term of the logical school: 
White has seemingly alternative (analogous) 
moves or maneuvres to carry out his basic plan 
('Grundpan). All of them fail, except one, which 
has some supplementary characteristic 
(Mehrplan) which the other moves do not have.
Combination of choice can per se be the main 
content of the problem, but it can also constitute a 
foreplan of a preliminary combination and, as 
such, complicate the understanding of the combi

nation in its entirety. Often each obstacle to a 
main plan must be removed with one foreplan 
(purity of aim), but a combination of choice can 
be multi-purposed, yet preserving the purity of 
aim.
The so-called Counter Exchange combinations 
are a sub-type of Option Combinations. In coun
ter exchange combinations the obstacle to 
White’s aim may be (a) wrong choice of 
move-order, or (b) starting of the combination 
with the wrong piece.
Selection of correct maneuver: “White is in a 
position to choose between at least two appar
ently valid maneuvers, but only one succeeds, 
the others failing on account of a black defence 
which is inoperable if White chooses the correct 
line.” (From FIDE Album.}
★  See example 1511.
—> See also: Grundplan and Mehrplan.

OPTION, ROYAL
The key_ and at least 2 tries refuted differently are 
played by the King.
★  See example 1468.

ORGAN PIPES THEME
There are two Rooks between the two Bishops, 
all four of the same colour, on four adjacent 
squares on a horizontal or vertical line. The play 
gives all 4 possible Grimshaw interference pairs 
between these four pieces.

E The name of the theme “Orgelpfeifen” was coined by a 
German architect Georg Schnitzler. The English term 
is ascribed to Frank Janet.

1116: 1. ^a5! (~), 1... gd7,^d7 2. £>f5,#d5#, 
1... gd6,,£d6 2. ^xb4,^d5#, 1... ge7,Ae7 2. 
^xb4,^e5#, 1... g e 6 J |ae62. £}f5,#e5# ♦ etc. ♦ 
A pioneer Organ Pipes problem.
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1117: 1. exf6! (~), 1... Sd7,,a.d7 2. Af5,#d5#, 
1... gd6,Ad6 2. £}bc5,^d5#, 1... ge7,Ae7 2. 
£}dc5,ge5#, 1... Эе6,Де6 2. #xh7,ge5# ♦ etc. 
♦ Loyd’s Organ Pipes with 6 different mates!.

1118

FEDOROVICH, Roman; 
SOROKA, Ivan
Probleemblad 1982

1118: 1. ДЬ4? e4! ♦ 1. gb4? dxc3! ♦ 1. gc4? 
£>xc2! ♦ 1. Дс4? e4! ♦ 1. gb5? £xc2! ♦ l. 
ДЬ5? Axg5! ♦ 1. gc5? dxc3! ♦ 1. Дс5? Д хё5! 
♦ 1. gd5! H , 1...4}e~,4}h2,dxc3,£xg5,e4 2. 
^xd3,^xd2, Дс5, g  xe5,^xd4# ♦ White Organ 
Pipes in tries.

#2

information needed for solving. The correction 
of a composition proven previously incorrect is 
also considered original, provided that the cor
rection is published by the original composer. 
The second use o f the term refers to the condition 
that nothing similar to the composition has been 
published before. If the originality of a composi
tion is contested, the judge of the tourney should 
make the decision.

ORLIMONT 1 THEME
Black pins a front piece o f a white battery so that 
a double checkmate by its opening is impossible. 
White then unpins that white piece, Black pins it 
again, etc., until the black pinning is no longer 
possible.
1 P. A. Orlimont was the pseudonym of Ernst Krieger 

(1867-1943).

1120

VON HOLZHAUSEN, 
Walter Frh.
Lpr Deutsches 
Wochenschach 1912

1120: 1. фГ4! ©a4 2. ®xf3 ^a8  3. Qbl #xb7 4. 
<£f4 ^b 4  5. ®f5 # b l  6. Д О  # h l  7. £>xd6#.

1119: 1. <£}b6! (~) etc. ♦ Loyd’s Organ Pipes -  
doubled!

= Alias: Loyd’s Organ Pipes.

ORIGINAL
First publication of a problem or endgame.
It is usually published in a diagram with the name 
and the place of residence o f the composer, ac
companied by the stipulation and other possible

ORLIMONT 2 THEME
The promotion square of a Pawn is occupied by a 
piece of the same color. Clearing the field and 
subsequent promotion forms a logical combina
tion.

1121

H ALUMBIREK, Josef
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1937 /  (v. M. Velimirovic)

1121: 1 . фЬ6! -  2. ДхЬ1 etc., 1 ... g b l 2. g g l 
gxgl 3. &g2 gxg24. a8^+  ga2  5. ^ h l#  ♦ etc. 

★  Other example 336.
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ORLIMONT 3 THEME
A Pawn as the front piece of a battery is blocked 
by the black Queen, Rook or Bishop. By means 
of zuszwang the black piece is forced to unblock 
the Pawn, but it does it so to attack the rear piece 
of the battery. However, this move bears the 
weakness which White utilizes to mate.

#4
1122s 1. A hl(® c2)?,^g2?,A f3? #h7!,#g7!, 

Щ7! ♦ 1. d7! (2. d8^) #xe5 2. c7+ ^xe4 3. 
cxb8^/a+  ®xb8 4. d8^#.

ORTHOGONAL-DIAGONAL [H]
TRANSFORMATION
A theme framework mostly seen in helpmates, in 
which the strategic effects that take place on or
thogonal lines in one phase are shown again in 
another, but changed to occur on diagonal lines, 
and vice versa.
* See examples: 624, 741.

OSCILLATION [E]
In endgame: Movement of Kings back and forth 
to the same squares which leads to a draw.

ORPHAN [F]

Fairy piece. A dummy piece that moves only like 
the enemy unit that threatens it.

ORTHO-CRITICAL MOVE
Preparation of interference by moving the attack
ing piece over the critical square away from the 
object of attack. See the discussion under “Criti
cal Play ”.
★  See examples: 49, 877, 1138.
—► See also: Indian Theme.

ORTHODOX PROBLEMS
The Codex for chess composition classifies com
positions according to rules, and states that there 
are two kinds of compositions: those which ap
ply to FIDE-rules o f the game of chess and those 
which apply modified rules. Codex adds in the 
footnote that “in this context, the terms orthodox, 
heterodox, fairy and exo are used”. There is dis
agreement on whether any other compositions 
than studies, direct-mate, selfmate and helpmate 
problems should be included in the orthodox 
compositions. Nevertheless, the terms orthodox 
and heterodox do not imply superiority or 
inferiority.

1123s 1. фс2 фс4 2. <®>d2 axb2 (2... ®d4 3. фс2 
®c4 4. <3?d2 <J>d4 =; draw by oscillation of two 
kings) 3. <3?c2 bligr+ 4. ®xbl <J>c3 5. фс1 f5 6. 
f4= (e.g. 6... sS>d3 7. фЬ2 фе4 8. фЬЗ ®xf4 9. 
фхЬ4).

OUDOT THEME [H]
Promotions of three black Pawns in three Queens 
in helpmate in 9 moves. Theme has not yet been 
realized.
Theme is feasible in a helpstalemate. In 1124 
besides three promotions to black Queens there 
are even three promotions to white Queens.
I  Jean Oudot (1926-1974).

1124s l. a l# !  b8# l 2. #e5  # x b l 3. ^b5  axb5 4. 
gl^r! bxc6 5. ĝrg6 cxd7 6. ^gfxe8+ dxe8^r! 7. 
e l f !  ^xh5 8. ^ e 6  e8^! 9. ^ f7  ^exf7=.
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OUTLYING UNIT
A white man, located far from black King and 
may foretell the key-piece or, particularly in lon
ger problems, much of White’s plan o f attack.
= Alias: Out-of-play unit.

OVERLOAD
A black piece is overloaded if it is made to guard 
more squares than it can cope with. An example 
of an overloaded piece can be the interfering 
piece in e.g. Plachutta interference. or a piece in 
a focal position.

1125:l.iL f2!~2. £>g3+<£xf4 3. £>xd5#, l... gcd6 
2. gxd4+ gxd4 3. gxe5#, l... gcc5 2. gxe5+ 
gxe5 3. gxd4#.

-» See also: Cyclic Overload Theme; Focal Effects;
Plachutta Interference; Wurzburg-Plachutta Interference.

O’REY THEME
In the initial position all Black’s moves yield 
same mate. Mates are set except for one black 
move. In the tries White attempts to provide this 
move with a mate, but the attempts are refuted 
sometimes by one, sometimes by another move 
of the thematic piece. In the actual play mates 
change completely or in part.

1126

RICE, John M.
l.pr Netanya Congress TT 
1999

1126s *l...£>g~ 2. Дхе4#, 2. £>f6#, 1... b4
2. ?? ♦ I. ga2? Ы 2. ga5#, 1... £gf4! ♦ 1. gg6? 
b4 2. #a5#, 1... £>e3! ♦ 1. ggxe4? b4 2. c4#, 1... 
^ e l!  ♦ 1. gexe4! (~), 1... £>gf4 2. gexf4#, 1...

£e3 2. gxe3#, 1... £>el 2. gxel#, 1... b4 2. c4#, 
(l...£)h~ 2. £>f6#, 1... cxb6 2. c7#, 1... Да7 2. 
^d8#).

PAALANEN THEME
In one or several tries White creates Zugzwang. 
and Black has a different refutation to each try. 
Furthermore, White has one or several tries that 
threaten mate, and Black’s refutations are same 
as in Zugzwang tries.
§ Erkki Paalanen (1908-1996).

1127

PAALANEN, Erkki
Schach-Echo 3/1976

1127s 1. e3? (~) f31, (1... fxe3,fxg4,c2,b2,bxa3 2. 
<2?xe3,s|?e4,<2?d2,<£>c2,<2?xc3#) ♦ 1. e4? (~) 
fxg4!, (1... fxe4+,f3 2. фхе4,феЗ#) ♦ 1. #d6? 
(2. #xf4#) f3! ♦ 1. ^c6? (2. #f3#) fxg4! ♦ 1. 
#h6! -  2. #xf4#, 1... f3 2. # c l# . 

s  Alias: Paalanen.

PADULLI TYPE
Initially Black is in Zugzwang but White, lacking 
a tempo, makes a checking key.

1128

PADULLI, Giuseppe
Lo Scacchistica 1920

1128s 1... d2 2. ^ b l# , 1... e2 2. ^d4#, 1... f2 2. 
^xg2#, 1... 2. £xd6# ♦ L £>c5+!, 1... ®f4 2.
^h2#, 1... фхе5 2. #xe3#, l... <g>d4 2. ^ a l# .

—> See also: Block.

PALATZ THEME
A critical move o f a black linemover followed 
by a Nowotnv interference should also be a 
Black-White clearance (possibly with the the
matic try), (definition by Josef Breuer, see 1129)
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1129: 1. £>h3! ~ 2. £>g5 ~ 3. £}h7#, 1... gxh3 2. 
£}d3 ДхёЗ 3. gxb3 Дс4 4. gg3! ggxg3,jixg3
5. dxe5,jtg5# * etc. ♦ Thematic try 1. ^f3? de
prives White of access to g3.

PALATZ 1 THEME
White decoys the first black piece along the line 
to its destination, and then decoys another black 
unit to the same line. White then uses this second 
piece as a shield to ambush his line-mover be
hind it and, after the second black piece is de
coyed off the line, eventually captures the first 
black piece.
1 Franz Palatz (1896-1945).

1130: 1. #xf5 2. ^ f l  £d3 3. # b l  £b2  4.
^xf5# (2... ^d3  3. ^h3+). 

s  Alias: Grimshaw mit Zielbahnung (Ger.).

PALATZ 2 THEME
After fencing the black piece White attacks and 
captures it.

1 .. . ... 1131

PALATZ, Franz F.
Wiener Schackzeitung 1930

1131:1. #e8! ge4 2. ^ f7  £}f4 3. # f5  ~4. #xe4#. 

PALATZ 3 THEME
An Indian theme and a Turton (Doubling, 
Turtori) after the same critical move. Conse
quently, the problem should have two variations.

1132:1. ^ h 8! (~), 1... ®xa2 2. # g 7  ~,<£r 3. #xb2, 
^ a l# , 1... bxa2 2. gd4£ i~ 3 . gx£}#.

PALKOSKA SCHOOL
Also known as “The Artistic School” and 
“New-Czech School”. A movement within the 
Bohemian School with special emphasis on 
showing logical and strategical ideas in the “Bo
hemian” context (three model mates etc.).
The movement was at its strongest in the first 
half o f the 20th century, but the ideas have con
tinued to influence individual composers.
2 Etna Palkoska (1871-1955).

1133: 1. g3! (2. #f4+ ®d5/<g>d3 3. #f5/#xf3#), 
1... gh5 2. #d4+ ®f5 3. #d5#, (1... фе5 2. 
#e3+ ®d5/®f5 3. c4/g4#; 1... <£>f5 2. & fl\ 1... 
g  e5 2. ^fd4+) ♦ Black anti-Grimshaw is exploited 
as a Grimshaw. Maybe the prototype of the theme, 
shown by a Bohemian composer!.

1134: 1. £>f5? (2. &d4,£ig7#) ДЬ2! ♦ 1. e4? (2. 
^xd5/exd5#) ga5! ♦ 1. e3! -  2. #xd5+ ®xd5 3. 
^f7#, 1... ДхеЗ 2. ,fid4 3. £xd4#, 1— Sxf2 
2. e4 gf5 3. exf5#, (1... ga5 2. f4) ♦ 2 x Cap
ture-Roman.
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1134

PLESNIVY, Emil
l.pr Narodni Politika 1934

= Aliases: The Artistic School; The New-Czech School.
#3

PALUZIE THEME
In a threemover White delivers chameleon-echo 
(Echo Mates) double-check mates.
§ Jose Paluzie у Lucena (1860-1938).

#3
1135s 1. gd8! -  2. Де6+/Дхс8/ДхЬ6/Дс5/Д44,

1... ДхеЗ 2. gxe3 сЗ 3. Деб#, 1... Axd7 2. 
gxd7+ фе5 3. Дd4#.

PAPACK CYCLE
Cycle of a threat, non-threat and mate.
1 Daniel Papack (1957).
Pattern:

1
X.
Y

1136

PAPACK, Daniel
3.pr Schach-Aktiv 1997

#2
1136s 1. £ge4? ~ 2. e6#A (&f5?»), 1... £e3 2. 

ДсЗ#с, 1... gxe4 2. £}f5#B, 1... gg3! ♦ L ДёЗ!

Papack
- a 

A(B?) C 
B(C?) A

~ 2. £f5#B (ДсЗ?с), 1... £e3 2. e6#A, 1... Дх43 
2. ДсЗ#с .

PAPE THEME
Black can make two en-passant captures o f a 
white Pawn. Both variations incorporate the 
same theme.
% Edouard Pape (1870-1949).

1137

ROWLAND, X B.
Wesley College Quarterly 
1889

1137s 1. e4! -  2. gd5#, 1... dxe3(ep),fxe3(ep) 2. 
^d l,^xd4# , (1... gxe4 2. £хе4#), (1... ®d7, 
ge5,ge8+ 2. gd5,ga6,fxe8£#).

★  Other example 1560.
= Alias: Double Gauntlet.

PARA-CRITICAL HERLIN
Peri-critical (Peri-Critical Move) Indian theme 
with para-critical move.

PARA-CRITICAL INDIAN
Indian theme with para-critical move (for 
the protection of the piece crossing the critical 
square).

1138

MONGRfcDIEN,
Alfred W.
Westminster Gazette 1922

1138s L ДЬ8! H ,  l... a4 2. gg7 a3 3. gb7 a2, 
ДхИ8 4. Axb2,gbl#, 2... Д -  3. gb7.

PARA-CRITICAL MANEUVER
A defensive maneuver: Black’s piece that is go
ing to be threatened seeks refuge by crossing a 
critical square. i.e. makes a para-critical move. 
See 1139 and 1140

#4
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Involuntary  P aracritical M aneuver: White 
forces Black to play his piece over a critical 
square for a later interference on that square, 
which is harmful for Black (see 1141).

#4
1139:1. gc8! (2. gfc3!), 1... фе4(!)2. gg3! <g>d4/ 

<®>f4 3. gfc3/gcg8; 2. gfc3? <&f4! (para-critical 
maneuver: 3. gc4+ e4 4. ?) ♦ Perhaps the pioneer 
problem.

1140

BRUNNER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1910 /  (v)

1140:1. gg3? gxg3! 2. hxg3 4)e5 ♦ 1. £c8? g g8 
2. Sg3 Ag6! ♦ 1. £}b5! gg8 (para-critical
move over g6... 2. gg3? ^g6! where the black 
Bishop would move to protect the black Rook) 
2. c4! (anti-para-critical move, putting Black in 
Zugzwang: 2... £d5  3. cxd5) gg5 3. gg3 (4. 
£g7#) gxg3 4. hxg3; 3... gc5+ 4. Дхс5, (2... 
Sg6 3. gg3 gxf6 4. ^xf6).

1141

PALITZSCH, Friedrich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1918

1141:1. <£jh3+! фе42. ^d4! ®xd43. e4g~4. e5#. 
★  Other examples: 1445, 1624.
—> See also: Critical Play.
= Alias: Parakritikus (Ger.).

#4

PARA-CRITICAL MANEUVER,
MUTUAL
In the course o f the solution White in attack and 
Black in defence resort to para-critical maneu
ver.

1142: White’s plan: l. ®bl 2. фа1 3. ДЫ  4. g e l 5. 
gc5# ♦ 1. ф Ы ! фР5 2. фа1 ф ё5 3. ДЬ1 ®h5 
(now 4. g e l?  gl~!) 4. Ag7! <g>g5,g5 5. gb5, 
gh6#.

PARA-CRITICAL MOVE
Preparation of interference by moving the object 
of attack over the critical square away from the 
attacking piece. See the discussion under “Criti
cal Play ”.
= Alias: Parakritikus (Ger.).

PARA-CRITICAL MOVE (ORLIMONT)
A piece of either color is seeking refuge by mov
ing over a critical square to be protected from the 
opponent’s attack with his own man, who moves 
later onto the critical square.

1143

H0EG, Niels
7879. Deutsches 
Wochenschach 28.4.1907

1143: L #g8! Дс4 2. gf7! -  3. #g3#, (1... фхс7 
2#g(07+).

PARAFORM
A piece that is or will be attacked seeks refuge by 
moving over a critical square. This is one form 
in which some logical combinations manifest 
themselves. Others are Protoform (Orthoform,
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Grundform), Anti form (Gegenform), Metaform, 
Peri form. Complete Antiform and Hold-Form.
1 Invented by P. A. Orlimont in 1906.

See also: Logical Combination; Para-Critical Move
(Orlimont).

PARALLEL COMBINATION OF THEMES
In chess problems a combination of themes in the 
same two or more phases. For instance the 
Erokhin theme is a combination o f the 
Vladimirov theme and Dombrovskis theme: the 
Lender Combination is a synthesis o f Le Grand 
theme and Reversal 1: the Chepizhnv theme is a 
combination of simple changed mates and 
Rukhlis theme.

1144

SHANSHIN, Valery 
l.pr Shakhmaty TT1987

1144s *l... Ad4 2. ДЬ4#, l... £>d5 2. £>d7# ♦ 1. 
g d 2 ?  -  2. ей.Ь4# (£d7?), 1... gb5 2. ^d7#,
1.. . £d5 2. gxd5#, 1... Ad4 2. Axd4#, 1... £>e6! 
♦ L ^d2! ~2. £^7#(ДЬ4?), 1... £>xb62. ДЬ4#,
1.. . ДсМ 2. ©xd4#, 1... £}d5 2. ^xd5# ♦ Combina
tion of Theme B2, Sushkov, Dombrovskis, inverted 
Hannelius and Bikos in Zagoruiko form.

-> See also: Myllyniemi Form.

PARALLEL SYNTHESIS [E]
In an endgame the play branches to two or more 
independent variations from the first move, i.e. a 
synthesis of two or more endgames.

1145: 1. h7! and now:, 1... gh5 2. b6 gxh7 3. b7 
gh l+  4. фЬ2!! iLg6 5. Ad3!! Дх<13 6. b 8 ^  
gb l+  7. ®c3 gxb8 stalemate, 1... g c l+  2.

фа2!! g h l 3.b6 gxh7 4. b7 £ fl+  5. фаЗ! gh8
6. ®b4 <g>d4 7. фЬ5! <®>d5 8. фЬ6 ®d6 9. Дс4! 
Дхс4 10. фа7 gh7 11. ®Ь6! (repetition!) gh8 
12. <g?a7 <g?c7 13. b8^+  gxb8 stalemate.

PARALYZING PIECE [F]
A fairy piece that cannot capture, but any enemy 
units it is observing become paralyzed (immobi
lized), even if it is paralyzed itself. Paralyzing 
pieces can be either orthodox or fairy. Castling is 
not permitted if one of the involved squares is ob
served by a paralyzing piece.

PARITY ARGUMENT [R]
After retro-playing from the diagram position to 
the initial game-array, if both sides have taken 
the same number of halfmoves then it must be 
White’s turn. Otherwise it’s Black’s turn to play.

1146: At first sight it’s simple, White mates with 1. 
<£}xc7#. However, it must be determined whose 
turn it is to play. The position of all four Rooks tells 
that each of them had made an odd number of 
moves, consequently the cumulative number of 
Rook moves is even for both sides. The Kings 
could only oscillate on el and dl (or e8 and d8), 
so each has made an even number of moves. The 
Bishops did not move, nor did the Queens, which 
were captured on their starting squares. The 
Knights could reach their position in numerous 
ways, but the colour of the squares indicates that 
both Queen’s Knights have taken an even number 
of moves and both King’s Knights an odd number 
of moves. Thus, both White and Black have made 
an odd number of moves with their officers, and 
since White has made only one Pawn move and 
Black two, the conclusion is that the number of 
White and Black halfmoves from the initial game 
array to the position on diagram is not the same. 
Therefore, it must be Black’s turn to move and he 
mates with 1. £}xc2#!.

—> See also; Even-Odd Theme.
= Alias: Parity Effect.
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PAROS THEME
Two black Bi-Valves. involving the same two 
lines, in such a way that the line, which is opened 
in the first variation, is closed in the second and 
vice versa.
8 Gyorgy Paros (1910-1975).

1147

PAROS, Gyfirgy
Lpr Magyar Sakkvilag 
1935

1147s 1. e8# !  -  2. #f3/#eg6#, 1... £>c4 2. £d4#,
1... £>c3 2. £}xe3#, (1... <£d5 2. ^ e5).

★  Other example 204.
—► See also: Bi-Valve.
= Alias: Reciprocal Bi-Valve.

#2

PAROS THEME, CYCLIC
Three black Bi-Valves involving the same three 
lines (A, В and C), in such a way that the first de
fence opens A and closes B, the second defence 
opens В and closes C, and the third defence 
opens C and closes A.

1148

FLECK, Ferenc
Ujevi lap 1948

1148s 1. ЗД6! ~2. £g4#, 1... e4 2. ^xf4#, 1... £d4  
2. ^xe5#, 1... £}e2 2. gxf3#, (1... £3~,£)4~ 2. 
©d2,£d5#).

—* See also: Bi-Valve; Paros Theme. 
s  Alias: Cyclic Paros.

#2

PARRY SERIES-MOVER [ F1
A parry series-mover differs from a standard se
ries-mover (Series Play) prior to the last move as 
follows:
(1) the series-side may give check during the se

ries;

(2) when checked, the idle-side must immedi
ately parry the threat;

(3) a parry-move may be helpful or defensive, 
depending on the problem-type;

(4) after a check-and-parry, the series-side con
tinues the series.

1 Invented by Daniel Meinking (1960).

1149

VIEIRA, Ricardo M.
4.pr Good Companion 
QCT (MatPlus.Net) 2010

1149: 1. ©b7 2. gg2+ ®xh3 3. #ЬЗ+ ДсЗ+ 4. 
#b4  gd5# ♦ 1. ©b3 2. Ag3+ ®hl 3. #b7+ 
gd5+ 4. ^Ь5 ДсЗ#.

2 solutions

PARTIAL RETROANALYSIS
Codex. Article 16.3: Where the rights to castle 
and/or to capture en-passant are mutually de
pendent, the solution consists o f several mutually 
exclusive parts. All possible combinations of 
move rights, taking into account the castling 
convention and the en-passant conventiont form 
these mutually exclusive parts. I f  in the case of 
mutual dependency o f castling rights a solution 
is not possible according to the PRA convention, 
then the Retro-Strategy (RS) convention should 
be applied: whichever castling is executedfirst is 
deemed to be permissible.

1150

CERIANI, Luigi
Europe Echecs I960

1150: If ga6 started from hi,0-0 is ruled out. If it 
started from al must have moved, ruling out 0-0
again (£ a l is not a promoted P, owing to too many 
captures). If g  a6 is a promoted i t , it must have
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gone via d7 or f7, ruling black 0-0-0 out. Thus, 
either 0-0 or 0-0-0 is illegal. If 0-0-0 can be played, 
1. 0-0? is not legal, but in that case Black’s last 
move must have been b7-b5,and the solution is 1. 
cxb6+ ер. (b6-b5 would not leave White any last 
move), and White’s last move has been gc6-a6.

= Aliases: Partial Retrograde Analysis Convention; PRA.

PASSED PAWN [E]
In chess, a passed Pawn is a Pawn with no oppos
ing Pawns to prevent it from advancing to the 
eighth rank, i.e. there are no opposing Pawns in 
front of it on the same file nor on an adjacent file. 
A passed Pawn is sometimes colloquially called a 
passer. Passed Pawns can be an advantage be
cause only the opponent’s pieces can prevent 
them from promoting.
= Alias: Passer.

PASSING CHECK [F]
A check that occurs during a move but is not evi
dent at the beginning or end. Passing checks can 
occur when:
(1) a royal piece passes over a guarded square;
(2) a piece passes through a square on which, if it 

stopped, it would itself check, or cause an
other piece to check, the opposing royalty;

(3) a pinned piece or shielding piece moves from 
one pinned or shielding position to another.

Passing checks of type (1) are specifically barred 
in orthodox chess by the part of the castling rule 
that states that Kings may not castle through 
check. However in games or problems with royal 
riders, they are often allowed to ride through 
check. Where this type of passing check is pro
hibited the non-passant rule should be explicitly 
stated.
Passing checks o f type (2) are allowed freely 
in orthodox chess (though this is not explicitly 
stated in the FIDE laws), so it is usual to assume 
that passing checks of all types are allowed un
less specifically barred.
Passing checks of type (3) can occur for example 
in cylinder chess or with curved-path pieces such 
as roses.

PASSIVE SELF-BLOCK 
A unit blocks its King’s square without moving 
anywhere. It may be a distant block, in which 
case the King moves next to it, or if there is al

ready a contact, the King may move on adjacent 
squares of the unit or stand still.

PATROL CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A man cannot capture and has 
no checking power unless it is covered by a man 
of its own colour before (on the square from 
which) it makes its move.

PATTERN
In the narrow sense of the word refers to a de
scription of the content of a problem given by 
means of capital and small letters (A,b,x), do- 
main-spesific (#,!,?,-) and general (’,”) abbrevi
ations. The letters and other symbols represent 
the function and relation of moves and phases to 
one another and, thus, can be used without any 
reference to the strategic content of the problem.

PAWN
In the first 1000 years of the history of chess 
Pawn retained all its attributes. As an “infantry
man”, it moved one step along a file and captured 
one square diagonally, and on the last rank it pro
moted to Minister, one of the weakest officers. 
When the game was speeding up around 1475 
the changes also affected Pawns. The right to 
promote to Queen gave it immense potential, 
which was enhanced by the double step it was al
lowed to take from its initial square, only re
stricted by the en passant rule. By the end of the 
16th century, the Pawn had the qualities it has to
day, only some controversy dealt with its promo
tion to minor pieces. As for its etymology, it is 
derivative of the Latin ped- (“foot”), ultimately 
Indian and Persianpadati (“foot-soldier”, “in
fantryman”), thus carrying still some of its 
original meaning.

PAWN MECHANISMS
In problems, the following mechanisms involv
ing Pawn’s major role can be distinguished:
(1) white Pawn’s play from its game-array 

square (Albino theme):
(2) black Pawn’s play from its game-array square 

(Pickaninny theme):
(3) either side’s Pawns’ promotion to different 

pieces (Allumwandluns):
(4) thematic play based on en-passant capture:
(5) Pawn’s march from its initial square to pro

motion (Excelsior theme):
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(6) play from Pawn-battery (Pawnee theme).
In addition, different types o f  duels and struggle 
for promotion etc. can be seen in studies, where 
Pawns’ role is often much more prominent than 
in problems.

1151

JOUDON, Laurent
Europe Echecs 1987

1151: 1. g4! (2. gg2+ <g>fl 3. феЗ) Дсб 2. g5 
(3. gg4 ~ 4. gf4+) f5 3.gxf6(ep)Af34.f7c55. 
Г8Д! Д ~ 6. Д  ,xc5# ♦ Three P mechanisms.

#6

PAWNEE THEME
Play o f a vertical Pawn-battery with at least 6 
mates.

1152

KOFMAN, Rafael
l.hm Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1980

1152:1. d3,d4? ge7! ♦ 1. b3! (2. gb2), 1... gg3
2. £)f4 gc3+/ge3 3. Pxg#, 1... gg4  2. d3 
gc4+/ge4 3. Pxg#, 1... gg5 2. d4 gc5+/ge5
3. Pxg#, (1... g g l 2.£>xgl).

= Alias: Pawn Theme.

PELLE MOVE
Move by pinned piece.

1153: 1. # a l  ~ 2. #xd4#, 1... ®d6 2. gd7#, 1... 
фхЬ4 2. gb7#, 1... Ad5(xe4) 2. gc7#, 1... ДеЗ 
2. gf7#, 1... gd3 2. gg7# ♦ 5 x Pelle move.

1154: 1. ^d4! -  2. #f6#, 1... ^c5  2. gxe4#, 1... 
^e5  2. <£ixe4#, I... ^ f5  2. #g7#, (1... ge6, 

gg8 2. £xf7,gxf5,gxe4#).

1153

BIRBRAGER, Isaak $.
l.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1950

1154

GUIDELLI, Giorgio
Good Companion 1915

★  Other examples: 140,221,649,731,931.

PELLE THEME
All the moves in thematic variation(s) are made 
by pinned pieces.
2 Charles Pelle (1911-1965).

1155: 1. gg2! ~ 2. ^g7#, 1... ^e5  2. ^f4#, (1... 
gg5,e5 2. ^xg5,^rg6#).

See also: Pelle Move. 
s  Alias: Pelle.

PENDULUM
Symmetrical movement o f piece(s) in relation to 
a certain axis, which is usually a line or diagonal 
the black King is on.
In a twomover pendulum is usually associated 
with a key move.
In an endgame (or movemover) more pieces can 
be involved in a pendulum motion.
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(1 )  A repeated move o f a piece between two 
squares.

(2) A complete block. in which the key piece 
moves on a symmetrical place in relation to 
an axis leaving orthogonally or diagonally 
from black King.

(3) A continuous problem (Fortsetzungsprob- 
lem) in which after a key arises a new prob
lem the key o f  which is a return o f a line
-piece on its square o f original departure.

1156

PLACHUTTA, Josef
Leipziger Illustrierte 
Zeitung 1859

1156: l .^ b l? ?  ♦ l .# h 7 !  (2#(x)c,d7) # g 7
2. #d3  (3. # b 5#) #xb2 3. ^ h 7  #g7  4. # b l  
(5#(x)b5,b7) ^ b 2  5. ^xhl# , (4... £xd6 5. 
£}a7#) ♦ Without the obstructive mass the move 1. 
# b l  would be immediately effective (1... ^b 4  2. 
#h7).

★  Other example 1486.

PENDULUM CHANGE
“The key surrenders powers o f guarding or 
attacking on certain squares in the King’s field 
and assumes exactly similar powers on parallel 
squares elsewhere in the field.” (Alain C. White). 
In 1157 the key abandons control o f  d2 and 
c3 assuming instead control o f the equivalent 
squares e3 and d4.

1157

HEYDON, Joseph K.
l.pr= Australian Columns 
1921

1157: l...£}f~2. ^d2#, l...£>b~2. ^сЗ#, l... ДЬ8 
2. £db4#, 1... Д1Р8 2. £f4# ♦ L #f2! H ,  l...£tf~ 
2. #e3#, l...<£|b~ 2. ^d4#, 1... ,fib8 2. £>cb4#,
1... Д18 2. £ie5#, 1... el# ,el£} 2. #c2 ,#xfl# .

#2

PENDULUM, MANEUVER
A white piece and a black piece leave a square, 
then both return some moves later (or return to an 
analogous square). Pendulum maneuvers often 
involve more than one white or black piece.

1158

KRAEMER, Ado
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1951/(v)

1158:1. gh4! (2.e4#) g e l 2. gd4(3.g4#) g g l 3. 
gb4! g ff l/g g g 2 4. gh4 g e l/g e 2  5. gf4#;3... 
gf3 4. gd5+ ®e4/®g4 5. ge5/gg5#.

PERFECT MATE
A pure, mirror and economical mate. 
★  See example 787.

PERI-CRITICAL CHENEY-LOYD
Chenev-Lovd theme with move around a critical 
square instead of across it.

1159

BISCAY, Pierre
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 22.3.1931

1159:1. g e l!  h5 2. ge4hxg4 3. d4 фс44. £yi6#^ 
Not pure, because g  e4 is still used to protect Pd4!

PERI-CRITICAL DECOY
Black has a sufficient defence if  White tries to 
execute his main plan immediately. With a 
foreplan. White decoys black piece so that 
against White’s main plan Black has now an un
favorable square on the original line o f defence at 
its disposal.
From FIDE Album 1998-2000: “(A) combina
tion involving (1) decoy o f a line-piece away 
from a line; (2) Roman-style decoy o f this piece;
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(3) return o f this piece to the original line but on a 
less favourable square.”

#3

1162: 1. Ad2! (2. ^xf4  gb6 3. ga5+) gb8 2. 
Дх{4 gd8 3. Ag3! gdd7 4. Де1 gb7 5. gc6# 
(peri-critical Holzhausen) 3... gcc8 4. Де1 gc8
5. gc6# (ordinary Holzhausen), 1... gc8 2. Дх£4 
gd7 3. Ag3 gdd8 4. Де1 (peri-critical Holz
hausen) 3... gcc7 4. Де1 (ordinary Holzhausen).

PERI-CRITICAL MANEUVER,
HERLIN’S
The piece bypasses a critical square on a line 
parallel to its path. An interference is seen on that 
square when the thematic piece goes to that line.
—> See also: Peri-Critical Maneuver, Hoeg’s.

1160: 1. ga4? ga6 2. gxa6 stalemate ♦ 1. gd4! 
H ,  1... ge8 2. ga4 -  (2... ga8?) 3. g a l#  ♦ 
ge8-a8 = harmful peri-critical maneuver, 1... a5 2. 
ga4 ga63. g a l#  = harmful meta-critical maneu
ver, meta-critical decoy).

★  Other example 391.

PERI-CRITICAL GRIMSHAW
Grimshaw interference with move around a criti
cal square instead of across it.

1161

HALUMBIREK, Josef
Lpr SackmannMT 1929

1161:1. # a l?  ДеЗ! 2. ^ d l  d4 ♦ 1. ^h8! ДЬ8 (1... 
ДЬ7 2. #g7; 1... Дсб 2. ^сЗ;) 2. ^ a l  Да7 3. 
^ d l  d44. ®xf2#, (2... Ag3 3. фе2+~4. #fl# ).

PERI-CRITICAL HOLZHAUSEN
Holzhausen interference with move around a 
critical square instead of across it.

#4

PERI-CRITICAL MANEUVER, HOEG’S
The maneuver differs from other peri-critical 
play in that defender or attacker all the time 
maintains a visual contact on object square (Crit
ical Play) which it controls from different direc
tions. Eventually, interference, which may be 
harmful or advantageous, on one of these lines 
can take place.
1 Niels Hoeg (1876-1951) introduced this idea for the 

first time in “Deutsc/ж Wochenschach” 'm 1909, hence the 
attached example may be one of the first ones he 
composed.

#3
1163: 1. ^re4? ф хаИ  2. фЬЗ stalemate ♦ L e4? 

фха1 2. ф ЬЗ, 1... фЬ1! ♦ I. #b7! <g>xal 2. фЬЗ 
® b l 3. ^ h l# .

—> See also: Ahues 2 Theme; A hues Theme.

...........Ш$ шШ  fz j щ  ш

1162

PALATZ, Franz F.
Hamburgischer 
Correspondent 1933

#5

PERI-CRITICAL MOVE
Move around a critical square. usually along the 
parallel line, instead o f across it.
The whole “Peri-Critical Maneuver Herlin s” 
takes two moves, as in the proto-example of 
Herlin (see 745), and if the maneuver is complete 
(see Complete Herlin). i.e. the piece starts from 
the thematic line, it usually takes three moves 
(with Queen possible in two moves; see 1294). A 
pericritical move may be either voluntary and
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useful (White’s deploy) or involuntary and harm
ful (black or white piece’s decoy, White’s try). 
According to FIDE Album 1998-2000: “Move of 
a white line-piece on the parallel of a line so that 
it appears on the right side o f the critical square 
after moving to this line.”
★  Other examples: 16,514, 869,1294.

PERI-CRITICAL NOWOTNY
Nowotnv interference where a black thematic 
piece is decoyed around the critical square be
fore White makes the interfering move.

1164

SCHETELICH, Fritz
Chemnitzer Tageblatt 
313.1927

1164s 1. c7! Дх£5 2. c 8 ^ /g +  Дхс8 3. £xd4 (4. 
<£ie2#) Даб 4. ДЬ5! (5. £е2/£|хЬЗ#) ♦ Not a 
logical combination, because there is no thematic 
try. The pericritical maneuver is complete, because 
the black Bishop initially stands on the thematic 
line. (Harmless dual 2. c8©Yg).

PERI-CRITICAL PLACHUTTA
Plachutta interference where black thematic 
piece is decoyed around the intersection point of 
two black line-pieces after having decoyed one 
of them around the critical square instead of 
across it.
In other words: Plachutta interference preceded 
by a peri-critical move of thematic piece.

1165:1. <£,a3? gc5 2. Де5 gexe5! ♦ 1. ^h3! (2. 
gc8#) gxh3 2. £>a3 gh5 3. Де5! gexe5/ 
ghxe54. £>b5+/£e8+ g x £  5 .4}e8/£b5#.,(l...

gc6 2. gc8+ фЬ6 3. gdxc6+ фЬ5 4. £>a3+ 
фЬ4 5. £d6#).

= Alias: Plachutta, Peri-Critical.

PERI-CRITICAL TRIES
Tries by peri-critical moves. i.e. moves round 
rather than over a critical square.

1166

SCHULZ, Friedrich V.
2.pr Main Post 1956

1166:1. ^d2? g e 4 !  2. <^d3+? ♦ 1. #a2? Д е4 ! 2. 
£>c4+? ♦ 1. ^ g 8 ?  ^ x f3 !  2. £}f7+? ♦ (1. Д а8?  
g b 7 !)  ♦ 1. Д сб ! -  2. # d 5 # , 1... g e 4  2. £>d3#,
1... ^ e 4  2. £ c 4 # ,  1... # 0  2. £ f 7 # ,  etc.

★  Other example 854.
See also: Ahues Theme.

PERIFORM
As it is possible to make the interference with the 
intersection with the critical move. so it can be 
done for each possible intersection of direct com
bination or indirect combination with a peri-crit
ical move. i.e. the move which bypasses the 
cutting point. This maneuver was seen for the 
first time already in 1845 in the famous problem 
by Theodore Herlin (see 745).

PERIS THEME
White threatens a battery mate which opens a 
masked white indirect line so that another white 
line can be closed. Black closes that masked line 
whereupon white battery fires in a different way. 
This is a special form of the Levman theme.
§ Julio Peris Pardo (1904-1958).

1167

PERIS PARDO, Julio
El Ajedrez Espanol 1935

#2
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1167:1. Дс11! ~ 2. £>c2#, 1... Де4+ 2. £}d3#, (1...
gb3+,axb4 2. ^ЦгхЬЗ,ДхЬ4#).

—► See also: Levman Theme.
= Alias: Perish*

PERMUTATION PROBLEMS [F]
Fairy type. In permutation problems a starting 
position must be transformed into another. This 
should be done by making legal chess moves, 
however capturing of enemy pieces is usually not 
allowed.
★  See example 1694.

PERPENDICULAR MOVE [F]
In space chess a move that takes place in 90° an
gle.

PERPETUAL ATTACK [E]
A drawing theme in endgame: Uninterrupted 
chase of one or more black pieces by one or more 
white pieces, depriving Black o f possibility to 
make a good use o f his material advantage. 
Perpetual check (Check. Perpetual) is one in
stance of this.

★  Other example 217.

PERPETUAL CHASE [E]
Black is obliged to chase white King or other 
white piece(s) in order to avoid stalemating 
White or losing material. A sub-variation of Per
petual Attack* but executed by Black.

1170

KASPARYAN,
Genrikh M.
l.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1935

1170: 1. £f4! (2. #d3/£}d5#) #xg3+ 2. <£,g2+ 
фе4 3. ^xa4!! ^h2+! (3... bxa4 stalemate; 3... 
Dd6 4. £}el+ <2?d4 5. #xb4+ фхЬ4 6. £}c2+ ф~с
7. £xb4 фхЬ4 8. Д О  =) 4. фП! (4. фхЪ2? bxa4 
-+) # g l+  5. <£>g3 #f2+ 6. фЬ2 #g3+ 7, ®gl 
draw ♦ The Цf is doomed to chase the ф  -  or to 
stalemate him.

1168: 1. ДЬ7 £>f2! 2. ДеЗ Ag8+ 3. фхЬ4 (3. 
фс2? Ь3+ 4. фс1 Ь2+! 5. фхЬ2 £>с4+)3... £}d3+
4. фсЗ £Ь2! 5. Дс5+ ф П  (5... фе8 6. Дс6+!) 6. 
ДхЬб £>а4+ 7. ф Ы  £}хЬ6 8. фс5 £}d7+ 9. ®d6 
£}Ь6 (9... £>Ь8 10. фс7; 9... ф О  10. ^d5) 10. 
фс5 £>а4+ 11. фЬ4 <£,Ь2 12. фсЗ £}dl+ 13. 
®d2 14. феЗ £g4+ (14... 15. фО )
15. ®f4 £}f2 (15... £h2 16. Даб) 16. феЗ and 
attacking £  perpetually =.

1169:1. £>g5+ фЬб 2. £>gf3 d l ^  3. £g4+ ®h5 4. 
£}f6+ фЬб 5. £ig4+ фЬ7 6. <£}f6+ фЬ8 7. <£}e5 
#b3+ 8. ®g6 ^c2+ 9. ф П  #a2+  10. ®g6 
^g2+ 11. ф П  #g7+ 12. феб igrgl (12... #g3
13. £>f7+ ф ё7 14. £>h5+) 13. ф П  #g7+ 14. 
феб (threat 15. £*f7+) and draw, because 14... 
^c7  15. £}g6+ ®g7 16. £}e8+ loses the Queen.

PERPETUAL MOTION
Special type of Perpetuum Mobile where the po
sition after the key produces another problem 
with the same condition which is solved by re
traction of that key move.
—► See also: Perpetuum Mobile.

PERPETUAL OPPOSITION [E]
A drawing theme in an endgame: White is able to 
maintain perpetual opposition with an enemy 
unit, thus preventing Black from using its supe
rior force.
1171:1. ЙеЗ gxh2+ 2. фЬ1 gxg2 3. <£}xg2+ фЬЗ 

(4... ®g3 4. gf3+ фхО 5. #xg4+ ®xg4 stale
mate) 4. gO + ДхО 5. # c6  # d 6  6. # d 5  ^re5 7. 
# e4  # f5  8. #d 3  # g 6  9. # e4  # f 5 10. # d 3  #g6
11. # e4  # h 6 12. #e3  #g5  (12... # f4  13. ^xO +
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gxfi 14. £pd4+ <g>g4 15. £>d3 <g>g3 16. <^c5 f2
17. <£>e4+ <3?f3 18.4^g3 <8?xg3 stalemate) 13. ^rd2 
^ f4  14. #e3  #g5  15. # d 2  =.

1171

PERVAKOV, Oleg
sp.pr Schakend Nederland 
1992 /  after L. Kastnelson

PERPETUUM MOBILE
After the key a new problem with the same stipu
lation is created. The key of this second problem 
produces the original position. Known also as 
Pauly theme.

1172

PONGRACZ, Arnold
Schachzeitung 1860

1172: a) 1. gg5! (~), 1... фс4 2. ^a4#, 1... фе4 2. 
#g4#, 1... c4 2. #xd5#, 1... e4 2. ^xd5# ♦ b) 1. 
g  h5 (~~) ♦ and variations as in (a).

* Other example 1514.

#2 b) after the key

PERSSON THEME
Change from self-pins to self-blocks between 
two phases with changed mates (Mate, Changed) 
in at least three variations. 1173 is the oldest and 
one of the most beautiful realizations so far.

1173: *l... Дхе4 2. £ Ш , l... #xe4 2. £>c6#, l... 
gx e4 2. Ag7#^ 1. gh5! ~2. ^d3#, 1... Дхе42. 
£>e2#, 1... ^xe4! 2. £}xb5#, 1... gxe4! 2. Дхс5#, 
(1... фхе4 2. ^геЗ#).

E Manne Persson (1918-2010).

PETER KNIEST THEME [H]
A capture on the square where the enemy King 
will be mated. Mostly applicable in the helpmate 
genre.

1174:1... ДхсЗ 2. фхсЗ gc4# ♦ 1. # b 4  gxc3+ 2.
фхсЗ gc4#.

★  Other example 1285.

PETKOV 1 THEME
The combination of themes White Correction 
and Black Correction.
In one phase, a random move o f a white piece is 
refuted by a black piece’s move onto a specific 
square; in the other phase white piece’s move 
onto a specific square is refuted by the black 
piece’s random move, whereas the move onto a 
certain square would yield to a mate. In the third 
phase, white piece’s move onto specific square 
solves the problem, and Black’s specific move is 
followed by a new mate.
E Petko A. Petkov (1942).

1175

PETKOV, Petko A.
l.pr Bulgarian Chess 
Federation Ту 1966

1175:1. c£i~? gg6! ♦ 1. £}e2? gg6? 2. £d4#,
1.. . g ~ !  ♦ 1. £>d5! ~ 2 . ^xf6#, 1... g ~ 2 .  ^xe6#,
1.. * gg62. £}e3# ♦ (1. £>e4? gg6?2. £xd6#, 1...
a -о .

#2
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PETKOV 2 THEME
In the initial position one black piece controls 
two squares that are attacked by two white pieces 
A and В  which are sitting on a half-pin line. A try 
of the piece A to ex-decoy the black piece does 
not succeed because the white piece В  is now 
pinned, and in the other try it is vice versa. In the 
solution Black is forced to allow the continua
tions from the white half-pin system with dual 
avoidance.

#2

1176

AHUES, Herbert
Sinfonie Scacchistiche 1977 
/(v)

1176:1. gc5? #b5! 2. gg4?? ♦ 1. gg5? #h5! 2. 
gc4?? ♦ 1. #a5! -  2. #e5#, 1... ^b5  2. gg4#,
1... #h5  2. gc4#

1177

PETKOV, Petko A.
Shakhmatna misl 1969

1 1 7 7 :1. £}f6+? gxf6 2. ? ♦ L £>g5+? gxg5 2. ? ♦ 
1. ^b4! (2. gde3+ dxe3 3. d3#), 1... £gf5 2. 
£}g5+ (£ « ? ), 1... &df5 2. £,f6+ (<&g5?), (I... 
ДхЬ4 2. gxd4+).

PHALANX
This term which describes a formation o f infan
try carrying overlapping shields and long spears 
(used first by Alexander the Great) in chess is 
appropriately used for a group o f advancing 
adjacent Pawns.
= Alias: Phalange.

PHASE
Play after the key, after tries and set play each 
constitutes a phase of play. A problem with set 
play is said to have two phases (the set play being 
one phase, the post-key play being another); a 
problem with three tries would be a four phase 
problem (each try being one phase, with the 
post-key play the fourth). Play in different phases 
will sometimes relate to each other. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.')

PHILIDOR’S WIN [E]

Andr£ Philidor proved that with the difficult 
force vs the materially superior
side wins if he manages to push the opponent’s 
King to the edge o f the board and get the opposi
tion. A little later (1763) Lolli established that 
this rule does not apply, if the Kings stand on the 
b- or g-lines (2nd and 7th ranks respectively).

PETROVIC THEME [F]
Also called “retroproblem of Petrovic type”. Mu
tual dependence of en passant capture and cas
tling. By playing an en passant capture other 
retro elements of position are legalized (usually 
castling).
E Nenad Petrovic (1907-1989).
1178: 1. fxg6(ep)! Дс5 2. e3 fxe3 (2... ДхеЗ+ 3. 

dxe3 and 4. 0-0) 3. 0-0! e2+ 4. <|?g2 exf!igr+ 5. 
фхП and 6. g7+- (2. g7+? ДО+! and the white 
King must move!).

E Francois Andre Danican Philidor (1726-1795).

1179

PHILIDOR, Andrf
Analyse du jeu d'echecs 
1749

+
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1179s In this position Black on the move draws by l ... 
gd7+, but White wins: 1. g f8+(l. Дсб? gd7+!) 
ae8 2. g f7  ge2! 3. gg7 (a waiting move to force 
H to leave the best square) g e l! 4. ab7  g e l (4... 
фс8 5. Эа7 a b l  6. gf7  ФЬ8 7. gf8+ фа7 8. 
8a8+ & 8b8+ winning H) 5. ДЬЗ gc3 6. Деб 
Bd3+ 7. Ad5 8c3 (7... фс8 8. ga7) 8. gd7+ 
фс8 9. gf7 ФЬ8 10. 8b7+ фс8 11. 8b4 (thr. 
Деб+) ®d8 12. Дс4 фс8 13. Деб+ ®d8 14.
аь8+.

PHOENIX THEME
A piece is captured and then a promotion to a 
piece of the same type and colour occurs.

1180: *l... ^xh6+ 2. фхЪб gxh8^gr# ♦ 1. gxh5 фе5
2. ® g6 g 8 ^ # .

★  Other examples: 581, 1034.

PIATESI THEME
In the initial position, there are two half-pinned 
black pieces that are unpinned by the key. How
ever, in two thematic variations, each of them, in 
defending the threat, moves onto same line with 
the key-piece. When the black King is induced to 
move onto this line as well, a new pinning-situa- 
tion arises which White takes advantage of in the 
mate.
§ Antonio Piatesi (1903-1986).

#3
1181:1. # h l!  (2. <£|C8#), 1... ge4 2. <^xf5+ <g>d5 3. 

£>Ь4#, 1... Де4 2. £c8+ <g>d5 3. gxf5#.

PICKABISH THEME
Mutual interference (Grimshaw) of a Pawn (on 
its game-array square) and a Bishop on the same 
square.

1182

SMITH, William J . ; 
BETTMANN,
Henry Wald
Sydney Daily Telegraph 
1901/(v)

1182:1. ^a8! ~2. #d5#, 1... Дсб,сб 2. #a7,#a4#,
1... Деб,е6 2. ^h8,e5#.

★  Other examples: 307,423,728.
—> See also: Grimshaw Interference.

I  Ш  1 M  M
ш  9 Ж Ш '

m m  ы  mHpi p......................

Ш  Ш
ж__Ш __И __S l_

#2

PICKANINNY THEME
A problem in which, at some point in the solu
tion, a black Pawn on its starting square makes 
each of its four possible moves (forward one 
square, forward two squares, capture to the left 
and capture to the right). If the same behavior is 
exhibited by a white Pawn, it is the Albino theme. 
(Definition from FIDE Album.)
§ This ancient theme was named Pickaninny in 1914 by 

Frank Janet (1875-1957).

1183

BETTMANN,
Henry Wald ; 
MARBLE, Murray
Pittsburgh Gazette Times 
1915

1183: 1. ^e8! H ,  1... c6 2. ^h5#, 1... c5 2. ^e4#,
1... cxb6 2. #Ь5#, I... cxd6 2. gh5#.

1 1 8 4 :1. cxb7! (2. Ь 8 ^ /£ ), 1... c5 2. Ь8£}+фхЬ6 3. 
#xc5#, 1... cxd6 2. Ь8Д фхЬб 3. ^fxd6#, 1... 
cxb62.b8g фаб 3. ga8#, 1... c62. b8^cxd5 3. 
^ra7# ♦ The first AUW+Pickaninny without duals 
after the Queen-promotion (Lindgren).
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1184

LINDGREN, Bo
l.pr lidskriftfor Schack 
1944

1185

MANSFIELD, Comins
British Chess Magazine 
1916

1185s 1. Дсб! (2. Sg8/<£|h3/#al#), 1.» bxc6 2. 
Sg8#, 1... b62. £>h3#, I... b5 2. ^ a l# , 1... bxa6 2. 
g b l#  ♦ One of the earliest Pickaninnies, first with 
Fleck 26 years before Ekstrom’s Fleck which, true, 
had four threats separated, whereas Mansfield has 
one total defence, and a poor key.

★  Other example 211.
—> See also: Albino Theme.

PICKANINNY, GAVRILOV
A pin of the black Pawn is used in four different
ways. The Pawn may play in defences 1186, or it
may be static in all four variations 1187.

1 Constantin Gavrilov (1864-1943).

1186s l. Ad6! ~ 2. # f4 # , l... e5 2. gd4# , l... e6 2. 
A d5#, 1... # x d 6  2. £ x d 6 #  (2... exd6?), 1... Д Й  
2. £>xf6# (2... exf6?).

#2
1187s 1. gd7! -  2 .^ f6 #  (2... exf6??), I...gxh5 

2. £d6# (2... exd6??), 1... ggg7 2. #d5# 
(2....еб??), 1... ®g7 2. £d4# (2... e5??), etc.

-> See also: Pelle Move.
= Allas: Pinned Pickanniny.

PIECE
A collective term for all chessmen, but to avoid 
ambiguity, it is sometimes useful to distinguish 
(major and minor) pieces from Pawns. When re
ferring to all chess pieces, “chessmen” and even 
“units” are adequate equivalents.
—► See also: Officer.

PIECE MOBILITY
In a given position: The number of the squares a 
piece can play to at a given moment.
In general: The average number of cells that can 
be reached by a piece under favourable circum
stances. The mobility of a combined pieces is the 
sum of the mobilities of their components pro
vided their powers do not overlap.
= Alias: Mobility of Piece.

PIECE WALK
An essential part of a more-mover problem con
sists of a long walk of one piece.

PIECE, TECHNICAL 
A piece or Pawn, which is not needed for the ex
pression o f composer’s idea but is needed to 
eliminate defects such as cooks, duals etc.

PIN
(1) The effect of a line-piece that prevents an op

posing unit from moving due to a subsequent 
exposed (illegal) check.

(2) In an endgame a piece can be relatively 
pinned, when its move off a line would ex
pose another unit of its colour (stronger
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piece, promoting Pawn, King, etc.) to capture 
or attack. See Maltese Cross and Skewer,;

1188

KUBBEL, Leonid I.
Pittsburgh Leader 1909

1188s 1. £>e7! -  2. £}c6#, 1 - Saxe4 2. d4#, 1... 
ghxe4 2. Af4#, 1... <£}fxe4 2. Jtg7#, 1... <£jgxe3 
2. gg5#, 1... Дхе4 2. £|d3#, i... ^ Xe4 2. £}f3#.

★  Other examples: 500,501, 816.

PIN RESTORATION THEME [H]
A (two-move) helpmate theme. A black piece 
pinned in initial position is, in the mate, pinned 
by another white piece along a different line.
A strict definition, according to some sources, re
quires that the initial white pinner in the mate 
pins another black piece; however, such exam
ples are very rare.

1189s L &e7 £ig5+2. <®>f5 gxf8#^ 1. gbe7 gxh6 
2. s??f5 <£}xd6# ♦ The white Queen’s role is 
artificial.

★  Other examples: 7,624.

PIN, ANTICIPATORY
The pin is not effective in the initial position, but 
usually either the pinned or the pinning piece or 
both move to their positions and the King com
pletes the pin by moving onto the pin-line. Black 
and white moves may take place in reverse order.
1190s a) 1. £}c4 £>e6A2. фе4 gxe3#B ♦ b) 1. gc4 

gxe3+B 2. ®f4 ДЬ8#с ♦ c) 1. Дс4 ДЬ8+с 2. 
®d4 ^e6#A.

m  и  ш  я  и з о
щ  9  Hr

»  *  ABDURAHMANOVlC,
Я Ш  Ш  Ш  ШЁ Fadil■ тли ж | pr British Chess Magazine

г *  т 1972

тт ш ш
if т

ш  ш  ш  ш
h#2 b) £d8->dl, с) ДЬЗ—»с6

1191

GRIMSHAW, Walter
Illustrated London News 
1853

1191s I. #g8! -  2. Ad5#, l... фха8 2. Дй5#, (l... 
фсб 2. Да4#).

PIN, ARTIFICIAL
A solution of a problem would be the same and 
would be written similarly whether or not there 
was the seemingly thematic pin. An artificial pin 
is a serious constructional flaw. Compare dia
grams 1192 and 1193. See also diagram 1189  
earlier on this page.

E Notified by Jean-Pierre Boyer in ‘TroMewes dyex bees en 
deux coups ”. (Hatier, Paris 1983). The version is set by 
Kari Valtonen.

1192

KLAR, Eugene
l.pr Union des 
Problemistes de France 
1935-6

1192: 1. £}f6? #xb4! ♦ 1. <£,c3! -  2. e3#, 1... e4 2. 
#d6#, 1... £e42. ^xe5#, 1... #xb42. #f7#,(l... 
^grxd5+ 2. <£jxd5#).

#2
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WZL
#2

1193

KLAR, Eugene
l.pr Union des 
Problemistes de France 
1935-6/(v)

1193s l . £ c 6? cxb4! ♦ 1. £>f3!~2.d3#, 1... £d4  2. 
#xd5#, 1... d4 2. #e6#, 1... cxb4 2. #c7#, 1... 
Дхе5 2. £*xe5#.

PIN, CROSS-
1. A pin by two pieces of the same color. One of 
them directly pins the enemy piece toward the 
opponents King, while the other pins along an
other line the same black piece onto another 
strong opponent’s piece behind it.
2. In an endgame or in a moremover: Process of 
the fight permeated by pins of white and black 
pieces. See 1194.

1194

PERVAKOV, Oleg
5.pr Moscow 850 J T 1997

1194s 1. Да4! (foreplan!) b5 2. fxg6+ #xg6 (2... 
<J>xh6 3. #h4+ <3?g7 4. ^h7+ ®f6 5. g7 gg8 7. 
Дс2; 2... <®>g8 3. g7 gxf4+ 4. ^xf4  bxa4 5. 5
a3 6. h7+ ®xg7 7. ^f7+) 3. Дс2 gxf4+ 4. <£>gl 
(4. фе1? ge4+ 5. <gf2 ge2+) g f6 5. #g 5  gxe6
6. ф П  gtf6+ 7. фе1 ge6+ 8. <®>dl gd6+ 9. 
фс1 gc6 10. #c5! gxc5 11. bxc5, and White’s 
c-Pawn will promote.

—► See also: Maltese Cross.

PIN, ECHO, CHAMELEON
In the final position of a composition the same 
mating or stalemating positions are repeated with 
the exception that a pin, essential for (stale)mate, 
and the King of the (stale)mated side occur and 
are situated on squares of different colour. Ide

+

ally, but not necessarily, the pinning piece is also 
on different colour square when the pin is 
orthogonal.

1195sa) 1. #xc2 £}xc22. gxd5 £c5# ♦ b) 1. gxe5 
£>d2+ 2. <g>d4 £f5#.

1196

DOBRESCU, Emilian
3.pr Andrzej Lewandowski 
JT 1988/(v. 1990)

1196s 1. g7 # h l+  2. ®g3 # e l+  3. <J>h2: ♦ a) 3... 
#e5+  4. фЬЗ #xg7 5. gb5+! # g 5  6.g4# ♦ 
b) 3... # e8  4. g8#! #xg8 5. gb5+ (5. ga5+? 
#g5) фЬ4 (5... #g5  6. gxg5+ <J>xg5 7. g a l 
®f4 8. ® g l!) 6. ga4+ ^ g4 7. g3#.

PIN, LOOSE
A pin in which the pinned piece can move along 
the pin-line. This feature is thematically ex
ploited in, for instance, Avner Mechanism, 
Boszrad theme. Costachel theme. Cristoffanini 
theme. Leibovici Interference and Pelle theme.
—> See also: Pelle Move.

PIN, PERPETUAL [E]
Endgame theme: an arrangement of pieces where 
one of the sides, although having the material 
advantage, cannot eliminate the pin during the 
play.
1197s l. ,Q.g7 gh7 2. ®g4 фха7 3. фЬ5! £}f5 4. 

ДхЬ2 gxh6+ (4... 4>h6 5. ®g6 gb7 6. &d4+)
5. <S>g5 gh2 (5... gb6 6. Де5 7. ДсИ) 6. 
Де5! gf2  7. J,f4 £)d4! 8. ДеЗ gf5+ 9. ®g4

+
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gd5 10. ®f4 фЬ6 11. фе4 фс5 12. <g>d3 gd6 
13. Af2[gi]=.

1197

DE VILLENEUVE- 
ESCLAPON, Jean
l.pr Schweizerische 
Schachzeitung 1923-4

PIN, TECHNICAL
Sometimes a composer is forced to use a static 
pin for technical reasons, not because it is a part 
of the thematic content of the composition. A 
technical pin may be used to stop a cook or a 
harmful dual or because black King's flight can
not be guarded in another way. In direct-mate 
problems technical pin is a flaw. In self-mates 
they are a usual and acceptable constructional 
device used to guard white King’s flights.

PIN, TRANSFERRED [HI
In different variations, phases or solutions same 
unit is pinned on different pin-lines.

1198

HARKOLA, Hannu 
KALLIO, Timo
l.pr Suomen Tehtavaniekat 
TT1991

1198:1. ®>d3 <g>f6+ 2. Де4 gd5# ♦ 1. фЬ5 ®f4+ 
2. Дё5 Ad3#.

PIN-MATE
A mating position in which one or several men of 
the mated King’s side are pinned, and the pin(s) 
is (are) used to the benefit of the mating side.

1199: 1. ДЬ6+! фЬЗ 2. g a l!  c2 3. Да5 фсЗ 4. 
ga3#.

★  Other examples: 226, 475, 650,1465, 1622.

#4

1199

ANDERSSEN, Adolf
Aufgaben fur Schachspieler 
1842

PIN-MATE, DOUBLE
Occurs when two pieces of the mated side are es
sentially pinned in the mating position.

#2
1200: L ^d3+! фс5 2. ©d4#,(l... ф еб 2. 5#) ♦

The first of its kind. It took more than 300 years 
until the first triple pin-mate was seen.

1201: 1. d7 ^a7+ 2. ®bl ^xd7 3. ghd8 #d2  4. 
Де4: ♦ al) 4... 5. g h l+  e l ^  6. ^xf3# ♦ a2)
5... £ e l  6. Дс2# ♦ b) 4... <£,d3 5. g h l+  e l ^  6. 
Jif3+ ^rde2 7. gxd3# ♦ Three double pin-mates. 

★  Other example 127.

PIN-MATE, TRIPLE/MULTIPLE
Occurs when three (or more) black pieces are es
sentially pinned in the mating position. 
Quintuple pin in 1202 is the theoretical maxi
mum in an orthodox problem. (Jeremy Morse in 
Chess Problems: Tasks and Records).
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1202: 1. a8#! ~ 2. r̂xd5#, 1... фе4 2. e8^/g#, 
(l...gd~,£}c6 2. £}d3,£}xf3#).

★  Other examples: 722, 1368.
-> See also: BABY Theme.

PIN-MODEL MATE
A mating position where at least one piece of the 
mated side is essentially pinned, and thus the pin
ning units can be regarded as participating in the 
mate. As long as the pins are necessary for the 
mate then it will still be regarded as a model mate 
even if the pinned piece is on an adjacent square 
to the mated King, and the flight is controlled 
twice.

1203: 1. £}f3! -  2. #h4#, 1... gxd5 2. #h7#, 1... 
#xd5 2. ^ b l# , 1... gxg2 2. £xd2#,(l... g x fi 2. 
gxf3#).

1204: l.# h 3 !  ~ 2.#xe6+fxe6 3. ДЬ7#, l... ge5 
2* iLb7+ <&d6 3. £Д>5#, 1...Д116 2 .A b7+gc6

3. £xf6#, 1.» &g4 2. #f3+ ge4 3. £}e7#, (1... 
<£id7 2. £}e7+ gxe7 3. ДЬ7#, 1... фсб 2. #xe6 
fxe6 3. £e7#, 1... фе4 2. # 0 +  <£>f5 3. £>e7#) ♦ 3 
pin-models.

PIN-STALEMATE
A stalemate position in which (at least) one man 
of the stalemated side is pinned.

1 2 0 5 :1. £}h6+ фГ4 (1... <J>xh4 2. £}f5+; !*■* ФВ 2. 
ДЬ5+ ф ~  3. £}g4) 2. Ag3+ <£>g5 3. £ f5  gd2+ 
4. фНЗ gxg6 5. 4}h4: a) 5„. gf6  6. £f3+ gxf3 
= b) 5... gh6  6. ДГ4+ ®xf4 =

1206:1. #h2! g  h8 2. £}f7 ®g8+3. <^xh8 #a5+4. 
<J>g6 (4. ®g4? £}e5+-+) £}e5+ 5. #xe5  Д е 8+ 6. 
g f7  #xe5= ♦ Stalemate with (1) a pinned wgf7, 
(2) self-incarcerated w<£}h8 and (3) blocked wPe4. 

★  Other examples: 743, 1470.

PINNER
A unit enforcing a gin on an enemy unit. The op
posing unit is then referred to as the pinned unit.

PINNING
The act of pinning an adversary’s man. It can 
happen directly, when the pinning unit moves to 
the pin-line, or indirectly, when the pinning side 
moves a masking unit off the pin-line. Pinning an 
enemy unit on the first move is not considered a 
good key, unless something is simultaneously 
given in return. Dual avoidance in 1207 is mod-
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vated once by a direct (l...eQad4 pins the g c5 ) 
and once by an indirect (l...<£}d4 and Hb6 pins 
the i£) pin of white pieces.

1208: 1. ®d4 ^grxb6 2. e5 gxb4# ♦ 1. f5 dxe6 2. 
dxe6 d4# ♦ 1. d4+ 2. фхё5 ^xd7# ♦ 1. exd5
Д е4 2. d4 ^e7#.

1207

ADABASHEV, Mark I.
Trud 1935

1207:1. Дс2! -2 . £>d5#, 1... Jd 4 2 . ^c4#(gc4?),
1... £}d4 2. gc4# (^ч;4?), 1... £>e3 2. d4#, 1... 
£}f6 2. d3# ♦ (1... ga6+/gxc2 2^(x)a6#).

★  Other example 887.

PINNING IN DIFFERENT WAYS
Pinning of a piece can happen in six different
ways. Firstly, there are two main categories:
(1) pinning of an opponent’s unit, and
(2) self-pin.
Former can take place in the following ways:
(la) directly by moving the pinning piece on a 

pin-line;
(lb) indirectly by removal of an own masking 

piece off the pin-line.
The latter can be carried out in four different
ways:
(2a) indirect self-pin, by moving own King onto 

the pin-line;
(2b) indirect self-pin, by removal of an own 

piece off the pin-line;
(2c) direct self-pin, by capturing a front piece of 

opponent’s battery aiming at own King;
(2d) directly, parrying opponent’s check by mov

ing an own unit on the checking line.

1208

JANEVSKI, ilvko
Щ Kotelec 1987

h#2 4111

PINNING MATE
Mating move that simultaneously creates a pin 
and takes advantage of it in mating.
—»■ See also: Pin-Mate.

PIRAN THEME [H]
In the set play and solution mates are given by 
one and the same White piece using the gin of 
one and the same Black piece.

1209

BI$£a N, Dragutin
Problem 1959

1209: *l... g d l 2. ^f5+  £}f6# ♦ 1. ®d3 фе7 2. 
^e4+ £>e5#.

PIRRONE THEME
In the set play there are two pairs o f black 
defences but only two mates for each pair. In the 
try play appears one and in the actual play the 
other pair of defences with same mates as in the 
set.
2 Sand Pirrone (1920-2006). 
Pattern:

Pirrone
1 - a b c d
* A В A В
X A В
Y i A В
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1210s *1... ge5/d6 2. ^g3#, 1... Де5М5 2. Axg5# 
♦ 1. <g>g8? ~2. ^h8#, 1... ge5 2. ^g3#, 1... Де5 
2. ^xg5#, 1... g4! ♦ 1. ^ f3 ! -  2. ^ g4# , 1... d5 2. 
Д хё5#, 1... d6 2. #g3#.

1211s *1... £>c5/£c4 2. <£,f6#, 1.» ^d 4 /^ f5  2. 
ge5#^ L ^ f8 ? ~ 2 . ^a8#, 1... £>c5 2. £f6#, 1... 
4}d4 2. ge5#, 1... Деб! ♦ L Да2!~2. ^d2#, 1... 
£ic4 2. £}f6#, 1... £}f5 2. ge5#.

flee takes two moves (compared to one in 
Nowotnv interference which can be exploited 
immediately).

2 Josef Plachutta (1827-1883).

1213

PLACHUTTA, Josef
Leipziger lllustrierte 
Zeitung 1858 /  (v)

1213s 1. g g 7 !, I... ghxg72. ^g3+ gxg3 3. Дс7#,
1... ggxg7 2. Дс7+ gxc7 3. ^g3#, (1... <£>d6 2. 
e5+).

PITUK THEME
After the key the black King has three thematic 
flights. In three variations these squares are cy
clically controlled: one by an opened white line, 
one by selfblock and one is guarded on the mat
ing move.
1 Alexander Pituk (1904-2002).

1212

PITUK, Aleksander
4.pr Nepszava 1941

1212s 1. &*5! -  2. £>bxd6#, 1... Дхе5 2. Д13# 
(f5=A, e5=B, d5=C), 1... exf5 2. ge3# (£5=B, 
e5=C, d5=A) , I... d5 2. Дс2# (f5=C, e5=A, 
d5=B), (1... <J>d5,<gxf5,<S>xe5 2. £>bxd6#) ♦ A = 
opened line ♦ В = selfblock ♦ C = guard.

PLACHUTTA INTERFERENCE
An interference of a line-piece by a like-motion 
piece of the same color caused by the sacrifice on 
the intersection square. The complete form 
involves a preliminary critical move o f the 
interfered piece. The exploitation o f the sacri-

1214s 1. Дёб! ~ 2. Дхс5 ~ 3. ^сб#, 1... gc8 2. 
ДЬ8 gd7 3. Дс7+, 3... gdxc7 4. £>c4+ gxc45. 
£}b7#, 3... gcxc7 4. Qbl+ gxb7 5. £^c4# ♦ 
Plachutta after critical moves of both black Rooks.

★  Other examples: 99,311.
—> See also: Holzhausen Interference; Wurzburg-Plachutta 

Interference.

PLACHUTTA, AZERBAIJAN
White has a thematic try that threatens two 
mates. Black parries both by opening with a 
Pawn lines of two like-moving pieces. In the so
lution White captures the Pawn, but Black’s 
re-captures are not followed by threat mates but 
instead White ex-decovs the black pieces in order 
to give new mates.

1215s L ? (2. £f4,£c3#), 1 * c3! * L ^ xc4! 
(2. £c3,4}f4#)# l... gcxc4 2. #xe7+ ge4 3. 
gc2#, 1... gbxc4 2. ^b2+ gc2 3. ^e5#.
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ViOSk ...
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#3

1217

ROTENBERG, Jacques; 
LOUSTAU, Jean-Marc
4985. Die Schwalbe 1985

PLACHUTTA, BRUNNER
White interference at the intersection of two lines 
controlled by two like-moving black units. When 
Black captures the white man, the black units are 
decoyed like in Plachutta interference. and still 
further to unfavourable squares in a manner 
reminiscent of the Brunner-Nowotny (Nowotnv. 
Brunner) theme.

1216:1. £g4? gb5! ♦ 1. £}е6? gx e6 2. £g 4  gb5! 
♦ 1. ДЬ6! (2. £e6/Ag4), 1... gbxb6 2. £e6  
gxe6 3. ^ g 4  (4. ДС5#) ge5(f6) 4. gd4#, (1... 
gaxb6 2. £ g 4  gb5 3. £}e6 ~/£d4 4. gfe3/ 
gxd4#).

-> See also: Brunner Interference.
= Alias: Brunner-Plachutta.

PLACHUTTA, CYCLIC
A white piece sacrifices itself on the intersection 
of three black units. By capturing the white 
piece, unit A interferes with В  and C, unit В  with 
C and A , and unit C with A and B. Realization re
quires a multiple threat (due to a white piece on 
the intersection square, see related example 918, 
which, however, shows a different theme).

1217:l.^e3!(2 . g~#), l... #xe3 2. ga4+^xc3 3. 
gxa7#, 1... gexe3 2. gxd5+ gxc3 3. £>xe6#,
1... gfxe3 2. gd3+ ge5 3. gg3#.

PLACHUTTA, FINNISH
Logical combination: In the try, White plays his 
key-piece at random so that he has two threats; 
Black refutes both by moving a Pawn that stands 
on the intersection of two black line pieces of like
motion, thus opening two lines simultaneously. 
In the solution the white key-piece sacrifices it
self, capturing that Pawn, and as Black accepts 
the sacrifice, White can carry out both his threats 
in turn the same way as in normal Plachutta in-

#3
1218: 1. g~? e~! ♦ 1. gxe7! (2. £>d7/£>e6#), 1... 

ghxe7 2. £}e6+ gxe6 3. £>d7#, 1... gexe7 2. 
<£,d7+ gxd7 3. £>e6#.

#3
1219: 1. £>e~? dxc5! ♦ I. £>xd6! (2. ge6/£>d7#),

1... gdxd6 2. ge6+ gxd7 3. £d7#, 1... gcxd62. 
£}d7+ gxd6 3. ge6# ♦ (1... ^ f3  2. £xf3).

—> See also: Nowotny, Finnish.
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PLACHUTTA, IDEAL
After the thematic sacrifice White threatens a 
third mate, and the thematic Plachutta interfer
ence continuations follow black captures on the
matic square.

1220

BERKENBUSCH,
Helmut
Die Schwalbe 1936

#3
1220:1. £>e6! (2. £,e3#), 1... g h x e6 2. Д е2+  gxe2  

3. £>xd6# (2... <£>xd5 3. ©Ъ7#), I... g e x e 6 2. 
£>xd6+ g x d 6 3. Д е2# (2... ®xd5 3. ^Ь 7#), (1... 
®xd5 2. ^ Ь 7 +  ф хеб  3. £>d4/£g7#).

^ Alias: Vomehme Plachutta (Ger.).

PLACHUTTA, LATVIAN
The sacrificial piece is already standing on the 
thematic square. White threatens two mates, and 
Black defends by capturing on the thematic 
square. The continuations that follow may be dif
ferent than the original threats.

1221

EYVAZOVA, Zuleikha
Revista Romana de §ah 
1978

1221: 1. £ ic3! (2. £>е2/£,Ь5#), 1... gexe5 2. 
Д с5+  gxc5  3. ge4# , 1... ggxe5 2. # f4 +  g e 4  3. 
^d6#, (1... £}xe5 2. ^xf6).

PLACHUTTA, ORTHO-CRITICAL
Prior to the thematic interference White (or 
Black in defence) decoys one or both thematic 
pieces over critical square.

1222: 1. g a4 ! (2. gxf4#) g x a4  2. 4^1xd3 (3. 
^ f3 + ,^ x c 5 )  gxd3  3. ,fid4! gdxd4 ,gaxd4  4. 
# e 4 ,^ d 5  g x e 4 ,g x d 5  5. £>d7,£>g4#.

#3

PLACHUTTA, PRIMARY
A Plachutta interference, which is primarily uti
lized. The ordinary Plachutta has secondary in
terference^).

1223

ZEPLER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1918

1223: 1. £}xc6? -  2. £>Ь4/£>Ь8#, 1... gb3! ♦ L 
Дхсб? -  2. ДЬ5/ДЬ7#, 1... gxe7! ♦ 1. ^ e 3 !  (2. 
£>хсб/Дхсб), 1... gexe3 2. £ x c 6 ~ 3. £Ь4/ 
£}b8#and H g3 cannot parry any more, 1... ggxe3 
2. Д хсб ~ 3. Д Ь5/Д Ь7# and b g e 2  cannot parry 
any more.

PLACHUTTA, ROMANIAN
Like the normal Plachutta interference« but 
White’s threats are different than the continua
tions after Black has captured the thematic piece. 
See example 1221 under Plachutta. Latvian.

PLACHUTTA, WHITE
Mutual interference between white pieces of like 
motion forced by a Black’s sacrifice on the inter
section square. The combination often remains 
virtual and defeats White’s try as in 1224.

1 2 2 4 :1. # h l ?  ^ a 8! 2. ^ x a 8 £>c6! 3. ^ х с б  £c2!
4. ДЬ5??, 3. Д хсб? gxa7! 4. ^ d 5 ? ?  ♦ 1. ^f3! 
~ 2 .# e 4 # , i . . . ^ a 8! 2. ^ f4 +  <£>d5 3. ДР5 c44. 
^ d 4 #  (2. ^ x a 8? £>сб!), ( 1...<&сб 2.Д х с б ,1... 
^Tg6 2. hxg6, 1... ^ g 2 2. # x g 2, 1... ^rg3+/
^g4+/^g5+ 2. ф х # ).
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PLAGIARISM
“A composer should not submit for publication a 
problem which he knows to be completely antici
pated. If he does so, he is quilty of plagiarism, the 
problemist's most serious crime.” (John M. 
Rice).

PLAN
Premeditated logical movement o f chessmen 
with the aim of attacking the enemy or defending 
and bringing the play to the desired conclusion 
(White wins, draws, [selfjmates in n moves).

PLATZWECHSEL IN MATES
Exchange of places of pieces that contribute to 
the mating position.

h#2 2111
1225:1. Деб ^ 0 +  2. фе5 £}c6# ♦ 1. Af4 ^c6+ 2. 

фе5 £f3#.
= Alias: Platzwechsel im Mattbild (Ger.).

PLATZWECHSEL THEME
In the course of the solution two pieces of the 
same or different colour exchange their places.
★  Other examples: 863, 1367.
- »  See also: Roven Theme.
= Aliases: Exchange of Places; Interchange.

1226:1. # f3 ! ~ 2. <^fe4+ <g>el 3. ^f2#, 1... <g>el 2. 
e4 ~ 3. ^e2#, l...ac(g)fl 2. £ce4+ ф е1 3. 
#c3#.

PLATZWECHSEL, CYCLIC [H]
1. Three or more pieces cyclically change their 
places in a single line of play. See 1227 and 
1228.
2. In three (or more) phases three pieces in cyclic 
pairs exchange their places. See 1229.

h#4
1227: 1. £>d7 £)al 2. Дс5+ фЬЗ 3. <g>d4 c4 4. 

<£}7e5 £)c2#. ♦ Both white and black Platz- 
wechsel-cycle ab-bc-cd-da.

1228

KUNER, Hans-Theo
2.pr feetischach 1951 /  (v)

ser-h#14
1228:1. gh8 2. # h l  3. dl g  4. d2 5. d3 6. d4 7. d5 8. 

d6 9. ®d7 10. <^c8 11. ge7 12. £}e6 13. Дс7 14. 
gd8 Да4#. ♦ A record achievement: Platzwechel 
of 13 black pieces!

1229: a) 1. £сЗ+ Дс16 2. ®d5 ®d7 3. £>e4 £>b6# ♦ 
b) 1. £f4+ ®f6 2. gd5 J c 5  3. £}d3 £}d2# ♦ c) 1. 
gd 4  jfl.d2 2. <g>d3 ®dl 3. ge4 £}b2# ♦ Platz
wechsel: ab-bc-ca.
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h#3 b) <J>d8->g6 
c) <S>d8- ĉl

PLATZWECHSELMARCHEN [F]
Fairy condition. Two black men simultaneously 
threatened by the same white man swap places as 
their counter-move.
§ Invented by K. Schreinzer in 1926.

PLAY
In the context of chess problems, the word has no 
specific meaning. It can refer loosely to “moves”, 
“variations”, “maneuvers”, “strategy”, “con
tent”, etc.
—> See also: Direct Play; Help Play.

PLAY, CONGRUENT
Two pieces of opposite colours describe match
ing shapes. For instance in four variations of 398 
the black Rook's cross (Cross. Rook) is answered 
by a white King's cross.

PLAY, QUIET
Any or most of White’s moves in a three- or 
moremover direct mate problem or study do not 
give check or capture.

PLUG
A technical piece that had to be used to keep the 
composition sound. It may prevent another piece 
from arriving to certain square (e.g. to avoid the 
possible cook or defence which leads to a dual 
mate); or its purpose may be to block the oppo
nent’s Pawn in a zugzwang position; it may also 
be a blocked Pawn that prevents a tempo move 
by the blocking piece; and so on...
For instance in 407 the plugs in view of Hc8, 
^ a 8  and ±d7  prevent the unwanted moves of 
the ^ b 6 .
Another case is 558 where the black ±  d2 stops 
the refutation l .g e 3  £}d2! 2.?; the same prob

lem would have been cooked by a tempo move 
1 . ^ g  1 if there were not a plug on h3.

PLUS FLIGHT
Essentially same as Kins 's Cross theme. i.e. 
King’s moves to all four adjacent orthogonal/lat- 
eral squares. The term “plus-flight” refers di
rectly to the flight-squares that are available to 
the King, whereas King’s Cross may denote the 
King’s moves in general.

POCKET CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Each side has one or more pieces 
“in the pocket”. A type and number of 
pocket-pieces that either side has must be speci
fied in the stipulation. Either side on its move can 
pick a piece from the pocket and place it on any 
square (except that Pawns cannot be placed on 
1st and 8th rank). The piece can give a check or 
even a mate to the enemy King. A Rook placed in 
its game-array comer may castle according to 
normal rules -  as if it had been there all the time.

POINT OF REST
The square where a piece which is overloaded 
with the obligation of guarding two or more 
weak points, when forced to move, can safely 
stop retaining all the guards.

POLERIO’S POSITION [E]
Both side’s edge Pawns promote on the opposite 
comers of the board and, even when promoting a 
move later, the one who gives check wins, be
cause his King is close enough to assist in a mat
ing attack.
1 Giulio Cesare Polerio (1548-1612).

1230: l... h5 2. a4 h4 3. a5 h3 4. a6 h2 5. a7 h i #  6. 
a8#+ <3?gl 7. # a l+  ®g2 8. #g7+ <g?h2 9. #h6+ 
®g2 Ю. #g5+ <g>h3 11. #h5+ <g>g2 12. #g4+ 
®h2 13. ®f2+-.
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POLISH RUKHLIS THEME
Two thematically distinct groups (pairs, triplets, 
etc.) of variations are met with the same set of 
mates. A kind of transfer of mates within one 
phase.

1231

VUK£EVl£, Milan
6.pi Belgrade -  Bucharest 
1961

1231s 1. ^b4! ~ 2. gxe3#, 1... ®e5,®f3 2. ^e7 , 
4^xg5#, 1... ^rxe2,4}xe2 2. ^re7,£}xg5#.

POLISH THEME [E]
Fight of two Queens in an endgame.

S The theme is based on the study by J. Joseph in 1922. 
Problem 1232 is from a TT of “S^achy ” 1964, and the 
set theme was based on Joseph’s study.

1232

PROSKUROWSKI,
Wlodzimierz
l-2.pr TT Szachy 1964

+
1232: L e7 b l ^  2. e8 #  # h 7  3. фс8 ^ g7  (3... ^ e4

4. фс7+ ^rxe8 5. axb7#) 4. ĝrd8 ^ f7  5. © b8 
# e 7  6. ^ g 8 bxa6 7. ^g2+  ^b7+ 8. ^xb7# +-.

h#3 b) change the color of men

POLTAVA THEME
In a direct mate or selfmate twomover, a tjy_ with 
a threat on the square A is refuted by a black piece 
which moves to the square B. White’s key_ move 
(or yet another try) is to the square В , resulting 
again with a threat from the square A .

1234

SLESARENKO, Anatoly
l.pr Croatian TT2000

1234s 1. £>e5? -  2. gc4#A, 1... gxc3 2. ^xc3#,
1... c6!B ♦ 1. g f c 6!B -  2. 3604#* (I... ^d5  2. 
B3c4#, 1... gxc3 2. #d3#, 1... ®d5 2. Sd6#, 1... 
фе4 2. #e5#).

PONZIANI POSITION [E]
A special case in ф + g  vs ending when
the stronger side cannot escape the perpetual 
check (Check. Perpetual) because o f the bad po
sition of its Queen.
1 Domenico L. Ponziani (1719-1796).

POLISH TYPE
Twin that is created by changing the colors of all 
the pieces on the board. It is desirable to attain 
maximal economy of all pieces (even including 
Pawns) in mates which would be then -  ideal 
mates. but this is not an explicit thematic require
ment.

1233s a) 1. ®d7 d6 2. Да5 ®d5 3. ,fid8 Дсб# ♦ b) 
1. d4 фе7 2. фе5 Деб 3. Де4 £d6#.
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1235:1. gh7+ <g>g2 2. gg7+ ф О  3. gf7+ ®g4 4. 
gg7+®f5 5. gf7+<*>g6 6. gg7+ <3?h6 7. gh7+ 
<g?xh7 =.

POPOVSKI THEME
In a twomover thematic mates from the set play 
appear as threats after the key.
1 Aleksandar Popovski (1932).

1236: l... ©e5 2. ^хеЗ#, l... d5 2. e5#, I... ^xc3 2. 
dxe3# ♦ I. gc5! ~ 2. ^xe3,e5,dxe3#, etc.

PORRECA’S SYSTEM [E ]
OF CLASSIFICATION
In “Studi Sccicchistici" (Milano 1967), a collec
tion of 484 Soviet studies, Giorgio Porreca in
cluded his own classification of studies. It fell 
into seven main caterories: “Checkmate”, “Stale
mate”, “Repetition of moves”, “Win of mate
rial”, “Promotion”, “Tempi” and “Geometrical 
maneuvres”. These were further broken down 
into 30 sub-categories.
—> See also: Harman Index and System o f Classification; 

Korol’kovs System o f Classification; Troitskys System of 
Classification.

POSEIDON [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces group. 
Moves without capturing like a King and cap
tures adjacent pieces like a Locust.

POSITION
A sensible arrangement of pieces on the board, 
which is in problem chess associated with a cer
tain stipulation.

POSITION, SHIFT OF
1. A method of creating a twins by moving all 
pieces a certain number o f squares to any direc
tion.

2. One way in which an author is trying to find 
the optimal setting for his composition before 
publication.
—> See also: Rotations Twins Theme.

POSITIONAL ADVANTAGE [E]
Abetter arrangement of pieces for one side when 
there is balanced material (i.e. equal power for 
both sides).
A positional advantage of one side in the main 
line of an endgame study does not automatically 
mean a win, unless it can be proven with unique 
moves that the advantage leads to a win against 
best defence of the opponent.

POSITIONAL DRAW [E]
An endgame where a draw is reached by the rep
etition of moves, because there is a position in 
which the stronger side cannot use its over
whelming advantage due to positional factors, 
such as: fortress, blocked position, pinning, per
petual or alternate attack, vulnerability of pieces, 
restricted mobility of black pieces etc.

1237

DEL RIO, Ercole
Sopra il Giuoco degli 
Scacchi 1750

1237: l . ф b3 a2 2. фс2 h3 3. Д О  h2 4. Да8 £>e2 5. 
ДЬ7 £}g3 6. ф с1! h l# +  7.ДхЫ £>xhl 8. фс2= 
♦ Del Rio was first to point out that the final 
position is draw, because £  cannot lose a tempo 
(make a waiting move) to drive ф  off c2 and cl.

1238

VINICHENKO, Vladimir
4.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1991
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1238: 1. ДГ6+ фЬ7 2. gg7+ <g>h6 3. £}f2 gh8 
(threatened 4. g5+ фЬ5 5. gh7+ <3?g6 6. gg7+ 
фЬ77. gh7+ =)4.g5+ ф Ь 55. gb7£)d66. gd7 
gg8 7. gh7+ <£>g6 8. gh6+ ф П  9. gh7+ ф!8
10. gd7! (10. £|dl? ^f7-+) d l^r 11. £ x d l 
g x d l 12. ф О  gd5 13. фе2 gg6 14. фе1! (14. 
фА ? <^c4 15. gxd5 <ЙеЗ+) gg8 15. фе2 = 
positional draw with restriction of black pieces.

★  Other example 488.

POSITIONAL DRAW, [EJ
AVOIDANCE OF
Black, being materially or positionally inferior, 
seeks rescue in a positional draw. Preventing this 
is the main motive of White’s play.

1239:1. ^g2! (Try: 1. Дс5? gxc5 2. £>b6 [2. £>c7 
gxc2... 4. ^rh8+ фЬЗ 5. Ag2 gcl+ 6 . ДА gc2 
=] gg5 3. a8^+ фЬ1 4. Д ё2 gxh5+ 5. Д113 
gg5 6. Д ё2 gh5+ =) gxh5+ 2. ДЬЗ gg5 3. 
Дс5 gxc5 4. £}c7! (4. £}b6? gg5 5. a8^+ фЬ1
6. Ag2 g  xh5+ 7. Д113 g  g5 =) g  xc2 5. a8^+  (5. 
Ag2? g c l+  6. ДА gxA+ 7. ф ё2 g g l+  8. 
®xf3 gg8 =) фЬ2 6. #h8+ фЬЗ 7. ^ g 2  g c l+
8. ДА gc2 9. ^xh6+ -. 

s  Alias: Avoidance of Positional Draw.

POST-KEY PLAY
The play following the key, that is, the lines of 
play which fulfill the stipulation of the problem. 
This is opposed to set play and virtual play (both 
of which may also be important elements in the 
attractiveness of a problem). (Definition from 
FIDE Album.}

POVENETS THEME
In a threemover White gives mates with two or 
more pieces on same square.
—> See also: Hartong Theme.
1240: 1. ^Ь5! (~), 1... фсЗ 2. Дс1 ®c2/®d4 3. 

^Ь2/ДЬ2#, 1... фхе5 2. ©сб ®f5/®d4 3. # f6 / 
ДА6# ♦ 2x2 squares.

1240

DEMIDYUK, Stepan
l.hm Kareliya sportivyana 
1995

#3

POW ER CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. In response to a black move 
White takes a series of moves, the number of 
which is defined by the length of black move. 
The length of the movement by one square, either 
in orthogonal or diagonal direction, is equal to 1; 
stroke length of Knight’s move is also equal to 1.

PRAWN [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces group. 
Moves like a Pawn and captures like a Pawn-Lo
cust (Locust).

PRE-CORRECTION
According to Nanning and Koldijk ( “Thema- 
Boek*\ 1948) one o f three types of Correction 
Play. By its nature nothing but a Total Dual 
Avoidance.

PRENTOS THEM E [R]
Ceriani-Frolkin (Ceriani-Plaksin-Frolkin Theme) 
piece that is captured by an officer (i.e. not by a 
Pawn).

E Kostas Prentos (1966).

PREPARATORY COMBINATION
An English equivalent to German's “Vorbe- 
reitungskombination ”. It is an indirect combi
nation consisting o f the main plan, which is 
manifested in the thematic try, o f preparatory 
maneuver(s) (foreplan(s)), after which the main 
plan can be executed. It can be re-phrased as the 
solution of a logical foreplan-problem. The topic 
is discussed in detail under Logical combination.

PRESSBURGER KING [F]
Fairy piece, white Super- Transmuting Kins. 
King which definitively takes the nature of the 
checking piece (and thus loses his royal status).
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PRESTIGIACOMO THEME
White has n (at least two) tries, for which Black 
has different refutations. In the solution White 
threatens n mates, which Black separates with 
the refutations. There is equal number of the 
threat mates of the tries and the mates of the ac
tual play, but they need not have anything else in 
common.
E Giovanni Prestigiacomo (1921).

#2
1241: l . # a 8? (2. #e8#) Ad8! ♦ l . # c l ?  (2. 

#xh6#) Дё2! ♦ 1. # g l?  (2. £>g7#) ДсЗ! ♦ 
1. #e4? (2. £g3#) Дс7! ♦ 1. #d5! ~ 2. £e7/ 
£e3/£d4/£>d6#, I... Ad8 2. £e7#, 1... Д<12 2. 
£еЗ#, I... ДсЗ 2. £d4#, I... Дс7 2. £|d6#, (i.„ 
4}f3 2. #xf3#, 1... £}g4 2. £g7#).

PRIORITY
Composer’s right to authorship determined by 
the date of the first publication.

The first composer to express an idea as a pub
lished work is said to have the priority, even if the 
composition is not sound, or best version.

PRIZE
The highest rank in an Award.

PROBESPIEL
A German term for which has not (yet) been 
found an adequate English translation. Try in a 
logical problem: White’s immediate attempt to 
carry out his main plan (basic plan, Hauptplan, 
Grundplan). It fails due to an obstacle (Hinder- 
nis), which may be an advantegous feature in 
Black’s position, or some impediment in White’s 
own position. Therefore, a foreplan is needed, or 
White has to choose the correct plan between 
several promising possibilities.

PROBLEM
A composed position with a task that has to be ac
complished, such as how to achieve mate in a 
specified number o f moves.
The term has been employed in Britain since the 
early 19th century to denote chess compositions. 
In 1827, William Lewis published a book titled 
“Chess Problems ”, which may be the first time 
the term was used in a source intended for larger 
readership. From English the word spread gradu
ally to other related languages, replacing a wide 
variety of terms that had been used before. In 
general, the term is not used for endgame studies.
—> See also: Composition.

PROBLEM BUILDING
In the first half of the 19th century (and much 
earlier) many problems had often a clumsy and 
forced introduction of one or, in worst case, sev
eral moves, or otherwise thematically irrelevant 
mate-delaying move(s), which prolonged the so
lution and added nothing to the core idea (theme) 
of the problem. An example is Loyd's Organ 
Pipes twomover 1116, which was originally a 
threemover (1242), i.e. a built-in 2-mover!
Loyd himself in his “Chess Strategy ” (1878) 
writes:
“It is a great blunder with many composers to de
sire to lengthen out their problems, and this popu
lar error has given rise to a system of building up 
problems of many moves upon what are in reality 
but a two or three-move themes.”

1242s 1. gd4+! exd4 2. # c 5  (~) etc.

PROBLEM, CONDITIONAL [F]
Problem with additional condition(s) which does 
not belong to the standard chess rules, like: mate 
on the dictated square, mate in exact number of 
moves, capture or immobilization of specified 
piece, etc.
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PROBLEMIST
A person who is interested in and has some 
knowledge of chess problems (studies) and may 
solve, study and even compose them.

PROGRESSIVE CHESS [F]
A variant of chess in which the first player makes 
one move, the other two moves, the first three 
moves, and so on. The check can be given only 
with the last move of the series, and it must be 
parried by the first move of the sequence. Normal 
rules of chess apply.
§ Invented by Evgeniy Znosko-Borovsky (1884-1954) 

in 1947.

PROGRESSIVE SEPARATION
Gradual elimination, one by one, of three or more 
primary threats (Threat Primary) so that each 
next defence in the logical order prevents one 
mate more. Once eliminated a mate never recurs 
in the thematic sequence of variations. Option
ally (and preferably) in addition to these there 
should be at least one black defence which pre
vents all threats and introduces a new mate.
Pattern:

Progressive Separation
1 - a b c d (e)
X ABCD ABCD ABC AB A (E)

1243: L ^ h l !  ~ 2. ^g 3 /£ f4 /£e5 /£d6 /A c7 / 
^ x b 8 #  abcdef i a5 2. ABCDEF, l... Дс7 2. 
ABCDE, l... iLd62. ABCD, I... Де5 2. ABC, l... 
&J4 2. AB, 1... ДнЗ 2. A, I... ^xh2 2. #fl#G  ♦ 
Separation of 6 primary threats.

—> See also: Combinative Separation.

PROGRESSIVE SEPARATION, 
SECONDARY
Gradual elimination, one by one, of three or more 
secondary threats (Threat Secondary) so that 
each next defence in the logical order prevents

one mate more. Once eliminated a mate never 
recurs in the thematic sequence of variations. 
Optionally (and preferably) in addition to these 
there should be at least one black defence which 
prevents all threats and introduces a new mate.

1244

HARTONG, Jan
l pr II Due Mosse 1953

1244:1. ^c7! ~2. #xd7#, l...£|d~(=£|b8) 2. #a5 / 
# e5 /\^c5 /# f7 /#h7#ABCDE 1... £ic5 2. ^e5 / 
# x c5 /# f7 /# h 7 # ABCD, l... £>b6 2. #e5 /# f7 / 
^h7#ABC, 1... £}xf8 2. #e5 /#f7#AB, 1... £>e5 2. 
#xe5#A, 1... £)f6 2. £)g7#F ♦ etc.

—> See also: Combinative Separation, Secondary: Progres
sive Separation.

#2

PROGRESSIVE TWINS
A type of twinniw  for creating additional posi
tions. Each adjustment specified to produce posi
tion (b), (c), etc. is applied to the starting position 
o f the previous part (rather than the initial 
diagram, as in normal twinning). Thus, to set 
up position (b), make the specified change to 
the diagram as usual, but to set up part (c), start 
from position (b) and make the further speci
fied change, and so on.

PROKES’ MANEUVER [E]
Black has two united Pawns on the 2nd rank, 
white King threatening one of them, but the other 
Pawn threatens a white Rook. The Rook rescues 
itself by sacrificing to the black King, giving the 
white King time to stop the Pawns from promot
ing.
E Ladislav Prokes (1884-1966).

1245: 1. <g>g4 e2 (1... d2 2. ®f3 ®d3 3. g a l  e2
4. ga3+ фс2 5. ga2+ ф с! 6. g a l+  фЬ2 7. 
фхе2=) 2. g c l+  <g>d4 (2... фЬЗ 3. <£>f3 d2 4. 
g b l+  фс2 5. ®xe2; 2... ®d5 3. <£>f3 d2 4. gc5+ 
фхс5 5. ®xe2) 3. <£>f3 d2 4. gc4+ ®d3 5. gd4+ 
<3?xd4 6. фхе2 фсЗ 7. <3?dl <3?d3 stalemate.
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1245

PROKES, Ladislav
sp.cm Schackvarlden 1939

PROLONGED ALBINO THEME
Eight possible moves o f a single white Pawn 
from its game-array position.

1246s l . £d3 exd3 2. g  f5 d4# ♦ l . £>h4 exO 2. £ f5  
f4# ♦ l. Дхс5 e4 2. <®>d6 e5# ♦ 1. £ f4  e3 2. QJ5 
exf4#.

—► See also: Albino Theme.

PROLONGED CROSS THEME
A piece makes a move to all four adjacent or
thogonal squares and each time proceeds with a 
move to the next adjacent square in the same di
rection.
—► See also: Cross Theme; Prolonged Star Theme.
= Alias: Extended Cross.

PROLONGED PICKANNINY THEME
Eight possible moves o f a single black Pawn 
from its game-array position.

1247

KOROLKOV,
Vladimir A .; 
LOSHINSKY, Lev I.
3.pr Revista de§ah 1964

h#2 4111

1247: l. bxa6 £>c5 2. a5 £ja6# ♦ 1. bxc6 £>a5 2. c5 
£}c6# ♦ I. b6 gxe42. b5 c5# ♦ 1. b5 gd7 2. bxc4 
аь7#.

PROLONGED PLAY
The expression has negative connotations in 
chess compositions because it is a violation of 
the principle o f economy o f time (Economy). Pro
longing defence, often Black’s check or non-the
matic sacrifice, refers to a move or a sequence of 
moves in a by-variation, the function of which is 
to ensure that mate is given in the stipulated num
ber of moves. A study may also have a prolonged 
introduction, the play of which is crude or 
obvious.

PROLONGED STAR THEME
A piece makes a move to all four adjacent diago
nal squares and each time proceeds with a move 
to the next adjacent square in the same direction.
—> See also: Prolonged Cross Theme; Star Theme.
= Allas: Extended Star.

PROMOTED FORCE
In an orthodox chess composition there can be 
four kinds of promoted force:
(1) In the initial problem position there is a piece 

that can only have come through promotion, 
so-called obtrusive force. e.g. a white dark
-squared Bishop, with Pawns b2 and d2 still 
on their original squares;

(2) promoted force that adds the number of 
pieces from the game-array, for instance three 
Rooks or two light-squared Bishops of same 
color (non-standard material);

(3) pieces that promote during the course of solu
tion;

(4) pieces the origin of which has been promo
tion, which can be deducted only by retro
grade analysis. i.e. there is nothing in the 
position that suggests it is promoted force.

The pieces of group (3) and (4) are allowed, the 
pieces o f group (1) are tolerated, although 
avoided, whereas the compositions of group (2) 
are rejected unless there is, say, a theme tourna
ment for compositions with non-standard 
material.
For retro problems somewhat different conven
tions apply, although these still meet the stan
dards set for orthodox problems.
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PROMOTING PIECE [F]
Fairy piece. May promote as the orthodox Pawn 
upon reaching the last rank.

PROMOTION
Promotion is a chess rule describing the transfor
mation of a Pawn that reaches its eighth rank (i.e. 
white Pawn 8th and black Pawn 1 st rank) into the 
player’s choice of a Queen, Knight, Rook, or 
Bishop of the same color. The new piece replaces 
the Pawn on the same square and is part of the 
move. Promotion is not limited to pieces that 
have already been captured. Every Pawn that 
reaches its eighth rank must be promoted.
In some fairy chess variants or conditions these 
rules may be modified. For instance with Single 
Box condition promotion is limited to pieces that 
have already been captured

#3
1248: l.e 8 g !, I... фха5 2. a8<£ фЬ5 3. ge5#; 1... 

фс5 2. a8^r <8?d6 3. c6#, 2... <3?d4 3. ^gra7# ♦
Perhaps the first 3/4-AUW in a direct-mate prob
lem.

★  Other examples: 1002» 1025.

PROMOTION SQUARE SHIFT [E ]
An endgame idea: White forces Black to shift the 
promotion square of its Pawn. May be a part of a 
draw or winning combination.

1249: 1. аб Ьхаб (1... el©  2. axb7 ^xf2+ 3. фсб 
#c2+ 4. фЬб #f2+ 5. фаб ^ f l+  6. фа7; 1...

b6+ 2. фсб!) 2. Да5! фха5 3. £ d l!  (3. £>c4+ 
фа4 4. <£jdl exdl<£}!-+) exdl^gr (3... exd l^  4. 
<£}xf5 e3 5. £}d4 ^ с З  6. f5 e2 7. £pce2=; 3... 
e l^ ? ?  4. £c4+ фа4 5. £db2#) 5. £>c4+ фа4 5. 
£}Ь2+ фаЗ 6. *

PROMOTION, AIMLESS
A promotion that does not affect the position and 
the solution(s) in any way, but which the side on 
the move must do according to the laws of chess. 
Nevertheless, the piece which the Pawn pro
motes to must be selected carefully.

1250: l.d lfii ge4 2.®xd5 ge6#^ l .d l £  gc3 2.
фе5 gc6# ♦ 1. d lg  ДсЗ 2. фс5 Де5#.

★  Other example 859.

PROMOTION, CONDITIONED [F]
A fairy condition: when promoting with a cap
ture a Pawn must promote to the piece of the 
same type as the one captured, 
s  Alias: Reinforced Promotion.

PROMOTION, DUPLEX [R]
Retro theme. Pawns of the same color are pro
moted into two identical pieces, which are cap
tured in the future retro-play.
1 Invented by Luigi Ceriani (1894-1969).

PROMOTION, MINOR
Changing of a Pawn to a Rook, Bishop or Knight 
upon reaching the 1st or 8th rank. Promotion to 
Queen is not considered good in the early stage 
of a direct-mate problem, but a minor promotion 
has a certain appeal to solvers, especially when 
involving a well-hidden surprise element.
Since the famous 9-mover by Stamma from 
1737 has proven dualistic, the Italian composer 
Ignazio Calvi may take the credit for the first 
correct compositions with minor promotions in 
1836.
§ Ignazio Calvi (1797-1872).
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1251

CALVI, Ignazio
Le Palamede 1836

1251s 1. a8g! £>h7 2. gg8 Qg5 (2... £>f6 3. h6 
4^xg8 4. h7) 3. gxg5 +-. ♦ Perhaps the first correct 
orthodox composition with a Rook promotion.

+
1252s 1. g8£  ДхеЗ 2. И8Д! (2. h8#? £>d4 3. £e7  

£jc2+ 4. Дхс2 ^d4+ 5. ^xd4 stalemate) 2.» 
£}d4 3. £>e7 Д<12 4. <£}d5 +- ♦ Two minor promo
tions (Knight and Bishop).

★  Other examples: 152, 445, 466, 655, 1067, 1151, 1395, 
1423, 1439, 1470, 1672.

PROMOTION, TO FAIRY PIECE [F]
It is an unwritten rule that in fairy chess promo
tion to any orthodox piece is allowed, and also 
promotion to such a fairy piece that is on the 
board in the initial problem position.

PRONKIN THEME [r ]
A theme in proof same retro problems. A pro
moted piece comes to the home square of a piece 
of its type and colour. Often' this is combined 
with the Phoenix theme. which occurs twice in 
1253. More unusual is a non-Phoenix promo
tion, i.e. a promotion to a piece before another 

' friendly piece o f the same kind is captured.
§ Dmytro Pronkin (1960).

1253:1. b4 £}f6 2. ДЬ2 £>e4 3. ДА5 exf6 4. b5 ^ e7
5. b6 #a3  6. bxa7 Дс5 7. ахЬ8Д ga6 8. Да7 
gd6 9. ДЬ6 <gd8 10. Да5 Ь6 11. ДсЗ ДЬ7 12. 
ДЬ2 фс8 13. Дс1 ♦ 1. £>сЗ £>f6 2. £>d5 £ е4  з. 
£>f6+ exf6 4. Ь4 ^ е7  5. Ь5 ^аЗ  6. Ь6 Дс5 7. Ьха7

Ь6 8. ахЬ8<Й ДЬ7 9. £}аб 0-0-0 10. &Ъ4 gde8
11. £>d5 g e6 12. £>сЗ gd6 13. £>bl.

PROOF GAME [F]
A type of problem in which the task of the solver 
is to construct a game with a given number of 
moves in which the final position is the one given 
by the composer. A kind o f retrograde analysis. 
(Definition from FIDE Album.}

1254: In three moves it’s simple: 1. e4 c6 2. ДЬ5 еб 3. 
Дхсб dxc6 ♦ However in 4 moves is a little bit tricky: 
1. e4 e6 2. ДЬ5 фе7! 3. Дхё7 сб 4. Де8! фхе8.

PROTEAN MEN [F]
Fairy piece. Protean man obtains the value of 
the piece it captures.
Protean King obtains the movement potential of 
the man it captures. If it was a Pawn, the protean 
King has to promote when reaching the last file. 
Protean Pawn (invented by T. R. Dawson) may 
obtain the value of the man it captures, but it is 
not forced to do so.
—» See also: Frankfurt Chess.

PROTOFORM
A term especially used in the New German (or 
logical) School, denoting the normal manner in 
which the combinations occur. Hence, a direct 
combination involves the deployment (deploy)
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of White’s own pieces for the improvement of 
White’s position, whereas an indirect combina
tion involves the decoy of Black’s pieces for the 
deterioration of Black’s position. In addition to 
protoform, most combinations have their 
antiform, too, in which the course of events are 
reversed. Furthermore, some types of combina
tions can also be presented in a hold-form (Halte- 
form or Schwebeform in German), in which 
White is aiming at retaining the advantage he 
has, or maintaining the disadvantage that Black 
has.
Other forms are Metaform, Paraform, Periform 
and Complete Antiform.
-> See also: Logical Combination.
= Aliases: Grundform (Ger.); Urform.

not opened by removal o f both white Knights as a 
half-battery should.

PSEUDO FORM
A term used mainly about themes with changed 
functions of moves in cases when the thematic 
play deviates from the Protoform in terms of 
Black’s moves. They should not be confused 
with quasi-forms. The pseudo forms of many 
themes have an independent thematic status, and 
many of them are technically more challenging 
to realize than the original form.

PSEUDO HALF-PIN
The pieces of the half-pin are captured on their 
initial squares.

PRYTZ THEME [S]
In a selfmate White forces Black to open his mat
ing batteries both by way of decoying his front 
pieces with check and by way of putting him in 
Zuzzwanz.
I  Rudolf Prytz (1899-1971).

1255

PRYTZ, Rud
Skakbladet 1937

1255: 1. £>b5! (2. g c l+  bxcl<£},bxclД  3. ДёЗ+, 
£a3+ ), 1 . . .  gl<£} 2. gf4+gxf43. gh4, l .. .g l£ 2 . 
gf2 g4 3. g h 4 ,1... g x fia  2. £>f5 ~ 3. £e3+, i„. 
gxfliL 2. e3 ~ 3. d3+.

PSEUDO
Not genuine form but having the appearance 
of certain theme, mechanism, or device etc. 
Although this term often has a connotation of 
“fraud”, “fake”, “deceive”, in chess composition 
practice its usual meaning is: “looks like some
thing that actually it isn’t”. For instance, in 1256  
the physical half-pin of black Knights is only vi
sual and doesn’t produce a halfpin theme. Some 
experts termed this “pseudo halfpin”. Analo
gously, it can be said that there is a “pseudo 
masked halfbattery” along the third rank, but it is

1256

FEATHER, Christopher 
J.
3.hm Schach-Echo 1977

1256: l. £}exc3 <^xd5 2. <£}e2 Qf6# ♦ 1. £}xe3 
<&xe4 2. £}g4 <£}g3#.

PSEUDO PROMOTION
Twinning by replacement of an about-to-promote 
Pawn (i.e white on 7th or black on 2nd rank) with 
an officer of the same colour on its promotion 
square.

h#2 2111

1257

ABDURAHMANOVICH,
Fadil
3.pr Magyar Sakkelet 1979

b) e7—>43® 8
c) £е7-^Де8
d) £e7->ge8
e) j£e7->igre8

1257: a) L феб e8^+  2. <®>d6 d8^# ♦ b) 1. <®>g5 
d8#+ 2. ®h6 #h4# ♦ c) 1. g*6 d 8 ^  2. феб 
#d7# ♦ d) 1. ®f6 d8^+  2. ®f7 ♦ e) 1. <®>f6
^xg6+ 2. фе7 d8^#.
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PSEUDO SELFMATE [S]
A selfmate which is actually masked stalemate.

1258: *l... £}d8 2g(e)xd8, l... £}b8 2g(e)xb8 ♦ 
etc. ♦ 1. gaa8! (~), 1... £d8  2. gaxd8, 1... £}b8 
2. gaxb8, 1... <^a5 2. gxa5, 1... £}a7 2. gxa7,
1.. . &Ь4 2. cxb4, 1... £jd4 2. cxd4, 1... £}e5 2. 
gxe5, 1... <£>e7 2. gxe7 ♦ Grab theme ♦ Without 
the black Bishop this would be a “stalemate in 2” with 
the same solution except for always the same mate
2.. . Ag2.

PSEUDO STOCCHI-BLOCKS
Multiple self-blocks on the same square without 
black dual avoidance.

1259

BAKCSI, Gydrgy 
l.pr Sahs 1961

1259:1. £}xe2 gxg7 2. dxe5 gf7# ♦ 1. £>e4 gg42. 
£>xe5 gf4# ♦ 1. &h5 gg6 2. Дхе5 Дс2# ♦ The 
essential dual avoidance occurs on Black’s 1 st move.

PSEUDO THREE-MOVER
In the set play White would mate in three moves, 
but he cannot retain the favourable position and 
must use more moves to mate Black.
See also: Pseudo Two-Mover.

PSEUDO TURTON DOUBLING
In the solution a Turton doubling does not occur 
because doubling is necessary but for another 
reason.

1261

BROWN OF BR1DPORT, 
John
Illustrated London News 
29.4.1854

#3
1261:1. g h l!  (2. gh3#), 1... феЗ 2. gh4 d3/<g>d3 

3. ge4/gh3#, 1... фсЗ 2. gh2 d3/®b3 3. #b2. ♦ 
g  plays to hi because of 1... феЗ (2. gh4), while
1... фсЗ could also be handled by 1. g a l.

PSEUDO TWO-MOVER
A three- or more-mover in which White would 
have an immediate mate if it were Black’s turn to 
play in the diagram position, but since there is no 
waiting move, White must delay until the third 
move or later.

#5*
1260: * 1... Д -  2. ^xd4 ~ 3. ^хеЗ#, 1... d3 2. ^xe3+ 

d2+ 3. #xd2# ♦ 1. ^g5! ДЫ  2. ^ f5  Ag2 3. 
^d3  ~ 4. ^x d 4 ,2... Де4 3. # f4  Д-Л13 4. ^xd4/ 
^xe3+, 1... ДЬ72. ^ g l  ДdЗ 3. ^g7~ 4 . ^xd4.

1262: * 1 ... g5 2. ^e4# ♦ 1. # e l!  <®>g5 2. #cl+® h5 
3. ^ h l+  ® g5 4. ® g3  fSJ&fS 5. ^h4/^d5#.

★  Other example 136.
= Allas: Tempo Problem.
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PUBLICATION
Submission of a composition to publication ei
ther in print or in electronic form unrestricted for 
the public to see, examine, solve and evaluate as 
original or re-publication, either in permanent (in 
mass media) or temporary form. The composi
tion is considered having been published for the 
first time, when it has been published in a public 
mass media (in print or electronic form) in a cor
rect setting, preferably on a diagram, or in nota
tion, or in written text (many chess mathematical 
compositions). An unpublished composition can 
be published as original only by the composer’s 
consent. After the publication the composition 
may be reprinted freely provided that with 
re-publication the name (and residence) of the 
author, stipulation of the composition, the origi
nal source, as well as a possible distinction in a 
tourney, are given as accurately as possible.

PURE MATE
Mate is called pure when there is only one guard 
or block on each square in the (mated) King s 
field. Double check is allowed if the mate could 
be parried without it. A pin-mate is allowed if 
pinning is needed in mate.
= Alias: Reinmat (Ger.).

PURITY OF AIM
English for “Zweckreinheit”. The essential con
cept of the logical school. In carrying out a plan 
(main plan or basic plan), either a preparatory 
combination or an option combination, each 
white foreplan has the sole aim of removing 
one or several obstacles to the execution of the 
main-plan.
Often the number of foreplans must equal the 
number of obstacles, but there are important ex
ceptions in cases when White prepares to deal 
with two or several obstacles simultaneously, in 
which case it is a question of an option combination 
embedded in a foreplan-problem (see 1263). In both 
cases, the purity of aim is verified by a try play. 
1264 and 1265 illustrate the concept when the 
combination itself is not logical but the quality of 
White’s play, especially the key, can be evaluated 
in view of purity of aim.
1263:1. ^xc3? b5! 2. Д О +  g  f6 -  1st obstacle ♦ L 

gff2? gxf2! (1... b5 2. ^ x c 5 ) 2. # x c 3  ga2! -  
2nd obstacle, a new one. ♦ 1. g f l !  (2. g a l# )  
g x f l  2. ^ x c 3  g a l/b 5  3. ^ х а1 /Д О # . ♦ White 
removed two obstacles with a correct choice on his 
1 st move.

1263

ORLIMONT, P. A.
Armee-Schachzeitung 1906

#3
1264: 1. gg2! (2. gg6+ ) £ x h 8  2. £>g7 Д х ё7 3. 

g h l #  ♦ Author’s intention was to show Bicolor 
Seeberger. For that purpose the key 1. g g 2 , be
cause the threat 2. g g 6  decoyed black Bishop to 
h8. But since White also strengthened his own po
sition by supporting g7, the combination is impure: 
it not only weakened Black’s position but strength
ened White’s, too.

#3

1 2 6 5 :1. g h 8 ! (2. £ g 7 +  £ x g 7  3. gh5#), 1... ДхЬ8 
2. g7 Д  xg7 3. <£pcg7# ♦ Here, instead, White’s key 
has the sole purpose of decoying black Bishop over 
the critical square g7, whereas his own position has 
not improved at all.

—> See also: Economy o f Aim; Foreplan.

PURITY OF IDEA
Artistic requirement of a composition: In the so
lution, each move should carry only one specific 
purpose, without the inclusion of other elements 
or factors.
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PURSUIT THEME [E]
Mechanism of a problem in which the thematic 
variations are fulfilled by pieces of the same kind 
but different color. Their movements are in the 
same direction, and the two pieces keep close to 
each other.
Endgame theme: White and black piece con
stantly pursue one another. Belongs to the Posi
tional draw group of themes, 
s  Alias: Presledovanie (Rus.).

PYRAMID [F]
Fairy piece. It stands still on the squares that any 
white or black man threatens. Cannot be cap
tured.

QUADRANGULATION MANEUVER
A piece makes four moves, which can form a 
square, in order to gain a tempo. The maneuver is 
much more infrequent than triangulation maneu
ver.

#5
1266: 1. ДЛЗ? ^e5! 2. Ag6(h7) ^ b 5  3. Ah7(g6) 

#e5 4. ^d 3  # e8  5. ? ♦ 1. ДН7! ̂Ь5 (1... ̂ e5  2. 
^ d 3  ^ e 8  3. ДС5) 2. Ag6 ^ e5  3. Ad3 # e8  4. 
Af5.

= Alias: Vierecksmarsch (Ger.).

QUADRANT SQUARE [EJ
(OF THE PAWN)
A concept used to describe whether the opposite 
King can stop the advance of the passed enemy 
Pawn. The quadrant rule is important for over- 
-the-board players, but it has found applications 
in studies, too.

1267:1. f6! (blocks the King’s way to d8; 1. a4? <3?g3 
-+) gxf6 2. <3?xg2 ®g5 3. a4 ЬхаЗ ep 4. bxa3 ®f5 
(the King is still on the quadrant of the a-Pawn) 5. 
a4 (5. d6? cxd6 6. a4 феб 7. a5 <g>d5; 5. c6? d6 6. 
a4 фе5 7. a5 ®xd5 -+) фе5 6. d6! cxd6 7. c6!

dxc6 8. a5 <3?d5 9. a6 winning. King’s way to the 
quadrant had to be blocked precisely at the right 
moment.

1267

TROITSKY, Alexey A.
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1913

+
s  Alias: Rule of The Square.

QUADRUPLE
White’s, often ostensible, choice of giving four 
mates after a certain defence or after a removal of 
certain piece.

QUADRUPLE AVOIDANCE
White seems to have four mates or continuations 
o f which to choose from, after removal of one 
black piece or moves of black pieces which all 
carry the same error. However, each black move 
has some positive elements, too, which prevent 
three of the mates from being realized, and each 
black move allows a (unique) different mate or 
continuation.

1268

BOSWELL, Edward
2. cm The Problemist 1926

1268:1. Де1! (2. gc5#), 1... Ad5 2. ^b4# (#a6?, 
^c6?,^c5?), 1... £d5 2. #c6# (^a6?,#b4?, 
^c5?}, 1... £}d3 2. ^a6# (^Ь4?,^с5?,^с6?},
1... Ad2 2. ^c5# (^Ь4?,#с6?,^а6?), (I... 
gxd6+^e3 2. £}xd6,£}xe3#) ♦ General error 
interference unpin of the white Queen.

1269: 1. f4! (2. Дха4), 1... ^ a l  2. Де1+ (ДеЗ?, 
Дс1?,ДсЗ?), 1... #хаЗ 2. ДеЗ+ (Де1?,Дс1?, 
ДсЗ?), 1... gg6 2. Дс1+ (Де1?,ДеЗ?,ДсЗ?),
1... gh6 2. ДсЗ+(Де1?,ДеЗ?,Дс1?).
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1269

MATTHEWS,
Robin C. O .; 
BURGER, Robert E.
l.pr American Chess 
Bulletin 1961

-» See also: Dual Avoidance; Triple Avoidance.

#3

QUALITY [E]
In game: material advantage Rook vs minor 
piece (Bishop or Knight)

QUEEN
The most powerful piece in the game of chess, 
moving along diagonal and orthogonal lines, 
thus combining the moves and powers of Bishop 
and Rook.
No other chess-piece has gone through such 
drastic changes during its 1500 years of exis
tence as Queen. However, through its history, it 
has kept its game-start position on the left of the 
White King and right of the Black King, as al
ready in Chaturanga. At that time, though, it was 
a minister or adviser, the weakest piece, since it 
was allowed to move only one step diagonally, 
barely being able to keep up with the monarch.
In Persia, the piece was called “farzin”, “wise 
man” or “counsellor”, while Arabs modified the 
name to “firz”. When the game came to Europe, 
before 1000 AD, it was still “firz” or “fierz”, and 
at first had the same functions and limited pow
ers as before. The only exception was its right to 
leap two squares orthogonally once during a 
game, a right also held by a promoted firz. “Ma
jor promotions” were not known, Pawn had to 
promote to firz.
In medieval Europe, the piece gradually trans
formed into a Queen (or a noble woman “dame”, 
“Dame” etc.) rather than an advisor, and was al
lowed to leap three squares, and finally at the end 
of the 15th century it acquired the strength it has 
today. At pretty much the same time, the move
ment of Alfil (= Bishop) changed from the leap 
of two diagonal squares to extend to cover every 
square on the length of the whole diagonal.

Again, Russia made an interesting deviation as to 
the name and movement of the piece. In the 18th 
century, the Queen, who is even today called 
“Ferz” in Russian, could also move like a Knight 
(like today’s fairy piece Amazon). But for the last 
two centuries the moves of the Queen have been 
uniform throughout the world.

QUEEN VS PAWN [E]
In the majority o f cases Queen & King win 
against Pawn and King, but there are exceptions, 
notably with Rook’s and Bishop’s Pawn on 
account o f the stalemate threat, and sometimes 
when the King of the Queen’s side obstructs her 
majesty.

1270

(Illustration),
Lehr- und Handbuch der 
Enspiele III, 
Berlin-Frohnau 1958 /  
(after A. Cheron)

+
1270: Black King and Pawn in this position, white 

King must be able to reach at one step either the 
square b3 or d2. Otherwise the game is drawn. ♦ l) 
With ф  on c4 :1. ^ d 3  (1. фЬЗ?? cl£>+) фЬ2 2. 
^ d 2  фЬ1 3. фЬЗ c l ^  4. ^a2# ♦ 2) With ф  on 
el (or e3): 1. ^Ь5+ фс1 (1... 2. ®d2) 2. # c~
®b~ 3. ®d2.

1271

(Illustration),
Lehr- und Handbuch der 
Enspiele III, 
Berlin-Frohnau 1958/ 
(after A. Cheron)

1271: With the black Pawn and King positioned like 
this, the white King must be able to reach either the 
square b3 in two steps or D in one step. Otherwise 
White cannot win, because the Queen has no wait
ing move, and when the black King escapes to al, 
ĝrxc2 is a stalemate. ♦ l) with ф  on d5: 1. ^gfd3+ 

ф с! 2. фс4 фЬ2 3. ^ d 2  фЫ  4. фЬЗ. ♦ 2) with

+
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ф  on gl: 1. igfb3 ® d2 (1...фе1 2. ^re3+ ф(11
З .ф - f  c l^ r  4. ^re2#, but not 2. ^rxc2?? stale
mate) 2. ©b2 ® d l 3. ф П  ф<12 4. ф О  ® d l 5. 
ф£3 ® d2 6. ф е 4  ® d l 7. ®d3.

1272: With the black King and Rook’s Pawn posi
tioned like this, White is able to win if his King can 
either reach the square b3 in two steps, or d I (2,3) in 
one step. ♦ l) With ф  on d5: 1. ^ rh l+  ф Ь2 2. 
^ h 2 +  фЬ1 (2...фЬ(а)3 3. © h8) 3. ф с4  a l ^  4. 
фЬЗ. ♦ 2) With ф  on e 2 :1. ^ h l +  2. ® d2 a l ^  3. 
^rb7+ ф ~ а  4. ^ra6+ ... 7. ^ Ь 4 +  ф а2  8.фс2.

QUEEN VS ROOK & PAWN [E]
Philidor was the first to prove that Queen & King 
win vs Rook & King, and Ponziani found one of 
the very few exceptions (see 1235). Later ana
lysts have shown that the win takes at most 25 to 
30 moves. Rook assisted with Pawn is also 
Queen’s win in most cases, but there are quite a 
few exceptions. Philidor, for instance, proved 
that the position 1273 is draw, but later it was 
found out that Black’s defence is insufficient 
with a Rook’s Pawn - unless the configuration is 
moved one step further up, when the position is 
drawn again (Guretzky-Comitz, 1864)! The 
study 1274 (in connection with it 1275) illus
trates one difficult case with a Bishop’s Pawn.

= (Either side on the move)

1273

PHILIDOR, Andre
Analyse du jeu des echecs, 
London 1777

1273: In this position, Black holds a draw. If White 
Queen is checking, the black King protects the 
Pawn on e8 or e7, and when the Queen is standing

on the 8th rank, black Rook oscillates between c6 
and e6, keeping white King off the 6th rank.

1274

GURGENIDZE, David; 
KALANDADZE, Velimir
l.pr Gaprindashvili 50 JT 
1991

1274: 1. фЬ7 £>a3! (1... £>d2 2. фс8 b2 3. gxa2 
bl^r 4. g x d 2  =) 2. gxa3 b2 3. gg3+ ф П  4. 
gf3+ фе1 5. ge3+ <J?dl 6. gd3+<£>cl 7. gxd7 
Ы ф (7 .. .а 1 ф 8 . g x a l+ b x a l^ + 9 .  gc7theoret
ical draw) 8. фа8!! (8. фс8? al^r 9. g x a l  ©xal 
10. g c 7  ^ a 8 +  -  Khenkin’s win) a l^ r (8... ^e4+  
9. g b 7  ^ d 5  10. g a 4  ф с 2  11. c4 =) 9. gxal 
^rxal+ 10. g a 7 ^ b 2  (10... ^ x c 3  11. gc7! 
^rxc7 stalemate) 11. gc7 ^b6 12. gc8 фс2 13. 
c4! фсЗ 14. c5 ^a6+ 15. фЬ8 фс4 16. g c 7  the
oretical draw (Guretzky-Comitz, 1864).

1275

VON
GURETZKY-CORNITZ,
Bernhard
(source?) 1864 /
(colours changed by 
O. Frink, 1928)

1275: From the previous final position can Black 
achieve this position in two moves. Originally, also 
Guretzky-Comitz thought that Black wins: 1. gc8 
^ b 5 +  2. ф а7  Si?d7 and White loses because of 
Zugzwang, but much later Frink (1928) pointed out 
that after 1. g  b7! ^ a 4  2. g c 7  ^ e 8 +  3. фЬ7 ©d8
4. g c6 +  ф е5  5. g c 7  Black can make no progress. 
According to Cheron (1952), the main idea of the 
defence is that the Pawn must not in any circum
stances be pushed forward.

QUEEN’S CROSS TASK 
The white Queen delivers the maximum number 
(12) of mates. 1276 is the most economical ex
ample so far.
“The task is called the Queen s Cross because af
ter the key move, the ^  and ф  must be at oppo-
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site comers of a four-squares-by-two rectangle 
and this rectangle must lie wholly within the 
cross formed by b4-5, c4-5, d2-7, e2-7, f4-5 and 
g4-5” (Jeremy Morse).

Cross of the black Queen, giving check on every 
move, has also been achieved, but with only 
eleven different mates (see 1277).

1276

WAINWRIGHT, 
Joseph C. J.
Les Tours de Force sur 
I ’ichiquier 1906

1276: 1. Дс4! (-), 1... g d 2  2. ^xd2# , 1... g d 3  2. 
^xd3# , 1... g d 4  2. ^ x d 4 # , 1... &g3  2. ©xg3#,
1.. . £ / 4  2. ^x f4 # , 1... £ e 5  2. #xe5# , I... g e 6  2. 
^хеб # , 1... g h 6  2. ^rxh6#, 1... £}xa5 2. ^ a 3 # ,
1.. . £>c5/4^xd8 2. ^rxc5#, 1... <£>a7/£)e7 2. ^ e 7 # ,
1.. . £>b6+ 2. ^xb6# , etc.

1277:1. £>e7! ~ 2. gc4# , 1... ^c4(a6)+  2g(x)c4#,
1.. . ^ b 3 +  2. gc3# , 1... ^fd5+ 2. 4^xd5#, 1... 
>^xd7+ 2. gxd7#, 1... ^ d 6 +  2. ^xd6# , 1... 
#xg6+  2. £xg6#, 1... ^T5+ 2. #xf5# , 1... # e 4 +  
2. ^rxe4#, 1... ^ e 3 + 2 . fxe3#, 1... ^ e 2 + 2 . £}xe2#,
1.. . # h 3 +  2. £xh3#, (1... gg3+  2. fxg3#).

= Alias: Queen’s Cross.

“QUI PERD GAGNE”
An old French term, used for instance by Rabbi 
Aaron Alexandre in his problem collection, de
noting selfmate. literally “who loses, wins”.

1 Rabbi Aaron Alexandre (1765-1850).

1278: 1. g b l+  ф а 2  2. <e£ c2 ф аЗ  3. g b 2  ф а 4  4. 
ф Ы  ф аЗ  5. ф а1 ф а 4  6. <0̂ bl ф аЗ  7. g a 6  ф а4  
8. ^ c 6 +  ф аЗ  9. g c 2  ф Ь ~  10. g b 6 +  ф аЗ  11. 
g  c3+ 1fxc3# ♦ Note that white Rook cannot parry 
the check by interposition, because ЬАсЗ hops over 
other pieces, and neither can Fb 1,because it moved 
only one step diagonally. It took another two centu
ries, before these pieces got their present power. ♦ 
The first self-mate we have literary evidence of.

QUICK-COMPOSING TOURNEY
A composing tourney with a prescribed theme, 
which is usually revealed at the start of a session 
that may extend from a few hours to, say, couple 
of days. Usually organized in conjunction with a 
problemists' meeting.

QUODLIBET [F]
A condition that each variation (of a chess prob
lem) has to meet at least one (quodlibet = “any”) 
of several alternative requirements.
I  Invented by Erich Bartel (1930).

RAD THEME
A piece steps in the course of the solution on all 
the squares which it can reach with one move. 
“Rad" (Ger.) = wheel.
= Alias: Wheel Theme.

RANDOM MOVE
An abstract, theoretical move (of any piece of ei
ther colour) that has the removal effect only: the 
piece making a random move, vacates the square 
it leaves, thus opening all lines that go through its 
square of departure. The piece (except a Pawn) 
still has the power of protecting its square of de
parture, but does not have any other effect on the 
position. By moving at random, the piece com
mits a general error which it may correct by 
moving onto a certain square.
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#2

1279:1. £}5~? (~) ®f5! ♦ 1. £ g 4 ?! <5>f5 2. £}g7#,
1... d5! (2* ^g47?) ♦ 1. £}d7! (~), 1... <g>f5 2. 
£}g7#, 1... d5 2. # g 4 # , 1... ®xd7,<g>d5>eQ.xd7 2. 
^xd6,4^c7,^re4# ♦ White’s general (primary) er
ror is to leave a flight on f6. The 1st secondary at
tack provides for 1... ®f5,but another secondary 
error occurs. The key is the 2nd secondary attack 
that avoids all errors.

—► See also: Correction, Black; Correction, White.

RANDOM PIECE
An abstract, theoretical unit, often called 
“Dummy”. which does not possess any other 
qualities apart from occupying a square. The 
concept is necessary in defining themes like ar
rival correction (Correction. Black. Arrival). ar
rival threat (Threat. ArrivalК etc.

#2

1280:1.^f4! ~2. gd2#, 1... g d 4 2 .^ O # , 1... £>d4 
2. ^d2# (^ 0 7 ) , 1... Де4 2. ^d2#, 1... £}e4 2. 
#f3# (#d2?) ♦ If dummy units arrived at d4 and 
e4, blocking those squares, White had mates ^ f3  
and ̂ d 2  respectively. In fact, the Rook and Bishop 
represent those units. The Knights’ arrivals in both 
cases correct Dummy’s error, but give White new 
mates on account of the opening of white lines to e4 
and d4.

RANGELOV THEME
Two different definitions can be found in the 
literature.
1. Annihilation clearance for a white Pawn.
2. Combination of ad-decov and ex-decoy: White 
decoys a black piece first to a certain square and 
then away from it to be able to take advantage of 
a (concealed) error Black committed at the first 
decoy.
1281 is good example for both definitions.
1 Vladimir Rangelov (1920).

1281

RANGELOV, Vladimir
2.hm Shakhmatna misl 
1950

1281:1. фс8! ~ 2. £}e7+ фе5 3. £d7#, i... gcxe3 
2. # d l+  gd3 3. e4#, 1... ghxe3 2. ^ h l+  gf3 3. 
e4#, 1... ДхеЗ 2. #a5+ Дс5 3. e4#, (1... Ad4 2. 
£>e7+ фс5 3.^а5#).

REAR GUARD REMOVAL
A piece of one colour guards a line by standing 
behind the enemy line piece. The guard is re
moved either by this piece’s move off the line, or 
by its self-interference.

1282:1. #xd7! ~ 2. ^d4#, 1... # h l+  2. gh3#, 1... 
^ e l+  2. gg3#, 1... ^ f l  2. gO #, 1... # g l  2. 
ge3#, 1... ^a4+ 2. gc4#, 1... ^ a 6  2. gc6#, 1... 
# a7  2. gc5#, 1... #xa8 2. gc8#, 1... gxg6 2. 
Ь8#/Д# ♦ 9 x direct rear guard removal.

★  Other examples: 203,652,982.
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RECIPROCAL
The principal o f reciprocal play was first applied 
in the framework of the strategical school in 
twomovers in Black Correction with changed 
play against black defences by two pieces 
(Feldmann 1 theme) and in reciprocal change 
against one pair o f defences in different phases. 
Later, reciprocal play was extended to all move
ments and schools of composition.
The principle of reciprocity forms a basis for a 
number of themes.
★  See example 1514.
= Allas: Reciprocity.

RECIPROCAL ANTI-BRISTOL THEME
Mutual anti-Bristol interference on the same 
square.

1283s 1. g c 4 ?  ghe2! ♦ 1. g c5 ! (2. ge5#), 1... 
ghe2  2. g f5  g f2  3. ge5# , 1... g ce2  2. g d 5  
g d 2 3. g e 5 # ,( l.. .® e 7 2 . g c 6 + ® e 8 3 . ge6#).

RECIPROCAL BATTERY CREATION
Two line pieces of unlike motions (i.e Rook and 
Bishop) create batteries (Battery) so that they ex
change front piece and rear piece roles in two 
phases or variations.

gxf5+  ®xe4 3. g f7# , 1... g x f l  2. Д хе5+ ф хе4
3. Д с7#, 1... ф хе4  2. gxe5+  <g>d4 3. gd7#.

RECIPROCAL BATTERY [H]
TRANSFORMATION
The two pieces of the same colour create in a sin
gle line of play two batteries (Battery) in which 
their front piece and rear piece roles are ex
changed.

1285

MEINKING, Daniel; 
WIEHAGEN, Rolf
2.pr Abdurahmanovic 60 
JT2000

1285: 1... ge2 2. ф с 4  gxa2+  3. фЬЗ g f2  4. Д Ы  
Д е2  5. ф а2  Д с4#  ♦ 1... Д е2  2. ф е4  A xg4+ 3. 
® f4 A d i 4. g5 g e 2  5. ® g4 ge4# .

RECIPROCAL DEFENSIVE MOTIFS
In two (or several) phases two black defenses ex
change their defensive motifs.

1286

J0NSSON, Gustav
Schackvdrlden 1942

1286: * 1 ... ©Ъ5 2. Д е3# (еЗ?) -  interference, 1... 
^ f 5  2. e3# (ДеЗ#) -  pin ♦ 1. £}f2! ~ 2. ^ d 3 # , 1... 
# b 5  2. ДеЗ# (еЗ?) -  pin, 1... # f 5  2. e3# (ДеЗ?) -  
interference ♦ Here the motives are seen in second
ary play as dual avoiding motives. White’s mates 
remain same.

RECIPROCAL DOUBLING
Doubling of two pieces on different lines in two 
variations or phases with exchange of front/rear 
positions.

1284: 1. ^ g l!  (2. ^xg3+ ,2 . Axf5), 1... g f3  2. 
Axf5 (3. Дхе5#) g x e4  3. A d7#, 1... g x e2  2.

1287:1. ^xd2 g g 2  2. ^ b 4  ^ c 2 #  ♦ 1. £xc4 ^ h 4  
2. £>a3 gb4#.
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1287

FEATHER, 
Christopher J.
Moultings 1991

RECIPROCAL DUAL AVOIDANCE
This phrase is a synonym for partial dual avoid
ance.
Reciprocal dual avoidance occurs, when White 
has the same apparent pair of mates (or continua
tions) present in two variations. The mate effec
tive in one variation is prevented in another and 
vice versa. The dual avoidance may be active or 
passive.

1288: 1. gc4! (~), 1... £}e3 2. 4}<ЩДсЗ?), 1... 
ge3 2. Дс3#(£^3?), (1... g ~  2. 4}e2## 1... 
gxcl 2. Дс2#, I... gxe4 2. ^d4#, 1... 2.
#g3#, 1... Д хё7 2. Axg7# I... g3 2. #f3#).

★  Other example 1280.

RECIPROCAL FUNCTIONS OF PIECES
Exchange of roles between two pieces of the 
same colour.

h#2 2111

#6

1289

MANDLER, Artur
Sack 1940

1289: 1. Де1! e2 2. Дс2 Ы 3. £}xb4 g5 4. £>g6 
фЬ2 5. £>e5 фаЗ 6. £}c4# (3... фЬ2 4. £}fd3+ 
фаЗ 5. ДсЗ e l #  6. ДЬ2#) 2... g5 3. £d3  b4 4. 
£)dxb4! фЬ2 5 .£}e5 фЬ4 6 .£jc4# ♦ In two iden
tical mating configurations white Knights have ex
changed their function as mate-giving and flight
-guarding pieces.

1290

ALAIKOV, Venelin
l.pr Shakhmatna misl 1981

h#3 b) ±Ь6-»а6
1290: a) 1. g b l  фе4 2. gb5 ^ d 6  3. gf3 ga2# ♦ 

b) 1. g a l  феЗ 2. ga4 g b 2 3. Af3 Ad6#♦ Black 
Bishop and Rook exchange their roles as pinning 
and unpinning units, while white officers exchange 
their roles as mating and guarding pieces.

★  Other examples: 191,263, 1294, 1685.

RECIPROCAL INCARCERATION
Two pieces incarcerate each other in turn in dif
ferent solutions, phases or variations of a prob
lem.
= Alias: Reciprocal Paralysis.

1291

GVOZDJAK, Peter
Lpr Sac hove umenie 1989

1291:1. £ d c 4+? Дё2 2. £>e~?? £f4# ♦ 1. <£ixbl+ 
Д<12 2. £c4+ £}f4# ♦ 1. £>ес4+? Де5 2. £>d~?? 
£>f2# ♦ 1. <£|Xd7+ Де5 2. £>c4+ £}f2#.

1292: 1. # b 6? ge3 2. # c7  e5! ♦ 1. #c7? gf4 2. 
#b6  ge3! ♦ 1. фП ! (2. #xb5+ ®d6 3. #b6+) ♦
1... £e3 2. #b6! gee4 3. # c7  ~ 4. £}b6# ♦ 1... 
£}f4 2. # c7  gde4 3. #b6  -  4. £c7# ♦ (1... £el 
2. g b l gf4  3. #Ь6, 1... £xh4 2. # b 6  ge3 3. 
®f6, 1... ge3 2. # c7  gf4  3. £Ь6+, 1... gf4 2. 
# b 6  ge3 3. £c7+).
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RECIPROCAL MOVES
In two phases or variations, one side, White or 
Black, makes the same two moves in reversed or
der. The Tura theme is an example of reciprocal 
(white) moves.
Pattern:

Reciprocal Moves
W1 B1 W2 B2 W3

X A В
_ y _ В A

1293

KUTZBORSKI, Dieter; 
ZIRKWITZ, Thorsten
3.hm Die Schwalbe 1989

1293s 1. ^g2? (2. ^a2+), 1... gc4a 2. gf4+A £}f3
3. dxc4#B, 1... gxa3b 2. gf5+c £}f3 3. £>b4#D,
1... Да6с2. gf6+E£tf3 3. gxd8#F, 1... gd4! ♦ 1. 
#f2! (2. ^a2+), 1... gc4a 2. dxc4+B фе4 3. 
gf4#A, 1... gxa3b2. <аЬ4+°фхе5 3. gf5#c , 1... 
^ a6 c 2. gxd8+F фхеб 3. gf6#E, (1... gd4 2. 
Jixd4) ♦ Three pairs of reciprocal exchange of 
White’s 2nd and 3rd moves.

1294

ELLINGHOVEN,
Bernd
REHM, Hans-Peter
l.pr feenschach 1990

h#3 b) <g>c5-»g2

1294:1. ge2 #g8  2. Дх13 ^ d 8  3. ^xd4+ ^xd4# 
♦ 1. gd2 ^a5  2. ^xd4 #a8  3. ДхО+ #xf3#. ♦ 
Black’s 2nd and 3rd move reciprocally inter
changed. ♦ i t  and Д  interchange roles.

★  Other examples: 709, 1685.

RECIPROCAL OBSTRUCTION
In different variations, two pieces (other than 
King) of the same colour occupy a certain square 
preventing each other from moving on that 
square.

#3

1295

HARTONG, Jan
l.pr Tidskriftfor Schack 
1955

1295s 1. f4! H ,  1... £>xc2 2. £>lxc3 ®f2 3. ДЬ4#,
1... Дхс2 2. ДхсЗ ®h4 3. Де1#, (1... £}e7 2. 
£>5xc3 ®xf4 3. <^e2#).

= Alias: Mutual Obstruction.

RECIPROCAL PLAY
In two variations or phases, or even in one phase, 
of a problem, a number of elements can occur in 
reciprocal fashion: (mating) moves, order of 
moves, functions of pieces, errors and motives of 
moves, etc. Common to these elements is that 
they can be paraphrased with help o f patterns like 
AB-BA. Various reciprocal (and cyclic) elements 
have very much characterized modem compos
ing in all genres and schools, especially since the 
1940s. Examples of reciprocal play can be found 
under titles starting with “Reciprocal” or “Ex
change”. Furthermore, there are many themes 
which involve reciprocal play.
★  See exafnple 1409.

RECIPROCAL PROMOTIONS
Reciprocal change of promotions in two phases 
or variations.

1296: *1... hxg8£i 2. £>b8 c8##  ♦ L ^ d 5  c8£> 2. 
g  e6 hxg8^#.
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h#2*

1296

SAILAS, Raimo
1 .pi International Team 
Match 1962-5

1297

KUZOVKOV, Aleksandr
2.pl WCCT1984-8

1297: *l... #b8  2. e8£)A 3.
gxe5,ge7,gxe8#) ♦ 1... # c8  2. e 8 ^ B (^xe8, 
#d7+,f4,#c7+ 3. gxe8,^xd7,#h5,ge7#) ♦
1. <£18! (2. ge5+ <£>d6 3. gd5#) ♦ 1... ^b8+
2. e 8 ^ B (^e5 ,^d6+ ,^xe8+  3. #xc6,gxd6, 
gxe8#) ♦ 1... ^rc8+ 2. e8£iA (^xe6,^xe8+ 3. 
£}f6,gxe8#) ♦ (1... f4 2. gf6+ <£>e4 3. gxf4#).

RECIPROCAL STALEMATE [E]
An endgame-study idea. In two (or more) varia
tions, both sides are stalemated at least once.

1298: 1. Де1! #xg3 2. £ f2  #xf2 3. g3+ <£>~ 
stalemate; 2... h5 3. <£gl ^xf2+ 4. <£>xf2 g3+ 5. 
<£>f3 g4+ 6. <£f4 stalemate.

RED-CROSS MAN [F]
Fairy piece. Cannot capture or be captured. Its 
duty is to move on the line of check the quickest 
possible way.
E Invented by Jesse G. Ingram (1885-1969). 

REEVES CYCLE
A cyclic shift of White’s first move and threat. It 
has not been attained in an orthodox twomover 
without twins.
E Christopher Reeves (1939).

Pattern:
Reeves
1
A В
В c
C A

1299

REEVES, Christopher
The Problemist 1969

#2 b)£f3->b3
+c) Ab6<->gf6 
+d) £Ь З_>0

1299: a) 1. £}e5!A (2. £dc4#B) <£>xe5 2. £c4# ♦ 
b) 1. £}dc4!B (2. £}с5#с ) <£>e4 2. £c5#  ♦ c) 
1. <£|C5!C (2. £}de4#D) <£>xc5 2. £>e4# ♦ d) 1. 
£*de4!D (2. £>е5#А) <£>c4 2. £}e5# ♦ The pioneer 
is a 4-fold cycle.

RECONSTRUCTION
Kind o f competition: Construct the position with 
a given solution.

1300:1. d4?A (2. Д13в gal#), 1... f5! ♦ 1. Д<13?в 
(2. e4c), l...£>e3! ♦ Le4?c (2. ДеЗ»), l...c5!^L 
ДеЗ!° ~ 2. d4A, 1... £d3 2. ^ f4  gal# .
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REFLECTED POSITION
A mirror image of a problem or endgame posi
tion, switching the а-file to the h-file, etc. Some 
composers prefer placing the majority of men on 
light squares to improve discemability. Reflec
tion has not any effect on the composition unless 
castling is involved in its solution.

REFLECTING MEN [F]
Fairy piece. Reflecting unit (most often a 
Bishop) reflects from all edges of the board. A re
flected movement cannot go on endlessly.

^e3  Пф#, 1... ^ g l  2. # f3  # e l# , 1... ^xg3 2. 
фП ^d3#, (1... £>xg3+ 2. <®>dl f ltf /a # ) .

H i__w%
r#2

1302

LINDGREN, Bo
3.pr feenschach 1964

REFLEX CHESS [F]
Fairy chess variant in which both players play to 
be mated and to avoid mating the adversary, with 
added condition that if a mate on the move exists 
at any stage it must be given.
1 Invented in 1885 by Benjamin G. Laws (1861-1931).

REFLEXMATE [F]
A selfmate in which both sides must deliver 
checkmate if they are able to do when it is their 
move. A problem where this stipulation applies 
only to Black is a semi-reflexmate. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.')
Despite the close relatedness to selfmates and the 
provision and variety of ideas the genre offers, 
the reflexmate condition has not yet gained the 
popularity it deserves.
In reflexstalemate both sides have to stalemate 
the opponent in one move when they can.

1301

LAWS, Benjamin G
St James Budget 1893

1301s L фО! (~), 1... £}f4/£>el+2. ф£2 £}d3#, I... 
£>xe3+ 2. <S>f4 #xh6#, 1... gxbl 2. e4 gxfl#,
1... gxa2 2. £ f4  £>el#, 1... d5 2. £}аЗ Э*П#, 1- 
#xh6 2. ф О  ^fxe3# (dual 2. <J>g4 £}xe3#).

1302: 1. фе2! -  2. фП £}xg3#, 1... Пф+ 2. феЗ 
#he2#, 1... f lg +  2. ф£2 ^xf2#, 1... ПД+ 2. 
ф е! ^e2#, 1... fl£>+ 2. <g>dl ^d2#, 1... ^ g 2  2.

1303

ANDERSON, Gerald F.
The Problemist 1967

1303: Not l . g  xb3? g  a7! and White must mate with 
2. ^xb5# ♦ 1. Ad5! (~ 2. gh2 -  3. Ag2 b2#, 2... 
Ь2+ 3. фха2 b l=##) 1... gxc8 2. gxb3 -  3. 
g b l  axbl=^#.

★  Other example 1300.
—> See also: Reflex Chess; Selfmate.

REFUTATION
The unique Black move that defeats a White frg 
in a direct mate problem. In notation, a refutation 
is signified by an exclamation mark (“ !”). 
Promotion refutations of the type Q/R or Q/B are 
not considered dualistic. In rare cases, mostly in 
two-movers, two or more refutations may have a 
thematic function. Logical problems with 
foreplan type I often have many refutations, 
which signifies the fact that White has to execute 
more than one foreplan to dispose of the obsta
cles to obtain the goal. In all types of problems, it 
is preferred that all thematic tries have distinct 
refutations and that they are not too obvious.
= Alias: Defeat.

1304: White’s main plan 1. g  e7+ £jxe7 2. £}xf6+ is 
refuted by 2... <3?f7! and 2... gxf6! Firstly, the 
square f7 must be blocked: 1. ĝre3! (2. £}~7+, 
gd8+) 1... £}f7 (gives a flight on g7; 1... <3?xd7 2. 
£jf8+ <3?d8 3. ^re6) 2. ^ c l !  (secondly, H has to
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be ex-decoyed from protecting f6; thr. 2. ^rc8+ and 
^c6; 2... <g>xd7 3. ^c8+! фхс8 4. £>b6#) 2... 
gxcl 3. ge7+ 4)xe7 4. 4)xf6# ♦ Two beautiful 
model mates with two Knights for a good measure.

1304

KOLLMANN, FrantiSek
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1887

REFUTATIONS, COMBINATIVE 
SEPARATION OF
At least three Black’s refutations are separated 
against White’s tries: ABC, AB, АС, ВС, А, В, C.

1305

BOGDANOV, Evgeny
2.pr Suomen Shakki 2000

1305s 1. £ Ь 5? (~) фс4 2. Деб#, 1... Ьхсб!а, 
exd4!b,f5!c ♦ 1. # h l?  (~) exd4 2. g4e5#, 1... 
bxc6!a,f5!c ♦ 1. gd8? H  bxc6 2. Д Ш , 1... 
exd4!b,f5!c ♦ 1. gxg6? (~) f5 2. gd6#, 1...
bxc6!a,exd4!b ♦ 1. ^rd3? (~) exd4/f5 2. ^xd4/ 
g4xe5#, 1... bxc6!a ♦ 1. ^c2? (~) bxc6/exd4 2. 
^хсб/Деб#, 1... f5!c ♦ 1. ge8! (~), 1... bxc6 2.
Деб#, 1... f5 2. g  8xe5#, 1... exd4 2. ^b5# ♦ The 
solitary appearance of 1... exd4!b is missing.

REGRESSIVE REFUTATIONS THEME
In a multiphase twomover Black has n refuta
tions to a try. To the next try he has n-1 refuta
tions and so on, until Black does not have any 
refutations. It is an advantage if White’s mates 
change from one phase to another as much as 
possible. None of Black’s refutations will return 
once it has appeared as a defence.
1 Jacques Savournin (1930).

#4

#2
1306: 1. £>f6? ^ c 6 /# x e 6 /£ > x e 2 /^ b 7 /g x f5 !  ♦ 

1. 4)12? ^xe6/<£ixe2/^b7/gxf5! ♦ 1. £g5?
4}xe2/^b7/gxf5! ♦ 1. £)c5? ^b7/gxf5! ♦ 1.
4}c3? gxf5! ♦ 1. £>d2! -  2. ge4# , 1... £>xe2 2. 
£ b 3 # , 1... gxf5 2. 4ixf5#, 1... ^ c 6  2. Ag7#, 1... 
^ Ь 7 /# х е б  2. 4)b5#.

—> See also: Elmgren 2 Theme.
= Aliases: Progressive Elimination of Refutations; 

Savournin Theme.

r e h m -l a Cn y  t h e m e
A three-move theme with cyclic changes of white 
responses to first and second black moves. Three 
defences on first black moves are answered by 
three different white continuations. In the fourth 
variation, the same three black moves appear as 
the second-move defences, and they are met by 
the cyclically shifted same three white moves, 
which are now mates.
Pattern:

Rehm-La£ny
* a b c

1 ... 2.A 2.В 2.C
2 ... 3.B 3.C 3.A

1307

REHM, Hans-Peter
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1992

#3
1307:1. Дс1! (2. 4}h6+ фе4 3. #d4#), 1... £>xe5a 

2. 4)d6+A Axd6 3. gf4#, 1... gxe5b 2. gf3+B 
4)f4,®e4 3. gxf4,43d2#, 1... Дхе5* 2. 4}e3+c 
gxe3 3. ^c8# ♦ 1... ^xd5 2. ^xd5  (3. 4)h6#),
2... 4)xe5a 3. gf3#B, 2... gxe5b 3. £>e3#c 2... 

Дхеб* 3. &d6#A (2... gd2/ge3 3^(x)e3#) ♦ 
(1... ®e4 2. ^d4+ ®f5 3. £}h6#).
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REHM MECHANISM [S]
Play by a battery opening twice in succession 
within the same variation, giving a flight square. 
the front piece moving each time to a different 
square. (Definition from FIDE Album,')

1308

VUKCEVlt, Milan
J.pr The Problemist 1981

1308s 1. #d2! ~ 2. Дхс2+ <®>g4 3. gg5+ ®h4 4. 
gc5+ ®g4 5. Д£5+ ®h5 6. Дс8+ #xc5#, 1... 
exd2 2. Де4+ <J>g4 3. gg5+ ®h4 4. ge5+ ®g4
5. Af5+ <®>h5 6. Дс8+ gxe5#, 1... ^ /g x d 2  2. 
Ad3+ ®g4 3. gg5+ <J>h4 4. gd5+ <®>g4 5. ДР5+ 
®h5 6. Дс8+ ©xd5#.

REHM THEME [H]
Two line-pieces stand on the same line. One 
moves around the other (complete peri-maneu
ver). Then both pieces move (or operate) on this 
line in the same direction. In the complete form 
of the theme, the combination is made possible 
by an anti-critical move. (Definition from FIDE 
Album.)
§ Hans Peter Rehm (1942).

1309

WIEHAGEN, Rolf; 
REHM, Hans-Peter
4.hm Die Schwalbe 1992

b) й М
1309: a) l... gc4 2. #xd2 gc8 3. # c l  gb8 4. 

^xb3+ gxb3# ♦ b) l... Да5 2. ^ h l  ^ d 8 3. # b l  
Де7 4. ^хаЗ+ ДхаЗ#.

★  Other example 742.

REINARTZ THEME
Two pieces of like motion are on the same line. A 
stronger piece clears first the line for a weaker

one and, when the line opens, the stronger piece 
returns down the line with mate.
S Otto Reinartz (?).

#4
1310:1. ga7! ~2. gxb7#, I...b6 2.a4b5 3.axb5~ 

4. gal# , 1... b5 2. аЗ b4 3. axb4~4. gal# .

RELAYED FOREPLANS
After the first foreplan. occurs a new one that 
Black did not have at his disposal before. With 
another foreplan White prevents this defence 
from being effective, or with right choice of 
foreplan removes them both. The New German 
theorists call this foreplan type II.
Interlocking preparatory maneuvers: After 
the first maneuver has been played, a second is 
required in order to eliminate a defence arising 
from the first. (Definition from FIDE Album.)

1311: 1. a4? Дхсб! -  1st obstacle ♦ 1. gb3? (2. 
d4+) £>f3 2. a4 £d4! (3. ДЬ4? фЪ~) -  2nd, new 
obstacle ♦ 1. Да1? (2. d4+) £>f3 2. a4 £}d4! -  2nd, 
new obstacle ♦ 1. ДЬ2! -  key of choice removes 
both obstacles (2. d4+) 2. a4 £}d4 3. ДаЗ#.

★  Other examples: 435,494, 1263, 1589.
= Aliases: Vorplane, gestaffelte (Ger.); VPP Тур II (Ger.).

RELEGATION CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. When a piece (other than King) 
comes to its 2nd rank (i.e., white on 2nd and 
black on 7th rank) it becomes a Pawn. See also 
Degradation. problem 4 5 9 .
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REMOTE BLOCK
Self-block on a square away from the own King 
which will become effective when King moves 
to the adjacent square.
= Alias: Distant Block.

REMOVAL EFFECT
The effect induced when a piece vacates its de
parture square, a tactical idea in defence or in at
tack (line opening, unblock, guard, etc.)
The effect can be evaluated considering these 
things:
(a) the piece leaves its square of departure free 

and opens all lines that go through it;
(b) the piece still guards its square of departure 

(unless it is a Pawn), but none of its neighbor
ing squares or any other square;

(c) the piece does not have any other effect on the 
position until it is justified to select its arrival 
square.

- >  See also: Arrival Effect.

REMOVAL ERROR
The primary error in a departure of a piece is a 
sum of all the harmful elements in position with
out the piece compared to the position with that 
piece on the board. This set of weaknesses is 
present in all specific moves by that piece, and 
the additional elements can arise only from the 
arrival effects).
—► See also: Arrival Error.

RENAUD THEME
Black parries a more-move threat by doubling 
the pieces after a critical move. White uses this 
defence as a Seeberger incarceration.
1 Georges Renaud (1893-1975).

1312s 1. gd3!~ 2 . # g 3 ~ 3 . ga3+ etc., 1... Д Й 2. 
^g3  ^ e7  3. ^h3  (~), e.g:, 3... ^ b 4  4. ^xd7+, 
3... ^d 6  4. exd6,3... ^ d 8  4. ga3+.

—> See also: Schliitter Theme.

REPETITION, METHOD OF
One o f means to achieve a greater expressive
ness: the main idea o f the problem is repeated in 
several variations.
- >  See also: Cumulation, Method of 
= Aliases: Method of Repetition; Principle of Repetition.

REPLACING CHESS [F]
After every capture the captured man has to be 
returned to any legal square the capturing side 
determines.
1 Invented by John E. H. Creed (1904-1974).

REPUBLICAN CHESS [F]
There are no Kings! If the side which has played 
can put the opposite King on a square where it 
would be legally mate, then the opposite side is 
mated.
Republican Chess Type 2. After the opposite 
King is put on such a square, the opposite side 
can then itself put the other King on a square 
where it is mated, provided that this move parries 
the existing check.

RETFS SQUARE [E]
A maneuver in endgame: By threatening to sup
port the advance of his own Pawn, King manages 
to gain the necessary tempos and catches the ad
vanced black Pawn moving down along the diag
onal firstly away from the Pawn’s line, and then 
towards the Pawn’s line.
1 Richard Reti (1889-1929).

1313s 1. <®>g7! h4 (1... фЬ6 2. ®f6 h4 3. фе5 h3 4. 
®d6 h2 5. c7) 2. <g>f6! <g>b6 (2... h3 3. феб h2 4. 
c7) 3. <3?e5! h3 4. <J>d6 = ♦ This position has 
been reprinted countless times, sometimes with dif
ferent source than given here; for instance: “Deut
sche Schachzeitung“ 1921 ("Mala encyclopedic 
sachu " by Jifi Vesely, Jan Kalendovsky & Bedrich
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Formanek), “Kagan's Neueste Schachnachrichten ” 
1921 (FIDE Album 1914-1944/III, and Cheron in 
his “Lehr- und Handbuch der Endspiele 11”).

RETRACTOR [RJ
Problems where it is required to retract one or 
more last (half)moves, usually leading to posi
tion where some goal can be realized. All retro 
moves must lead to legal positions. If a goal is 
omitted in the stipulation then “Mate in 1” is 
assumed. For instance, Retromate in 3 means 
“Mate in one three moves ago”. Nowadays it is 
usual to use a symbolic instead of a descriptive 
stipulation, e.g., for the above example: “-3  & 
# 1” .

Depending on the stipulation, the retro play can 
be either defensive or co-operative.
In a defensive retractor Black tries to obstruct 
White in his intention. Depending on the way the 
capture move is resolved, there are two types of 
defensive retractors:
Hoeg Retractor (or Hoeg type). The type of 
captured piece is decided by the adversary. In ex
ample 1314, after White retracted a Pawn move 
from e4 and e5; Black’s last move could have 
been made by any piece except Pawns on b7, e7 
and h7. Whichever move Black tries to retract, 
White decides that it was a capture, puts the piece 
of his choice on the departure square of the re
tracted move and immediately moves this piece 
so to prepare mate in one. Note that when Black 
retracts his King from a8 to b8 and White decides 
that his Rook was captured there, Black could do 
the similar after White retracts this Rook to a7, 
and by claiming that it was a capture of the 
Queen, defending the mate on b7. However, the 
structure of white Pawns tells that they have 
made 4 captures, and since there are 12 black 
pieces on the board, it is clear that Black has no 
available piece to put back on the board.
Proca Retractor (or Proca type). The type of 
captured piece is decided by the side which re
tracted the move. In example 1315 White could 
capture the Bishop on b6 with mate, if the 6th 
rank was not guarded by the other black Bishop. 
White retracts a Pawn capture ®e3xd3, putting 
his King under the check which could have been 
given by only one legal black move -  en passant 
capture. So, Black is forced to retract 1  c4x £  d3 
and cut the J^b3 line. There is now mate in one,

but White still has to retract his second move 
which was, of course, a double step by the £  d4.
In a co-operative retractor, both sides make a 
stipulated number of retro moves to reach the po
sition where the stipulated goal is possible. Con
sequently, there is only one type:
Help-Retractor. One of the oldest type of retrac
tor problems. In the help-retractor (or co-opera
tive retractor), unlike in the defensive retractor, 
White and Black have the same goal and, conse
quently, there’s no dilemma as who decides 
about the type of captured piece. The famous 
1316 is known as Problem o f two Kings.
§ Niels Hoeg (1876-1951); Zeno Proca (1906-1936).

1 3 1 4 :-I.e4-e5!(~) ♦ -L .. ê g lx J ah2-2.f2-f4& 
1. ^a4#  ♦ -1... £g3x£h2 -2. Agl-h2 & 1. 
#g8# ♦ -1... ag lx A h l-2 .e3 -e4 & l.^x b 7 #  
♦ -1... £}xgel -2 . g b l-e l  & 1. #xb7# ♦ 
-1... g d lx ^ d 2  -2. ^e3-d2 & 1. ^g 8 #  ♦ -1... 
£ixgc2 -2. gb2-c2 & 1. ^xb7# ♦ -1...
e6x£>f5 -2. £}d6-f5 & 1* ^xb7# ♦ -1... g5x^h4 
-2. Jf2-h4 & 1. #g8# ♦ -1... f7xgg6 -2. 
^Ь6-Ь3 & 1. gg8# ♦ -1... <g>a7xga8 -2. 
gb8-a8+ & 1. #xb7# ♦ -1... <£>b8xga8 -2. 
ga7-a8+& l.^xb7#.

1315

PROCA, Zeno
Chess Amateur 1924 /  
dedicated to W. Pauly

-2 & #1 Proca-Retractor
1315:-!. <3?e3xd3! cxd3(ep)+ 2.d2-d4& 1. gxb6#.
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1316

SUNYER, Julio
Chess Amateur 1923

-1 & h#l Help Retractor
1 3 1 6 :-!. <J>g6xgh5 g h 8 x ^ h 5  & 1. 0-0 #h7 # .

RETREATABLE PAWN [F]
Fairy piece. Moves between 2nd and 8th ranks 
(white), or 7th and 1 st (black), forwards or back
wards. It always captures and checks forwards, 
but it can be captured when it moves a double 
step in either direction. It promotes normally, but 
can remain a Pawn.
i  Invented by Ragnar Persson in 1938 (R. Persson, Fairy 

Chess Review 3/9 pages 100/3045).

RETREATING PAWN [F]
Fairy piece: does not promote, but upon reaching 
the last rank may then retreat in one move to any
where from the 2nd to the 7th rank.

RETRO [RJ
Usually an abbreviation for “Retrograde”.
★  See example 782.

RETRO ETERNITY [R]
A special mechanism in which a series of 
retro-moves does not carry a transfer of move, 
and the initial game array can never be reached.

RETRO OPPOSITION [R]
In a particular phase of the retro-play, it can be 
proved which side is to play, despite there being 
mobile units on both sides.

1317: The white Pawns and black Pawns have each 
made 3 captures: cxbP (for promotion to Knight), 
d6xe7 (for promotion to Knight), and gxf; a3x^b2 
(for promotion to Knight), fxge6 , hx^g6 . The 
double cage on the right can be opened only by 
means of h7x^g6  and g6x£}f7. But before this, a 
white piece must unpromote on h8. This can only 
be a white Queen, because no other piece can get 
back to h8. This Queen must first be brought back 
on the board by a Pawn-uncapture, i.e., a3x^b2. 
The black King is shielded from check by two 
Knights. If it is White to play in the diagram posi
tion, there is a lack of a tempo at the end of the 
whole maneuver, despite 6 mobile Knights, so that 
in order to avoid retro-stalemate, White must begin 
the retractions. So the answer is: 1. g g 3 #  is illegal 
and White cannot mate in one because it is 
Black’s turn to move.

RETRO PROBLEM [R]
A chess composition containing at least one ele
ment of Retrograde Analysis that is essential for 
the author’s idea.
★  See example 782.

RETRO-STALEMATE [R]
A position where the side whose turn it is to re
tract has no valid last move.
= Alias: Retropat.

RETROGRADE ANALYSIS [R]
Deduction of the move or moves leading up to a 
given position. A problem may be completely 
made up of retrograde analysis (as in a proof 
game, or a problem in which the task is to deter
mine Black’s last move, for example), or it may 
be a part of some larger problem (for example, it 
may be necessary to determine that Black has 
moved his King leading up to a given position, 
meaning he is unable to castle, and thus render
ing correct a solution which would be otherwise 
incorrect). (Definition from FIDE Album.} 
Often in any problem solving, a brief retroanal- 
ysis consists of a routine check on things like 
does Black (or White) have the last move, are 
there promoted (obtrusive) pieces on the board, is 
there a conflict between the remaining force and al
lowed captures made by Pawns, etc.

RETROSHIELDING [R]
Retroshielding is the avoidance of the threat of 
an illegal (for classical-style retroproblems) or 
“undesirable” (for retros with additional condi-
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tions, including fairy ones) linear check by 
means of emergence on the relevant line of a 
sidepiece which delivers no check to the shielded 
King along that line. (Frolkin & Komilov).
There are two main types of Retroshielding:
Active: A retroshield (piece) comes to the 

retroshielding line “on its own” (see the ex
ample by Dawson),

Passive: The shield (piece) emerges as a result of 
its uncapture (see the example by Frolkin & 
Komilov).

1318

DAWSON, Thomas R.
Neuburger Wochenschach 
1911

1318: Retro: l... e7-e5 2. f5-f6 g e6 -e l 3. f4-f5 
ga6-e6 (shields the black King) 4. £c6-a7  (uses 
the shield) ♦ Thus, it is White’s turn to move.

1319: Retro: L £e8-d6+ g2 - g l^  2. ^h8-f8 g3-g2 
3. g f8 -f7 g4-g3 4. gg8xA f8 g5-g4 5. £d6-e8 
<2?e8-d8,etc.

= Aliases: Retro Shield; Retroscreening.

'REVERSAL l
Reciprocal change of the first and mating move 
to the same defence in two phases.
1320: 1. £12? H ,  1... gxh5 2. ^ f4 # , 1... ®xh5,g5 

2. ^ h 6 ,^ h 3 # , 1... f4! ♦ 1. # f4 ! (~), 1... gxh5 2. 
£ f2 # , 1... ®xh5,g5 2. £ f 6 ,# h 2# ♦ One of the 
oldest examples with possibly unconscious the
matic try. A miniature with reversal and three 
changed mates is certainly more appreciated today 
than it could have been 140 years ago.

1320

BOIVIN, C. A.
The Torch 1871

1321

SALAZAR, Francisco
The Problemist 1969

1321: 1. £e6?A~2. gf5#, 1... £d3 2. ДсЗ#в, 1... 
gxh6! ♦ 1. ДсЗ?в ~2. gf5#, 1... JJ,d3 2. £e6#A,
1... gxf7! ♦ 1. # a l? c -  2. gf'5#, 1... Ad3 2. 
£b3#D, 1... gg5! ♦ l .£ b 3 !D~2. gf5#, 1... Д<13 
2. «ral#c, (1... gxf7,gg5 2. £xf7,#xg5#).

Reversal 1 and 2 Patterns:
Reversal 2
1 -
A В
В A

Reversal 1
1 - a
A В
В A

REVERSAL 2
Reciprocal change of the first move and threat in 
two phases.

1322:1. g d 3 ? ~ 2 . gh6# , 1... £ g 6 ! ♦ 1. g h 6 ? ~ 2 . 
gd3# , 1... £ x e 2  2. gg7# , 1... ^ d 6 !  ♦ 1. g e 3 ? ~  
2. gh7# , 1... Де7! ♦ 1. gh 7 ! ~ 2. ge3# , 1... 
£ x e 2 /£ e 4  2. gg6#.

= Aliases: Reversal, Threat; Threat-Reversal.
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REVERSAL EXCHANGE
Presentation of reversal themes in two phases so 
that each thematic phase has a role of try for other 
thematic phase. Example with a single thematic 
move is the le Grand theme.
Combined with an additional theme, reversal 
exchange assumes a cyclic form, as in the 
Dombrovskis theme example 1323.

1323

VASILENKO, Anatoly
3.pr Loshinsky M T1982

1323s 1. £>xe7?~ 2. ^dc6#A, 1... j |xd4b2. f4#B, 1... 
f5!a ♦ 1. Дхс5? ~ 2. f4#B 1... d5c 2. ^xe6#c , 1... 
Jxd4!b ♦ 1. ^a2! ~ 2. #xe6#c , 1... d5c 2. Дс7#,
1... f5a 2. £ jc6#A 1... c4 2. f4#, etc.

REVERSIBLE PAWN [F]
A fairy Pawn. Moves, captures and checks in 
both directions.
1 Introduced by T. R. Dawson in 1911.

REX EXCLUSIVE (RE) [F]
Means the fairy rules do not apply to the Kings 
(or any other Royal piece).

REX INCLUSIVE (RI) [F]
Means the fairy rules apply to the Kings (or any 
other Royal piece).

REX MULTIPLEX [F]
Fairy condition. Each side has (a possibility of 
having) more than one King. The variant is 
known as multirex or rex multiplex. Some of the 
basic concepts, like check and mate, have to be 
redefined, and there are several different ways 
this can be done, none of which has a clear claim 
to be the best way.

L Group mate. The simplest way of generalizing 
the rules is to interpret a “check” to a royal piece 
as a check by the side giving it, i.e, either White 
or Black. Thus checkmate occurs if a royal piece 
is in check and all moves leave at least one of the

royal pieces still in check, though not necessarily 
the same one.
When there are two Kings on one side, under 
these rules, they are often called Siamese Kings. 
It is often sufficient to fork or skewer two of the 
Kings to give mate, there being no need in this 
case to guard flight squares, since a flight of one 
of the Kings leaves the other in check. The only 
way to parry the skewer-check, then, is an inter
position of a third piece on the check-line, or a 
capture of the checking unit.

2. Superm ate. All the royalties have to be 
checked simultaneously. Moves that check one 
or some of the Kings, but not all, may in this type 
of play have to be declared illegal or, if die 
checks cannot be answered, draw on the grounds 
of being, like stalemate, incomplete attempts to 
give checkmate.
3. Monomate. The aim is to checkmate one of 
the royalties, disregarding the others. Here again 
there is some variation among composers as to 
whether other Kings can be checked at the same 
time that one is mated, or whether one King can 
save another from mate by interposing itself.
= Alias: Multirex.

REX SOLUS
A problem where one side’s force consists purely 
of the King. Black Rex Solus problems are not 
rare, but white Rex Solus is usually accompanied 
by some fairy or retro element.

1324

BLATHY,Ott6T.
L 'kchiquier 1926

s#29 Maximummer
1324s 1. ® cl ДаЗ+ 2. ®dl ДГС 3. ®e2... 7. 

<J>xd4... 9. фЬ2 ДаЗ+ 10. фхаЗ #h4  И. ®Ь2 
^ d 8  12. фс1... 16. <g>g3 #h4+ 17. фхЬ4 Де4
18. ®g3... 22. фхс7... 25. ®xd5 Де4+ 26. <J>d6 
Да8 27. фс7 Д О  28. фЬ8 Да8 29. фха8 0-0#.

1325: 1. ®g2! ~ 2. ф П  £>4=, 1... П ^ +  2. <$>g3 
#f5=, 1... fl g +  2. ®h3 ggl= , 1... fl Д + 2. <$>hl 
g g2=, 1... f l£ +  2. ®gl £,g3=, 1... ga3 2. <$>h2
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f l^ = , 1... £>c2 2. ф П  £ e l=  l...£ge~,£g~8 2. 
фП Де4=

1325

ABDURAHMANOVlt,
Fadil
l.pr feenschach 1981

★  Other examples: 575, 1095, 1163, 1240, 1316,1520.

1327s 1. gc4? ~ 2. <£|C7#, 1... Дёб 2. £>c3#, 1... 
ДхЬб! ♦ 1. ДЬ8? ~ 2. £c3#, 1... Дё4 2. £}c7#,
1... ДхЬ4! ♦ 1. ^e8! ~ 2. ^a8#, 1... £>d4 2. 
<£ic7#, 1... £}d6 2. £}c3#, (1... gxb6 2. gxc5#).

RICE THEME
In two phases. the keys directly selfpin two dif
ferent white pieces on the same square. In at least 
two variations, Black unpins the key-piece which 
mates.
1 The term was first used after John M. Rice (1937) 

had published a number of problems with alternate 
self-pinning in the late 1950s and early 1960s, al
though JMR himself denies that he was the originator 
of the theme.

RICCIARDI THEME
In two or more tries, White threatens every time a 
different mate, which Black refutes with differ
ent moves. In the solution Black’s new defences 
allow each threat mate of the try play.
1 Adelchi Ricciardi (1884-1968).
Pattern:

Ricciardi
1 ~ a b c d

X? A !
У? В !
z A В

1326s 1. gd4? (2. Дёб#) Дс7! ♦ 1. gf4? (2. ,fif6#) 
^d8! ♦ 1. ^ h l !  ~ 2. #h8#, 1... ДхЫ 2. Д05#,
1... ДхЫ 2. ^d6#, (1... £ptd7 2. #xe4#).

1328:1. gxd5? -  2. gbxd4#, 1... £}c4 2. gxd4#,
1.. . gc4 2. ge5#, 1... #xg7! ♦ I. £>xd5!~2. O#,
1.. . £}c4 2. <ac3#, 1... gc4 2. £>f6# ♦ etc.

RIDER [F]
Any piece able to move in one move along se
quence o f cells that form a path, the cells passed 
through being clear. The Rider can stop at any 
cell in its path, but a capture, if any, can occur 
only on the last cell of the ride. The moves of 
Riders are thus blockable by intervening pieces. 
The paths can be straight or curved. The length of 
one step is given in coordinates (x,y), which de
note orthogonal lines.
Any leaper may be granted the power of extend
ing its first leap in the same direction by taking 
further leaps along a “riding-line”, unless the 
stopping square is blocked by a friendly or occu
pied by an enemy piece (in which case it can be 
captured).
Of the orthodox pieces, the Queen, Rook and 
Bishop belong to this group. Some fairy riders 
are:
Alfilrider: (2,2) Rider.
Camelrider: (1,3) Rider.
Dabbabarider: (0,2) Rider.
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Nightrider: Rider along straight lines o f  Knight 
moves; (1,2) Rider (T. R. Dawson, "Die 
Schwalbe” 1925).

Threerider: (0,3) Rider.
Zebrarider: (2,3) Rider.

RIGA THEME
In a threemover, Black on his first move makes a 
weakness which can be used by White only on 
the third move, while the attempt to use it on the 
second move will weaken the position o f White. 
The theme was proposed by problemists from 
Riga and that’s where its name came from.

1329: 1. #f2! (2. #a2+), I... gd2 2. £xd4+ (2. 
£g5+?) ®xf6,gxd4 3. #h4,#xf5#, 1... Д<!2 2. 
£}g5+ (2. £>xd4+?) ®xf6,Axg5 3. #xd4,#xf5#, 
(1... b4 2. #e2+; 1... <g>xf6 2. ^a2).

= Alias: Riga.

RING TOURNEY
A competition for original compositions pub
lished within a given period in one country in 
various sources o f which none organizes a tour
ney o f its own. One o f the best known regular 
ones is the Israel Ring Tourney.

ROBERT THEME
The mates which occur after the same defence in 
the set play recur in a post-key play after new 
black defences, while the thematic set defence is 
met by changed mate (Mate. Changed).
1 Philippe Robert (1938).
Pattern:

Robert
1 i - a b c Y

■ * AB..X
j d ___ Z A В X

1330: *l... c4 2. g e l/g e2 /g e3 #  ♦ 1. &f4! (~), 1.» 
c4 2. # b5#, 1... g g l 2. gel# , 1... gg2 2. ge2#,
1... gxf3 2. ge3# ♦ etc.

1330

ROBERT, Philippe
Diagrammes 1997

#2

R0DO VRE THEME
In try White threatens an immediate mate A. 
Black’s defense a is followed by an immediate 
mate B. Black parries White’s threat with a good 
defence b, made by a different piece. With his 
foreplan White forces Black to move a. White 
then can carry out his main plan. which now 
threatens mate B. Black’s thematic move is fol
lowed now by mate A.

1331:1. gd5? (2. gd8#] £ d 7  2. exd7#, 1... £>f7! ♦ 
1. gb5! (2. Да5 -  3. gb8#) ♦ 1... £ d 7  2. gd5! 
(3. cxd7#] Д -  3. gd8# ♦ Until now the most 
convincing example of Rodovre theme, in addition 
with 3-move threat and only 8 men.

ROELS THEME
A two-move theme which has two forms:
Roels 1: A combination o f theme A with unpins 

o f the mating piece. See 1332
Roels 2: A combination o f theme A2 with unpins 

o f  the mating piece. See 1333

1332: 1. Даб! ~ 2. £b5#, 1». Дс7 2. #f2#, 1... 
Де7 2. #f4#, (1... Де5,Дс5 2. £e6,£c6#).

1333: 1. ДЬ8! -  2. Де5#, 1... 4)еб 2. #е5#, (1... 
£cd7! 2. £е6#)# \_  2. £Ь5#, 1... £d3 2.
£}e2# ♦ etc. (Defence £*d3 is not pure A2 theme 
since it also guards e5).
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1332

FLECK, Ferenc
l.hm Magyar Sakkvilag
1939

#3

1333

NOVEJARQUE,
Francisco
l.pr Netherlands -  Spain 
1935

-> See also: Theme A; Theme A2.

ROHR THEME [S]
Selfmate with active play of a white King’s bat
tery. White gives check from the Royal battery 
and Black has to checkmate white King by cap
turing the rear piece of the battery.
§ Hugo Rohr (1865-1937).

s#2
1334s 1. # b 6 !  ~ 2. #d4+ gxd4#, 1... Д О  2. 

<3?xd2+ Ad4#, 1... axb6 2. фЬ4+ gxb2/gd4#, 
(1... £ptf6 2. #c7+gd6#).

ROMAN THEME
A defence substitution idea in Logical combina
tion.
A good defence to a threat is eliminated by means 
of a foreplan and a decoy, and an inferior analo
gous defence (not previously available) by the 
same unit is introduced.

1335s l. #h2? gc7! ♦ 1. ^g6! (2. #f2+) gxg6 
(1... фсЗ 2. # e l+ ) 2. #h2  gc6 3. £>b5#.

★  Other examples: 938,988, 1467, 1589.
= Alias: Romer (Ger.).

ROMAN, ALTMAN
A much-debated Roman combination (Roman 
theme) in which a black man is not decoyed to a 
disadvantageous square with the resulting bad 
defence, but away from an advantageous square, 
which gives White a mating attack.
1 Ernst Altman (1890-1916).

1336

ALTMAN, Ernst
Akademische Monatshefte 
far Schach 1911

1336s 1. ^g6? (2. ^g4#) Деб! ♦ 1. £c6? Дхсб 2. 
^ g 6  Да7! ♦ 1. £>b7! (2. £>c5/<£|d6) ДхЬ7 2. 
#g6  Дс8 3. ©сб#.

= Alias: Altman-Roman.

ROMAN, ANTI-STALEMATE
A piece is able to move so as to defeat a threat. It 
is purposely decoyed by the adversary to a new 
square, where, although still able to defeat the 
threat, its defensive move, which originally was 
harmless, now permits a new attack; the nature of 
the final disadvantage is the avoided stalemate 
that, consequently, gives White time to carry out 
his main plan.
★  See example 1467.
= Alias: Roman, Anti-Pat.
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ROMAN, BEUGUNG
A piece is able to move so as to defeat a threat. It 
is purposely decoyed by the adversary to a new 
square, where, although still able to defeat the 
threat, its defensive move, which originally was 
harmless, now permits a new attack. The final 
disadvantage is elimination of a good defence.

1337:1. ДеЗ? gd5? 2. ^xd5, 1... ga4! ♦ 1. Дс1? 
ga2? 2. Дха2, 1... gb5! ♦ 1. Ad2! gc5 2. ДеЗ 
g d5 ,gc4  3. Д x g ,  1... ga2  2. Дс1 ga2 ,gb3
3 .A x g .

★  Other example 1347.
—► See also: Beugung.
% Alias: Roman, Deflection.

ROMAN, CAPTURE
A piece is able to move so as to defeat a threat. It 
is purposely decoyed by the adversary to a new 
square, where, although still able to defeat the 
threat in an analogous way, its defensive move, 
which originally was harmless, now permits a 
new attack. The final disadvantage is a capture.

1338: 1. £>fe6? (2. £>f8#) ДЬ4! ♦ 1. £>d5?
(2£>d~6#) gxg6! ♦ 1. ^f2! -  2. ^d4#, 1... Дxf2 
2. £|fe6 Дс5 3. £>xc5#, 1... gxf2 2. 4^d5 gf6 3. 
£xf6#, (1... £c6  2. e6+ ®d6 3. # c5 #).

★  Other examples: 1134, 1337, 1346.
£ Alias: Capture-Roman.

ROMAN, CONSECUTIVE
One Roman is a foreplan for another Roman de
coy.

1339: 1. gdxd7? ДЬ4! (1... ДИ4? 2. gdf7) 1. 
g d 5 ?  ДсЗ! (1... Д gЗ? 2. gdxd7 Д d6  3. gxd6) 
♦ 1. g d 3 ! (2. ge3#) Д О  (1... Д d2  2. gxf3)2. 
g d 5  Д gЗ 3. gdxd7 Д d6 4. gxd6  -  5. ge6#.

ROMAN, GRIMSHAW
White’s main plan is refuted by a black man. 
With his foreplan White decoys another black 
man so, that now the execution of his plan causes 
a harmful interference. In interference Roman 
(Roman, Interference) all defensive moves are 
made by the same piece, whereas in Grimshaw- 
-Roman the decoy of another piece over a critical 
square is needed.

1340

VETTER, Hans
12594. Deutsches 
Wochenschach 8.8.1915

1340: 1. £c6? gxc6! 2. £b3 gc4!! 3. #e8+ Деб 
♦ 1. £}b3! (2. gd4+) ДхЬЗ 2. £}c6 gxc6 3. ^h8 
gc4 4. ^e8#, (1... ga4 2. £c6  dxc6 3. #e8+).

ROMAN, IN A BROAD SENSE 
A black piece defeats White’s main plan. With 
his foreplan White decoys the piece to another, 
unfavourable square, where it can still defend 
against the threat, but the defense fails due to an 
error. The new defense is not, strictly speaking, 
quite analogous with the original one.
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#3 #4

1343

RClBESAMEN, Hermann
Suddeutsche Schachblatter 
1908

1341s 1. g b 8? £}g7! ♦ 1. gb2! £>h4 2. gb8 <^g6 
3. JLg8# ♦ Good defense was interference, the 
insufficient defense is a guard of the mating square, 
i.e. the motive is different.

2  Alias: Romer im Weiteren Sinne (Ger.).

ROMAN, INTERFERENCE
A Black piece is able to move so as to defeat a 
threat. It is purposely decoyed by White to a new 
square, where, although still able to defend 
against the threat, its defensive move, which 
originally was succesful, now entails the error of 
causing an interference.

1342

ROBESAMEN, Hermann
Munchner Neueste 
Nachrichten 1909

1342s 1. g f l?  g e l! ♦ 1. gf3? gc3 2. &d3 gxd3 
3. g f 7  gd7! ♦ 1. gf2! (2. gh2#) gc2 2. Де2 
gxe2 3. g f7  ge7 4. gf6#.

★  Other examples: 82,1335.

ROMAN, LINE-OPENING
Against White’s main plan a black piece has a 
sufficient defence. White decoys this piece so 
that it still has an analogous defence against 
White’s threat, but at the same time it brings 
about an error, which White takes advantage of. 
The error is a vacation of the line along which 
White either gains a control of new square(s), or 
where to he can move (which can be called “line 
vacation Roman”).

1343s 1. £>ЬЗ? ДЬ4! ♦ 1. gg3! (2. gxe3#) Axg3 2. 
£}b3 Jx d 6  3. &c5+ Дхс5 4. ^d7#. (3... ®f5 4. 
^re4#) ♦ Line-opening d7-d5.

1344s 1. gd3? (2. ^h3) A g6! 2. #h3 Axf5! ♦ 1. 
£b5! (2. £>xd4#) ДхЬ5 2. gd3! (2. ^h3) Дх<13 
3. ^h3  Axf5 4. ^xb3#, (1... ®xf5 2. ge3 dxe3 3. 
^h3+).

ROMAN, LOGICAL
White’s main plan is defeated by a black piece. 
After a foreplan, this piece still has an analogous 
good defence at his disposal. With his correct 
foreplan White decoys it onto an unfavourable 
square, after which White can carry out his plan.
E Italian player Augusto Guglielmetti (1864-1936).

1345

KOHTZ, Johannes; 
KOCKELKORN, Carl
Dt. Wochenschach 1905 /  
dedicated to A. Guglielmetti

1345s 1. #e2? ^ g 5  2. Д<13 ДхеЗ! ♦ 1. £c5? 
Дхс5 2. # e2  Axd4 3. J d 3  ДхеЗ! ♦ 1. £>d6!
^x d 6  2. ^ e 2  ДГ4 3. exf4! <g>xd4 4. ^ e5 #  ♦ 
A problem with historical relevance: the compos
ers named the theme of this problem “Roman”,
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thanks to Sr. Guglielmetti who lived in Rome. Two 
years earlier, Kohtz and Kockelkom had published 
"Das Indische Problem ”.

= Alias: Roman, of Choice.

ROMAN, OF LOW ER DEGREE
A black piece is decoyed to an unfavourable 
square and has still an analogous defence at its 
disposal, like in a proper Roman, but the new de
fence is followed by a mate that was possible as a 
threat already in the try play.

1346s 1. Qd4? (2. ^е2,^Ь5#) Даб! ♦ 1. £}b4? (2. 
£>d5,£ia2#) Деб! ♦ 1. g4! (~), 1... Дх£4 2. £>d4 
(2. £>Ь5#) Де2 3. ^xe2#, 1... ДЬ7 2. £>b4 (2. 
£}a2#) Дd5 3. £xd5#, 1... Даб 2. £Ь4 Дс4 3. 
£}Ы#, 1-*. Деб 2. <£d4 Дс4 3. £}Ы#.

—> See also: Roman Theme.

ROMAN, PERI-INTERFERENCE
A black piece refutes White’s try. White decoys 
the piece around the critical square (along the 
parallel line) so that Black’s analogous defence 
interferes harmfully with another black piece.

1347: 1. <J>g8? gg2+! 2. £>g4+ gxg4+ 3. <S>f8 
ge3! (= good defence) ♦ l.® e8! (2. f8##) Да4+ 
2. Ь5 ДхЬ5+ 3. <®>f8 ДdЗ 4. ®g8! (5. f8# # ) 
gg2+ 5. £g4+ gxg4 6. <*>f8 (7. Дхе7#) ge4 
(6... ge3??) 7. gxf5# (6... gg8+ 7. fxg8£#). 

s  Alias: Peri-Sperr-Romer (Ger).

ROMAN, SEEBERGER
White’s main plan is refuted by a black piece. 
White decoys this piece so that later its analo
gous defence leads to Seeberger incarceration.

1348

SIERS, Theodor
332. Osterreichische 
Schachzeitung 1954 /  (v)

1348:1. Д@3!Да5! ♦ I.^ x d 4 ?^ e7 ! ♦ 1. ДЬ4!(2.
£>xd4) Дg5 2. Д ё3 Дd8 3. £xd4 (4. £>c6#) 
£e7  4. a3!.

—> See also: Seeberger Interference.

ROMAN, SELF-BLOCK
A piece is able to move so as to defeat a threat. It 
is purposely decoyed by the adversary to a new 
square, where, although still able to defeat the 
threat, its defensive move, which originally was 
harmless, now permits a new attack. The final 
disadvantage is a self-block (see 1349) or remote 
block (see 1350).

1349:1. ^h 8 ?  (2. #xb8#) ДР6+! ♦ 1. #h2+ ДР42. 
#h8  Де5+ 3. gc3#, (2... ggg8 3. gc6#, 1... 
£g3(f4)2. # b 2 ~ 3 . gc6#).
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1350s 1. Де4? gb3! ♦ I. a4! (2. axb5) gh5! 2. Де4 
gh3 3. ^d2+ фхе4 4. £}d6+ ®f3 5. £}e5+ <g>g3
6. £f5#, 1... gg5 2. Де4 gg8+ 3. фе7 gg3
4. ^d2+ ®xe4 5. £}d6+ ®f3 6. £>e5#, (3(4)... 
фхс4 4(5). Д<!5#).

★  Other examples: 1341, 1346.

ROMAN, STALEMATE [E]
White’s logical combination in an endgame. 
White faces a lost endgame. His immediate stale
mate combination is parried by black piece’s ade
quate defence. With a foreplan. White decoys the 
black piece to another square. The piece still has 
an analogous defence, which leads to stalemate.

1351

BRUNNER, Erich
hm Olympic Tourney 1938

1351: 1. <3?f5 £|h3 2. eQag3! (thematic try: 2. ДИ4? 
Дg7 3. Af2+ £}xf2 4. gxd5+ ®xd5 5. ®f4...) 
Дёб (2... Ag7?? 3. Дхс7) 3. Ah4 Де5 4. ^f2+  
£}xf2 5. gxd5+ <g>xd5 =.

ROMAN, TEMPO
Tempo duel in a logical problem: White’s try 
fails because after black piece’s defence, White 
is on the move. In his foreplan White decoys that 
piece so that in the crucial position Black is on 
the move.

1352:1. £}c3? ДхЬ5+ 2. ®f2 ДёЗ! ♦ 1. ДёЗ! ^g 6  
2. <£,c3 Axd3+ 3. <g>f2 Де2,Де4 4. £e4, £e2.

-> See also: Tempo Decoy.

ROMAN, UNPIN
A black piece is able to move so as to defeat a 
threat. It is purposely decoyed by the adversary 
to a new square, where, although still able to de
feat the threat, its defensive move, which origi
nally was harmless, now permits a new attack. 
The final disadvantage is an unpin.

#3
1353:1. ^d 5 ?  ^xg5! ♦ 1. # h l!  ДЬ2 2. #d5 ДА5

3. £}exc7#.
= Alias: Unpin Roman.

ROMAN, WHITE
A logical defensive combination: On attack, 
White aims at playing a piece to a certain square. 
On defence, Black decoys the white piece to an 
analogous square from which it cannot carry out 
its original plan in time. White may have a way to 
counter Black’s defensive combination (“white 
anti-Roman”), unless it is a refutation.
The following definitions by Hans Peter Rehm 
can help us draw the parallel between black and 
white Roman:
Black Roman (makes White’s attack work in the 
solution)
1. There is a thematic try (attack) by White 

where a black piece X  (“Roman Piece”) has a 
successful (=defending) move.

2. After a forced decoy of X  (black Roman 
move) the defending move of the same piece 
X  is substituted with another, which is no lon
ger successful (= White mates in the required 
number of moves).

White Roman (makes Black’s defence work in 
the fundamental try)
1. There is a thematic try (defence) by Black 

where a white piece X  (“Roman Piece”) has a 
successful (= leading to Black’s mate) move.

2. After a forced decoy o f X  (white Roman 
move) the attacking move o f the same piece
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X  is substituted with another, which is no lon
ger successful (= no mate by White possible 
in the required number of moves).

Ж Erich Zepler (1898-1980) made an early example 
(1354), the only one before 1960.

1354: 1. gg2? (2. ghh2) gc8! (white Roman) 2. 
gxc8 ДЬ8! 3. gcc2 фхЬЗ 4. ? ♦ 1. gf2! (white 
anti-Roman) gc8 2. gxc8 ДЬ8 3. gcc2 фхЬЗ 4. 
Sf3#.

1355

KUTZBORSKI, Dieter
3.pr Themes-64 1973

1355: 1. g e l?  b3? (black “thematic try”) 2. gc4#,
1... ^ h l!  2. gxhl (white Roman) b3 3. gxh4+ 
gxh4! ♦ 1. Де4? bxc4? 2. Дсб#, 1... ^f5! 2. 
ДхГ5 (white Roman) bxc4 3. Ad7+ gxd7! ♦ 1. 
a7! (Ex-decoy, anti-Roman), 1... gxa7 2. g e l! 
^ h l3 .  gxhl b3 4. gxh4#, 1... gh82. Де4! ^ f5  
3. Дх£5 bxc4 4. Ad7#.

See also: Anti-Roman Theme.
= Alias: White Roman.

#4

ROMAN, ZUGZWANG
A piece is able to move so as to defeat a threat. It 
is purposely decoyed by the adversary to a new 
square, where, although still able to defeat the 
treat, its defensive move, which originally was 
harmless, now permits a new attack. The nature 
of the final disadvantage is zugzwang!

#4

1356

HANNEMANN, Knud
Skakbladet 1920

- >  See also: Roman Theme. 
= Allas: Zugzwang-Roman.

ROMANTIC STUDY [E]
One of the three categories the studies are 
divided into. A study that is usually far from 
over-the-board chess and from positions and 
play seen in classical studies, too. Its ideas are of
ten bizarre and exaggerated, although the re
quirements of economy and soundness apply to it 
as well as to other genres.
Especially popular between the World Wars, it 
has still its adherents.

1357: 1. £}a6+ ®a7 (1... Дхаб 2. ^e8+ gxe8 
stalemate) 2. b8^gr+ gxb8 3. ^grxc7+ фхаб 4. 
#xb8 £ h l+  5. ДхЬ1! £}h3+ 6. ®g2 ДхЬ8 
stalemate. ♦ Two stalemates, in the first white 
Bishop is incarcerated on a8, in the other on hi.

—► See also: Analytical Study; Artistic Study; Grotesque.

RONTGEN EFFECT
A line-piece’s capability of threatening the oppo
nent’s King or to pin a man from a distance after a 
number of men have moved off the line.

1356:1. £>g8? ДЬ4! ♦ 1. Ь6! ДхЬб (1... ДеЗ 2. Ь7 
Да7 3. £>g8) 2. £g8  Дd8 3. gc7 Дхс7 4. 
<£}xe7#.

1358: 1. a3! (2. gd3+ фхс5 3. £>d7+ gxd7 4. b4#),
l... gfg6! 2. £e4! (2. gd3+? фхс5 3. <&d7+ 
gxd7 4. ??) fxe4 3. gc4+ <®>xd5 4. fxe4#.
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ROOK
Along with the King and the Knight, one o f the 
pieces whose power, movement and place in the 
game-array have been basically the same over 
the past 1500 years, i.e., from the earliest days o f  
chess as we know them. The Rooks have always 
stood on the distant comers o f the base-line and 
moved in the length o f whole vertical and hori
zontal lines. The only substantial change in rules 
has, in fact, increased its power and mobility, 
when castling gradually evolved in the 15th and 
16th century. Until that period the Rook was also 
by far the strongest piece on the board.
The name o f the piece has been under more radi
cal changes. In India it was chariot “rat-ha”, in 
Persia “rukh” and the Arabs adopted this name. 
But, for Europeans it was incomprehensible, and 
it was changed to something that sounded like it. 
In the Anglo-American world it is still “Rook”, 
etymologically not related to any other Rook 
though, whereas in most other languages it is de
veloped to mean “tower”. For instance in Ger
man the piece is “Turm”, but interestingly “rukh” 
is still alive in castling, which is “Rochade”. 
Some other related languages have followed the 
example.
Russians, with their “ladya” (“boat”), make an 
interesting exception. It has probably been 
adopted from one o f the numerous variants o f  
Chaturanga, in one o f which the Rook was called 
“boat”.

ROOK SWITCH THEME
In the course o f the solution, the Rooks exchange 
the lines and functions they had in the initial po
sition o f the problem. A special case o f exchange 
of functions.
1359s 1. gxd3+? ^xd3! 2. ? ♦ 1. ghh3! (2. 

gxd3+) ga3 2. gg5 ga5 3. gxd3+ Axd3 4. 
#h8# ♦ (2... bl<a+ 3. ^ x b l ga5 4. ^b2#).

= Alias: Wechselturme (Ger.).

ROOT-50-LEAPER [F]
Fairy piece. It can make two kinds o f moves, the 
geometric length equalling to the square root o f  
50; in other words it is either a (1,7)- or 
(5*5)-leaper.
= Alias: Wurzel-50-Reiter (Ger.).

R 0PK E  TYPE
A problem with two dual-free variations after 
black promotions where the number o f pieces is 
kept as small as possible.
I  Vilhelm Ropke (1892-1978).

#2
1360s 1. #c3! H  1... d l #  2. #e3#, 1... dl£} 2. 

£3g3#, (1... ® dl/® el 2. #xd2#).
★  Other example 1419.
= Alias: Ropke Theme.

ROSE [Fj
Fairy piece. An octagonal (U 2Vriden It can 
make several successive Knight leaps on octago
nal lines isometric to d2-b3-a5-b7-d8-f7-g5- 
f3-d2. A Rose moves in the same way to capture 
or not to capture, the taken unit being on the ar
rival square.
In other words, a piece that can move one or sev
eral Knight’s moves in succession on a circular 
line. Rose g2 with bK on g6 can give check play
ing to f4 or h4, or move el-c2-b4-c6-e7 and 
check.
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ROSETTE
Play of the King to all eight adjacent squares.

1361

SHINKMAN, William A.
Checkmate 1901

1361: 1. gc2!, 2. gxg2 <g>f7(8) 3. ^ f l# ,
1... ®h7(8)2. gxg2~3. # h l# , 1... gl~2. ^x g l+  
®h~/<2?f~ 3. gh2/gf2#. ♦ Key gives 5 flights.

ROTATING JACOBS THEME
There are only two thematic black defenders in
stead of three. The black defenders give up one 
guard and assume one new one.

-> See also: Cyclic Overload Theme.

ROTATIONS TWINS THEME
Twinning is done as if  the position is rotated on a 
cylindrical board by one or more squares in hori
zontal, vertical or both horizontal and vertical 
direction.

#3

h#2

1362

VELIMIROVlt, Milan
l.pl QCTYU 
Championship 1979

Position a

1363

VELIMIROVlC, Milan
l.pl QCTYU 
Championship 1979

Position b

See also: Cylinder Board.
h#2

1362:1. ^ e5  gxb3 2. £ d 4  gc3#.
1363: b) position after rotation to the right by 2 

squares: 1. ĝra4 J^xdS 2. gb4 ДО#.

ROUND TRIP
In the course of the solution, one piece makes a 
circular (or elliptical) trip and returns to its start
ing square.

1364

VUK£EVI£, Milan
4.pr Schach-Echo 1971

1 3 6 4 :1. a8£!, 1... ^xa8 2. £}xf4+ <g>xd4 3. £e6+ 
®d5 4. <£}xc7+ <3?d4 5. £>xb5+ sS>d5 6. £jc3+ 
®d4 7. £e2+ ®d5 8. £>dl -  9. <£ic3/£ie3#, 1-  
gxa8 2. £}c3+ (J>xd4 3. £}xb5+ <3?d5 4. <£}xc7+ 
®d4 5. £>e6+ <£d5 6. £ixf4+ ®d4 7. £e2+ ®d5
8. £}c4 -  9. ^Ьб/^еЗ#.

#9

1 3 6 5 :1. gf8+! gxf8 2. £|f7+ ®g8 3. ^g3+ ®xf7
4. #g7+ феб 5. #e7+ ®d5 6. ^d7+ фс4 7. 
^rd3# ♦ Despite the series of checks and black 
threats, the position imitates a game. Max Lange 
wrote: “One of the finest achievements of the Ital
ian School”.

★  Other examples: 404, 1505, 1519. 
a  Aliases: Circuit; Rundlauf (Ger.).

ROUND-ABOUT [E]
Endgame theme. The “wild” Rook plays around 
the black King in a clockwise or counter-clock
wise direction, depending on the King’s moves.
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1366

MOTOR, Anatoly
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1973

1366: 1. £,c6+ Ф с8 2. g g 8 +  ф с 7  3. g g 7 +  ф Ь б  
(3... ф хсб  4. g c7 +  etc. = wild piece) 4. g b 7 +  
® c5 5. g b 5 +  ф ё б  6. g d 5 +  ф с 7  7. g d 7 +  ф Ь б  
8. g b 7 +  = (counter-clockwise) ♦ 3... <3?d6 4. 
g d 7 +  ф с 5  5. g d 5 +  ф Ь б  6. g b 5 +  ф с 7  7. 
g b 7 +  <£d6 8. g d 7 +  = (clockwise).

ROVEN THEME
A Platzwechsel (Exchange o f places) o f two 
pieces o f the same kind but opposite colour in at 
least two variations.

1367

LEONTYEVA, 
Nadezhda A.
Probleemblad 1970

1367:1. ДЬЗ! (2. &хЬ4+), 1... £}df4 2. £}xb4 £>d5
3. £d3#, 1... £}ef4 2. £}xc7 £}d5 3. £>e6#, (1... 
# f4  2. <£,xf4; 1... cxd5 2. gxd5+).

* Other example 1612. 
s Allas: Rovno Theme.

ROYAL BATTERY
A battery with a King as the front piece. While 
the white royal battery can be found in many 
works, the black one is seen only occasionally, as 
far as direct-mate problems are concerned. 210 is 
a beautiful example featuring a triple-pin mate 
after the discovered check from the black royal 
battery.

1368: L # f l !  H , 1... фхе6+ 2. #f5#., (1... g ~  2. 
#f4#, 1... 2. #f6#, l...#e~  2. g x # # , 1...
^grxel 2. #xel#).

1368

GILBERG, Charles A.
l.pr Danbury News 1881

1369

FEAST, Frederic Bonner
Hampstead Express 1914

1369: 1.£}е1!~2.фе4#, 1... gg5 2. <g>xg5#, 1... 
gg4+ 2. ф хё4#, 1... gg3 2. &>xg3#, 1... d5 2. 
фе5#, 1... g x g l 2. феЗ#, (1... gxf7(g2) 
2JL(x)g2#) ♦ Trademark of the English School: 
Pawns on the 7th rank make the problem com
pletely dual-free.

★  Other examples: 173, 186,687,1475, 1497, 1541.

ROYAL PIECE [FJ
Fairy piece. A Royal Man is considered as a King 
for checks, mates and stalemates, but moves with 
its own powers. Any piece may be Royal.
1 The history of royal pieces dates back at least to 1878. 
= Alias: Royalty.

RUDENKO PARADOX
After the key, there is a threat of mate in two or 
several moves. In defence, in at least two varia
tions, Black plays his man immediately onto the 
square where White would decoy it on his 2nd 
move or later.
Compare to: Defence On Threat Square Theme.
1370: 1. # h l!  -  2. h3 gxh3,.axh3 3. £|f3,£}g2#,

1... gh3 2. #g2  Axg2 3. <£}xg2#, 1... ДЪЗ 2. 
# f3  gxf3 3. £xf3#, (1... ®h3 2. <8?g5 gg3+ 3. 
hxg3#).

1371: Lb8£i? ggd4! ♦ l .b 8 # ?  gbd4! ♦ 1. £>c3! 
~ 2. #e3+ gge4,gbe4 3. f4,d4#, 1... gbe4 2. 
Ь8£, 1... gge4 2 .b8^ .

#2
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#3

1370

RUDENKO, Valentin E 
l.pr Schach 1980

RUDENKO PARADOX, WHITE
A three-move theme. Against the threat of mate 
in two moves Black guards one o f the two or 
several mating squares. White takes one o f his 
mating moves immediately onto the square that 
Black has just guarded.

#3

1372

MATTHEWS,
Robin C. O.
L 'Italia Scacchistica 1954 /
(v)

#3

1373

MARANDYUK, Mikhail
sp.pr V. Rudenko 60 JT 
1998

1372s *l... g hd6  2. £}d7+, 1... g d d 6  2. £ с 6 +  ♦ L 
# h 3 !  (2. # x h 2 +  gdxh2 ,ghxh2  3. £}d3,£}g6#),
1... ghd6  2. £}d3+, 1... g d d 6  2. £>g6+, (1... ф й  
2. e5+, 1... SJA 2. ^ x h 6 , 1... <^d5 2. £}d7+, 1... 
4 ê6 2. £>c6+).

1373: 1. ф с5! (2. g e3 +  £}2xe3,<£}4xe3,fxe3 3. 
#xf4 ,^e5,£}xg3#), 1... g f l  2. ^x f4 + , 1... exf6 
2. ^ e 5 + , 1... g h 3  2. £>xg3+.

RUDENKO THEME
Two (or more) threats from one phase appear as 
mates in variations in subsequent phase(s).
Ш Valentin Rudenko (1938).

Patterns:
Rudenko, 3 phases
1 a b
X AB
Y A
Z В

Rudenko. 2 phases
1 - a b
X AB
Y A В

RUDENKO, REVERSAL FORM
A Multi-Phase Changed Play with two (or more) 
threats in the “multi-threat phase”. In next 
phase(s) these threats follow as mates to the 
same black moves which were defences against 
them in the “multi-threat phase”.

Patterns:
Rev. Rudenko, 

3 phases
1 - a b
X AB C D
Y A
Z В

Rev. Rudenko,
2 phases

1 a b
X AB C D
Y A В

1374

RUDENKO, Valentin F.
pr Cesloskovensky Sach 
1956

1374: *l... gxe5 2. ^d7#, 1... Дхе5 2. #c4# ♦ L 
£d3? ~ 2. g  xf6#, 1... ge5 2. &f4#, 1... Де5 2. 
£c5#, 1... gd5! ♦ 1. g e l!  -  2. ^d7/#c4#, 1... 
gxe5 2. if5 # , 1... Дхе5 2. #d6#, (1... gxh62. 
Д Ш .

#2
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1375: *1... Дхе4 2. ^ g l# , 1... ^xe4 2. ^Ь6#, 1... 
£ixe4 2. £c2# ♦ 1. gf4! -  2. #gl/#b6/£>c2#,
1... Дхе4 2. gd5#, 1... ^gfxe42. ^xf6#, 1... <£jxe4 
2. ДО#.

= Allas: Reversal Rudenko.

RUKHLIS THEME
At least two set play (or try play) mates are trans
ferred (Mate Transference) to different defences 
after the key, while the original defences are an
swered by changed mates.
Since often a simple transfer o f mates is incor
rectly declared as “Rukhlis theme”, a term 
“Complete Rukhlis” is introduced for this pattern 
in order to avoid the ambigtiity.
§ Theme was recognized after 1946 problem by Efim 

Rukhlis (1925-2006), while it was unconsciously real
ized many years earlier, even in so called “Ideal** the
matic form.

Pattern:
Rukhlis

1 - a b c d
X * A В A В
Y C D A В

1376: *l... gd4a 2. £>c3#A l... Дd4Ь2. #e4#B, (l. 
ДО? ge3! = set play) ♦ 1. d4! -  2. £>Ь6#, 1... 
gxd4a 2. £}b4#c 1„. Дxd4Ь2. £tf6#D, 1... ДdЗc 
2. £>c3#\ 1... gd3d 2. ^е4#в .

★  Other example 647.
= Allas: Complete Rukhlis; Ruchlis.

RUKHLIS, CONDENSED
Special form of Rukhlis theme where one de
fence is common for a pair of transferred and a 
pair of changed mates.
Pattern:

Condensed Rukhlis
1 - a b c
X ft A В В
Y C A В

#2

1377

ANDRADE, Barry J.
The Observer 1922

1377: *1... £>d3a2. f3#A l...£>e~b2.d3#B, 1... £>f3c 
2. # f5#D, (1... d3,f3 2. £ac3,^f5#) ♦ L #b3! 
н ,  1... <£}d3a 2. ^d5#c, 1...£е~ь 2. f3#A l... 
<£if3c 2. d3#B, (1... d3,f3 2. ^d5,gh4#).

—> See also: Rukhlis Theme.

RUKHLIS, CYCLIC
A pair of mates is transferred in three phases be
tween three black defences which occur in cyclic 
pairs.
Ш Michael Lipton (1937).
= Alias: Lipton Cycle..
Pattern:

Cyclic Rukhlis
1 a b c
X * A В
Y A В
Z В A

1378

SHEDEY, Sergey
2 ~ 3 . p r  " 6 4 4 9 6 9
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1378: L #g7?~ 2 . g~3#, 1... <&xf5a2. ge3#A, 1... 
£>e3b 2. gd4#B, (1... £}f4 2. £}g3#), 1... d4! ♦ 
1. £c2? (~), 1... ^e3b 2. ge3#A, 1... £d4* 2. 
gd4#B, 1... d4! ♦ l .^ h 6 !~ 2 . g~d#, 1... £ d4c2. 
ge3#A, !...<®>xf5a2. gd4#B, (l...£}e3 2. д а # ) .

1379

SOVIK, Stefan
l-2.pr= Cesloskovensky 
Sach 1973

1379: * l ... ДхЬ6а 2. £d5#A i ... Ad5b 2. Ad7#B ♦ 
1. ga5? -  2. &f8#, 1... ^ d 5 b 2. ^xd5#A, 1... 
4}d7« 2. eQsxd7#B>»« ДхИб! ♦ 1. gff5! ~ 2. £>f8#,
1... £}d7c 2. ^d5#A, 1... Дх11ба 2. ^d7#B

#2

RUKHLIS, DISTRIBUTED
A change and transfer of pair o f mates from the 
unifying phase is distributed so that one mate ap
pears in second and the other in third phase.

Pattern:
Distributed Rukhlis

1 a b c d
X * A В
Y C A
Z D В

1380

EROKHIN, Vladimir
Schweizer Schach-Magazin 
1984

1380: *l... £ f 4 2. ДхО#аА, l... gd4 2. ^xd2#bB♦ 
1. gh4? ~ 2. д а 2 # ,  1... SJA 2. ^xf4#aC, 1... 
d l^ 2 .  ДхО#<А 1... g e 4 2. ghxe4#, l...fl£}! ♦ 
1. gb4! -  2. ДхО#, 1... gd4 2. #xd4#bB i„. 
f l ^  2. #xd2#^B 1... ge4 2. gbxe4#, 1... dl£> 2. 
^ c l# .

★  Other example 617.
—► See also: Stocchi Combination.

RUKHLIS, EXTENDED
Rukhlis theme with more than two transferred 
mates.
Pattern:

Extended Rukhlis
1 ~ a b c d e | f
X * A В C A В e
Y D E F A В c

1381: *1... Д-® 2. ge3#A, 1... g ~ b 2. ^xe2#B, 1... 
c5c 2. #g6#c ♦ 1. gxd5! (~), 1... Д ~“ 2. ДО#»,
1... g ~ b 2. ^d3#E, 1... c5c 2. #e6#F, 1... Дxd5d 
2. ge3#A, 1... gxd5e 2. #xe2#B 1... cxd5* 2. 
^g6#c (1... <3?xd5 2. #xc6#).

1382: *1... g ~  2. e4#, 1... Да4 2. c4#, 1... £}d7 2. 
^xd7#, 1... & Ы  2. ^g8#, 1... £ e 6  2. д а #  ♦ 1. 
£>xc6! -  2. £>e7#, 1... gxc6 2. e4#, 1... Дхсб 2. 
c4#, I... £>bxc62. #d7#, 1... £}dxc6 2. #g8#, 1... 
фхсб 2. д а # ,  (1... ^Ь 4  2. <ЙхЬ4#).

RUKHLIS, IDEAL
Two phases with four changed mates, two of 
which are transferred from one to another pair of 
thematic variations. In other words, a complete 
Complete Rukhlis.
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Pattern:
Ideal Rukhlis

1 - a b c d
X * A В C1 D
Y E F A В

1383s *1... Де5 2. Де4#А, 1... Д<16 2. £}Ь6#В, 1... 
Ъ4 2. Дс4#с, 1... <Йс6 2. #хсб#в, 2.
#сб# ♦ 1. <£,с4! Н ,  1... Де5 2. gxe5#E, 1... Дёб 
2. #xd6#F, 1... Ь4 2. Д е4 # \ 1... 4)сб 2. £}аЬ6#в, 
1... Ьхс4 2. Дхс4#с, 1...£а~ 2. ©Ь7#.

★  Other examples: 140, 1377.

RUKHLIS, PSEUDO
A mate is ready for several black moves in a set 
play. Each black move appears once as a defence 
in subsequent phases, one at a time, thanks to dif
ferent threats, always with the same set mate. 
This is a rather artificial and static theme because 
the strategy from the set play never changes.

#2

1384

URSEGOV, Yakov P.
l.pr Szachy 1970

1384s 1... сЗ/^сЗ/^ЬЗ 2. <£,еЗ#, 1... c6/^d6/b6 2. 
Дхеб# ♦ 1. Дd4? ~ 2. #e5#, 1... c3 2. 4)e3#, 1... c6 
2. Дхеб#, 1 ... c5! ♦ 1. # g l?  ~ 2. #c5#, 1 ... £>b3 2. 
£je3#, 1... b6 2. Дхеб#, 1... gc6! ♦ 1. #g4! -  2. 
#xe4#, 1 ... £)c3 2. £e3#, 1... £}d6 2. Дхеб#.

RUPP THEME
The key pins one white and one black piece; both 
are then unpinned by a Black’s defence.
I  Robert Rupp (1901-1972).

1385

RUPP, Robert
Deutsche Arbeiter 
Schachzeitung 1932

#2
1385: (*l... £}e7 2. £>e4#) ♦ 1. gd7! (2. ^f7#), 1. 

£>d4 2. £e4#, (1... £>e7,<ad6 2. #f8,#e6#).

1386s 1. gb4! ~ 2. #e5#, 1... gd4 2. £g2#, 1... d4 
2. £>d5#, (1... hxg4 2. #xg4#).

-> See also: Status Quo Theme Group.

“S”
In algebraic notation. the letter N is usually used 
to indicate the Knight. In chess problems, how
ever, the letter S (standing for Springer, the Ger
man name for the Knight) is often used instead, 
with N instead being reserved for the popular 
fairy piece, the Nizhtrider. (Definition from 
FIDE AlbumЛ

SAAVEDRA [E]
One of the best known chess endgame studies. It 
is named after the Spanish priest Rev. Fernando 
Saavedra (1849-1922), who, while living in 
Glasgow in the late 19th century, spotted a win in 
a position previously thought to have been a 
draw. The solution is a famous example of a nec
essary underpromotion (a promotion of a Pawn 
to a piece other than a Queen).
The study inspired a number o f composers to 
produce work which elaborates on its basic idea.
E Georges E. Barbier (1844-1895); Fernando Saavedra 

(1847-1922).
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■  ■  t l  1*1387m мм.
In

+ BTM

BARBIER, Georges E .; 
SAAVEDRA, Fernando
Glasgow Weekly Citizen 
1895

#5

1388

McGREGOR,
Ernest A. M.
Chess Player s Chronicle 
1850

1387: 1... gd6+ 2. фЬ5 (2. фс5? g d l and 3... 
g e l!) 2... gd5+ 3.фЬ4 gd4+ 4.фЬЗ gd3+
5. фс2! gd4! 6. c 8 g ! (6. c8#? gc4+! 7. ^xc4 
stalemate) 6... g  a4 7. фЬЗ +- ♦ Chicco & 
Porreca give the following account of the course of 
events: Saavedra saw the position, reproduced by 
George Emil Barbier, with wPc7 and stipulation 
BTM, White wins, in “Glasgow Weekly Herald", 
on the 27th of April in 1895. Barbier, the editor of 
the column in GWH, published the solution a week 
later, and 12 days later from that Saavedra notified 
Barbier about the cook he had found. This resulted 
in the publication of the study under autorship of 
Saavedra 18. 5. 1895 in the magazine. The version 
with wPc6 and stipulation White to play and win 
was published 11. 10. 1902 in GWH (Formanek, 
who also gives the exact date of publication with 
wPc7). ♦ The position was derived from a game 
Vivian Fenton -  William Potter at City of London 
Chess Club in 1875.

SACKMANN COMBINATION 
A logical direct option combination (Aus- 
wahlkombination). Try is refuted by opponent’s 
defence. Therefore White has to deploy his piece 
to (Hinfiirung) the line where he can choose from 
two or several apparently equal alternatives the 
right one of which leads to success. In short: both 
in try play and solution White makes analogous 
moves, but the try does not have the advantages 
that the solution has.
Black Sackmann. Of his (analogous) defences 
along two or several lines, Black chooses the one 
that would prevent White from carrying out his 
plan, either completely or in time. See 116.
1 1389 is Franz Sackmann’s (1888-1927) first example 

in Deutsche Schachblatter 1910.

1388:1. #f4+? фс5 2. # c l+  ®d6! (3. ^a3??) ♦ 1. 
^h2+? фс5 2. ^c2+ ®d6! (3. ?) ♦ 1. ^g3+! 
фс5 2. ^c3+ ®d6 3. #аЗ+ фе5 4. ©g3+ <3?xf6/ 
<3?xd4 5. ^g5/^c3#., (3... c5 4. #g3+ фе7 5. 
^e5#).

1 3 89 :1 . фГ7? g3 2. ge4 фсЗ 3. ^ c l  stalemate ♦ 1. 
gd7! g3 2. gd4 фсЗ 3. ^ c l  <g>xd4 4. c3# ♦ The 
proto-Sackmann.

1390

THOR£n , Gunnar
Svenska Dagbladet 
23.10.1937

1390: (1. <£>h6? <g>xh2 2. g£2, 1... фЫ !) ♦ 1.
gff8(7,5)? фЫ  2. gg8(7,5) Де4+! ♦ 1. gf6! (~),
1... фЬ1 2. gg6 ф ~,A~ 3. #xg2,#gl#.

★  Other examples: 116,464.
= Aliases: Albain; Sackmann.

SACRIFICE
A voluntary offering of a piece to the opponent
for capture or (usually in endgames) exchange
for a weaker piece. A sacrifice can be either:
Active Sacrifice -  a piece moves under the en

emy attack, or
Passive Sacrifice -  a piece does not escape or is 

not protected against the enemy attack.
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1391

BRIAIS, Alexis-Adrlen ; 
BUTLER, Henry W .; 
MARBLE, Murray
3.pr Illustrated Western 
Weekly News 1913

1391: 1. <£|d4! ~ 2. gd7#, 1... ggxd4 2. fxg8^#,
1... £}fxd42. gxe5#, 1... ^xd42. dxc4#, 1... exd4 
2. dxc4#, 1... £*cxd4 2. £}xe3#, 1... gcxd4 2. 
#xc5#, 1... cxd4 2. ^d6#, 1... ^xd4 2. ^a8#, 1... 
<3?xd4 2. gd7#.

1392

WATSON, Charles G M.
Melbourne Leader 1923

1392:1. ^xd4+!, 1... ^xd4 2. g8^#, 1... gfxd4 2. 
4>f6#, 1... exd4 2. £jxf4#, 1... gdxd4 2. Дс4#,
I... iLxd42.c4#, 1... cxd42. gxb5#, 1... <£}cxd42. 
£ie7#, 1... £}bxd42. gxc5#, 1... ®xd42. gxd3#.

★  Other examples: 11, 59, 235, 255, 413, 447, 451, 472, 
487, 562, 629, 650, 680, 713, 1393, 1395, 1566, 1589, 
1628.

SACRIFICE ECHO
The sacrificing positions have a symmetrical re
lation to each order.

#2

SACRIFICE OF POWER
In a direct mate problem, White, facing a danger 
of stalemate, maneuvers in such a way that either 
one of his pieces is not (completely) effective in 
the critical position, or leaves (puts) his piece en 
prise. In helpmate and selfmate problems the sac
rifices o f power are genre-specific.

1394: 1. igre2? ge5+! ♦ 1. cxb5? b3 2. #c5  stale
mate ♦ 1. ^d5! (2. £}g2#) gxd5 2. cxd5 b3 3. 
#c5  фе5 4. £}d3# ♦ WQ sacrificed her power to 
guard e5.

1395

RANDVIIR, Juri
Springaren 1990

1395:1. фс1? £>g8 2. Дс2 фа2! ♦ 1. Да4? £g8! 
2. h7 Qf6 3. g8g фа2! ♦ 1. h7! £g8  2. Да2! 
£}f6 3. g8g фха2 4. ga8#, 2... фха2 3. hxg8#+ 
фаЗ,фа! 4. ^Ь3,#а8#.

1393: L ^ f6! (2. £f5+ фхс5 3. ^d6+), 1... ^ f l  2. 
#f2! ^xf2  3. £>e6+ фхеЗ 4. gc3#, 1... # b l  2. 
#b6! ^xb6 3. £>f5+ фхс5 4. gc3#.

—> See also: Cheney-Loyd Theme.

SACRIFICE, PERPETUAL [E]
A form of perpetual attack: White (or Black in a 
try) piece puts itself en prise repeatedly and 
Black is forced to reject the sacrifice without 
having time to exploit its material advantage.
1396: 1. ДВ2+ e5 2. gxf6! ДхЬ7+ 3. фа5! (3.

фЬ5? gxh5 4. gf8+ фс7 5. gh8 Дс6+ 6. фс5 
gg5 7. gh7+ ^d7+) gxh5! 4. gf8+ фс7 (4... 
Дс8 5. gh8! gg5 6. ge8 ДЬ2 7. фЬб gg6+ 8. 
фс5 ge6 9. gxe6 Дхеб 10. <g>d6 =) 5. gh8! 
gg5 6. gh7+ фЬ8 7. gg7! gh5  8. gg8+ фс7
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9. g h 8 ! (9. gg7+? ф с8  10. g g 8 +  ® d7 11. 
gg 7 +  ф еб! 12. Д хе5 Д О ! 13. ф а 4  Дс1 14. 
Д ~  A d i# ) g g 5  10. g h 7 +  ф Ь 8  И . gg 7 ! =.

1396

PERVAKOV, Oleg
l.pr Armenian 
Championship 1990

SACRIFICE, QUIET
In studies and direct mate problems, an active 
White sacrifice that neither checks nor captures.

1398: 1. £>сЗ! ф хсЗ  (1... g h 2  2. £>xe4+ dxe4 3. 
g x e4  [4. # e l+ ]  Ь5,Дх0б 4. фЬЗ ~ 5. ^ e l# )  2. 
£}e5! (3. # c l+ ;  2... d2 3. ^ b 4 + ; 2... gxe5 3. 
# Ь 4 +  ф с2  4. gf8[7]) <3?xd4 3. ^ Ь 4 +  фхе5 4. 
f4+ ® xf6 (4... exO(ep) 5. ©f4#) 5. © f8# ♦ In the 
main line, two passive and two active sacrifices of a 
piece; in side-lines, two active and one passive plus 
one sacrifice of a Pawn.

1397: l . £}d6+? <®>d5 2. e4+ <®>xd6 3. £>a5 gxg4! 4. 
£>Ь7+ феб ♦ 1. #e6!! (2. £}d6/f3#) dxe6 2. 
£>d6+ ®d5 3. e4+ ®xd6 4. £}a5 -  5. £>b7#.

★  Other examples: 1391, 1393, 1394.

SACRIFICES, CONSECUTIVE
1. One side sacrifices two or more pieces in a sin
gle line of play (variation).
2. In a win study, White puts his man en prise 
several times in succession.

1398

KLETT, Philipp
British Problem Ту 1866

#5

1399:1. ^ e l+ !  (1. ^ c l+ ?  ф е 2  2. ^ е 1 + ф О )ф с 2  
2. ^ c l+  фЬЗ 3. ^Ь2+ фс4 4. ^Ь4+ фс15 5. 
^d6+  фс4 6. ^с5+ фЬЗ 7. ^Ь4+ фс(а)2 8. 
^Ь2+ фхЬ2 9. 4^xd3+ ф ~  10. £}xf4 +- ♦ Seven 
consecutive sacrifices o f  white Queen.

★  Other examples: 1343, 1344.

SACRIFICIAL MINIMAL
Concept introduced by A. Kraemer: Usually a di
rect-mate problem, or study, in which after a se
ries of sacrifices White is, besides King, left with 
only one man which gives the mate. See for ex
ample 793.

SALAMANCA THEME
Black simultaneously selfpins two of his pieces, 
one of which by capturing the white Pawn which 
is a front piece of a battery. Another Pawn battery 
delivers the mate.
Ж Tomas Salamanca (?).

1400

ELLERMAN, Arnoldo; 
SALAMANCA, Tomas 
En roquet! 1947

1400: 1. dxe5! -  2. ^x f6 # , 1... # x e 5  2. d4#, 1... 
£jxd3 2. e6# ♦ etc.

#2
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SALAZAR THEME
The nature of mates after two black defences is 
exchanged in two phases: direct become indirect 
and vice versa. The final positions are the same.
§ Francisco Salazar (1924-2000).
Pattern:

Salazar

1 - a b

X * A=direct B=indirect

Y C=indirect D=direct

#2
1401: L <£,e5? H ,  I». Д хеб 2. £>f3#, l... Д хёЗ 2. 

# g 2 # , 1... Д е4! ♦ 1. # g 2 !  ~ 2. # a2 # , I... Д хеб 
2. ^g5#, 1... ^xd3 2. £e5#.

* Other example 1321.

SAMBOR THEME
Three threats from thematic try_ become mates af
ter black defences in actual play.

1402:1. Д с7? ~ 2. <S>e7/<g>f7/<S>g7#, 1... ,fih5! ♦ 1. 
©d6! ~ 2. ^ d 8 # , 1... # e 7 +  2. фхе7#, 1... ^ f7 +  
2. ®xf7#, 1... # g 7 +  2. <3?xg7#, etc.

SANKT PETERSBURG THEME [H]
A white Лllumwandlung in a helpmate twomover 
occurs where a white Pawn promotes to the same 
kind of piece that Black puts en prise for it.

d) ф сб^еб

1403: a) 1. £}c8 bxc8<£ 2. ^b5  £>e7# ♦ b) 1. Д с8  
Ьхс8Д 2. £>d5 Ad7# ♦ c) 1. g a 8 +  bxa8g 2. b5 
ga6# ♦ d) 1. ^c8+ bxc8© 2. £>f5 ^c4#.

SANKT PETERSBURG, CYCLIC [H]
A white AUumwandluns in a helpmate twomover 
where a white Pawn promotes to a piece o f dif
ferent kind than the one Black puts en prise for it, 
in cyclic fashion.

1404: 1. ^ c 8  dxc8£i 2. £>b5 £}е7# ♦ j. g e8 
dxe8#+ 2. <g>d5 ^e4# ♦ 1. Дс8 dxc8g+ 2. фЬ7 
^c7# ♦ 1. £ c8  dxc8A 2. ДЬб #d7#.

SAT [F]
Fairy condition. A side is checked if its King can 
move according to other (orthodox or other given 
fairy) rules. (Logically, a side to move is check
mated if it is checked and it cannot parry the 
check by its own move.)
Sharp SAT: A side is checked if its King has at 
least one flight. (Logically, a side to move is 
checkmated if it is checked and it cannot parry 
the check by its own move.) Beginning with the 
first attack of King by an enemy unit, the square 
occupied by King is considered to be his flight 
when this square isn’t attacked.
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SCALE, ABSOLUTE
Scale o f average power of chess pieces. Approxi
mately: # = g + g ,  S = A ( £ H i + i ;
Д ( £ 0 = £ + £ + £ .

SCHIEGL THEME
In a defence, Black unblocks White’s (horizon
tal) Pawn battery.
1 Hansjorg Schiegl (1937).

#2
1405s *l...£g~ 2. gf5#, I... £}xe4 2. £}e6/£jd3/ 

gf5#, 1... £}f3 2. £h3,gf5#, l...<&b~2A(x)d6#,
1... f5 2. &xg5# ♦ L gh4! (~), l...£g~2. g5#, 1... 
£ f3  2. £h3#, 1... £>xe4 2. £>e6#, 1... f5 2. gxf5#.

-> See also: Laitinen Theme.
= Alias: Anti-Laitinen Theme.

SCHIFFMANN 1 DEFENCE
White threatens with a discovered (battery) 
mate. Black defends by self-pinning his own 
piece, which would be unpinned by a threat. 
White utilizes this pin in mate.
2 Israel A. Schiffmann (1903-1930).

1406

SCHIFFMANN, Israel A.
2.pr The Problemist 1928

1406: 1. iLgl! ~/фе5 2. f4#, l...#xe4  2. #xf6#,
1.. . £}xe4 2. # a l# , 1... dxe4 2. fi#, (1... £e2/
15.0, #xg4 2. £B ,#xf6#).

-> See also: Anti-Goethart Theme; Nietvelt Defence, 
s  Alias: Schiffmann Parade.

SCHIFFMANN 2 DEFENCE 
White threatens with a discovered (battery) mate 
which unpins (without effect) a black line piece. 
Black defends by moving that piece along the 
pin-line so that it can defend a threat. White uti
lizes this pin in mate.

1407

KOFMAN, Rafael
Schiffmann MTt Revista 
Romana de §ah 1930

1407s 1. 7! -  2. ^d4#, 1... #d5  2. £>f5# =
Schiffmann 2, (1... e3 2. £}d5# = Anti-Goethart + 
Goethart), (1... ge5+ 2. &e7#).

—► Лее also: Schiffmann 1 Defence.
= Alias: Schiffmann 2 Parade.

SCHIFFMANN 3 DEFENCE
Schiffmann I defence where the thematic pin oc
curs after the black King’s move.

1408: 1. £d5! -  2. £>ef4#, 1.» <£>c4 2. £Ь4#, 1...
фе4 2. £}d4#, (1... Дхе2 2. #xe2#).

—> Лее л/so: Schiffmann 1 Defence. 
s  Alias: King’s Schiffmann; Schiffmann 3 Parade.

SCHIFFMANN ATTACK 
White voluntarily self-pins his own piece in an
ticipation that he will be able to force Black to 
unpin it.
1409:1. £xe7? (2. gf6#) 4)xe5! 2. .Qh3 gd6! (1... 

gxe5? 2. ДЬЗ £>d6 3. £>g6#) ♦ 1. &xe7? (2. 
gf6#) gxe5! 2. ^h3  £d6! (1... <Йхе5? 2. ДЬЗ 
gd6 3. &g5# ♦ 1. ДЬЗ! (2. £>g6#), 1... £>xe5 2. 
&хе7(3. gf6#) gd63. jLg5#, 1... gxe52.£xe7 
(3. gf6#) £)d6 3. £>g6#.

#2
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SCHIFFMANN, SECONDARY
Passive dual avoidance: a joint term for cases 
when the thematic battery mate with an unpin
ning effect would not follow until Black has de
fended by moving his King or the other thematic 
piece on the pin-line. Then White must select his 
mating move with care and not unpin the black 
pinned piece.
—> See also: Mansfield-Schiffmatm Theme; Schiffmann 3 

Defence.

SCHLtJTER THEME
A black Rook makes a critical move, then the 
other black Rook is pinned so that the first Rook 
is stalemated. White’s attempt to execute his plan 
fails because of stalemate. This is a special form 
of the Renaud theme.
1 Walter H. K. Schluter (1887-1929).

1410

RENAUD, Georges
Allgemeine Zeitung 
Chemnitz 1928 /dedicated 
to W. Schluter

1410: 1. ^ g 8 !  ~ 2. gh7+ ge6 3. g h l -  4. gel# ,
1... gd4 2. gh7+ ged5 3. ф£2 ~ 4. <£ie3#, 1 -  
gxc5 2. gh7+ gdd5 3. £}xd3 exd3 4. gh4#.

= Aliases: Schliitter; Schlutter Theme.

#4

1411

SCHNEIDER, Michael
51. Kolner Zeitung 1942

1411: 1. (2. ^d4/#c7#) e3! ♦ 1. £}g4? e3 2.
^d4#, 1... £>xe2! ♦ 1. £>d5? e3 2. #c7#, 1... 
^xg7! ♦ 1. <£}xe4! (2. #d4,^c7#), 1... Дхе4 2. 
^d4#, 1... gxe4 2. #c7#, (1... £>xe2,^xg7, 
Ae3,^d5 2. ^xe2,#d5,#xc3,#xd5#).

★  Other example 1082.

SCHNOEBELEN PROMOTION [R]
A Pawn promotes in a proof same and is captured 
on the promotion square without having made 
any further moves.
2 Philippe Schnoebelen (?).

s c h 6 r  t h e m e
White pins his piece and unpins one black piece. 
Black unpinned piece unpins another black 
piece, but at the same time unpins the white piece 
which it has just been unpinned by.
2 Laszlo Schor (1897-1984).

1412

BARROW, John Hugh
2.pr Grantham Journal 
1927

1412:1. #xc4! -2 . gxd4#, 1... &d5 2. ^xd4#, 1... 
£>c2 2. d3# ♦ (1... 2. £xg2#, 1... gxd8 2.
gxe6#).

★  Other example 963.

SCHNEIDER INTERFERENCE
An extension of the Finnish Nowotny (Nowotnv, 
Finnish). White tries to cut the thematic black 
lines in advance. Finally, White has to capture on 
the thematic square.
1 Johann Bernhard Michael Schneider (1905-1984).

SCHWARZSCHLAGER [F]
Black is not allowed to move at all unless for cap
ture, and he must capture if he can. White is al
lowed to check only if Black can parry it by a 
capture.The mating position is normal (i.e., not a 
fairy mate).
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SEA MONSTER
An exceptionally long problem.
= Alias: Seeschlange (Ger).

SEEBERGER INCARCERATION
Involuntary black Chenev-Lovd theme where the 
intercepted piece is immobilized. Then White 
usually plays a waiting move to oblige the inter
cepting piece to move. See 1413.
White Seeberger. White’s piece gets trapped af
ter a critical move ending in a Zugzwang. In a 
logical combination. White’s foreplan would ei
ther avoid the trap or release the Zugzwang, 
which would enable him to carry out his plan. In 
1414, however, the white Bishop remains immo
bilized until the end.
Bicolor Seeberger. Critical decoy of a black 
unit, followed by its incarceration by a white 
piece. The outcome is usually Black’s Zugwang. 
See 1415.
1 Johannes Seeberger (1843-1879).

1413:1. ga8! Дха8 2. ДаЗ £>Ь7 3. Де7 h5,<a~4.
Ag5,Ad6#, etc. ♦ Black Seeberger.

1414:1. £h4! (2. £>g2) gxh2 2. ДЫ  £>a3 3. £>g2 
(4. £e3#) £>c4 4. b5 g3 5. e3 £}4~ 6. e4 (7. £>e3) 
£}c4 7. exf5 exf5 8. e6 £>4~ 9. £>e3#.

1415: 1. h8^! -  2. ^xc3 -  3. #g3#, 1... ^xh8 2. 
gg8 (3. gxh5+), 2... h4 3. g5 (4. gxh6+) 3... h5 4. 
g6 f6 5. g7 £xg7 6. gxg7#.

1415

BRUNNER, Erich
Deutsches Wochenschach 
1921/(v)

* Other examples: 117, 238, 759, 1264, 1265.
= Alias: Seeberger Interference.

SEIDER THEME
In a threemover, in defence a black piece pins a 
white piece, after which the black King is de
coyed to cut the pin-line and, as a consequence, 
white unpinned piece gives mate.
2 Shlomo Seider (1933-1991).

1416

LARSEN, Lars
2.hm Suomen Shakki 1994

1416:1. £}xf4! (2. £}xe6+), 1... gxb5 2.dxc3+®c5 
3. £>d7#, 1... Axd2 2. gxc4+ феЗ 3. £>g2#.

SEILBERGER INTERFERENCE
Grimshaw interference on a masked white line. 
I  Johann J. P. A. Seilberger (1896-1962).

1417: 1. ДЬ8! ~ 2. £|h3#, i... g e5 2. gal# , 1... 
Ae5 2. gg6#.

#3
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SEILBERGER THEME
Active and passive interference in the same 
move. The mating piece must not be pinned after 
the key.
1 The theme was stipulated for the theme tourney of 

the Portuguese magazine “O Xadre%” in 1946.

1418s 1. ^e4! -  2. #xe5# ♦ 1... gb6! 2. ДхЬ4#, 
(1... g -  2. ge6#, 1... axc7! 2. Дхс7#, 1... <£,d3 
2. #d5#, 1... #xb5 2. £xb5#).

2. Changed mates after the same self-blocking 
move in two or more phases 1420 shows a 
record number o f four changed mates after 
self-blocks.

1420

GOLDSCHMEDING,
Cornells
I.pi International Team 
Match 1967-1970

1420: *1... fxe4 2. gxd7#, 1... #xe4 2. сЗ#, 1... 
#xc4 2. £>f3#, 1... £}xc4 2. £c6# ♦ 1. £xd7! -  
2. £}Ь6#, 1... fxe4/®xc4 2. £}e5#, 1... ^xe4 2. 
^c5#, 1... ^xc4 2. ^e5#, 1... £}xc4 2. gxd3#.

★  Other example 1247.

-> See e/so; Arguelles Theme.

SELF-BLOCK
A piece moves to the square in its own Kins s 
field and blocks him. The opposite side takes ad
vantage of it.
Passive Self-Block. The self-blocking man does 
not move, but either the King moves or both units 
are static.

1419: *1... dl~2. ^xdl# , 1... dxel£> 2. ^ d l# , 1... 
fi 2. gxd2# ♦ 1. #c3! (~), 1... d l #  2. ge8#, 1... 
dl£}2. £d4#, 1... dxel#2 . ^d3#, I...dxel<a2. 
gd2#, 1... fi 2. ^xd2#, (1... ф~1 2. ^xd2#).

SELF-BLOCK, CHANGED
1. A black man blocks different flight squares in 
different phases o f a problem. In the four solu
tions of 1247, the black Pawn makes four differ
ent self-blocks.

SELF-BLOCK, COMPLEX 
In a twomover: Black blocks his King’s square 
and White gives mate by closing a line of a piece 
which protected that square (theme B 2 \ Also 
called “white interference mate”. See 1421.
In a threemover: Black blocks his King's flight 
guarded by a white line-piece, and White decoys 
a black piece to block another flight on the same 
line, after which White can give mate and re
move his guard on both flights. See 1422.
= Alias: Complex Self-Block.

#2
1421: 1. £e3! -  2. #g5#, 1... £ f5  2. <&d5#, 1... 

<£ixf3 2. <£ig2#, ( I -  ®xe3 2. ^d2#, 1... <&e6/ 
ge5 2#(x)e5#).

1422:1. ^h5! -  2. ДЬ7+ <g>xd7 3. ^e8#, 1... £}d6
2. # d l  Ad5 3. <£}d4#(2... £y~3. ДЬ7#, 2... £>xc8
3. gxc8#), 1 ... <£|C5 2. ^xf5 Д<!5 3. £>e5#, (2...

3. ДЬ7#, 2... £xd7 3. Axd7#).
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SELF-BLOCK, CONSECUTIVE
Two or more successive self-blocks in the same 
line of play (variation or helpmate solution).

1423:1. фГ2! f4 2. d7 fxg3+ (1st self-block) 3. <3?gl 
g4 (2nd self-block) 4. d 8 g ! (4. d8#?? stalemate) 
®xh4 5. gg8! (5. gd7? ®g5 6. gxa7 h4 7. 
gg7+ <g>f4 8. a7 h3 9. gh7 h2+ 10. gxh2 gxh2+ 
11. ®xh2 gl^r+ 12. ®xgl Дхе4 -+) <g>h3 6. 
gg6 ®h4 7. gg7 ®h3 8. gb7 h4 (3rd self-block)
9. gb6 axb6 10. a7 Ь5 11. a8£! b4 12. £}c7 b3 13. 
£>e6 b2 14. ^g5#.

SELF-BLOCK, REMOTE
The blocked square lies outside the King’s im
mediate field.

#3
1424: 1. ^ h 6! (2. ^ c l  ®e5 3. ^e3#), 1... fofl 2. 

^g7+ феЗ 3. Ag5#, 1... b2 2. ^f4+  ®c3 3. 
^Ь4#, 1... £>b6 2. ДА5+ ®c5 3. #f8#.

★  Other examples: 998, 1657.

SELF-CHECK [F]
An illegal move which would leave previously a 
non-attacked own King in check. In orthodox 
problems, beside the King’s stepping on an at
tacked square, it would be a move of the pinned 
piece off the pin line. Fairy chess offers a variety 
of conditions where different kinds of self
-checking moves are possible.

SELF-DESTRUCTION
Direct cleansing of the line by a sacrifice of the 
piece followed by an ambush behind the captur
ing piece and passage after it leaves the line.
1 Theodore Herlin (1817-1889), who also published un

der the pseudonym Anonymt de U//e.

1425:1 .фЬ2! ДЬ82. a7 Дха73. g a l  ДЬ84. ga8 
Да7 5. gh8#.

SELF-HINDRANCE
Occurs when a piece moves to a square so that 
another piece of same colour is prevented from 
occupying that square or line. The term refers to 
White’s tries in direct two-movers in particular. 
For further examples, see Tries With Common 
Error and White Combinations.

1426:1. g d 4 ?  (2. # ~ 5 /^ e 2 # )  £xd6! (2. ^ a l? )  ♦ I. 
gc4?  (2. gc5#) gxd6! (2. ^ e2 ??) ♦ 1. ga4?(2. 
ga5#) £>xd6! (2. ^ a l? ? )  ♦ 1. gb 4 ! ~ 2. gb5#, 
1... £}xd6 2. ^ a l# ,  1... gxd6  2. # e 2 # ,( l... £f42. 
gxf4#) ♦ One of the first renderings of the idea.
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SELF-INCARCERATION THEME [E]
An endgame study theme: White or Black, hav
ing materially or positionally the worst of it, 
finds/seeks rescue by way of incarcerating his 
own men.

1427

OHQVIST, Johannes
Tidskrift for Schack 1890

1427:1. £>hl b2 2. ®g3 ДЬЗ 3. gh8! gxh8 stale
mate.

★  Other examples: 466, 1206.

SELF-INTERFERENCE
Occurs when a piece moves on a square denying 
another piece of same colour access beyond that 
square. One o f the most frequent tactical means 
is to force the opponent to self-interference. Un
less a bi-colour interference is referred to, it is 
common to use the term Interference.
★  See example 1433.
—>See also: Grims haw Interference; Wurzburg-Plachutta 

Interference.

SELF-INTERFERENCE TRAP
An English equivalent to German’s “Sperr- 
falle ”. A direct logical maneuver belonging to 
hold-form combinations: by selecting the correct 
square o f two or several available ones, White 
avoids a self-interference that would later occur.

1428

SHINKMAN, William A.
Western Advertiser 1872

1428:1. gb8? e5! 2. Ad8 d3 3. ДЬб?? = Self-inter
ference trap ♦ 1. g b l!  (~), I... d3 2. Да1 e5 3. 
gb2 <3?d44. gb4#, L..e5 2. ^d8d3 3. ДЬ6<§^4
4. gb4#.

#4

—> See also: Self-Interference, Avoidance of

SELF-INTERFERENCE, AVOIDANCE OF
An English equivalent to German’s "Sperr- 
meidung”. A piece moves over the intersection 
square of two pieces o f same colour to avoid a 
harmful self-interference that would later occur. 
As a logical combination, the maneuver often in
volves the determination of the move-order or 
the fact that a move of a certain piece must not be 
made too soon, too far or too close.
1 The German term introduced by Wilhelm Massman.

1429

LOLLI, Giambattista
Osservazioni, Bologna 
1763

1429:1. ^gfd6+! cxd6 2. g  f4! (avoidance of inter
ference) d5 3. <£je4+ dxe4 4. ДеЗ exf3 5. 
fxg2#.

1430

CHENEY, George N.
? before 1861

1430: 1. Да1! (avoidance of self-interference; this 
move first...) Д ~ 2. фе5 (to enable this) Д П  (... to 
tie immediately the black Bishop up for the defence 
of d5) 3. g b l! (avoidance of self-interference) 
Деб 4. ДЬ7 ~/Дс8 5. Д а б ^ 5 # .

= Alias: Avoidance of Self-Interference.

SELF-INTERFERENCE, PASSIVE 
A unit moves behind its own or an enemy man, 
denying itself access beyond the line obstructed 
now by that man.
—► See also: Argue lies Theme; Eclipse Theme; Seilberger 

Theme.
= Alias: Self Eclipsing.
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SELF-OBSTRUCTION
A special kind of self-block. in which a man 
moves to a square preventing other pieces o f its 
colour (not King) from occupying that square.

#2
1431: 1. <ae4? ®d5 ♦ 1. £Ь7! <g>d5 2. ^e4# ♦ 

Avoidance of self-obstruction.
★  Other examples: 768, 1574.
—► See also: Obstruction.

SELF-OBSTRUCTION, RECIPROCAL
Two pieces (other than King) occupy a certain 
square, in different variations, preventing each 
other from moving to that square. When there are 
three or more pieces involved, and each one, in 
turn, prevents others from moving on the square, 
we talk either about cyclic, or about complete 
self-obstruction.

SELF-PIN
A move that pins own man. The self-pin can be:
(1) Direct Self-pin by capture of the enemy piece 

on the pin-line (i.e., line between the enemy 
line-mover and own King). The example is, 
for instance, the key in 293, or defences in 
326.

(2) Indirect Self-pin by:
(a) moving the half-pinned piece off the 

half-pin line (see the examples under 
half-pin):

(b) a King’s move to the pin line (an example is 
639).

★  Other examples: 293, 310, 313,326,469, 542, 579, 580,
639, 723,810, 955, 956,973, 1188, 1541, 1623.

SELF-PIN, ANTICIPATORY
A piece that is going to be pinned or the King,
moves on the pin-line before the pin is effective.

1432: 1. g4! ~ 2. #xh8#, 1... фе5 2. ge2#, 1... 
gxe6 2. gb6#, 1... gxf4 2. gf2#, (1... 2.
^f5#).

1433

BfJSING, Gunter
3.pl Berlin -  Munich 1988

1433: a) 1. #c2  d4+ 2. фе4 £^c3# ♦ b) 1. ^ c4  Д 6 
2. <J>f4 £d3# ♦ c) 1. # f6  ge4+ 2. ®f5 £>xe7#.

★  Other examples: 206,667.
—► See also: Self-Pin.
s  Aliases: Preliminary Selfpin; Preventive Selfpin.

SELF-UNPIN
Elimination of the opponent’s pin. One side can 
eliminate a harmful pin exerted by a piece of the 
other side by:
(1) Direct Unpin by capturing a pinning piece 

(hardly an attractive method!);
(2) Indirect Unpin by:

(a) moving another man on the pin-line (see 
583);

(b) by moving the King off the pin-line (see 
640).

SELF-UNPIN, ANTICIPATORY
White or Black can perform an anticipatory
self-unpin by
(1) moving a man, which is threatened to be 

pinned, off the (future) pin-line where the pin 
would take place later;

h#2 b) £}a2-»b2 
c) <£}a2—»g8
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(2) moving the King off the (future) pin-line 
where the pin would take place later;

(3) moving a third piece on the (future) pin-line 
where the pin would take place later.

2  Alias: Preliminary self-unpin.

SELFMATE [S]
White plays first and forces Black to give mate in 
the specified number o f moves, while Black tries 
to avoid mating White.

The first selfmate in existence is to be found in 
manuscripts from the end o f the 13 th century, and 
it is assumed the Arabs knew the genre. Polerio 
(1590), Lolli and Ponziani (around 1750) com
posed selftnates without any additional condi
tions, and since the first decades o f the 19th 
century quite a few problemists have devoted 
some o f their work to selfmates and self-stale
mates.
In 1907 Alain White published in Paris “Les 
Mille et Un Mat Inverse ” (A thousand and one 
self-mates) and another important work was 
Eduard Birgfeld’s “Fata Morgana ” in 1922, in
cluding over 900 selfmates o f which more than 
700 were original problems.

The “Fata Morgana " type dominated the genre 
long into the 1950s until the 1960s when the stra
tegic self-mate finally made its breakthrough, 
thus enhancing the expressive possibilities o f the 
problem type and raising it to a status equal to 
that o f studies (endgame\ direct mate and help
mate problems.
The old French name o f  the genre was “Oui 
perd easne'\  and in England it was known as 
“sui-mate”, but during the latter half o f the 19th 
century “selfmate” and its translation equivalents 
became dominant in most countries. The French 
call it, though, “mat d’inverse” (inverted mate), 
which is also the meaning o f Russian’s “obratnyi 
mat”.

Categorization o f selfmates in two, three and 
more moves is not as clear as in help- and di
rect-mate genres, and it may occur that selfmates 
of all length are judged in one group.
-» See also: Qui perd gagne.
= Alias: Suimate.

1434:1. gg8+! ®h4 2. £g5+  ®g4 3. £ g l+  £>xdl
4. ДеЗ+ <g>h4 5. Af2+ £>xf2#.

s#5

SELFMATE ANNIHILATION [S]
THEME
In a selfmate. white piece is located so that Black 
can prevent the mate by playing the rear piece of  
the battery en prise. Therefore White has to play 
his piece on a square where the threatened cap
ture would take place.

1435:1. gd8! (2. £>c4+ <^xc4 3. ДсЗ+), 1... Axf6 
2. gh8! ~3. £}c4+(2. g ~ 8 ?^ h 8 !).,(!... £}xc62. 
ga8+ £a7  3. ДсЗ+ , 1... £>d3 2. gd5+ £c5 3. 
ДсЗ+, 1... gg7 2. Дхе5 g ~  3. Ac3+).

-> See also: Hideaway Theme.

SELFSTALEMATE [F]
A type o f problem in which White plays first and 
forces Black to stalemate him in the specified 
number o f moves, while Black tries to avoid 
stalemating White.

SEMI-EXCELSIOR THEME 
Like Excelsior Theme, only the Pawn has previ
ously made a single-step advance from its origi
nal position.

SEMI-NEUTRAL PIECES [F]
Fairy piece, which can have three states: white 
(w>), neutral (n) and black (A). After a move in the 
w state, it enters the n state, and in the further 
course o f the play it can be used either as a white
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or as a black piece. When moved in n state it en
ters to the state which corresponds to the side 
which used it, w if  it was white, or b if  it was 
black move. On its next move, it enters again the 
n state. Castling with the semineutral Rook does
n’t change its state (because castle is defined as a 
King’s move).
There is an alternative interpretation, according 
to which the state changes in a strictly defined or
der: w, w, b, then again w, then w and so on.
The initial state o f the semineutral piece (in the 
diagram position) is usually negotiated (i.e., de
clared below the diagram).

SEMI-REFLEXMATE [F]
A self-mate where Black has to give mate in one 
move as soon as he can, but unlike in the 
reflexmate. this obligation does not apply to 
White.
—> See also: Reflexmate.

SENECA THEME
In tries, White self-interferes his piece, giving 
the black King one or more flight squares. In de
fence, Black self-blocks the potential flights, al
lowing white interference (or Theme B2) 
mates.
I  Camil Seneca (1903-1977).

1436: 1. £>c7+? <S>f4!# 1. £}c3+? ®d3!, 1. £f6+? 
®xf5! ♦ l.^ g 7 !~ 2 . ^e5#, l ...^ f4  2. £>c7#, 1... 
^d3  2. £>c3#, 1... #xf5 2. &Ш.

= Alias: Gosman-Seneca.

SEPARATION
In general, in a chess problem this means select
ing the correct one among several potential mates 
or continuations. Fleck theme and Stocchi Blocks 
are typical mate separation themes.
= Aliases: Dual Separation; Mate Separation.

SERIES HELPMATE [F]
Fairy condition. A Series play problem in which 
Black plays a number of consecutive moves and 
aims for a position where White can deliver mate 
in one move.

ser-h#17
1437: 1. фЬ2 2-7. ®h3-g4-f3-e3-d2-®dl 8. c lg  9.

g c 2 10-16. <3?d2-e3-f3-g4-h3-h2-h 1 17. gh2 £>g3#. 
★  Other example 1228.

SERIES MATE [F]
Fairy condition. A Series play problem in which 
White plays a number o f consecutive moves to 
mate Black.

1438

KEMP, Charles E.
feenschach 1954 /  (v)

1438: 1. ®g2 2. ф О  3. фе4 4. ®xd3 5. ®xd4 6. 
фс5 7. d4 8. d5 9. d6 10. d7 11. d8g 12. ga8#.

SENTINEL [F]
Fairy condition. On moving, a piece leaves be
hind a Pawn o f its own color on its departure 
square. The rule does not apply to Pawns, or the 
pieces moving from the 1st or 2nd ranks, nor 
does it apply it there are 8 Pawns o f that color al
ready on the board.

SERIES PLAY [F]
Fairy genre. One side plays a series o f moves 
while another side remains stationary until, op
tionally, the last move. The active side is not al
lowed to give a check except on the last move.
★  See examples: 459, 1149, 1228, 1437,1438,1439, 1440, 

1708.
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SERIES REFLEXMATE [F]
Fairy condition. A Series play problem in which 
White makes a stipulated number of moves in se
quence and aims for a position where Black can 
give mate in one. During the sequence, White 
must not have a chance to mate in one.
S The stipulation of the fair)- section of the 2nd WCCT.

1439

KOVACEVl£, Marjan
9.pi WCCT 1980-85

1439s 1. Ь8£}! (1. Ь8Д?... 4. ge5#; 1. c8g? 2. 
gd8#) 2. c8g (2. с8Д? 3. Деб#; 2. c8^? 3. 
£}b6#) 3. e8g (3. f8g? 4. g8##) 4. 18g  (4. 
Г8Д? 5. # c5 #) 5. gh8  6. g8£} 7. g7 (7. f7? 8. 
£)f6#) 8. f7 9.18 g  gg7# ♦ 4 x g-promotion, 2 x 
^-promotion, and several promotions in tries.

SERIES SELFMATE [F]
A Series Play problem in which White plays a 
number of consecutive moves and aims for a po
sition where Black is forced to deliver mate in 
one.

ser-r#9

1440: 1. gh6 2. £>c3 3. ^xd6 4. Ad2 5. 0-0-0 6. 
ДЫ 7. ^rxa3+ ДхаЗ#.

SERVAIS THEME
In a diagram position the white Queen “masks” 
the black Half-Pin standing between two black 
thematic pieces. In the key the Queen moves off 
the halfpin-line, unpinning the black piece closer 
to the black King, and also indirectly unpinning 
one white piece. In two variations, black pieces

alternatively move off the halfpin line, leaving 
the remaining piece pinned, while White uses 
that pin to mate -  once with the key piece (i.e., 
the Queen), and once with the piece unpinned by 
the key move.
§ Albert Servais (1893-1970).

1441

SERVAIS, Albert
Volksgazet 1952

1441:1. ^rc5! ~ 2. ^e3#, 1... e4 2. £>d5#, 1... £}d5
2. ^d4#.

SET PLAY
1. Direct play. The play which exists in the ini
tial position if the other side moved first. It is a 
phase of play where only the variations that have 
some relation to the play in other phases are rele
vant. In a complete block. as well as in a mutate. 
all the black moves constitute the set play, only in 
the former it is equal to the actual play, while in 
the latter, some or all of the play changes after the 
key.
2. Help play. The line(s) o f play in which half a 
move shorter (i.e. when White plays first, pro
vided that it is a normal “Black to play” problem) 
stipulation(s) can be satisfied. It cannot be the so
lution due to the lack of a tempo move for Black. 
For the “White begins” stipulations, the set play 
is still half a move shorter, but play starts with 
Black.
Set play is usually as equally important part of 
the problem as the actual play, and normally 
there is a thematic link between these phases, 
which, in turn, are thematically linked to possible 
virtual play. It is accustomed, especially in help
mates, to indicate the existence of a set-play with 
an asterisk (*), and also in the solution, unless it 
is expressed verbally.
★  See example 1180.

SET PLAY, MOTIVATION OF
Means that are used in direct mate problems to 
enhance the illusion o f the effects of Black’s
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moves in the set play* for instance, black checks, 
capturing o f White’s pieces, Pawn promotions. 
Well motivated are the sets of White to play prob
lems and the sets that are underlined by try play,

SETTING
Usually refers to a sound expression of a theme. 
Prior to publication, often the composer has 
many settings he works on. His main aim is to 
discover the setting that is most elegant and most 
economical and underlines his main idea.

SEVERS’ IDEA [E]
An endgame motif. A Rook comes under attack 
of the opponent’s King and Queen, decoying 
them on the same diagonal and winning the 
Queen by a (skewer) check.

1442

ZEVERS, Jams
Rigaer Tageblatt 1900

1442:1. ga5+ ф е4 (1... b5 2. gxb5+ ^xb5 3. c4+ 
фхс4 4. Де2+) 2. gf5! ^xf5  (2... ®xf5 3. 
Ag4+) 3. Дс2+ +-. 

s  Alias: Zevers.

1 Janis Zevers (1868-1940).

+

SHARP THEME [H]
The first white move of a helpmate forms a 
(white) Battery. which is on the second white 
move abandoned by move of the rear piece 
(without mate!). The black King is checkmated 
on a square the unused battery aimed at.

1443:a) 1... Дхе7 2. & fl  Ag5 3. Да2 ^ c l# ^  
b) 1... gxd3 2. <£|C4 g d l 3. <^b2 gal# .

SHATRANJ
A successor of Chaturanza. the name derived 
from the Persian Chatrang, probably during the 
Arab invasion from 638 to 651. Modem chess 
has gradually developed from this game.

SHEDEY THEME
Double Dombrovskis paradox with identical 
mates. (Definition from FIDE Album.}
Complete Shedey. Parallel synthesis of Shedey 
theme with Zagoruiko theme. See 1444
1 Sergey Shedey (1940-1985).

Pattern:
Shedey

1 - a b
X A C
Y D A
Z ! A E F

1444

SHEDEY, Sergey 
l.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1987 '

1444 :* l...£ )xd6‘, 2. £>c7#A, i... g xf5b2.#e7#c« 
1. £e4! ~ 2. ge5#, 1... £>xd6» 2. £>xc5#D, 1... 
gxf5b 2. £|C7#A, (1... <g>xf5 2. #h3#) ♦ 1. #f4? 
~ 2. £>c7#\ 1... £xd6“ 2. ^xd6#E, 1... gxf5b 2. 
#xf5#F, 1... Дс4!.

SHELTERING THEME
An English equivalent to German’s “Flucht- 
schutz*\ A direct maneuver (Direct Combina
tion ) or indirect maneuver (Indirect Combina
tion) often involves two pieces: White or Black 
moves either the vulnerable (shelter-seeking) 
piece (often King) or the protective piece or both, 
to find the threatened piece a shelter against 
checks, mate or any other attack. Furthermore, 
the play usually involves the other side’s at
tempts to anti-maneuver for the failure of the 
sheltering. Para-critical move and anti-para
-critical move are not infrequent. Applications in 
direct more-movers and win or draw studies.
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Basically the same as Shield which, however, 
most of the sources define explicitly and only as 
a protection of the King.

★  Other examples: 306, 1143, 1624.
—> See also: Critical Play; Unpin, Przepiorka. 
= Alias: Fluchtschutz (Ger.).

1445s 1. ®gl! ®e4 2. &<&+ <g>d5 3. <g>hl e4 4. f4 
exd3! 5. cxd3 c2 6. ^ g l  c\i£  7. e4#, (1... e4 2. f4 
exf3(ep) 3. exf3 фе5 4. ЛДЗ <3?d5 5. фе5 6. 
^ e4  ®f6 7. Ad4#).

1446: 1. gg2! <g>h6 2. gg3 (2. g h l?  e l^ !  = 
proto-form of Sheltering) <g?h7 3. gg4 ®h6 4. 
g h l ®h5 5. gg3! ®h4 6. gg2 ~ 7. ghxh2#. ♦ 
The proto- and anti-form of Sheltering maneuver.

1447: 1. gd2! g f8  2. фс2! (zz; 2. ga2? gf3+ 3. 
<®>d4 0-0!=) ghg8 3. фЬ2 h6 4. h3! (zz. 4. h4? h5 
5. фа2 g  f6 6. g  c2 g  a6+ 7. фЬ2 g  b8=) h5 5. h4 
(zz) gh8  (5... gf6  6. gc2 gd6 7. gc8+ gd8 8. 
gxd8+ <g>xd8 9. gb8+) 6. ®a2 ghg8 7. ga7  
gf6  8. gb2 +- ♦ One Rook shields from the 7th 
rank, the other from the 2nd.

SHIELD
A piece protects the King from attack by the op
ponent’s piece. Also a kind of unpin when a piece 
of a lesser value covers the opponent’s pin-line. 
liA King seeks protection o f a man o f either o f its 
own side or o f the opponent’s in order o f to avoid 
a damaging check. ” (Definition from FIDE Al
bum A
★  See example 1624.
—> See also: Sheltering Theme.

SHORTEST PROOF GAME [RJ
A type of problem in which the task is to recon
struct a legal game that leads to the diagram posi
tion. The shortest possible game is required, and 
its length is given in pairs of single moves, e.g. 
“SPG in 10” indicates the position is attained af
ter Black’s 10th move, while “SPG 9.5” indicates 
the position is attained after White’s 10th move.

SHORTY [E]
A study with an exceptionally short main varia
tion, usually five moves long or shorter.

SHUT-OFF
Closing the line o f the opponent’s piece. If the 
enemy piece has previously crossed a critical 
square where the shut-off takes place, we are 
talking about the Critical Shut-Off.

1448

CHLUBNA, Friedrich
l.pr Schweizerische 
Arbeiter Schachzeitung 
1966

1448: 1. Ad5? ~ 2. ^e4#, 1... ^ g 6  2. ,й.е6#, 1... 
ДсЗ! ♦ 1. £>d5? ~ 2. #e3#, 1... ^h 6  2. £}f6#, 1... 
^a3  2. £}Ь4#, 1... ^xe5! ♦ 1. £}bd7! -  2. ^d3#,
1... ^ g 6  2. £f6#, 1... ^ a3  2. 5#, 1... ^ a 6  2.
4}b6#, (1... ^xe5 2. £>xe5#, 1.» ^xd7 2. gxd7#) 
♦ Three shut-off (battery) mechanisms.

★  Other examples: 49,266, 1515.
= Alias: Ausspemmg (Ger.).
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SIAMESE CHESS [ f ]
Fairy condition. Both sides have two Kings. 
They are mated when after a check one or both 
cannot avoid being captured.
Ш Invented by Sandor Hun in 1939.

SIAMESE TWIN PLAY [F]
Fairy condition. Any two men of the same color 
and type move together the same distance paral
lel to each other.

SIBLING [R]
In a proof game takes a man, either in the dia
gram position or in the course of the game, a 
place of another man of same colour and value.

SIEGFRIED THEME
The last black, or in studies also white man, 
which is capable of moving, is trying to force the 
opponent to capture it because that would result 
in stalemate. In problems, the secondary aim is to 
prolong mate, too. In studies that kind of unit is 
also called desperado.
Siegfried Strategy. The strategy executed by 
White, when the last black unit capable of mov
ing is trying to offer itself en prise in the hope of 
immediate stalemate (or prolongation of the so
lution). The piece must be captured only under 
particular circumstances which White is to cre
ate, or to find another strategy. See 1449.
Black Siegfried. The only black man that is able 
to move must, due to immediate danger of stale
mate, be captured only under particular circum
stances. See 1450.
1 “Siegfried** and “Siegfried Strategy” as problem terms 

were coined by Karl Fabel (Die Schwalbe 1936 and 
1937).

#8
1449: 1. g e 5 ?  gg5! (1... g a 7  2. gb5!) 2. g e 7  

g c5 +  3. Д с4  g c 7  4. g e 3  gb7! ♦ 1. ge8! 
gc7+! 2. Д с4  g c 8  (2... g a7 ?  3. g b 8 ) 3. g e 5

g c5  4. ge3! g g 5  (4... g b 5  5. ДхЬ5 = capture- 
Roman) 5. g e 7  g g 7  6. Д П ! gxf7  7. gx f7  ®a2 
8. ga7#.

1450: 1. g6! a4 2. ^ g 8 !  ^rf7+ 3. gxf7 ®a2 4. 
Я 8#,Д #, (1... ^ d 2  2. Д1ге+ # b 4  3. g7 ^ x f8  4. 
g x f8 ^ r^ # )  ♦ Tgr is after 1... a4 a Siegfried who, 
unable to guard the foci b2, c2 and f8 simulta
neously, is trying to find a rescue in stalemate, for 
which White is preparing himself with 2. Ag8.

★  Other example 265.

SINGLE BOX [F]
Both parties can use only the pieces there was in 
the “box” prior to the start of the game. They are, 
however, allowed to use two Bishops moving on 
the dark or light squares, but not, for example, 
three Bishops or two Queens. The game has three 
variants:
A Pawn can promote only to a piece the equiva
lent of which is missing from the chessboard, i.e., 
which was captured. Thus, either side can never 
have, for instance, two Queens or three Bishops. 
However, two Bishops on the squares of the 
same colour are allowed. Depending on the way 
the promotion move can take place, there are 
three sub-types of the Single Box condition:
Type I. A Pawn cannot advance to its promotion 
rank if a promotion is not available, i.e., all the 
officers of its colour are present on the board.
Type 2. If a Pawn reaches its promotion rank 
while no promotion is available, he remains there 
dormant until the first piece of its colour is cap
tured. Then the Pawn automatically promotes to 
that piece. If such a capture occurs in a position 
with two or more dormant Pawns, the side 
which made a capture decides which one will be 
promoted.
Type 3. Same as Type 2, except that a decision in 
case of two or more dormant Pawns is made by
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the side which owns these Pawns, i.e., the side 
whose piece has just been captured.
§ Condition proposed by Milan Velimirovic (1952) for 

7th WCCT.

SINGLE COMBAT [F]
A fairy condition. Each side may move only one 
piece. Another piece may take over the duellist 
role, if the first piece cannot move any longer. 
Non-moving pieces retain their power against 
the enemy King. Normal mates result.
= Alias: Duellantenschach (Ger.).

SIREN [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces group. 
Moves like a Queen and captures like a Locust
§ Introduced by Giuseppe Brogi.
= Alias: Sirene.

+ Other example 331. 
s  Alias: Enfilade (Fr.).

SKITTLES IDEA
The black King is surrounded by eight black 
Pawns. There are no other black pieces. Except 
for his King, White has only a Queen and one 
weaker piece.

1452

MANN, Caret C. W.
Nederlandse 
Schaaktijdschrift 1907

SIX HANDS ROUND [F]
Three pairs of mutual Grimshaw interferences 
between the same two pieces. This theme has not 
been shown so far in an orthodox problem.

SKELETON
Framework or scheme of the future composition.

SKEWER [E]
A line piece attacks an enemy unit standing on 
the same rank, file or diagonal as a second enemy 
unit, so that when the the attacked unit moves 
away, the second unit is open to capture.

1451

VAN VLIET, Louis
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1888

1451: L ^b4! ©d5,f3 2. ^ a 4 +  ф Ьб 3. #b3+! 
# x b 3  4. Ь 8#+ ; l... # g 2  2. # а З +  ф Ь б 3. #b2+ ! 
# x b 2  4. Ь 8#+ ; l ... # h l  2. ^ а З +  ф Ь ~  3. ^ b 2 +  
ф с7  4. T^h2+! ^fxh2 4. b8igr+, or З ...ф а~ 4. 
чйга2+ ф Ь ~  5. ^ b l+ !  ^ x b l  6. b8^r+. 4 skewers. 
If Black is trying to avoid it, ф  comes out o f the 
pin. (1... ^ rh l 2. ^ а З +  ф Ь б 3. ^ Ь 2 +  ф с5  4. ф а7  
# h 7  5. # b 6 +  ф ё 5 /ф с 4  6. фаб).

1 4 5 2 :1. ^ a l ! (~), 1... e3 2. ^ h l +  e4 3. # h 5 +  e5 4. 
^ f7 # , 1... c3 2. # a 2 +  c4 3. # a 5 +  c5 4. # a8 # , 1... 
d3 2. ^ c 3  e3 3. exd3 cxd3,e4 4. ^xd3,dxc4#.

SLIDE INTERFERENCE
Interference o f a line piece by a like-motion 
piece. The difference from the Holzhausen inter
ference is that the interfering piece is, in 
Holzhausen, Ex-Decovtd  (deflected) while here 
it is Ad-Decoyed (directed).

1453

TRILLING, Anton
Deutsche Schachblatter 
15 A. 1938

1453:1. g c 5 ?  # x c5 ! ♦ 1. g e l !  (2. gal+/<£,b6+),
1... Д О  2. gc5 ! A xc5 /gxc5  3. ДЬ5Л£|Ь6#.

= Aliases: Gleitverstellung (Ger.); Slide Adjustment.

SLIDING CHESS PUZZLES [F]
Positions, usually on an irregular chess board, 
where it is requested to reach from source to tar
get position. One o f the most popular puzzles of 
this type is the famous Dawson’s Revolver Prob
lem (see diagram).
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#21

1454
DAWSON, Thomas R.
Bolton Football Field 
1911

1454: While the black King oscillates on two squares, 
White plays to the vacant square in the following 
order: ♦ l-20. В» £>> В. Д , B, B, Д , 
£>, B»£h В ,Ф , a ,® ,^ -a n d n o w 2 1 . 
а х д # .

I... Bxg5«, 1... Axd8a, 1... gf4! ♦ I. фхЬ7! ~2. 
£}xc6#, 1... ДхГЗ« 2 .^ x 0 # ,  1... Bxg5*2. 
^rxd4#, 1... ^xd8b 2. ^d6# ♦ a = removing 
guard, b = capturing threat piece, c = guarding.

—> See also: Brabec Theme; Mlynka Theme.

SLOWED EXCELSIOR THEME
An Excelsior that starts with a single square 
advance of thematic Pawn, which consequently 
needs 6 moves to reach its promotion rank.

SLOVAK SCHOOL
One of the trends of the Anglo-American and 
Strategic School. One of the foci has been to 
combine the changed defensive motives in dif
ferent phases o f twomovers. Slovakian prob
lemists have developed the ideas from the 1960s, 
among them composers like Juraj Brabec, Karol 
Mlynka, Ivan Kiss, L’udovit Ladny and Miroslav 
Svitek.

1455: 1. ^ a l?  ~ 2. ^xd4#, 1... c3a 2. Дс13#, 1... 
Дс5ь 2. £>хс5#, 1... £ еЗ с 2. |}f2#, 1... f5<* 2. 
£}g5#, 1... <&f3! ♦ L ^ a5 !~ 2 . #xd5#, 1... c3d2. 
Ad3#, 1... Дс5а 2. <axc5#, 1... £}e3b2. £f2#, 1... 
f5c 2. £jg5# ♦ Mlynka Theme: a = cut the mating 
piece, b = guard, c = cut supporting piece, d = line 
opening.

1456:l.g8£i?~2. ДА5#, l... ДхОя, 1... gxg5b,l... 
^xd8c, 1... gh6! ♦ 1. f6? ~ 2. gf5#, 1... ДхОь,

SMOTHERED MATE
Mate by the Knight where the opponent’s King is 
surrounded by his own pieces.

#5
1457:1. ^c4+! <g>h8 2. & f7+ <®>g8 3. <^h6+ <®>h8 4.

Ш 8+ g x g8 5. £>f7#.
★  Other example 1434.
= Aliases: Lucena’s Mate; Philidor’s Legacy.

SNAKE THEME [E]
A meandering march of a piece on adjacent hori
zontal (vertical) lines, changing the vertical (hor
izontal) line on each move. This meandering 
motion can be made by a white Pawn (e.g., a 
variation on Excelsior theme).

1458:1. <3?b5 ДЬ2 2. a4 ®c7 3. ®c4 фсб 4. <£d3 
Дс1 5. <S>d4 cQad2 6. фс4 Де1 7. <S>d3 (7. ®d4? 
Af2-+; Zz.) Д£2 8. ®d4! (Zz.) Agl 9. фс4 ДЬ2 
10. a5 ДГ4 11. a6 =.

★  Other example 1465.
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SOLA-SCHIFFMANN THEME
After the key, White has a quiet threat. Black has 
a two-move defence. He first takes a white piece 
and will then, on the second move, open the 
white line which would be closed by a threat. 
Therefore, White on his second move must 
choose another way to force an opening of that 
line.

#3
1459s 1. £>h5! ~ 2. £>5f6 ~ 3. £g8#, 1... gxc3 2. 

£g3 gxg3 3. Д ё7#.
-> See also: Schiffmann 1 Defence.
= Alias: Sola Defence.

SOLUTION
1. Moves that solve a chess composition. That is 
one definition, but there are two other ones that 
do not only differ from the definition above, but 
from each other, too.
2. Authors solution does not consist only of all 
moves that solve the composition but also of the 
moves that do not solve it: thematic tries with 
their refutations, duals that are avoided in threats 
and mating moves or moves before it; in studies, 
possible important side variations and supportive 
lines.
3. In many solving competitions. for instance in 
WCSC and ECSC and national championships, in 
order to score full points, the solver is required to 
write: in direct two-movers, the key; in direct 
three- and more-movers, the key, the threat (if 
any), all Black’s defences (that parry the threat 
and lead to different continuations until White’s 
last move before mate); in help-mates, all moves 
including the mate; in self-mates the key, the 
threat (if any) and all Black’s defences (that parry 
the threat) and W hite’s continuations up to 
White’s last move; in studies, all important varia
tions until an obvious draw or won position has 
been achieved.

For fairy chess compositions, the organizer of the 
competition may make demands concerning for 
how precisely a solution of each composition 
must be written.

SOLUTION, SHORT
A series of moves that solves a problem quicker 
than in the stipulated number of moves. Amounts 
to a cook. even if the key were the same as in the 
author s solution.

SOLVER
A person who solves (and/or cooks) chess com
positions. At one end of the continuum is anyone 
who cracks a chess puzzle occasionally purely 
for the fun of it, at the other end, well-trained 
competitive solvers, who participate in interna
tional contests on the highest level to obtain in
ternational norms and maybe the coveted title of 
the World Champion.
Solvers, in large part, may be compared to the au
dience at a concert or spectators of a theater per
formance with its varying tastes and degree of 
expertise. They are the ones whom most authors 
direct their work to, instead of critics (judges).

SOLVING COM PETITION
A competition organized by an individual or 
institution, which selects the compositions for 
solving and nominates the person(s) who is (are) 
in charge of observing that the rules are fol
lowed, and who score(s) the points. Participation 
in such a competition may be open or restricted. 
Competition may happen through correspon
dence, or it may be a quick-solving competition, 
which takes place in one location within a fairly 
short period of time, usually around three hours, 
unless it is a two-day event.
Chess magazines organize open solving compe
titions through correspondence on regular bases, 
awarding the best or/and most loyal solvers 
prizes in the forms of small amounts of money, 
books or subscriptions. The problems to be 
solved are usually originals published in the 
magazine. This sort of competitions date back to 
the 19th century. One of the best known series of 
international competitions was organized by the 
Good Companion Chess Problem Club. founded 
in 1913.
International team competitions by correspon
dence, organized by the International Problem
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Board (the predecessor o f PCCC), were held in 
1928 (shared winners England and Hungary), 
1930 (Denmark), 1931 (England), 1932 (Hun
gary), 1933 (Spain), 1934 (Lithuania), 1935 
(Hungary), 1936 (Germany), 1937 (Austria), 
1938 (England), 1946 (Yugoslavia), 1947 
(Czechoslovakia) and in 1948 (Rumania). 
National solving competitions, both long-term 
and quick-solving, informal and Championship 
competitions, have a long tradition, too.
In connection o f the annual meetings o f PCCC. 
solving competitions were held, too, but it was 
not until 1977 that they gained an official status 
and became World Championships for Solving 
Chess Compositions ( fVCSC). first for teams and 
in 1983 also for individuals.
From 2005, teams and individual solvers have 
competed for the European Championships 
(ECSC). which follow the WCSC format.
Yet another important international event is the 
annual International Solving Competition (ISC), 
organized for the first time in 2005. The competi
tion is held at same time in each participating 
country at least in one town. The competition has 
an international jury, and in each country a con
tact person, who receives the problems and 
scores the preliminary points. The event is for 
individuals, and the results are included in the 
international ranking. Participation in ISC has 
totalled well over 200 solvers from almost 30 
countries on average.

SOMMER THEME
Theme В with direct pinning o f the white piece 
and dual avoidance.
E Bruno Sommer (1881-1971).

1460: 1. ДхЬб! -  2. <&c3#, 1... ^ c8  2. £>5d6#, l.„ 
^ e 2  2. £>7d6# ♦ etc.

= Aliases: Anti-Ellerman-Weenink Theme; Sommer.

SOMOV, CUMULATED
Somov 1 (Theme B) and Somov 2 (Theme B2) in 
the same variation.

SOROKIN CONSTANT [HJ
In a helpmate o f Onitiu type in two or several 
phases Black plays exactly the same moves and 
White plays with same pieces.
E Proposed by Evgeniy Sorokin (1933).

h#4 1211...
1461:1. фсЗ g f l  2. фЬ2 Де4 3. фа1 g O  4. £Ь2 

ga3#, 1... Де2 2. ®Ь2 Дс4+ 3. ®al gc2 4. 
£}Ь2 gel# .

SOUND PROBLEM
Correctness o f all aspects o f a problem/endgame 
(position, variations, etc.) in compliance with 
generally adopted conventions. Soundness is one 
o f the necessary conditions a composition has to 
meet to be eligible for tourneys.
—> See also: Cook; Dual.

SOURCE
The composer’s name with the date and place of 
publication and possible tourney success. As a 
courtesy to the composer, this information ought 
to be supplied with the diagram every time the 
composition is re-printed.

SOVIET SCHOOL OF COMPOSITION
A movement that developed in Soviet Union in 
the late 1920s on the foundation created by the 
strategic school and the principles expressed by 
composers like Aleksandr Galitsky and Leonid 
Kubbel.
The Soviet School o f composition developed in 
parallel with general trends in chess. The founda
tion o f studies and other compositions recog
nizes the elements o f struggle and the ideas and 
combinations o f the game.
The foundations o f the creative principles o f the 
Soviet School were defined to embrace the fol
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lowing premises that advance the balance o f  
form and content:
(a) the difficulty and concealed nature of the so

lution;
(b) the completeness in the rendering o f the idea, 

which corresponds to the spirit o f chess;
(c) the completeness in the way in which the 

structure o f the position and representation o f  
the idea is finished to their artistic form.

To the achievements o f  the Soviet school belong 
themes that emphasize the defensive ideas in 
Black’s moves (Black Correction, dual avoid
ance), options in White’s play (White Combina
tions, Combinations in try-play), all or some o f  
them expressed in line-themes A-E, later 
multi-phase changed play, and more recently 
changes in the functions o f moves (New 
Strategic School).
The founder o f the Soviet School in study com
position is justifiably A. Troitsky, along with L. 
Kubbel and V. Platov, in the first decades o f 20th 
century. The Soviet school o f endgame composi
tion embraces all types o f studies: combinative, 
analytical and romantic. Hence, the school is 
characterized by the achievements in competi
tive side rather than in terms by the styles and 
trends o f composition.

SPACE CHESS [F]
Fairy chess variant. It deals with boards with 3 or 
more dimensions and pieces characteristic to 
them. The most common space chess board is 
three-dimensional 5x5x5. The first recorded 
mention o f  space chess dates to 1851 when 
Lionel Kieseritzky, in connection with the Lon
don Tourney, introduced Adolf Anderssen with 
the cube chess he had invented.
Incidentally, this was the tourney where the gen
tlemen reportedly played their immortal game, 
which was, however, most likely a friendly en
counter in one o f  London’s countless caffes.
2  Alias: Raumschach (Ger.).

SPARROW [F]
Fairy piece which moves like a Grasshopper on 
Queen lines but deflects 135° either way on pass
ing over the hurdle. The arrival square is adjacent 
to the hurdle.

Bishop-Sparrow and Rook-Sparrow move on 
Bishop and Rook lines respectively and deflect 
135° either way on passing over the hurdle.

SPIKE [F]
Fairy chess term, a specific kind o f pin. Used in 
conditions where leaving a piece threatening an 
opposite piece o f the same kind is regarded as il
legal (for instance in Isardam).
A unit is spiked if  its move would allow two 
pieces o f the same kind and opposite colour to 
see each other. For instance, in 1462 after the key 
L # d 3 , White does not threaten 2.e3+? because 
with 2...Д14! the black Bishop would “spike” 
the Pawn -  if it moves away then the white and 
black Bishop would attack each other.

#2 Isardam
1462s 1. ^f4 ?  -  2. ДеЗ#, 1... £ g l  2. e3#, 1... #d5 

2. gxd5#, 1... c2! 2. ДеЗ+ c l^ l  ♦ 1. ^d3! ~ 2. 
фхсЗ# (2... фхсЗ? illegal as bK is spiked), 1... 
# a7  2. gd5# (2... c5? illegal), 1... ^g7  2. ДеЗ# 
(2... Де5? illegal), 1... ^ g 4  2. e3# (2... Af4? 
illegal) ♦ legalization of black defences due to 
self-checking.

SPLIT SWITCH THEME
The black Rook opens a line o f his own Bishop 
and then cuts this line on another square.

SPOT
One of the central concepts o f the Locus Theory: 
a square occupied by an index piece (often a 
King) or a position taken up by such a piece in re
lation to another.

SPRING
A geometrical pattern, when a piece moves to 
and fro on a line always ending up one step fur
ther than on the previous time.
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SQUARE
The smallest part o f the chessboard which can 
never be occupied by more than one piece. It is in 
many languages called a “field”.
= Alias: Field.

SQUARE RULE [EJ
A simplified method o f calculation in a Pawn 
endgame when a Pawn in its advance is not sup
ported by its King. If the defending King can en
ter in the square, two angles o f which are the 
square occupied by a Pawn and the promotion 
rank on its file, he can catch the Pawn. Otherwise 
a Pawn easily promotes to Queen.
★  See example 1313.
-* See also: Cheron Rule.

SQUARE VACATION
A strategic effect in which a piece departs from a 
square, and thereby enables a friendly piece to 
occupy it.
★  See examples: 744, 1560, 1707.

SQUID [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces 
group. Moves like a Knight and captures like a 
Knight-Locust (Locust).

STAGE MOVES THEME 
A line-piece could immediately occupy its final 
square on its first move, but in the actual solution 
it first moves to another square.

1463

BERKENBUSCH,
Helmut
Dortmunder Zeitung 
26.2.1936

1463s 1. ga2? e5 2. ? ♦ 1. g~2? e6! ♦ 1. gb2! (~),
1... e5 2. ga2 e4/#xg2+ 3. #b2/gxg2#, 1... e62. 
f6+ <g>g6 3. #c2#.

STAIRCASE THEME
Ascent or descent o f a piece in a graphically dis
tinct zig-zag path.

#3

#12
1464s 1. ^сЗ! фЫ  2. #d3+ фа1 3. ^ d 4  фЫ  4. 

#e4+ фа1 5. ^e5  фЫ  6. ^f5+  фа1 7. #f6 
фЫ  8. ^g6+ фа1 9. ^g 7  фЫ  10. ^h7+ фа1 
11. фЫ  12. ^h l# .

STAIRCASE, PAWN’S
A variation o f Excelsior theme: a Pawn marches 
toward its promotion square, starting from its ini
tial game-array position. Instead o f moving or
thogonally, it advances by alternately capturing 
on the left and right until it has reached its pro
motion destination. Ideally, the march lasts for 
six moves, i.e. is not interrupted by a move o f any 
other man.

1465s 1. g g l!  (2. #g2#), 1... gg3 2. hxg3+ ф ё4 3. 
gxh4+ фЬ5 4. hxg5+ ®g6 5. gxh6+ ф!»7 6. hxg7+ 
®g8 7. gxh8£>#, (3... ®f4 4. j^d6+ феЗ 5. gg3+ 
®d4/®~2 6. #dl+ /#h2+; 5... ф П  6. ^h5+ 
®g8 7. h7#).

STALEMATE
According to the Laws o f Chess if  the side on the 
move has no legal moves and his King is not 
threatened, the position is stalemate and the 
game ends in a draw. The rule is effective in or
thodox compositions, and in most forms o f fairy 
chess, too. In draw studies White may escape to a 
stalemate. There are a number o f  fairy chess 
types whose legitimate goal is stalemate.
★  See example 780.
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STALEMATE AVOIDANCE
In win studies and orthodox problems the avoid
ance of stalemate may well be a significant fac
tor. In certain compositions the main theme is 
Black’s attempt to fhistrate White’s attack by re
peated stalemate traps, while White’s primary 
aim is to refute them. Many themes and strategies 
are pertinent to the subject, for instance:
(1) White prepares himself in advance (possibly 

with his option combination) for Black’s 
stalemate defence;

(2) Logical combination: White’s try leads to 
stalemate. With a foreplan he decoys one of 
Black’s men so that with an analogous or sub
stitute defence stalemate will be avoided;

(3) Try would result in an immediate stalemate.
With a foreplan White forces Black to dissolve 
the potential stalemate position. There are some 
themes involving stalemate avoidance (some du
els, Anti-Klinz theme etc.), but it can per se con
stitute a theme or a thematic ingredient.

1466

KNOPPELj Jan
Schackvarlden 1941

1466: 1. £}d6? stalemate, (1. <£}d4? d5!) ♦ 1. фаЗ! 
d5 2. £}d6 d4 3. £>xb7#, 1— d6 2. £>d4 d5 3. 
£>b3#.

#3

1467

HULTBERG, Herbert
Uppsala Nya lidning 
18.7.1942

1 4 6 7 :1. gf2+? ДС5 2. g f l?  stalemate ♦ 1. b7! (2. 
b 8 #  -  3. ^b2+,#d8+) ДхЬ7 2. gf2+ ДО  3. 
g fl!  <g>f5 4. gxf7#.

1468

BAYERSDORFER, Adolf
Zur Kenntnis des 
Schachproblems 1902 /  
(published after 1862)

#5
1468: 1. #g7?/<3?c6? <g>g3 2. #d4 /#a7  ®xf4! 3. 

^rgl фе5 4. ^e3  stalemate! ♦ 1. фс8?/фе8? ... 
4. ^e3  <®>d6 5. ? ♦ I. ®d8! ®g3 2. #a7  ®xf4 
(2... <£>g4 3. # f2  <®>xg5 4. ^g3+) 3. ф gl фе5 4. 
^re3 sS>d6 5. e5#.

1469: 1... g2d6+ (Black maintains the option to 
gxb7+) 2. фс5 (2. фЬ5? gxb7+3.®c5 gxa74. 
gxa7 gc6+ =) gd5+ 3. фс4 gd4+ 4. фсЗ 
gd3+ 5. фс2 gd2+ 6. фЬ1 gxb2+ 7. фс1 (7. 
фхЬ2? gxb7+ 8. фс2 gxa7 9. gxa7 stalemate) 
gc7+ 8. ® dl gd7+ 9. фе1 ge8+ 10. ф П  
gf7+ 11. <®gl gg7+ 12. ® hl gxh7+ 13. ®gl 
gg7+ ... 16. ® dl gd7+ 17. фс1 gc7+ 18. 
фхЬ2 +-.

1470:1. ga2!! (2. фЬ2 3. £}c7#), 1... hxgl^!
2. e3! (2. фЬ2? ДЬб! 3. gxa6=) ДЬ2,ДАДхеЗ
3. gxh2,gxf2,ge2 <£-4. £c7#, 1...ЫД! 2.e4! 
(2. фЬ2? Дсб! 3. gxa6=) Дй2,ДО,Дхе4 3. 
gxg2,£xf3,ge2 £>~4. £c7#.

★  Other examples: 151, 455, 792, 880, 953, 1067, 1251, 
1423, 1576, 1607, 1677.
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STALEMATE ENDGAME [e ]
Endgame in which a thematic line ends in a stale
mate.
★  See examples: 466, 795, 876, 1206, 1245, 1357,1677.

STALEMATE IN N MOVES [F]
Not as popular as mate problems, this genre too 
consists of direct play but aims at a different tar
get -  the forcing of a stalemate. The stipulation is 
considered by many to belong to fairy chess: this 
view is adopted in FIDE Albums.

1471

HARTONG, Jan
The Problemist 1933

1471: 1.£}е7+!, 1...фхе7 2. bxc8^=, l...£)d3 
2. bxc8g=, 1... <3?c7 2. Ьхс8Д=, 1... феб 2. 
bxc8£}=, (1... <3?e8 2. £ptc8=).

STALEMATE, IDEAL
A model stalemate (Stalemate, Model) in which 
all force on the board, both Black and White, is 
used, including all Pawns and the white King.

STALEMATE, MODEL
Stalemate position where all the pieces of the 
stalemating side take part (with the allowable ex
ception of the King and Pawns), and each square 
of the stalemated side King’s field is either 
blocked, or guarded only once.

1472: L gb5+! фаб (l... фхЬ5 2. ^ f6  #xf6 
stalemate) 2. gb6+ ®xb6 (2... 3. ДА6) 3.
^f2+  4. il,d4 ^rxd4 stalemate. Two model
stalemates.

★  Other example 1357.

STALEMATE, PERPETUAL [E]
1. An endgame theme. A situation in studies 
where a side, usually Black, has one or more 
moves that would lead to stalemate. Attempts to 
avoid the stalemate fail because another stale
mate is set up, leaving the side with the only 
choice of repeating the moves or accepting the 
stalemate. See 1473.
2. A drawing endgame theme. White as the 
weaker side maintains a threat of a stalemate. See 
1213.

1473

AFANASIEV, Georgy V.; 
DVIZOV, Evgeny I.
EG 1971

1473: 1. ДЬ7 ДхЬ7 2. a 8 #  e4+ 3. <g>d4 ДеЗ+ (3... 
e3 4. #xb7; 3... Де5+ 4. <2?еЗ Дха8=) 4. фе5 
£d4+ (4... Дха8=) 5. ®f4 Де5+ (5... ДхЬ2 6. 
#хЬ7) 6. ®еЗ Д*4+ 7. ®d4 =.

1474

PROKOP, FrantiSek
2.pr All-Union Chess 
Section tourney 1925

1474:1.4}f8+ ®h8 2. £}g6+ #xg6 3. f8#+  ®h7 4.
ДЫ  ДсЗ+ (4... ^rxbl 5. ^f5+ ^xf5 stalemate)
5. ®e3 ^d4+  6. <g>d2 ДеЗ+ 7. фсЗ Ad2+ 8. 
®d4=

STALEMATE, SET
1. The stalemating side could stalemate immedi
ately if it was its turn to move.
2. A side is stalemated in the initial position.
1475:1. <£>Ь7! (~), 1... £}a5+ 2. bxa5#, 1... £pcb4 2. 

gxb4#, 1... £d4  2. £c3#, £ ,e5 2. £g5#, 1...
£>xe7 2. gxe7#, 1... £d8+2. exd8~#, 1... £b8 2. 
<3?xb8#, 1... £}a7 2. ®xa7#.
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1475

SONNENFELD, Felix A.
О Estado de Sao Paulo 
1957

STAR SELF-BLOCKS
The four diagonal squares adjacent to the King 
are blocked.

#5

1476

SCHULTZ, Johan G
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1859

1476s 1. £}e3+ gxe3 2. #c5+ £xc5 3. £c3+ gxc3
4. gd4+ sg>xd4 5. gd6# ♦ Reminiscent of the 
Arabian mansubat and the “Old School”.

STAR THEME
Apiece moves on its 4 diagonal adjacent squares. 
Extended stars (2 squares, 3 squares) are also 
possible.

1477

TIMONIN, Vladimir
5.pi Olympic Tourney 1990

1477s *1... Даб+ 2. фхаб, 1... Дс8 2. фа4, 1... 
Да8 2. фс4, 1... Дхсб+ 2. фхсб# ♦ 1. фЬ4! (2. 
<£}xb2+), 1... ДаЗ+ 2. фхаЗ ~ 3. #xb3#, 1... 
ДхсЗ+ 2. фхсЗ #е1+ 3. gd2#, 1... Да1 2. фс5 
gh5+ 3. ДхЬ5#, 1... Дс1 2. фа5 gh5+ 3. 
ДхЬ5# ♦ 2 х <3?‘s star, 2 х Jk‘s star!.

#3

STATIST
In a direct mate problem this term, bearing a neg
ative connotation, is used to denote a white piece 
(not Pawn) which plays a nonessential part and 
could usually be substituted by a better 
construction.
—> See also: Force, Superfluous; Night Watchman; Pin, 

Technical.

STATUS QUO THEME GROUP
The whole group o f themes, for which Eric M. 
Hassberg proposed the joint term “Status Quo 
Themes”, can be defined as follows: the key pins 
and/or unpins one, two or several pieces. Black 
will pin the unpinned or/and unpin the pinned 
pieces simultaneously in a variation so that the 
initial state (status quo) is restored.
Naturally, the newly retained pins and unpins 
must have a thematic function in the play.
The themes can be classified, firstly by the num
ber of (un)pinned pieces, and then according to 
the colour and effects of the pieces.
(1) One piece:
(a) White self-pins his piece which Black then 

unpins (Anti-Hochberser theme):
(b) White self-unpins his piece which Black then 

pins (Hochberger theme and Bograd theme):
(c) White pins a black piece which Black then 

self-unpins;
(d) White unpins a black piece which Black then 

self-pins (Howard theme).
Frederik W. Nanning discussed extensively 
in his article {tPermuteren en Combineren” 
(Tijdschrift v.d. K.N.S.B. August, 1935) about the 
following group, which involves two men.
(2) Two pieces:
(a) White self-pins two o f his pieces which Black 

then unpins (with dual avoidance);
(b) White self-unpins and self-pins his pieces 

which Black then pins and unpins:
(b l)S chor type: direct unpins and pins 

(Castellari-Schor theme):
(b2) Mari type: in the key direct, in defence in

direct pins and unpins (Mari theme):
(b3) Castellari type: in the key indirect, in de

fence direct unpins and pins (Castellari 
theme):
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(c) White self-pins white and pins black piece, 
which Black then (self-)unpins (Rupp 
theme):

(d) White self-pins a white and unpins a black 
piece, Black unpins the white and self-pins 
the black piece (Hassberg 1 theme and 
Hassberg 2 theme):

(e) White self-unpins two white pieces which 
Black pins (a double threat is required);

(f) White pins a black piece and self-unpins a 
white piece, Black self-unpins the black 
piece and pins the white piece (inverted 
Hassberg 1, or Anti-Hassberg theme):

(g) White self-unpins white and unpins black 
piece, which both Black then (self-)pins 
(Anti-Rupp theme. or inverted Rupp);

(h) White pins two black pieces, which Black 
then unpins (Bouttier theme):

(i) White pins one black piece and unpins the 
other, which Black then self-unpins and 
self-pins (Monitor theme):

(j) White unpins two black pieces which Black 
then self-pins (E.W.W.W, theme)

(3) Three pieces:
White pins and unpins three pieces altogether, 
Black retracts the pins and unpins (Alain White 
theme).
★  See examples: 221,283.

STAVRINIDES THEME 
Strict definition: Cycle of defence and mating 
squares where each thematic square is visited in 
respective variations by the same type of black 
and white piece.
Loose definition requires only cyclic defence 
and mating squares, regardless o f the type of 
pieces that take part. The oldest example is inci
dentally hidden in an 8-fold interference Knight 
Wheel attempt by Mari from 1921 890.
E Alkis Stavrinides (?)

1478

STAVRINIDES, Alkis
Probleemblad 1969

#2

1478s 1. ^h8! ~ 2. #h6#, 1... ^ h 4  2. e3#, 1... e3 2. 
^d4#, 1... #d4  2. g3#, 1... g3 2. #h4#.

★  Other example 890.
—► See also: Stavrinides, Virtual 
= Alias: L’vov Theme.

STAVRINIDES, VIRTUAL
Cycle of try and refutation squares where each 
thematic square is visited in the respective varia
tions by the same type of black and white piece. 
47 shows the theme with moves of white and 
black Knights in all three tries.
—► See also: Anchor Squares Theme; Stavrinides Theme.

STEINITZ GAMBIT
In a direct mate in three or more moves, the white 
King leaves a well-protected position towards 
several consecutive direct and battery checks. 
Finally, White gives mate(s) through cross
check^).
Named after the Steinitz Variation of the Vienna 
Gambit: l.e4 e5 2.<^c3 <£)c6 3.f4 exf4 4.d4 
^ h 4 +  5.фе2.

1479

LOYD, Samuel
l.pr Checkmate 1903

1479s 1. фе2!! (2. ® e3 /g f~+ ), 1... f l # +  2. феЗ 
^ / g e 2 + ,  # d 3 + , ^ /Д Г 4 + , ^ /Д Г 2 +  (# g l+ ) ,  
^ f3 +  3. Д хе2, J |xd3 , gx f4 ,g (x )f2 ,g x f3 # , 1... 
fl£>+ 2. g f2 +  ф хе4  3. t&)d3#, 1... <g>xe4 2. 
,£d3+ ® d4 3. g f4# , 1... <g>d4 2. g f4 +  e5 3. 
£>xg3#, 1... £>cl+ 2. ф еЗ  fl£>+ 3. g x f l# , I... 
£>xb4 2. ^ d 3 +  ® d4 3. dxc3#.

—► See also: Check, Consecutive; Check, Provocation.

STEP BY STEP [E]
In endgame: two Pawns alternatively advancing
depending on adversary’s reaction.
E Nikolay D. Grigoriev (1905-1938).

1480s 1. f4 ф Ь4 2. h4! d5 3. f5 ®c5 4. h5 d4 5. f6 
<&d6 6. h6 d3 7. f7 ® e7 8. h7 d2 9. f 8 ^ +  ®xf8 10. 
h8#+ +-.

#3
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1480

GRIGORIEV, Nikolay D.
“64” 1930

STEREOSCHACH [F]
Fairy chess variant, a kind o f space chess: above 
the great center o f a normal board (c3-f3-f6- 
c6-c3) there are four space levels A-D. The ini
tial position is normal on the 8 x 8 “base board”. 
Pawns promote either on the base board or on 
level D. Chessmen move in the manner typical o f  
space chess.
§ Invented by Gerhard W. Jensch (1920-1990). 

STIPULATION
The task to be achieved, and any additional con
dition, that accompany a problem position, e.g. 
“Mate in 2 moves”.

STOCCHI BLOCKS
Three or more selfblocks on a single square in the 
black King’s field with the respective level o f  
dual avoidance. Thus we may have triple, qua
druple, quintuple avoidance, etc.
1 Ottavio Stocchi (1906-1964).

1481

MALMSTR6M, Albert 
W.
Aftonbladet 3.11Л900

1481: 1. <®>g4! -  2. f4#, 1... £>xd5 2. £>d3#, 1... 
gxd5 2. ^h2#, I... exd5 2. ^ e l# , (1... ®xd5 2. 
f4#, 1... gc4+2. £>xc4#, 1... ДИ5+2. #xh5#, 1... 
gc5(xb6) 2. #h8#).

1482: *l... #xd5 2. gh4#, l... £)7xd5 2. £}c6#, l... 
£3xd5 2. £d7# ♦ 1. £d6! -  2. gf5#, 1... #xd5 
2. gxf3#, 1... £7xd5 2. 4)c4#, 1... £}3xd5 2.

+

£}f7#, (1... ®xd6 2. gf5#, 1... .fixd6/<£>xd5 2. 
#d4#) ♦ Changed mates after 3 Stocchi blocks.

1482

BUGLOS, Jdnos
l~2.pr- Raketa 1/1942

★  Other examples: 107, 500,503, 1550, 1553.
—>See also: Arrival Fleck Theme; Dual Avoidance.
= Aliases: Stocchi Theme; Stocchi Triple Avoidance.

STOCCHI COMBINATION
Changed play in three phases with transferred 
mates from first to second and simple change 
from second to third phase.
Pattern:

Stocchi Combination
1 a b c d
X * A В
Y A В
Z C D

1483

STOCCHI, Ottavio
2.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1954

1483: *l... gb5 2.^d3#, l... e52. £}gf2# ♦ 1. £>c4? 
~ 2. gf4#, 1... ДеЗ 2. ^d3#, 1... ge3 2. £gf2#,
1.. . g f l!  ♦ l .£ d l ! ~ 2 .  gf4#, 1... ДеЗ 2. £}c3#,
1.. . ge3 2. £|df2#, (1... g O  2. ДхО#, 1... e5 2. 
£}f6#).

STOOSS INTERFERENCE 
Black is firstly forced to a critical move by piece 
A, then to an interference (move) by piece B, the 
move being simultaneously a critical one, and fi
nally to an interference (move) by piece A.
% Walter StooB (1892-1943).

#2
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1484

OTT, Hans; 
DIKENMANN, P.
Sch weizerische 
Schachzeitung 1947

1484: 1. ^ h 3 !  (2. ^ x g 4 ,^ f l+ )  g c 4  2. # x d 7  (3.
^ d 3 )  ^ d 4  3. # f 7  g c 5  4. ^ b 7 # .

= Alias: StooBsche Schnittpunktstaffel (Ger.).

STOPPING GAME [F]
A variant of chess in which every black piece can 
move only once.
1 Invented by W. Hagemann.
= Alias: Stopschach (Ger.).

STRAITENING [E]
A kind of positional draw. Black piece (usually a 
Rook) falls into the straits and can not release 
way to his King.
I  Vassily V. Smyslov (1921-2010).

1485

SMYSLOV, Vassily V.
4.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1938

1485: 1. ЛТ6+! exf6 2. f4 g h 8 +  3. ®g7! (3. ® g6? 
gxh5  4. <£>g7 g g5+  5. ® h8 ®h5 6. ® h7 g g 6  7. 
a3 gh6+  8. ® g7 a4; 5. ф Ь7 a4 6. a3 ®h5 7. фЬ8 
®g6!) 3... g x h 5  4. a4 g g 5 +  5. ® h8! (5. фЬ7? 
®h5) 5... g g 6  6. ® h7 ® h5 7. <g>h8 g h 6 +  8. 
® g7 g  g6+ 9. ® h8 ® h6 =

STRATEGEMS
Old general term for chess problems and end
game studies, until the early 19th century.

STRATEGIC SCHOOL
The fifth major chess problem movement along 
with Bohemian, Old and New German and Mod
em (or New Strategic) Schools. The firm founda

tion for the development of Strategic School 
was created by the English (some prefer An
glo-American) School. The most important 
genre of the English School was two-movers, the 
thematic play of which developed remarkably 
during the Good Companion period from 1913 
until 1924.
The Strategic School focused on the tactical ele
ments of the problem: blocks, interferences, pins 
and their antiforms and further refinement, and 
pursued their multiple (many variations) and 
simultaneous (complexity and large number of 
strategic combinations and mechanisms) ren
dering.
The dominant genres were in the beginning 
twomovers, threemovers, especially after the 
WW II, and strategic more-movers. Their 
evolvement has continued until our days. The 
most productive period of the school was 
1880-1950, but its influence is still strongly felt.
The thematic content of the school can be di
vided in two main groups:
(1) traditional thematic play, with foremost inter

est in the mechanisms of the position and tac
tical ideas;

(2) changed play (New Strategic School), in 
which a problems’ thematic content is ex
tended by inclusion of different phases, by 
exploitation o f repetition of moves and 
changes in their functions.

STRING THEME
Gradual “stretching” of the movement of a piece 
in one direction (or ideally in both directions) 
along the same line (horizontal, vertical or 
diagonal).

1486

JENSCH, Gerhard W.
Die Welt 11.10.1952/ 
dedicated to E. Bogolyubov

1486: 1. Д15! e4 2. iLd7 (3. £Ь З+) Д аб  3. £xg4! 
(4. £ЬЗ+) Д П  4. A d7 Д аб  5. ДЬЗ! Д е2  6. 
£ДО+ ®d3 7. Д d7  ~ 8. ДЬ5# ♦ Pendulum.

#8
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STRIPTEASE THEME
Successive twins where each new position is 
built by removal of one piece of either color from 
the position that precedes it.

1487

HEINONEN, Unto
The Problemist 1987

h#2 b )-4 c7 , +c)-#a8, +d)-Hh8,
+e)-±f7, +f) -JLg6

1487: a) 1. £>d5 Деб 2. £}e3 £>df2# ♦ b) 1. ^ a 6  g4 
2. #d3  Дхсб# ♦ c) 1. ge8 £>f4 2. ge5 d5# ♦ d) 
1. f5 Деб 2. f4 £^hf2# ♦ e) 1. Д П  Де8 2. Дd5 
Дg6# ♦ f) 1. c5 ga5 2. cxd4 Д £5# ♦ Self-blocking 
unit always disappears in the next twin.

to move first, but normally White begins. Unlike 
most other genres, studies have no specified 
number of moves for the stipulation to be ful
filled. There is an acceptance of loss of time 
duals and minor duals, i.e. duals that either pro
long the same line or lead to it in an equal number 
of moves. A study can be invalidated by a second 
or multiple solutions (other solutions at first 
move), duals (other solutions at a later point), no 
solution (a line where Black has a defense that 
makes the stipulation unattainable, e.g. a forced 
draw in a win study, or a black win) or an illegal 
position.
= Alias: Ending.

STUFENBAHNUNG THEME
A front piece in doubling does not move to its fi
nal destination at once but, for one reason or an
other, moves there in two or more steps.
★  See example 240.
—► See also: Hesitation Theme; Stage Moves Theme.

★  Other example 303.
= Alias: Striptease Twins.

STRUGGLE OVER SPACE
An English equivalent to a group of logical com
binations. sometimes called in German “Raum- 
kampfleitung”. The combinations cover such 
ideas as deprivation o f space, win o f space and 
“stalemate. avoidance” (as a logical
combination).

STUDY [E]
Short for “endgame study”. The term is often 
used for the sake of brevity and to maintain the 
line between composed artistic works and other 
endgame positions but also between endgame 
studies and other chess problems. The word in 
the sense of “endgame composition” has proba
bly its origin in England of the early 19th cen
tury. It was adopted in various forms by many 
other Indo-European languages, too.
Studies are usually divided in three main groups:

(1) artistic (classical);
(2) romantic;
(3) analytical.

The Codex for Chess Composition uses the word 
“studies” in article 5 and the related footnote 9. 
Also, normally a study has the stipulation “White 
wins” or “White draws”. It is possible for Black

SUBVARIATION
An unofficial term referring to Black’s choice on 
the 2nd move and afterward, mostly comprising 
direct mate problems, but also selfmates. studies, 
etc. A subvariation may still be a major variation 
or could belong to the by-play.

SUCCESSIVE FOREPLANS
Logical problem with at least two tries which re
appear successively in the same variation. This is 
clearly and beautifiilly illustrated in 1488.
New German theorists call this foreplan type III 
(Vorplan Typ HI).
In this kind of problems, one foreplan does not 
become effective until the preceding one has 
been performed. In other words, the foreplans 
are logically connected in such a way that one 
serves to prepare or secure the other (W. von 
Holzhausen).
Here, as in the other types of fore-plan, both or 
all foreplans can be replaced by a combination of 
choice (see 1489). Wrong choice leads to refuta
tion of White’s play owing to one or several ob
stacles; the correct choice solves the problem by 
removing all obstacles.
New German theorists distinguish between two 
sub-types:
Type III, so-called “ B eugungstyp” ; when 
Black after the removal of preceding obstacle(s)
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is still left with two defences, of which White has 
to remove the good one; the obstacle concerns 
the first fore-plan
Type Ilia , so-called “Cywinski-iyp”; the re
maining obstacle concerns still the main plan af
ter the execution of the first foreplan (1490).

1488

HULTBERG, Herbert; 
FROBERG, Hilding
Eskilstuna Kuriren 
8.4.1942

1488s 1. gh3? £}g5! ♦ 1. gh4? <£,g6! ♦ 1. gh5! g6
2. gh4 g5 3. gh3 g4 4. £xg4#.

#4

1489: Main-plan 1. c3? ~ 2. ^b4,but 1... ДхсЗ! 1. 
gb7? gh3 2. c3 gh8+! ♦ The correct choice of 
key: 1. gb8! (2. ^b5#) gh3 2. c3 ~3^a~Agb4#.

1490s 1. f3+ gxf3 2. £}f6+? ®f5!, 2. #f5+? <®>xf5! ♦ 
L £f4! (2. £>g5#, 2. Д<13+ ф О  3. Ae2+/&g5#) 
£xf4  2. f3+ gxf3 3. ^f5+! exf5,<®>xf5 4. £}f6, 
Д(13#,(1... £b2  2. £g5+).

★  Other examples: 456,938, 1569.
= Allas: Foreplans, Successive.

SUMMAPROMOTER [F]
A fairy chessman that starts the game as a Pawn 
and may “promote” at any move -  even after pro
motion -  to any piece except for King and Pawn.

SUNFLOWER THEME [S]
A Queen of either colour visits all its 27 available 
squares from the middle of the board.

1491:1. axb4! 2. ~ x ^  hxg2# ♦ 27 Variations 
by Hf

—> See also: Task Problem.

SUPER TURA THEME
Cyclic change o f continuations between two 
phases and also between White’s 2nd and 3rd 
moves in three variations.
E First realized in 1986 by Milan Velimirovic (1952). 
Pattern:

Super Tura
1 - a b c
X 2.A... 3.B

оCOmCNJ 2.C... 3.A
Y 2.B... 3.A 2.C... 3.B 2.A ...3.C

1492s 1. ®g3? ~ 2. ^e3+ dxe3 3. d4#, 1... f4+a 2. 
#xf4+A gxf4 3. ge6#B, 1... g4b2. ge6+B gxe6 
3. £jxg4#c , 1... gxd6c 2. <£}g4+c fxg4 3. ^f4#A,
1... ^c3! ♦ 1. фО! ~2. #e3+dxe3 3. d4#, 1... f4a 
2. ge6+B gxe6 3. ^xf4#A, 1... g4+b 2. <£̂ xg4+c 
gxg4 3. ge6#B, 1... gxd6c 2. ^f4+A gxf4 3. 
£>g4#c (2... <g>f6 3. #xd6#).

—► See also: Lacny Theme; Turn Theme.
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SUPERPAWN [F]
Fairy piece. It has the orthodox Pawn move ex
tended, if desired, along its normal lines to any 
distance. Superpawn at e2 can move anywhere 
along the e-file, and it immediately promotes on 
e8; or it can capture anywhere along the diago
nals f3-h5 or d3-a6. It has neither active nor pas
sive powers of en passant capture, as yet.
S Invented by Werner Speckmann (1913-2001) in 1967.

SUPERPIN [F]
Fairy condition. A pinned unit loses its power to 
give check or pin.
= Alias: Hypnoseschach (Ger.).

SUPPLEMENTARY PLAN
An English equivalent to German “Mehrplan ”. 
A term of the logical school. Of White’s seem
ingly several moves or maneuvers that carry out 
his basic plan (Grundplan)^ only one is success
ful thanks to the supplementary plan it contains 
compared to the others.
Grundplan and M ehrplan. Correspond to the 
Main plan and Foreplan of a logical combination, 
but are performed at the same time. There are 
several available and otherwise equivalent possi
bilities -  Grundplan (Basic Plan) -  which fail 
due to an obstacle. Only one of these options -  
Mehrplan (Supplementary Plan; Further Plan; 
Better Plan) -  removes this obstacle.

1493

VON HOLZHAUSEN, 
Walter Frh.
Logik und Zweckreinheit in 
neudeutschen 
Schachproblem 1928

1493s 1. gd3(4,6,8)? (-Grundplan) a l ^  2. gh7 
#a8! ♦ 1. gd5! Mehrplan) a l #  2. gh7 ~ 3. 
ghl#.

See also: Foreplan; Main Plan.
= Aliases: Better Plan; Further Plan; Mehrplan (Ger.).

SUPPORTIVE VARIATION [ E ]
Typical o f endgame studies: usually, an analyti
cal variation unrelated to the thematic content of 
the study and not adding to its artistic value, sup
plemented by the composer for the publishers

#3

and solvers to help them verify the soundness 
of the main play. A large amount of these and es
pecially lengthier ones, even when necessary, 
might divert the judges’ and solvers’ attention 
from the point intended by the composer.
= Alias: Supportive Line.

SUSHKOV THEME
Two-move theme featuring dual avoidance in 
threats, in tries, or in the solution. If the initial 
weaknesses in White’s position could be elimi
nated, two or more mates would be possible. 
Thematic first move options can remove these 
weaknesses, but new ones are introduced either 
on the first or on the mating move. These new 
weaknesses preclude all thematic threats but one. 
Normally (but not mandatorily), the avoided 
threat should occur as mate in the variation of the 
respective phase. This happens in 1494 with two 
thematic threats.
Sushkov theme with triple avoidance is shown in 
1495, though without recurrence of the thematic 
threats in variations.
S Yuri Sushkov (1938).

1494s I... gd5 2. ge4#, l... Ad5 2. ^d6# ♦ 1. 
£ed5? -  2. Ad6#, 1... <£>hf5/£)gf5 2. ge4#, 1... 
gxd5 2. #e2#, 1... £>e8! ♦ 1. £>cd5! -2 . ge4#,
1... f5 2. ^d6#, 1... &xd5 2. ^Ь8#, 1... gd4 2. 
cxd4#.

#2

1495

KR1KHELI, Iosif
2p i USSR -  Yugoslavia 
1977-8
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1495: l£ e ~ ?  (2. ^ e 5 A/^d 4 B/^ g 4 c#) ^ a l !  ♦ 1. 
£ig4!? ~ 2. ^e5#A (B/C?), 1... ^ a l  2. £>xf2, 1... 
Ag3!b ♦ 1. £}xd3!? ~ 2. #d4#B (C/A?), 1... ^ a l  
2. £>xf2#, 1... ДхеЗ!я ♦ 1. £>xf3! ~ 2. ^g4#c 
(A/B?), 1... ^ a l  2. £>xd2#, 1... Ag3a 2. #d4#B
1... ДхеЗь 2. #e5#A, (1... h5,<£>xf3 2. £)g5, 
#g4#) ♦ A three-phase Sushkov theme.

★  Other examples: 1085,1136, 1144.
—► See also: Sushkov, Complete; Sushkov, Cyclic.

SUSHKOV, COM PLETE
Sushkov theme where the thematic threats appear 
as mates in the set play: in each phase a mate to 
one of the defences is changed, while the avoided 
threat recurs after a new defence.
Pattern:

Complete Sushkov
1 a b X Y* A В
X A(B?) C В
Y B(A?) D A

1496

FED YAKOV, Sergey
l-2.pr= Cherkaska pravda 
1986

1496: *1... gxf42. ^xd3#A, 1... bxc3 2. Tgrxg6#B ♦ 1. 
Ad2? ~ 2. ^xg6#B (^xd3?A), 1... фе4 2. 
^rxd3#A, 1... gxf4 2. ^xf4#, (1... Qc6 2. ^гхеб#), 
1... c5! ♦ 1. £>g2! ~ 2. ^xd3#A (^xg6?B), 1... 
<2>e4 2. ^rxg6#B, I... bxc3 2. <£je3#, (1... 
£iei/£>e5 2. ^(x)e5#).

#2

фс5?в), 1... #c5+ 2. фхс5#в, (1... ©xb6+ 2. 
®xb6#, 1... ^xd2 2. <^fxd2#).

1497

DYACHUK, Vasyl
l.pr KNSB 125 JT 2000

SWALLOW THEME
A white line piece plays several consecutive 
moves on the same line with at least one change 
of direction.
Germans use the term “Schwalbenform ” for log
ical problems where all moves in the main varia
tion are made by one piece.
E Johannes Kohtz (1843-1918); Carl Kockelkorn (1843

1914).

#2

1498

KOCKELKORN, Carl; 
KOHTZ, Johannes
Festschrift des 
Akademischen Schachclubs 
Munchen 1911 /
“Eine Schwalbe ”

1498:1. ^a7 ?  ga4!; 1. ^h 7 ?  ge4! ♦ 1. ^f7! Дё5
2. ^ a 7  ga4 3. ^ h 7  Ae4,ge4 4. ^h4 ,^h l# .

= Allas: Schwalbe (Ger.).

#4

★  Other example 319.

SUSHKOV, CYCLIC
Sushkov theme in three phases and with three the
matic mates/threats, each of which appears twice 
as a threat and once as a mate in variation, effec
tively completing a cyclic pseudo-le Grand (Le 
Grand, Cyclic, Pseudo) theme.

1497: L £>fe5? -  2. фЬ5А/фс5#в (2. fxg5?c), l... 
^grxd4 2. fxg5#c , 1... Дхс4! ♦ 1. £}ce5? ~ 2. 
<S>c5B/fxg5#c (2. фЬ5?А), 1... ДЬ5+ 2. фхЬ5#А,
1... £ge6! ♦ l. Д е5! ~ 2. fxg5C/<g>b5#A (2.

SWISS THEME
Losical combination. There are some inconsis
tencies in the definition of this theme, therefore a 
few different sources are quoted here.
“Black’s first move has the effect of changing the 
threat carried by a given white move from one 
that Black can parry safely to one that he cannot 
parry without letting in a new weakness” (R. C.
O. Matthews).
In other words: Black can parry White’s try with 
his unit A, With his foreplan White decoys either
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united (the defender) or the unit В  (the object) so 
that the original threat is replaced by a new one. 
When Black defeats the new threat with his piece 
A , White can give mate owing to the error 
Black’s defence lets in.

Two types of the combination can be distin
guished:

Type I: The threat changes because the unit В 
was decoyed.

Type II: The threat changes because the unit A 
was decoyed.

M. Henneberger gives a yet more liberal defini
tion according to which the defence after the 
changed threat [i.e. after the foreplan] needs not 
happen anymore with piece A. Hence, the combi
nation could involve a Beugung-type decoy, 
when Black is left with an insufficient defence 
with any piece. Now we have type III, too (see 
Successive Foreplans).

#3
1499:1. £)xe3? ~ 2. £}c2#, 1... Да4! ♦ 1. Дс7! (~ 2. 

Да5#), 1... gxc7 2. ~ 3. <£pcg2# , 2...
Ac6(Sg7/gc2)3. £c2#.

1500:1. ^xd5? (2. ^xe4#) &g6\ ♦ 1. f3! (2. ^e2) 
exfi 2. ^xd5 (3. ^xfi# ) &h5 3. ^xh5# ♦ The 
first example of the Swiss combination (type II).

1501

LARSEN, Karl A. K.
3.pr British Chess 
Federation 99. TT1961-62

1501:1. £>h5?~2. #g4#(and2. £>g7#), 1... £>f6! ♦
1. £>d3? -  2. #g4#, 1... 4^e5! ♦ 1. фс2! ~ 2. 
^g4+ фе4 3. <£g2#, 1... £>e5 2. £>h5 (3. £>d4#) 
£i~ 3. #g4#, 1... £ f6  2. £d3 (3. £d4#) 3.
^g4#.

= Aliases: Drohwechsel(schlepper) (Ger.); Schwarz- 
schacher (Ger.); Schweizer Idee (Ger.).

SWITCHBACK
A piece leaves a square, and then later in the solu
tion returns to it by the same route (for example, 
a Rook moves e3-e5-e3). Compare with round 
trip, in which the route taken back to the original 
square is circuitous. (Definition in FIDE Album.) 
In retro problem: Departure of a piece with its 
subsequent return to the certain square.

1502

KRIKHELI, Iosif
3.pr International Team 
Match 1971

1502: 1. ®d4 £>xe4 2. <J>d5+ £>c5# ♦ 1. Д Ы  
gexe4 2. Да2+ g e l#  ♦ 1. £>g5 ggxe4 2. £)h7+ 
Sg4#.

1503

PETROVlt, Nenad
l.pr 8. Feenschach TT 1953

h#2*
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1503: *l... <g>d5 2. gl&  ®d6# ♦ 1. ^ g l  gxg2 2. 
ДЬ2+ gg3#. ♦ 3 switchbacks.

★  Other examples: 176, 356,404,466, 579,628,687, 884, 
1002, 1027, 1365, 1449, 1505.

= Aliases: Riickkehr (Ger.); Return.

SWITCHBACK OF KEY MOVE
In a twomover White has several tries where one 
of Black’s defences enables him to give mate by 
retracting the key. In longer problems too may 
the switchback of the key-move have a thematic 
function.

1504

CHARON, Andre
Journal de Geneve 1974 /  
after C. Mansfield

1504:1. £cxe4? (2. ge5#) ^h2(xal) 2. £}c5# (1... 
фхеб 2. f8<£}#), 1... £>xd6! ♦ 1. £}dxe4? (2. 
gd4#) ^g l(c l,xal) 2. <£}d6#, 1... bxc5! ♦ 1. 
gexe4? (2. ге^,Д /^<Ш ) <®>xd6 2. ge6#, 1... 
^h3! ♦ 1. gcxe4! (2. g4e5#) <g>xc5,#xal 2. 
gc4# (1... £}xd6 2. g6e5#) ♦ Each key grants a 
flight. W ^g8 is a night-watchman in the solution.

1505

SHINKMAN,
William A .; 
WURZBURG, Otto
Anerican Chess Weekly 
1909

1505:1. ^a8?? ♦ 1. # f6 ?  (2. #d8,2. фе7) £}h5 2. 
#d8  ̂ g5! ♦ L фе7! ^g5+ 2. ®d6 ^f4+  3. ®c5 
ДеЗ+ 4. фЬ4 jfl.d2+ 5. фхаЗ Дс1+ 6. ®Ь4! 
Д<12+ 7. фс5 ДсЗ+ 8. ®d6 Af4+ 9. фе7 ^g5+
10. ф й  &Ъ6 11. ^ a8  Д хё7+ 12. фе7+ ДГ8+ 
13. ^xf8#.

★  Other examples: 81, 1301.
—> See also: Round Trip.

SWITCHBACK TO GAME-ARRAY
Some or all pieces of one side return to their 
game-array positions.

1506:1. £}bl+! фЬЗ 2. # d l+  gc2 3. Дс1 axb64. 
g a l  b5 5. g h l bxc4 6. фе1 c3 7. £ g l  f3 8. ДА 
f2#. ♦ Eight successive “switchback” moves!

SYMBOLIC PROBLEM
Usually a dedication to a person or to an impor
tant object on the occassion of an anniversary or 
particular event, with some feature in the prob
lem -  pattern, figure, number, letter, content -  
that in one way or the other symbolizes the object 
of dedication. There are no rules directing what 
kind of composition a symbolic problem should 
be. Some are very graphic, some more allusive, 
some may remain mysteries to all others but the 
composer and the object of dedication. Symbolic 
problems became popular especially in the 1880s 
through the work of American problemists like 
Loyd, Cook and Gilberg, but the genre has never 
stopped having an appeal o f its own among 
problemists.

1507

KUZNETSOV, 
Anatoliy G ; 
SAKHAROV, Boris A.
Shakhmatnaya Moskva 
1957

1507: L ДаЗ! Дх£5 2. a7 Дха7 3. Дхс5+! Дхс5 4. 
Ь8^г+ фхеб 5. ^g8+ фе5 6. ©g3+ <3?d5 7. 
^Ь3+ <3?d6 8. ^Ь8+ =. ♦ A study celebrating the 
launching of the first “Sputnik” 4. Ю. 1957. The 
black pieces in the middle symbolize the planet 
Earth, the white Queen is the Sputnik on its orbit.

★  Other example 720.
-> See also: Hannemann Theme.
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SYMMETRY
A symmetric arrangement of the pieces on the 
board before and/or after the key.
★  See example 169.

SYNTHESIS CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. Any man is allowed to move on 
a square occupied by another man of its colour 
and unite with it (=synthesis). Synthesis between 
Pawn and King is forbidden. In general, synthe
sis with pieces closely related (with Queen and 
Rook) is not allowed. A united piece moves as a 
single unit. Castling with a united piece is al
lowed if it involves a Rook on its initial 
game-array square.
§ Invented by M. Vahidov and R. Aliovsadzade in 1979.

SYSTEM, SHIFT OF
In a logical combination White with the help of 
decoys and/or deploys shifts the location of two 
or several crucial (white and/or black) men in or
der to carry out his plan, or change it into a new 
one. The shift of system may be temporary or 
permanent.

1508:1. £>g7? ®d4! 2. £>e6+®d3 3. ? ♦ 1. d3?-no 
threat ♦ 1. £>e5! (2. £d7#) фЬб 2. фа4 фс5 3. 
d3! (4. £}d7#) exd3 4. фЬЗ ®b6 5. £>c4+ фс5 6. 
£)g7 <3?d4 7. £)e6# ♦ A temporary shifting of 
ф,<£}с4 and ф .

1509:1. gg5? ^a7! 2. gxg7 ^c5  3. gxc5 £c6! ♦ 
1. £e3! (2. g~e5+) ^ a l  2. £d5 (3. £ с7, 
£jxf4#) 3. gc5 ♦ The shift of the system is
permanent: the foci are changed from d4/g7 to 
c7/f4.

★  Other example 235.
= Alias: Systemverlagerung (Ger.).

SYSTEMATIC MOVEMENT [E]
Play of two or more pieces in moremovers, or 
more often in endgame studies, with a recurring 
pattern of their layout, homogeneity and motiva
tion of their interaction.

+
1510:1. £}h3 g l^ +  2. £>xgl ДеЗ 3. gf5+ ®g6 4. 

ge5 ^ d 4  5. ge6+ <J>f7 6. gd6 Дс5 7. gd7+ 
фе8 8. gc7 ДЬб 9. gc8+ <®>d7 10. gb8 Да7 11. 
gh8 +-.

★  Other examples: 214,934.

SZAMEITAT THEME
A black piece has an immediate or immediately 
available control of the mating square. Because 
o f White’s threat Black has to close that defen
sive line but simultaneously he opens a new line 
to that square. With another threat White forces 
Black to interfere also with the new line, leaving 
the mating square unguarded.
1 Introduced by Walter Szameitat in 1929 (Sidler, on p. 

129).

1511

SZAMEITAT, Walter
3.hm Schach-Echo 1953
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1511s 1. фЬ7! (2. ^сб#), 1... £}d4 2. £Ь6! 3.
^d5#, 1... <Йе5 2. £>c7! £}d4 3. #d5# ♦ 1. £>b6? 
£}e5!, 1. 4^c7? £}d4!.

= Alias: Wechsel-Verstellpunkt (Ger).

SZOGHY 1 THEME
The key unpins black piece which then gives a 
discovered check (Check. Discoveredк but also 
unpins the front piece o f white battery which 
opens to give mate.

1 Jozsef Szoghy (1910-1993).

1512

ТбТН, Gyula
l.pr Munkassakk TT1934

1512: 1. Де4! ~ 2. ^f6#, 1... £}e6+ 2. £ f6## 1». 
(^g2+,<£ixd5+,^c6 2. £}хО,ДхО,Зхс4#).

—► See also: Guidelli Theme.

SZOGHY 2 THEME
Three checks which are parried by cross-check 
interfering with the checking line.

1513: 1. фхеЗ! ~ 2. ^e2 /^f3# , 1... ДЬ6+ 2. c5#,
1... ge7+ 2. £e6#, 1... #a3+ 2. ДсЗ#.

SZOGHY 3 THEME
Reciprocal change of promotion mates between 
set play or try play and actual play (or between 
two solutions etc.).

.̂.

ш ш ш А т  А ш
ш ш^л
m m m m tт m i !Щ... '§§§....щ, 'щ.\
#2

1514

KISS, J&nos
l.pr Magyar Sakkf. 
Tarsasag TT 1942

1514: a) *1... ® d6 2. d 8 # # , 1... ® f6 2. f8 # # , 1... 
<S>f8 2. ^ c 5 # , 1... ® d8 2. ^ g 5 #  ♦ 1. ^ e 4 !  (~), I... 
® d6 2. f8 ^ # , 1 . . .  <®>f6 2. d8©#, 1... ®f8 2. 
#Ь 4# , 1... ® d8 2. # h 4 #  ♦ b) *1... <®>d6,®f6 2. 
f8^ ,d8^#  ♦ 1. ^еЗ! (~) etc.

TAALE THEME
The key unpins one white and one black piece. 
White unpinned piece threatens and black un
pinned piece defends in variations.
Ш C. J. Taale (1890-?).

1515: 1. £>c6! ~ 2. gf4#, 1... gf5 2. £>ce5#,
l...gd ..l 2£>c(x)d4,1... ga5+ 2. £xa5, (1... #f5
2. £}g5#, 1... gxh4 2. gxel#).

TABOO PIECE
A piece that is en prise but cannot be (safely) cap
tured.

#2 b) #e3-^e4

TACTICAL POSITION
In an endgame study, a position where threats 
and defensive moves or counter-threats deter
mine the course of events to the extent that nei
ther positional nor material factors are sufficient 
for the assessment of the game's result. The tacti
cal nature of play and correct handling of posi
tions are what frequently distinguish studies 
from over-the-board games.
—> See also: Neutral Position.
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TANAGRA
A problem with five men or less. Same as 
“baby”, in Russian “malyutka ”.

TANIELYAN THEME
A three-move theme. The key move creates two 
threats which Black removes, but then on the sec
ond move White again creates two threats. Black 
eliminates both, but creates a new weakness 
which White exploits for a unique mate.
2 Arshavir G. Tanielyan (1910-1978).

#3

1516:1. <£}gl! ~2. £>h3/£}e2#, 1... gc3 2. £ > g 7 ~ 3 .  
^еб/^ЬЗ#, 2. . .  gh3+ 3. £pth3#, 2. . .  Дс4 3. 
ge4#, 2... Дё7 3. £>e2#.

TANK [F]
A fairy piece that moves one square orthogonally 
or diagonally like a King. If the square to which it 
moves is occupied by a hostile chessman, the 
Tank captures it; if  by one o f its own colour, the 
Tank pushes it on one square. This man, in turn, 
captures an opposing man, or pushes on a man o f  
its colour, and so on. Any number o f men may be 
pushed on, provided they are in a straight line, 
and the end one (not a King) may be pushed off 
the board. Pawns may be pushed back to their 
initial squares, and have there the option o f a 
double-move. They promote normally if  pushed 
on to the 8th or 1st ranks.
1 Invented by K. J. Goodare.

TARABA LINE COMBINATION
The thematic tries fail because in each o f them 
White cannot take advantage o f a black opening 
of a white line pointed to a square in the black 
King's field, since he would then have to close 
another line o f his allowing Black a flight square. 
That is so, because on his try move White has 
forsaken the ambush required to guard the flight 
square.
2 Josef Taraba (1947-2000).

1517: 1. # e l?  (2. £>b6#) £>a4! ♦ 1. gg4? (2. 
£}e5#) £}d3! ♦ 1. c7! ~ 2. c8 # /g # , 1... £a4  2. 
£>e5#, 1... £d3 2. £Д>6#.

—► See also: Theme G

TASK PROBLEM
A problem in which the same definable element 
has been repeated as often as possible, either par
allel or consecutively in one or several varia
tions. The element may be a geometrical pattern, 
repetition o f tactical ideas and combinations, 
length o f moves or solution etc. It may be ex
pressed in numbers. Task problems sometimes 
show a record, and these two concepts partly 
overlap.
Tasks “have maximum or minimum characteris
tics in relation to one or more o f  their space, 
medium, limitations, and thematic features”. 
(Dawson: Ultimate Themes 1938, p.3)
French: le tour de forces German: Haufungs- 
aufgabe.
Record. Exhibit some numerical maximum or 
minimum.
Jeremy Morse in his “Chess Problems: Tasks 
and Records ” (Faber & Faber, London/Boston 
1995,2001) groups records under five headings:
(a) The maximum powers o f the pieces, particu

larly in two movers;
(b) the cumulation o f strategic or other elements, 

either successively in longer problems or side 
by side in the variations o f shorter problems 
(including virtual play);

(c) Length records;
(d) Patterns, as switchbacks* merry-go-rounds* 

stars* etc, or the more formal patterns o f mod
em two-movers and three-movers;

(e) Construction records.
★  See examples: 9 ,129 ,173 ,174,214,280,309, 399,555, 

589, 662, 674, 788, 812, 813, 814, 849, 851, 864, 1054, 
1103, 1282, 1361, 1369, 1382, 1398, 1399, 1471, 1487, 
1504, 1506, 1574, 1615, 1623, 1635,1636, 1680.
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TAXI [F]
Fairy piece. It is a special type o f Pawn that may 
play one, two or three steps forward from its ini
tial array position, and also one step backwards 
(but not back beyond its initial array rank). On 
reaching its eighth rank it may promote or remain 
a Taxi and play backwards to its initial array rank 
(but no longer has the right to a two- or three-step 
forward first move). It captures like a Pawn, and 
may capture another Taxi en passant after the lat
ter’s three-step move (Xa2-a5, Xb5xa4). The 
normal e.p. capture is also available (Xa2-a4, 
Xb4xa3). The symbol is X.
% Invented by Karl Fabel in 1961 during his stay in 

Helsinki, which involved lots o f  taxi-rides. The “old 
boys”, o f  which m ost are dead now, have told about 
the birth o f  this baby, which o f  all fairy pieces have a 
special place in the hearts o f  Finnish problemists, 
younger ones too.

1518

KAILA, Osmo
4.pr Suomen Tehtavaniekat 
TT1962

1518s 1. ¥ f 3  ¥ c 5  2. ¥ f 4  ¥ f5  3. <g>g5 <£>xh7 4. 
<2?f6! ® h 6  5. ф е5  <£>h5 6. ® d5 ® g 4  7. ® xc5  
<S>xf4 8. ¥d5<g>g3 9. ¥ d 6  ¥ f 4  10. ¥ d 7  ¥ 0  11. 
¥ d 8 ^  ¥f2 12. ^rdl +-.

TEAM MATCH
One type o f formal composing tourney where 
countries, cities or other communities compete as 
teams rather than individuals. However, the 
score o f  the best individuals constitute the total 
score o f  the team. The most important team 
match is WCCT.

TEMPO
The smallest time unit in chess (problems), half a 
move. Often duels involve a fight over tempo, ei
ther over losing it or gaining it.

TEMPO DECOY
The disadvantage o f  the substitute defence as 
compared with the original defence is that the 
thematic square is the square that Black wants to

occupy ultimately; so if  he goes there prema
turely, zugzwang arises. White decoys a black 
piece to the thematic square so that he can play a 
tempo move, and Black is now in Zugwang.
★  See example 12.

TEMPO DUEL
Two pieces o f opposite colour move in the same 
line o f  play several times fighting over tempo, ei
ther over losing or gaining one.

1519: *1... g~/gxc5 2. gcxe5/£xc5# ♦ 1. gc6? 
ga5! 2. gc7 gb5! ♦ L gc7! ga5 2. gc6 gd5 
3. gc5; 2... gb5 3. cxb5 <£>d5 4. gxe5# 1... gb5 
2. cxb5 <£>d5 3. £>c5 <£>xd6 4. gd7#., (1. gc8? 
gb5! 2. cxb5 ®d5 3. &c5 <£>xd6 4. ?).

★  Other examples: 343, 383, 1352.

TEMPO GAINING MANEUVER  
In a position White could carry out his plan, but 
he is missing one or several moves. The essential 
content o f a composition is to find a maneuver 
with which White can gain the tempo/tempi he 
needs. A common theme in more-movers and 
studies. One o f the most popular ideas to win a 
tempo (=move) can be found under heading/title 
Decoy. To Keep The Opponent Busy.

TEMPO LOSING MANEUVER  
In a critical position the one on the move has the 
disadvantage. Prior to achieving that position, 
White makes his maneuver one move slower or 
loses a move in some other way. A very popular 
theme in studies and moremovers.
★  Other examples: 1519, 1605.
—► See also: Triangulation Maneuver.

1520: 1. gc6? ®d5 2. ? ♦ 1. gc7! <£>d5 2. gc6 
<&d4 3. £ f7  <£>d5 4. £e5  ®d4 5. <&d3 <£>d5 6. 
£}b4+ ®d4 7. c3#.
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TEMPO MOVE
A move that transfers the obligation to make a 
move to the opponent for his disadvantage.
In a helpmate a move made by either side in order 
not to disrupt the prospective mate or continua
tion; such move is usually suffixed with an excla
mation mark.

h#4 b) al=h8 (or rotate the position 180°)
1521: a) 1. gd6 <J>f4 2. ga6! ф£5 3. фсб феб 4. 

gb6 gc8# ♦ b) 1. gf2  g h l 2. A di! ф еб 3. ф О  
ф£5 4. Де2 gh3#.

★  Other examples: 564, 836, 985,1025, 1291.

TEMPO PLAY
1. A kind o f waiting maneuver executed by a 
player who is already positioned correctly, serv
ing no function other than to use up the extra time 
available (Tempo Losing Maneuver).
2. A maneuver which White (or in help-play also 
Black) needs in order to win one or several 
moves to be able to carry out his plan (Tempo 
Gaining Maneuver).
*  See example 118.

TEMPO PROMOTION
A tempo move by promotion o f a Pawn. The pur
pose o f the promotion is to use up the move to be 
able to transfer the obligation to move to the op
ponent. In help-play the purpose is not to disrupt

the ensuing mate, in direct and self-mate prob
lems often to avoid stalemate.
—> See also: Promotion, Aimless.

TEMPO TRY
There is a mate or continuation set for every 
black move, but an attempted solution is 
thwarted by lack o f tempo. There are two main 
types o f problems with tempo tries:
(1) Either one o f the tries is succesful and (a) 

maintains the play unchanged, or (b) changes 
some or all o f the play;

(2) None o f  the tempo moves solves the problem, 
but White must either (a) create a threat, or 
(b) settle for a longer solution.

See, for instance, Bloch Fata Morgana. Mutate. 
Pseudo Two-Moven Pseudo Three-Mover, Set 
Play, Tries With Common Aim. Tries With Com
mon Erron Try in Helpmate, White Combina
tions, White To Play etc. As the number o f  
references imply, this is one o f the most popular 
themes and ways to expand the content o f  
problem.

TERMINOLOGY, PROBLEM AND  
STUDY
Characteristic to compositional chess, as well as 
the over-the-board game, is a rich terminology 
that is inaccessible to outsiders. A major part o f  
terms pertinent to chess compositions are the 
names o f themes, the number o f which is, with 
sub-types included at a low estimate, around 
2000.
Since the 19th century it has been customary to 
label a theme according to the person who alleg
edly rendered it for the first time or promoted it, 
to geographical (administrative) areas where the 
theme has been intensely studied or propagated, 
or to the name or thing or any other object the 
person first rendered the theme wanted to give it; 
this name could have been very loosely related to 
the idea.
In different geographical areas the terminology 
has developed irregularly, depending mostly on 
which type of compositions have been favoured 
in each linguistic area. The origin o f  most terms 
is in English and German, to some extent also 
Latin languages, whereas the spreading o f Rus
sian terms has been inhibited by the Cyrillic al
phabet and poor knowledge o f the language in 
the western world.
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A vast majority o f the terms o f any other lan
guage are loan-words or caiques, although terms 
into native languages have been coined too in 
various degrees.
There have been rather little attempts to find a 
systematic international way o f describing 
themes. A major attempt in this direction by 
Thomas R. Dawson with his “Systematic Termi
nology ” (published in a series o f articles in Brit
ish Chess Magazine between July 1947 and 
September 1950) did not evoke as enthusiastic 
response as the developer certainly had expected.
The WFCC has their sub-commission concen
trating on the issues o f themes and terms, and the 
present way o f giving terms and definitions in 
FIDE Albums in three languages, French, Ger
man and English, contributes to the harmonizing 
o f the international terminology.

THAN THEME [HJ
In the twin o f a helpmate twomover a solution is 
realized, which is not the solution in the initial 
position because o f illegality.
8 Sergiu Than (1909-1974).

1522

R1MKUS, Metislovas
Cesloskovenskj’ sack 1983

h#2 b) Jka7-»f8
1522s a) 1. Д ё4 0-0 2. £>d2 gae l#  ♦ 1. gxf3? 

o-o-o?? ♦ b) 1. gxf3 0-0-0 2. ghel#  ♦ In the 
diagram position ЬДа7 has promoted on al, thus 
w g a l has moved. In b) one of the black Rooks is 
promoted, either on bl or cl, which does not de
prive White of his right to castle.

THEMATIC TRY
A tiy closely related to the theme o f a composi
tion. It is an essential part for the understanding 
o f the problem’s whole thematic content. Some
times tries are there to help solvers understand 
the logic o f the problem (e.g. option-combina
tions).
Thematic tries can be divided into four main cat
egories:

(1) they are o f equal importance with actual play 
(because, for instance, o f changed play):

(2) they do not contain variations, but there may 
be thematic elements either in the key, threat 
or refutation, or any combinations o f these 
(move function themes);

(3) they seem to solve the problem owing to 
some weakening White induced in Black’s 
position, but are refuted thanks to a strength
ening element o f Black’s earlier defence;

(4) they are logical tries, which do not work until 
White has improved his own, or weakened 
Black’s position with a preceding foreplan.

Furthermore, in help-play one form o f  thematic 
try may be distinguished:

(5) An attempted solution, which seems at first to 
solve the problem, is thwarted by lack of 
tempo, arrival square or adequate promotion.

Since thematic tries are essential for the appreci
ation o f the problem as a whole, composers try to 
make tries slightly more tempting or accessible 
than the solution.

THEME
The underlying idea o f a problem, which gives it 
logic, coherence and beauty. (Definition from 
FIDE Album.)
“A more precise term than “idea”. It is an idea ex
pressed (in words) in as precise terms as its con
stituents allow.” (J. Roycroft).

“The unifying idea or strategic content o f  a prob
lem.” (The Encyclopedia o f Chess, 1976; John. 
M. Rice edited the problem pages.)
—> See also: Theme vs Idea.

THEME A
Known also as Barulin defence. A square in the 
black Kings field is guarded by two white 
linemovers. A threat closes one o f these lines and 
Black defends by closing another. 1523 is a 
Task-Record with 9 such defences.

1523s 1. #h5! -  2. Д<13#, 1... # f5  2. #xe2#, 1... 
Ad4 2. gxd4#, 1... Де5 2.^xe5#, \ ...^ f5  2. 
£}g5#, 1...^g4 2.^xh7#, l...b6 2. Дхсб#, 1... 
c5 2. # d 5#, 1... e5 2. gc4#, 1... £Ь6(<Йс5) 
2£Mx)c5#, (1... gd2/ge3 2g(x)e3#).
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1523

STOCCHI, Ottavio
l.pr Magasinet 1932

★  Other examples: 15, 16,499,623, 1539,1646.
—> See also: Levman Theme.
=  Aliases: A; A Theme; Al; Barulin Defence.

THEME A2
A square in the black Kings field is guarded by a 
white linemover and blocked by a black piece. A 
threat closes the line o f guard and Black in de
fence unblocks that square.

1524s 1. £e8! ~ 2. £с7#, 1...Дс~2. e4#, 1... ДЬ5!
2. gc5#, l.„gd~2 . gd4#, 1... gf6! 2. £>xe7#.

= Aliases: A2; A2 Theme.

THEME В
Black opens a white line so that another white 
line can be closed on the mating move.
1 Evgeny Somov-Nasimovich (1910-1942).

1525:1. f4! ~ 2. ge5#, 1... ge6 2. c4#, 1... &d6 2. 
£>e3#, 1... d6 2. gb5#.

★  Other examples: 586,645,832,1092,1326,1460,1536. 
= Aliases: В Theme; B1 theme; Somov; Somov Bl.

#2

THEME B2
Black self-block allows closing o f white line on 
the mating move.

1526

TAVERNER, Thomas
l.pr Yenoxvine News 1889

1526s l .g h 4 !  (~), l... £>c4 2. <£>g4#, l...c5 2. 
®f2#, l... d6 2. <g>g3#, 1... dxe6 2. ®e2#, 
(l...£b~,f5 2. c4,^e5#).

★  Other examples: 167,458,481,547, 586,623, 651, 706, 
723, 753, 1050, 1051, 1332, 1421, 1422, 1436, 1455, 
1541, 1606.

= Aliases: B2; B2 Theme; Somov 2; Somov B2; White in
terference.

THEME C
A Dual avoidance theme where in at least two
variations Black closes one white line so that
White on the mating move must open a new line.

1527

BARULIN, Mikhail
3.pr Magyar Sakkvilag 
1931

1527s 1. ^ а З !  ~ 2 . ^ c 5 # , 1... A f5  2. <£ie2#, 1». £>e6 
2. £ |f3# .

—> See also: Dual Avoidance; Theme C, Direct.
= Aliases: C Theme; Cl; Cl Theme.

THEME C, DIRECT
Variation o f C theme. A Dual avoidance theme 
where in at least two variations Black closes one 
white line to provide a flight square for the black 
King, so White in mate must provide a guard for 
that flight.
1528s 1. ф с2 ! ~ 2. g c 4 # , 1... g c 6  2. £>ЬЗ#, 1... 

g d 6  2. ^ d 3 # , 1... g f 6  2. <£|0#.

#2
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THEME D2
Similar to Theme D except that instead o f the sec
ond line of guard the square is blocked.
Each thematic square is guarded along one white 
line and selfblocked. Black in defence unblocks 
the square and White on mating move closes the 
guarding line. White has a choice between two 
mates and the correct choice is the one which 
opens the masked line to guard the unblocked 
square.

THEME C2
A Dual avoidance theme where in at least two 
variations Black unblocks a flight square so that 
White on mating move must open a line of his to 
guard it.

1529: (l. £}c4/£ig4? £}d5!) ♦ 1. £}c6! ~ 2. #xf6#, 
1... £,f7 2. £,ge7# (2. £>ce7?), l... £ f]  2. £>ce7# 
(2. £}ge7?) ♦ etc. 

г  Aliases: C2; C2 Theme.

THEME I)
Each thematic square is guarded along two white 
lines, while the third line is masked. Black in turn 
closes one white line of guard and White on the 
mating move closes another, but compensates by 
opening of the masked line.

1530

BARULIN, Mikhail
cm II Problema 1931

#2
1530: 1. £ f4 ! ~ 2. #d6#, 1... #c5  2. £>eg6# (2.

£>fg6?), 1... #d4  2. £fg6# (2. £eg6?) ♦ etc.
S Aliases: D; D Theme; Dl.

#2
1531: I. £ f4 ! -  2. £}e2#, l... j |d 6  2. £>fe6# (2. 

£>ce6?), I... £}d6 2. £}ce6# (2. £>fe6?)t etc.
= Aliases: D2; D2 Theme.

THEME E
Two potential mating moves fail because each 
cuts two white lines guarding two different 
squares in the black King's field* despite simulta
neously opening another guard-line to one of 
those squares. However, Black opens a further 
white guard-line to one of the thematic squares, 
so allowing White to mate with the move which 
opens a line to the other thematic square.

1532: L #d2! -  2. ^ h 2 # , l... g b 2  2. £>bc6#, l... 
dxc3 2. £}ec6#, l... £}xe6 2. £}bc6#, l... £}d6 2. 
£>ec6#,(l... £>g6 2. £}d3#).

-> See also: Theme E2.
= Aliases: E Theme; E l.
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THEME E2
Two potential mating moves fail because each 
cuts two white lines guarding two different 
squares in the black Kins s field* despite simulta
neously opening another guard-line to one of 
those squares. However, Black blocks one of the 
thematic squares (unlike in Theme E where 
Black opens another white line toward that 
square), so allowing White to mate with the 
move which opens a line to the other thematic 
square.
★  See example 1532.
—> See also: Theme E.
= Aliases: E2; E2 Theme.

THEME F
A square in the black Kings field is guarded by 
two white line-movers. In tries one of the the
matic lines is closed on the first move and Black 
defends by closing the other. Thematic line can 
be masked by white or black piece; it can also be 
prospective (i.e. created by arrival of a mating 
piece). See 1533.

Theme F Effect. Black’s thematic defences are 
not refutations, but in each phase they lead to 
changed play or dual avoidance. The principal 
theme in 1534 is Dombro-Lacnv* while the F 
theme effect appears in side variations l.£)d5? 
^ e 6  2.<£}dxf6# and l .^ e 6 !  .fidS 2.£>c5#.

1533: I. £>4~? (2. £>c5#) £d2! ♦ 1. £}e2? £}d2 2. 
£}xc3#, 1... &f5! ♦ 1. £>f5? £>d2 2. <£,d6#, 1... 
£>e2! ♦ 1. £e6! ~ 2. £dc5#, l„. £d2  2. gxe5#,
1... Д<12 2. & m .

1534: *l ... &d5 2. gxd4#A, l... £}e6 2. <£|xf6#B ♦ 1. 
£ }d 5 ? ~ 2 . gxd4#A 1... £>e6 2. £}dxf6, 1... ge6 
2. #xf4#c , 1... gxd5 2. £>xf6#B, 1... £}c6! ♦ 1. 
£}e6! ~  2. <&xf6#B 1... £d5 2. £с5#, 1... gd5 2. 
^xf4#c, 1... gxe6 2. gxd4#A ♦ Set-mates 
re-appear as threats.

1534

GVOZDJAK, Peter
l.pr Sachove umenie 1990

THEME F, CYCLIC
After the key White guards two out of three 
flights in cyclic manner. Black can cut the second 
line, as White would abandon the third on his in
tended mating move. The correct key avoids the 
mistake o f closing any of the thematic lines.

1535

BRUCH, Wi eland
2.pr Die Schwalbe 1998

1535:1. £>d6? (2. ^e4#) ^f2T (2. Ag3?) ♦ 1. £g5? 
#d6! (2. gxel?) ♦ L £12? g5! (2. ^e4#?) ♦ 1. 
£f6! ~ 2. #e4#, 1... # d 6  2. gxel#, l...£h~ 2. 
^g3# ♦ (1... exf6 2. Axf5#, 1... gxd7 2. £xd7#,
1... & d 5  2. ^xd5#).

THEME G
A square in the black Kings field is controlled by 
two white line pieces. In tries, White closes one 
o f these lines, which prevents him from closing 
the other. Black refutations utilize this.

1536

VOLKMANN, Albert
l.hm Schach 1950

#2
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1536s 1. Д З-? #g7! ♦ 1. Ad4!? ^c6! 2. £g5?? ♦ 
1. Де5!? gc5! 2. £d2?? ♦ 1. ДА6!~2. £c3#, 1... 
^ c6  2. <£,g5#, 1... gc5 2. <£}d2#.

= Aliases: G; G Theme.

THEME H
A square in the black Kings field is guarded by 
three white line pieces. In the tries, White cuts 
one o f the lines each time, and Black refutes by 
cutting the second line, since White cannot play a 
mate which would cut the third line. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.} See 1537.
Cyclic Theme H. The three thematic lines (from 
the definition above) are cut cyclically ABC, 
BCA and CAB. See 1538.
Theme H Effect. After Black’s interference, 
White does not close the third thematic line, but 
gives another mate; Theme H is used to create 
changed mates. See 1539.

1537

DITTRICH, Stefan
Schach 1988

1537s l£ c~ ?  (2. ^c8#) d4! ♦ 1. £>d4? #b4! (2. 
Ad3?) ♦ 1. £b4? £>d4! (2. £>e3?) ♦ 1. <&e7! ~ 2. 
#c8#), 1... ^ b 4  2. Дс13#, 1... £}d4 2. £e3#.

1538

PAPACK, Daniel
l-2.pr Schach 2000

1538s 1. f6? (2. ^f5#) Дс2! (£}d7?) ♦ 1. £>e4? (2. 
Д К#) Ad7! (Д й?) ♦ 1. £>7e6? (2. £d3#) 
£>hf7! (£d3?) ♦ 1. g d 8! ~ 2. ДА5#, ( 1... 
£}e6+/£}e4/£>h7 2^(x)e6#, 1... Дd7 2. £xd7#). 

1539s 1. £}g4,£}xd7? (2. £}e2/£}b5#) £}xc3! ♦ 1. 
£>fe4? -  2. £>Ь5#, 1... gf5 2. £e2#, 1... &f5 2. 
gd5#, I... dxc6! ♦ l.£ fd 5 !~ 2 . £>e2#, 1... gf5 2.

#2

ge4#, 1... £}f5 2. £b5#, (1... £>xd5+ 2. gxd5#,
1... £}xc3 2. bxc3#).

THEME I
An exceptionally complex line-affair involving 
five white line-pieces (A, В , C, Z) and E) which 
initially guard two thematic squares (x and y ) in 
the black King’s field. A guards both squares 
along the same guard-line. Another open 
guard-line is aimed at each thematic square: 
piece В guards jc, piece C guards y. A further 
guard-line from D  or E  is initially masked by 
white units X  or E Two thematic tries are refuted 
as follows: piece X  opens the line from D to 
square jc but closes the line from A to squares jc 
and уy so that square у  is now guarded only once. 
Black can therefore defend by closing the line 
from C, square у  thus becoming a flight. The sec
ond try works in a similar way. Dual refutations 
are avoided through compensatory line-opening 
on White’s first move. (Definition from FIDE Al
bum.}

1540s 1. Де4? (2. еЗ#) ДхГ4! ♦ 1. gc3? (2. еЗ#) 
£>xd2! ♦ 1. £>fe5? (2. еЗ#) ge7 2. ^d5#, 1... 
gd6! ♦ 1. £>ce5? (2. еЗ#) £}b7 2. £c6#, l„. c6! ♦ 
1. <£jb2! ~ 2. еЗ#, 1... ge7 2. gd5#, 1... Axf4 2. 
gxf4#, 1... A gl 2. ^xg l# , 1... £xd2 2. Дс5#.

= Aliases: I Theme; J Theme.
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THEME SYNTHESIS, SINGLE-PHASE
In a single phase of a twomover there are at least 
two pairs (or triplets etc.) o f variations, each of 
which render a separate theme. Some of the 
mates may be same, but they must clearly belong 
to a distinct thematic system.
§ Theme which required at least 3 pairs of variations 

was proposed by Milan Velimirovid (1952) for 7th 
WCCT (group A).

1541

CHORNYKH, Vasiliy; 
KOPAYEV, Vyacheslav
l.pl WCCT2001-2004

1541: 1. #d7! ~ 2. #xc6#, 1... gcxd6,ghxd6, 
^xd6 2. <£>b8,<af6,£f4# (Nietvelt), 1... £>d4, 
<£}e5,gxc5 2. c4,£}e7,£>b6# (self-blocks),
1... gxc7+ ,gb6+ ,ga6 2. фхс7,фхЬ6,фха6# 
(Royal battery).

THEME TOURNEY
A competition for studies or problems with a 
theme prescribed by the organizers.

THEME VS IDEA
“A theme might be described as the strategic mo
tive of a problem, while the idea lies in any pretty 
trick or peculiar mating position incidental to the 
theme or sometimes suggestive of it. A theme can 
usually be built up in a thousand ways, an idea is 
the same once for all. A theme can be in most 
cases readily described in words, an idea has a 
sparkle which the attempt to define is likely at the 
same time to dispel.” (Sam Loyd, Chess Strategy 
1878.)

THEME, CHANGE OF
Two or more phases, each showing different 
theme (not necessarily with chansed mates). 
First phase (usually the set play) shows one 
theme and the same variations (or at least 
defences) in the second phase show another 
theme.
1542: *1... gc4+ 2. £>c6#, 1... gc3+2. ДхсЗ# ♦ 1. 

£}c5! -  2. £}e6#, 1... gc4 2. <£iexd3#, 1». gc3 2. 
ДеЗ# ♦ Direct checks in set and pins in post-key 
play.

1542

GOETHART,
Gerhardus H.
3.pr Hampshire Telegraph 
& Post 1916

1543

BOTTACCHI, Antonio
L 'Alfiere di Re 1922

1543: 1... Дё4 2. £>c3(£>f4)#, 1... £ d 6  2. £>c7 
(4}f4)# ♦ 1. ®c8! -  2. £f4#, 1... £d4+ 2. £>c3#,
I... itd6+ 2. 4_)C7# ♦ Change from unpins to 
cross-checks.

★  Other examples: 228,316,579,647,675,955,956,1092, 
1370, 1374, 1375,1382, 1588.

—► See also: Change, Radical; Error, Changed.

#2

THIRD-PIN
Three pieces stand on a line between their own 
King and an enemy line mover. If the third-pin is 
complete, pin of every piece on the pin-line is 
taken advantage o f in one o f the mates.

1544: l.® b l!(2 . gb4+<£>c5 3. gb5+), l... £>e62. 
d3+A exd3 3. gc3+B dxc3 4. £>e3#c, l... £}d7 2. 
gc3+B dxc3 3. 4)e3+c fxe3 4. d3#A, l... ge5 2. 
<£,e3+c fxe3 3. d3+Aexd3 4. gc3#B, (l... ^ /g d 5  
2. Даб+ ^ /g b S  3. gxb5).
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1545

MARI, Alberto
Zadachi i etyudi 1928

1545:1. ^f2! (2. ©g2+), 1... gxf2 2. £}xf2+ ДхО 
3. ДхО#, 1... Д х 0 2 . ДхО+ ДхО 3. £}xf2#, 1... 
Дс2 2. ^xf3+ gxf3 3. &Ш.

★  Other examples: 408, 1565.

THREAT
Amove or variation which White will play (usu
ally following his key) if Black does nothing to 
defend against it. Problems which do not have 
threats following the key are blocks. (Definition 
from FIDE Album.)

THREAT CUMULATION THEME 
After the introductory single-threat try, every 
next try carries one threat more. The number of 
threats reaches its maximum after the key move.

1546

LABAl, Zolt&n
l.hm K. Valtonen 50 JT 
2004-6

1546: *l... ДхЬ6+ 2. <£xb6# ♦ 1. Дс5? (2. £}b6#) 
Дхс5 2. #xc5#, 1... gxd6! ♦ 1. Дё4? (2. 
£Ь 6/^с5#) Дхё4 2. #xd4#, 1... gxf5! ♦ 1. 
ДеЗ? (2. £>b6/^c5/^d4#) ДхеЗ 2. £хеЗ#, 1... 
#xd6! ♦ 1. Д12! (2. £}b6,^c5/#d4/£e3#) 
Д х£2,^хй#Ь6+2. gcl,gc3,£>xb6#, (1... gxf2 
2. ^b6/^rc5/^rd4/^e3#) ♦ Set and virtual mates 
reappear as threats.

THREAT PENDULUM THEME
For a number of moves White alternates usually
between two threats, in order to force Black to
waste time, or/and cause a change in the position
that enables White to carry out his (original)
plan.

1547

METZENAUER,
Ferdinand
hm Zurcher Illustrierte 
Zeitung 1932

1547: 1. h6? gdbl 2. Де8 dl~! is too slow. ♦ 1. 
£>c4! (2. £>g3#) £>e4 2. £e5! (2. Дхс13#) foc5 3. 
£3xg4 £}e4 4. £}e5 £}c5 5. £>c4 |^ е4 6. <£}b2 <£}c5
7. h6! ~ 8. Д е8., (5... g b l 6. £>g3+ <g>dl 7.£}e3+ 
фс1 8. <£}e2+).

THREAT PROBLEM
A problem in which White has to threaten some
thing (specific) to make Black weaken his posi
tion, in order to mate in the stipulated number of 
moves. Mere waiting would help Black delay the 
outcome.

THREAT RECURRENCE 
A joint term referring to the reappearance of a 
threat of one phase in some function in another. 
Good examples are Hannelius theme. 
Dombrovskis theme and le Grand theme and 
threat correction (Correction. Threat) (most in
vented in the 1950s), in which the threat mates of 
the virtual phase become the mates in the solu
tion. The idea has also application in the area of 
virtual phase with multiple threats, when the key 
of the solution threatens only one (different) 
mate and all the single members of the multiple 
threats appear as mates in the actual phase. The 
effect has been used extensively the last four de
cades in the two-mover field, but has extended to 
longer problems, too.
Quite another approach is the use o f threat mates 
of one phase as the key move in the other. Refer 
to: Shedev Cycle. Ehirasevic theme. Reeves cycle. 
Urania theme etc. See also: Threat Transforma
tion o f Double and Multiple.

1548: l£|d~?b5! ♦ l .£ f5 ?~ 2 . ge7##, l... ge62. 
gd3#, l... ДИ4!, (I... ® e6,gg42. ^c6 ,#d7#)♦ 
L <&dc2? ~ 2. £}xb4#, l... bxc5 2. gd3#, l... 
gg4!, (I... фхс5 2. ^b5#) ♦ 1. <£|db5! ~ 2. 
£xc7#, 1... gc6 2. gd3#, I... ®c6 2. ^a8#.
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1548

DOUKHAN, Gerard; 
MOR1CE, Jean
l.pr Themes-64

1549

BOGDANOV, Evgeny
l.pr Odessa JT 1990

1549s *l... d5a 2. ^хеб#, l... dxe5b 2. ^хеб#, l... 
^h3  2. ^xe4#, l... f3 2. gf8#c, 1„. e3 2. Дх<!3# 
♦ 1. £xe4? (2. Д  xg4A/g  g5 B/ gf8#c) d5!a ♦ 1. 
£gf7? (2. Axg4A/gg5#B) dxe5!b ♦ 1.£}xe6! -2 . 
J axg4#A, 1... d5a 2. gg5#B, l...dxe5b 2. gf8#c* 
(1... ^h3  2. £}xd4#, 1... О 2. £}g7#, 1... фхеб 2. 
^d7#).

THREAT REDUCTION THEME
Several phases with a decreasing number of 
threats. (Definition from FIDE Album.')

1550

DYACHUK, Vasil
2.pr Die Schwalbe 1997

1550s 1.фЬЗ?~2.фа2#, 1... Дх<12! ♦ L gg4?~2. 
фЬ4/фс4/ф<И/Де4# (ABCD), 1... £>f4 2. 
gg3#, 1... gxe5! ♦ 1. g e4?~2. фЬ4/фс4/<g>d4# 
(ABC), 1... £}f4 2. ge3#, 1... d5! ♦ 1. gd4?~2. 
фЬ4/фс4# (AB), I... dxe5! ♦ 1. gc4! ~ 2. фЬ4# 
(A), 1... <£}f4 2. Де4#, (1... dxe5,d5,gxe5, 
Дх(12+ 2. ^d 3 ,^x d 5 ,# ’g4#,®xd2#).

★  Other example 1549.

#2

THREAT, ARRIVAL
Mate(s) or continuation(s) that would be possible 
if a dummy piece arrived on a particular square.
★  See example 1550.
—> See also: Arrival Fleck Theme; Correction, Black, Ar

rival; Stocchi Blocks.

THREAT, CREATION OF
A logical combination: White’s try play fails, be
cause its kernel move does not threaten anything. 
With his foreplan White creates a position in 
which the move carries a threat that Black cannot 
ignore, and White can execute his main plan.
★  See example 1508.

THREAT, DOUBLE
Double threat, after the key or occurring later in 
the play, is often regarded as a drawback, for the 
same reason as a multiple threat is. However 
nowadays, it is very often an integral part of a 
problem’s theme (e.g., see Nowotnv interfer
ence).
★  See example 259.

See also: Burmistrov Combination; Nowotny Interfer
ence.

THREAT, EMERGING
Term applicable in zuzzwanz problems: a syn
onym for the secondary threat (which arises after 
random move of the black piece).
—► See also: Threat, Secondary.
= Alias: voznikayushtsaya ugroza (Rus.).

THREAT, MULTIPLE
A threat of at least three mates or continuations, 
either after the key or later in play. A multiple 
threat is considered a shortcoming, owing to its 
aggressive nature, but it might be part of the 
theme.
★  See examples: 220, 1026, 1241,1375.
—> See also: Fleck Theme; Mirri 1 Theme; Prestigiacomo 

Theme; Sambor Theme; Visserman Cycle.

THREAT, PERPETUAL
A drawing theme in the endgame. The weaker 
side persistently builds a threat to mate the en
emy King or win some material, thus circum
venting the winning attempt of the stronger side.
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1551:1. фГЗ <S>f5 2. фе2 ^h4! 3. Д<15 £>e5 4. феЗ 
Ad8 5. фё4 ДЬ6+ 6. фсЗ Да5+ 7. <g>d4 сЗ! 8. 
Де4+ феб 9. ^d5+  ф£5 10. Де4+ фе6=

gc5# (new triplet of secondary threats, but no 
duals), 1... £pca4 2. Де2#, 1... £>d3 2. ДЬЗ#, 1... 
&xdl 2. gc5#.

1552

HARTONG, Jan
l-2.pr- ElAjedrez 
Esparto! 1952

#2

THREAT, PRIMARY
In direct mate or selfmate and reflexmate prob
lems White’s threat that is posed by the key and 
calls for an immediate reply. These replies and 
White’s answers to them constitute the variations 
of the problem.

THREAT, QUIET
In a three- or moremover and sometimes in a 
study a threat where White neither captures nor 
checks on the threat’s first move. Such a threat is 
normally appreciated for its non-aggressive na
ture and difficulty.
★  See example 1669.

THREAT, REMOVAL
1, A threat that arises (one or more) from removal 
of a piece, i.e. by its random move.
2. Removal Multithreat. The mating moves that 
seem to follow the removal of a piece from a 
square. Yet, the moves (threats) are separated by 
the piece’s arrival on particular squares.
—> See also: Threat, Arrival; Threat, Primary.

THREAT, SECONDARY
Potential mating moves that emerge when:
(1) a certain black unit moves at random;
(2) the defences of several black men have some

thing in common (i.e. commit the same er
ror), thus seem to allow several mates.

1552:1. Дё1!~2. gel#(primarythreat), l.„|^f~2. 
^c8/^e6/f5# (secondary threats, which Black 
will separate, i.e. there are no duals), 1... <£}e3 2. 
#c8#, 1... <£|d6 2. ^еб#, 1... £e7  2. f5#, 1... 
£jd4! (parries all secondary threats, but introduces 
a new mate) 2. £}e5# ♦ l...£|b~ 2. Де2/ДЬЗ/

1553

JANOYER, M.
2.pr La Cle 1971

1553: L £>e6! ~ 2. gb6# (All Black’s thematic 
defences have in common the fact that they block 
e6, seemingly allowing mates 2. ^e5,gd5,£jc4# 
-  secondary threats), l... Дхе62. Де5#, 1... gxe6 
2. gd5#, 1... 4^xe6 2. £}c4# -  each one allowed 
only one, (1... фхеб 2. gb6#).

^ Alias: Contingent Threat.

THREAT, SHORT
A threat in a lower number of moves than stipu
lated. A short threat is regarded an imperfection 
due to its intense nature, the more severe the 
shorter the problem is. But it is quite acceptable 
in long problems and in logical problems.
★  See examples: 308, 1093, 1181.
—> See also: Mate, Short; Variation, Short

THREAT, TERTIARY
Potential mating move that emerges in tertiary 
correction play after the secondary correction 
(see for instance Correction, Black),
A concept used in the context of Black correc
tion. In a threat problem the move that White, af
ter the key, plays against any insignificant move 
by Black is White’s primary threat (Threat. Pri
mary), A mate that follows black piece’s random 
move, which defeats the primary threat, but en
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tails general error, is called secondary threat 
(Threat. Secondary). If Black can defeat that 
threat by playing his piece on a particular square 
(secondary defenceк White’s mate to this move, 
unless it is a refutation, is White’s tertiary threat. 
The same logic applies, when Black has two or 
several defences on the same square. A random 
arrival to that square entails the primary error, 
which is followed by secondary threat. Another 
piece’s arrival entails the same error, has a com
pensatory element, but commits a new error, al
lowing tertiary threat.

THREAT, TRANSFORMATION 
OF DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE
It is possible to split the double or multiple threat 
of one (virtual) phase in a number o f ways:
(1) Mates o f the multiple threat become ordinary 

threats (Barnes);
(2) Mates o f the multiple threat become variation 

mates;
(3) Mates o f  the multiple threat become keys (of 

tries and solution);
(4) Mates o f  a double threat become the key and 

variation mate o f another phase;
(5) Mates o f the double threat become the key 

and threat;
(6) Mates o f the double threat become one threat 

and one variation mate.
(Basiss ty, “Slovar terminov shakhmatnoi 
kompozyciyi'\ Kiev 2004.)

THREAT, VIRTUAL
A threat that does not materialize against any 
black move, i.e. the post-key position is a 
Zugzwang as well.

1554: *1... gxd7  2. exd7 ♦ 1. e7! (2. exd8g), 1... 
gxc8  2 .d x c 8 ^ , 1... g e 8  2 .d x e8 g , 1... g xd7  2.

e8A , 1... g f8 2 .e x f8 £ , I... g g 8  2.hxg8,& *One 
or two promotions to g  -  that is the question (since 
the threat is only virtual).

★  Other example 1122.

THREAT-CHANGE THEME
White changes the threat in the course o f solu
tion.
★  See examples: 1019,1550.

THREAT-SEPARATION, SELECTIVE
Out o f multiple threat, only some combinations 
are separated, which results in triple or dual 
mates, but each mate occurs as many times as the 
others.

1555: 1. # f5 !  (2. ^ d 7 A/^ e 6 B/e6C /^e4D/ g d l E 
#), I... g3 2. A/B/C#, 1... £}f3 2. A/B/D#, 1... 
<£,g3 2. A/B/E#, 1... <£f4 2. A/C/D#, 1... hxg5 2. 
A/C/E#, 1... £ g 7  2. A/D/E#, 1... £ e 2  2. B/C/D#, 
1... £ f 6  2. B/C/E#, 1... e6 2. B/D/E#, 1... ДхЬ7 2. 
C/D/E#.

THREE PAWNS’ PROBLEM [E]
A position 1556 had aroused much debate since 
1619, when Greco published the position with 
ф е\  instead on dl and maintained that Black on 
the move draws. It appeared, however, that Black 
will lose, whether he is on the move or not, since 
white King reaches the square g3 sooner than 
black King reaches b6. Two centuries later, a 
strong Hungarian player Jozsef Szen announced 
that with white King on d l, he is ready to accept 
anybody’s challenge for a match to prove that he 
will win on the move, no matter which colour he 
plays. Finally, the English player and theorist 
George Walker (1803-1879) calmed the storm, 
which Szen’s words had raised, proving in a thor
ough analysis in "Bells Life” that Szen was 
right.
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S Jozsef Szen (1805-1857); Chicco & Porreca, p. 407-8. 
First publication with inaccurate analysis: P. Carrera, 
t(ll  Gioco dtgli Scacchi” 1617.

1556

SZEN, Josef
Bells Life 1840

+ The one on the move wins
1 5 5 6 :1. фе2 фё7 2. ф О  фсб 3. а4 h5 4. с4 f5 5. 

®g3 фЬб! 6. Ь4 g5 7. а5+ фаб 8. с5 h4+ 9. фИЗ 
f4 Ю. сб £3 11. Ь5+ фа7! 12. с7 g4+ 13. ф хё4 f2
14. с 8 ^  f l ^  15. Ь6#. If 1... h5 2. ф О  g5 3. а4 h4
4. ®g4 f5+ 5. фЬЗ f4 6. ®g4 ®d7 7. a5 фсб 8. c4 
etc. +- White also wins with 1. фе1 (Greco’s 
position): 1... фс!7 2. a4 фсб 3. a5 фЬ5 4. b4 h5 5. 
c4+ фаб 6. c5 фЬ5 7. фГ2 etc., or 1... h5 2. ф£2 
h4 3. ®g2! g5 4. фЬЗ f5 5. a4 f4 6. ®g4 ®d7 7. a5 
фсб 8. c4 etc.

THREE RIDER DOUBLE
A double Grimshaw interference executed by 
two Rooks and one Bishop, or by two Bishops 
and one Rook.

#2

1557

DAWSON, Thomas R.
Western Daily Mercury 
1921

1557: 1. &g6l -  2. #xd3#, 1... Де4 2. £>g4#, L - 
^d5  2. £f5#, 1... Se42. gh3#(#h3?), 1... gd5 
2. T̂ rh3# (gh3?) ♦ etc.

THREEMOVER
A problem with the stipulation “White to move 
and checkmate Black in no more than three 
moves against any defence”. In composition 
tourneys, there are often separate classes for 
threemovers, twomovers and moremovers (as 
well as classes for helpmates, selfmates and oth
ers). (Definition from FIDE Album.}

1558: 1. ©h5? h6!/gxg5! ♦ 1. ge8! (2. gxf8#), 
1... gxe8 2. ^h5 , 1... g6 2. #d7, 1... ga8,gf5 
2^r(x)f5,1... ®g8 2. ^re6+ ♦ Apart from the short 
threat, a full-blooded three-mover with quiet 2nd 
moves, without strong black threats in the initial 
position -  a problem century ahead of its time. 
Were there not the double refutation to 1. #h5, this 
would be a spotless “Wiener”, on top of every
thing!.

—> See also: Mate in *n

TIBETAN CHESS [F]
Fairy condition. A black man which captures a 
white man of other kind than itself, changes col
our. If the captured man is of same kind, it retains 
its colour. Conditions apply neither to Kings nor 
to white men.
= Alias: Tibetschach (Ger.).

TIM UR’S CHESS [F]
Tamerlane chess is a strategic board game related 
to chess and derived from Chaturanea. It was de
veloped in Persia during the reign o f Timur, also 
called Tamerlane (1336-1405). Some sources at
tribute the game’s invention to Timur, but this is 
by no means certain. Because Tamerlane Chess is 
a larger variant of Chaturanga, it is also called 
Shatranj Kamil (perfect chess) or Shatranj 
Al-Kabir (large chess). It is distinctive in that 
there are multiple varieties of Pawn, each of 
which promotes in its own way.
A Tamerlane chess board is made up of 110 
uncheckered squares arranged in a 10x11 pat
tern. Additional squares protrude from the left 
side on the ninth row and from the right side on 
the second row. These extra squares are called 
citadels. When the opposing King occupies a 
player’s citadel, the game is declared a draw. No 
piece other than a King may occupy a citadel.
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The pieces used in this chess variant are:
King: Moves as a traditional King 
General: Moves one square diagonally
Vizir: Moves one square horizontally or verti

cally
Giraffe: Moves one square diagonally and then 

a minimum of three squares horizontally or 
vertically

Picket: Moves as a Bishop in traditional chess, 
but must move a minimum of two squares

Knight: Moves as a Knight in traditional chess 
Rook: Moves as a Rook in traditional chess
Elephant: Moves two squares diagonally and is 

unobstructed by pieces in between
Camel: Moves two diagonally and two straight, 

unobstructed by pieces in between
W ar Engine: Moves two horizontally or verti

cally, unobstructed by pieces in between
Pawns: Move as Pawns in traditional chess, but 

with no initial double move or en passant 
capture. Every piece (including the Pawn) 
has a corresponding Pawn. Hence; Pawn of 
Kings, Pawn of Vizirs, Pawn of Giraffes, etc.

= Alias: Tamerlane Chess.

TORNGREN THEME
In defence Black closes one white and one black 
line allowing white battery mate also with clos
ing of one white and one black line.
1 Pehr Henrik Torngren (1908-1965).

#2
1559: 1. <&h5! ~ 2. gf4#, 1... Ad4 2. gc5#, 1... 

£}d3 2. gb5# (not quite thematic because black 
defence doesn’t close a white line), (1... gd4, 
g  f2, Де5 2. £f6,ga5,gd4#).

= Alias: Toemgren Theme.

TOTAL CHANGE
Both defences and mates are changed between 
two phases, not necessarily with changed strat
egy.

1560

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
Problem 1968 /  (v)

1560: 1. b4? ~ 2. gc5#, 1... axb3(ep) 2. #a5#, 1... 
cxb3(ep) 2. c4#, 1... ^rxf2! ♦ 1. ff4? ~ 2. £je7#, 1... 
gxf3(ep) 2. Деб#, 1... exfi(ep) 2. e4#, 1... £}xf4! ♦ 
1.d4!~2. gc5/£ie7#, 1 „. exd3(ep)2. J|xg2#, 1... 
cxd3(ep) 2. ^ra2#.

1561: *l... <®>d5 2. #Ь5#, l... <g>f5 2. ^h5# ♦ 1. 
£>e3? H  !*•* ®d4 2. ^h8#, 1... ®f4 2. #b8#, 
1 ... g3! ♦ 1. £ g 3 ! H , 1 ... ®d6 2. £f4#, 1... ®f6 
2. ДЬ2#.

★  Other examples: 290, 502,763.
—> See also: Change, Radical; Changed Strategy.

TOURNEY
A synonym for “competition”. There are tour
neys for studies and all kinds of problems, both 
formal and informal. Possibly the first problem 
tourney was organized by a London weekly “The 
Era” in 1856, initiated by J. Lowenthal. The 
more-mover section was won by Konrad Bayer 
with his Immortal Problem. The Era tourney was 
a starting point of a series of problem and study 
tourneys on both sides of the Atlantic; only a few 
months later “New York Saturday Courier ” orga
nized their move-mover tourney, which was won
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by a rising young talent, Samuel Loyd with his 
proto- -Lovd-Turton problem.

1562

HEALEY, Frank
2.pr The Era Tourney 1856

1562: 1. £>e6! (2. £g7#), 1... fxe6 2. ДеЗ (3. 
^grxf4#) dxe5 3. ĝfxc5 ~ 4. ĝrf8#. ♦ White 
ex-decoys two obstacles to Queen’s access to f8 
(target-point).

TRADITIONAL PROBLEM
One-phase direct mate problem with emphasis 
on the key and subsequent variations, featuring 
basic tactical elements and their combinations.

TRANSCENDENTAL IDEAS
Ideas not feasible on the chessboard using the 
normal pieces.

TRANSITION PERIOD
A period between 1845 and ca 1865. The chap
lain Loved ay’s famous “Indian problem” marked 
the beginning o f a new era in chess composition. 
It was published in Chess Players Chronicle in 
February 1845, and two months later, almost si
multaneously with Theodore Herlin’s “Peri-In- 
dian” {Le Palamede 15th o f  April), a correction 
of the Indian was published. It had still duals (the 
original had nine keys), and Loveday published a 
correct Indian next year, but much more impor
tantly, a flood o f new innovations started to 
poure to the editors. In the transition period the 
compositional chess, finally, found an identity of 
its own, independent from the over-the-board 
game o f chess.
Innovations: Triangulation (1847), Anderssen’s 
focal (1848), focal play and Kling Combination 
(1849), critical Grimshaw (1850), Sackmann 
(1842 and 1850; 60 years before the “real” 
Sackmann), Nowotny (1853), Pseudo-Turton 
(1854), critical Nowotny (1854), proper Turton 
(1856), Loyd-Turton (1856), which Sam Loyd 
composed at the mature age o f 15, a year later Or

#4

gan Pipes with direct Grimshaw (1857) and 
Plachutta (1857), a year later Loyd’s Line 
Clearance (1858), and again a year later com
plete critical Grimshaw (1859), Cheney-Loyd 
(1860), Seeberger Incarceration (1860), the first 
correct helpmate by Albert Barbe (1861), 
Avoidance o f  interference (before 1861), Bris
tol Clearance (1861), Holzhausen (1861; half a 
century before Holzhausen), Excelsior (1857), 
Elson Annihilation (1861), Vienna junction
-point combination (1862), first Bohemian prob
lem (1862), Counter Exchange without and with 
change o f key-piece (1865), and a host o f smaller 
innovations which are overshadowed by the big 
ones.
Play that was spread over a number o f variations, 
especially in two-movers, started to evolve.
In the latter half o f the 1850s, the first composing 
tournament was organized, Howard Staunton in 
his column Illustrated London News published 
many original compositions, and in America the 
first periodical Chess Monthly started to appear, 
one o f its most prolific contributors a young boy 
named Samuel Loyd.
It must be mentioned that already at this time 
many logical ideas saw day’s light for the first 
time, particularly by August von Cywinski, and 
it was much later that those works were discov
ered and saved from falling in oblivion.

TRANSMUTING KINGS [F]
Fairy condition. When a King is in check, he 
moves only like the checking unit.

TRANSPARENT MAN [F]
A fairy piece through which other men can move. 
1 Invented by Charles D. Locock (1862-1946) in 1937. 
^ Alias: Durchlassiger Stein (Ger.).

TRAP [E]
A maneuver in endgame study to lure the oppo
nent’s King in a disadvantageous situation.
s  Alias: Lovushka (Rus.).

TREBUCHET [E]
A case of mutual Zuszwanz in an ending 
vs ф +  ± , in which Pawns block each other and 
the side on the move has to give up his Pawn and, 
being unable to reach a Zugzwang position, faces
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a loss of the game. The trap, or the winning 
method, has been known for centuries.

1563:1. ®c5 ®g6 2. фсб! (2. <g>d6? ®f5 -+) ®g5 
3. <2?d7! ®f5 4. ®d6 +-.

TRECHEROUS MEN [F]
Fairy chess variant. Men on moving for the first 
time over the 4th and 5th rank change their col
our. Condition may apply to both or one side. 
Kings cannot cross the line. A further develop
ment is the “hyper-trecherous men” ( “hyper- 
-treulose Steine”) that change colour every time 
they cross the line.
§ Invented by John E. H. Creed (1904-1974).
= Alias: Treulose Steine.

1565: 1. gdd4! (2. g4#), 1... ^xd4 2. Дс4 £}c7 3. 
<£jxd4#, 1... <£)xd4 2. gg4 e4 3. <£}xd4#, 1... exd4 
2. g3 iixd6 3. £}xd4# ♦ Third-pinned black pieces 
ad- and ex-decoyed: ab-bc-ca. 3 x Klinke.

TREFF-POINT
A square (line) is guarded by Black more than 
once, but White eventually conquers it. Depend
ing on the way White accomplishes this the fol
lowing types of Treff-Point are recognized:

(a) Klinke Treff-Point,
(b) Massmann Treff-Point,
(c) Reversed Treff-Point,
(d) Metzenauer Treff-Point.

1 The concept launched by Arthur Klinke (1887-1942). 
★  See example 695. 
s  Alias: Treffpunkt.

TREFF-POINT, KLINKE
Firstly, White ad-decovs a black piece on the 
mating square and then ex-decoys another piece 
from guarding it, and the roles of the black pieces 
are reversed in the other variation.
1 Introduced in 1919 by the German problemist Arthur 

Klinke (1887-1942).

1564:1. g  15! (2. gxh5#), 1... £}xf5 2. ^d5  exd5 3. 
£ixf5#, 1... exf5 2. ^ e2  <&xe2 3. £>xf5#.

TREFF-POINT, KLINKE, CYCLIC
Firstly white ad-decoys a black man on the 
mating square and then, in three variations, 
ex-decoys or removes the other and the third 
one from protecting it. The events take places 
in a complete cyclic order ABC-CAB-BCA. See 
Treff-Point, Klinke. originally a reciprocal 
theme.

1566

R£HM, Hans-Peter
l.pr Schach-Echo 1983-4

1566:1. £}d5! ~ 2. £}ЬЗ+ фс4 3. £}xa5+, 1... <^xd5 
2. gxc6+ £jxc6 3. 4)xe6+, l... cxd5 2. £}xe6+ 
gxe6 3. itxe7+, 1— exd5 2. Дхе7+ Дхе7 3. 
gxc6+.
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TREFF-POINT, MASSMAN
Black guards the mating square with two pieces
which are both ex-decoyed from guarding it.
2 Wilhelm K.H. Massmann (1895-1974).

1567

BROWN OF BRIDPORT, 
John
Illustrated London News 
8.3.1856

1567:1. gh4! (~), 1... M 2. £d5+ gxd5 3. £с4#, 
(1... gc6 2. £d5+ <£,cxd5/£>exd5 3. gxe4/<&f5#,
1... gxf4/exf4 2. gh3+, l...£c~2. <£,d5+).

★  Other example 76.
= Allas: Massman Junction Point.

TREFF-POINT, METZENAUER 
Two black units stand on the mating line, which 
can be either the future line along which White 
moves and/or the line on which White gives the 
mate. One black man is ex-decoved off the line, 
the other is ad-decoyed on the mating square. 
The decoys may happen in any order.
2 Introduced in 1932 by the German problemist 

Ferdinand Metzenauer (1908-1968).

1568

KEIRANS, Peteris
2.pr H. Mattison M T1934

1568: 1. £>g4! (2. £>e5), 1... ДЬ6 2. #e6! ДГ7 3. 
#xh6#, 1... £ f4  2. #xb8! gb7 3. #xf4#, 1... 
£g5  2. #g8! & fl 3. #xg5#.

= Allas: Metzenauer Junction Point.

TREFF-POINT, REVERSED 
One black man is first ex-decoved from guarding 
the mating square, then the other is ad-decoyed 
on the mating square.

#3

#3

1569:1 .£g7?  gxg7! ♦ 1. ДГ6? ge2! ♦ 1.Де5!(2. 
Дхс7) Ь2 2. Af6 ge4 3. Ag7 ge8 4. £d4+ 
^xd4 5. cxd4#.

TREFF-POINT, TRIPLE
In three variations each of the thematic black 
pieces are ad-decoved on the junction-point, and 
on the next move the second piece guarding the 
thematic square, is ex-decoyed to cut the line of 
the third piece.

1570:1. #a4! (2. #xe4#), 1... gd4 2. # e8  £>g7 3. 
£xd4#, 1... Ad4 2. #c2  £>d6 3. £>xd4#, 1... ^d4 
2. gg4 gg7 3. £xd4#.

= Alias: Three Pieces’ Treff-Point.

TREFF-POINT, VIENNA 
White ex-decoys two black pieces from guarding 
the mating square and ad-decoys the third on it 
The decoys may happen in any order.
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1571s 1. #e5? £ie2! ♦ 1. #d 5? ^Ь7!/Де2! ♦ I. 
gc6! gxc6 2. gd4+l cxd4 3. #d5 Де2 4. #e5 
£}d3 (4... #c4??) 5. #xe2#.

★  Other example 831.

TREFF-POINTS, CYCLIC CONQUEST 
OF
Black has three treff-points each of which he 
controls with two men. White decoys black men 
so that one of the guard-lines will be interfered 
with, and the other guarding piece will be ad-de- 
coved or ex-decoved.

1572s 1. a5! (2. ^e6+  фс5 3. ^c4#), 1... £>b6 2. 
<£}c3+A dxc3 3. £}e3#B, 1... jtg4  2. £}e3+B dxe3
3. c4#c, 1... ge5 2. c4+c dxc3(ep) 3. £>xc3#A.

г  Alias: Zyklische Eroberung der Richtpunkte (Ger.).

TRIANGULATION MANEUVER 
A triangular maneuver of particularly Queen and 
King usually with purpose of losing tempo, e.g. 
arriving at the same position with opposite side 
to move.
Despite the name of the maneuver, the term also 
refers to tempo losing moves made by Bishop or 
Rook along same diagonal, rank or file.

#10
1573s 1. # h l+  g b l 2. ^h8+ gb2 3. #d4  d5 4. 

#gl+ ! (4. #dl+?) g b l 5. ^g7+ d4 6. ^xd4+ 
gb2 7. ^ g l+  g b l 8. #g7+ gb2 9. #d4  фЫ
10. ^ d l# .

★  Other examples: 224, 343, 1158, 1260, 1423, 1519, 
1579, 1667.

= Alias: Triangulation.

TRIES WITH COMMON AIM
White’s play is focused on the choice of correct 
key move which all have the same purpose (aim), 
but which all except one fail on account of 
Black’s sufficient reply. The common aim is usu
ally to find a sufficient reply to Black’s principal 
defence or set of defences. The choice of the key 
move often constitutes a theme in itself, as do 
Black’s defences. More o f this topic can be found 
under “Tries With Common Error”, “White 
Combinations” and “White Correction”.
—> See also: Correction, White; Tries With Common Error; 

White Combinations.

TRIES WITH COMMON ERROR
White’s play is focused on finding the correct 
key, usually made by one and same piece, among 
two or preferably several equal-looking alterna
tives. Usually Black’s refutations are linked to
gether with one another or with White’s play in 
some way too. The virtue of the correct key of 
such problems is that it does not introduce any 
error to White’s position. This kind o f problems 
are discussed under “White combinations”. In 
German-speaking world a near equivalent is 
“Weisse Selbstbehinderung(en) ”, and in Russian 
they have long used the expression “Beliye 
kombinatsiyi ”.
The emphasis on tries very much has its origin in 
the former Soviet Union. In the late 1920s a 
group o f Soviet problemists started to pay a spe
cial attention to the choice o f key-move in 
two-movers. Until then composers had focused 
on changed play between set and actual 
(post-key) play, or on Black’s defensive strategy 
and errors. Many compositions o f the new school 
can be found under title “White combinations” or 
“Key Option”. From this movement grew gradu
ally such theme complex as “White correction”.

1574s 1. ga7? (2. Дхёб#), I... bxa5! (2. Да7??) ♦ 
1. gb7?, 1... &f7! (2. £>b7??) ♦ 1. gd7?,
l...£>fe~! (2. £d7??) ♦ L ge7?, 1... d5! (2. 
^f8??) ♦ 1. g n ? ,  1... b4! (2. #xc4??) ♦ L 
gg7?, 1... Д<15! (2. #g l??) ♦ 1. gh7! (2. 
Jxd6#), 1... bxa5 2. Да7#, 1... 2.
£>(х)Ь7#, 1... £}e4/£}e8/£>d5 2. £>d7#, 1... d5 2. 
^f8#, 1... b4 2. ^xc4#, 1... iLd5 2. ^g l# .
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#2

1574

HCLSMANN, Hans
Lpr Westfalischer 
Schachbund 1938

Ахаб ЧйхЬ8 5. ДЬ7/схЬ8##, (1... Да7 2. 
Дха7 gxa7 3. #d8  g~,gb7,gxc7+ 4. <£>d7+, 
схЬ7+,фхс7+, 2... g e l  3. <3?d8 фха7, gxc6 4. 
с8£}+,тЁгхсб+).

TRIPLE
White’s, often ostensible, choice o f giving three 
mates after a certain defence, or after a certain 
piece moves.
—> See also: Dual.

1575

SIERS, Theodor
2.pr Tidskrift for Schack 
1947 ‘

1575:1. gb5? Adi! ♦ 1 . gc5?a3! ♦ 1. gf5?g5! ♦ 
1. gg5? ДП! ♦ 1. gh5! (~), 1... A di 2. £}c7+ 
<g>d4 3. £}Ь5#, 1... a3 2. £}c5+ <g>d4 3. £b3#, i„. 
g~5 2. £ |g7+ ®d4 3. £f5#, 1... ДА 2. £g5+ 
®d4 3. £>xf3#, 1... b~ 2. £>d8+ <S>d4 3. ^сб#, 1... 
f2 2. £}f4+ ®d4 3. £}xe2#, 1... £}xg4 2. £$c5+ 
<S>d4 3. ge4# ♦ The theme is rarely seen outside 
the two-mover genre.

★  Other example 1166.
—> See also: Correction, White; Key, Option; Option; White 

Combinations.

TRILLING-TURTON DOUBLING
White doubles his pieces like in normal Turton
Doubling in order to sacrifice the stronger piece,
thus avoiding stalemate.
I  Anton A. G Trilling (1893-1947).

TRIPLE AVOIDANCE
After Black in defence committed a certain error 
White apparently has three possible mates or 
continuations. However, only one o f these 
works, the others fail. In other words, a triple is 
avoided. To make a theme of it, triple avoidance 
should occur in at least three variations. See the 
discussion under dual avoidance.
★  See example 1528.
—> See also: Stocchi Blocks.
= Allas: Anti-triple.

TRITON [F]
Fairy piece. Belongs to the Marine Pieces group. 
Moves like a Rook and captures like a Rook-Lo
cust (Locust),

TRIZEBRA [F]
A fairy piece that on one move makes three con
secutive steps of a Zebra, the move drawing a 
shape of a letter N.
1 Invented by Norman M. Gibbins (1882-?).
= Alias: Dreizebra (Ger.).

TROITSKY THEME [E]
Endgame theme: Mate with a single Bishop.
% Alexey A. Troitsky (1866-1942).

1576: 1. ^d 3 ?  Да7 2. Даб gxa6 3. #xa6 stale
mate ♦ 1. Де2! ga5 2. ĝrd3 Да7 3. # a6  gxa6 4.

+
1577: 1. ДН6+ <g>g8 2. g7 ф П  (2... e6+ 3. ®d6! 

ф П  4. фе5 sS>g8 5. ®f6; 2... e5 3. феб e4 4.
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фА6) 3. g8#+! ®  xg8 4. феб фЬ8 5. ФП e~ 6.
Д*7#.

TROITSKY’S STUDY ON [E]
MATERIAL SS VS P
The ending ф>£}£) vs ф  is a draw without the 
weaker side's assistance. Alexey Troitsky dis
covered that if  the side with a lone King had a 
Pawn not too close to promotion, the side with 

could win provided it stopped the Pawn 
advance in time. Releasing the Pawn at the right 
moment resulted in a mate in the comer. The dis
covery was theoretically important; especially as 
it turned out that on many instances the win took 
more than 50 moves.
The first to study this material (with ±  s on f4 or 
h4) was Chapais ( “Essais-analytiques sur les 
echecs ”, 1780), the analyses o f whom were later 
approved by Troitsky.

1578

TROITSKY, Alexey A.
Two Knights vs One Pawn 
1937. /  (Theoretical study) 
in Troitzky: Chess Studies

1578: Material: ф£}£УФ ± . When Black’s Pawn is 
on one of these squares, securely blocked by white 
S or K, White wins. There are a few cases, when the 
P can be even further advanced and White still 
wins.

illustration

1579

MENDHEIM, Julius
Aufgaben fur Schachspieler 
1832

1579: 1. £>e2! ®g8! 2. фе7 фЬ8 3. ®f8 фЬ7 4. 
®f7 фЬ8 5. £ f4  e2 6. £g6+ ФИ7 7. &fS+ фЬ8
8. £*e7(h4) e l ^  9. £*e(h)g6#. ♦ This is an excep
tion to Troitzky, due to the black King on an unfa
vourable comer.

#9

1580

MANSARLISKIY, N.; 
TKACHENKO, Sergey N.
4.pr “64" 1998

1580:1. £ g l  &f2! 2. £ c6  £>h3 3. ДеЗ! g24. £d4! 
g l t t  5. iJxgl £>xgl 6. £f4! (6. £e5? £№  7. 
£}d3 £}g5 and & escapes through e4) фЬ6 7. 
<£}d3! (keeps ф  away from c5) £}h3 8. фА5 
winning, e.g. 8... £}gl 9. ф£5 £}h3 10. ®g4 
£}f2+(!) 11. £}xf2 фс5 12. £}e2 d4 13. £>d3+ 
фс4 14. &f4 and the ± position on d4 is 
unfavourable for Black, because 4^d3 is firmly 
supported by its colleague.

1581

TROITSKY, Alexey A.
Chess Studies 1937

1581: l... фа4! 2. фс4 фаЗ 3. &с5 фЬ2 4. ®d3 
фЬ1(а)5. ф<12! фЬ2! 6. £>d3!! фаЗ 7. фс2 f4 8. 
фсЗ f3 9. фа2 (Zugzwang) 10. £|d3 фЬ1
11. ФЬЗ фа1 12. фс2 фа2 13. £Ь2 фаЗ 14. 
фсЗ фа2 15. £ с4  фЬ1 16. ф<12 фа2 17. фс2 
фа1 18. фЬЗ! (18. <Йе4? О =) фЬ1 19. £}d3! f2 
20. £аЗ+ фа1 21. £Ь4 П #  22. £с2#. ♦ (а)4... 
фс1! 5. £>а4! ®dl 6. £Ь2+ ф е! 7. феЗ ф П  8. 
£}d3 ®gl 9. фе2 фЬ2! 10. ф Е  фЫ  11. 
фЬ2 12. 4^е2! фЫ  13. фе1 фЬ2 14. фП фЬ1
15. ф f2 фЬ2 16. £d4  фЫ  17. £}ЬЗ ®h2 18. 
£}d2 фЬ1 19.®g3!®gl 20.£е2+фЫ 21.£>П 
f4+ 22. ф1»3 f3 23. £}fg3#. ♦ One of the most 
difficult wins, although White is able to push the ф  
to the mating comer. The blocking Q  must come 
twice to assist its К and the “free”

TROITSKY’S SYSTEM [E]
OF CLASSIFICATION
Troitsky in his “Chess Studies ” (Whitehead & 
Miller: Leeds 1937; From the Russian original: 
Leningrad 1935) gives a classification o f  (his 
own) studies, the main categories o f which are:
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“Win by creating a mating net”, “Win of a piece 
with help of mating threats”, “Win of a piece by 
direct attack”, “Capture of a black piece by direct 
attack”, “Win through queening a Pawn”, “Win 
o f a piece by threat o f Pawn promotion”, 
“Underpromotion”, and “Various themes”. 
These eight categories are further broken down 
into almost 70 sub-categories.
—> See also: Harman Index and System of Classification; 

Korol ’kov s System of Classification; Porreca s System of 
Classification.

TROYAN HORSE [F]
Fairy piece. Two-phase moving: first like a 
Knight, then like a Dabbaba-Rider (Rider),

TRY
A move which nearly solves a problem, but is de
feated usually by a single black defence, as op
posed to the key (which actually does solve the 
problem). (Definition from FIDE Album.) 
According to John Rice ( “Chess Wizardry: The 
New ABC o f Chess Problems ”, p.246) a try in a 
two-mover (the genre where they are most com
mon) may have one of several functions:
(1) Try may add to the difficulty of the problem, 

but yet in no way affects the rest of the play;
(2) A try may serve to emphasis the set play of 

the problem and is likely to mislead the 
solver, who is reluctant to sacrifice the set 
play the position may contain;

(3) A try may introduce new play (variations, 
changed play etc.), which contrasts with the 
set-play and (or) post-key play. Ideally, the 
try should be more obvious move in order for 
the solver not to miss the virtual play;

(4) A series of tries may be of interest in them
selves through their relationship to one an
other. The tries with common aim and tries 
with common error are illustrations of this 
type.

The former type (4) is further illustrated by prob
lems seen under “Correction. White”.

difficulty, nothing more; still, a very advanced, 
ahead of its time try-problem.

1583: *l... <g>g4 2. Де2# ♦ 1. Д^б? e4 2. ДЬ5#, 1... 
<£>g4! ♦ 1. £>g6? e4 2. <ae5(threat)/^f4#, 1 ••• 
®g4! ♦ 1. Дс2!, 1... ®~2 2. Де4#, 1... ®g4 2. 
Дё1#, 1... e4 2. Д ё  1# ♦ Solver may try to look for 
mate after 1... e4, but in doing so he loses the pro
vided mate to 1... ®g4. It may not be easy to grant 
the King three extra flights in a position where it 
seems to be well under control. The try-play intro
duces nothing new, but at least emphasizes the set 
mate to 1... s£>g4.

#2
1582: A solver may spot that he has to provide for 

moves of the black Bishop (2. ^f8). When the 
Bishop returns on f4, the only way to give mate 
is along a8-e4. Hence: where to put the Knight? 
There are five good moves: l. £}e7, 1. £}d8, 1. 
£}Ь8, 1. £*a7 and 1. £*b4. Yet, only one of them 
does not obstruct the white Queen. ♦ 1. £*a7! Дё2 
2. ^ f8  (3. ^f5#) Af4 3. ^a8#. ♦ The tries add

1584:1. #d6? (2. g4#), 1... gh2 2. ^ d l# , 1... ДЬ7 
2. ^h6#, 1... Дё5! ♦ l.# b 8 ? , 1... gh2 2. ^b l# ,
1.. . Дё5 2. ^xh8#, 1... Д1»7! ♦ 1. ^ e 5 ! , 1... gh2 
2. ^ a l# , I... Д<15 2. ^xh8#, I... Д117 2. ^h5#,
1.. . gh4 2. g4#, 1... gh3 2. gxh3# ♦ Compare 
Adabashev’s example 1588 under “Try Play”. 
Here each phase is equally important, and it might 
be safe to assume that the solver does not miss all
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plausible keys, even if he found the correct one 
first.

—> See also: Thematic Try.

TRY IN HELPMATE [H]
In a helpmate the composer may insert a try play 
in variety o f ways: a side may seem to lack a 
tempo move, moves may have to be played in a 
correct order, etc. Then, the composer may use a 
mechanism familiar from dual avoidance in di
rect mate problems: wrong choice o f blocking 
unit, a pin o f the mating piece, etc. See, for exam
ple, problem 738.

1585: 1. ^ ~ ?  d4+ 2. <®>d6 £e8+ 3. gxe8! ♦ 1. 
#c5? ge7+ 2. <®>d6 £>f5+ 3. ^xf5! ♦ 1. #e7? 
gc5+ 2. ®d6 £xe4+ 3. ^xe4! ♦ 1. #xc7! d4+ 2. 
®d6 £}f5#. ♦ The black Queen vacates the square 
d6 for her King, but her random move does not help 
on account of gxe8. The Queen’s attempt to block 
c5 fails (^xf5). Blocking e7 is equally unsuccess
ful for an analogous reason (^xe4). Finally, cap
turing the white Rook is the only correct method.

1586

LINDNER, L*szl6
Magyar Sakkvilag 1942

1586: 1. £}сЗ+? фхЬ4 2. £d5+ ?? ♦ I. ДхЮ? 
фхЬЗ 2. Дс15+ ?? ♦ 1. ^xf3? фЬ5 2. ^d5+ ?? ♦ 
L Д44! фа5 2. ®d5 £}xf4# ♦ In the attempts 1. 
<£}c3+, 1. ДхО and 1. ^xf3 the white King has 
not an adequate arrival square for a tempo move, 
thus the mate 2... £}g7# cannot be executed.

1587: 1. far!  ga7 2. ?? ДЬЗ ♦ 1. £>d5! ga7 2. 
£}Ь6! Даб#.

h#2

1587

ANASTASOV, Ljubomir
I.hm Probleemblad TT 
1973

h#2
= Alias: Helpmate Try.

TRY PLAY
The concept is used in two related, yet very dis
tinct senses in the chess problem vocabulary:

1. The variations o f a direct mate that occur after 
White has played a try move. These are called 
“yirtual play” and may be an important part o f  
the problem. Except for some isolated excep
tions, it was not until 1930s and 1940s that try 
play as an independent phase. yet linked with set 
play and actual play. really caught the interest of 
composers. One o f early examples is miniature 
1588.

2. An English equivalent to German’s “Probe- 
spiel ”. Try_ in a logical problem: White’s immedi
ate attempt to carry out his main plan (basic plan, 
Hauptplan, Grundplan). It fails due to an obsta
cle (Hindernis), which may be an advantageous 
feature in Black’s position, or some impediment 
in White’s own position. Therefore, a foreplan is 
needed, or White has to choose from seemingly 
optional ways to carry out his plan the correct 
one. See 1589.

In the case 1, the link between try play and actual 
play is usually thematic, while in the case 2, the 
link is more organic, underlined by the reappear
ance o f the try later as a main (basic) plan in the 
actual play.

1588

ADABASHEV, Mark I.
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1936 /
(v)
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1588s 1. #b4? (~), 1... gxb2+ 2. ^xb2#, 1... ga3 
2. ^хаЗ#, 1... ga4,5 2. ^ x g # ,  1... a5! ♦ 1. #g8! 
~ 2. ^ g l# , 1... gxb2 2. ДхЬ2#, I... ga3 2. 
ЬхаЗ#, I... ga4,5 2. b4# ♦ Three changed mates 
from virtual (not set) to actual play with change of 
theme (unguard vs unpin) as well, in a miniature, 
was not common in the mid-1930s.

1589

VON CYWINSKI DE 
PUCHALA, August
Illustrierte Familien 
Journal I860

1589s 1. £}d7? ^xgl+! ♦ 1. Af2!? <£|xf2 2. £>d7? 
#e3+! ♦ 1. Д12! £}xf2 2. ^ g 6  (3. Af7+) ^xg6
3. <£}d7 f5 4. £}xe5#. ♦ Two thematic tries (and 
foreplans) due to two consecutive good defences.

★  Other examples: 17,218,266.
—>See also: Logical Combination; Option Combination; 

Rukhlis Theme; Try:

TURA THEME
Reciprocal change of continuations with inter
change of White’s 2nd and 3rd moves.
% WaldemarTura (1942). 
Pattern:

Tura
1 a b
X * 2.A&3.B# 2.B&3.A#
Y 2.B&3.A# 2.A&3.B#

1590

TURA, Waldemar
З.рг M. Wrobel M T1965

1590s l... d5 2. £>h6+ фе5 3. f4#, l... £>d6 2. f4~ 3. 
£>h6# ♦ 1. £}ef6! ~ 2. e4+ #xe4 3. dxe4#, 1... 
£}d6 2. <^h6+ фе5 3. f4#, 1... d5 2. f4 ~ 3. £}h6#, 
(1. £|d2? d5 2. £}f3 ^xe6 3. <£|h4#, 1... £}d6!).

TURNCOAT [F]
A fairy piece that changes colour once another 
man of its own colour has moved. In doing so it 
must be located, before and after the move, on a 
square threatened by an enemy unit.

TURTON CLEARANCE
Doubling of two pieces o f like motion; the first 
piece, that would otherwise interfere with the 
other, makes first an anti-meto-critical move. In 
other words, it moves critically in the same direc
tion as the piece behind it.
It is distinct from Bristol clearance in that the 
critical piece preserves its supportive power of 
the other piece.

1591

SCHADE VAN 
WESTRUM, Louis Ceril
Thema-Boek 1948 /  
(Scheme)

1591s 1. Д а 8! фЬ8 2. ^Ь7#.

TURTON DOUBLING
Doubling of two pieces of like motion where one 
piece first performs an anti-meta-critical move to 
avoid an interference with the other piece.
The difference from Lovd s clearance is that the 
critical piece preserves its supportive power of 
the other piece.
Three different forms are recognized:
(a) (Ordinary) Turton Doubling. Two like mo

tion pieces are o f different strength. The 
weaker one first makes an anti-meta-critical 
move, and subsequently the stronger one co
mes in front. See 1592.

(b) Loyd-Turton Doubling. Two like motion 
pieces are of different strength. The stronger 
one first makes an anti-meta-critical move, 
and subsequently the weaker one comes in 
front. See 1593.

(c) Brunner-Turton Doubling. Two like motion 
pieces are of the same strength. See 1594.

Each of these has its peri form. The amazing 
1595 shows peri-Turton doubling after l ...<2?cl.

#2
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Unlike Turton Doubling, in Zepler Doubling 
(or Zepler-Turton) the introduction is an anti
-ortho-critical move.

1 Henry Turton (1832-1881); Samuel Loyd (1830-1914);
Erich Brunner (1885-1938).

—> See also: Doubling; Zepler Doubling.

1592s 1. £h3! 2. # g 4  <g~/<g>d8 3. #c8/#d7#,
(1... a5 2. #a6+).

1593

LOYD, Samuel
l.pr New York Saturday 
Courier Ту. 1856 /  (25. New 
York Clipper, Oct 1856)

★  Other examples: 86, 765,875, 1049.

TUXEN THEME
A black piece from a half-pin gives a check and 
unpins a white piece which then mates using the 
pin o f the other piece of the black halfpin.
2 Harry V. Tuxen (1898-1968).

1596

TUXEN, Harry V,
l.pr Good Companion 
1920-2

1596s 1. ДЬЗ! ~ 2. £)c4#, 1... #xf3+ 2. ДеЗ#, (1...
4grxd4+,£}xd4 2. ^xd4#) ♦ etc.

—► See also: Hume Theme.

#2

1593s 1. ^ g l ! -  2 .Д О  ~ 3. ДхЬб -  4. # c 5 /^ b 4 # .

1594

BRUNNER, Erich
Akademische Monatshefte 
jurSchach 1910

1594:1. gh4! фхс5 2. ggg4 -  3. gc4#.

1595s 1. ge8! (~), 1... cl £  2. # e7  3. #e2#
(Turton), 1... c l^ ( g c l )  2. gce5 -  3. g e l#  
(incidental Brunner-Turton), 1... фс1 2. gd8 (3. 
#xd2#) d l# +  3. # x d l#  (Peri-Turton), 1... с1Д 
2. Де4 ®e2/®el 3. Дс2# (Indian).

#3

TVER THEME
The keys and threat mates o f at least two 
try-phases reappear as mates in the actual play. 
Pattern:

_!
A
c
x

1597

FILATOV, S. G; 
KHARICHEV, Evgeny
l.pr Kalininskaya pravda 
TT1988

#2

Tver
a b

C 1 D

dc
В
D

В
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1597s 1. #xd6?A ~ 2. ^e5#B 1... ^h8! ♦ 1. 
#xb6?c ~ 2. ^b2#D, 1... dxc4! ♦ 1. £}xc5! ~ 2. 
£>ЬЗ#, 1... dxc4 2. ^xd6#A 1... dxc5 2. #e5#B,
1... <g>xc5 2. #xb6#c, 1... bxc5 2. #b2#B (1... 
Дха4 2. £>еб#).

TWENTE THEME
Each o f two (or more) thematic defences is met 
in one phase by the same thematic mates, the 
number o f which is equal to the number o f the
matic defences. In another phase these mates are 
separated in the way that each appears after one 
o f  the thematic defences.
E The second name of the theme “TW” comes from 

the department of Applied Mathematics (iCYoegepaste 
Wtskunde') of The University of Twente. The depart
ment celebrated its 25th anniversary by organizing a 
TT in 1993. '

Patterns:
Twente - 2 vars

1 - a b
X * AB AB
Y A В

Twente - 3 vars
1 - a b c
X * ABC ABC ABC
Y A В C

1599: a) 1. a4! ф хсб 2. Д е4# ♦ b) 1. a5! ®xc6 2. 
^ x f3 #  ♦ c) 1. аб! ф хсб 2. # c 5 #  ♦ d) 1. a7! фхсб 
2. а 8 ^ ,Д #  ♦ e) 1. a8£>! ф хсб 2. ^ x f i #  ♦ Artifi
cial excelsior. The twinning might have also been: 
after the key of the previous part.

★  Other example 1714.

TWINNING, IDEAL
Multiple twins where the same method of
twinnins is constantly applied.
= Aliases: Ideal Twins; Twins, Ideal.

1598

MYLLYNIEMI, Matti
2.pl Suomen Shakki & 
Suomen Tehtavaniekat 1951

#2
1598: 1... g x f4  2. # c 6 /^ x d 3 /# d 5 # ABC 1... J x f 4  

2. ^ c 6 /^ x d 3 /^ d 5 # ABC, I... exf4 2. ^ c 6 /# x d 3 / 
^ 1 5 # ^  ♦ 1. фЬЗ! ~ 2. ^ a 4 # , 1... g x f4  2. 
^rc6#A, 1... ^ x f4  2. ^ x d 3 # B, I ... exf4 2. ^ d S # 01, 
(1... <3?xf4 2. # g 4 # ) ♦ The theme with three mates 
and three defenses.

★  Other example 1543.
= Alias: TW Theme.

TWINNING
The method used for building the twins.
—> See also: Twins.

TWINNING THEME
Any thematic content in which some aspect perti
nent to the twin-building is an integral part.

TWINS
A problem with more than one setting, each dif
fering from each other in only a very small re
spect, and with play which is in someway 
different in the various settings.
Twins are usually formed by using one o f the fol
lowing methods:
(1) moving a unit to another square;
(2) exchanging the place o f two units;
(3) changing the value o f  one or several units 

(Forsbers twins):
(4) removing a unit;
(5) adding a unit;
(6) making the first or some other move of the 

previous solution (continuous problem. 
Perpetuum Mobile. etc.);

(7) making a change to the final position o f the 
preceding solution;

(8) changing the color o f  a unit (Ionian theme. 
Twins. Chromaticк

(9) rotating a board 90°, 180° or 270°;
(10) shifting the position one or several ranks 

and/or files to any direction;
(11) changing the colour o f every unit (Polish 

type)\
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(12) changing the stipulation (Twins. Argen
tinian* hybrid problems ):

(13) continued twins, when any change is always 
made to the previous twin.

In case of multiple twins all new positions may 
originate from the diagram setting, or they can be 
successive, i.e. modifications are accumulated so 
that each position becomes the origin for the next 
in the row (if there is any).
Using more than one twinning method in a prob
lem is usually regarded as a drawback.
Twins are a very common method o f producing 
variations in helpmate problems, whereas in 
other types of composition they are still some
what avoided.

1601

FIGUEIREDO, Jose
Lpr B. Ghirelli M T1961

#2 b) Д  g 1 —»f2; c) JLg 1 —>g3

TWINS, SALAZAR
Two- or multiphase twins which are built up in 
such a way that they basically show the virtual 
play and actual play of the same problem, but 
their roles are reversed.

★  See examples: 781,1714.
—> See also: Duplex.

TWINS, ARGENTINIAN [H]
A hybrid problem that has stipulation (a) “help
mate in n” and (b) “helpstalemate in n”.

1600

AHLGREN, Bernt
l.hm O. Kaila JT 1966

1 6 0 0 :1. Да1 <g>g4 2. gb2 Д Ш  ♦ 1. ДН8 £f8+ 2. 
ag7 ® g4.

TWINS, CHROMATIC
Twinning by change of the colour of a piece.

TWINS, CYCLIC
A modification of Salazar twins theme (Twins. 
Salazar): In at least three parts of a two-mover 
there are equal number o f potential keys. In 
twins, each one of them is the correct key and the 
other two are tries.
1601: a) L iLd5? ga2+!, 1. d5? ДЬ6+!, 1. £>bd5! 

(2. £>xb5/£}e4#) ♦ b) 1. d5? ДЬ6+!, L £}bd5? 
ДеИ, 1. ^d5! (2. £xb5/£}e4#) ♦ c) 1. £}bd5? 
Де!!, 1. Дd5? ga2+!, 1. d5! (2. £>xb5/£>e4#), 
(1... £>f62. ^xf6#).

a) h#2, b) h=2

Ж Francisco Salazar (1924-2000).

1602

SALAZAR, Francisco
Lpr Problemas 1968

#2 b) Jkd7->fl
1602: a) *l... e5 2. ^g2# ♦ 1. ^c7?  ~ 2. £g3#, 1... 

e5 2. #xc4#, 1... Де5! ♦ 1. ^d6! ~2. <^g3#, 1... 
e5 2. ^d3# ♦ b) *1... e5 2. ^xg4# ♦ 1. #d6? ~2. 
£}g3#, 1... e5 2. ^g6#, 1... Де5! ♦ 1. ^c7! -  2. 
£>g3#, 1... e5 2. ^h7#.

-> See also: Twins, Cyclic.

TWOMOVER
A problem with the stipulation “White to move 
and checkmate in two moves against any black 
defence”.
The twomover developed into an independent 
genre in the latter half of the 19th century mainly 
due to the contribution of English and American 
composers who were the first to discover the po
tential the two-mover offered for the expression 
of strategic ideas in a concise, yet rich form.
1603: *1... gf7+ 2. G£xf7# ♦ 1. £}d7! (1... фе7) 2. 

£>c5/£>f8#), 1... ®xd7 2. £>c5#, 1.» g/(^xd7 
2£}(x)c7#, 1... gc3 2. £}f6# ♦ It took almost an
other 400 years until this kind of two-movers were 
seen again: half-battery, flight-giving option key,
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pin-mate, two indirect batteries and self-blocking 
defences (white Alfils guard d8 and c6, white 
Ferses f7 and f8).

1603

ANONYMOUS,
Latin Piccolo-Pergament 
Manuscript Nr 36, 15th 
century

#2 ЧИГ = Alfil, ^  = Fers

ULTIMO KING [F]
Fairy condition. A man of any type, which be
comes a King when it can be mated on the move. 
The transformation square must not be under at
tack, nor may the ultimo King there check the 
other King.

ULTRA CHESS [F]
A term sometimes used o f the extreme spheres 
of fairy chess where stipulations, conditions, 
chessmen and shapes and sizes of the board de
viate extensively even from the ordinary forms 
of unorthodox chess.
= Allas: Ultraschach (Ger.).

1604

BROWN OF BRIDPORT, 
John
Illustrated London News 
31.10.1865

1604:1. Д е4! ~ 2. ^x e7 # , 1... g x e4  2. gd5# , 1... 
£УДхе4 2. A f4#, 1... e6 2. # f4 # , 1... ®xe4 2. 
ge3# , 1... ® d6 2. #xe7# , I...g6d(7)/A d6 2. 
^rf5# ♦ A very early representative o f the English 
School: abundance of variations, flight-giving key, 
four self-blocks, polished position with no white 
Pawns.

#2

UMNOV MATE
(In a two-mover) White plays his mating move 
on the square just left by a black piece.

1606

FROBERG, Hilding
l.hm Tidskriftfor Schack 
1977

1606: 1. ®xg7! -  2. # f6 # , 1... ^ d 6  2. £cd3# , 1.» 
^ f 5  2. £ fd3# , (1... <*>f5 2. ^ f6 # , 1... <®>d6 2. 
£}e4#, 1... ^ x g 6 + ,^ x d 7  2. <£}xg6,£}xd7#).

—► See also: Mate in ‘n '.

TWOMOVER, PSEUDO
A 3- or more-mover that would solve in two 
moves if White only had a waiting key (Key, 
Waiting)

1605

MASSMANN, Wilhelm
l.pr Die Schwalbe TT1942

1605: * l...g c ~  2. £}d6#, l... g ~ 6  2. ^ c 5 #  ♦ 1. 
£}d8! g d 6  2. Д сб  g x c6  3. <£,b7, (2... g d 2 +  3. 
^ x d 2  ф с5  4. #d4# ).

#4

UMNOV MOVE [H]
1 .In  a helpmate a piece of either colour moves to 
a square vacated by another piece of either col
our.
2, In any problem genre a piece moves to a 
square vacated by another unit of the opposite 
colour without the latter having control of the 
square it left.
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1607:1. £}xa5? stalemate ♦ 1. £}xd5? stalemate ♦ 1. 
сЗ! H , 1... axb4 2. £}a5 ЬхсЗ 3. ДЬ7#, 1... dxc4 2. 
£>d5 cxb3 3. £>c7#.

h#2 3111
1608:1. £>f3 Д е5  2. £>d3 £>d6# ♦ 1. £ed3 £>e5 2. 

£>d5 g c4 #  ♦ 1. ®d4 gxe5  2. &d3 &c5U. ♦ In 
two solutions Black-White Umnov move, in all 
solutions White-White.

UMNOV THEME
A paradoxical effect: a piece (other than a Pawn) 
plays to a square just vacated by an enemy piece, 
which however keeps the possibility o f going 
back to that square with a capture.
1 Evgeny Umnov (1913-1989).

1609:1. ДЬ4! (2. Дхс5+), 1... £>xd42. #b5! £>xb5
3. Дхс5#, 1... JJxd4 2. #f6! Axf6 3. Дхс5## 
(l...,&f~ 2. dxc5+, 1... фе7 2. #xf6+).

★  Other example 667.

UMNOV 2 THEME
A three-move theme. Defence on first black
move on the threatened mate square.

1 6 1 0 :l.^ b 3 !~ 2 . £а4+ф е4 3.£,с5#, l... gc5 2. 
£ic6+ gxc6 3. ^d5#, l... #c5 2. ge4+ ®d3 3. 
^c2#, l... c5 2. £}d5+ ®e4 3. £>f6#, l... ®c5 2. 
^xb5+ ®d6/<£d4 3. dxc8^/4^c6#, (l... ®d3 2. 
#xb5+, l... #b4  2. #xb4+).

1610

GRIN, Alexandr P .; 
KOPAYEV, Vyacheslav
l.pr Magadanskaya 
Pravda 1987

—> See also: Defence, On Threat Square.

UMNOV, CLOSED CHAIN [H]
All the moves of a variation are played to a just 
vacated square, the square occupied at the first 
move being the one which will be vacated last.

1611:1. ge5A d5 2. g e6 g e5 + 3 . # e4  gf5#.

UMNOV, DEFERRED 
A move to the square abandoned by an enemy 
piece at least two moves earlier.

1612: l.£}d2! -  2.е4+Дхе4 3. fxe4#, I... gxe5 
2. ^xf7+ ®xd6 3. ^геб#, 1... £}6xe5 2. ^a8+ 
<2?xd6 3. т^сб#, 1... £>4xe5 2. £}e3+ ®xd6 3. 
£)dc4#.

-» See also: Roven Theme.
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UMNOV, SUCCESSIVE
At least twice in a row a move is played to the just
vacated square.

1613

LIZUNOV, Viktor; 
LOBUSOV, Andrey
2.pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 
1991

1613s 1. #b4! ~2. £>e2+fxe2 3. #c3#, 1... £>xd5 2. 
gb6 £}c7 3. gd5#, 1... <£ixe4 2. gc5 £>d6 3. 
ge4#, (1... £}ba4 2. ^xc4+).

UNBLOCK
Opposite of a self-block: removal of a friendly 
piece so that the King may occupy that square.

1614

HEATHCOTE,
Godfrey F.
l.pr Hampstead and 
Highgate Express 1905

1614: 1. gcc7! -  2. £>c3#, 1... £>c6 2. gcd7#,
1.. . £>e6 2. ged7#, 1... <£,f5 2. ge5#, 1... £}0 
2. ^e4#, 1... £>e2 2. ^xh5#, 1... £>c2 2. b4#,
1.. . £>xb3 2. ^d3#, 1... £}b5 2. gc5# ♦ бриге 
unblocks (1... £}e2,£)b5 also guard the mating 
square), two self-blocks, 5 interferences.

★  Other examples: 806,1568, 1631, 1707.
^ Allas: Anti-Block.

UNGUARD
Opposite of Guard: to move a man so that it 
leaves a square, line or another man unprotected 
or puts itself en prise. The following types of 
unguard can be distinguished:
(1) arrival (putting himself en prise);
(2) departure (abandoning the control of a square 

or a line);
(3) abandoning of rear-guard;
(4) allowing re-capture after capture;

(5) focal (forced to leave the control of the 
squares it guards).

1615

FULPIUS, Jacques
cm Revue Suisse d ’Echecs 
1974

1615: L ^еб! (~), l... bxa6 2. #xc6#, 1... b5 2. 
£>xc5#, l...£>b~ 2. #c4#, 1... c2 2. £d2#, l... c4 
2. gd4#, 1...Дс~ 2. #d5#, l...£f~  2. #xe5#, 
l-£ )g~  2. £}xf6#, 1... g7~ 2.^xg6#, 1... gxh5 
2. ^O # , 1... g4 2. gf4#, 1... g ~  2. ^g4#, 1... 
g O  2. ДхО#, 1... h3 2. 4^xg3#. ♦ 14 departure 
unguards.

1616

SHANKAR RAM, 
Narajan
Die Schwalbe 1983

1616: 1. #a3! H ,  1... gf7+,gxh6 2<a(x)f7#, 1... 
Bg6+,gf8,gxf5 2£Mx)g6#, l -B c -6  2. #c5#,
l...gcc~ 2. #d6#, 1...Де..с4 2. £^0#, l...^e..dl 
2. £>d3#, 1...ДД.а5 2. #e3#, l...Ad..cl 2. 
^rc3#., (1... exf5 2. gd5#) ♦ 4 pairs of focal 
unguards without any duals.

1617: L gd5! (~), l... ДЬ2 2. ДхЬ2#, 1... ДсЗ 2. 
#xc3#, I... Д<14 2. ^xd4#, 1... Де5 2. ©xe5#,
1... gb62. #xb6#,l... g c 6 2. gxc6#,l... gd62. 
gxd6#, 1... ge62.#xe6#, 1... gf22. #xf2#, 1... 
gf3 2. ^xO #, 1... g f4  2. #xf4#, 1... gf5 2.

#2
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gxf5#, 1... #xd7,#g8+  2. £|Xg8#, 1... #h8+ 2. 
gxh8^/A#, 1 ... ^ f8  2. gxf8^ /g# , 1... # e 8  2. 
dxe8<£}#, 1... h4 2. £}g4# ♦ 17 unguards, 12(13) en 
prise, 3 arrival, 2(1) departure.

★  Other examples: 695, 956, 1336, 1382, 1662.
—► See also: Rear Guard Removal.

UNGUARD, OF FLIGHT
Unguard of a square in the opponent’s King's 
field. This can be seen as a general strategy or 
tactical element which may be applied to many 
fields of composition.

1618s *1... &f42. ^h8#, 1... £d42. <£,g4#, 1 •* <&f6 
2. Sg5# ♦ I. #f2! ~ 2. £}g4#, 1... ®f4 2. £>d5# 
(&g2?), 1... ®d4 2. (£>c2?), 1... ®f6 2.
£d5#(£g4?).

1619

MYLLYNIEMI, M atti; 
BREIDER, Bruno
l.pr Suomen Tehtdvdniekat 
Quick Composing TT1963

h#2
1619: 1. d5 Ag7 2. d4 ДЬ6# ♦ A paradox: black 

King is immobile in the diagram position, after first 
pair of moves it has 7 flights.

—► See also: Acquisition of Flight; Key; Flight Giving.

UNICORN [F]
Fairy piece. A three-dimensional Bishop in space 
chess.
1 Invented by F. Maack.
-> See also: Space Chess.
= Alias: Einhom.

UNIFORM THEME
A key, threat. defence and mating move show the 
same motif (pin, interference, etc.). Thus, it can

be said that 1620 shows a “uniform interfer
ence”.

1620s 1. Ac2! -  2. £ d l# , 1... A di 2. £>d3#, 1... 
Ae2 2. gxe4#, (1... Ag4, axb2, gxal 2. ^xg7, 
Axb2, ^e3#), (1... ge3 2. ^xe3/£>d3# =dual).

—> See also: Ellerman 1 Theme.
= Aliases: Ellerman Form; Uniform.

UNIFYING PHASE
In pattern-based (two-move) themes a phase 
which unifies the full set of thematic mates 
and/or defences that are relevant in introductory 
tries. Some of such themes are Hannelius. 
Dombrovskis. Bannv, Vladimirov. It is usually a 
post-key play, but may as well be a try, or even a 
set play.

UNITY OF VARIATIONS
The harmony o f play in two or more variations. 
Unity means absence of waste; all the pieces, and 
all the play, should form a coherent whole.

UNIVERSAL LEAPER [F]
Fairy piece. Can leap to any square on the board 
apart from the one it is on. Compare with Kraken.

UNPIN
A move that eliminates a gin. It can be done in 
two (three) ways:
(1) Direct Unpin -  withdrawal of the pinning 

piece off the pin-line;
(2) Indirect Unpin -  placing a piece, black or 

white, on the pin-line; also a capture of pin
ning piece;

(3) Unpin by the King’s Move -  the King aban
dons the pin-line; could be regarded as vari
ant o f indirect unpin.

★  See examples: 547,667, 817,1290, 1326,1515.
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UNPIN, ANTICIPATORY
Interposing on a prospective pin line before it is 
created.

1621

SCHIFFMANN, Israel A.
Uppsala JT1929

1621: 1. g e l!  -  2. £ d l# , 1... ge5 2. Дс5#, 1... 
Де5 2. Дёб#, 1... £>e5 2. Де7#, (1... a l^ ,a l  2. 
gc2,gbl#).

1622

UMNOV, Evgeny I . ; 
PIMENOV, Sergey 
6.pr Hamburgsch. 
Volkszeitung 1929

1622: 1. a8̂ !  ~ 2. gxd6#, I... ®d4 2. gd3#, 1... 
феб 2. Qg5#, (1... ge6 2. £)c3#, 1... фхсб 2. 
^axb7).

★  Other examples: 254, 943.
—► See also: Levman Unpin.

UNPIN, DIRECT
Withdrawal o f the pinning piece off the pin-line.

1623

PETROVlt, Nenad
Sahovski vjesnik 1946

1623: 1. ^xd6! (~), 1... ^ a i  2. ДаЗ#, I... #b2  2. 
ДЬ4#, 1... ^c3(gl) 2. Д с5#, 1... ^x f4  2. Axf4#,
1... ^e5  2. Дхе5#, 1... ^f6+  2. Де7#, 1... ^h8+ 
2. P # ,  (1... ^xd6+ 2. ^xd6#, 1... фЯ6/^~ 2. 
gh6#) ♦ 7 direct unpins.

★  Other example 888.

UNPIN, DOUBLE
As a result of one side’s move two of the oppo
nent’s units gets unpinned simultaneously, one 
directly and the other by way of self-interference. 
= Alias: Double Unpin.

UNPIN, INDIRECT
A piece of either colour arrives on a pin-line. In 
other words, an interference on a pin-line.
★  See examples: 13,254,293,310,463,548,721,731,776, 

807,943, 1110, 1192, 1193, 1207, 1290, 1613.
= Alias: Interference Unpin.

UNPIN, PRZEPIORKA
A logical theme. The Main plan as try play un
pins a black piece which refutes by giving a 
check. A Foreplan builds a shield for the white 
King and only then the black piece can be un
pinned.
Some sources (e.g. Thema-Boek) give a simpler 
and broader definition: Unpinning of a black 
piece as soon as it is devoid o f a good defence.
S David Przepiorka (1880-1942).

1624

PRZEPI6RKA, David
Akademische Monatshefte 
fiirSchach 1908

1624:1. gc7! ~(Де5) 2. фс8 ~(Дхс7) 3 .&d5~4. 
ДО#.

= Alias: Przepiorka.

UNPIN, RECIPROCAL
Unpinned and unpinning pieces exchange their 
roles.

UNSOLVABLE PROBLEM
A composition that cannot be solved because it 
has no solution. A composition in which the au
thor’s solution is invalid but has another solution 
is said to be unsound.
= Alias: No Solution.

UNSOUND PROBLEM 
A problem is said to be unsound when it either 
has a solution unintended by the composer, a

#4
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dual that spoils the thematic play, or an illegal po
sition. Unsound problems are ineligible for com
posing tourneys.
= Alias: Defective Problem.

URAL THEME
Black corrections on the black King’s flight 
square with dual avoidance.

1625: L Де4! ~ 2. #f5#, l...gd~ 2. ^хеЗ#, 1... 
gdxe4! 2. gf5# (2. fxe3?/^g5?), 1... 2.
gxg4#, 1... <£,xe4! 2. fxe3# (2. gf5?/#g5?),
l...ge~2. ^e5#, 1... gexe4! 2. ^g5#(2. gf5?/ 
fxe3?), (1... фхе4 2. ^f5#).

URANIA THEME
A complete change of function of the same white 
move accross different phases. as first move, 
threat or mate. In 1626 the theme is doubled.
E Named after an East German popular scientific maga

zine, which organized a TT in 1980.
Pattern:

1626: l. gb5? ~ 2. сб#, 1... gb l! ♦ 1. c6? ~2. 
gb5#, 1... Д аб! ♦ 1. A f7 ? ~ 2 .e 7 # , 1... Д с8 ! ♦ 1. 
e7? ~  2. Д П # , 1... g d 4 ! ♦ 1. ^ f4 !  ~  2. ^ f5 # , 1... 
®xc5 2. gb5#, 1... фхеб 2. Д П # .

VACATION
Used in phrases “line vacation” and “square va
cation” to signify the removal or withdrawal of a 
man from a line or square.
★  See example 1021.

VACATION SACRIFICE
A piece is sacrificed with the purpose of vacating 
its departure square for another piece of the same 
colour to occupy it. The uniqueness of such vaca
tion is in the fact that the departing piece must be 
sacrificed, typically with check for a variety of 
reasons, e.g. to deny the opponent of the time for 
a counter-play.
1 This is one of the oldest themes, seen already in 

Mansubat, but its real promotion was in the 1st WCCT 
tourney 1972-75.

1627:1. <£|f5! ~ 2. f3+ 4V^xf3 3. <£,f2#, 1 •• £>f3 2. 
^f4+ <£ixf4 3. <£ig3#, I -  й Р  2. ^e5+ fxe5 3. 
£ig3#, 1... £}xd3 2. gd4+ cxd43. £}d6#, 1... cxd3 
2. ge6+ dxe6,®d5 3. £|d6,^d6#.

1628

AVNER, Uri
l.pr Israel Ring Tourney 
1955-56

1628: 1. £}c5! (2. gd3+ exd3,®xc5 3. #e3 , 
# /gd5#), 1... gxa3 2. #d5+ cxd5 3. £}e6#, 1... 
gh3 2. #e5+ fxe5 3. £}e6#, 1... Де2 2. ^xe4+ 
fxe4 3. <£je6#, 1... ĝrg5 2. ^grd6+ exd6 3. <£je6#, 
(1... f4 2. gxe4+ фхс5 3. d4#).

★  Other example 974.
= Aliases: Raumungsopfer (Ger.); Sacrificial Voidance.

#3
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VACATION SACRIFICE, CYCLIC
A cyclic shift of vacation sacrifice of three (or 
more) white pieces. In an ideal case piece A  va
cates a line or square for piece B9 who vacates a 
line or square for C, who gives mate. In the sec
ond variation В  vacates for C, who vacates for A, 
who mates. In the third variation C vacates for A , 
who vacates for В , who gives mate. The chain of 
sacrifices is applicable in selfmates, too.

#4
1629: 1. ДЬ2! -  2. gdxd4+A ©xd4 3. £>d2+B 

^xd2 4. ДЬЗ#с, 1... <£|d3 2. <£ia5+B £xa5 3. 
ДЬЗ+С £>xb3 4. gc2#A, 1... d3 2. ,fixd3+c exd3
3. gc2+Adxc2 4. ^d2#B(2... £}xd3 3. gc2+ ^c3
4. £}d2#) ♦ In the complete cycle ABC-CAB-BCA 
the third member is the mating piece which sacri
fices itself in two other variations.

VALLADAO TASK
A blend of castle, en-passant capture and promo
tion.
E Joaquim Valladao Monteiro (1907-1993).

1630: L g4!~2. a8##, 1... Aa2,^xd3 2 .0-0-0#, 1... 
hxg3(ep) 2. h8^#.

VALLADAO THEME
In try (or tries) and solution the key piece(s) va
cate a threat square.
1631: 1. gc4? ,fid3! ♦ L gf4? gb4! ♦ 1. gg4? 

£}f6! ♦ 1. gxe6? £}f6! ♦ 1. gxh4! -  2. e4#,
1... Д<13 2. #xd3#, 1... gb4 2. ^xd6#, 1... £>f6/ 
gxh4 2. Дхеб#.

1631

RIZZETTI, Dante H.
2-3.pr= Clube de Xadrez 
Guarantigueta TT1967

VALU$KA THEME
Optical Lacny theme. Cyclic changed mates in 
twins. In 1632 nothing actually changes, the ap
parent cycle is the result of an opportune (or con
venient) writing.
E Jan Valuska (1947).

1632

VALUSKA, J*n
l.pl Czechoslovakia -  
Sweden 1970-72

#2 b) vertical mirror around the d-file

1632:a)l.#e7!(~), l... gxc3 2.£>f5#, 1... gxe32. 
^xd2#, 1... фхсЗ 2. ^ a l# , 1... c5 2. £Ь5#, 1... 
g6~ 2. #c5#, 1... e5 2. ^xe5# ♦ b) L ^c7! (~),
1... gxc3 2. #xd2#, 1... gxe3 2. £}Ь5#, 1... 
фхеЗ 2. # g l# , 1... c5 2. #xc5#, 1... g6~ 2. 
#e5#, 1... e5 2. ^f5#.

VALVE
A black move that simultaneously opens one and 
closes another line of black line-moving piece 
(Queen, Rook or Bishop).

1633

CHEYLAN, Wes
The Problemist 1982 /  
dedicated to C. Mansfield

#2
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1633: *1... g4+ 2. <®>g3# ♦ 1. gg 4 ! ~ 2. g g l# ,  1... 
£}f6+ 2. ДЬ7#, 1... £ f8 +  2. <&h4#, (1... ^ d 4  2. 
£>xd4#).

★  Other example 544.
—> See also: Bi- Valve; Mixed (Bi-) Valve.

VALVE TRIES
White has several tries, with the same threat, 
which are all defeated by the same black move, 
but every time with different defensive motif. 
1634 is a pioneer example. 1635 shows an ex
tension of Valve’s idea: the strategic motifs may 
not change, but flights given to the black King 
do! 1636 with a related theme is an 8-fold record 
with almost each phase having different threat 
(and a block in one instance)!
I  Leo Valve (1914-1952).

1634

VALVE, Leo
Suomen Shakki 1950

1634: 1. ф е б /ф е8 /ф А 6 /с4 /Д е6 ?  (2. £ f5 # )  
gxe5(+)! ♦ 1. ®f8! (2. &f5#) J x d 6  2. g c4 #  ♦ 
The defensive motives are: check, (direct) pin, di
rect guard, indirect guard, and unblock.

#2

#2
1635: 1. dxc3? (2. £>e5#) ®d3! 2. £>e5 феЗ! ♦ 1. 

Д П ? ®d3! 2. £}e5 <£>xd2! ♦ 1. ^b6? ®d3! 2.
e5 фхе4! ♦ 1. £>xc2? ф(13! 2. <£}e5 фхс2! ♦ 1. 

<£ixe2? <3?d3! 2. £>e5 <S>xe2! ♦ 1. £}f3? ®d3! 2. 
£}ce5 Дхе5! ♦ 1. £>f5! ~ 2. £>e5#, 1... <£>d3 2. 
<£>e5#.

1636

BARTOLOVl^, Hrvoje; 
STAMBUK, Sveto
l.pr Problem 1953

1636: l. Дс1? ~ 2. d3#, 1... d4! (unpin) ♦ 1. ДЬ2? -  
2. £}xg5#, 1... d4! (closed white line) ♦ 1. g4? ~ 2. 
ф£5#, 1... d4! (pin) ♦ 1. gb8? -  2. ge8#, 1... d4! 
(opened black line) ♦ 1. <3?xh7? ~ 2. ^g6#, 1... d4! 
(unblock) ♦ 1. £}c8? (~), 1... d4! (tempo) ♦ 1. 
£Д>5? ~  2. £}c3#, 1... d4! (guard) ♦ 1. ф№? ~  2. 
£>xg5/^e5#, 1... d4+! (check) ♦ 1. £c6! ~ 2. 
£}xg5#, 1... dxc6 2. ^еб#, 1... h6 2. #g6#.

VALVE, DOUBLE
In two variations Black defends against White’s 
double threat by opening two and closing two 
own lines. In his mating moves White takes ad
vantage of Black’s self-interferences.

Ш Article by К. A. K. Larsen (1896-1963) in Skakbladet, 
July 1938, p.106-7.

1637

LARSEN, Karl A. K.
Skakbladet 1938

1637:1. d4! (2. Дс4,^с5#), 1... £>c3 2. £>Ь4#, 1... 
<£ic7 2. £>e7#, (1... £ixd4+,£|d6,£}d3 2. ^xd4, 
ge5,Ag2#).

VALVE-RUKHLIS THEME
Mate transference after different self-blocks 
over at least two phases.

1638: *l... e5 2. ^b3# ♦ 1. ^d 6 ?  (2. ^e5#) ,S.xd4 
2. #ЬЗ#, 1... #xd4! ♦ 1. £}c6? (2. £}e7#) Дхс5 2. 
^ЬЗ#, 1... £}g8! ♦ L f4? (2. ^e5#) £ e4  2. фЬЗ#
1... £>d7! ♦ 1. £>xe6! (2. £f4#) ^ e5  2. ^b3#.

#2
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1638

VALVE, Leo
5.hm Olympic Tourney 
1952

—► See also: Rukhlis Theme. 
s  Alias: Valve Mate Transference.

VAN DER VEN BLEND
A rear piece of a white battery is pinned. In the 
first variation, this piece gives a direct mate after 
being indirectly unpinned. In the second varia
tion, a Goethart interference with the pin-line al
lows a discovered mate.
8 A.M.A. van der Yen (1877-1938).

1639: 1. £ e 6! ~ 2. gb5#, 1... ДЬЗ 2. 5#, 1...
Д О  2. gf4# (=Goethart), (1... <S>f5,f5 2. 
gf4,gxg4#).

—> See also: Goethart Theme.

VARIATION
In a direct mate problem a line of play starting 
with a black move or defence and ending with 
mate in the stipulated number of moves. The 
branching o f a variation may occur on first black 
move or later. This applies in principle for most 
of the other types (e.g. self- and reflex-mates), 
possibly with a different ultimate goal. However, 
in defensive types of problems the branching al
ways occurs with the move of the defending side, 
also in studies, where the number of moves is 
undetermined.
In help play problems, where the parties co-oper
ate, the problem can in principle, branch on any 
move of either side (see Helpmate).

VARIATION, FORCED
A series of extorted moves on both sides. Two 
very different kind of variations may serve as ex
amples: one, where strong threats (checks, mat
ing attack etc.) of one or both sides leave little 
room for error, the other is one or both sides’ 
Pawn’s unhindered march to promotion. In good 
compositions such episodes are either side-lines, 
or constitute only a part o f the main variation, the 
true climax being passed or yet to come.
1640 is a rare example of both types of varia
tions. In order to find both the main variation and 
the by-play, solver has to dare put the Rook en 
prise and expose white King to a check.
In the study 1641 Black threatens white Rook 
and immediate mate, and later a perpetual check. 
White forces the black Queen to stay on the 8th 
rank.
Both compositions may illustrate the fact that 
“forced” is a very subjective concept, too.

1640

SCHAUER, Bernhard
l.pr Aachener Nachrichten 
TT1968

1640:1. gc6! ♦ 1... ДЬ7 2. ge6+ (threat) <£>xd5 3. 
gf6+! <3?xd4+ (3... <3?e4 4. gfD)4. gc6+<£>e45. 
gc4# ♦ 1... Дхсб 2. dxc6 ®f4 3. c7 <®>g5 4. c8# 
<g>h6 5. ^ c l#  (2... h5 3. cl hxg4 4. c 8 ^  g3 5. 
#g4#.

#5

1641:1. gg8! #xg8 2. gg7 ^ e 8  (2... ^xg7 3. e7+ 
фс7 4. e8£}+; 2... i^h8 3. e7+ фс7 4. e8^+ 
^rxg7 5. ^c8+ <g?d6+ 6. ®b6 ^rgl+ 7. <3?b5 +-)
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3. gd7 d2 4. e7 d l #  5. gb7+ (5. gxdl фс7=) 
^dd7  6. gxd7 ^xd7+ 7. фЪ6 #xh3 8. e8^#.

S Introduced by Jesse G. Ingram (1885-1969) in his arti
cle Escape on Horseback (FCR xi/1939, p.34).

VARIATION, MAIN
A variation containing the thematically most rel
evant part of the composition, as distinct from a 
by-variation or by-play.
In the main variation, which consists of Black’s 
defence and White’s mate or continuation, the 
composer shows the core idea of his composi
tion. The composition often has more than one 
main variation. Some of them may occur in vir
tual play«too.
—> See also: By-Play; Variation, Thematic.
= Alias: Main Line.

VARIATION, SHORT
A variation that ends with a mate in fewer than 
the stipulated number of moves.
—► See also: Mate, Short; Threat, Short.

VARIATION, THEMATIC
Variation that, together with all thematic varia
tions contains the core substance of what the 
composer intends to convey.

1642

JONSSON, Herman
Allehanda for Folket 1887

1642: 1. £}e4! (-), l...£ja~,£)c4 2. £}bc5,£>c3#,
l...£)f~,£)e5 2. ^ d 4 ,£ f6 # , 1... ®xe4,fxe4 2. 
£}c5,gc5# ♦ Four thematic variations with Black 
Correction and Theme B2. The pair of captures on 
e4 rises naturally from the setting, and can be 
considered an additional pair of thematic play of its 
own.

—> See also: Variation, Main.

VAULTING KING [F]
Fairy condition. The Vaulting King when in 
check has the additional power of moving like 
another piece stipulated by the composer. Sev
eral types of added power have been tried, but 
Vaulting Kings have not gained wide currency.

VECTOR INTERFERENCE
The line of a black piece in focal position is cut 
by either a black or a white piece.
—► See also: Barnes Focal Theme; Barthelemy Theme.

VECTOR THEME
Several black line-movers target the same entity. 
In the solution these lines of action are closed by 
White and Black.

1643

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
l.pr Probleemblad 1955

1643:1. £}e7! -  2. £jxf7+ £}xf7 3. <£}g8#, 1... Да2 
2. ДЫ , 1... ДЬЗ 2. Д с2, 1- Д с4  2. ♦ etc.

VELIKY THEME
In refuting White’s tries, a Black piece imitates 
the move of a White piece in parallel fashion.
2 Veliky, Mikola M. (1936).

1644

LABAI, Zolt&n
l.pr N. Veliky-65 JT 2001

1644: 1. #a2? -  2. #a8#, 1... gxe5 2. #g2#, 1... 
ДаЗ! ♦ 1. #b3? ~ 2. ^Ь7#, 1... gxe5 2. £>f2#,
1... ДЬ4! ♦ 1. ^еб? -  2. #c6#, 1... gxe5 2. 
J^g2#, 1... Ad6! ♦ 1. #c4! -  2. #c6#, 1... gxe5 
2. d5#, 1... Дс5 2. dxc5#.

VENTURA THEME
The key closes (anticipatory) line o f black 
pinned piece, which Black unpins in defence.

#2
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#2
1645s 1. £|d6! ~ 2. £}xe5#, 1... e4 2. ^xd7#.

VERFOLGUNGSZUGER [F]
Fairy condition. Deviates from Follow Mv 
Leader in that only Black must move to a square 
White has left. On the other hand, Black is obli
gated to make such a move and, consequently, 
White must make moves which help Black meet 
the follow-condition.

VERSION
Said of a problem which is an adaptation of an 
earlier one (it may have been altered to improve 
its economy or to eliminate a cook)... (Definition 
from FIDE Album,')
...or to improve the thematic play. Versions are 
usually not eligible for tourneys, unless there is a 
considerable improvement in content or form. If 
version is made by someone else than the com
poser of the original work, the composer should 
be consulted first, if  possible. In any case, his 
name and the original source must be given when 
the version is published.
★  See example 139.

VICE VERSA THEME
In one variation Black opens one black and one 
white line and in another variation Black closes 
one black and one white line.

1646

EERKES, Allard P.
l.pl Finland -  Netherlands 
1938-1939

#2

1646s 1. £ e l!  ~ 2. £d3#, 1... 2. ^xb8#
(open+open), 1... <£}c7! 2. £id6# (close+close), 
(1... £>d6! 2. gc5#), 1... gg4 2. £>xf3# (close), 
1 — Ag4 2. #h2# (close).

-> See also: Kinnunen Theme.

VIENNA SCHOOL
Having its roots in the Bohemian school tradi
tion, the movement was also influenced by the 
Old German schooL but mostly by the Strategic 
school. The compositions were characterized by 
play that was rich of variations and sacrificies, 
having variety in finale positions and difficult so
lutions. The movement was at its strongest dur
ing the first few decades of the 20th century 
before the 2nd World War. Its foremost compos
ers were Maximilian Feigl, Konrad Erlin and 
Ottmar Nemo.

1647

ERLIN, Konrad
Deutsche Schachzeitung 
1905

#3
1647:1. # h l!  ~2. #h8+ <g>d6 3. ^Ь8#, 1... Дс82. 

£c4+ ®d4 3. # d l# , 1... c4 2. £>xf5! gxd5 3. 
# e l# , 1... фёб 2. #h2+ f4 3. #xf4# ♦ (1... <g>d4 
2. £jxf5+).

—> See also: Bohemian School

VIRAGE [E]
Complex recurrent translational movement of 
pieces (usually two Queens) on a considerably 
broad space.

1648: 1. £}g4 ®hl 2. a7 g l ^  3. a8#+ #g2  4. 
#h8+ ®gl 5. ^d4+ <®>hl 6. ^ d l+  ^ g l  7. ^d5+
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#g2  8. ^h5+ ®gl 9. т^с5+ фЫ  10. #xcl+  
# g l  11. # c 6+ #g2  12. # h 6+ ®gl 13. ^ c l+  
# f l  14. #c5+ фЫ  15. # h 6+ ®gl/®g2 16. 
#h2#/£e3+.

= Alias: Turn.

VIRTUAL PLAY
The play following a try, as opposed to set play 
and post-key play. (Definition from FIDE Al
bum.)

VIRTUAL THEMES
The emphasis o f the thematic content of a prob
lem lies heavily in the tries, the logic of their ref
utations and appreciation of why the actual play 
works being the main focus of the problem. Ex
amples are option combinations and many other 
logical ideas, White combinations. etc.

VISSERMAN CYCLE
Three defensive motives appear in one phase in
cyclic order against White’s triple threat.
This is a true 3x3 change of motifs, unlike cyclic 
dual avoidance or cyclic mate separation where 
3 mates are cyclically prevented by only 2 defen
sive motifs.

1649

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
l.pr De Probleemvriend 
1944-1

1649:1. #b4! ~2. #d4/ge5/£f6#, 1... f62. Деб# 
(2. #d4?«i, 2. ge5?b!, 2. <af6?c!), 1». c5 2. 
^xb7# (2. #d4?b!, 2. ge5?c!, 2. £)f6?**), 1... 
4)e4 2. gxf5# (2. # d 4 ?<*, 2. ge5?**, 2. <af6?b*), 
(1... gxe8,jLa7,£d3 2. #d4,ge5,£)f6# = 
free-form Fleck) ♦ a = closing of white line, b = 
guard, c = opening of black line.

= Alias: Condensed Mlynka Theme.

VISSERMAN IDEA
Two white pieces, A and /?, are pinned by black 
line-movers a and b. In the first variation, a cap
tures A with a check, the white King moves away 
along the second pin-line, a enters the square 
vacated by the King and unpins В  which then

mates. In the second variation, b captures В  with 
a check, white King moves away along the first 
pin-line, b comes to the vacated square unpin
ning A  which gives a mate.
Ш Eeltje Visserman (1922-1978).

1650:1. Де7~2. gxe5+dxe5 3. d5#, 1... gxd5+2. 
фаб gb5 3. £}f4#, 1... Axd3+ 2. фха5 ДЬ5 3. 
gxd6#.

VISSERMAN THEME 
A moremover theme. A black piece is captured 
by a white one. Later in the same line of solution 
a different white piece occupies or passes over 
the square formerly occupied by the (captured) 
black piece.
1 The more-mover theme in the 2nd WCCT.

1 651:1. Дс4! -  2. ^xf4+ ф й  3. £g5+ фе5 4. f4#, 
1... f3 2. £ixf3+ фе4 3. £|d2+ Фе5 4. f4#.

= Alias: Visserman 1.

VISSERMAN TYPE
Problems in three or more moves with changed 
mates in sub-variations (branching on second 
move or later) in a single phase.
1652: 1. ДЬ6! H  , 1... Д О  2. # g 8 -  3. c6#, 2... 

£>e4 3. £xf3#, 2... £>d3 3. £}b3#, i.„ Д б2 2. 
# a2  -  3. c6#, 2... £>e4 3. £ e 6#, 2... £d3 3. 
£e2#,(l... £)~2. gg4+ etc.).
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1652

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
The Problemist 1955

= Allas: Visserman 2.

VLADI-ZAGORUIKO
Zagoruiko theme including at least one 
Vladimirov paradox.

1653:1. <&c6!A~2. #c3#, 1... £}e5a 2. £}xe5#, 1... 
^ b 4  2. ®xb4#, (1... ^xc7,£>f6,gxh8 2. ДхЬЗ, 
£>e5,gxe4#) ♦ 1. £}de6?B~2. ^ч;3#, 1... <£,e5 2. 
^c5#, 1... ^ b 4 b2. ^d5#, I... gxh8! ♦ 1. gxe4? 
-  2. ^d3#, 1... £ e5 a 2. <£,c6#A 1... ^ b 4 b 2. 
£de6#B, 1... £c5!.

VLADIMIROV PARADOX
A single-variation expression o f Vladimirov 
theme. Instead of defeating the try black thematic 
move may be a defence which leads to a new 
mate, different from the first move of the second 
thematic phase.
Patterns:

Vladimirov
Paradox (1)

1 a
X В
Y A

Vladimirov
Paradox (2)

1 - a
X !
Y A

= Alias: Vladimirov Effect.

1654: 1. c5?A e5a 2. ДаЗ#, 1... exd5!b ♦ 1. Д<16? 
exd5b 2. c5#A, 1... e5!a ♦ 1. Д18! H  1... e5a 2. 
c5#A ♦ (1... exd5b фе5 2. gxd5,.&g7#).

#2

1654

VASILENKO, Andrey
2.pr Magadanskiy 
komsomolets 1985

VLADIMIROV THEME
A two-move anti-reversal theme with paradoxi
cally changed functions o f  moves: White 
try-moves become in a solution mates after the 
black moves that defeated them as tries. Two 
variations (tries) is the minimum requirement.
1 Yakov Vladimirov (1935).

Pattern:
Vladimirov

1 - a b
A? !
B? !
X A В

#2

1655

DOMBROVSKIS, Alfreds
“64"1977

1655: 1. cxb6?A ~ 2. gel# , 1... d2!a ♦ 1. e5?B ~ 2. 
^xf3#, 1... f2!b ♦ 1 . g C2! (~), 1 ... d2a 2. cxb6#A 
1... f2b 2. e5#B, (1... 4}~,e5,dxc2,bxc5,b5 2. 
#xe6,^c8, g  d6, g  xc5,axb5#).

★  Other examples: 860, 930.
—> See also: Banny Theme.

VLADIMIROV, CROSS-CLOSED
A two-variation expression of Vladimirov theme 
in reversal exchange form.
Patterns:

Cross-Closed 
Vladimirov (1)

1 - a b
A ! В
В A I

Cross-Closed
Vladimirov (2)

1 a b
A C В
В A D
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1658

STOJNlC, Mihailo
4.pr Mat Plus 1997

1 6 5 6 :l.^ b 4 ? A~2. gc7#, 1... £,b2b2. gf5#B, 1... 
^e5»2. gc6#x, 1... £d6! ♦ 1. gf5!B~2. & m ,
1... ^ e5 “ 2. © Ь4#\ 1... ^ b 2 b 2. ©xe4#Y, (1... 
gxf5,gg6 2. g8£,gf7#).

VLADIMIROV, DEFERRED
Vladimirov theme in a three-mover, in which 
White’s thematic moves occur on the 3rd move.

1657:1. £}xd3?A (2. #d7#) £ f6 !a ♦ 1. £}d7?B (2. 
#xd3#) £}f4!b ♦ 1. ДхП! (2. ^e6+ £}xe6 3. 
#e4#), 1... £}f6a 2. #d7+ ®xe5 3. £}xd3#A 1... 
£}f4b 2. #xd3+ ®xe5 3. £d7#B ♦ (1... £)g3 2. 
#f4+).

—> See also: Vladimirov Theme.

VOGEL THEME
In a three-mover the key selfpins two white 
pieces which are then simultaneously unpinned 
by Black’s first move. The next white move is 
made by one and the mating move is given by the 
other unpinned piece.
2 A.J.P.j. Vogel (?).

1659

DEJONGH, Theodor
4.pr KNSB TT1936 /  (v)

1659: 1. Дхе2! ~ 2. ge6+/d4+, 1... ДЬЗ 2. £}c4+ 
Дхс4+ 3. Д<!3#, (1... Дхе2+ 2. ^rxe2, 1... 
gxe3+  2. фхеЗ, 1... ga6 2. &с4+).

VLADIMIROV, IDEAL
Vladimirov theme with changed mates after 
non-defeating thematic defences in tries.
2 First realized by Mihailo StojniC in 1997.
Pattern:

Ideal Vladimirov
1 - a b

A? ! C
B? D t
X A В

1658: l. exf4?A~ 2. £xg4#, L.. £}сЗ!а, l... £ e 3 b2. 
#xe3#c ♦ l. c3?B H ,  l... <£}xc3a 2. ДхсЗ#» l... 
£>xe3!b ♦ 1. Д ё4! (~), 1... <^c3a 2. exf4#\ 1... 
£ xe3b 2. сЗ#®, (1... fxe3,f3,£>b2,c3 2. # f8 , 
£}xg4,exf4,gfl#).

VOLAGE PIECES [F]
Fairy condition. Apiece that changes its color the 
first time it makes a move that changes the color 
of the squares. Afterwards it becomes orthodox. 
The rule does not apply to Kings.

VOLGA THEME
Twomover twins. In position (a) the key by a 
piece of type A unpins a black piece o f type В . A 
twin is built by replacement of that black piece 
(of type B) with a black piece of type A. Now the 
key is made by a white piece of type В  which un
pins the black substitute -  which is now a piece 
of type A .
2 Theme tourney Volgogradskaya pravda 1970.
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#2 b) £d3
1660: a) 1. £}e4! ~ 2. #f6# etc. ♦ b) 1. ge4! -  2. 

^f7#  etc.
★  Other example 395.
—> See also: Block; Block, Incomplete.

s  Alias: Volzhskaya tema.

VOLGOGRAD THEME
A twomover with Changed Functions O f Moves: 
a key and threat from one phase become respec
tively a threat and mate in another.
Pattern:

Volgograd
1 - a
A В (C)
D A В

#2
1661:1. #d 3?A~ 2. ДхЬЗ#в, 1... Дхе2 2. #xe2#,

1.. . 4)e3 2. dxe3#, 1... £}el! ♦ 1. d4! -  2. #d3#A
1.. . Дхе2 2. ДхЬЗ#» 1... £>еЗ 2. gel# .

WAITER
A type o f two-move problem, popular especially 
in the 19th century, in which the key is a pure 
waiting move. Incomplete blocks (Block Incom
plete) are also considered waiters.

1662: 1. ДН8! (~), 1... d4 2. #Ь7#, 1... c3+ 2. 
#xd3#, 1... & r  2. gd4#, I...ge~ 2g(x)e2#, 1... 
ge3 2. 4)c3#, l...gf~  2. £}hf2#, 1... gf3 2. 
Af5#, 1... £ r  2g(x)e7#, 1... fi 2. Af5#, 1... h5 2. 
43xg5#.

WAITING MOVE
1. A fey that threatens nothing but maintains or 
creates a block position where Black is in 
Zugzwane. i.e. a situation where every possible 
black move entails a weakness that enables 
White to force mate.
2, In all kind of composition, any move by either 
side, the only purpose of which is to use up the 
turn to move. See, for instance Tempo Move.
★  See examples: 761, 1348.
—> See also: Waiter.

WALKER’S POSITION [E]
One of the two positions with material Ф Д 43 
vs. in which the side with light pieces 
achieves a draw. Based on Walker’s analysis, 
published in Lehrbuch in 1841.
2 George W Walker (1803-1879).

1663:1. <g>g4 ^ c7  2. ДП ^ c l  3. ДЬЗ =.

1664: L ®f4 (1. <£,g7+? ®h6 2. ®f6 a2 3. £>f5+ 
<J>h5 -+) a2 2. £>g7+ фЬ4 (2... фИ6?? 3. £}f5+ 
<£h5 4. Дс4; 3... ф ~  4. £}d4(e3)+ ф ~  5. £ЬЗ/ 
£>c2) 3.£|f5+ фЬЗ 4.ДП+ фЬ2 5 .^ d 4  (thr. 
6. £>ЬЗ/£>с2) a l #  6. 43xf3+ фЬ1 7. ДЬЗ!=, 
because ф  moves around his 43 and plays ДИЗ-fl 
when necessary.
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1666

EERKES, Allard P.
l.pr 37. Schakend 
Nederland TT1942

#2

WANDELSCHACH [F]
Fairy condition. When a piece (excluding Kings) 
plays on a square that was occupied in the regular 
game starting position, it assumes as part o f the 
same move the characteristics and color o f the 
piece originally located there. Kings do not 
change, but the man that occupies their initial 
square becomes King (= Rex Multiplex). In 
Kingside castling the Rook becomes a Bishop, in 
Queenside one it becomes a Queen.
1 Invented by Kurt Bacmeister (1915-1993).

h#3 Wandelschach
b) £ig6->g5

1665: a) 1. <S>g4 £№ =R  2. g h l= g  g d l= # +  3. 
®h3 ^h5# ♦ b) 1. ®g4 £je6 2. фЬЗ £ d 8 = #  3. 
^ d l = ^  #h5#.

WARP CHESS [F]
Fairy condition, a kind o f power chess. If any 
white piece makes two or more moves in the 
course o f a series o f moves, these moves should 
go in a row. Castling, as usual, is considered a 
King’s move. A Pawn and the piece it promotes 
to are considered as one and the same unit.

WARSAW THEME
Black Correction with the black Queen as the
matic piece.
1666: 1. g e l!  ~ 2. cxd4#, 1... 2. Axd3#, 1...

^f4! 2. £pte5#, 1... ^e4! 2. Деб# ♦ etc.

WAZIR [F]
Fairy piece. A (OA)-leaper. In other words, a 
Rook that can move only to the squares immedi
ately next to it.
= Alias: Vizir.

WAZIR-KING [F]
Fairy piece. A King that moves only orthogo
nally.

WCCI
World Championship in Composition for Indi
viduals. The first WCCI covered the period 
1989-1991, the second 1998-2000. The competi
tion is organized in 8 groups (twomovers, 
threemovers, moremovers, helpmates, selfmates, 
studies, fairy problems and retro problems). Par
ticipants can take part in each group with at most 
6 compositions. Each group has three judges 
who rank the entries with the scale 0-4 (as in the 
FIDE Album). From each composer four best en
tries are included in each group, the maximum 
point in every group for an individual composer 
being thus 48. The composer with the highest 
score is the World Champion o f the group 
concerned.

WCCT
World Chess Composition Tournament in which 
countries compete as teams. The first similar 
contest was organized by Latvia in 1937. After 
the Second World War the first team event, 
which had no official status though, was held in 
1962-4, second (with the name International 
Team Match, ITM) 1967-71. The first official 
WCCT was organized by Finland in 1972-5. A 
couple o f  decades, the number o f competing 
countries was a little less than 30, until in the 5th 
WCCT, organized by The Czech Republic, the 
number raised to 39. The 9th WCCT, presently in 
progress, was launched in 2011, and the number 
o f participating countries is 37.
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wcsc
World Championships for Solving Chess Prob
lems for national teams have been organized in 
the connection with the annual Congress o f  
WFCC (former PCCC) officially since 1977 (in 
Malinska, Yugoslavia; 1st World Champion Fin
land, with solvers Pauli Perkonoja and Henry 
Tanner), and officially for individuals since 1983 
(in Bat Yam, Israel; 1 st World Champion Roland 
Baier, Switzerland), both by permission o f  
PCCC (WFCC). The format o f the event has 
been same almost from the very start: On the first 
day the participants solve three 2-movers 
(solving time 20 min), three 3-movers (60 min) 
and three studies (100); on the second day three 
helpmates (50 min), three more-movers (80 min) 
and three selfmates (50 min), all in all 18 
compositions in maximum 360 minutes.
The teams are represented by 2-3 members, and 
in each round the score o f two best solvers is in
cluded in the total score o f the team. For Individ
ual competition is included the total score o f each 
round. An individual solver does not have to be a 
member o f any team, but the number o f such 
solvers is limited.
The results o f the competitions as well as o f the 
Open Competition, which is practically open to 
anyone, are included in the official rating, which 
the titles of International Grandmaster, Interna
tional Master and FIDE Master are based on. 
There are further specifications as to the place a 
solver must end up in a competition to achieve 
the required norm.
s  Alias: World Championships for Solving Chess Problems.

WEBER TYPE [S]
Fata Morgana selfmate in which there is an im
mediate set selfmate, if it were Black’s turn to 
move.
S Wolfgang Weber (1909-1981).

1667: *l... gxg3# ♦ 1. ^rh4!, l...gf~2. ^h3+ gD  
3. #g3, 1... Bg3+ 2. #g4  3. #g3(+).

-> See also: Fata Morgana.

WECHSELZUGER [F]
Fairy chess variant, a combination of 
maximummer and minimummer conditions. The 
player on the move is allowed to choose the 
shortest or longest move, making the opponent 
do the same (type A), or the opposite (type B).
1 Invented by Baldur Kozdon (1938).

h#3 a) Wechselziiger, type A 
b) Wechselziiger, type В

1668: a) 1. фа1 d5 2. ,flxd5 £ e l  3. Да2 £)c2# ♦ b) 
1. ДЬЗ сб 2. ®al £|C5 3. ga2 £xb3#.

WEGFlJHRUNG
A German term for ‘ex-deplov\

WEGLENKUNG
A German term for ‘ex-decov\  to decoy away 
from guarding a line or square.

WEISSAUER THEME
Black clears a line for White after a capture on 
this very line.
§ Hermann WeiBauer (1920).

1669:1. £}b3+? <g>c4! ♦ 1. ^xg7+? ®e4! ♦ 1. ®f8! 
(2. ® xg7~3. Af6#), 1... gxc5 2. £с2+  gxc2 3.
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£ЬЗ#, I... Дх<!5 2. £f3+ ДхВ 3. ©xg7# ♦ (1 •• 
g5 2. Д х85).

s  Aliases: WeiBauer-Bahnung (Ger.); Weissauer Clearance.

WENIGSTEINER
A problem with not more than four pieces on the 
board.
★  See example 38.

WFCC
The national chess problem associations’ federa
tion which was founded in 1952 and continued 
the work o f IPB (International Problem Board, 
founded in 1927). The federation, under the 
name PCCC, started to function properly in 
1956. Since then the FIDE has, upon the 
PCCC/WFCC’s proposal, granted the titles o f In
ternational Judge for Chess Composition and In
ternational Master o f Chess Composition, from 
1972 on the additional title o f International 
Grand Master o f Chess Composition, and from 
1990 on the FIDE Master titles. In 1958 at the 
congress held in Piran the PCCC drew up the Co
dex for Chess Composition. Since the autumn o f  
2010 the federation has carried the name The 
World Federation o f  Chess Composition, 
essentially continuing the PCCC work.
The number o f member-countries is presently 
40.
= Alias: World Federation for Chess Composition.

W HICH MEN ARE BLACK? [F]
Fairy stipulation. In the diagram position all 
chessmen are white, and some o f them must be 
changed to black to make the stipulation fulfill.
E Invented by Albet H. Kniest in 1964.

h#2 2111
Which men are black?

1670: Pf2 and ф В  are black.: ♦ a) 1. ®g3 b8^r+ 2. 
фЬ4 ^h2# ♦ ф В  is black: ♦ b) 1. ®g2 b 8 ^  2. 
фьз ^g3#.

= Alias: Welche Steine sind Schwarz? (Ger.).

WHITE COMBINATIONS
White tries are defeated by black defences so that 
the mate would be possible had White not taken 
that move. There is an organic link between these 
tries that form a theme for itself, which exists 
(only) in the virtual play.

1671

ALYOSHIN, Igor
3.pl All-Sovyet Champ. 
1947

1671s 1. Да4? £>dxb4! ♦ 1. i^e8? £)cxb4! ♦ 1. 
Дсб? gxb4! ♦ 1. Даб! -2 . gb5#, 1... £>dxb4 2. 
£>a4#, 1... £>cxb4 2. £}d7#, 1... gxb4 2. #c6#., 
(1... £>d42. gc4#).

★  Other examples: 17,406,683,685, 768, 852,856,1126, 
1550, 1631, 1705.

= Alias: Beliye kombinatsii (Rus.).

W HITE CONSTANT THEME [H]
A problem has two or more phases, in which the 
white moves remain same.
Ш Proposed by Valery Barsukov (1939) (Bassisty in 

“Slovar terminov shakhmatnoi hompo%yciyi'\ p.415).

h#2 2111
1672s 1. ф е! Дс1 2. dl g  ge3# ♦ 1. фе2 Дс1 2.

d lA  ge3#.
s  Alias: Belaya konstanta tema (Rus.).

WHITE QUEEN THEME
Nowadays known as the Nietvelt Defence.

WHITE THEME
In a single line o f play (variation) one black piece 
is first interfered with following its critical move.
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and after its second critical move it is immobi
lized.
1 Alain Campbell White (1880-1951).

1673:1. <£,g4 ДГС 2. &f2 ge7  3. Дсб (~) ДЪб 4. 
Да4 gc7  5. Де8 gg7  6. £ g 4  ~ 7. £xh6#.

WHITE TO PLAY
A joint term for mostly direct mate problems 
which would solve in the stipulated number of 
moves or quicker, if White had a pure waiting 
move at his disposal. Examples can be found 
under Bloch Complete. Block-Threat Fata 
Morgana. Mutate. Pseudo Two-Mover,; Waiter: 
etc.
★  See example 619.

WHITE TO PLAY ECHO
A Pseudo Two-Mover in which White has to 
postpone his mate beyond two moves, but the po
sition he reaches is an echo in relation to some 
axis compared to the initial position.

1674

BREUER, Josef
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1951/1

1674: *l...^g~ 2. £}xd5#, l... ^ d 8/ ^ e 6/# a 8 2. 
<&g2# ♦ 1. ^h2! (~), l...^g~2. £>xd5+, 1... ^ c 8! 
2. #g2, 1... # e 6 2. £}c2+ ♦ New foci f5 and c2, 
instead of the original ones g2 and d5.

#3

WIENER THEME
A topical combination: The main plan. which 
carries a single threat, if executed immediately, 
proves insufficient. The foreplan forces Black to

play so that the main plan now carries a double 
threat, which Black is unable to parry. 1675
A variation of the idea: there is no double threat, 
but instead, the original threat from the main plan 
is replaced by another, and after Black has par
ried it, the original threat follows as a mate -  
1676.

1675: L gf5? Ag3! ♦ L g f 6? g a 6! ♦ 1. gf8!~2.
g d 8#, 1... g a 8 2. gf5 (3. #xa8,gxe5#), 1... 
Да5 2. g f 6 (3. # a 8,#xe6#) ♦ etc.

1676

GUTTMANN, Hugo; 
HAJEK, Karl
Wiener Schachzeitung 1933

1676: L Дхсб? (2. ^d4#) Дс5! ♦ 1. £h4! ~ 2. 
£}xf7+ gxf7 3. £}g6#, 1... gxh4 2. Дхсб (threats
3. f4# and not 3. Дё4?) f4 3. Дё4#.

★  Other example 629.
= Aliases: Drohzuwachs (Ger.); Vienna.

WILD PIECE [E]
Endgame theme. One piece (of the weaker side) 
continuously attacks the opponent’s King, offer
ing itself as sacrifice, the acceptance of which 
would lead to a stalemate. This is in fact one form 
of the Perpetual attack theme.

1677: 1. £}f6 g3 2. <£ie4 3. £>c5+! (3. £}c3+?
фЬЗ 4. £}b5 £ a 6 5. £>c7 £}b8 6. £}a6 £}c6 7. 
£ b 8 £e5  8. £d7  £ с4 9. 4)e5(b6) £a3 10. <£c4 
£}c2 11. £>a3 £)el 12. Qc2 £}xg2!-+) фа5! 
4£}a(e)6 £b5 5. £c7  £}d4 6. £ e 6! (6. £Ь5? 
£tf3!) £}c2 7. £}d4 =.
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★  Other example 1366.

WILLMERS STYLE
In a more-mover there is a well-hidden main play 
without variations until the last pair o f moves, i.e. 
without Black’s actual counter-play.
% Rudolf Heinrich Willmers (1821-1878).

#4
1678: 1. ga7! ®b4/h2 2. £>a5(+) фЬ~ 3. gb7+ 

фха5,фхс5 4. b4#.
★  Other example 1430.

1679

BERGES, Wilhelm
pr Die Schwalbe 1936/11

WINDMILL TASK
A task-record theme: Bishop’s all possible thir
teen moves from the center o f the board.

1680: 1. ДеЗ! -  2. Д~#, 1... <&g4+ 2. ДЬ7#, 1... 
£ig6/f5/d5/c6 2. Дх£}#, 1... gb8 2. ДЬ7#, 1... 
ga8 2. Дха8#, 1... g h l+ 2 . ДхЫ#, 1... g g l 2. 
Ag2#, 1... g f l  2. ДО#, 1... g d l 2. ДdЗ#, 1... 
g e l  2. Дс2#, 1... g b l 2. ДхЬ1# ♦ One of the 
earliest with the obvious flaws.

#5

WIN [E]
A stipulation in endgame studies: White is ex
pected to reach a position of decisive advantage. 
Decisive advantage means that White has a theo
retically won material advantage, theoretically 
won position, or a position in which he can reach 
such an advantage.
—> See also: Draw.

WIN OF SPACE
A logical combination: White’s try play fails be
cause in a decisive position he has no space for a 
tempo move. With his foreplan he decoys a black 
piece so that it still has an analogous defence, but 
White has gained space for a necessary tempo 
move.
—> See also: Deprivation Of Space.
1679:1. Д§2? #a8! 2. Дха8 gb7! 3ge~ gb3 ♦ 1. 

ДёЗ! gc4 2. Де4 # a8  3. Дха8 gc6 4. ДЬ7! -
5. ДО#.

WOTAVA’S IDEA [E]
White with a weaker force sacrifices a Bishop on 
two squares in two symmetric variations to at
tract the black Rook and reach a drawn position.
% Alois Wotawa (1896-1970).

1 6 8 1 :1. Ь7 1... g e l  2. Де4! gxe4 3. b 8 #  Де5+ 4. 
®d5 ДхЬ8 5. фхе4=, 1... gh5 2. Д О  gxf5 3. 
Ь 8^  Де5+ 4. феб ДхЬ8 5. <®>xf5=.
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WURZBURG-PLACHUTTA
INTERFERENCE
Mutual (reciprocal) interference between pieces 
of like motion standing on different lines. In 
other words, a pair of Holzhausen interferences 
between same two pieces on the same square. If 
the interference is induced by a sacrifice on the 
critical square then it is a regular (reciprocal) 
Plachutta interference. 1682 is an early econom
ical example of mutual interference of two black 
Rooks. In 1683 the theme is doubled: besides the 
orthogonal interference on g2 there is a diagonal 
interference on e7. Note that the Queen and 
Bishop can be considered like-moving pieces 
when the Queen has only a diagonal thematic 
purpose.
S Otto Wurzburg (1875-1951).

1682

WURZBURG, Otto
Zlata Praha 1909 /  (v)

1682:1. £>e5! (2. #Ь2), 1... gdd4 2. ^e4! gxe4 3. 
£}d7#, 1... gcd4 2. ^d5! gxd5 3. £pcg4#, (1... 
£}a~2#(x)c6+, l...g3 2. ^f3+, 1... gb42. #xb4).

1683: L gf5! (~), l... ghg2 2. £g3+ gxg3 3. 
£)f2#, l... agg2 2. £ f 2+ gxg3 3. ^g3#, l... ^e7
2. £f6+ ^xfb 3. £>xc5#, l... Де7 2. £xc5+ Дхс5
3. l... ^d6  2. ^ra8+ ^сб  3. £}xc5#, l... d6 2. 
£}xc5+ dxc5 3. #a8#., (I... d5 2. cxd5+, l... gxg4 2. 
hxg4, l... gxe2 2. £}f2+, l... exf5 2. ^a8+).

★  Other examples: 566, 1016, 1372.
See also.* Holzhausen Interference; Plachutta Interfer
ence.

WURZBURG-PLACHUTTA, BRUNNER
Secondary exploitation of the interference: after 
the interferences have occurred, White decoys, 
in distinct variations, both black pieces to their 
proper destination, where they finally evoke the 
harmful effect on their position. Compared to 
normal Wurzburg-Plachutta interference. which 
is ad-decov followed ex-decoy, Brunner form are 
two successive ad-decoys.
★  See examples: 252, 774.
= Alias: Zipperlin.

WURZBURG-PLACHUTTA, CYCLIC [F]
Wurzburg-Plachutta interference between three 
like moving pieces on three lines. Impossible 
with only orthodox pieces.

1684

VISSERMAN, Eeltje
3.pr feenschach 1972

#3 Щ = Nightrider, #  = Grasshopper
1684: L £>h4! -2 . gd3+ £>xd3 3. &f3#, l... ^de3 

2. £}c2+ ^xc2 3. 4}xf5#, l... ^2e3 2. <£}xf5+ 
^xf5 3. gc4#, l... <3?4e3 2. gc4+ ^xc4 3. 
£}c2#, (l... gb3 2. £pcb3+ £xb3 3. gd3#).

WURZBURG-PLACHUTTA, UNIT 
Like its Grimshaw interference counterpart, 
Wurzburg-Plachutta can also occur on different 
squares, but its real applications may be re
stricted to helpmate genre.

1685: L gf5  Axf6 2. ^ e5  gxc7# ♦ 1. ^ a 4  gxc7 
2. gc4 Дхй#.
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X-RAY MAN [F]
A fairy piece that moves through any other chess
man.
E Invented by E. Feigin and N. Givoli.
= Alias: Rontgenstein (Ger.).

Z-FORMULA
“The Z-Formula denotes the number o f phases, 
defences and changed mates (where there are 2 
or more) according to the pattern Z-kl-mn, in 
which к  stands for the number o f phases with 
changed play, /  for the number o f defences rele
vant to the changes in a single phase, m for the to
tal number o f all relevant defences, and n for the 
total o f different mates. Example: Z-31(112)-23: 
3 phases, two o f them having only one defence 
and the third phase having 2 defences; 2 different 
defences in all, and 3 different mates (i.e. 1 mate 
transferred).” (Definition from FIDE Album.}
Developed in 1964 by a Slovakian problemist 
Bedrich Form&nek to help classify direct mate 
twomovers and describe their content in terms o f  
measurable elements: the number o f phases, the
matic variations, changed and transferred mates. 
Z-formula can clearly describe mechanisms with 
balanced phases, like two-phases with four 
changed mates (Z-24-48), a three-phase 
Zagoruiko theme (Z-32-26) or for instance Ideal 
Rukhlis (Rukhlis. Ideal) (Z-24-46), while a reli
able description o f mechanisms with non-bal
anced phases is not possible without extensions 
to the formula.

ZAGO-DOMBROVSKIS THEME
Zagoruiko theme including at least one 
Dombrovskis paradox.

1686: 1. gc2? -  2. ^c5#c 1... ^xd3« 2. феЗ#А 
1... gxd3b 2.^f4#B, 1... ДА5! ♦ 1. gd2? ~2. 
£ic2#D, I... Jx d 3 a 2. # f4#B, 1... gxd3b 2.

#e3#A, I... gxa2! ♦ 1. ge2! ~ 2. ge4#, 1... 
Jxd3  2. #c5#, 1... gxd3 2. £c2#, etc.

ZAGO-HANNELIUS THEME
Zagoruiko theme combined with defence-based 
Hannelius (Hannelius. Defence-Based).

1687:1. g d l?  ~ 2. e3#A, 1... Jxd 3a 2. #xb4#, 1... 
^xd5b 2. £Ь2#, l... g a2! ♦ 1. # d 6 ?  -  2. e6#B, 
1... ^xd3a 2. <£jxb6#, 1... ^xd5b 2. ^rxd5#, 1... 
gh5! ♦ 1 .#c8! ~2. ^g4#, 1... Дхс132. e3#A, 1... 
^xdS 2. e6#B .

ZAGO-LE GRAND THEME
Combination o f  Zagoruiko theme and le Grand 
theme. Two (or more) changed mates (Mate. 
Changed) in three (or more) phases. two o f  
which containing a reciprocal change o f threat 
and mate after one thematic defence.

1688: *l... ^xd3 2. #Ь4#, 1... gd5 2. <^c2# ♦ 1. 
ge2? ~ 2. ^e5#A, I...^xd3 2. ^c5#B, 1... gd5 
2. #Ь4#, 1... ®d5 2. ^e5#, 1... gfxe8! ♦ 1. gc2! 
~ 2. ^c5#B, 1... ,fixd3 2. ^e5#A, 1... gd5 2. 
gc4#, 1... <®>d5 2. ^e4# .

ZAGO-RUKHLIS THEME
At least two transferred mates (Mate Transfer
ence) in at least three phases.
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#2

1689

HERMANSON, Halvar
Schweizerische Arbeiter 
Schachzeitung 1952

1689: *l... Д с~ 2. f4#, l... jjxd3 2. £g4#  ♦ 1. 
#b2? -  2. #xe2/#d2#, 1... g c2  2. f4#, 1... 
gxd3 2. £)g4#, 1... £}e4! ♦ 1. #b 6! -  2. #h6#,
1... £>e6 2. f4## 1... £>xd3 2. £g4#  ♦ etc.

ZAGORUIKO THEME
At least three phases with at least two changed 
mates.
1 Leonid Zagoruiko (1923-1999).
Patterns:

Zagoruiko Nxm
1 ~ a b m
A Ai A2 Am
В Bt B2 Bm

N N1 N2 Nm

Zagoruiko 3x2
1 a b
X * A В
У C D
z E F

1690: *1... £>c2 2. Дсб#, 1... £ f3  2. £f7# ♦ 1. 
4)e6? (2. #d4#), 1... £ c2  2. 4)c7#, 1... gc4! ♦ 1. 
4^b3? (2. #d4#), 1... £>c2 2. #c5#, 1... &f3 2. 
#e4#, 1... gf4! ♦ 1. 43e2! (2. #d4#), I... <£,c2 2. 
£)c3#, 1... &f3 2. £f4# ♦ etc.

★  Other examples: 258, 479, 672, 711, 748, 864, 1005, 
1144, 1374.

ZAGORUIKO TWINS THEME
At least three phases with at least two changed 
mates are spread over two (or more) twins posi
tions.
1691: a) *1... 4)g6 2. #g4#, 1... d3 2. gh4# ♦ 1. h4! 

(~), 1... £g62. #f3#, 1... d3 2. #h7# ♦ b) 1. #e6! 
H ,  1... 4)g6 2. #e2#, 1... d3 2. #h6#.

ZAGORUIKO, CYCLIC
Cyclic change o f three mates after two black 
defences in three phases. A more general defini
tion is “cyclic change of n mates in n phases”. 
The number of variations is smaller than the 
number o f mates, otherwise it would be a com
plete Lacny (Lacnv, complete) theme.
Pattern:

Cyclic Zaqorouiko
1 - a b
X * A в
У В c
Z C A

1692

RICE, John M.
l.pr Problem 37 TT1961

#2
1692: *1... фс6а2. 1... фе6ь2. ^8 # ®  ♦ 1.

£>Ь6+?, 1 ... фсб* 2. #с8#®, 1 ... фе6ь 2. #d6#c
1... фе7! ♦ 1. 4)f6+!, 1». Феб* 2. #d6#c, 1... 
фебь 2. ^ге8#А ♦ Pioneer with a checking key and 
unprovided checks.

1693

LIVSHITS, Edouard; 
SHEDEY, Sergey 
l.pr Pravda 1968

#2
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1693: *1... ^c5  2. ^f5#A 1... ^xa3 2. # x fi# B ♦ I. 
£i3g4? ~ 2. 4if2#, 1... ^c5  2. ^ x fi# B, 1... ^xa3 
2. #f4#c, 1... ^xf7! ♦ 1. <£|5g4! -  2. £}f2/£>f6#,
1... #c5  2. #f4#c, 1... ^хаЗ 2. ^f5#A.

ZAGORUIKO, DISTRIBUTED
Multiphase change of mates to at least two black 
defences, but unlike in an ordinary Zagoruiko 
theme. one pair of variations is split to two 
phases.
Pattern:

Distributed Zagoruiko
1 a b
X ft A В
Y C
Z D
К E F

#2
1694: 1. h4? (~), 1... ®h6 2. #h7#, 1... fxg5 2. 

#xg5#, 1... фхЬ4! ♦ 1. h3? H ,  1... fxg5 2. #h7#, 
1... ®h4 2. ^g4#, L.. <g>h6! ♦ 1. ф!8? (~), 1... 
фЬ6 2. 4}f7#, 1... <S>h4 2. £}fi#, 1... fxg5! ♦ 1. 
ф!7! (~), 1... ®h6 2. ^g6#, 1... fxg5 2. #h3#, 
(1... S??h4 2. £}fi#) ♦ 3 x 2 Zagoruiko + 2 addi
tional changes.

★  Other examples: 427,480, 849,1305.

ZAGORUIKO, NANNING
A three phase Zagoruiko theme with partitioned 
exchange of mates (see the pattern below). A 
variant of reduced Zagoruiko (Zagoruiko. Re
duced).
Pattern:
Nanninq-Zagoruiko
1 - a b
X ft A В
Y В C
Z D A

1695: *I... exd3 2. Ad4#, l... exfi 2. J t t #  ♦ 1. 
£>d4? -  2. ^xe2#, 1... exd3 2. Д£4#, 1... exf3 2. 
£>f5#, 1... Sg2! ♦ 1. &f4! ~2. #xe2#, 1... exd3 2.

£>d5#, 1... exfi 2. £d4#, (1... gg2,Axd3 2. 
&xg2, £d5#).

1695

NANNING, Frederik W. 
l.pr II Due Mosse 1955

ZAGORUIKO, REDUCED
A collective term to themes that show the 
changed mates in Zagoruiko form, but the num
ber of distinct mates fall short o f the maximum, 
i.e. 3x2 Zagoruiko that has only 5, 4 or even 3 
different mating moves etc. The number of white 
mating-moves is reduced by means of mate 
transference (1696) or reciprocal change 
(1697).

1696

VUKCEVit, Milan 
4-5.pr The Problemist 
1982/1

1696: *1... #xe4»2. #f5#A, 1... #xd6b2. e7#B ♦ 1. 
Д е2? ~ 2. Дс4#, 1... #xe4 2. £Ь7#, 1... #xd6b 
2. ^f5#A, 1... # f l !  ♦ 1. gc7! ~ 2. gc5#, 1... 
^xe4« 2. e7#B, 1... ©xd6 2. £}f6# .

1697

GROENEVELD, Cornells
l.pr Tijdschrift v. d. KNSB 
1954

1697: *1... exd3 2. £ с б # \  1... cxd3 2. £>e6#B ♦ 1. 
£>e7? ~ 2. ^d5/^d7#, 1... exd3 2. Дс5#с, 1...

#2
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cxd3 2. ^сЗ#0, 1... #xh5! ♦ 1. £>e3! -  2. ^d5#,
1... exd3 2. £>еб#», 1... cxd3 2. ^сб#*, (1... 
#xh5/<g>xd3 2. #xe4/#d5#).

—> See also: Bartolovic Theme.

ZAGORUIKO, SUPER
There is at least a 4-phase change o f 2 mates 
(4x2) or a three-phase change o f three mates 
(3x3).

1698

PLESNIVY, Emil
Arbeiter Bote 21.1.1940

1698:1. #d4? (~), 1... e3 2. #d5#, 1... g2 2. ^f2#,
1.. . Д -  2. ^xe4#, 1 ... ^d3! ♦ 1. #b2? (2. 
^xe2#), 1... e3 2. ^Ь7#, 1... g2 2. ^xe2#, 1... Д -  
2. ^g2#, 1 ... Д А ! ♦ 1 . # h 8 !  ( - ) ,  1... e3 2. ^a8#,
1.. . g2 2. ^h3#, 1... Д ~ 2. #h5#, (1... феЗ 2. 
ТЁГсЗ#) ♦ 3x3 Zagoruiko.

1699

MUSANTE, Horatio
l.pr British Chess 
Magazine 1956

1699: * l.. .£ e 2  2. Деб#, l... £>h3 2. ДхЬ7# ♦
1. <£ig2? ~ 2. gf4#, 1... £}e2 2. £)2e3#, 1... £}h3
2. £}h4#, I... gxg2! ♦ 1. £}e6? -  2. gf4#, 1... 
£>e2 2. ga5#, I... £>h3 2. #xh7#, 1... gxe6! ♦ 
1. £}d3! ~ 2. gf4#, 1... &e2 2. £4e3#, 1... 
£}h3 2. £h6#, (1... ge4,e5 2. fxe4,#d7#) ♦ 
4x2 Zagoruiko.

#2

ZAGORUIKO, THREAT-
A minimum requirement is a three-phase prob
lem which has in each phase a different threat 
and one changed mate.

Pattern:
Threat-Zagoruiko
1 - a
X A D
Y В E
Z c F

1700

HERMANSON, Halvar
866. Suomen Shakki 1953

1700:1. c5? (2. ©a4#) Дxd5+ 2. ^xd5#, 1... Де8!
♦ 1. ^a4?  (2. c5#) Дх(15+ 2. cxd5#, 1... Де8! ♦ 1. 
^g4? (2. ^ g l# ) Дxd5+ 2. exd5#, 1... gg5!, (1. 
^ a7  (2. b7#) Дxd5+ 2. Ь7#, 1... Д№!) ♦ 1. #f5! 
(2. ^£2#) Дxd5+ 2. gxd5#, (1... gxf5 2. exf5#)
♦ 4x2 threat-Zagoruiko.

ZAJIC THEME [H]
In a helpmate a black unit moves next to the 
black King where it is captured by a white piece, 
which is then re-captured by the black King.
1 Helmut Zajic (1943-2008).

h#2 2111
1701: 1. # h 4  gxh4 2. фхЬ4 £}dxf3# ♦ 1.

4)xf5 2. ®xf5 gxh5#.

ZALOKOTSKY THEME [H]
In one solution o f a helpmate in three (or more) 
moves one piece visits in succession three 
squares. In another solution the other piece o f the 
same colour visits the same three squares also in 
succession, but in opposite order. 1702 shows 
the theme both in play o f White and Black.
1 Roman Zalokotsky, see Fedorovich Theme.
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1702

ABROSIMOV, Viktor
3.pl 13th Russian Team 
Championship 1999

1702s 1. <J>f3 £c3 2. <J>xg4 £e4  3. <J>h5 £ef6# ♦ 1. 
ДН5 £>f6 2. ^xg4 £}e4 3. Д О  ^есЗ#.

ZAPPAS THEME
A square of the black Kings field is controlled by 
3 white pieces. Cyclically, tries remove one con
trol and are refuted by a black move which re
moves a second control because the envisaged 
mate (which occurs in another phase) removes 
the third control. A difference from Cyclic 
Theme H  is that thematic lines can be invalidated 
in other way than closing them. For instance, it 
can be a withdrawal or capture of white thematic 
piece.
E Byron Zappas (1927-2008).

1703

ZAPPAS, Byron
2.pr Schakend Nederland 
1978

1703: (*l...£>d~,£ib~,e5 2. ge5,£c3,£d5#, l... 
f3! 2. ?) ♦ 1. # c l?  H ,  1... f3 2. #e3#, 1... e5! (2. 
даз? ) ♦ 1. ДН6? (~) <£,b2 2. ge5#, 1... f3 2. 
£>d2#, 1... £}d6! (2. <£}c3?) ♦ 1. gf8? (~), 1... f3 2. 
exfi#, 1... £>b2! (2. ge5?) ♦ 1. gf5! (~), 1... О 2. 
exf3# ♦ etc.

h#3 211...

thematic lines can be invalidated in other way 
than closing them. For instance it can be a with
drawal or capture of white thematic piece.
1 Byron Zappas (1927-2008).

1704:1. <£}e5? ~ 2. Дсб#, 1... £f7 ! ♦ 1. Де5? ~ 2. 
#a8#, 1... £ c 5  2. £хе7#, 1... Ad6! ♦ 1. Ad6? -  
2. #a8#, 1... ^e4! ♦ 1. Дс7! ~ 2. ^a8#, 1... # c l  
2. #g2#, 1... 4)c5(4)e5) 2g(x)e5#, 1... axb6 2. 
£jxb6#.

ZARUR 1 THEME
In a set play there are at least two variations. 
White has the same number o f tries which, ow
ing to the error he commits, destroy one o f the 
potentially new mates in turn, but prepare, 
compared to set play, a new mate to the other 
defence(s). The correct key provides all (both) 
Black’s defences with mates.

E Almiro Zarur (1920).

1705

ZARUR, Almiro
Problemas 1960

★  Other example 1535.

ZAPPAS, SIMPLE
A square of the black King's field is controlled by 
3 white pieces. A try removes one control and is 
refuted by a black move which removes a second 
control because the envisaged mate removes the 
third control. A difference from Theme H  is that

1705: *1... ga5 2. gxb4#, 1... <^d3 2. gxd3#, I... 
#h 5  2. £}f3# ♦ 1. £ П ?  -  2. #e5# , 1... ga5 2. 
^xb4#, 1... £>d3 2. ^d7#, 1... ^h5! ♦ 1. £>d7? ~ 
2. ^e5#, 1... ga5 2. ^xb4#, 1... ^h5 2. e5#, 1... 
£}d3! ♦ 1. £ec4? -  2. #e5# , 1... £>d3 2. #d7#,
1.. . ^h 5  2. e5#, 1... ga5! ♦ 1. £}g6! ~ 2. ^e5#,
1.. . ga5 2. ^xb4#, 1... <^d3 2. #d7#, 1... ^h5  2. 
e5#.
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ZARUR 2 THEME
In an incomplete block (Block, Incomplete). 
White has a set mate to at least two Black moves. 
In his tries White, owing to self-obstruction, de
stroys one of the set mates in turn, but prepares 
the other(s) with (a) new one(s). The correct key 
changes the set mates once again.

1706

ZARUR, Almiro
4.hm II Due Mosse 1959

1706: *l... Дс7 2. Дсб#, l... ©xg5 2. ge2# ♦ 1. 
£)e2? (2. ©e5#), 1... Дс7 2. ©a8#, 1... ©xg5! ♦
1. £>c6? (2. ©e5#), 1... ©xg5 2. © el#, 1... Дс7! 
♦  1. £e6! (2. ©e5#), 1... Дс7 2. £xc5#, 1... ©g5
2. £}xg5#.

ZARUR 3 THEME
In an incomplete block (Block, Incomplete) posi
tion White has set mates to all Black’s moves, ex
cept for one. In his attempts to provide that move 
with a mate, White destroys one of the set mates 
in turn. The correct key either carries no harmful 
effects or involves a compensatory element.

1707

ZARUR, Almiro
l.pr CastellariJT 1964

1707: *l... c4 2. gd4#, l... d4 2. £}с4#, д ы  2. 
£ixbl#, 1... bxa3 2. ДсЗ#, 1...е2! ♦ 1. gc4? e2 2. 
®g4#, 1... d4! ♦ 1. A d4? e2 2. ®f6#, 1... c4! ♦ 1. 
1 Ы ?  e2 2. ®f5#, 1... Д хЫ ! ♦ 1. Д е7?  e2 2. 
®f6#, 1... bxa3! ♦ 1. £ d 8 !  (~), 1... e2 2. ®f5#, 1... 
bxa3 2. Да5#.

ZEBRA
Fairy piece. A (23)-leaper. For instance: Zebra 
from al can play to c4 or d3.

% G. Giccolini (ca 1770-1833) invented Elephant, which 
more or less corresponds to modern Zebra.

ZELLER TRAP THEME
In a series play problem a shielding mechanism 
formed by the cluster of black men within which 
black King and accompanying pieces (usually 
Rooks) maneuver so that one or more of them 
can be extricated. This was developed by the 
French composer Jean Zeller and has been much 
used in long series-movers. (Sir Jeremy Morse: 
“1asks and Records ”, Faber & Faber, London 
1995).
I  Jean Zeller (1910-2002).

1708

ZELLER, Jean
3-4.pr British Chess 
Magazine TT1971-1973

1708:l.® h 5  3. gg4 5.®h3 6. gh4 7. gh6 9. ®h5
ll. gg4 21. <3?a5 22. ©b4 23. £>b6 2 6 .d lg  30. 
gb5 ga7#.

ZEPLER DOUBLING
Doubling of two pieces of like motion in which 
one piece first performs an anti-ortho- -critical 
move since otherwise it will be interfered by the 
other piece. Or shorter: Avoidance of doubling 
interference by an anti-ortho-critical move. 
Three different forms are recognized:
(a) (Ordinary) Zepler Doubling. Two pieces are 

of different strength and the stronger one first 
makes an anti-critical move (and subse
quently the weaker one comes behind). 1709 
shows White Zepler Doubling.

(b) Loyd-Zepler Doubling. Two pieces are of 
different strength and the weaker one first 
makes an anti-critical move (and subse
quently the stronger one comes behind). 
1710 shows White Loyd-Zepler Doubling.

(c) Brunner-Zepler Doubling. Two pieces are 
of same strength. 1711 shows White Brun
ner-Zepler Doubling.

Each of these has its peri form.
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Unlike Zepler Doubling, in Turton Doubling the 
introduction is an anti-meta-critical move.
1 Erich Zepler (1898-1980); Samuel Loyd (1830-1914); 

Erich Brunner (1885-1938).

1709

PALATZ, Franz R
La Vie Rennaise 1931 /  (v)

#3
1709s 1. # f5 ! -  2. Де4 ~ фЬ6 3. ^g6# ♦ 1. Дё1? 

e2 2. Дс2е1^+!.

1710s 1. g  15? c5! 2. ^h2+ gh3 3. ^e5  ghl+!; 2. 
фЬ2(фс2) c4 3. ^h2+ gh3 4. #e5  c3(cxd3)+! ♦ 
1. фЬ2! b5 2. gf5 c5 3. #h2+ gh3 4. ^e5  
~,gh2+5. gh5,^xh2#.

1711

BRUNNER, Erich
Die Schwalbe 1930

1711s 1. geg2? Дхе4!,(1. gg4? f5!) ♦ 1. gg3!~2. 
geg2 ~ 3. gg8#, (1... Дхе4+ 2. gxe4).

★  Other examples: 86, 765.
—> See also: Doubling; Turton Doubling.
= Alias: Zepler-Turton.

ZEPLER THEME
Against White’s plan Black has a sufficient de
fence with piece A . With his foreplan White

forces Black to shut-off piece A , but now Black 
has an analogous defence with piece B. In de
fence Black has, however, made a new error with 
piece By and White takes advantage of this by 
mating in another way.

1 Erich Zepler (1898-1980).

1712

ZEPLER, Erich
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1930

1712s L #b2? (2. ^Ь6#) ДеЗ! ♦ 1. Дс5! (2. ^Ь8, 
^c7,^d6#), 1... gf4  2. ^d2+! (2. ^b2? gb4!) 
eQad3,gd4 3. ^a5,^xd4#, (1... Д14 2. ^xh3).

ZERO-MOVER [F]
A trick problem, usually solved by rotating the 
board, or correcting an illegality.

1713

CHAROSH, Mannis
Fairy Chess Review 1937

1713s Position is illegal and should be rotated 180°: 
the black King is mated!

ZEROPOSITION
A position to which there is either no solution or 
the solution is irrelevant; it only serves as basis 
for twins which are created by modifying it, one 
modification at a time. Zeropositions are gener
ally regarded as inferior means of making twins, 
as the resulting positions (even in the case of only 
two twins) differ from one another in more than 
one respect (example 1714 is an obvious 
exception to this).
E Introduced by Bo Lindgren (1927-2011).
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1714

LINDGREN, Bo
Eskilstuna Kuriren 1949

#2 Zeroposition
a) - ^ C4, b) -g d 8 ; c) -ДОб; d) -<&h4

1714: a) 1. f8^! g ~  2. ^g8# ♦ b) 1.18g! ®xd6 2. 
^a6# ♦ c) 1. 18Д! ® f7 2. ^xd5# ♦ d) 1. f8<a+! 
<®>f5 2. ^ f l# .

—> See also: Twinning; Twins. 
s  Alias: 0-Position.

ZIELLENKUNG (GER.)
Literally “Decoy to the destination”. Indirect ma
neuver: black piece is decoyed to a square where 
it will be captured later, usually on the mating 
move. There is a good example 1 130  in Palatz 1 
Theme.

ZIG-ZAG
This term has been used for two different things:

1. In one variation a piece plays to square A and 
then to square B. In another variation the same 
piece first plays to В and then to A. See 1715.

2. A piece takes a (four or more moves long) 
Zig-Zag path. See 1716.

1715

STOLYAROV, Vitaly
“64" 1977

1715: 1. #d6? -  2. #xc5#, 1... exd3 2. #f4#, 1... 
gc8! ♦ l .# f4 ? ~ 2 . ^e3#, l...dxc4 2. #d6#, 1... 
#g3! M .# h 2 !~ 2 . #b2#, l...exd3 2. #f4#, 1... 
dxc4 2. #d6#, 1... ^ g 2  2. #e5#.

#2

1716

PLATOV, Vassily N.; 
PLATOV, Mikhail N.
Bohemia 1908

1716: 1. h7 gg2+ 2. <®>el g g l+  3. <£>d2 gg2+ 4. 
фс1 g g l+  5. фЬ2 gg2+ 6. фа1 g g l+  7. Дс1 
gxcl+8. <2?b2 gbl+(8... gc2+9. фЬ1 Ag6 10. 
h8^+ +-) 9. фсЗ g c l+ 10. фЬ4 g b l+  И. фа5 
g a l+  12. фЬ6 g b l+  13. фс7 g c l+  14. <g>d8

ZILAHI THEME [H]
A white piece which is captured in one phase
mates in the other and vice versa.
1 Zoltan Zilahi (1903-1971).

1717: *1... h62. exf6£ixf6#* 1. gxh7fxe72. <3?h8 
exf8^r#.

★  Other examples: 911,912.

ZILAHI, CYCLIC [H]
Helpmate with three or more phases. The white 
unit which mates in one is captured in the next 
phase. The white unit captured in the last phase 
gives mate in the first one, thus closing the cycle.

1718

MOLNAR, Arp&d
2.pr Olympic Tourney 
1982

h#2 5111
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1718:1. <£|Xb3 gc7+2. <g>d5 £}f4# ♦ 1. exd3 gb6+ 
2. ®c5 Дё4# ♦ 1. fxe5 ^fxe5+ 2. фёб gd7# ♦ 1. 
£xb7 Дс7 2. фЬ5 £}d4# ♦ 1. gxO  ^ d l  2. e3 
ДхО# ♦ 5-fold cyclic Zilahi!

★  Other example 975.

ZILAHI, DOUBLE [H]
1. There are two thematic white pieces. In one so
lution one is captured and the other gives mate, in 
the other the roles are reversed. Furthermore, 
there are two other phases in which the roles are 
reversed in a similar way between these pieces 
(see 1719).
2. There are four thematic pieces. A  and В  are 
captured and give mate in two phases. C and D 
are captured and give mate in two other phases 
(see 1720).

1719: a) 1. d x e l#  Дхс13 2. ^Ь 4  Д й  3. ^ b 6  
Дd7#, 1. ax b lg  gxe5 2. gb6 ge7 3. ДЬ5 
gc7# ♦ b) L dxelA ^xd3 2. Да5 Дс2 3. ДЬ6 
Да4#, l .a x b l^  ge42. £>c3 ga43. £}b5 ga6#.

1720

STUCKER, Bruno
l.pr Die Schwalbe 1989

h#2 b) ±g4—>g5; +e) if5 ; d) фЬЗ
1720: a) 1. gxe7 £ f l  2. g e4  gf6# ♦ b) 1. ДхЬб 

£}h2 2. ДеЗ Дd6# ♦ c) 1. gxf3 ge6  2. gg4  
£h5# ♦ d) 1. Д х83 gb2 2. # g l  £pcgl#.

ZILAHI, EXTENDED [H]
The unit which mates in one phase and another 
piece that is active in the mate position are both 
captured in the other phase and vice versa.

1721

PETKOV, Petko A.
2.pr Mat 1978

1721: a) 1. ДхП  £>f4 2. ®xf4 £>d3# ♦ b) 1. #xd5  
£e4  2. фхе4 ge2#.

h#2 b) <2?h4—»g2

1722

HEINONEN, Unto
Die Schwalbe 2000

1722: 1. £>xg4 <^xf6 2. ®xf4 gxg4# ♦ 1. £}xh5 
ДГ5+ 2. ДxgЗ+ £ixh3# ♦ L gexg3 Qe6+ 2. 
<®>xg4 £}xf6# ♦ L exf4 Дf5+ 2. ®xh5 Ag6# ♦ 
Each thematic piece is captured twice.

ZILAHI, EXTENDED, CYCLIC [H]
In three phases of a helpmate twomover the roles 
of three thematic white pieces are cyclically 
changed: each one mates once and is captured 
twice. A true cycle occurs when each piece is 
once captured on the first, once on the second 
black move, and once survives and eventually 
mates, as exemplified in 1723. Further, for a 
pure cycle the first white move must be an active 
sacrifice of a thematic piece, as shown in 1724.

1723

GUROV, Valery
l.pr Probleemblad 2001 /  
dedicated to M. Parrinello

1723: 1. ^xa5  f5 2. £)xd4 ДР4# ♦ 1. ^grxd2 b6 2.
£>xa5 £ib5# ♦ l. ^xd4  a7 2. £}xd2 gab#.

h#2 4111
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1724

FEATHER,
Christopher J.
3.pr Schach-Report 1993

h#2 b) ДП —>g2; c) Д П ->h3
1724: a) 1. exf3 gxd4+ 2. ®xd4 ^xd3# ♦ b) 1. 

#xe4+ 2. фхе4 ^h4# ♦ c) 1. exf5 £}xe5 2. 
фхе5 gxf5#.

ZUGZWANG
Black or White is compelled to move to his own 
disadvantage.
★  See examples: 11, 81, 335, 554, 626, 1013, 1162, 1466, 

1470, 1607.

ZUGZWANG, RECIPROCAL [ E ]
1. Endgame theme: The position would be fa
vourable for each side if it were the opponent’s 
turn to move. In a try, White would end up being 
on the move; in the solution he forces a position 
with Black on the move.
2. In (logical) direct-mate problems: the same 
position is reached in a try play with White to 
move and in actual play with Black to move; in 
each case the obligation to move being detrimen
tal. White, to avoid being on the move, makes a 
preparatory maneuver {foreplan) or chooses the 
right plan (option combination) to lose a tempo.
1725: 1. £ c l  феЗ 2. фЬб <®>d2 3. фс5 ^ 8  4. 

®d6 e4 5. фе5 e3 6. фе4! Д П  7. фГЗ! (7. 
<3?f4? iid5! and White is in zugzwang) 7... 
^d 5 +  8. <3?f4 (Black is in zugzwang) 8... Деб 9. 
фГЗ Д П 10. фе4! Дgб+ И. фГ4 Дс2 12. фГЗ 
Д d l+  13. фе4! Дс2+ 14. ф О ! (14. <J>f4? 
Да4! and White is in zugzwang, e.g.: 15. ф О  
Дс6+ 16. фГ4 Дd5!) 14... Да4 15. фГ4 (Black 
is in zugzwang) =.

1725

KASPARYAN, 
Genrikh M.
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1952

★  Other examples: 75, 151. 
= Alias: Mutual Zugzwang.

tU K  THEME
A multi-threat try is defeated by as many black 
defences as there are threats. After the key these 
refutations are thematic defences met respec
tively by the threats in the try.

% Henryk Zuk (1916-2001).

Pattern:
2uk

1 - a b
X? AB ! !
Y * A В

1726

MAZUL, Waldemar
The Problemist 1998

1726: 1. £>fe8? -  2. фа4/фс4#А® 1... Дxd6!/ 
cxd6!a/b ♦ l. ^b 4 ?  -  2. ^c5#, 1... Дxd6 2. ^b5#,
1.. .cxd62.^b6#, 1...с1ф! ♦ 1. Дс8!~2. ДЬ7#,
1.. . Дxd6я 2. фа4#А 1... cxd6b 2. #с4#в.
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F Eight Queens Problem —» Eight Queens Puzzle . .
F Eight Queens Puzzle..............................................
F Einhorn -» Unicom..............................................
F Einstein Chess......................................................

Einziiger (Ger.) -> One-Movers.............................
E Either-Or...............................................................

Ekstrom Line-Combination T hem e....................
Ekstrom T hem e....................................................
Elbe Theme............................................................

F E lephant...............................................................
Elimination of Obstructive Force..........................
Elimination Progressive of Refutations

—> Regressive Refutations Theme.......................
Ellerman 1 Theme.................................................
Ellerman 2 Theme.................................................
Ellerman Blend Them e........................................
Ellerman Form -»■ Uniform Theme.......................
Ellerman Unpin -» Ellerman 2 Them e.................
Ellerman-Makihovi —> Makihovi Theme..............
Ellerman-Weenink —> Ellerman-Weenink Theme. .
Ellerman-Weenink T hem e..................................
Elmgren 1 Them e.................................................
Elmgren 2 Them e.................................................
Elmgren Theme -» Elmgren 1 Theme....................
EIson-Annihilation —> Annihilation....................
Emerging, Threat —> Threat, Emerging.................

F Empress —> Combined Pieces...............................
En passant, Key —> Key, En passant.......................
En Passant-Anti-En Passant Theme....................

En-Passant Capture................................................ 161
En-Passant Capture, Consecutive......................... 161
En-Passant, Convention...........................................161
En-Passant-Umnov Them e.....................................161
Endgame................................................................. 162

E Ending -» Study..................................................... 411
E Enfilade (Fr.) -> Skewer.......................................... 399

English Nowotny —> Nowotny, English................... 300
English School.........................................................162
Entraitm ent............................................................163

H Epaulette Interferences Theme............................... 163
Epaulette Mate —> Mate, Epaulette......................... 277

F Equigrasshopper...................................................... 163
F Equihopper...............................................................163
F Equileaper...............................................................164
F Equilocuhopper...................................................... 164
F Equimover...............................................................164
F Equipollents-Circe —> C irc e .................................... 97
E Ercole del Rio F ortress...........................................164

Ernst 1 Theme.........................................................164
Ernst 2 Theme.........................................................164
Erokhin T hem e...................................................... 164
E rro r ....................................................................... 165
Error, B lack ............................................................165
Error, C hanged ...................................................... 165
Error, Cyclic Shift o f ..............................................165
Error, General -> General Error............................... 188
Error, W hite............................................................166
European Championships for Solving Chess

Problems —> ECSC..............................................156
R Even-Odd Feature................................................... 166

E.W.W.W. T hem e................................................... 166
Ex-Decoy................................................................. 166
Ex-Deploy...............................................................166
Excelsior Theme...................................................... 166
Exchange Id ea .........................................................167
Exchange of Places -» Platzwechsel Theme . . . .  337 
Exchange of Places Theme

-» Platzwechsel Them e....................................... 337
Exchange of Functions...........................................167
Exchanged Mates —> Change, Reciprocal................ 87
Exclusion..................................................................168
Exposure To Check -» Check, Provocation..............92
Extended Bristol -> Bristol, Planar............................73
Extended Cross -» Prolonged Cross Theme . . . .  344 

H Extended Cyclic Zilahi
-> Zilahi, Extended, Cyclic................................. 475

Extended Flights -> Flights, Extended....................177
Extended King’s Cross

—> King’s Cross, Extended.....................................241
Extended King’s Star

-» King’s Star, Extended....................................... 242
Extended Rukhlis Rukhlis, Extended.................380
Extended Star —> Prolonged Star Theme.................344

H Extended Zilahi —» Zilahi, Extended...................... 475
H Extended Zilahi, Cyclic

—> Zilahi, Extended, Cyclic................................. 475
F Theme —> Theme F ................................................425
fA (Ger.) —> Correction, White.................................. 112

F Fairy Allumwandlung —> Allumwandlung, Fairy . . 21
Fairy Chess...............................................................168

F Fairy M ate...............................................................168
F Fairy Piece...............................................................168
F Fairy Piece Promotion

—► Promotion, to Fairy Piece..................................346
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F Fairy, Allumwandlung -> Allumwandlung, Fairy . .
Fastosky Them e...................................................

S Fata M organa......................................................
Fiihrung vveiBer Figur (Ger.)

-> Guiding White Piece.....................................
H Feather Maneouver -*  Feather Theme.................
H Feather Mechanism..............................................
H Feather Theme......................................................
H Feather 2 Theme...................................................

Fedorovich Theme................................................
Feldfreihaltung (Ger.) —> Keeping A Square Free .
Feldmann 1 T hem e..............................................
Feldmann 1, C yc lic ..............................................
Feldmann 1, T ertiary ...........................................
Feldmann 1, White................................................
Feldmann 1, White, C yclic..................................
Feldmann 2 T hem e..............................................
Feldmann 2, C yclic ..............................................
Feldmann 2, T ertiary ...........................................
Fencing..................................................................
Ferreau Style.........................................................

F F ers.......................................................................
Festif —> Festive Them e........................................
Festive T hem e......................................................
F ID E ....................................................................
FIDE Album.........................................................
Field -» Square......................................................
Fifty Move Rule —> 50 Move R ule..........................
Figurative Problem ..............................................
Final E rro r............................................................
Finesse —> Culmination...........................................
Finnish 2 Nowotny

—> Nowotny, Finnish, Secondary.......................
Finnish Nowotny —> Nowotny, Finnish.................
Finnish Nowotny of 2nd Kind

—> Nowotny, Finnish, Secondary.......................
Finnish Nowotny, Secondary

—> Nowotny, Finnish, Secondary.......................
Finnish Piachutta -> Plachutta, Finnish.................

E Five-Knight Mate Theme.....................................
F Fiveleaper -*  Leaper..............................................

Flachenraumung (Ger.) -» Bristol, Planar..............
Florian 1 —> Feldmann 1 Theme............................
Florian 2 -> Feldmann 2 Theme............................
Fleck 2 -» Fleck, Secondary..................................
Fleck Dual Avoidance...........................................
Fleck Them e.........................................................
Fleck, Free Form —> Fleck, P artia l.......................
Fleck, Partial.........................................................
Fleck, Secondary...................................................
Fleck, Total -» Fleck Theme..................................
Fleck-Burkhardt T hem e.....................................
Fleck-Karlstrom Theme........................................
Fleck-Vermet T hem e...........................................
Flight Giving Key -» Key, Flight Giving..............
Flight Square.........................................................
Flight Squares T ask ..............................................
Flight Taking, Key -» Key, Flight Taking..............
Flight, Cross-Check -» Cross-Check, Flight . . . .
Flight, Unguard of -> Unguard, of Flight..............
Flight, Unprovided.................................................
Flight, Y ...............................................................
Flight-Acquisition —> Acquisition of F ligh t...........
Flight-Giving Key -> Key, Flight Giving..............

Flight-Taking Key -> Key, Flight Taking.................237
Flights on Mating Squares Them e......................... 177
Flights, Changed T h em e........................................177
Flights, Cyclic Guard of —> Pituk Theme.................334
Flights, Extended................................................... 177
Flights, Progressive Granting o f ............................ 177
Florence M anuscript..............................................178
Florence M a te .........................................................178
Fluchtschutz (Ger.) -> Sheltering Theme.................396
Focal Points, Shift of................................................ 178
Focal Them e............................................................178
Fokin Theme............................................................179
Foldeik Theme.........................................................179
Folded Half-Battery-> Half-Battery.......................198

F Foigeschach (Ger.) -» Follow My Leader.................179
F Follow My Leader................................................... 179
H Follow My Leader Theme........................................179

Fontaine Them e...................................................... 179
Fonyod Theme.........................................................179
Force, Superfluous -> Night Watchman................... 297
Forced Move............................................................180
Forced, Variation —» Variation, Forced................... 454
Fore-Fore-Plan -> Relayed Foreplans...................... 361
Foreplan..................................................................180
Foreplan-Indian...................................................... 180
Foreplans, Consecutive -> Consecutive Foreplans . 104 
Foreplans, Successive (Type III)

—> Successive Foreplans....................................... 411
E Fork.......................................................................... 180
E Fork, Moving............................................................181

Formal C rite r ia ...................................................... 181
Formal Tourney...................................................... 181

H Forsberg —> Forsberg Twins.....................................181
H Forsberg Twins......................................................... 181
H Forsberg, Twins -> Forsberg Twins......................... 181
H Forsberg-Andersson T h em e..................................182
H Forsberg-Suite Twins..............................................182

Forsyth Notation -> Notation..................................297
F Fort -» Combined Pieces...........................................101

Fortgesetzte Angriff (Ger.) -> Correction, White. . 112 
Fortgesetzte Verteidigung (Ger.)

—► Correction, Black..............................................109
E Fortress.................................................................... 182

Foschini T hem e...................................................... 182
Foschini, Inverted................................................... 183
Four Corners T hem e..............................................183
Four-Hands-Round Theme..................................... 183
Four-Pin-Way Theme..............................................183
Four-Way-Play T hem e...........................................184

F Fourleaper -> Leaper............................................. 256
F Frankfurt Chess...................................................... 184

Free Change Theme -» Change, F re e ...................... 8 6
F Free C hess...............................................................184

Freie Presse T hem e.................................................184
French-Letonian —► French-Russian Theme . . . .  184
French-Russian T hem e...........................................184
Fringe Variation...................................................... 185
Froberg 1 Theme...................................................... 185
Froberg 2 Theme...................................................... 185

R Frolkin Theme -> Ceriani-Plaksin-Frolkin Theme. . 84
Front Piece —> Battery, Front Piece............................57
Front Piece, Battery —> Battery, Front Piece..............57
Fiihrer Theme......................................................... 185
Fiihrer 2 Them e...................................................... 186
F iih rung ..................................................................186
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Fundamental T r y .................................................
Further Plan -> Supplementary P lan ....................

E Fusion.....................................................................
IV (Ger.) Correction, Black................................
G Theme -> Theme G ...........................................
Gamage Pelle.........................................................
Gamage T hem e....................................................
Gamage, Bicolor....................................................
Game-Array.........................................................

H Garai Theme.........................................................
Gate-Opening Them e...........................................
Gates Ajar Theme.................................................
Gavrilov-Pickaninny —► Pickaninny, Gavrilov . . . 

E GBR Code -» Guy-Blandford-Roycroft Code. . . .
F General..................................................................

General E r r o r ......................................................
Genre.....................................................................
Geometric ThemesЛdeas.....................................
Gerard Theme......................................................

F Ghost C h e ss .........................................................
Gift Key —> Key, Flight G iving.............................

F G iraffe ..................................................................
Give And Take Key -» Key, Give-And-Take . . . .

F Glasgow Chess......................................................
F Gleichgrashiipfer (Ger.) -> Equigrasshopper. . . .
F Gleichlangziiger (Ger.) -> Equimover....................
F Gleichstein-Langstziiger (Ger.)

—> Likeman Maximummer..................................
Gleitverstellung (Ger.) -> Slide Interference . . . .

F Globe C h e ss .........................................................
F Gnu —> Leaper......................................................

Gockel T hem e......................................................
Goethart P elle ......................................................
Goethart Theme....................................................
Goethart, B ico lor.................................................
Goldschmiedt T hem e...........................................
Good Companion Chess Problem C lu b ..............
Gosman-Seneca -> Seneca T hem e.......................
Grab Them e.........................................................

S Grab Theme, Inverted...........................................
F Grasshopper.........................................................
F Graz-Helpmate —> Helpmate, Graz Type..............

Grazer Style Them e..............................................
F Grazer-Bauer -> Combined Pieces.......................
F Grid Board............................................................
F G riff in ..................................................................
F G riffon..................................................................

Grimshaw —» Grimshaw Interference....................
Grimshaw Interference........................................
Grimshaw Paradox -» Grimshaw, Paradoxical. . .
Grimshaw Unit -» Grimshaw, U nit.......................
Grimshaw, American...........................................
Grimshaw, Anticipatory........................................
Grimshaw, Brunner —> Brunner Interference . . . .
Grimshaw, C yclic.................................................
Grimshaw, M asked..............................................
Grimshaw, mit Zielbahnung -> Palatz 1 Theme . .
Grimshaw, Paradoxical........................................
Grimshaw, Pawn’s .................................................
Grimshaw, Roman —> Roman, Grimshaw..............
Grimshaw, R o y a l.................................................
Grimshaw, U n it ....................................................
Grossi Theme.........................................................
Grotesque...............................................................
Grundform (Ger.) —> Protoform.............................

Grundplan and Mehrplan -» Supplementary Plan. 413
Griinenwald Theme................................................ 196
Guard.......................................................................196
Guard of F lig h t......................................................196
Guidance-> D ecoy ................................................ 131
Guidance Combinations.......................................... 196
Guidelli Theme.........................................................196
Guiding White Piece................................................ 196
Guillotine -> Mousetrap Theme...............................291

H Gussopulo T ype ......................................................196
E Guy-Blandford-Roycroft Code............................... 197

H Theme -> Theme H .............................................426
F Haan Chess.............................................................. 197
F Haaner C h e ss .........................................................197

Hagemann Combination........................................197
Hagemann Theme................................................... 197

E Halberstadt T hem e................................................ 197
Half-Ambush T hem e............................................. 198
Half-Battery............................................................198

S Half-Battery Creation............................................. 199
Half-Battery Destruction....................................... 200
Half-Battery, R oyal................................................200
Half-Check Theme...................................................200
Half-Pin....................................................................200

E Halting Theme........................................................ 201
Halved Nowotny -» Nowotny, H alved................... 302
Hamburg Theme..................................................... 201
Hamburger -> Hamburg Theme...............................201

F Hamster....................................................................201
E Hanging P aw n s ..................................................... 201

Hannelius pri povtornoy ugroze (Rus.)
—> Hannelius, Secondary....................................... 203

Hannelius T hem e...................................................202
Hannelius, Complicated

—> Hannelius, Defence-Based...............................202
Hannelius, C yclic ...................................................202
Hannelius, Defence-Based....................................... 202
Hannelius, Id ea l..................................................... 202
Hannelius, Secondary.............................................203
Hannemann Them e................................................203
Haring 1 Them e..................................................... 203
Haring 2 Them e..................................................... 203
Harkov Theme........................................................ 204
Harley T y p e ........................................................... 204

E Harman Index and System of Classification. . . . 204
E Harmful Paw n........................................................ 204

Harmonium Pipes Theme....................................... 204
S Hartmut Laue Theme.............................................205

Hartong T hem e..................................................... 205
Hassberg 1 Theme...................................................205
Hassberg 2 Theme...................................................205

F Haunted Chess........................................................ 205
R Hoeg Retractor -> Retractor.................................... 363

Hoeg’s, Peri-Critical Maneuver
—> Peri-Critical Maneuver, Hoeg’s......................... 322

Healey.......................................................................206
Heathcote T hem e...................................................206
Heavy.......................................................................206
Heavy-Weight........................................................ 206
Heinonen Theme..................................................... 206

H Helledie Theme........................................................ 206
E Heller’s Id e a ........................................................... 207

Help Play.................................................................207
R Help-Retractor —> Retractor.................................... 363
F Helpcompelmate -> Helpselfmate............................209

Helpmate.................................................................207
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H Helpmate of The Future........................................
H Helpmate TF -> Helpmate of The Future..............
H Helpmate Try -> Try in Helpmate..........................
H Helpmate, Complete..............................................
F Helpmate, Graz T ype...........................................
H Helpmate-Anderssen Them e...............................
H Helpmate-Indian T hem e.....................................
F Helpselfmate.........................................................
F Helpstalemate......................................................
H Helsinki T h em e...................................................

Herlin....................................................................
Herlin’s, Peri-Critical Maneuver

-> Peri-Critical Maneuver, Herlin’s ....................
Hermanson Theme................................................

H Hernitz Type.........................................................
Herpai (on one line) -> Herpai, Norwegian...........
Herpai Them e......................................................
Herpai, Bicolor......................................................
Herpai, Cyclic......................................................
Herpai, Norwegian.................................................
Herpai, Reciprocal................................................
Herpai, Three-Line..............................................
Herpai, W hite ......................................................
Hertmann T hem e.................................................
Hesitation T hem e.................................................
Hess Theme............................................................
Heterodox Composition —> Fairy C hess..............

H Hideaway T h em e................................................
Hilfsstein-Romer (Ger.) —> Hamburg Theme . . . .
Hinfiihrung (Ger.) -> Ad-Deploy..........................
Hinlenkung (Ger.)................................................
Hinterstellung (G er.)...........................................
Hinzug (Ger.) —> Ad-Deploy...............................

F Hippogriff -> Combined Pieces............................
F Hippopotamus......................................................

Hirlap -» Hirlap Theme........................................
Hirlap T hem e......................................................
Hochberger T hem e..............................................
Hold-Form............................................................
Holdform —> Hold-Form........................................
Holland Mate Alternation.....................................
Holland Theme......................................................
Holst Promotion...................................................
Holst, Consecutive.................................................
Holst, Reciprocal...................................................
Holzhausen -> Holzhausen Interference.................
Holzhausen Interference.....................................
Holzhausen, B runner...........................................
Holzhausen, Reciprocal

—» Wurzburg-Plachutta Interference....................
Home Square.........................................................

R Home-Base............................................................
R Home-Coming......................................................

Honourable M ention...........................................
F H opper..................................................................
F Horizontal Cylinder -> Cylinder Board.................
F Horizontal Mobius Board -> Cylinder Board . . .
F Horizontal Pawn...................................................
F Horse -> Chinese Pieces........................................

Horseblock Theme................................................
Howard Inversion of Unpinning

—> Howard Theme..............................................
Howard Theme......................................................
Hume Theme.........................................................
Hume, Inverse......................................................

H Hundred Dollar Theme -> 100 Dollar Theme . . . .  13
H Hungarian Theme...................................................217

Hybrid Problem......................................................217
F Hydra.......................................................................218
F Hyper-Volage, P ieces............................................. 218
F Hypercube.............................................................. 218
F Hypnoseschach (Ger.) -» Superpin......................... 413
H Hyvinkaa Theme......................................................218

I Theme —> Theme I ................................................426
Ianovcic T hem e......................................................218

H Iceland Theme.........................................................219
Idea in A ttack .........................................................219
Idea in Defence.........................................................219
Ideal Banny -» Banny, Id ea l.................................... 52
Ideal Chameleon Echo Mates

—> Mates, Ideal, Echo, Chameleon......................... 279
Ideal Dombrovskis -» Dombrovskis, Ideal........... 141
Ideal Echo Mates -> Echo Mates, Ideal....................154
Ideal F o rm .............................................................. 219
Ideal Hannelius —► Hannelius, Ideal......................... 202
Ideal M a te .............................................................. 219
Ideal Mate (Stalemate) -» Mate (Stalemate), Ideal. 274
Ideal Plachutta —> Plachutta, Id ea l.........................336
Ideal Rukhlis -> Rukhlis, Ideal...............................380
Ideal Stalemate —> Stalemate, Ideal.........................406
Ideal Twinning -> Twinning, Idea l.........................444
Ideal Twins —> Twinning, Idea l...............................444
Ideal Vladimirov -> Vladimirov, Ideal................... 459
Idee im Angriff (Ger.) -» Idea in A ttack.................219
Idee in der Verteidigung (Ger.)

—> Idea in Defence................................................219
Idle Piece................................................................. 219

H Igman Theme........................................................... 220
II Problema T hem e................................................220

R Illegal Castle -> Castle, Illegal..................................82
F Illegal C lu ste r.........................................................220

Illegal Position.........................................................220
F Imitating M a n .........................................................220

Imitation —> Monkey Theme.....................................289
F Imitator....................................................................221
E Immobilization.........................................................221
E Immobilization of the Black K in g ......................... 221

Immortal Problem...................................................221
R Impossibility of Castle

-» Castle, Impossibility o f . .....................................82
E Imprisonment.........................................................221

In a Broad Sense, Roman
-» Roman, In a Broad Sense..................................370

H Inaccessible Passage Theme.....................................222
Incarceration............................................................222
Inclusion................................................................. 222
Incomplete Block -> Block, Incomplete................... 67

F Independence Problems.......................................... 222
Indian - » Indian Theme.......................................... 223
Indian Maneuver -» Indian Theme......................... 223
Indian T hem e.........................................................223
Indians, Consecutive................................................ 223
Indirect Battery —> Battery....................................... 55
Indirect Combination............................................. 223
Indirect Defence -> Defence, Indirect.......................133
Indirect Half-Battery -» Half-Battery....................198
Indirect Maneuver —> Indirect Combination . . . .  223
Indirect Play -> Indirect Combination................... 223
Indirect Self-Pin —> Self-Pin.................................... 392
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Indirect Self-Unpin —> Self-Unpin.......................
Indirect Unpin -> Unpin, Indirect..........................

F Infinite B o a rd ......................................................
Informal Tourney.................................................

E Inhibition...............................................................
Initial Position......................................................
Initial Threat.........................................................
Injury —> Error......................................................
Intended Solution -> Author’s Solution..............
Intention —> Author’s Solution.............................
Interchange —> Platzwechsel Theme.......................
Interchange Theme -» Platzwechsel Theme . . . .
Interference.........................................................
Interference Unpin -> Unpin, Indirect.................
Interference, Active..............................................
Interference, Com plicated..................................
Interference, D oubling........................................
Interference, Mixed Theme..................................
Interference, Passive..............................................
Interference, Prim ary...........................................
Interference, Reciprocal........................................
Interference, Roman -> Roman, Interference. , . .
Interference, Secondary........................................

E Intermediate Check -> Check, Intermediate . . . .
Intermediate P la n .................................................
Interposition.........................................................
Intersection............................................................
‘’Intimidated King” Type.....................................

E Introductory P la y .................................................
Intuitive Combination...........................................
Inverse Hume Theme -» Hume, Inverse..............
Inverse Third Degree Theme................................

E Inversion...............................................................
Inverted Banny -» Banny, Inverted.......................
Inverted Dalton Them e........................................
Inverted Fastosky Theme —> Fastosky Theme . . .
Inverted Foschini -> Foschini, Inverted.................

S Inverted Grab Theme -» Grab Theme, Inverted . . 
Inverted Makihovi Theme -» Makihovi Theme . . 
Inverted Odessa Theme —» Odessa Reversal . . . .
Inverted Reels Theme...........................................
Inverted Rupp Theme...........................................

F Invisible Man.........................................................
F Isardam..................................................................

Isayev Combination..............................................
H Island -» Iceland Theme........................................
E Isolani -» Isolated Pawn........................................
E Isolated P a w n ......................................................
E Italian Schools......................................................
S Iwanow Theme......................................................

J Theme -> Theme I ..............................................
F Jabber ..................................................................

Jacobs Theme -> Cyclic Overload T hem e...........
Java Theme............................................................
Java Theme, C yclic..............................................
Jerrard Theme......................................................

F Jibber.....................................................................
Joint Composition.................................................
Joke problem.........................................................

F Jo k e r .....................................................................
F Joker K ing............................................................

Jonsson 1 Theme....................................................
Jonsson 2 Theme....................................................

F J u b ju b ..................................................................
Judge .....................................................................

Junction P o in t........................................................ 232
Jury —> Judge........................................................... 232
Kagan T hem e........................................................ 232
Kalinin Theme........................................................ 232

F Kamikaze.................................................................232
F Kamikaze Chess..................................................... 232
F Kamikaze Circe -» Circe..........................................97
F Kangaroo.................................................................232
H Kardos Type........................................................... 233

Karlstrom-Fleck—> Fleck-Karlstrom Theme . . . .  176
H Karpati Theme........................................................ 233

Karsch Theme........................................................ 233
E Karstedt’s Position...................................................233
E Kasparyan Imprisonment....................................... 234

Kassel Idea.............................................................. 234
Kiichler —> Kiichlcr Them e.................................... 250
Keeping A Square F re e .......................................... 234

F K e i ......................................................................... 234
F Keima -» Kei........................................................... 234

Keirans Theme........................................................ 235
Keller 1 Paradox..................................................... 235
Keller 2 Paradox......................................................235
Kernel Move -» Move, Kernel..................................291
Kettner Theme........................................................ 235
K e y ......................................................................... 235
Key Piece.................................................................235
Key, Ambush........................................................... 235
Key, Anti-Critical...................................................236
Key, Capture........................................................... 236
Key, Check-Provoking............................................. 236
Key, Checking........................................................ 236
Key, Compensating................................................236
Key, C ritical........................................................... 236
Key, En passan t......................................................236
Key, Flight Giving...................................................237
Key, Flight Taking...................................................237
Key, Give-And-Take................................................237
Key, Option.............................................................. 237
Key, Order-Restoring............................................. 238
Key, Paradoxical......................................................238
Key, Pendulum........................................................ 238
Key, Promotion........................................................ 238
Key, Provision........................................................ 238
Key, Remote -> Key, Withdrawal............................239
Key, Retreating -» Key, Withdrawal...................... 239
Key, Sacrificial........................................................ 239
Key, Thematic........................................................ 239
Key, Waiting........................................................... 239
Key, Withdrawal......................................................239

R Keym Type.............................................................. 239
F Kiev Combinatorial C h ess .....................................239

Kiev Theme.............................................................. 239
King..........................................................................240
King Guidance.........................................................240
King Schiffmann -» Schiffmann 3 Defence..............386
King, Mirrored........................................................ 240
King-Hunt Theme...................................................240

H King-Walk.............................................................. 240
Kings& Paw ns........................................................ 241
King’s Cross Theme................................................241
King’s Cross, Extended.......................................... 241
King’s Field.............................................................. 241
King’s Flight........................................................... 241
King’s March T hem e............................................. 241
King’s Schiffmann...................................................386
King’s Staircase Theme.......................................... 241
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R Kliiver 5 T hem e........................................
Kliiver 6  T hem e........................................
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P atte rn .................................................................... 319
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P aw n .......................................................................319
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Pawnee Theme.........................................................320
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Peri-Critical P iachu tta.......................................... 323
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Periform ...............................................................
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F Permutation Problems...........................................
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F Petrovid T h em e....................................................
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Piece........................................................................
Piece M obility......................................................
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Primary Interference -> Interference, Primary . . .
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S Pseudo Selfmate......................................................348
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Queen.......................................................................351
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Qui Perd G agne......................................................353
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F Quodlibet................................................................. 353
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—> Anti-Battery, Reciprocal...............................
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Reciprocal Battery —> Battery, Reciprocal...........
Reciprocal Battery C reation................................

H Reciprocal Battery Transformation....................
Reciprocal Beugung -> Beugung, Reciprocal . . .
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—> Change, Reciprocal.....................................
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Reciprocal Obstruction........................................
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Reciprocal P la y ....................................................
Reciprocal Promotions........................................
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E Reciprocal S talem ate...........................................
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-> Feldmann 1, W hite........................................
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—> Reciprocal Moves...........................................
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Reciprocity -> Reciprocal.....................................
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Record —> Task Problem........................................

F Red-Cross M a n ....................................................
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Reeves Cycle.........................................................
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F Reflecting Men......................................................
F Reflex C hess.........................................................
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Refutation............................................................
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S Rehm Mechanism...................................................361
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Reinartz Them e......................................................361
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Relayed Foreplans...................................................361

F Relegation Chess......................................................361
Remote Block........................................................... 362
Remote Key -» Key, Withdrawal............................239
Remote, Self-Block —> Self-Block, Remote........... 390
Removal Effect.........................................................362
Removal E rror........................................................ 362
Removal Threat —» Threat, Removal......................430
Renaud Theme........................................................ 362
Repetition of Position

-» Draw, By Repetition of Position.......................145
Repetition, Method o f ............................................. 362

F Replacing Chess......................................................362
F Republican C hess...................................................362

Retainment of Useful, Mass
-» Mass, Retainment Of Useful............................274

E Reti’s Square........................................................... 362
R Retractor................................................................. 363
F Retreatable P aw n ...................................................364
F Retreating Pawn......................................................364
R R e tro .......................................................................364
R Retro E ternity ........................................................ 364
R Retro Opposition......................................................364
R Retro Problem.........................................................364
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R Retrostalemate -» Retro-Stalemate......................... 364

Return -» Switchback.............................................415
Reversal 1 .............................................................. 365
Reversal 2 .............................................................. 365
Reversal Exchange...................................................366
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Reversal, Threat —> Reversal 2 ...............................365
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F Reversible Pawn......................................................366
F Rex Exclusive (R E ) ................................................366
F Rex Inclusive (R I)...................................................366
F Rex M ultiplex........................................................ 366

Rex Solus................................................................. 366
Ricciardi —> Ricciardi Theme..................................367
Ricciardi Theme......................................................367
Rice Theme.............................................................. 367

F R id e r.......................................................................367
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Roman Sackman -» Albain Theme.......................
Roman Them e......................................................
Roman, A ltm an...................................................
Roman, Anti-Pat -» Roman, Anti-Stalemate . . . .
Roman, Anti-Stalemate........................................
Roman, Beugung...................................................
Roman, Capture...................................................
Roman, Consecutive..............................................
Roman, Deflection -> Roman, Beugung..............
Roman, Grimshaw.................................................
Roman, In a Broad Sense.....................................
Roman, Interference..............................................
Roman, Line-Opening...........................................
Roman, L ogical...................................................
Roman, of Choice -> Roman, Logical....................
Roman, of Lower Degree.....................................
Roman, Peri-Interference.....................................
Roman, Seeberger.................................................
Roman, Self-Block.................................................

E Roman, Stalemate.................................................
Roman, Tempo......................................................
Roman, U npin......................................................
Roman, W hite......................................................
Roman, Zugzwang.................................................
Romanian Nowotny -> Nowotny, Romanian . . . .  
Romanian Plachutta —► Plachutta, Romanian . . .

E Romantic S tudy ...................................................
Romer (Ger.) -» Roman Theme.............................
Romer im Weiteren Sinne (Ger.)

—> Roman, In a Broad Sense...............................
Rontgen Effect......................................................

F Rontgenstein (Ger.) —> X-Ray Man.......................
R o o k .....................................................................
Rook Switch Theme..............................................

F Rook-Bishop -> Combined Pieces..........................
F Rook-Hopper -» Grasshopper...............................
F Rook-Knight-» Combined Pieces..........................
F Rook-Lion -> Lion.................................................
F Rook-Locust -> L ocust........................................
F Rook-Moose —> Moose...........................................
F Rook-Queen -» Combined Pieces..........................
F Rook-Sparrow -> Sparrow..................................
F Rook/Bishop-Hunter/Falcon —> Combined Pieces .

Rook’s Cross -» Cross, R ook ...............................
F Root-50-Leaper...................................................

Ropke Type............................................................
F Rose.......................................................................

Rosette..................................................................
Rossel —> Battery, Siers T ype...............................
Rotating Jacobs Theme........................................
Rotations Twins Theme........................................
Rotterdam Theme -» Harkov Theme....................
Round Trip............................................................

E Round-About.........................................................
Roven Theme.........................................................
Rovno Theme -> Roven Theme.............................
Royal B a tte ry ......................................................

F Royal Grasshopper -» Grasshopper.......................
Royal Grimshaw —>■ Grimshaw, R oyal.................
Royal Half-Battery -» Half-Battery, Royal...........
Royal Option -» Option, Royal.............................

F Royal Piece............................................................
Royal, Battery -» Royal Battery.............................

F Royalty -> Royal Piece...........................................

Ruchlis -> Rukhlis Theme....................................... 379
Rudenko Paradox...................................................377
Rudenko Paradox, W hite....................................... 378
Rudenko Theme......................................................378
Rudenko, Reversal F orm ....................................... 378
Rukhlis Theme.........................................................379
Rukhlis, Condensed................................................379
Rukhlis, Cyclic.........................................................379
Rukhlis, Distributed................................................380
Rukhlis, Extended...................................................380
Rukhlis, I d e a l .........................................................380
Rukhlis, Pseudo......................................................381

E Rule of The Square
-» Quadrant Square (of The Pawn)...................... 350

E Rule of, Effective Squares
-» Effective Squares, The Rule o f......................... 156

E Rule Seven -» Cheron Rule....................................... 95
Rundlauf (Ger.) —> Round T rip ...............................376
Rupp Theme........................................................... 381
S ............................................................................... 381

F S-Rider -» Nightrider............................................. 297
E Saavedra................................................................. 381

Sackmann Combination.......................................... 382
Sackmann, Black —y Sackmann Combination. . . . 382
Sacrifice....................................................................382
Sacrifice E ch o .........................................................383
Sacrifice of Power...................................................383
Sacrifice, Active —> Sacrifice..................................382

E Sacrifice, Perpetual................................................383
Sacrifice, Quiet........................................................ 384
Sacrifice, Vacation -» Vacation Sacrifice................ 451
Sacrifices, Consecutive.......................................... 384
Sacrificial M inim al................................................384
Sacrificial Voidance Vacation Sacrifice........... 451
Sacrificial, Clearance

—> Clearance, Sacrificial.......................................... 99
Sacrificial, Key -> Key, Sacrificial.........................239
Salamanca Theme...................................................384
Salazar -» Salazar Theme....................................... 385
Salazar Theme.........................................................385
Salazar Twins -> Twins, Salazar...............................445
Sambor Theme.........................................................385
Same Square Theme (on), Defences

-» Defences, on Same Square Theme....................133
H Sankt Petersburg Them e........................................385
H Sankt Petersburg, Cyclic........................................385
F SAT........................................................................385

Savournin Theme
-> Regressive Refutations Theme......................... 360

Scale, Absolute.........................................................386
F Schach-Zickzack (Ger.) —> Checking Zig-Zag . . . .  93
F Schachzwang -> Checking Zig-Zag......................... 93

Sch6 r  Theme............................................................387
F Scheinbauer (Ger.) -» Moveless Paw n....................292

Schiegl Them e.........................................................386
Schiffmann 1 Defence............................................. 386
Schiffmann 2 Defence............................................. 386
Schiffmann 2 Parade —> Schiffmann 2 Defence . . 386
Schiffmann 3 Defence............................................. 386
Schiffmann 3 Parade —> Schiffmann 3 Defence . . 386
Schiffmann Attack...................................................386
Schiffmann Parade —> Schiffmann 1 Defence . . .  386
Schiffmann, Secondary.......................................... 387

F Schlag-Zickzag (Ger.) -» Capturing Zig-Zag..............79
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F Schlagschach (Ger.) -» Losing Game (Chess) . . .
F Schlagzwang (Ger.) -y  Capturing Zig-Zag...........
F Schlagzwang-Schach (Ger.)

-> Must-Capture-Chess.....................................
Schliiter T hem e....................................................
Schneider Interference........................................
Schnittpunkt (Ger.) -» Intersection.......................

F Schnitzermatt (Ger.) -*  Blunder Mate.................
R Schnoebelen Promotion........................................

Schdr Theme.........................................................
Schwalbe (Ger.) -» Swallow Theme.......................
Schvvarzschacher (Ger.) -» Swiss Theme..............

F Schwarzschlager....................................................
Schwebeform (Ger.) -> FIold-Form.......................
Schweizer Idee (Ger.) -» Swiss Theme.................

F Scorpion -> Combined Pieces................................
F Scotch Chess -» Progressive Chess.......................

Sea M onster.........................................................
Secondary Anti-Goethart

-> Anti-Goethart, Secondary.............................
Secondary Brogi —у Brogi, Secondary.................
Secondary Defence -> Defence, Secondary............
Secondary Finnish Nowotny

-> Nowotny, Finnish, Secondary.......................
Secondary Fleck -» Fleck, Secondary....................
Secondary Hanneiius -> Hannelius, Secondary . . 
Secondary Interference

- » Interference, Secondary..................................
Secondary Nowotny -» Nowotny, Secondary. . . .  
Secondary Schiffmann

-» Schiffmann, Secondary..................................
Secondary Threat -> Threat, Secondary..............
Seduction -> Move, Temptation.............................
Seeberger -> Seeberger Incarceration....................
Seeberger Incarceration........................................
Seeberger Interference

-> Seeberger Incarceration..................................
Seeberger, Roman -» Roman, Seeberger..............
Seeschlange (Ger.) -» Sea Monster.......................
Seider -» Seider Them e........................................
Seider Theme.........................................................
Seilberger Interference........................................
Seilberger T hem e.................................................
Selbstbehinderung - Weisse (Ger.)

-» Self-Hindrance..............................................
Selective Theme, Threat-Separation

-> Threat-Separation, Selective Theme..............
Seif Eclipsing

-» Self-Interference, Passive................................
Self-Block...............................................................
Seif-Block, Changed..............................................
Self-Block, Complex..............................................
Self-Block, Consecutive........................................
Seif-Block, Remote.................................................
Self-Block, Roman —> Roman, Self-Block...........

F Seif-Check............................................................
Self-Destruction....................................................
Seif-Hindrance......................................................

E Seif-Incarceration Theme.....................................
Self-Interference....................................................
Seif-Interference Trap...........................................
Seif-Interference, Avoidance o f.............................
Seif-Interference, Passive.....................................
Seif-Obstruction....................................................

Self-Obstruction, Reciprocal..................................392
Seif-Pin....................................................................392
Self-Pin, Anticipatory.............................................392
Self-Unpin.............................................................. 392
Self-Unpin, Anticipatory....................................... 392

S Selfmate...................................................................393
S Selfmate Annihilation Theme................................ 393
F Selfstalemate.......................................................... 393

Semi-Excelsior Theme.............................................393
F Semi-Neutral Pieces...............................................393

Semi-Nowotny —y Nowotny, Halved......................... 302
F Semi-Reflexmate.................................................... 394

Seneca T hem e........................................................ 394
F Sentinel...................................................................394

Separation.............................................................. 394
F Series Helpmate......................................................394
F Series Mate.............................................................. 394
F Series P la y .............................................................. 394
F Series Reflexmate...................................................395
F Series Selfmate........................................................ 395

Servais Theme........................................................ 395
Set Mate —y Mate, S e t .............................................277
Set Play....................................................................395
Set Play, Motivation O f .......................................... 395
Set Stalemate —y Stalemate, S e t...............................406
S ettin g ....................................................................396

E Severs’ Idea.............................................................396
H Sharp -y Sharp Theme............................................. 396
H Sharp Theme........................................................... 396
E Shashechnaya tema (Rus.) -> Checkers Theme . . .  93

S h a tran j.................................................................396
Shedey Cycle —> Dombro-Lacny............................... 140
Shedey Paradox -> Dombro-Lacny......................... 140
Shedey Paradox, Complete

—> Dombro-Lacny, Complete............................... 140
Shedey Them e........................................................ 396
Shedey-Lainy —> Dombro-Lacny............................ 140
Sheltering T hem e...................................................396
Shield.......................................................................397
Shift of System —y System, Shift o f .........................417
Shifted, Babson Task -y Babson Task, Shifted. . . .  49
Short Mate -y Mate, Short....................................... 277
Short Solution -» Solution, Short............................401
Short Threat —у Threat, Short..................................430
Short Variation —у Variation, Short.........................455
Short-Cut Lacny -» Dombro-Lafny.......................140

R Shortest Proof G a m e ............................................397
E Shorty..................................................................... 397

Shut-O ff.................................................................397
F Siamese C hess....................................................... 398
F Siamese Twin Play................................................. 398
R S ib ling .................................................................. 398

Sideboard Model, Mate
-» Mate, Sideboard Model.................................... 277

Sideboard Models —у Mate, Sideboard Model . . . 277
Siegfried —► Siegfried Them e..................................398
Siegfried Them e......................................................398
Siers Battery -> Battery, Siers T y p e ......................... 58
Siers Type, Battery —> Battery, Siers Type.................58
Simple Change -» Change....................................... 85
Simple Doubling -> Doubling, Simple....................144
Simple Zappas -» Zappas, Simple............................471
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Single-Phase, Theme Synthesis
—> Theme Synthesis, Single-Phase.......................

F S ire n ....................................................................
F Sirene -> Siren......................................................
F Six Hands R o u n d .................................................

Skeleton..................................................................
E Skew er..................................................................

Skittles I d e a .........................................................
Slaughter-Model, Mate -> Mate, Slaughter-Model.
Slide Adjustment -> Slide Interference.................
Slide Interference................................................

F Sliding Chess Puzzles...........................................
E Sliding Fork -> Fork, Moving...............................

Slovak School......................................................
Slowed Excelsior T h em e.....................................
Smothered M ate...................................................

E Snake Theme.........................................................
Sola Defence -» Sola-Schiffmann Theme..............
Sola-Schiffmann T hem e.....................................
Solution..................................................................
Solution, Short......................................................
Solver....................................................................
Solving Competition..............................................
Sommer -» Sommer Theme..................................
Sommer T hem e...................................................
Somov —> Theme В.................................................
Somov 1 -» Theme В ..............................................
Somov 2 —» Theme B 2 ...........................................
Somov B1 —> Theme В ...........................................
Somov B2 -> Theme B 2 ........................................
Somov Theme -> Theme В ..................................
Somov, Cumulated.................................................

H Sorokin C onstan t.................................................
Sound Problem......................................................
Source....................................................................

F Southern Chess -» Annan Chess..........................
Soviet School of Composition...............................

F Space C h e ss .........................................................
F S p arro w ...............................................................

Sperrbeugung (Ger.) -> Beugung.......................
Sperrstein (Ger.) -» Blocking P iece....................

F Spherical Board -> Cylinder Board.......................
Spiegelmatt (Ger.) —> Mirror M a te .......................

F S p ik e .....................................................................
Split Switch T hem e..............................................
Spot.......................................................................
Spring....................................................................
S q u a re ..................................................................

E Square R u le .........................................................
Square Vacation...................................................

E Squares of Compliance -> Compliance, Squares of
Squares, Cycle of -> Cycle, of Squares.................

F S qu id ....................................................................
F Squirrel -» Combined P ieces...............................

Stage Moves Them e..............................................
Staircase -> Staircase T hem e...............................
Staircase Excelsior —> Staircase, Pawn’s ..............
Staircase Them e...................................................
Staircase, Pawn’s...................................................
Stalemate...............................................................
Stalemate Avoidance..............................................

E Stalemate Endgame..............................................
F Stalemate in n M oves...........................................

Stalemate, Id e a l...................................................

Stalemate, Mirror -» Mirror Stalemate................... 285
Stalemate, Model......................................................406

E Stalemate, Perpetual...............................................406
Stalemate, Pin -> Pin-Stalemate...............................332

E Stalemate, Roman -» Roman, Stalemate............... 373
Stalemate, S e t .........................................................406
Star Flight Theme -» King’s Star Theme................ 242
Star Flights -» King’s Star Theme............................242
Star Self-Blocks......................................................407
Star Theme.............................................................. 407
Statist.......................................................................407
Status Quo Theme Group....................................... 407
Stavrinides -> Stavrinides Theme............................408
Stavrinides Theme...................................................408
Stavrinides, V irtua l................................................408
Steinitz Gambit.........................................................408

E Step by S te p .......................................................... 408
F Stereoschach (G er.) ...............................................409

Stipulation.............................................................. 409
Stocchi -> Stocchi B locks....................................... 409
Stocchi Blocks.........................................................409
Stocchi Combination................................................409
Stocchi Theme —> Stocchi Blocks............................409
Stocchi Triple Avoidance —> Stocchi Blocks . . . .  409 
StooBsche Schnittpunktstaffei (Ger.)

-» Stooss Interference.......................................... 409
Stooss Interference...................................................409

F Stopping Game....................................................... 410
F Stopschach (Ger.) —> Stopping Game.....................410

Storm Theme -> Herpai, Norwegian...................... 211
E Straitening.............................................................410

Strategems.............................................................. 410
Strategic School......................................................410
String Theme........................................................... 410
Striptease Theme......................................................411
Striptease Twins -* Striptease Theme......................411

F Strong King -> Combined Pieces........................... 101
Struggle Over Space................................................411

E S tudy ..................................................................... 411
Stufenbahnung (Ger.) -> Bristol Hesitating..............72
Stufenbahnung Theme.............................................411
Subvariation........................................................... 411
Successive (Type III), Foreplans

-> Successive Foreplans....................................... 411
Successive Bristol -> Bristol, Consecutive.................73
Successive Foreplans................................................411
Successive Umnov -> Umnov, Successive................ 448

F Suimate -> Selfmate.............................................. 393
F Summapromoter.................................................... 412
S Sunflower T hem e................................................. 412

Super Ttira Theme...................................................412
F Super-Allumwandlung -> Allumwandlung, Super- . 21
F Super-Circe -> C irce ...............................................97

Super-Zagoruiko -> Zagoruiko, Super-................... 470
Superfluous, Force —► Night Watchman................... 297

F Superpawn.............................................................413
F Superpin................................................................413

Supplementary Plan................................................413
E Supportive Line —► Supportive Variation...............413
E Supportive V ariation........................................... 413

Sushkov T hem e......................................................413
Sushkov, Complete...................................................414
Sushkov, C yc lic ......................................................414
Swallow T hem e......................................................414
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Swiss Them e.........................................................
Switchback............................................................
Switchback of Key M ove.....................................
Switchback To G ame-Array...............................
Symbolic Problem.................................................
Symmetry...............................................................

F Synthesis C h e ss ....................................................
System, Shift o f . ....................................................

H Systematic Movement...........................................
Systemverlagerung (Ger.) -» System, Shift of . . .
Szameitat Theme....................................................
Szoghy 1 Them e....................................................
Szoghy 2 Theme....................................................
Szoghy 3 Them e....................................................
Taaie Theme.........................................................
Taboo Piece............................................................
Tactical Position....................................................
Tagil Theme —> Changed Correction....................

F Tamerlane Chess -> Timur’s Chess.......................
Tanagra..................................................................
Tanieiyan Theme....................................................

F Tank........................................................................
Taraba Line Combination.....................................
Task -> Task Problem...........................................
Task Problem.........................................................
Task-Record —> Task Problem................................

F Taxi........................................................................
Team M atch .........................................................
Technical Piece -» Piece, Technical.......................
Technical Pin —> Pin, Technical.............................
Telegraphic Notation —> Notation..........................
Tempo.....................................................................
Tempo Anversois -> Antwerp Tempo....................
Tempo Check -» Check, Tempo.............................
Tempo Decoy.........................................................
Tempo Duel............................................................
Tempo Gaining M aneuver..................................
Tempo Losing M aneuver.....................................
Tempo M ove.........................................................
Tempo Play............................................................
Tempo Problem -> Block Problem.......................
Tempo Promotion.................................................
Tempo T r y ............................................................
Tempo, Roman -» Roman, Tempo..........................
Temptation -» Move, Temptation..........................
Temptation, Move -» Move, Temptation..............
Terminology, Problem and Study..........................

F Terror —> Amazon.................................................
Tertiary Arrival Correction

-> Correction, Black, Arrival.............................
Tertiary Black Correction-> Correction, Black . . 
Tertiary Feldmann 1 -» Feldmann 1, Tertiary . . . 
Tertiary Feldmann 2 -> Feldmann 2, Tertiary . . .
Tertiary Florian 1 —> Feldmann 1, Tertiary...........
Tertiary Florian 2

-> Feldmann 2, Tertiary.....................................
Tertiary Mate -» Correction, Black.......................
Tertiary Threat -» Threat, Tertiary.......................
Tertiary Threat Correction

-> Correction, Threat...........................................
Tertiary White Arrival Correction

-> Correction, White, Arrival.............................
Tertiary White Correction -> Correction, White. . 

H Than Them e.........................................................

FI The Future Problem Theme
-» Helpmate of The Future..................................208

Thematic Key -» Key, Thematic...............................239
Thematic Try........................................................... 422
Thematic, Variation -> Variation, Thematic . . . .  455
Theme.......................................................................422
Theme A .................................................................422
Theme A2.................................................................423
Theme В .................................................................423
Theme B2.................................................................423
Theme C .................................................................423
Theme C, Direct..................................................... 423
Theme C2.................................................................424
Theme D .................................................................424
Theme D2.................................................................424
Theme E .................................................................424
Theme E2.................................................................425
Theme F .................................................................425
Theme F, C yclic..................................................... 425
Theme G .................................................................425
Theme H .................................................................426
Theme 1....................................................................426
Theme Synthesis, Single-Phase...............................427
Theme Tourney..................................................... 427
Theme vs Id e a ........................................................ 427
Theme, Change of-> Change, of Theme................ 427
Theme, Change o f ...................................................427

E Theoretical, Draw or Win
-» Draw or Win, Theoretical..................................145

Third-Battery -> Battery, Third..................................59
Third-Pin................................................................. 427
Threat.......................................................................428
Threat Correction -» Correction, Threat.................112
Threat Cumulation Them e.................................... 428
Threat Pendulum Them e....................................... 428
Threat P roblem ......................................................428
Threat Recurrence...................................................428
Threat Reduction Theme....................................... 429
Threat Square, Defence On

-» Defence, On Threat Square............................... 132
Threat, Arrival........................................................ 429
Threat, Creation O f ................................................429
Threat, Double........................................................ 429
Threat, Emerging...................................................429
Threat, Multiple..................................................... 429
Threat, Perpetual...................................................429
Threat, P rim ary..................................................... 430
Threat, Quiet........................................................... 430
Threat, Removal..................................................... 430
Threat, Secondary...................................................430
Threat, Short........................................................... 430
Threat, Tertiary......................................................430
Threat, Transformation of Double and Multiple . 431
Threat, Virtual........................................................ 431
Threat-Change T hem e.......................................... 431
Threat-Reversal -> Reversal 2 ...............................365
Threat-Separation Theme -> Fleck Theme........... 174
Threat-Separation, Selective..................................431
Threat-Zagoruiko —> Zagoruiko, Threat-................ 470

E Three Pawns’ P roblem .......................................... 431
Three Pieces’ Treff-Point -> Treff-Point, Triple . . 436
Three Rider Double................................................432
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F Threeleaper —> Leaper.............................................256
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F Tibetan C hess ......................................................
F Tibetschach (Ger.) -> Tibetan C hess....................
F Timur’s C hess......................................................

To Keep The Opponent Busy, Decoy
—> Decoy, To Keep The Opponent Busy..............

E Tormozheniye (Rus.) -» Halting T hem e..............
Torngren Theme...................................................

F Torus -» Cylinder Board........................................
Total Change.........................................................
Total Correction -> Correction, Total....................
Total Defence -> Defence, Total.............................
Total Dual Avoidance -> Dual Avoidance...........
Total Mutate -» M utate........................................
Tourney..................................................................
Tourney Director -> Controller.............................
Tourney, Announcement

-> Announcement, Tourney...............................
Traditional Problem..............................................
Transcendental Id ea s ...........................................

E Transfer of Move -~> Move, Transfer o f.................
Transferred Mates —> Mate Transference..............

H Transferred Pin -» Pin, Transferred.......................
Transformation of Double and Multiple, Threat 

—> Threat, Transformation of Double and Multiple 
Transformation, Battery

—> Battery, Transformation...............................
Transition P e r io d ................................................

F Transmuting K in g s..............................................
F Transparent M a n ................................................
E Trap.......................................................................
E Trapping —> Domination Theme.............................
E Trebuchet...............................................................
F Trecherous M en ...................................................

Treff-Point............................................................
Treff-Point, Klinke.................................................
Treff-Point, Klinke, C yclic..................................
Treff-Point, Massman...........................................
Treff-Point, Metzenauer........................................
Treff-Point, Reversed...........................................
Treff-Point, Triple.................................................
Treff-Point, V ienna..............................................
Treff-Points, Cyclic Conquest O f..........................
Treffpunkt —> Treff-Point.....................................

F Treulose Steine —> Trecherous M en.......................
Triangulation —> Triangulation Maneuver..............
Triangulation M aneuver.....................................
Tries With Common A im .....................................
Tries With Common E rro r ..................................
Trilling-Turton —> Trilling-Turton Doubling . . . .
Trilling-Turton Doubling.....................................
Triple....................................................................
Triple Avoidance...................................................

E Triple Repetition of the Same Position
-> Draw, By Repetition of Position....................

Triple Treff-Point -> Treff-Point, T rip le..............
Triple/Multiple Pin-Mate

—> Pin-Mate, Triple/Multiple...............................
F Tripper —> Leaper................................................
F Triton....................................................................
F Trizebra..................................................................
E Troitsky T hem e...................................................
E Troitsky’s Study on Material SS vs P....................
E Troitsky’s System of Classification.......................
E Trojan Horse Theme -» Danaan’s G ift.................
F Troyan Horse.........................................................

S True Dentist —> Dentist Family............................... 135
T r y ..........................................................................440

H Try in Helpmate......................................................441
Try Play....................................................................441
Tura T hem e............................................................442

E Turn -» Virage.........................................................456
F Turncoat................................................................. 442

Turton -» Turton Doubling.....................................442
Turton C learance...................................................442
Turton Doubling......................................................442
Turton, Trilling— > Trilling-Turton Doubling. . . . 438
Tuxen Theme............................................................443
Tver T h em e............................................................443
TW Theme —> Twente Theme..................................444
Twente Them e.........................................................444
Twinning................................................................. 444
Twinning Theme......................................................444
Twinning, I d e a l ......................................................444
Twins.......................................................................444

H Twins, A rgentinian................................................445
Twins, Chrom atic...................................................445
Twins, Cyclic........................................................... 445

H Twins, Forsberg —> Forsberg Twins..........................181
Twins, Ideal -» Twinning, Ideal...............................444
Twins, Salazar.........................................................445
Two-Dimensional Voidance -> Bristol, Planar. . . .  73

F Two-Move Rations —> 2-Move Rations.......................13
Two-Stage, Battery —» Battery, Two-Stage.................60
Twomover.............................................................. 445
Twomover, Pseudo...................................................446
Ukrainian Theme —> Le Grand, Cyclic................... 254

F Ultimo K in g ........................................................... 446
F Ultra Chess.............................................................. 446
F Ultraschach (Ger.) -» Ultra Chess............................446

Umnov Defence-> Defence, On Threat Square . 1 3 2  
Umnov Defence —» Defence, On Threat Square. . .  132
Umnov M ate........................................................... 446

H Umnov Move........................................................... 446
Umnov Them e........................................................ 447
Umnov 2 Them e......................................................447

H Umnov, Closed C hain .............................................447
Umnov, Consecutive —> Umnov, Successive . . . .  448
Umnov, Deferred......................................................447
Umnov, Successive...................................................448
Unblock....................................................................448
Underpromotion —> Promotion, Minor....................345
U nguard .................................................................448

F Unguard Problems -> Independence Problems. : . 222
Unguard, of Flight...................................................449

F Unicorn....................................................................449
Uniform Them e......................................................449
Unifying Phase.........................................................449
Unit Grimshaw -» Grimshaw, U nit..........................195
Unit, Wurzburg-Plachutta

—» Wurzburg-Plachutta, Unit..................................466
Unity of Variations...................................................449

F Universal Leaper......................................................449
Unpin.......................................................................449
Unpin Roman —» Roman, Unpin...............................373
Unpin, Anticipatory................................................450
Unpin, Direct........................................................... 450
Unpin, Double.........................................................450
Unpin, Indirect.........................................................450
Unpin, Interference -> Unpin, Indirect................... 450
Unpin, Przepiorka...................................................450
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Unpin, Reciprocal.................................................
Unpin, Roman -» Roman, Unpin..........................
Unpins, Cycle of -> Cycle, of Unpins....................
Unprovided Check -» Check, Unprovided...........
Unprovided Flight -> Flight, Unprovided..............
Unsolvable -> Unsolvable Problem.......................
Unsol vable Problem..............................................
Unsound Problem.................................................
Ural Theme............................................................
Urania Them e......................................................
Urform —> Protoform..............................................
V acation...............................................................
Vacation Sacrifice.................................................
Vacation Sacrifice, Cyclic.....................................
Vacation, Clearance —> Clearance, Vacation . . . .
Valladao T a sk ......................................................
Valladao Them e....................................................
Valuska Theme......................................................
V alve.....................................................................
Valve Mate Transference

—у Valve-Rukhlis Theme.....................................
Valve Theme -> Valve...........................................
Valve T ries............................................................
Valve, Double.........................................................
Valve-Rukhlis Them e...........................................
Van der Ven Blend.................................................
Vanishing, Dual -> Dual, Vanishing.......................

F Vao -» Chinese Pieces...........................................
Variation...............................................................
Variation, F o rced .................................................
Variation, M a in ....................................................
Variation, S h o rt....................................................
Variation, Thematic..............................................
Variations, Echo —> Echo, Variations Theme . . . .

F Vaulting K in g ......................................................
Vector Interference..............................................
Vector T liem e......................................................
Veliky Theme.........................................................
Ventura Theme......................................................

F Verfolgungsziiger.................................................
Version..................................................................

F Vertical Cylinder -y Cylinder B oard....................
F Vertical Mobius Board -» Cylinder Board...........

Vice Versa T hem e.................................................
Vienna School......................................................
Vienna Theme -> Wiener Theme..........................
Vienna, Treff-Point -» Treff-Point, Vienna...........
Vierecksmarsch (Ger.)

-» Quadrangulation Maneuver.............................
Viklyuchenie (Rus.) -» Exclusion..........................

E Virage.....................................................................
Virtual P la y .........................................................
Virtual Stavrinides —> Stavrinides, Virtual...........
Virtual Themes......................................................
Virtual, Threat -» Threat, Virtual..........................
Virtuelles Pradenzyklus (Ger.)

—> Cyclic Refutations....................... ................
Visserman 1 -» Visserman Theme..........................
Visserman 2 -» Visserman Type.............................
Visserman Cycle....................................................
Visserman Idea......................................................
Visserman T hem e.................................................
Visserman T ype ....................................................

F Vizir -> Wazir.........................................................
Vladi-Zagoruiko....................................................

Vladimirov -» Vladimirov Theme............................458
Vladimirov Effect -> Vladimirov Paradox........... 458
Vladimirov Paradox................................................458
Vladimirov Theme...................................................458
Vladimirov, Cross-Closed....................................... 458
Vladimirov, D eferred.............................................459
Vladimirov, I d e a l ...................................................459
Vogel Theme........................................................... 459
Voidance -» Loyd’s Clearance..................................265

F Volage Pieces........................................................... 459
Volga Theme........................................................... 459
Volgograd Them e...................................................460
Volzhskaya tema -» Volga Theme............................459
Von Pittler Theme —y Continuous Problem........... 106
Vornehme Plachutta (Ger.) —> Plachutta, Ideal. . . 336 
Vornehmer Nowotny (Ger.)

-> Nowotny, Secondary....................................... 303
Vorplan-Inder (Ger.) -> Foreplan-Indian.................180
Vorpliine, Gestaffelte (Ger.) -> Relayed Foreplans. 361
VPP Тур I (Ger.) —> Consecutive Foreplans........... 104
VPP Тур II (Ger.) —y Relayed Foreplans.................361
VPP Typ III (Ger.) -y Successive Foreplans . . . .411
Waiter.......................................................................460
Waiting M o v e ........................................................ 460
Waiting, Key —y Key, Waiting..................................239
Waiting, Maneuver -> Maneuver, Waiting........... 270

E Walker’s Position...................................................460
F Wandelschach........................................................ 461
F Warp Chess..............................................................461

Warsaw T h em e..................................................... 461
F W azir.......................................................................461
F Wazir-King..............................................................461

WCCI.......................................................................461
W C C T ....................................................................461
W C S C ....................................................................462
Weakening -> E rror................................................ 165
Weakening Effects, Change of

—> Change, of Weakening Effects............................ 8 6

Weakness, Primary -> General Error.......................188
S Weber Type..............................................................462

Wechsel-Verstellpunkt (Ger.)
-y Szameitat Theme.............................................417

Wechseltiirme (Ger.) -» Rook Switch Theme. . . . 375
F Wechselziiger........................................................... 462

Weenink Memorial Theme
—> Ellerman-Weenink Them e............................... 160

Wegfuhrung........................................................... 462
Wegienkung........................................................... 462
Wegzug-> Ex-Deploy.........................   166
WeiBauer-Bahnung (Ger.) -> Weissauer Theme . . 462
Weissauer Clearance —► Weissauer Theme............462
Weissauer T hem e...................................................462

F Welche Steine sind Schwarz? (Ger.)
—у Which Men Are Black?.................................... 463

Wenigsteiner........................................................... 463
F Wesir-Konig —> Wazir-King.................................... 461

W F C C ....................................................................463
Wheel Theme -y Rad Them e..................................353

F Which Men Are Black?..........................................463
White Anti-Grimshaw —> Anti-Grimshaw, White . . 32 
White Anti-Holzhausen

-» Anti-Holzhausen, White.................................... 33
White Anti-Piachutta —> Anti-Plachutta, White . . .  37 
White Argiielles —y Argtielles, White.........................45
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White Arrival, Correction
-> Correction, White, Arrival............................

White Combinations.............................................
H White Constant Them e........................................

White Correction —> Correction, White.................
White Correction, Arrival

-> Correction, White, Arrival............................
White Correction, Cyclic

-» Feldmann 1, White, Cyclic.............................
White Correction, Reciprocal

-> Feldmann 1, W hite........................................
White Deflection —> Deflection, W hite.................
White Dresden -» Dresden, W hite .......................
White Error —> Error, White..................................
White Feldmann 1 -» Feldmann 1, White..............
White Feldmann 1, Cyclic

-» Feldmann 1, White, Cyclic............................
White Finnish Nowotny -» Nowotny, Finnish . . .
White FI6 rian 1 -> Feldmann 1, W hite.................
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“PATTERN THEMES”: QUICK REFERENCE
Anti-Reversal
l . A  a  2 . В 
l . B  a  2 . A??

Anti-Reversal, Cyclic
l . A  a  2 . В 
l . B  a  2 . C 
l . C  a  2 . A

Anti-Reversal, Pseudo, Cyclic
l . A  a  2 . В 
l . B  b  2 . C 
l . C  c  2 . A

Anti-Reversal 2
l . A  ~ 2 . В 
l . B  ~ 2 . A??

Anti-Reversal 2, Cyclic
l . A  ~ 2 . B ? ? / C ? ?  
l . B  ~ 2 . C ? ? / A ? ?  
l . C  ~ 2 . A ? ? / B ? ?

Arnhem Theme
l . X ?  a  2 . А,  1.. .Ы 
1 .  Y? b  2 .  A, l . . .a!

Banny Theme
l . A ?  a !  
l . B ?  b!
l . X  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 .  A

Banny, Complex Form
l . A ?  a  2 . X  
l . B ?  b  2 . Y 
l . X  a  2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Banny, Cyclic
l . A ?  a !  
l . B ?  b!  
l . C ?  c !
l . X  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 . C ,  1...C 2 . A

Banny, Ideal
l . A ?  b  2 . C ,  l . . .a!  
l . B ?  a  2 . D ,  1...Ы 
l . X  a  2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Banny, Inverted
*l . . . a  2 . B ,  l. . .b 2 . A 
l . A ?  a !  
l . B ?  b !

Banny, Inverted, Cyclic
*l . . . a  2 . B ,  l. . .b 2 . C ,  3_c  2 . A
l . A ?  a !  
l . B ?  b!  
l . C ?  c !

Barnes Theme
l . X  ~ 2 . AB 
l . Y  ~ 2 . A 
l . Z  ~ 2 . В

Bartolovic Theme
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Z  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . D

Burmistrov Combination
l . X  ~ 2 . A B,  l . . .a 2 .  C 
l . Y  ~ 2 . C ,  l . . .a 2 . A
l . Z  ~ 2 . C ,  l . . .a 2 . В

Carousel
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  b  2 . С,  1...C 2 . A 
l . Z  a  2 . B ,  1...C 2 .  C

Carousel, Counter
l . X  a  2 .A,  l . . .b 2 .B
l . Y  b  2 . C ,  1...C 2 . В
l . Z  a  2 . C ,  1...C 2 . A

Change, Reciprocal
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 .  A

Changed Play, Brabec Type (1)
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . C 
l . Z  b  2 . D

Changed Play, Brabec Type (2)
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  c  2 . A 
l . Z  d  2 . В

Changed Play, Brabec Type (3)
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  b  2 . A 
l . Z  a  2 . В

Changed Play, Brabec Type (4)
l . X  a  2 .A,  l . . .b 2 .B
l . Y  a  2 . C ,  1...C 2 . A
l . Z  b  2 . D ,  l . . .d 2 . В

Chepizhny Theme
l . X  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . D
l . Y  a  2 . В,  1...C 2 . D
l . Z  a  2 . C ,  l . . .d 2 . D

Cycle, of Double Threats (N phases)
l . X  ~ 2 . AB
l . Y  ~ 2 . B C

l . Z  ~ 2 . NA
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Cycle, of Multiple Threats (N phases)
l . X  ~ 2 . ABC 
l . Y  ~ 2 . BCD

l . Z  ~ 2 . NAB

Cyclic Refutations, Complete
l . X ?  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . B ,  l . . .c!  
l . Y ?  a  2 . C ,  1...C 2 . D ,  1...Ы 
l . Z ?  b  2 . E,  1...C 2 . F ,  l . . .a ! 
l . K  a  2 . G, l . . .b 2 . H, 1...C 2 . 1

Cyclic Refutations, Incomplete
l . X ?  a  2 . A,  1...C! 
l . Y ?  b  2 . B,  l . . .a ! 
l . Z ?  c  2 . С, 1...Ы
l . K  a 2 . D, l. . .b 2 . E, 1...C 2 .  F

Dombro-Lafny
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . B, l.. .b 2 .  C
l . Y  ~ 2 . B, l . . .a 2 . C , l.. .b 2 . A

Dombro-LaCny, Complete
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . B , l.. .b 2 .  C
l . Y  ~ 2 . B, l . . .a 2 . C, l.. .b 2 . A
l . Z  ~ 2 . C, l . . .a 2 . A, l.. .b 2 . В

Dombrovskis Paradox
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В /  ! 
l . Y  a  2 . A

Dombrovskis Theme
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a!  
l . Y ?  ~ 2 .  В,  1...Ы 
l . Z  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Dombrovskis, Cross-Closed (1)
l . X ?  ~ 2 .  A, l . . .b 2 .  B,  l . . .a!  
l . Y ?  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .a 2 . А,  1...Ы

Dombrovskis, Cross-Closed (2)
l . X  ~ 2 . A,  l . . .a 2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  ~ 2 .  B,  l . . .a 2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . D

Dombrovskis, Defence-Based
l . X  ~ 2 .  A, l . . .a 2 . C 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . D 
l . Z  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Dombrovskis, Ideal
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A, l . . .b 2 .  C,  l . . .a!  
l . Y ?  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . D ,  1...Ы 
l . Z  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

DuraSevic Theme
1 .  A ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C 
l . B  ~ 2 .  C,  l . . .a 2 . A .

DuraSevic, Complete
1 .  A ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C 
l . B  ~ 2 .  C,  l . . .a 2 . A 
l . C  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В

DuraSevic, Pseudo
1 .  A ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C 
l . B  ~ 2 . C,  l . . .b 2 .  A

DuraSevic, Pseudo, Complete
1 .  A ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .a 2 . C 
l . B  ~ 2 . C, l . . .b 2 . A 
l . C  ~ 2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Erokhin Theme
1 . A l . . .a 2 . В
l . X  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 .  A

Erokhin, Double
l . A  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .a 2 .  C,  l . . .b 2 . D  
l . C  ~ 2 . D, l . . .a 2 . B,  l . . .b 2 .  A

Hannelius Theme
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A, l . . . a!  
l . Y ?  ~ 2 . B ,  1...Ы 
l . Z  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 . A

Hannelius, Cyclic
l . X ?  ~ 2 .  A, l . . . a ! 
l . Y ?  ~ 2 . В,  1...Ы 
l . Z ?  ~ 2 . C ,  1...C! 
l . K  a  2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . C ,  1...C 2 . A

Hannelius, Defence-Based
l . X  ~ 2 .  A, l . . .a 2 . C 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 .  D 
l . Z  a  2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Hannelius, Ideal
l . X  ~ 2 .  A, l . . .b 2 .  C,  l . . .a ! 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . D ,  1...Ы 
l . Z  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 .  A

Harkov Theme
l . X ?  a ! / b !
l . Y  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Kiss Theme
l . A  l . . .a 2 . B,  l . . .b 2 . C 
l . B  l . . .a 2 . C,  l . . .b 2 . A

Kiss, Complete
l . A  l . . .a 2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 .  C 
l . B  l . . .a 2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . A 
l . C  l . . .a 2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Lafny Theme
l . X  a  2 . A, l.. .b 2 . B, 1...C 2 . C
l . Y  a  2 . B, l...b 2 . C, 1...C 2 . A

LaCny, 2x4
l . X  a  2 . A, l.. .b 2 . B, 1...C 2 . C
l . Y  a  2 . B, l.. .b 2 .  C, 1...C 2 .  D

Latny, Complete
l . X  a  2 . A, l.. .b 2 .  B, 1...C 2 . C
l . Y  a  2 . B, l. . .b 2 . C, 1...C 2 .A
l . Z  a  2 . C, l. . .b 2 . A, 1...C 2 .B

Le Grand Theme
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l. . .a 2 . В
l . Y  ~ 2 . B , l . . .a 2 .A

Le Grand, Double
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . C
l . Y  ~ 2 . B , l. . .b 2 . C
l . Z  ~ 2 . C , l. . .a 2 . A, l. . .b 2 . В
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Le Grand, Double, Condensed
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . . a !
l . Y  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В
l . Z  ~ 2 . B, l . . .a 2 . A

Le Grand, Cyclic, 3 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В
l . Y  ~ 2 . B , l . . .a 2 .  C
l . Z  ~ 2 . C, l . . .a 2 . A

Odessa Theme
l . X  ~ 2 . A B,  l . . .a 2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . D  
l . Y  ~ 2 . CD, 1...C 2 . A,  l . . .d 2 . В

Odessa, Cyclic
l . X l  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . .a 2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . D  
1 . Y 1  ~ 2 . CD, 1...C 2 . E,  l . . .d 2 . F

1 . Z 1  ~ 2 . Y Z ,  l . . .y 2 . A, 1...Z 2 . В

Le Grand, Pseudo, Cyclic
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . B,  
l . Y  ~ 2 .  В,  l . . .a 2 . B ? ? ,  
l . Z  ~ 2 .  C, l . . .a 2 . C ? ? ,

Le Grand, Cyclic, 3 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . A,  l . . .a 2 . В 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C

l . Z  ~ 2 . N, l . . .a 2 . A

Le Grand, Pseudo
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Lender Combination
l . A  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C,  l . . .b 2 . D  
l . C  ~ 2 . D, l . . .a 2 .  A, l . . .b 2 .  В

Luukkonen Theme
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . A
l . Y  ( ? )  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В /  ! ,  l . . .b 2 . C / !

Mai 2 Theme
l . X  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . .a 2 .  CD 
l . Y  ~ 2 . CD, l . . .b 2 . AB

Papack Paradox
l . X  a  2 .  A, l...b  2 .  В,  1...C 2 . C  
l . Y  ~ 2 .  A, l . . .a 2 .  B,  l...b  2 . C ,

Papack Cycle
l . X  ~ 2 . A ( B ? ) , l . . .a 2 . C 
l . Y  ~ 2 . В ( C ? ) , l . . .a 2 . A

Pirrone Theme
*l . . . a  2 . A,  l . . .b 2 .  В,  1...C 2 .  A, 1. 
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  c  2 . A, l . . .d 2 . В

Reciprocal Moves
1 .  B1 2 . X  W2 2 . A, 1...W3 2 . В 
1 .  B1 2 . у , 1...W2 2 .  В,  1...W3 2 .  A

Reeves Cycle
l . A  ~ 2 . В 
l . B  ~ 2 . C 

l . C  ~ 2 . A

Rehm-LaCny Theme
l . X  a  2 .  A, l...b  2 .  В, 1...C 2 . C  
l . Y  у  2 .  Z 2,..a 3 . B ,  2...b 3 . C ,  2.

Reversal 1

l. . .b 2 . A? ?  c  2 . A??
1.. .b 2 . С, 1...C 2 . B ? ?
1.. .b 2 . С? ? ,  1...C 2 .  A

Mai 2, Cyclic
l . X  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . .a 2 . CD
l . Y  ~ 2 . CD, l . . .b 2 . E F
l . Z  ~ 2 . E F ,  1...П 2 . AB

Mate Transference

l . A  l . . .a 2 . В 
l . B  l . . .a 2 . A

Reversal 2
l . A  ~ 2 . В 
l . B  ~ 2 .A

l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . B ,  1...C 2 . A ? ? ,  
l . Y  a  2 . A ? ? ,  l . . .b 2 . В ? ? , 1...C 2 . A,

Mate, Changed
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . C, l . . .b 2 . D

Makihovi Theme
l . X  a  2 .AB 
l . Y  a  2 . A 
l . Z  a  2 . В

Makihovi-Robert Theme
l . X  a  2 . AB
l . Y  ~ 2 . A,  l . . .a 2 . В
l . Z  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 .  A

Makihovi-Robert, Cyclic
l . S  l . . .a 2 . ABC 
l . X  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В 
l . Y  ~ 2 . B,  l . . .a 2 . C 
l . Z  ~ 2 . C,  l . . .a 2 . A

Mochalkin Combination
l . X  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . .a 2 .  C, l . . .b 2 . D  
l . Y  ~ 2 . C,  l . . .a 2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Ricciardi Theme
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A, 1...C! 
l . Y ?  ~ 2 .  B,  l . . .d! 
l . Z  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Robert Theme
*l . . . a  2 .AB.  .X
l . Y  a  2 . Z, l...b  2 . A,  1...C 2 . B ,

Rudenko Theme, 2 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . AB
l . Y  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Rudenko Theme, 3 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . AB 
l . Y  a  2 . A 
l . Z  b  2 .B

Rudenko, Reversal Form, 2 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . AB, l . . .a 2 . C,  l . . .b 2 . D
l . Y  a  2 . A, l. . .b 2 . В

Rudenko, Reversal Form, 3 phases
l . X  ~ 2 . AB, l . . .a 2 . C,  l . . .b 2 . D
l . Y  a  2 . A 
l . Z  b  2 . В

l. . .d 2 . ? ?  
l . . .d 2 . В

1...C 2 . D

...d 2 . В

..c 3 . A

...у 2 . X
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Rukhlis Theme
l . X  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . B, 
l . Y  a  2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . D,

1.. .C  2 .  A ? ? ,  l . . .d 2 . B? ?
1.. .C  2 . A, l . . .d 2 . В

Vladimirov Paradox (1)
l . X  a  2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . A

Rukhlis, Condensed
l . X  a  2 . A, l...b  2 . B ,  1...C 2 . B ? ?  
l . Y  a  2 . C ,  l...b  2 . A,  1...C 2 . В

Vladimirov Paradox (2)
l . X ?  a !  
l . Y  a  2 . A

Rukhlis, Cyclic
l . X  a  2 . A, l. . .b 2 . В
l . Y  b  2 . A, 1...C 2 . В
l . Z  a  2 . B, 1...C 2 . A

Rukhlis, Distributed
l . X  a  2 . A, l. . .b 2 . В
l . Y  a  2 . C, 1...C 2 . A
l . Z  b  2 . D, 1...C 2 .  , l...d  2 . В

Vladimirov Theme
1 .A?  a !  
l . B ?  b!
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Vladimirov, Cross-Closed (1)
1 .  A? b  2 . B,  l . . . a!  
l . B ?  a  2 . А, 1...Ы

Rukhlis, Extended
l . X  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 .  В,  1...C 2 . C ,

1.. .d 2 .  A ? ? ,  l . . .e 2 . B ? ? ( l . . . f  2 .  C??  
l . Y  a 2 .  D, l . . .b 2 . E ,  1...C 2 . F ,

1.. .d 2 .  A, l . . .e 2 .  B,  l . . . f  2 . C

Rukhlis, Ideal
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 .  В,  1...C 2 . C ,  l . . .d 2 . D  
l . Y  a 2 . E,  l . . .b 2 . F ,  1...C 2 .  A, l . . .d 2 .  В

Shedey Theme
l . X  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . C 
l . Y  a  2 . D, l . . .b 2 .  A 
l . Z  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 .  E,  l. . .b 2 . F

Stocchi Combination
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  c  2 . A, l . . .d 2 . В 
l . Z  c  2 . C,  l . . .d 2 . D

Super Tura Theme
l . X  a  2 . A 3 . B ,  l. . .b 
l . Y  a  2 .  В 3 . A, l. . .b

Sushkov, Complete
*l . . . a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . X  ~ 2 .A (B?)  , l . . .b 
l . Y  ~ 2 . В ( A ? ) , l. . .a

Tura Theme
l . X  a  2 . A 3 . B ,  l. . .b 
l . Y  a  2 . В 3 . A ,  l. . .b

Tver Theme
1 .A ~ 2 . В 
l . C  ~ 2 . D
l . X  a 2 . A, l . . .b 2 . B ,

2 .  В З . С ,  1...C 2 . C 3 . A 
2 . С З . В ,  1...C 2 . A 3 . C

2 . C ,  1...X 2 . В 
2 . D ,  l . . .y 2 . A

2 . В 3 . A 
2 . A 3 . B

1...C 2 . C ,  l...d  2 . D

Twente Theme, 2 variations
l . X  a  2 . A B ,  l . . .b 2 .AB 
l . Y  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Vladimirov, Cross-Closed (2)
l . A ?  a  2 . C, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . B ?  a  2 .  A, l . . .b 2 . D

Vladimirov, Ideal
l . A ?  b  2 . C ,  l . . . a!  
l . B ?  a  2 . D ,  1...Ы 
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В

Volgograd Theme
l . A  ~ 2 . B ,  l . . .a 2 .  (C) 
l . D  ~ 2 . A, l . . .a 2 . В

Zagoruiko Theme, 3x2
l . X  a  2 .A,  l . . .b 2 .B 
l . Y  a  2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . D 
l . Z  a  2 . E ,  l . . .b 2 . F

Zagoruiko Theme, nxm
1 .A a 2 • Ai , 1. ..b 2 . a 2 , ... 1. ,.m 2.*
1 .B a 2 •Bi , 1. ..b 2 •B2 , ... 1. ,.m 2,■Bm

1 .N a 2 •Ni , 1. ..b 2 • N2 , ... 1. ..m 2 ■Nm

Zagoruiko, Cyclic
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 . C 
l . Z  a  2 . C ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Zagoruiko, Distributed
l . X  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . C 
l . Z  b  2 . D
l . K  a  2 . E ,  l . . .b 2 . F

Zagoruiko, Nanning
l . X  a  2 . A,  l . . .b 2 . В 
l . Y  a  2 . B,  l . . .b 2 . C 
l . Z  a  2 . D ,  l . . .b 2 . A

Twente Theme, 3 variations
l . X  a  2 . ABC, l . . .b 2 . ABC, 1...C 2 . ABC 
l . Y  a 2 .  A, l . . .b 2 .  В,  1...C 2 . C

Urania Theme
l . A
l . X  ~ 2 . A 
l . Y  a  2 . A

Zagoruiko, Threat-
l . X  ~ 2 . A,  l . . .a 2 . D 
l . Y  ~ 2 .  В,  l . . .a 2 . E  
l . Z  ~ 2 . C, l . . .a 2 . F

Zuk Theme
l . X ?  ~ 2 . A B ,  l . . . a ! / b !  
l . Y  a  2 . A, l . . .b 2 . В
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Every fan of chess composition can find something of interest in this book. 
I personally find appeal in most aspects of the book, but, being biased by 
my personal composing activity, particularly so in the core parts referring to 
themes and terms. For me, browsing through these extensive parts has been 
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This comprehensive encyclopedia is something really special in the field 
of chess composition and will be enjoyed by chess players as well. It is a 
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